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FRIDAY, APRIL 6, 1962

'U.S. SENATE,
CoMMnTE ON FINANCE ,

Wa8hington, D.C.
The committee met, pursuant to recess, at 10 a.m., in room 2221,

New Senate Office Building, Senator Harry F. Byrd (chairman)
presiding.

Present: Senators Byrd, Kerr, Douglas, Gore, Williams, Carlson,
and Curtis.

Also present: Elizabeth B. Springer, committee clerk; Colin F.
Stamp, and Laurence N. Woodworth, Joint Committee on Internal
Revenue Taxation.

The CHAIRMAN. The committee will come to order.
Our first witness will be Senator William Proxmire, a very dis-

tinguished Senator, and we are very happy to have you.

STATEMENT OF HON. WILLIAM PROXMIRE, A U.S. SENATOR FROM
THE STATE OF WISCONSIN

Senator PRoxmIRE. Thank you, Mr. Chairman and members of the
committee.

I would like to discuss two parts of the tax bill H.R. 10660, the
House-passed bill.

These are: Section 2, dealing with a proposed credit for investment
in certain depreciable property; and section 3, dealing with appear-
ances and other costs with respect to legislation.

INVESTMENT OREDIT

Regarding the investment credit, I oppose it because it would hot
work; it is unfair to Other taxpayers; it is hypercyclical; and it would
result in a huge revenue loss to the Treasury.

(1) One principal disadvantage of the investment credit is its
unfortunte equity concct. It will gave a business firm tax bene-
"ts which are more than 10percent of costs.

For a corporation In the 52-percent bracket, the investment credit";equivalent to depreciation f 114 to 116 percent the cost of newly
acquired assets. Other taxpayers--exceptling those who receive per-
entage depletion-are hilted to deductions of 100 percent of costs.
.Jranting such an exceptiliftl privilege raises a serious question of tax
3quity.-I am concerned, therefore, as I am sure you must be, about the
potentially dangerous precedent set by the investment credit. It

not unlikely that other groups will request sitilar tax treatment.
841
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Retailers may request more than 100 percent deductions for tle
costs of carrying inventory. Construction firms may request more
than 100-percent deductions for buildings they own. Teachers could
request deductions for more than 100 percent of the costs of advanced
courses. Individuals who borrow money to invest in homes mnay
request more than 100-percent deductions of their interest costs in-
curred in the purchase of homes.

(2) The investment credit is also undesirable because it will tend
to accentuate the business cycle. I don't think this has been empha-
sized sufficiently so far. Far from contributing to business stability,
it is in fact hypercyclical. It aggravates the business cycle by encour-
aging investment during a periodof inflation and discouraging it rela-
tively in a recession, when businesses have less income against which
to write off new investment.

If the proposed credit stimulates investment-which I doubt-the
stimulus will be greater in those periods when investment is likely to
be high in any case.

Thus, investment will be stimulated exactly in those periods when
there is little or no need for an investment stimulus. Contrariwise,
the investment credit will have its least stimulative effect when invest-
ment prospects are dim.

Hence, the credit will tend to accentuate present fluctuations in in-
vestment. If there is any single goal sought by administration ee.
nomic policy, it is to increase growth by stabilizing the econon y and
ironing out fluctuations. This proposal will have exactly the opposite
effect: It will 'be inflationary in boom times; it will increase unem-
ployment in recession periods.

The investment credit is also undesirable from a cyclical standpoint
because it serves to reduce Government revenues exactly at those times
when Government revenues should be raised to curb private demands
for goods and services; namely, in inflationary periods.

If the Federal budget were otherwise in balance during a prosperous
period, the effect of the investment credit would be to create budget

ofidits in the prosperous periods. Certainly, this is fiscal irresponsi-
bility in its purest form.

Moreover, it is bad economics. Almost all economists, regardless of
their political persuasion, feel that the Government should run sur-
pluses during periods of high employment. The investment credit
will serve to reduce those surpluses, or throw the budget into a deficit
position, exactly in those periods when surpluses would be most ap-propriate...

(3)One basic criticism of the investment credit is that the goals
which are sought by this device are inappropriate. Specifically, the
credit is designed to stimullftte artificially the rate of physical inivest-
iefineti the Ufited States.

Why do we need an artificial stimulus tot'btain more investment
than , the free market deems appropriate? A fundamental tenet of
ou' economics system is that, wh erever possible aifd to the greatest pos-
sible extent we will permit free-market forces to determine the
amounts anA types of goods to be produced. The investment credit
attempts to initerfIer wih the ' free-market deeisibhs of consumers and
producers.

842
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It is also argued that the investment credit is needed to stimulate
physical investment to compete with foreign countries. Such compe-
fition takes many forms. If standard of living is the area of compe-
tition, then we have managed well to date without the investment
credit.

If "competition with foreign countries" refers to our bidance-of-
payments position, then it seems ridiculous to support the investment
credit for all industries in the United States simply to aid the rela-
tively few firms that actually bmpete overseas.

Moreover, there has been remarkable little evidmnee provided indi-
cating that lack of investment is holding back U.S. firms in foreign
competition.

First, it 'is not clear that U.S. firms are suffering significantly in
their competition with foreign industry.

Second, it is not clear that, if such suffering is occurring, it is due to
lack of investment. It could just as easily be due to lack of initiative,
weakness of new designs, excessive labor costs, insufficient mobility, or
many other reasons which would not be affected by the investmentcredit.

Surely, the burden of proof is on those who support the investment
credit to indicate tha the problems of foreign competition-which
were so heavily stressed by Secretary Dillon on Monday-in fact
exist and would be significantly reduced by adoption of the investment
credit.

(5) What grounds do we have for doubting the efficacy of the in-
vestment credit?

First, the credit will be given to business firms even if they do not
change their investment cfecisions by one jot or tittle. Obviously,
business firms are always engaged in making investments. On all
of these investments, the', will obtain the proposed credit.

But the oilly justification for the credit is that new investment,
over and above what would normally be made by a business firm, will
ie encouraged as a result of the credit. Nonetheless, business firms
receive the cake credit-and can eat it, without taking any new and
additional actions to ealh it.

Secondly, businessmen themselves are not responding favorably to
the proposed credit. A responsible survey by the Wall Street Jdlrnlf
indicates that virtually all the businessmen interviewed would con-
sider the proposed investment credit as a windfall and did not plan
to change their investment plans if theinvestment credit were enacted.

Mr. chairman, I would like to submit a copy of this Wall Street
Join al article for the record, at this point.

The CHAIRMAN. Without objection.
(The article referred to' follows:)

(From the Wall Street Journal, Feb. 8, 1901

TAX BIrLL'S IMPACT: FIRMS PLAN ONLY SL(1-T CAPITAL SPENDING BOOST IF X'VW
CREDIT IS VOTED

WITHIITOMING TAX ON INTEREST PROMISES CONIPUTER EdON AND DEPOSIT OI
CONFUSION-WlIAT IS A BUSINESSS MEAL"?

Tax changes now being shaiecl l) in Congress probably woti l have some
surprising as well as some predlcthble effects on' buness, a WaIll Street Joutrnhl
surrey of over 160 executives shows.
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A key provision of the tax bill thac probably will be voted on by the House of
Representatives this month-a tax credit for most companies amounting to
8 percent of what they invest in new machinery-may lead many of them to
revive relatively small equipment-buying projects they had shelved. But it
also may give what one executive calls windfall savings to companies going
ahead with plant expansion programs they would have carried out anyway.

A tax credit for public utilities of 4 percent of their new equipment investments
may speed extension of gas mains to some small towns and rural areas where
they wouldn't be profitable now. But the disparity between this and the 8-
percent credit to most of the utilities' customers may crimp electric Utilities' sales
by tempting some customers to install their own power-generating plants.

A 20-percent witholding tax on dividends and interest, to be deducted at the
source, probably would speed computer sales and subject corporate and bank
officers to a barrage of angry phone calls from shareholders and depositors who
might think the deduction was the company's idea. It also would deprive
some tax-exempt institutions and individuals of the use of sizable sums of cash
at least temporarily, and cause them and others headaches figuring out their
refund claims.

RESTAURANT BANE OR BOON?

And tighter tax rules on business entertainment may either severely pinch
home restaurants or help them snatch expense-account trade away from theaters
and nightclubs-depending on which of two conflicting interpretations of the
pending changes is correct.

These assessments by businessmen are tentative, of course, as the tax revision
bill is a long way from being law, and some of its provisions may be changed
in coming congressional votes. Already the House Ways and Means Committee,
which is preparing the bill, is considering modifying the dividend withholding
provision to put it on a 3-year trial basis, ending in 1965; committee members
think this might soften some expected congressional opposition.

But otherwise the committee, which must originate tax legislation, is expected
to make only a few changes in a tentative draft of the bill it already has approved
for submission first to the full House, then the Senate. So it is clear, at least,
what are the main proposals that will be coming to a vote.

MANY COMPLEX RULES

These proposals are both numerous and complex. The bill would increase
taxes on mutual savings banks and savings and loan associations, farm and
consumer cooperatives, businessmen's earnings from some foreign investments,
and some profits of U.S. corporations' foreign subsidiaries. Important as they
are, though, these provisions would affect only certain segments of business,
while the proposals for tax credits on machinery buying, tax withholding of
dividends and some interest, and limitations on businessmen's dedtitns for
entertaining would touch nearly every company in the country.

But the effects, though widespread, may not always be what the lawmakers
anticipate-as can be seen best by a look at the provision that would involve
the most money, the proposed 8-percent credit on investments in most types of
new machinery.

Under this section of the draft bill, a business that invested, say, $1 million
in new machinery in any one year could deduct $80,000 from its eventual cor-
porate income tax bill for that year. In effect, it could buy $1 million worth
of machinery by paying, in the end, only $920,000 out of the corporate treasury.
The Kennedy administration, which proposed this section, has been counting on
it to spur much new business spending for plant expansion and modernization,
thus giving a lift to the entire economy.

SOME ERLY STARTS

But of 68 companies surveyed on this aspect of the bill, only 1-Radio Corp.
of America-thought the 8-percent credit would have a "significant" effect on
major expansion programs. Of the rest, 88 said the credit would at most cause
them to take a second look at "marginal" projects they had rejected, or start
early on projects they eventually would have begun anyway.

And no less tbhn 29 companies reported the credit wouldn't change their capital
spending plans at all-though they would use the credit to reduce tax bills
anyway. "If we spend $100,000, we're going to g9t $8,000 more cash," says
Donald K. Evans, treasurer of Riegel Textile Corp.
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"This program won't alter our construction program one bit; it's nothing more
than a windfall," adds the executive vice president of a major chemical concern.

The reasons for this view vary, but underlying all of them is a conviction
that an 8-percent credit supply isn't big enough to alter major corporate capital
spending programs. This is particularly true of companies which draw up their
capital spending programs far in advance. "Plans for 1902 capital spending
have already been determined, and we do not believe the proposed tax credit
will influence them," says Frank McGrath, financial vice president of United
States Rubber Co.

Many other companies emphasize that they plan capital spending on the basis
of what they think is needed to keep plants modern and to expand output as
fast as the market will support, with tax rules a secondary consideration. A.
Lightfoot Walker, president of Rheem Manufacturiag Co., puts this view suc-
cinctly: "If we needed new equipment to run our business efficiently we would
get it. If we did not need it, we would not spend money on it just to get a credit."

And some concerns are worried by excess capacity, which makes spending
large sums of money for new machinery seem to them a dubious proposition
regardless of tax laws. "The problem now is trying to find markets for our
present production, not getting money to make more," says Joe E. Nolan, execu-
tive vice president of Weyerhaeuser Co., the big timber and forest products con-
cern in Tacoma, Wash.

This isn't to say, however, that the credit would have no effect. On some less-
expensive projects, "it just might be enough to tip the balance in favor of replac-
ing outmoded equipment with modern, efficient machines," says William Brown,
vice president for finance of American Viscose Corp., Philadelphia rayon and
cellophane maker.

A. J. INDUSTRIES SPEEDUP

The credit also would speed up some projects already in the works. "An extra
8-percent allowance would allow us to accelerate expansion programs at our
Jessup Wood Products division, a $2 million to $3 million expansion of our
Reynolds metals division foundry, and other smaller programs," asserts Charles
Ver Harlen, president of A. J. Industries, Inc., diversified Los Angeles concern.
International Business Machines Corp., too, says the credit "in some instances
should result in earlier acquisition of new capital equipment," though only to
a "quite limited" extent.

And the effects of the credit could grow in coming years, as companies come
to the end of programs they have budgeted now and begin shaping new ones.
"The tax credit would certainly be welcome; it would not affect our 1962 plans
but it would enter into our decisions on equipment spending in the future," says
Kendall Co., Boston-based maker of textiles and surgical goods,

The effects of the separate 4-percent tax credit for public utilities investing
in new equipment also might fall well short of some congressional hopes. Ways
and Means Committee members have said this provision is likely to lower elec-
tric, water, and gas rates to consumers, by saving utilities some money which
could be passed on to the public through rate cuts.

NO BOOSTS, NO OUTS

Utility executives concede the credit might make some rate increases unneces-
sary. "A 4-percent credit would give us about $160,000 and would forestall
application for a rate increase for 2, possibly 3 years," says the treasurer of a
California water utility. But no utility surveyed plans to cut rates voluntarily
because of the credit, and most think increases in other costs would make im-
possible any rate cuts that State regulatory commissions might seek. "None of
the utilities I know of are earning even close to an adequate return on their
investment," says K. M. Robinson, chairman of Washington Water Power Co.,
Spokane, Wash.

Utility executives seem to be of two minds about the proposed credit. Many
say the savings it would provide would make it possible to extend service on a
stepped-up schedule. "It might mean we'd extend gas service to some small
towns not now receiving it," says Dean H. Mitchell, president of Northern
Indiana Public Service Co., Hammond, Ind. "Some of these projects would be
unprofitable now, but the tax credit might make the difference."

These same executives and many others, however, denounce the bill as "dis-
criminatory" and perhaps competitively harmful in giving utilities only half the
8 percent credit other industries would get. "We're competing with coal and
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oil Industries for the fuel market, and they would receive an 8 percent credit,"
says Marvin Chandler, president of Northern Illinois Gas Co. "It just Isn't
fair."

ELECTRO UTILITIES' FEARS

Electric utilities fear intensified competition from another source: Their own
customers. Aluminum companies in particular might figure it would be cheaper
to put up their own generating plants with the "92.cent dollars" an 8 percent
credit would give them than to buy power from a utility that had to spend
"96-cent dollars" on new generating capacity, frets Jack Busby, president of
Pennsylvania Power & Light Co. Aluminum companies need gigantic quantities
of electricity to smelt ores into metal.

The proposed 20 percent withholding tax on dividends and interest probably
would affect individual taxpayers more than anything else in the bill, but its
impact on many corporations would be slight. Melville Shoe Corp., with 20,000
stockholders, does think dividend withholding would bring a tremendous increase
in paperwork costs. But American Telephone & Telegraph Co., with nearly
2 million shareholders, says it could set up a withholding system at purely
nominal cost.

For individual taxpayers, however, dividend and interest withholding would
complicate the problem of preparing tax returns. Under the draft bill, banks
and companies would not be required to prepare annual withholding statements
for taxpayers showing how much tax has been withheld from dividends or
interest the individuals received. Instead, the taxpayer would record on his
tax return the amount of money he actually received and the full amount he
wotild have received without the withholding tax, and file for a tax refund if
le is entitled to one.

TAX RErBMN PROBLEMS

This raises a problem: How would an Individual taxpayer, If he knows only
the net amount of dividends or Interest he actually got after tax had been with-
held, figure out what the pretax payment would have been? For stockholders
this may not be too difficult, as the gross amount of corporate dividends per share
are announced regularly. But for the bank saver, who knows only the interest
figure stamped on his savings account passbook, it may be more troublesome.

Actually, some savings institutions are planning to help the taxpayer even
though not required to. First Federal Savings & Loan Association of Pittsburgh
will "work out some system to give" savers a breakdown on what their pretax
dividends would have been, how much tar has been withheld, and what the net
figure after taxes Is, every time it pays a dividend, a spokesman says. Savers
"are going to demand to know something more than the .net dividend after
taxes," he explains.

Senator PRoxMIRE. It is rare in the area of tax policy to have ad-
vance laboratory tests of the potential effectiveness of policy propos-
als. Such laboratory tests, when avAilable, should certaintly be ex-
amined closely. In this case we have the example of the accelerated
depreciation methods which were introduced in the 1954 Internal
Revenue Code. One of the primary purposes of these accelerated
methods was to encourage greater business investment in plant id
equipment.

Yet, look what happened. Before the enactment of these new
methods, the growth in capital stock per worker was roughly 3.5
percent per year. After the adoption of theiaccelerated depreciation1
methods, capital stock per worker grew by only 1.9 percent per year
'from 1954 to 1960.

In o the& words, instead of acceleration of business investment as a
result of the new depreciation methods, there was a very substantial
dropoff, so that the rate of increase was only about one-half what it
has been in the earlier period.

The effect of this on outptit per worker was significant. - Output
per worker in the period from 1947 to i0 4 increased by 3.8. percent
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per year. After the accelerated depreciation methods were enacted,
the rate through 1960 was only 2.1 percent.

How can we explain this lack of effectiveness of a tax stimillus to
investment so analogous to the investment credit? It seems to me
there are several available explanations.

One, while the tax.benefits were being given, there was still no cor-
responding increase in aggregate demand for the goods and services
which additional investment could produce. Therefore, while there
were cost savings through tax reductions there was no particular
stimulus to obtain more investment to )roduce more goods and serv-
ices. The tax stimulus, as I am sure will be the ease with the invest-
ment credit, was simply reflected in increased profits, rather than in-
creased production.
Two, the period since 1954 has been generally one of excess capacity

due to inadequacy of consumer demand. Given this excess capacity,
there are relatively few marginal investment decisions which will be
encouraged by an investment tax stimulus such as accelerated depre-
ciation or the proposed credit.

Three, there is ample indication that prices of products are some-
times administered prices. When this is the case, prices are less sub-
ject to market forces. Such prices tend to stay up under cirtiim-
stances in which they could be reduced. Returns from increased
investment for a business firm come only if the firm reduces its prices
to sell the increased quantities that can be produced with the addi-
t ional investment.

Rather than expanding plant and equipment to produce more goods
and then lowering prices in order to sell the additional goods, some
firms have been content to maintain prices and sell lesser quantities
that require lesser amounts of plant and equipment.

The tax stimitli to investment, therefore, reflect themselves merely
in higher after-tax profits at constant price levels, rather than in
greater production at lower price levels.

AI principal argument f6r the investment credit is that business
firms need additional cash for additional investments. The facts re-
fute this justification.

There is no evidence that the major firms, which do the great amount
of investing in the United States, need additional cash flows to
finance further investment.

Take General Motors, for example. General Motors set aside de-
preation reserves of $1,637 million during the years 1957-60, while
it invested only $1,589 million in plant and equipment combined.
During those same years, it retained prOfits after payments of
dividends in the amount of $1,017 million, out of which it added
$965 million to its cash and security holdings-rather than in phys-
ical investment-so that the total of its financial holdings at the end
of 1960 was $1,637 million-ironically, the same amoulit as its depre-
ciation reserves. Surely General M tors has not been in need of an
artificial tax advatage to support further physical investment.

The General Motors case is typical 0f many large fims and reflects
the situation in industry generally. Table 1 below drawn fr6m tie
recent report of the President's Counfi of Ekconomlc Advisers, indi-
cates that, in the period froi 1959to 1961, funds available from -i-
ternal sources alone exceeded total plant and equipment outlays f6r
indtstry generally. This is cofipletely aside from the additional
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funds that would be available through new debt financing or new
equity issues.

TABLE 1.-Rlatonshlip of plant andf equipment outlays to internal funds
[Dollar amounts in billions]

Plant and Funds avail. Col. (2) as
Period equipment able from percent of

outlays internal 001. (1)
sources I

(1) (2) (3)

I90-54 ........................................................ $107.2 $97.1 00.6
-58 ........................................................ 113.2 108.4 05.8

1950-61 ........................................................ 88. 9 93.0 104.6

I Retained profits and depletion allowances, and depreciation and amortization allowances.

Source: Table B-65, Report of the Council of Economic Advisers, Sanuary 1962, p. 283.

It has been alleged that the low level of investment in recent years
has been due to a squeeze on corporate profits. Two sets of facts
indicate that this reasoning is fallacious. The first set of facts involves
the history of the last few years. This history indicates quite clearly
that corporate profits are quite sensitive to the rate at which capacity
is being utilized. _

Corporate profits have been low only when capacity is not being
fully utilized. Since the rate of utilization was higher in the early
period of this decade, it follows that the ratio of profits to GNP
would be higher in the earlier period.

This in turn, suggests that the lack of investment has been due to
an inadequacy of final demand, rather than a lack of corporate profits.
Lack of investment is a symptom, not a cause.

The second set of facts concerns the relationship between corporate
profits and that part of the national income which originates in
corporations. If the corporate share of economic activity falls, cor-
porate profits decline as a percentage of GNP, even when corporate
profits are a stable percentage of the income flow through corporations.

Table 2 indicates this rethtioniship quite clearly. If a comparison
is made simply between corporate profits and GNP, as indicated in
line 2 of table 2, this percentage has gone down. However, if corporate
profits plis capital consumption allowances are related to national
income originating in corporations-whith is the more relevant com-
parison-it is clear that the ratio in recent years has been higher than
at the beginning of the decade--even though unemployment rose
from 3.7 percent to 6.1 percentduring the same period.
TABLE 2.-Comparative corporate income rate, 1950-53, 195447, und 1958-61

[Percent]

Item 1950*3 1954-57 195861

Corporate profits after taxes:
P oerent of gross national product ......................... 5.9 5.3 4.5
Percent of national income originating in corporations..... 12.6 11.4 10.1

Corporate profits after taxes plus capital consumption allow.
ances:

Percent of gross national product ................. 9.4 10.0 9.7
Percent of national income originating in corporations

plus capital consumption allowances .................... 18.8 19.5 19.3
Unemployment as percent of civilian labor force .............. 3.7 4.6 6.1

Source: U.S. Departments of Commerce and Labor.
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The investment credit, by providing a windfall tax break for busi-
nesses, would cost the Treasury $1.8 billion the first year. At a time
when the Federal budget is in precarious balance, such a revenue
loss, which will accomplish so little, should not be incurred.

LOBBYING ACTIVITIES

I oppose the tax deduction for lobbying expenses because it would
give a thoroughly unjustified tax advantage to special business in-
terests over the public interest.

Contributions to lobbying organizations that fight for their ideals-
be they left. right, or center-are not tax deductible. Contributions
to groups like the American Civil Liberties Union, the Americans
for Constitutional Action, and the League of Women Voters are pro-
hibited by law from tax exemption.

But if this provision is enacted, special interest business groups
whose financial interests may run counter to the public interest, will
get a juicy tax break.

This proposed new tax deduction is the one part of the bill that is
flatly opposed by the Treasury.

This is one of the very few significant changes made in the law
in years on which the House Ways and Means Committee conducted
no hearings.

Section 3 of the bill would allow businesses and trade associations,
but not the ordinary citizen nor the individual specialist, to deduct
costs incurred in connection with promoting or opposinn particUlar
legislation. The bill as presently written would allow deluctions for
not only the expenses of appearances before congressional committees,
but also expenses involved in personal contacts with individual Mem-
bers of the Congress, personal contacts with State and local officials,
and all expenses incurred by trade associations in propagandizing a
particular point of view with their individual members.

I consider this provision of the bill wholly indefensible on several
different grounds. First, as I have mentioned, from a legislative
standpoint, the Ways and Means Committee has held no hearings on
this particular measure., Certainly there should be an opportunity
for the general public to be heard by the Ways and Means Committee
on this subject before the legislation is enacted.

Second, from a legal standpoint, section 3 of the bill represents
a change in a long-standing pin1iple which has been supported on
several occasions -by Federal courts,.including the Supreme Court.

The Internal Revenue Code provides for deductions only for "or-
diary and necessary" expenses. It is far outside th. "Ordinary and
necessary" income-produbing procedures of business to attempt to
influence legislative decisions. While the Treasury Department has
apparently not attempted to enforce fully its present regulations,
derelictioft of duty should not be a justifleation foriegislative change.

Third, the proposed change can be criticized -on equity oUtids.
It cleayrl and explicitly discriminates in favor of bthess lobbying
and against lobbying by private citizens or individual.speialists.

Thus the provision serves to rig the odds against legislation f.r
the general well-being, and in favor of specialized legislation for the
few. It i difficOlt enough at present for the individual legislator
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to obtain information on both sides of the questions upon which we
must legislate.

In effect the new provision means that some tax funds now coining
to Uncle Sam will be returned to businesses and trade associations in
order that they can present their case more effectively, while at the
same time discouraging individuals, who presumably have less capac-
ity to meet lobbying costs, from incurring those costs. Thus the flow
of information to legislators is diverted so that it comes more freely
from certain sources and is less available from other sources.

Fourth, the proposed section can be criticized on economic grounds.
The Federal Government, through this measure, will be subsidizing
the diversion of resources away from productive output for the benefit
of the national economy into specialized propagandizing purposes
designed solely to benefit the few. These proposed deductions are not
equivalent to deductions for advertising. Advertising is intended to
disseminate knowledge to the many about products which are avail-
able in the market. The proposed deductions are for expenses de-
signed to influence the few for the special benefit of a few.

The proposed provision on lobbying expenses will not only dis-
criminate against certain nonprofit lobbying organizations, such as
the League of Women Voters.

These organizations, like industry trade associations, are usually
nonprofit and are generally not subject to tax on their own activities.

However, contributions to these organizations, like contributions to
industry trade associations, are only deductible by the contributors to
the extent that the contrtibttions are not used by the associations to
support lobbying activities.

Section 3 of H.R. 10650 would permit contributions to trade associa-
tions to be deductible even though the contributions were used by the
trade associations for lobbying purposes.

This change would be made on the grounds that the contributions
were "ordinary and necessary" business expenses.. However, contri-
butions to organizations such as the League of Women Voters would
not be deductible to the extent thAt, the league engaged in lobbying
activities because the contributions in that case-tinder the proposed
bill-would not be considered as "ordinary and necessary" business
expenses.

Therefore, the bill tends to discrimifte in favor of lobbying activi-
ties by industry trade associations and against lobbying activities by
certahf other groups which have been of great assistance to legislators
in the'past.

Mr. Chairman, I stated at the beginning of this statement that I
believed there were two sections of the bill before you which were
inimical to the best interests of the general public. I believe the case
against both these provisions is clear cut and overwhelming.

That cmoletes my statement, Mr. Chairman:
The OHAIR ]AN. Sentitor Proxmire, I want to congtatttlate yout on

one of the very ablest statemeits that has been made to this committee
i:oppositiftItothe tax investment credit.

I do not know of Any other witness to call attentioti to the fact of the
effect it would haven the business cycle. Yoi say investment credit
is also untdesirablebecause it wotld tend to accentuate the business
cycle.
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It a&Mravtes the business cycle by encouraging investments during
a perloof inflation and discouraging it relatively in a recession when
businesses have less income against which to write off now investments.
I don't recall of any other witness who commented on that point.

As I say, I congratulate you on this. This matter will compe before
the Senate, and I hope that you will then continue, I imagine it will
come before the Senate either by amendment or by inclgl1on of this
bill, I am not certain which way it is cofinig. But it is certain to
come before the Senate in some form, because the administration
is apparently determined to enact this $1 billion, you said, $800 mu11-
lion-;-I think Mr. Stim puts the loss at $1.4 billion.

Senator PjRox-mnn. Tried to modify this by saying as the Treasury
originally requtested it with an 8-percent credit and the lesser restric-
tion, 25 percent of net income, I believe, on how much it could be
written off was $1.8 billion, as I understand it, but as it was written
it was cut down it is $1.3 billion, or $1.4 billion as it appears in the
House bill, you are right, Mr. Chairman.

The CHAII MAN. In the 10-year period Mr. Stain estimated the loss
to be $20.99'billion. It has been inserted in the record. I want to call
your attention to an itemized statement of the losses in each of the
years for 10 years. (See pt. 1$ p. 375.)

Another very astonishing part of this bill is the fact that it is retro-
active. It zoes back to Juanry 1 of this year, and that in itself, as-
suminfg that it will not be enacted by Congress before July 1, I don't
think it can be, this tax bill, that gives a 6-month windfall to people
who could not have been possibly stimulated or influenced to make
these investments because there was no law on the books at that time.
That is a windfall of at least $600 or $700 million.

I have to my personal khowledge known. I know of people in my
community who have made modernizations of their packinghouses and
things like that without any thought of any investment credit, and
that they will then get 8 percent credit on these modernizations tlt
have already, by July 1, have been installed.

The apple business, for example, we start packing apples around
August so whatever we do in a modernizatioi way has to be done
before that date, and I brought that to the attention of Mr. Dillon
because lie has repeatedly, the Treasury has, and I think properly so,
opposed retroactive tax legislation.

But he defended this before the committee because lie said lie thought
there was an incentive involved in the fact that the administratofi
had annotinced they were for the taxpayer. I hope the tikne won't
come, will never come, when the business people and the people of this
count-y will assume that whatever is recommended by any adnministra-
tion is likely to be enacted into law, because after all, we have got
a Congress here, which is supposed to pass the laws, and personaly,
I don't thifik any businessman was influenced by that.

I don't thiik they will do something--n other words, you are
exactly right, the business n will modernize his plant and ptlt a
machine in if they think it is desirable to their business to do it.

As you know, the big business corporAtions of this c6Wittry have
ample fiids with whichto do this.

N ow, they should -not be bribed, so to speak, to do something tiat
they are not willing tdo in *the ordinry l course of business. I think

82190-02-pt. 8- 2
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in the long run that would be a mistake, and I am with you 100 per-
cent in what you said. I think this would be one of the most iniqui-
tous provisions of the tax law that has ever been enacted in the 29
years that I have been here in the Senate.

I think it will lead to other things and it will have a disruptive
influence and instead of helpin business it is going to hurt business.

So I thank you for your contribution.
Senator Pnoxmipx. Thank you very, very much, Mr. Chairman.

I appreciate your remarks.
The CIAMMAX. Senator Douglas?
Senator DOUGLAS. I, too, want to congratulate Senator Proxmire.
He has made a very strong case on both of his points. I would

like to ask him this question. Even assuming that the investment
credit were desirable on other ,0. nds, is it not true that the present
provisions have been drawn so ,.oadly that it would provide a tax
credit for improvements and recreation and amusements and retail
trade which have nothing whatever to do with the ability of our
goods to compete abroad, and a very dubious relationship to the
rate of economic growth?

Senator PRoxmnm. I would agree 100 percent. I think that this
is an indication of the real danger implicit in this provision, because
there have been obvious reasons why the provision is likely to be
extended in terms of the power, in terms of equity, and so forth. As
I understand it the provision was already been extended to furniture
and to other items of equipment that have nothing to do with pro-
duction or productivity.

This is simply the beginning of the kind of extension that you
could expect to get throughout our economic system. If you are
going to permit business to depreciate at more than 100 percent as
I indicated, here it is 116 percent, then on the basis of what is hap-
pening in our experience in depletion allowance we can expect this
to be disseminated broadly and to further erode the tax structure.

Senator DOUGLAS. In other words, at a time when we are trying
to close tax loopholes this will open perhaps the biggest tax loophole
of all.

Senator PROXMIRE. I would agree exactly. I think it does pre-
cisely that. That is why I feel this particular provision goes very
far to make this whole bill unacceptable although I enthusiastically
support many other provisions in the bill.

Senator DOUGLAS. So do I.
Senator PioxumE. They are excellent.
Senator DOUGLAS. Thank you.
The CIIArMAN. Senator Williams?
Senator WILLIAMS. Senator Proxmire, I, too, want to join the

chairman and the Senator from Illinois on this well-prepared, ex-
cellently documented statement. I think it is recognized this $1.4
billion provided in this investment credit is ih actuality a windfall
over and above the normal 100-percent depreciation allowed in the
bill.

Senator Ppoxmm. Exactly right, this is what it is.
Senator WILLIAMs. In effect it could be classified as a $11/2 billion

new loophole being put in our tax laws because there is no possible
recovery in the future on this point.
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Senator PROX IRE. That is particularly true in view of the fact
this is a broad pr vision that applies to investment whether that would
have been made or not. We know that throughout America ever
year there are billions and billions of dollars of investments which
are certain and W ure and inevitable. Of course, the marginal invest-
ment which is relatively smaller which might conceivably be encour-
aged, is the ony part that would deserve reward and yet the whole
mass of additional investment gets it.

It is a fantastically broad and unnecessarily broad, it seems to me,
provision foi that reason.

SenatorWILLIAMrS. I have for some time favored a modernization
of our resent deprecition formulas and would go along with a
liberalji ation of the present formulas, but I don't think that they
should ever be extended to the point where a man could recover more
than 100 percent of his cost.

In this instance they can recover 116 percent of their original in-
vestment, in new plant equipment which is a complete departure from
anything that has ever been incorporated in our tax laws.

I noticed in one part of your statement you very properly point
out the fact that the investment in caiptal had declined after the
change, after the adoption of the accelerated depreciation methods and
I am wondering, though, if we can attribute all of that to the change
in the formula necessarily because at that same time we made another
significant change in our depreciation schedules when we repealed the
5-year amortization certificates at the same time.

Senator PoxMiRE. I think that is a very excellent point.
I don't mean to attribute any of it to the change in depreciation.

What I am trying to argue, however, is that the accelerateddeprecia-
tion did not increase investment as perhaps it should have, and the
fact that there was a fall-off in demand after the Korean war was by
far the major factor in the influence on the amount of investment
we had.

In other words, what I am trying to argue is that artificial en-couragement through tax laws is a very small, very lttle, insigificant
influence as compared with the real impact of the economic forces in
our society.

Senator WILLIAMS. I thouht I understood what you meant and I
think we can agree that the change or the repeal of the 5-year amortiza-
tion certificates would also be a contributing factor.

Senator PRoxi mE. I think that is correct.
Senator WLLAMs. Toward this subsequent falloff.
Senator POXMIRE. It was indeed a very significant factor.
Senator WILLIA3rs. Thank you.
The CHAnMAN. Senator Gore?
Senator GonE. Senator Proxmire, it is not every man who comes

before this committee who brings the capacity for logical, cogent
analysis and articulate expression that you have displayed in this ex-
tremely able statement this morning, and I congratulate you.

In view of the fact that the House Ways and Means Committee
took about 11 months to report this bill atid-fring it to the Senate for
consideration, do you share with me some dubiousness about wait'g
for the proposal until next year to close some obvious loopholes ol
tax favoritism? Are you confident we will have a tax reform bill
before the Senate next year?
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Senator Pnox,-,lf. Well, I share your views very strongly on this
particular matter. I feel that it is unlikely if you provide this kind
of windfall, giveaway, loophole, that there would be any real basis
for getting the kind of economic and political muscle behind a pro-
vision to cfose loopholes next year.

Once this goes through there is no real force and drive behind
reform.

Senator GonE. If we could add to the bill provisions to eliminate
a few more abuses and inequities, and eliminate the tax credit from the
bill, it is just barely possible that room could be found to provide an
increase in the exemption from taxable income for all taxl)ayers.

Senator Pnoxmimn. Yes, sir, indeed, I think there are several inter-
esting and veiy helpful opportunities if this could be done.

As you point out this could be done, there could be a real revenue-
raising measure and it could be used, as you say either for increased
equity in tax reduction or it could be used to provide a balanced budget
at the time when there is a serious question as to whether we are goig
to have it.

The opportunities would be available.
Senator GoRE. And with the apparent slowing of the rate of re-

covery, it becomes even more necessary, or may become. even more
necessary before we finish with this bill, to give consideration to stim-
ulatig demand.

Senator PRox.%mI. That, is exactly right. It is demand that has
been the driving force in our economy. If we decide on the basis of
looking at the whole economic picture that we do need stimulation,
then it seems to me it should come through ta. changes that would
increase the purchasing power of the great majority of the people.

This has always been the driving, directing force in our economy.
Senator GonE. Thank you.
The CHAIMAN. Senator Carlson.
Senator CAnLsoN. Mr. Chairman, I also want to commend our dis-

tinguished colleague from Wisconsin for a very splendid statement
in regard to two provisions in this tax bill.

I was. wondering in view of the fact, I think we would agree we
need some stimulus in the economy at the present time in order to
increase employment, probably expand our gross national production
if the Senptor from Wisconsin would feel that a reduction in taxes
might not be the best stimulant we could give at this time.

Senator PnoxmiR. It might well be. This is a matter of very
delicate analysis and difference of judgment, of course. I am in-
clined to be somewhat concerned with it, more concerned perhaps
than many of my colleagues with the prospect of an unbalanced
budget in a period of expansion. I think We will still enjoy a period
of expansion, and I think if we reduce taxes at the present time, and
run a substantial deficit this year, and I think we will ran a deficit
even if we don't reduce taxes and a fairly big one, I think we might
be in a period where we would just look forward to nothing -but end-
less deficits of very great size.

I would h6po that we wouldn't have to do that. I would appreciate,
though, and wofild certainly share the view of those who Neel if we
are moving into a serious recession, a depression, that a tax cut may
be necessary and desirable.
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I would hope, and I know this is a little beside the coverage of this
bill, perhaps, but I would hope we could approach it in different
ways, such as a more realistic monetary policy, lower interest rates.
Construction is one of the slowest, segments of our economy at the
present time. Housing starts are far below what they shoulA be and
interest costs are such a very large element in housing.

If we could get these costs down by a more realist ic interest rate,
not very low but lower than it has been, it would be a great stimu-
lation.
Senator CARLSON. I am sure every member of this committee will

remember that we had considerable testimony on low and high in-
terest rates on this before us. And while we do seem to favor low
interest rates we seem to run into a difficulty about a balance of pay-
ments if we get them too low, what would be your answer about that?

Senator PRoxmmE. M.y answer to that is this: I think the Federal
Reserve can follow a new policy which it should have followed and
has not followed significantly on the basis of testimony before the
Joint Economic Committee. It should follow a policy of keeping
short-term interest rates high by selling short-term and buying long-
term Federal Reserve Government obligations. This they have not
significantly done. If the Federal had done this the price of those
long-term obligations would go up, and interest rates would go down.
The Federal can do this. It has done it before. On the basis of their
efforts to date, which have been very modest in this direction, they
have been successful in keeping short-term obligations high and they
have been successful to some extent in moderating long-term obliga-
tions but I would like to see a far more vigorous effort.

If the Federal Reserve did this the real problem in the adverse
balance of payments would be greatly eased. The flight of capital
overseas is larger in the short-term area. For obvious reasons long-
term capital is unlikely tomove because of low interest rates.

There is very little problem relatively, in people investing in obli-
gations of more than 5 years overseas, to take advantage of higher
interest rates abroad but they do in 90-day bills, and bills of less than
a year, obligation of iess than a year.

Senator CARLSON. If we followed that suggestion of increased inter-
est rates for short-term obligations and used that m substantial amount

wouldd that not threaten to increase the national debt?
Senator PROX.tinE. It could have an influence on the cost of servic-

ing the national debt. Of course, the national debt, as you know, has
it moderate middle type of maturity, and while much of it is in very
short-term obligations the average maturity is around 5 or 6 years,
so that I think there might be a balancing effect on the cost of se rvic-
ing the national debt inasmuch as we are lowering long-term interest
rates And raising short-term interest rates.

I would argue we don't have to raise short-term interest rates very
much. If we maintain them at their present level we discourage over-
sea arbitrary-type investment.

The big thing we must do is bring down the long-term interest rates
that affect construction affect housing starts and so forth.

Senator CAnISoN. I ieieve I noticed in te morning papers we are
going to borrow a billion dollars for 5 years, I believe it is, tt 3%
wlch is a fairly high rate for Goverfinnt rates, is it'not?
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Senator Poxmnn. It is indeed and once again if you will just
permit me for a minute, I realize his is a little asiae from the point
of the tax bill, the tragedy to me is we have the tightest relationship
between the supply of money and the gross national product that
we have had since the midtwenties and this can only result in high
interest rates to the kind you point to here, we have to borrow at 88 4
percent.

Senator CARLSO. The Senator from Delaware says that the length
of term on these bonds is 6X years instead of 5. I want the record
corrected.

That is all, Mr. Chairman.
The CHAMMAN. Senator Curtis?
Senator Crnrs. This is a little apart from the tax bill but I was

home last weekend and it was not a borrower but a country banker
who complained to me about the marked increase in interest that he
had to charge his customers in recent months. Why is that?

Senator Poxmnw. I have noticed that, too. The bankers-the
country bankers in Wisconsin are not enthusiastic about high interest
rates. Most people assume the bankers would favor it.

Senator Ctm 's. What is causing the high interest rates?
Senator PRox n E. It seems to me the policy on the part of the

Federal Reserve which has resulted in a situation in which reserves
are very tight in the central banks and the central reserve banks.
There are some reserves because of the vault cash situation in the
country banks but they aren't very ample, because reserves are tight,
because they don't have the money to lend, because they are restricted
and restrained; of course, they can only lend money when they have
it to lend.

They have to ration it out at a higher price. I think if the Federal
Reserve Board would follow a policy of making more money avail-
able, more reserve available which they can easily do, that interest
rates could come down.

Senator CuRTIs. Well, did any Government decision or action
precipitate the marked raising of interest on savings accounts in our
commercial banks?

Senator PROXMIRE. I think, well, yes, there was, as I understand
it, there was a limit, you gentlemen perhaps are better informed on
this than I am, but I understand there has been a limit on the interest
that commercial banks were allowed to pay. That limit has been
now raised by action of the appropriate officil i the administration,
not by action of Congress. I think this may have had some effect and,
of course, they are competing with the savings and loans and they
feel they have to do so.

Senator CuRTs. Some of the large central banks, that is quite an
item to pay out in interest on savings deposits, isn't it?

Senator PRox=MRE. It is indeed. It is a very big item.
Senator Ctnvs. So they have tocollect more iffterest to keep ahead,

is that right? .
Senator PRoxmUIp. Well, that is correct, but of course if further

reserves were available, if the rediscount rate were lower, for example,
so they eotfld borrow reserves, then they would be in a position where
the baikihg community, as a whole, can create money and they would

; t .
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be able to lend more, and this fact that they are competing for deposits
with the savings and loans would not be the effective point.

The effective point would be the fact that reserves are available,
they can create money and can loan them.

Senator CunIs. Rates have gone up markedly.
Senator POXMrRE. They have indeed; yes, sir.
Senator CuRTIs. That is all.
The CTAIRMAN. Just one more comment, Senator.
The more you consider this plan the less effective it will be, I think.

Now, you take a struggling young industry. They frequently have
to lose money for some years in competition with some well-estab-
lished business. Then the well-established business will take 8 per-
cent credit on its taxes, the struggling young business that hasn't got
firmly established and wasn't up to that time enabled to make a profit
would get nothing.

Senator PRoxpMi. That is exactly right. And furthermore with
the restrictions that you now have of 25 percent of your net income as a
maximum against which you can write off for tax credit you are in a
position where the really growing company which has very small
profits can only, what it is $30,000, or 25 percent of its net income,
so there is a real restraint against a company that is growing and it
should be the kind of company exactly that should be encouraged,
if any company should be encouraged. dt

The CHAIRM AN. It would be a great discouragement to these strug-
gling companies that are not able to make a net profit in the first
years of their organization.

Senator PROXiRE. Not only be a matter of discouragement to them
but they would be competitively disadvantaged because their compe-
tition, the bigger, more established companies would have a very
real tax advantage over them.

The CHAIRMAN. In other words if it favors the well-established
companies against the companies that may want to compete and are
not yet established-

Senator PRoxMiI.. It favors the stable company which is earning
a substantial amount, and reinvesting amounts over the years, and
now growing. It disadvantages the growing company and especially
the growing small company.

Theo CHAIRNAN. I am told that A.T. & T., American Telephone and
Telegraph Co., will get a tax credit of $104 million a year, yet the
A.T. & T. is opposed to it. It is hard to explain.

Senator P1oxmrinE. I think this is a matter of real statesmanship
on their part. I think the fact that the Wall Street Journal ques-
tioned 68 companies-

The CHARMAN. A.T. & T. doesn't need stimulation, they are one
of the most progressive companies, I suppose, in the world yet they
would get $104 million. .

Now, the steel companies, I am told if they make their normal ex-
penditures for modernization will get $100 million. That is all com-
bined, and that is just like a gift. And furthermore, we have greater
steel capacity now than we can sell.

That woild be an encouragement for them to overproduce.
What the adhfnifistiation is trying to do is to set aside the basic laws

that govern business and I thitik it ws5tld be very disastroiis if it
succeeds.
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I thank yotu again for the splendid statement you lhve made.
Sen n tor K err f

Senator KERR. No questions.
The CHAIRWMAN. Thank you.
Senator PRoXMIRE. 'I'hank yOut very uthl, Mr. chairman .
Senator GonE. Mr. Clhirallan, before Senator Proxmire leaves, I

would like to--
Senator CARILSON. If the Senator from Tennessee will yield, what

we were saying is we used to hear from that side. Over here we were
getting this up for Secretary Ilumphirey, and in the way of some of
these-

Senator DouGLAs. Well, you used to set it up for him, that is right.
[Laughter.]

The CHAIRMAN. The Senator from Tennessee will pardon me, it is
i strange coalition we have here: The CIO agrees with the U.S.
(Iliamber of Commerce, the National Association of Manufaettrers,
and tle AFL agrees with them, and then certain members of this
committee agree with each other. [Laughter.]

When we do have a coalition we are not ashamed to have the loud-
speaker on.

Senator GORE. I wanted to read into the record. Mr. Chairman, the
capital investment. plan for 1062, some of which undoubtedly is under-
way, of certain private electric power companies.

Alabama Power Co., $52 m lion; Consumers Power Co. .$80 111l-
lion; Louisiana Power & Light, $16 million, New Jersey Public Serv-
ice Electric & Gas, $120 million.

Senator KERR. Will the Senator yield?
Senator GORE. Yes.
Senator KERR. Are those figures based on a 3 percent credit, 4 per-

cent, 7 percent, or 8 percent.
Senator GoR.. This is the capital investment planned by the com-

panies.
Senator KERR. Not the credit?
Senator GORE. The credit would be percentage of this. Under the

bill, 3 percent.
Ohio Power, $34 million; Oklahoma Gas & Electric, $19 million;

Public Service Co. of Colorado, $60 million; Virginia Electric Power
Co.. $84 million.

So it is not only the steel companies and the food processing plants
which would get an unjustified credit retroactively; it goes across the
board.

A nickelodeon in a juke joint would be eligible, would it not, even

if it is already installed?
Senator PRoxMiTr. It is most difficult with a utility because, where-

as with a steel company and other manufacturing lines you can tin-
derstand where the incentive is, with a utility they are going to ex-
pand, they are going to invest depending on their market. We know
that anid we know their rates are regulated. I just can't see any in-
centive whether it is 3, 4, or 8 percent, whatever it is, any ineenitive
that will have any real effect on utilities.

I can understand the argument, although I disagree it is going to be
effective, with other coneins, bNA with a utility It seems tome this is
strictly a windfall.
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Senator DOUOLAS. But Senator, I think it is true that the admin-
istration objects to the inclusion of the utilities so that this sin should
not be charged to them.

Senator PROxiIRE. Yes, I recognize that and I share this objec-
tion but the fact is. as I understand it, it was in the House bill.

Senator DOUGLAS. Yes, that is right.
Senator PROXMIRE. Yes.
Senator DOUTGLAS. But it applies to other properties.
Senator PROXMIRE. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
The CAIA1RMAN. Thank you very much, Senator.
Senator GoRE. Mr. Chairman, I would like to raise a point if I may.

I would like to bring up the question, of the publication of the report
gotten up at your direction by the joint committee, published July
21, 1961, on the tax effects of conducting business through foreign
corporations.

F-have carefully reviewed this report which I had previously been
advised had been made public. I see nothing of a secret nature in
it. I don't find a single taxpayer identified or named. Certain ex-
amples are cited, but this was also done in material presented to the
Ways and Means Committee. The Internal Revenue Service has sup-
plied similar examples to me.

The CHAIRMAN. Senator Gore, could I interrupt you ?
Mrs. Springer reminds me that I authorized the release of it. In

fact, it had already been made public and I saw no reason why it.
shouldn't be released so if there is any responsibility on the parit of
anyone, I am willing to accept it.

Senator GonE. So it is public.
The CHAIRMAN. It is public. I would like to hear what Mr. Stain

has to say in regard to it because there are no names attached to it.
I don't see why it should be classified.

Mr. STAM.%. The only problem that we had was, of course, in getting
this information we lad to inspect some confidential information in
the Internal Revenue Service, and there was some question as to
whether or not even though the name was not given there might be
sufficient identification in the facts to point out a particular taxpayer.
That was the only thought we had in mind.

The CHAIMMA*N. The Chair simply wants to make this comment.
If yon have a printed document ,it is very hard to have it. confidential
andif there is any reason to keep it confidential, I don't think it ought
to be printed as a Senate document and for that reason I released it.
I had forgotten the incident. I think it was early this year.

Senator GoRE. About 2 months ago.
The CHAIRMAN. Because it already had been practically released

and there are no names in it. I thinly it is perfectly proper to release
it and I will assume responsibility for doing it.

Senator GOoE. Well, I thank the chairman because I did think it had
been released, and now I understand it has, 1 read from it yesterday
and it left me in a somewhlt anOai6Us position to'be reading f rom a
report whlh had been said to be classified. But now that it is been
made public I suppose the latter i's settled.

Thank you.
(Discussion off the record.)
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The CHAIRIMAN. The next witness is Mr. Frank Barnett, of the
Association of American Railroads.

Take a seat, sir.

STATEMENT OF FRANK E. BARNETT, VICE PRESIDENT AND GEN-
ERAL COUNSEL OF THE UNION PACIFIC RAILROAD CO., ACCOM-
PANIED BY ROBERT 1. CASEY, ESQ. (CLARK, CARR & ELLIS)

Mr. BARNErr. Mr. Chairman and members of the committee, my
name is Frank E. Barnett, I am vice president and general counsel
of the Union Pacific Railroad Co., with offices at 120 Broadway, New
York City.

I am appearing as the representative of the Association of American
Railroads whose members operate 97 percent of all the railroad
mileage in the United States and whose gross revenues constitute 99
percent of the revenues of the industry.

I am here to present to the committee the views of the railroad
industry on the investment incentive tax credit incorporated in the
Revenue Act of 1962. In light of the limited time available, I have
filed a written statement outlining more fully the association s views.

The CHAIRMAN. Your preparefstatement will appear in the record
following your testimony.

Mr. BARNfETT. I speak today for an industry which is, and has been
for some time, sorely depressed, unfairly taxed, and burdened with
regulations more pertinent to dhe condition of the railroads during
the era of the First World War than to the era of the cold war. Yet,
we must meet our obligations to a national economy which demands
expansion and modernization.

As an industry, our current earning position is severely depressed.
During the year just past, 24 class I railroads failed to earn their
fixed charges, and the total net income of all class I railroads in the
country was only $382 million.

This compares with the average earnings for the 10-year period
1951 through 1960 of $726.8 million. These depressed earnings are
reflected in a return on our net investment of only 2.13 percent in
1960, and even this declined to 1.97 percent in 1961.

Obviously, this rate of return precludes the equity financing of
our capital requirements and we have turned to credit financing by
means of equipment trust obligations and conditional sales. As
Senator Hartke has pointed out the cost of such financing has risen
from 2 percent in the not too distant past to as high as 6 percent
more recently.

Exhibit A, attached to our written statement filed today, indicates
that during the period 1946-55 when the-class I railroads expended
some $11 billion of capital funds, less than one-tenth of 1 percent
was derived from equity capital, 40.33 percent from equipment obli-
gations and 3.14 percent from other funidd debt. The remaining
56.44 percent of the total of $11 billion was derived from internal
sources, such as depreciation, retirements, and amortization after
payments, on the aniiUal maturity of other debt obligations.

These internal sources accounted for 19.80 percent of the total in-
vested, and the reinvestment of net earnings reserves, another funds
accotfits for the remaining 36.64 percent the total investment. The
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decline in earnings and the oppressively long lives assigned to rail-
road property and equipment for depreciation purposes have, of
course, seriously affected the internal sources of capital funds.

As an industry we know that we should invest more than $2 bil-
lion annually to increase and modernize equipment, improve and
shorten route mileage, and modernize road properties.

Nevertheless in 1961 our total expenditures for capital improve-
ments was only $646 million and current 1962 estimates forecast
only $770 million for capital expenditures. This is in startling con-
trast to recent history because in the years 1955-60 the same class I
railroads expended an annual average slightly in excess of $1 billion
for capital improvements.

It is estimated that an annual modernization program of 100,000
freight cars costing over $1 billion is necessary to erase the com-
petitive disadvantage which has stemmed from our lack of the capital
required to keep pace with the technological advances in the railroadindustry.. .

We need only look at our refrigeration equipment to see the effect
of the built-in economic obsolescence which is a blight on our industry.

Today the antiquated ice bunker car still constitutes the bulk of
our refrigerated car fleet. The industry has known for years that
these cars must be replaced by mechanically refrigerated units. We
foresee the passage of even more years before the railroad industry
accomplishes what the housewife did decades ago-throw out the
icebox and replace it with a refrigerator.

The CHAiRMAN. Mr. Barnett, could I interrupt you for a moment?
Mr. BARN r. Yes sir.
The CHArMAN. What is the present depreciation for these bunker

cars?
Mr. BARNMVE. Excuse me?
The CHAMMAN. What is the present depreciation on the bunker

cars?
Mr. BARNE1T. Yes sir.
The CHAMAN. What is the depreciation now?
Mr. B.unzmrr. The depreciation now is based on a life which will

range between 25 and 32 years depending on which section of the
country you are looking at.

The CHARMrAN. Then you can double that under this formula.
What do you take off now?

Mr. BARNMr. Our annual depreciation on the whole refrigerator-'
on the whole ice bunker car' fleet is your question, Senator?

The CHAMMAN. Is what?
Mr. BATUNeT. It would be-I am going to have to approximate.
The CHAIRMAN. Percentagewise, what do you take off?
Mr. BARNM'r. We take off about 4 percent a year.
The CHAnRMAN. You don't avail yourself of doubling the deprecia-

tion under the 1954 Code?
Mr. BARNEr. Yes, sir; we do on the new acquisitions.
The CHAIMAN. You take off 8 percent on a declining balance?
Mr. BAnxErr. On the declining balance method, yes; that is correct.
The CHAMMAN. Thank you.
Mr. BARNMr. We can have an approximation of the total dollar

figure.
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The C1AIJMAN. Does that run through for passenger cars and other
kind of cars and equipment?

Mr. BAntIrT. Yes, sir; it does.
The CHAII-,MAN. Locomotives?
Mr. BARNErr. Locomotives; yes, sir.
Senator WIMLIA3S. Might I interrupt? Revision of schedule F

shortening the life of these cars so that you can write them off a little
faster, would also be of great help to you, would it not?

Mr. BAINErr. Yes, sir, I am going to come to that, indeed, this is
the thing we have been asking for for years and years, and trying our
darnedest to get. for the industry.

Senator WILLIAts. As I see it you are confronted with a situation
while the car physically may last 25 years it becomes obsolete in 10
years as the result of modern improvements?

Mr. BAIINETrT. There is no question about that. We have a recent
example of that right on the Union Pacific. Generally speaking,
diesel locomotives are depreciated over a 20- to 25-year life.

Last week in the Unf6n Pacific we authorized the retirement of
about 15 locomotives which we had used less than 10 years because of
obsolescence.
Senator WmiLMTIMs. Under the present schedule you would be de-

preciating them for the next 15 years while they are standing in the
yards as junk.

Mr. BAnRNErr. Well, they will be written out of our accounts this
year, and this is solely because of obsolescence.
Senator WILLIAmS. But you are allowed to write them off when

you retire them?
Mr. BARINETr. Yes, sir; when we physically retire them; yes, sir.
As funds became available these replacements are being made.

Gradually mechanical refrigeration is replacing the ice bunker cars.
It is, however, discouraging to realize that within a few years the
piggyback and containerization programs will render obsolete the
very mechanically refrigerated units we are buying today. Our
shippers of perishable commodities, of course, demand equipment in-
corporating the latest advances in refrigeration. Unless their de-
mands are met we will suffer even further losses of traffic to our com-
petitors than we do now.

In a statement filed with this committee today, Hunter Holding,
vice president of the Equitable Life Assurance Society of the United
States, indicates that, were we able to acquire 100,000 cars a year,
modernization of our existing fleet to the point where no cars were
over 25 years of age would require an estimated 71/2 years. That is a
billion dollars worth of freight cars for 7/2 years?

Senator KERR. Per year?
Mr. BARINFrT. Yes, sir; per year; 100,000 cars at a cost roughly

of $10,000 a car.
If we were going to increase our freight car fleet to its 194.0 level

it would take an adittinal yea t and a, half at the rate of i00,P0- cars
to get us back up to the size we were in 1949.

Our annual requirements, in addition to the billion dollars acquisi-
tion of 100,000 cars, include 1,200 locomotive units. An acquisitift
program -of this magntide, besides giving the country a modern And
ecot'Inically efficient railroad industry, would spur, the economy in
mniniy ways.
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We would need 2,005,000 tons of steel products a year; 160 million
board feet of lumber and 235,000 tons of other materials would' be
required. This, of course, takes no account of the man-hours and labor
necessar-y to process such products and build th8 equipment.

The impact of this increased investment in the areas in which
railroad locomotives and carbuilding companies maintain their plants
would be dramatic.

Faced as it is by a inultibillion-dollar modernization requirement,
the railroad industry today lacks the funds to meet even its current
liabilities. It is no wonder that we have a vital interest in the invest-
ment incentive tax credit. To us, the credit represents a means of
acquiring some of the capital funds required for our modernization
program.

During 1961, 64 class I railroads accrued Federal income taxes while
40 roads accrued no such tax habihty. Assuming a similar situation
as of the end of 1962 it is clear that the efficacy of the credit as
recentlyy proposed will vary as it applies to each of these groups.
The taxpaying roads will, we feel, be induced by the credit to ma ke
immediate additional capital investments. As to the nontaxpaying
i'ailroads, we believe that investment credit will generate funds only
if the unused carryover period is extended long enough to warrant
hope that the credit could be utilized against earnings in the future.
We therefore propose that this committee consider extending the
unused credit carryover period to at least 10 years.

Our endorsement of the investment incentive tax credit is neces-
sarily premised on the administration's assurance that the proposal is
not intended to be in lieu of depreciation reform.

In this regard we would direct this committee's attention to S. 1370
introduced Sy Senator Hartke providing 15-year lives for equipment
and 20-year lives for road properties for depreciation purposes. This
bill goes to the very heart of our problem as an industry. It recog-
nizes our dependence upon internal sources for capital funds and thus
complements the investment incentive tax credit.

S. 1370 provides that rolling stock acquired on or after the effective
date of the legislation will be treated as having a maximumn useful
life of 15 years, and road property so acquired as having a maximum
useful life of 20 years.

Properties on hand on the effective date may be written off over a
remaining useful life not in excess of 15 and 20 years respectively.
This leolslation is consistent with the business judgment not only of
those charged with the railroads' investment of funds, but also of
those who invest in our debt securities. The excessively long lives
for depreciation assigned to our properties have hindered our
modernization program. To quote from Mr. Holding of the Equitable
Life, which incidentally is the largest single holder of railroad
securities in the world, r. Holding says:

The extremely damaging result of the roads' inability to use a 15.year life
for depreciation purposes has been the sharp curtailment of the railroads ability
to acqire new equipment.

If enacted, S. 1870 will effectively remove this obstacle to in-
vestors such as Mr. Holding's company, the largest single holder of
raolroad securities today.
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Gentlemen of the committee, there has been some question raised
this morning as to the efficacy of a short, tax-writeoff period in
stimulating the purchase of equipment.

At the risk of appearing to disagree with some of the distinguished
gentlemen who have commented on this this morning, I could point
out to you the experience in one facet of the railroad industry. What
I am going to say is not a theoretical assumption but practical ex-
perience that we have gained in the fairly recent past.

During the Korean conflict, we were granted permission to use
a fast writeoff period for freight cars acquired; the writeoff period
as you will remember, was 60 months. During the 5-year period
this program was in effect we acquired an average of 73,000 cars a
year. In 1955 when we expected the special amortization program
would be terminated our acquisition increased to 157,000 cars. Dur-
ing the 1956 to 1960 period, our freight car acquisition averaged only
32,064 cars annually.

Row, special amortization, of course, while effective as a stopgap
measure, is not the real answer to the railroad depreciation problem.

We would point out to this committee the writeoff period for rail-
road equipment in contrast to the periods allowed competitive trans-
portation industries. In general, airplanes are assigned a useful
life of 5 years; intercity buses a life of 7 years; heavy trucks and
highway trailers a life of 8 years.

On the other hand, our diesel locomotives are assigned lives ex-
tending up to 25 years, our freight cars 28 years, and our passenger
cars 35 years. As to our fixed plant, assigned useful lives run any-
where from 20 to 100 years. The resulting competitive disadvantage
is obvious.

Unlike our competitors, the railroad industry must construct and
maintain its own rights-of-way in order to operate while our com-
petitors have available publicly financed and supported airports,
highways, waterways, and harbor facilities. As of the end of 1960,
class I railroads had invested some $18.4 billion of their own money
to acquire and maintain their own railroad rights-of-way. The im-
balance of tax treatment is even more strikingly illustrated by our
investment of some $3.6 billion in grading and tunnels alone. We
are allowed no depreciation whatsoever on that figure. And will
never get a tax deduction under present methods of depreciation
accounting for $3.6 billion of grading and tunnels until the property
is finally abandoned in the year of final abandonment and presumably
in the year the property is abandoned we aren't going to need the
deduction anyway.

This inequity is recognized by the President in yesterday's trans-
portation message wherein he proposes user charges for airways
and waterways to recoup.some measure of the Federal Government's
capital investments in this area. It is interesting to note, however,
that though requiring our competitors to repay a minor part of the
Federal funds invested for their benefit, the manner of repayment
through excise taxes would be a deductiblq business expense to the
carriers.

Much has been said about depreciatibn x form at the admlistra-
tive level. In fact, the President's transportation message refers to
a current Treasury Department study dealing with useu lives of
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transportation property. The study is intended to reevaluate lives
currently assigned in the light of existing circumstances giving weight
to current economic forces including obsolescence. Apparently it is
contemplated that Bulletin F wili be revised. This industry as
others, has had the experience of Internal Revenue agents regardin
Bulletin F lives as bare minimums, and on the face of BulletinF itself
it states it is only to be used as a guideline and it is not binding on
anybody.

Administrative relief has a temporary quality being susceptible to
change as administrations change. We appreciate the efforts of the
present administration in our behalf, but we would urge legislation
action as a more permanent solution to the problem.

It is significant to note that the enactment of S. 1370 would involve
no loss to the Treasury in the long run and we recommend its
enactment.

Lastly, we favor the enactment of a bill such as H.R. 6666 presently
before the Ways and Means Committee which would permit us to
establish a construction reserve out of taxable income on which Fed-
eral income taxes would be deferred. H.R. 6666 provides that funds
thus set aside would have to be expended within 5 years or returned
to taxable income.

Here again there will be no ultimate loss to the Treasury.
In conclusion, let me reiterate our wholehearted support for the

investment incentive tax credit as one way of revitalizing an industry
whose equipment is rapidly becoming even more obsolete than it is
today.

Thank you, Mr. Chairman and gentlemen.
The CHAIIAN. Mr. Barnett, do you favor both accelerated de-

preciation and 8-percent credit?
Mr. BARNrr. We would favor the shorter lives and the-well, it

is now percent.
The CHAIMAN. If you have to choose between the two which

would you prefer?
Mr. BARNETT. I think, Senator, that that choice is going to be made

for us, but we would like them both.
The CIIAnMAN. I mean which would be more beneficial to the rail-

roads, to leave the depreciation as it is?
Mr. BARNErr. Yes, sir.
The CHAnRMAN. Do you prefer the 8 percent or would you rather

have an accelerated depreciation?
Mr. BARNETT. Yes.
The CHAIRMAN. Which one would you prefer?
Mr. BARxETT. I think that if we had to make a choice, we would

probably take the shorter lives, Senator Byrd, and I will tell you the
reason.

In the 7-percent credit you say, well, our industry in 1961 spent
$646 million on capital improvements. Well, that sounds like we
would have a credit of $44 million, I guess.

However, contrast the situation, for example, of the Pennsylvania
Railroad with the Union Pacific Railroad. The Pennsylvania in
1961 spent about $48 million in capital improvements.

However, it ofily hlvd a tax liability of $1.2 million i 1961. There-
fore, the credit of the Pennsylvania under the current, as I utider-
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,4tlald tile ('htIrelt versionI of tile bill would only be $271.000. It tlhe
Union Pacific we s1)ent about the same amount for capital expnicdi-
t tires, in other words, just under $50 million.

Tie limitation would not apply in the case of our company, and,
Ilherefore, our tax credit would be $3.5 million.

Now, this is a capricious application of the credit.
The ChIAMA. It is hardly reasonable for you to expect both the

a(c(elerated depreciation and the 8-percent tax credit. Your state-
hti('Ut which is till excellent one, but had only a few words to say with
resj)ect to the 8 percent. All the rest of your statement was in regard
to accelerated depreciation.

Mr. IlARN.-EI. This is true.
Tile ('IIARM%N. Does it indicate that if the committee had to choose

Ibet ween the two, and I think we do, we can't have both. in view of the
tirentendous loss of revenue, that the railroads would prefer to have
the accelerated depreciation on some reasonable basis rather than the(S l)(11'eht ? ,

Mri. lhn-nhr. Yes, although at the same time we suport the 8 per-
cent.

Tlle ('IrRMtX. W1"e. appreciate that, but after all the Treasury
(lefleit might be of interest to us.

'lank you very mblh, Mr. Barnett.
IMr. BARNE'rr. Thahik you.
Senitor DOUGLAS. May I ask some questions?
Isn't there a distinction between accelerated depreciation and shorter

hIives of operati. i? That is as I understand it the Treasury is already
revisiti Bulletin F-

Mr. hARNETr. Yes, sir.
Senator DouGlAS. And that the probable results of this provision

will be to fix shorter periods of life upon capital instruments, isn't
I hat true?

Mr. BARNN'r'r. Yes, and we hope that the Treasury will come out
shortly with its revised lives in Bulletin F.

Semator DoUGLAS. Yes.
Mr. BARN-Er'r. But, Senator, we are not too overjoyed at that pros-

pect because of the practical administration of the lives set forth in
lifletin F. And on that I can get very specific.

In the San Francisco Internal Revenue Service, for example, we
lhve a group which believes that the useful life on a freight car should
he 8,5 years. It is quite different in the Chicago office of the Internal
Revenue Service and again different in the Washington branch of
lePreeiation experts.

Isenntor DOUGLAS. Assuming that they carry out their ain, as I un-
derstand it, they Avant to fix working lives which will measure both
depreciation ana obsolescence?

Mr. BAR"ETr. Yes, sir.
Senator DOUbLAS. And assuming that this is carried out they be-

I ieve it will result in a net reduction of the average working-le.
Now, that itself will give relief, will it not?
Mr. BA]Rqrrr. It wili give us relief to the extent that the lives as-

sigted are realistic.
Senator DoUoLAs. Now, further acceleration--strike that.
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We already have the item in the, included in the 1954 tax bill which
perinitted double accelerated depreciation, isn't that true?

Mir. BAINEIVr. Yes, sir.
Senator DouoaLAs. So that if this were to be changed it would simply

be more than a doubled accelerated depreciation, possibly a tripled
accelerated depreciation.

Mr. BAnNET'r. I don't think that conclusion is quite a fair inference
assuming that the lives recognize current economic obsolescence.

Senator DOUGLAS. Now, tis is the point.
Mr. BARNETW'. Yes.
Senator DouorAs. If the revised working lives of capital instru-

ments in new Bulletin F are realistic, would you ask for anything
more than the present accelerated depreciation, namely a double rate,
would you ask for a triple rate?

Mr. BAni . No, sir, and I don't believe we are asking for a triple
rate in asking for a maximum life of 15 years on equipment.

Senator DOUGLAS. I am very glad to hear you say that. I think It
is highly important we clear this up. I favor a realistic depreciation
rate which would take account of obsolescence but I am very dubious
about further accelerating depreciation within the new average lives.

These are two very separate and distinct things.
Mr. BARxJTT. They certainly are, indeed.
The CHAIRMAN. Would it be possible for you to furnish the commit-

tee a statement of the depreciation on the different items, like tracks,
railroad tracks, cars, and so forth ?

Mr. BARINETT. Yes, sir, we can do that.
(The information requested follows:)

The following table indicates the investment as of the end of 1959 of all class
I railroads in various classes of property, per the books of the railroads as re-
corded under ICC accounting classifications. These figures do not precisely cor-
respond in each instance to the basis for income tax purposes, but indicate the
magnitude of the problem. The table also indicates the shortest, longest, and
average useful lives allowed by the Internal Revenue Service to 26 class I
railroads during the year 1959, the only year for which such tax information
is available. This information was compiled from copies of responses by the
26 railroads to the U.S. Treasury Department's depreciation survey which was
intiated July 5, 1960, and shows the lives allowed by the Internal -Revenue
Service for the calendar year ended December 81, 1959.

It will be noted that the table does not include a group of accounts such as
rail, ties, track fastenings, ballast, etc., commonly referred to as the track ac-
counts. Both the Internal Revenue Service and the industry regard the entire
track system as depreciable. Replacements of track segments in kind are ex-
penses and are allowable deductions for tax purposes. It has been our experi.
ence, and the Interstate Commerce Commission after exhaustive hearings found
last year, that the annual expenses involved in such replacement essentially equal
appropriate allowance for annual depreciation.
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'rTable .4howl(t, by typIWs of properly, the invn.tment of all (elass I ralhotld.,a In
the I'ited N' tate-, toUytlher ilth Information, (t to Isefutl lirev allousid for
depreeiatlon. pirpoi( by the Internal Irtrenie NirrHee to 26 (lass I J-affiOoldl
for the year 1959

Lives allowed to 26 class
Investment as I railroads by IRS os
of )ec. 31, 1959, of 1959

Type of property of all Class I
railroads

Long. Short- Aver-
est eat age

Years Years Yearstradin tunnels and subways (ICC accounts Nos. 3 and 5) $3,649,189,362 84.0 35.0 57.1
(i Is estimated that only I percent of the investment of

over $3.3 billion In account 3, grading, is depr enable. The
balance of the investment is frozen until final abandonment,
Similarly, only about to percent of the investment in ac-
count 5, tunnels and subways Is depreciable.)

Midges, trestles, and culverts (ICC account No. 6) ............. 2,169, 919,021 79.0 41.0 57. 7
Other roadway property (ICC accounts Nos. 13 and 39) ........ 503,084,742 70.0 22.0 49.9
Buildings (ICC accounts Nos 16-22 29 and 35) ................ 1,982,246,835 76.0 35.0 51.0
Wharves and docks (ICC ac unts No. 23 and 24) ............. 225,492,333 70.0 25.5 44.6
Communication systems, signals, and interlockers (ICC ac.

counts Nos. 26-27) ...................................... 1,062,601,901 45.0 25,0 33.11
Miscellaneous equipment (ICC accounts Nos. 37, 44, and 58).... 553,421,188 26.0 7.0 16.8
Plowerplant machinery and transportation systems (ICC ac-

counts Nos. 45 and 31) ....................................... 265,281, 609 60.0 27.0 37.0
Locomotives, other than steam (ICC account No. 52) ....... 4,18, 649,272 23.2 16.7 20.3
Cars (ICC accounts Nos. 53 and 54) .................... 8, 250,604, 51 35.0 21.0 28. 1
Work equpment(ICC accounts Nos, 86 and 57) .............. 375,657,622 34.4 6.7 26.5

The following items of Investment of all class I railroads as of
the end of the calendar year 1959 were not treated on the en.
closed schedule principally for the reason that no current rates
were available:

Engineering (ICC account No. 1) .......................... 10,976,76 ......... ........
Land for transportation purposes (ICC account No. 2) . 1, 48, 09, 46 ..................
Other right-of-way expenditures (ICC account No. )..... 7,538,308 .......................
Elevated structures (ICC account No. 7) ................ 20,974,785..................

ies (ICC account No. 8)... ....................... 972,68,447 ......................
Rails (ICC account No. 9 ........................ 1,79,379,262 ......................
Other track material (1CC account No. 10) ................ 1,270,108, 284 .....................
ballast (ICC account No. 1) ....................... 891,916,978.................
Track laying and surfacing (ICC account .No. 12)..........928, 843,800.................
Crossings and signs (1C account No. 15) .................. 21, 2, 788 .....................
Roadway small tools ([CC account No, 38) ................ 9,462,553 .....................
Other expenditures-road (ICC account No. 43) ........... 6,056,138 ................
Steam locomotives (ICC account No. 81) .................. 83,969,924 ................

Sources: "Transport Statistics In the United States, 1959," Interstate Commerce Commission, and de-
preciation survey Initiated July 5, 1960, U.S. Treasury Department.

Tie CHAIRMAN. In other words, now you take the accelerated de-
preciation so far as yott can on new equipment, do you not?

Mr. BAR-.ET'. Yes, that is right.
The CHAItMAN.. I understood you to say on tunnels that you got no

credit uftil the tunW wasn't used.
Mr. BARNE r. On gradinig and tunnels we have no depreciation at

all. Nro allowance against, taxable income.
The CHAIRMAN. That is on the assunption that they do not de-

preciate?
Mr. BA R ETT. On the assumption they don't depreciate. We have

an investment of about $3.6 bilhoni in that'iten.
The CHAIRMAN. Voutld you give yotur percentage of yor invest-

ment inl those items that are not depreciatetl?
MJr. BARN.E'FT. I can furnish that.
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(The information referred to follows:)
Your attention is invited to the note in the above table, wherein it is emphasized

that only a very minor part of the substantial Investment in grading is depre-
elible for income tax purposes. In answer to the chairman's request for informa-
tion as to the percentage of such property which is not depreciable, the rail-
roads' investment in Interstate Conmerce Commission account No. 3 "Grading"
and accoullt No. 5 "Tunnels" as shown in the attached table, is in excess of
$3.6 billion. No detail of depreciable and nondepreciable percentages is avail-
able, although an official of the Interstate Commerce Commission estimated
and advised us orally that the nondepreciable portion of this account would be
in the neighborhood of 99 percent. For account No. 5 "Tunnels" the nondeprecia-
ble portion is similarly estimated to be about 90 percent. Obviously very nearly
all the investment in grading will never be recovered until the road is abandoned.

(Mr. Ba.rnett subsequently advised the committee that the total in-
vestment in the American railroad transportation system is $32.3
billion. For ready reference he submitted (next page) a statement
prepared recently by the Bureau of Railway Economics of the AAR
showing governmental expenditures incurred in connection with coin-
peting transpolt facilities.)

The CHAIRMAN. And give the other information with respect to
accelerated depreciation providing that you don't get (epreciation
after you exhaust your base-you don't suggest that, do youI

Mr. BAxIsrr. No; except to the extent-
The CHAIRM AN. It is only taken on the base, the obsolescence?
Mr. BARN F,-r. That is right; in our deprecirtion proposal.
The CHAIRMAN. If you exhastit your base, you get no more de-

ducttion.
Mr. BARNMr. As to our depreciation proposal, that would be true.

At the same time, to the extent that you get back more than 100 per-
cent of your cost on the 7-percent investment credit, we would like
that, too.

The CHAMnMAN. Of course, it's been shown that in this credit thing
it is possible to get back more than 100 perceit.

Mr. BANUM'r. Yes; it is true.
The CHAI3RAN. That is not taken off the base investment credit.
Ur. BARNETT. Yes. This, of course, is not the only area of the tax

law where it is possible to recover more thAn cost. For exharPle, one
who is using percentage depletion can recover 1,200 times his costs.

Senator DOUGLAS. I am very glad that you say that, Mr. Barnett,
because this is very important.

The CIAIMAN. Senator Kerr?
Senator KERR. I was just getting ready to try to help this witness.
Mr. BARNTr. I thought that might elicit some unfriendly response.

[Laughter.]Senator DouoLAs. The only help that the witness needed was to
make a decision between the 8-percent credit and the accelerated
depreciation.

Senator KERR. You mean to advise the chairman as to what his de-
cision would be were he compelled to make a hoice?

The CHAImuAx. He thought probably Congress ought to make that
choice.

Senator KERR. What is the total investment in the American rail-
road transportation system, approximately?,

Mr. BARNEr. I believe it is about $18 billion . Senator Kerr. That
is the figure that comes to my mind. The total investment.

869
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Senator KEim. Would that be the depreciated -
Mr. BARNErr. No, sir. That would include the $3.6 billion which I

mentioned in grading and tunnels which is not depreciable.
Senator KElR. My judgment is it is a good deal more than that.

I wonder if you would supply it for the record
Mr. BARNE '-. Yes, sir; I would be glad to do that.

GOVERNMENT EXPENDITURES FOR CONSTRUCTION, OPERATION, AND MAINTENANCE OF
TRANSPORT FACILITIES BY Ain, HIGHWAY, AND WATERWAY, AND PRIVATE EX-
PENDITURES FOR CONSTRUCTION, MAINTENANCE OF WAY, AND TAXES ON RAIL-
ROAD FACILITIES

SUMMARY

The following tables show the relentless growth and magnitude of Govern-
ment expenditures for construction, operation, and maintenance of transport
facilities used by air, highway, and waterway operators. Railroads, on the other
hand, as Investor-Onanced private enterprises provide, maintain, and pay
property taxes on their own right-of-way facilities.

Such public expenditures have aggregated $193 billion, of which $44 billion
has been provided by the Federal Government and $149 billion by State and
local governments. Moreover, the Federal portion of these expenditures Is
growing. In the year 1962 alone the Federal Government will provide $4.6
billion, while State and local governments will provide $9.2 billion-a total of
nearly $14 billion.

In 1956, for the first time, it was recognized by passage of the Federal Aid
Highway Act that funds provided by t~ie Federal Government should be paid
by highway users. Nevertheless, substantial amounts of Federal highway money
still come from general funds.

Although the Federal Government has not yet imposed user charges for water
and air transportation, this and previous administrations have endorsed trans-
portation user charges and the present administration during the past year
has made specific recommendations for extension of such charges.

In a special message on highways presented to Congress on February 28,
1961, President Kennedy recommended certain increases in taxes to be paid by
highway users, pointing out that practically all of the increase in revenues from
these taxes should come from the heavier trucks that use diesel fuel and weigh
over 26,000 pounds when loaded. He stated that "technical experts in the
Bureau of Public Roads advise me that even this increase would not charge
heavy trucks their fair share of the cost of this program." The President's pro-
posals were adopted only In part by the Congress.

More recently, in his budget message to Congress on JanUary 18, 1902, the
President stated: ** * It is clearly appropriate that passengers and shippers
who benefit from special Government programs should bear a fair share of the
cost of these programs." Accordingly, he recommended that the following user
charges be enacted effective January 1, 1963: (a) a 5-percent tax on airline
tickets and-on airfreight waybills; (b) a 2-cent-per-gallon tax on all fuels used
in commercial air transport, including Jet fuels; (o) a 3-cent-per-gallon tax on
all fuels used in general aviation; and (d) a 2-cents-per-gallon tax on fuels used
on inland waterways, which would offset part of the cost of operation and main.-
tenance.

If these proposals are enacted, it is estimated by the Bureau of the Budget
that the annual yield from the airway user charges in 193 would be $170 million,
of which $105 million would be derived from the 5-percent tax on airline tickets,
$7 million from the tax on airfreight, $386 million from the 2-cent tax on Jet fuels,
and $22 million from the tax on aviation gasoline. The estimated annual yield
from the 2-cents-per-gallon tax on fuels on Inland waterways is $10 million.

Examination of the President's user charge proposals in relation to the costs
of airway and waterway facilities indicates that he is at this time recommend-
ing a rather modest initial contribution.

In fiscal 1983, the budget provides that the Federal Government will spend
$691 million for facilities, operations, administration, and research on the
Federal Airways System, of which $480 million Is for operations and administra-
tion. A recent study by the Federal Aviation Agency finds that civil aviation's
share of airway costs is about 70 percent. Thus the President's proposal will
yield only 85 percent of the total share assignable to civil airway users, or barely
halt of their share of the operations-and administration costs alone.
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The proposed user charge for Inland waterways is even more modest in rela-

tion to expenditures for waterway facilities. In fiscal 1963, the budget esti-
taintes that the Federal Government will spend approximately $174 million for
inland waterways, one-third of which represents operation and maintenance
costs. Thus, the President's waterway user charge proposal would yield less
than 6 percent of the total, or only 17 -percent of the expenditures for main.
tenance and operation alone.

In other areas, also, transportation users do not reimburse the Federal Gov-
ernment for expenditures made on their behalf. Since passage of the Federal
Airport Act of 1046, civil airport users have been beneficiaries of nearly $700
million in Federal grants for airport construction, including the administrative
and research costs of the program. The annual amount of these grants con-
tinues to grow with no provision for reimbursement. For fiscal 1963 alone, $75
million has been authorized and budgeted for airport grants, plus $10.7 million for
administration and research costs.

Under the "need" provision of the Civil Aeronautics Act of 1938, certificated
domestic airlines have received more than $700 million in direct cash subsidy.
Provision for such subsidies in fiscal 1963 amounts to $80 million, of which $71
million will go to the local-service airlines, $6 million to helicopter operations,
and $9 million to airlines In Alaska and Hawaii.

Summary of Government expenditures for domestic transportation; airways, air-
ports, domestic airmail subsidy, highways, and waterways I I

Expenditures

Prior to 1047 ...................................
1047--.....--0.. .----------------------------
1948 -----------------------------------------------
1049 ...............................................
1950 ...............................................
1981 .............................................
1952 ...............................................
1953 -----------------------------------------------
1954 ..............................................
1955 ----------------------------------------------
190...............................................
1957 ...............................................
1058-----------------............................
1059 ...............................................
19--.. ------.---0---............................
1961 .............................................
1962 (estimate) .................................

Total .......................................

Federal State and local I

AIRWAYS a

1925-47 ......................................
1047 .........................................
148...............................................
1049 ...............................................
1950 ...............................................
1951 ...............................................
1952 ...............................................
13...............................................
1954 ...............................................
1955 ...............................................
10...............................................
1057 ...............................................
1958 ............................
1959 ..............................................
1960 ..............................................
1961 ..........................................
1962 (estimated) ..................................

Total .......................................
•I

$334,800669
88,201,605
88,730,833

100,841,860
121, 11,131
120,204,870
11 ,218,553
119,002,193
112,202,520
112,099,345
122,053,8 8
208, W,818
318,858,835
38M,029,244
461,727,000
557,741 ,000
613,266,000

3,989,881,249

None
None
None
None
None
None
None
None
None
None
None
None
None
None
None
None
None

$334,806, 569
88,201,605
88, 30,833

108,841,806
121, 311,181
120,204,870
119,218,553
110,002,193
112,202,520
112, 099, 8
122,053,358
208, U6, 818
318,858,835
385,029,244
461,727,000
857,741,000
613,208,000

3,989,881,249

I This table summaries expenditures for each type of facility as shown on sheets 4-8 with notes and sources
of information. Data are for fiscal years, except bighwal expenditures (sheet 7) which are on a calendar
year basis. Not-included are Merchant Marine and Coast GUard expenditures, shown separately on
sheets 10 and 11.

IDoes not Include State and local expenditures for waterways prior to 1947 as the are not available.
* Obligations for establishment administration, maintenance, and operations o the Federal airways

system, including flist and medial standards program, years 195 to date. Does not include costs of
Military facilities and funds transferred to the Civil Aeronautics Administration the amounts of which
could not be ascertained. Obligations of the Federal Aviation Agency for an accelerated research and de-
velopment program for improving the national system of aviation facilities, including administrative ex-
penditures for the program, are included for years 108-2.

Sources: AnnuallBudgets of the V.8, Government; years 1025-26 from annual reports of the Postmaster
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N, 1tmmary of (loVer, e0flt f'p ('Xdit-lres for dlomestio trwitsportatio,: airways, ah-
p1ort, doniestic airmall -,Nb4ilh h11iralWt , and iraI erw-ty.S '-Continued

AIRPORTS

Federal

Expenditures Aemlnist- and Total

(rants In aihl I tion and
research

Prior to 1947 ............................... $1,758,019,020 (S) $1,546,721,615 $3,304,741,535
1947 ........................................ 3,041,906 $258,859 80,000,000 83,300,765
1948 ........................................ 25,490,768 268,462 80,000,000 105,759,220
1049 ........................................ 49,908, 900 633, 558 80,000,000 130, 542,458
1950 ........................................ 44.049,461 808, 386 90,000,000 134,857,847
1951 ...................................... 39,703,042 778, 847 0. 000, 000 130.481,889
1952 ........................................ 19,538,231 778,055 90,000,000 110,316,286
1953 ........................................ 11,007,077 045.415 100, 000, 000 111.6, 492
194 .................................... (855, 5) 2,233,770 113,000,000 114,378,214
1955 .................................... 19,0 698,475 2,132,334 114,000,000 135, 830,809
1956 ........................................ 17,794,280 2,680,190 171,000,000 191,474,470
1957 ........................................ 45,141,216 3,330,650 225,000,000 273,471,866
1958 ........................................ 70,325,745 4,012.191 254,000,000 328,337,936
1959 ........................................ 72,354, 121 4, 50, 700 308,000,000 384,860,821
1960 ........................................ 81,049,350 5,842,000 342,000,000 429,791,350
1961 ........................................ 73,060,594 7,638,000 350,000,000 430,698.594
1962 (estimated) ............................ 75,000,000 0,797,000 360,000,000 444, 707,000

Total ................................ 2,405,227,520 40,344,417 4,303,721,615 6,845,293,552

1 Federal expenditures for civil airportsprior to 147 Include a military contribution of $1 billion as esti-
mated by Under Secretary of Commerce Rothschild In April 1958 and other Federal expenditures for civil
airports by Federal agencies prior to the Federal Airport Act of 146. Grant agreements under the act are
shown for the years 1947-61, except 1954 when none was made and some were canceled; authorized appro-
prlations are shown for 1962. Expenditures for development of Washington"National ($37,00 000) and
D6 lles International (ultimately $1750 000) Airports, revenue-producing Federal facllitles, not Included,

I The President's Airport Commission in 1952 estimated the acquisition cost of all U.S. civil airports with
their ground establishments to be in the vicinity of $4,000,000,000 Deducting from this $4,000,000,000 total
the Federal State, and local expenditures of $95,258,465 shown for the 1047-82 period leaves $;30,74113
as exidne prior to 1947. Annual State and local expenditures for years prior to 1954 and since 19060 not
available but are here estimated. Amount of revenues not available.

1 Not available.
Sources: "The National Airport Program," S. Doe 95 83d Cong., 24 sess., p. 34; hearings before the sub-

committeeof the Committee on Interstate and Foreign commerce on bits to amend the Federal Airport
Act, U.S. Senate, Apr. 14-17, 1958, . 6; "Amendments to the Federal Airport Act," Rept. No. 654, U.S.
Senate 87th Con ., 1st ess. p. 6; office of Airports, FAA; Budgets of the U.S. Government; and "The
Airport and Its Neighbors," President's Airport Commissions May 16,1952, p. 95. State and local expend-
Itures for years 1954-60 are from Governmental Finances, published annually by the Bureau of the Census.

DOMESTIC AIRMAIL SUBSIDY I

Expenditures Federal State and local Total

1939-47 ............................................ $118,678,000 None $118, 678,000
1947 ............................................... 16,500,000 None 16,500,000
148 ............................................... 29,6, 000 None 29,600,000
1949 ............................................... 33, 500,000 None 33,500,000
1950 ............................................... 30,800,000 None 36,800, 000
1951 ............................................... 34,9220 None 34, 922, 000
1952 .............................................. 25,40l,000 None 25,401,000
1953 ............................................... 25,379,000 None 25,379,000
1954 ............................................... 30,753,000 None 30,753,000
1955 .............................................. 28,280,000 None 28,280,000
19586 ............................................... 28,901,000, None 28,901,000
1957 ............................................... 34,11,000 None 34,116,000
1958 ............................................... 39, 49, 000 None 39,849,000
1959 ............................................... 43, 06, 000 None 43,058 000
1060 ............................................... 57,927,0 None 57, 927,000
1961 ............................................... 72,328,w000 None 72,325,000
1962 estimatee) .................................... 81,930,000 None 81,930,000

Total ....................................... 787,717,000 None 737,717,000

' Includes domestic trunk, local service, and helicopter airlines. Subsidy payments to domestic airlines
as distingulshodfrom compensation for carrying mail not available separately for years prior to 1951, and are
hera estimated by applying the sudsidy ratio (59 percent), as determined .by CAB for entire 1039-50
period, to the total mat payments for each year from 1947 throughi1950. Subsidy payments for 1961-62
incudo Alaskan and Hawaiian operations.

Sources: 1939-50, Civil Aeronautics Board "Administrative Separation of Subsidy Front Total Mail
Payments to Domestic Air Carriers ' September 195hp. 5; 1951-0 CA', "Srvlce Mail Pay and Subsidy
forU.S. Certificated Air Carriers," February 1961, table 2; 1961-62, budget of the U.S. Government for fiscal
year 1903, p. 783.
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$aimmar/y of (overnllnwnt cpe)1i1it#ircs for domestle traiisportatlon: lri'valls, ah-
por. , dwwwtlh c aomall su1bsidy, highlralls, and waieatlc ys '-Conlitted

111011WAYS

Expenditures Federal State and local Total

1921-211 .......................................... $8,952,000,000 $44, 409,090,000 $53,361,000,000
1917 ............................................. 325,000,000 2,780,000,000 3, 105,000,000
1918. .................................... 407,000,000 3,312,000,000 3,719, 000, 000
1949. ............... 513,000,000 3,685,000,000 4,198,000,000
1950 ............................................. 499,000,000 3,984,000,000 4,483,000,000
1951 ............................................... 497,000,000 4,429,000,000 4,926,000,000
1932 ............................................... 567,000,000 4,803,000,000 5,370,000,000
1953 ............................................... 655,000,000 5,328,,000,00 983,000,000
1954 ............................................. 695,000,000 6,287,000,000 6,982,000,000
1955 ............................................... 790, 000,000 0,592,000,000 7,382, 000,000
1956 .............................................. 897, 000,000 7,445,000,000 8,342,000,000
1957 ............................................... ,470,000,000 7,894,000,000 9,304,000,000
1958 ............................................... 2,455,000,000 7.882,000,000 10,337,000,000
1959 ............................................... 3,237,000,000 7,19, 000,000 10,886,000,000
1960 ............................................... 2,704,000,000 8,039,000,000 10, 743,000,000
1901 ............................................... 3 143,000,000 8,115,000,000 11,258,000,000
1962 (estimated) .................................. 3491,000,000 8,546,000,000 12, 037,000,000

Total ....................................... "3 31, 297, 000, 000 '141,179,000,000 172,476,000,000

Records not available prior to 1921.
I Includes $4 374,000,000 expended through work relief during 1933-42.

Of thl total, $i,os,000,00 was covered by receipts of the Federal highway trust fund from user charges
in the Period190-62.

4 Of this total, $80,166,000,000 was covered by State and local highway user Imposts and toll receipts In
the period 1921-62.

Sources: U.S. Department of Commerce, Bureau of Publio Roads "Highway Statistics Summary to
195," tables IIF-201 and IIF-202 for years th oulh 1947; "llighwa,y hnance 1948-57," April 1958, tables
FiF-1 and I F-2 for year 1948, Bureau of Pub1i0 oads releases of eruary 190, Jan. 6, 1961, and Jan. 7,
1962, table I1F-I for years 194-02.

WATERWAYS

Prior to 1947 ......................................
1947 ..............................
1948............-.... .--..-.---- .-------*o
1949 ...............................................
1950 ...............................................1931 ...............................................
1951 --------------------------------------1952 ...............................................
1953 ...............................................
1954 ...............................................
1955 ...............................................

1957 -------------------------------------- I
1958 ........... . . . ..-------------------------------
1959 ...............................................1958 ...............................................

1961...............................1902 (estimate) ....................................

Total .......................................

$2,570,100,000
89,10000

115,7 000
160, 0 000
190,400.000
204,700,000
215,000.000
271,300,000
97,60, 000

110,100,000
146,400,000
198,200,000
2mo,60 000
271, 000 000
293, 00,000
300,400000
318,10000

35,774,700,000

$124 ?00, 000
125,000,000
25,000,000

150 ,000000

Soo 000. 000150,000,000
175,000,000
150,000, 000195,000,000
164,000,000
200,000,000

29000000
219,000,000
241,000,000
237,000,000
242,000,000
250,000,000

2967,000,000 8,741,700,000

'Not available.
I Includes Inland waterways, Intracoastal waterways, Great Lakes, and coastal harbors. Obligations

for construction, operation, and maintenance of channels and harbors, looks and dams, alteration of bridges
over navigable rivers, a portion of the costs of advanced engineering and design, and other minor costs
related to navigation. Costs do not Include navigation portion of multiple-purpose projects. St. Law-
rence Seaway and Panama Canal expenditures not included.

I State and local expenditures for years 1954-60 are for water transport and terminal facilities. Expendi-
tures not available prfor to 1954 and since 1960 but are here estimated for 1961-62.

Sources: Federal expenditures from annual reports of the Chief of Engineers, U.S. Army, and budgets
of the U.S. Government. State and local expenditures for years 1951-00 are from Governmental Finances,
published annually by the Bureau of the Census.
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Summary of Government expenditures for domestic transportation: airways, air-
ports, domestic airnail subsidy, hlphway/s, and waterways '-Continued

INLAND AND INTRACOASTAL WATERWAYS

Expenditures Federal State and local Total

Prior to 1047-------------------... ------- ,375,000,000..................... ....
1947-r .... ...................................... (17,0M,000 ....................................
1948 ............................................... 4,900, 000 .....................................
1949 ................................................-- 8,000,000
19501............................................... ---- 01, 0 200. . . . .. . .
1051 ............................................... 10,500,000....... ..................
1952 ............................................... 11,000,000 .....................................
10531............................................... 1,0,, ....................................
1054 ............................................... 54,000,000 .....................................
1955 ............................................... 57, 200,000 .....................................
1956 ............................................... 78,300,000 .....................................
1057 ............................................... 10, 100,000 .....................................
1058 ............................................... 106,1100,000 .....................................
1059 ............................................... 145,000,000 .....................................
1960 ............................................... 157, 000,000 .....................................
1961 ............................................... 160,700, 000 ....................................
1962 (estimated) --------------------------- 170,100,000..................................

Total ....................................... 13,089,400,000 (1) (3)

I Does not Include Great Lakes and coastal harbors. Expenditures for inland and Intracoastal waterways
prior to 1055 were estimated by the Corps of Engineers at 53.5 percent of the total waterway expenditures.
Data shown for subsequent years assumes the same proportion of the total e:tpenditures were for inland and
Intracoastal waterways.
2 Not available separately for inland and Intracoastal facilities. (See sheet 8.)
3 Not available.
Sources: Annual reports of the Chief of Engineers, U.S. Army, and budgets of the U.S. Government.

MERCHANT MARINE

1916-47 ............................................ $16,843,000,000 None $10,843,000,000
1947 ............................................... 1281,000,000 None 1281,000,000
1948 ............................................... 183,000,000 None 183,000,000
1949 ............................................... 124,000,000 None 124,000,000
1950 ............................................... 100, 000,000 None 100,000,000
1951 ............................................... 101,000,000 None 101,000,000
1952 ............................................... 230,000,000 None 230,000,000
1953 ............................................... 235,000,000 None 235,000,000
1954 ............................................... 153,000,000 None 153,000,000
1955 ................................................ 163,000,000 None 13, 00, 000
1950 ............................................... 220,000,000 None 220,000,000
1957 ............................................... 181,000,000 None 181,000,000
1958 ............................................... 174,000,000 None 174,000,000
1959 ............................................... 202, 000,000 None 202,000,000
1960 ............................................... 270,000,000 None 270, 000,000
1961 ............................................... 282, 000, 000 None 282,000,000
1982 (estimated) ................................. 352,000,000 None 352,000,000

Total ....................................... 1 19,532,000,000 ----------------- 19,632,000,000

I Excess of repayments and collections over expenditures.
I Expenditures for years 1916-26 are those of the U.S. Shipping Board and U.S. Shipping Board Emer.
y Fleet Corporation. Expenditures for years 1927-32 are those of U.S. Shipping Board and Merchant

Feet Corporation which functions were transferred to the Department of Commerce in 3une1933. Ex-
penditures for years 1933-38 are those of the U.S. Shipping Board Bureau and the U.S. Maritime Commis-
sion establishedd in 1930). Expenditures for years 1939-54 are described as "Promotion of Merchant
Marine" (functional code 451) by the Bureau of the Budget, which exclude accounts charged to national
defense. Expenditures for years 1955 to date also exclude defense functions and are described as "Promotion
of Water Transportation-Maritime Activities" (functional code 511 through 1958, 810 through 1960, and
502 through 1962).

Sources: Budgets of the U.S. Government for years 1028, 1935, 1941, 1948, and 190-03.
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Summary of Governmnent expenditures for domestic transportation: airways, air-
ports, domestic airmail subsidy, highways, and waterways '-Continued

COAST GUARD

Expenditures Federal State and local Total

1921-47 ............................................ $2,443,000,000 None $2,443,000,000
1947 ............................................... 142, 000, 000 None 142,000,000
1948 ............................................... 106,000,000 None 100,000,000
1949 ............................................... 132,000,000 None 132,000,000
1950 ............................................... 149,000,000 None 149,000,000
1951 ............................................... 162,000,000 None 162, 000, 000
1952 ............................................... 205,000,000 None 205,000,000
1953 ............................................... 230,000,000 None 230,000,000
1951 ............................................... 222,000,000 None 222,000,000
1955 ............................................... 190,000,000 None 100,000,000
1956 ............................................... 189,000,000 None 189,000,000
1957 ............................................... 194,000,000 None 104,000,000
1958 ............................................... 210 000,000 None 219,000,000
1959 ............................................... 229 000,000 None 29, 000,000
1960 ............................................... 238,000,000 None 238, 000,000
1901 ............................................... 270,000,000 None 270, 000,000
1962 (estimated) ................................... 279,000,000 None 279,000,000

Total ....................................... 15,605,000, ooo ............. 5,605,000,000

I Expenditures by the U.S. Treasury and U.S. Navy for the Coast Guard, described as "Prevision of
Navigation Aids and Facilities, Coast Guard" or "Promotion of Water TransgrtationD Coast Guard,"
which exclude those accounts charged to national defense by the Bureau of the Budget.

Sources: Budgets of the U.S. Government for years 1935, 1941, 1943, and 1048-03,

Private expenditures for construction, maintenance-of-wa and taxes on railroad
facilitles-1as8 I line-haul railroads In the United Mttate8

Calendar year expenditures .Maintenance I Construction I Taxes 3 Total

1921-47 ................................. $16,573,389, 000 $5, 00, 706, 000 $3,077,400,000 $25, 617, 495, 010
1947 .................................... 997, 650, 000 235,016,000 128, 00,000 1,360,760,000
14 .................................... 1,110,459,000 288,084,000 139,600,000 1,644,043,000
1949 .................................... 1,059,227,000 202,076,000 143,000,000 1,464,903,000
1950 ................................... 1,059,910,000 235,591,000 148100,000 1,443,601,000
1951 .................-.................. 1,222,516,000 290 108,000 166, ow 1,675,224,000
1952 .................................... 1,257,040,000 359,325,000 160, 0, 000 1,777,771,000
1953-----------------------------.....1,313,369,000 321,811,000 161,000,000 1799,180,000
1954-1 ................................. ,107,113,000 280,641,000 163 0 ,000 , 57,454, 000
1955 .................................... 1,136,014,000 291,644,000 171, 00000 1,599,168,000
1956 .................................... 1,151,504,000 362,878,000 177, 101,880,000
19 .............................. 1,178, 0, 000 342,792,000 182,700,000 1,704,052,000
1958 .................................... 985,040,000 231,798,000 180,100,000 1,396,038,000
1959 ................................... 997,615,000 217,267,000 183,10,000 1,397 982,000
1960.................................... 9.5,112,000 285,615,000 181,400,000 1,422,127,000

Total ............................ 3,112,024,000 . 9,983,150,000 5,357,400,000 47,452,574,000

I Expenditures for maintenance-of-way and structures other than stations, office buildings, shops and
enginehouses. Depreciation, amortization, and retirement excluded.

2 Gross capital expenditures for roadway and structures, excluding stations, omfce building shops, and
enginehouses except 1921-28 and 1960 for which years expenditures on stations and ofMce buildings are not
separately available and in 1921 and 1960 for which years expenditures on shops and enginehousos are not
se arately available.

evEstimated taxes chargeable to roadway and track properties only. Estimates are computed on basIs of
ratio (45.8 percent) of such taxes to total reported State and local taxes in 1957 as reported by the railroads
to the Bureau of Railway Economics, AAR.

Sources: Interstate Commerce Commission reports except col. 2 for years prior to 150 and col. 3, which
are from reports of the railroads to the Bureau of Railway Economics, AAR.
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Senator KERR. Your maintenance of rights-of-way is a chargeot)'
of expense, of course?

Mr. BARNEWr. Yes, sir.
Senator KERIt. The rights-of-way expenditure to which you IT-

ferred was in the building of either a different classification or class
of roadbed?

Mr. BARNET-r. Yes.
Senator KERR. Rather than improving-rather than in mainta in ing

the one you had?
Mr. B1ANE'Ir. Rather than maintaining, that. would be either a new

roadway, a different roadway, or an improved roadway.
Senate KERR. Yes.
Mr. B, ERmETr. For example, signal systems are included in the

track structure, generally speaking, and we are making enormous in-
vestments now in the so-called CTC, centralized traffic control, that
would be capitalized.

Senator KERR. Yes.
,NOw, that is on the single track area?
Mr. BAR Nr. It coul be on a double track, but, the usual applica-

tion is in single track.
Senator KERR. Primarily?
Mr. BARNET. Yes, sir.
Senatoi' KERR. If you were building a roadbed to permit 200 miles

anl hiou', though, rather than 120, that would be an investment which
is not depreciable?

MUr. BAn Tr. To the extent that the investment consisted of addi-
tioial grading, if yota want to increase the possible speed over your
roadbed, obviously you would need a lot of grading that you don't
have now; you would need more of it. You would need more firmly
packed grading, and that, would be capitalized and would never be
charged off for tax purposes until the line is abandoned.

Senator KCERR. Don't you think that if the railroads had equipment
that they could compete in today's market for both a. larger percent-
age of freight traffic and also passenger traffic?

Mr. BARINrr. I think there is no question about that. The equip-
ment-oir modern clay life requires speed of delivery, and new equip -
ment. would help us out there. New classification yards, new freight
interchange yards, would help us enormously to compete. I think we
could do a nuch better job in competition if we could attain the
modernization pr'oran I have outlnfied this morning.

Senator KERR. For instance what is the present schedule for pas-
sen ger traffic from here to New York City?

Mr. BA;FmNTT. About 4 hours.
Senator KERR. WhAt would be involved in building or improving

roadbed and eqtulpment that would, let you make a 2-hour schedule?
Of course, the Unidn Pacific doesn't go from here to New York.

Mr. BARFI'r. NO, sir; it is the Pennsylvania.
Senator KEnR. But you are appearing for those. too?
Mr. BARNMrI'. Certainly. Say it. is 200 miles, assuming we had the

equlifi5n0it which would go thlt fast, it certainly wouldn't be less than
an additional expenditure of-well, a Mill1tof dollars a mile would be
my gues s to impove the roadbed to the point where you could have
albsolite safety.
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Semator KERR. Well, aren't the airlines and the buses spending that
in uwh oil air-conditioned equipment and jet equipment?

Mr. BARNETT. It. is my understanding that tile Boeing 707 costs
about $5 million a. Co y. Certainly, the investment in the jet. fleet,
has been enormous in te last few years.

However, about a year ago, I had tie interestingg task of figuring
out. how much the total jet fleet of the airline idustry would cost, and
I found out that the total amount on order as of about a year and a
half ago amounted to an investment. of about half the then current
market value of the stock of tie Union Pacific Railroad Co.

Senator KEiot. That doesn't &ive me the information I want.
Mr. BARNE'r. Excuse me, I will try again.
Senator KERR. Because I don't know what the present market value

of the stock is.
Mr. BARNE7r11. I see.
At that time the total market. value of Union Pacific was about

$750 million.
Senator DoUGLAs. That is exclusive of bonded indebtedness?
Mr. BARNFrTT. Yes, sir.
Senator KPRR. What would be involved in trackage and equipment,

let's say, to provide overnight, efficient overnight, service to Chicago,
St. Louis?

Mr'. BAN Er. W1ell, there is-
Senator KrnR. There is almost that now?
Mr. BARNErr. There is almost that now.
Senator KERR. Yes.

frP. BARNn-rr. I would think it would be a matter of acquiring,
perhaps, two or three additional trains or perhaps a half dozen addi-
tional trains, whivhis not a large investment.

Senator KERR. Would the present roadbed condition, would it be
adequate?

Mr. BARNTrr. The present roadbed is, generally speaking, main-
tained for freight service in some areas.

In other words at a lower level of maintenance than it. wotild be
if maintained for passenger service. This difference, however, is
not too significant and as far as the roadbed is concerned it would
take very little expenditure to do that.

Senator KERR. You referred to tile improvement a while ago, with
which I am familiar, but I can't state the term you used, which gives
you so much better and more efficient control of traffic.

Mr. BARNErr. CTC, the centralized traffic control.
Senator KERR. Yes.
Thatrepresents quite a sizable investment, doesn't it?
Mr. BARNETT. Yes, that does represent an enormous investment

because it involves the istallationt of electronic controls over miles
atid miles and iles. On the Union Pacific, I think on outr main line,
I think we only have half of, tir main line under CTC at the presenttime.

Senator KnR. What has that cost you?
Mr. BARxNr. A total of somewhere between $50 and $60 million.
Senator 'KFRR. Would the improvement of the roadbeds to enable

you to proitde the better passenger service improve your competitive
position O freight. traIportation,?
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Mr. BARNETT. Yes, it, would. One of our great problems is the
fact that something of the order of 11/2 percent of our gross revenue
goes for loss and damage claims and an improved roadbed would
certainly help that.

Senator Krum. I would like for you to understand, and for the
record to show, that I try to maintain a position of objectivity as be-
tween the competing transportation industries, but it has seemed to
me that on the basis of the present environment in which you are
operating, the railroads have such an unfavorable competitive posi-
tion that your situation is going to be less advantageous than, rather
than holding your own or be more advantageous.

Mr. BAIRNE'-r. The rules under which we operate were much more
appropriate 50 or 60 years ago than they are today, the railroads
conditions will steadily deteriorate year by year by year inevitably
unless we can be allowed to strike off our competitive chains and do
something.

Senator KRmw. How much of your adverse position is due to, if any,
to a disadvantageous position with reference to labor costs?

lr. BARNFTT. The studies which were made for the Presidential
Commission on Work Rules indicated that the antiquated rules cost
the industry about $500 million a yearof which, so the study indicated,
about $300 million a year, was chargeable to the maintenance of an
unnecessary fireman on freight locomotives, freight and yard loco-
motives. That might be one measure of our competitive disadvantage.

Senator K.mw. Is the trend in the other industries such that there
is as much chance of there becoming as unfavorably situated as you
are, or would the maintenance of their present posture be one that
would make it absolutely necessary for your situation in that regard
to be improved ?

Mr. I3AU1nF-r. The other transpOrtation industries certainly are
now running into some of the trouble that we have had. We know, for
example, what is--what has happened in the airline industry during
the calendar year 1961.

However, they do not have the problem of supplying and maintain.
ing their own facilities. In the airline industry, for example, the
Federal Government is maintaining the airways, after the plane is
in the air. Similarly their teinals are in large measure bought
and paid for by the Federal Government. There is bound to be an
advantage, that can't be otherwise.

Senator KERt. Now, I want to say this to you. I am interested in
the railroads, I think they are absolutely a necessary part of our
transportation system. I think their improvement is a vital necessity
for the opportuTity of an expanding economy, and I think we are
going to have an expanding economy.

I don't think we can build highways fast enough or safe enllugh
to carry the passengers and freight traffic that's going to be here in
.5 and 10 years on the basis of ,te present tr6nd of more and more
of it going on the highways and less percentagewise going on the
railroads.

Is there any possibility of the railroads rehabilitating their pas-
senger service facilities servicwise to where they would be competi-
tive-or are they interested in it?
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Have they charged that off and seek to develop themselves primarily
as freight carriers or is there any thought being given to reclaiming
a part of the passenger traffic?

Mr. BARVE'rr. The views on that question, Senator, vary within
the industry. But speaking for the industry, and as a general rule,
the railroads have not charged off the passenger business by any means.
We are constantly trying to improve it. You see the sore spots here
in the East, in particular, the New Haven where there is little or no
ability to improve the present service.

In answer to your question, I don't believe that the railroads have
charged off the passenger business by any means, although we have
been severely and sorely criticized by the Interstate Commerce Com-
mission itself for not doing so.

Senator Kmn. I had thought that the service to passengers on the
airlines, the handling of baggage, and so forth, was terrible until I
took a trip recently on the railroads and I had to carry about 75
pounds of baggage about a quarter o? a mile. The opportunity was
of some valueIn that I learned that I was still able to do it, but I
wasn't right sure at the time that I was going to be able to live to
enjoy it. .

Mr. BAiNeTr. I sympathize with ou.
One reason for having to carryI baggage about three-quarters of a

mile is the tremendously long trains that some railroads are trying
to run today.

Senator KERR. And the total absence of what we used to call
redcaps with any appreciable or evident interest in the convenience
of the passengers.

This is not any part of this bill, but I just wondered if, with
reference to these extremely long trains which you run in order to
handle more business at less cost, did you ever think about installing
a conveyer from the other end of the yard where a lot of passengers
unload?

Mr. BARtETV. That has been thought about and indeed many times
I wish for one myself to get on andofflthese things.

In the West we don't-have so much of a problem, to the extent that
we do at least in the East. I had the experience myself many times
of going into Chicagoon one of our eastern trains, arriving there
and thinking I would like part of my fare back because they had not
taken me all the way to Chicago because I had to walk the last 5
miles.

Senator KERR. I just believe that a more aggressive attitude on the
part of railroads would brig some other results like this piggyback
program that you have implemented that now accounts for, I believe
as nich as 10 percent of the freight traffic on some railroads?

Mr. BARNErr. Yes, sir.
Senator Knmm. And I think imagination, I think the only thing

worth as much to you as this tax credit would be more aggressive
thought and more vivid imagination. I don't know I may be mistaken.

Mr. BAnxETP. I couldn't agree with you more, Senator Kerr. You
mentioned: piggybacking; there is one place where imagination has
been exercised. I happen to be a member of the finance committee of
the Trailer Train Co. which we set up specifically to buy 80-foot flat-
cars for use in piggyba6king. In the last 2 years we have now bought
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and financed about $95 million worth of those cars, and that is only a
part. of tie field.

Senator KERR. There has been no indication that there is anybody
on this committee for this bill, but I happen to be for this tax credit,
because I think that it will do more good than harm, and I think so
far as the railraods are concerned tley may be among the primary
benefleiaries of it but the question I would like to have you answer
fot the record is this: If it is enacted, do you think it would become a
part. of the pattern including more aggressive management, more
imagination in management, and more determination, both to solve
their labor problems and to do the rest of the things that are going
to be required for them to hold their own and improve their position
and maybe their passenger operations and hold their own, at least in
claiming the continuing likely percentage of the constantly expanding
freight business?

Mr. BARNETT. I think it would become part of such a pattern, Sena-
tor, and I would go a little further. You asked me whether I think
it. would become part of such a pattern, the pattern you have outlined.
I think it would become l)art of a )attern; and, furthermore, I think,
unless in the railroad industry we originate and follow such a 1)atteril,
th1t. we are going to be much worse off than we are now.

I think it is an absolute necessity.
Senator KERR. In other words, if the railroads are reconciled to ex-

termination, I see no reason to pass this bill.
Mr. BARNETT. We are not by any means reconciled to extermination,

not by any means.
Senator KERR. I would hate to see you get to where the only value

you would have would be to somebody to buy it for the tax loss they
would acquire.

Mr. BARNErr. So would I, sir.
Senator KERR. I have been assured by the evidence of this witness

and I must say I have been reassured by some other things I have seen
and heard frm management in the railroad line, but I don't know
many places where I think boldness and aggressive action and imagi-
nati on coupled wtih the experience they have got would be of any
greater benefit to any industry or for greater service to the country.

Mr. BARNErr. I agree with you 100 percent.
The CHAIRMAN. Any questions?
Senator Carlson?
Senator CARTSOsN. Mr. Barnett, do you think the repeal of the trans-

portatiomn tax which was advocated by the President yesterday in his
message to Congress on transportation tax would be helpful or en-
courage increased passenger traffic?

Mr. BARNETr. I think it would. I haven't touched on that matter
today because as I understand it we are considering H.R. 10650.

However, the repeal of the excise'tax ofi transportation of pas-
sengers is so obviously called for by simple justice and equity, it is
a tax that was put on in order to discourage passenger business dum-
ing W1"orld War II, in order to discourage tie use of passenger facili-
ties, and my goodness, there. it is, it is still there. It is an obvious
penalty which should be removed.

Senator CARLSON. Mr. Barnett, I think most of us appreciate the
l)roblem we are confrointed with. I requested the staff for informa-
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tion on the collection-in 1961 we actually collected on transportation
of passenger tax $264 million; in 1962 it's a budget estimate of $280ininion.

Personally, I favor the repeal of it and I sincerely hope we can.
Was there any evidence when we repealed the tax on the movement
of freigiht and goods that it was helpful?

Mr. 'BARNTF.r. Yes, because the transportation of freight is ex-
tremely competitive and the difference between carriage by private
carriage or by truck or by railroad is measured in fractions of a cent
and certainly the repeal of the tax on freight did hell, although i
would be a. little hard pressed to give specific evidence of that, because
of declining business generally during the time when the repeal took
place.

Senator CARLSON. While it is true you have discussed the invest-
ment credit section of this bill and also accelerated depreciation, the
item dealing with passenger tax would certainly be eligible for con-
sideration by this committee on taxes affecting your industry?

Mr. BARNETT. Yes.
Senator CARLSON. I don't want to get clear out of the field but I was

interested in the President's message yesterday, I. happen to have it
here, and I am going to ask you how much you think this might affect
y'ou from a competitive standpoint and dollarwise.

I recommend that the post office be given greater flexibility In arranging for the
transportation of mall by motor vehicle carrier.

Is it not true that many of your trains, particularly out in the
Middle West, in the shortrun operations are dependent on the mail
that you are carrying and the income you receive from mail?

Mr. BARNETT. go question about that. Our mail income is sub-
stantial. We, of course, would oppose that particular part of the
President's message as strenuously as we could. It would be

Senator CAULSON. Do you have the figures as to how much income
vou receive from the transportation of mail? I should know it be-
cause I am on the committee, but I do not.

Mr. BARNETT. In the calendar year 1961, the Union Pacific received
income from the transportation of mail of $22 million.

It is a safe rule of thumb to assume that that would be about 5
percent of the industry. Our revenues generally constitute about 5
percent of industry revenues.

Senator CARLSON. I am personally familiar with the value of the
income that you receive from carrying inail, particularly out in the
rural sections of this Nation.

Mr. BARNEWr. Yes.
Senator CARLSOW. Because we have had evidences of where the con-

tinuarnce or removal of the train depended on the mail inc6fe or mail
revenue.

Mr. BARwETr. Indeed, it does.
Senator CARLSON. And I can see for our area where this might cause

us more difficulty in maintaining some of outr train service, should this
recommendation be followed, even more than it is at the present time.

Mr. BARNErT. It would 'undoubtedly increase the problem in your
area.: No question about it.

Senator CARLSON. Mr. Chairman, I am concerned, as is every other
member, about the raifroads and their value to the future of this
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Nation's economy. I appreciate your statement this morning, Mr.
Barnett.

Mr. BARNE-r. Thank you.
The CHAIRMAN. Senator Curtis?
Senator CURTIS. Mr. Chairman, I will be very brief.
I want to say we in Nebraska regard the Union Pacific as a very

important and valuable concern.
Mr. BARNm-r. Thank you.
Senator CunrIs. In connection with the future business possibili-

ties, 3 or 4 years ago, when Congress had under consideration amend-
ments to the Railroad Retirement Act, I made the statement that
under the French system of railroads they had more people on their
pension rolls than they had workmen for the railroad, and, of course,
the railroad industry had to carry the load.

I was at that time informed the same was substantially true in the
United States, and had figures submitted to me which showed it is
nearly as much.

Do you have any comment on that?
Mr. BARNETT. Only that the problem will increase, as do all pension

problems, as we go further in our medical advances which increase
longevity.
Senator CuRTiS. Yes.
Mr. BARNMVr. We are going to have an increasing problem Senator.
Senator CURTIS. As a program being financed by a particular indus-

try is spread to more and more relatives and dependents and families,
rather than the workers themselves, or those things that happen to his
health and well-being in connection with the job?

Mr. BARNETT. Yes.
Senator CURTIS. Are you also wrestling with the problem of oppres-

sive taxation from local units of government for your railroad
property?

Mr. BARNETrr. Yes, sir; we are. And there is a bill now being pro-
posed which would give the Federal court jurisdiction to enjoin the
assessments or collection of a tax by a locality, a municipality, or a
State declaring that the imposition of an assessment rate at a higher
rate than industry generally is a burden on interstate commerce, giving
the Federal court jurisdiction.

Senator CURTIS. Is the problem particularly acute in a large metro-
politan area?

Mr. BARNErr. Yes, sir; it is, but it is acute all over the country.
Senator CURTIS. But what I am getting at is, the large metropolitan

areas, they come to Washington and say, "Do something about our
mass transportation."
They themselves are d6ibg something, many of them, only in thewrong direction.
Mr. BARL-rT. They, themselves, are largely at fault. Last year we

made a survey of how much excessive tax the railroads paid; n other
words, we went around to different States and we took every railroad
in the country, and we would compare the rate at which the railroad
property was assessed as a percentage of true value with the rate at
which property generally was assessed.

And in the 30-some States we found that the railroad industry was
paying over $160 million a year more than other taxpayers on the same
value of property.
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Senator Curs. Mr. Chairman, I shall not take any more time.
The CHAIRMAN. Thank you.
Just one question, Mr. Barnett.
You have made a very excellent witness, fair and frank. You men-

tioned you were in a company that was building these piggyback cars,
did you not?

Mr. BARNE'r. No, sir; we are buying them and financing them from
the builders, the regular manufacturers.

The CHAiRMAN. I wanted to ask about the question of taxation.
Mr. BARNETT. Yes.
The CHAIRMAN. Then they lease them to the railroads, do they?
Mr. BAIINETT. Yes sir.
The CHAIRMAN. The railroads do not buy them?
Mr. BARNETr. No' the railroads do not buy them. This company

leases them to the rai roads.
The CHAIRMAN. Now, the 8-percent tax credit would not apply to

that, would it? You can take your rental off but if you do not own
the property, you could not take 8-percent credit on depreciation?

ir. BARNETT. We believe that the present 7-percent credit would
apply to such-

The CHAIRMAN. I thought it applied to the ownership.
Mr. BARNETT. As I understand the bill-
The CHAIRMAN. Mr. Stain, if they lease property built by other

companies, would the 8-percent tax credit apply to that?
Mr. STAm. I think it does.
The CHAIRMAN. I thought you had to own the property.
Mr. STAM. No; they have some provision in there for the lessee.
Mr. BARNETT. Senator, I refer you, I have the print of the bill here,

on page 22 to the provision, I am not referring to it by section number
because I cannot find the section number at the moment.

The CHAIMAN. Well, we can look at it.
In other words, it applies to-
Mr. BARNETT. It is section 38, "Property," and the definition which

appears on page 22 of the bill, I believe, takes care of that.
The C1IAInRMAN. A number of people and companies rent ma-

chines of different kinds?
Mr. BARNIr. Yes, sir.
The CHAIRMAN. They would get 8 percent on that, even though

they do not own the machines I
Mr. BARNETT. I believe they would; yes, sir.
The CHAnmmAN. Would they?
Mr. BARNETr. Yes, sir. Under the section to which I referred.
The CHAIRMAN. I rent some lifting machines which cost about

$12,000, $15,000 and only use it during the apple season, and only
pay the rental during the apple season, then it goes back to the com-
pany. Could I take 8 percent off of the value of that machine?

Senator KERR. I would like to have Mr. Stain's opinion on that
because I have grave doubts of that.

Mr. STAm. Pardon me, what was that ?
The CHA MA. I say if I rented a machine or anything else and

used it a, part of the year, could I take 8 percent credit on what the
machine cost?

82190-62---pt. 8--4
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Mr. WOODWORTH. The question of-it can be either the lessee or
the lessor can take the credit. However, they would not give it to
the lessee in the case of where it was rented for less than a year, be-
cause there would be no credit, since its use would be for less than
4 years.

The CIIAIRIrAN. In other words, you can take it off regardless of
whether you own that particular property or not?

Mf r. WOODWORTH. Yes; at the option of the lessor.
The CHAIRMAN. That is one other objection I have to the provision.
Senator KERR. But if the one who constructed it took the credit,

then if the lessor took the credit, the lessee could not?
IAll. WOODWORTH. That is correct.
The CIIRnM AN. I thought it was well established that in all things

relating to depreciation you have to own property in order to take
it off.

Tlank you very much, Mr. Barnett.
Mr. BAnNEr. Thank you.
(Mr. Barnett's prepared statement follows:)

STATEMENT OF FRANK E. BARNETT, VICE PRESIDENT AND ( ENEIAL. COUNSEL OF
THE UNION PACIFIC RAILROAD Co., ON BEHALF OF THE ASSOCIATION OF
AMERICAN RAILROADS

The following statement is presented on behalf of the Association of Amer-
lean Railroads with respect to the Revenue Act of 1962 (H.R. 1050). In the
aggregate, the members of the association operate 97 percent of the railroad
mileage in the United States, and derive 99 percent of this country's gross
railroad revenues. Thus, the views expressed herein constitute the position
of the railroad industry.

It is no secret that today the railroad industry is fighting for survival. The
severity of the crisis It is experiencing can best be measured by the grave
concern expressed by the legislative, judicial, and administrative bodies, on
both the Federal and State levels, currently attempting to define and solve
our many problems. These problems are as numerous as they are diverse,
and yet In the ultimate they may be stated as a fundamental question of
economics: How may a sorely depressed, overregulated, and heavily taxed
Industry meet its obligations to a national economy which demands expansion
and modernization?

We are keenly aware of a basic need to generate the capital for moderniza-
tion of our facilities. Toward this end we endorse that portion of the Revenue
Act of 1962 known as the investment incentive credit. and commend it as a
means, not only of stimitlatting an increase in employment opportunities and
in the gross national product, but also as one way to initiate much needed
plant modernization.

Apart from the investment credit, we would like to emphasize for this com-
mittee other areas of tax reform which we believe would go far in emancipating
the railroad industry from the competitive disabilities imposed on it by the
tax statutes. We propose the enactment of S. 1370, which would provide a
I5-year maximum life for our equipment, and a 20-year maximum life for our
roadway property. Further, we recommend the attention of this committee
to H.R. 666 presently before the Ways and Means Coimittee. This bill pro-
vides for a reserve for construction.Before discussing -these proposals, we should briefly outline our position in
the general economic scale in terms of earnings and possible investment.

Needless to say, our current earnings position Is not bright. During the
calendar year 1961, 24 class I railroads failed to earn their fixed charges. In
fact, all the class I railroads in the United States had a net income of only
,382 million during that 12-month period, as against average earnings for the
1931-00 period of $726.8 million.

For almost a hundred years, restrictive regulation at the Federal and State
levels, as well as steadily increasing costs of operation, have resulted in a
progressively lower rate of return on our net investInent. The calendar year
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1960 saw a meager return of 2.13 percent, which declined to 1.97 percent for
1961. Obviously a rate of return such as this precludes equity financing of
our capital requirements.

Our only other outside source of capital funds has been credit financing
by means of equipment trust obligations and conditional sales. In the not too
distant past, such financing could be had at an interest rate of from 2 percent
to 31/j percent. More recently we have been required to pay as high as 0 per-
cent I on the same financing. This high rate is the direct result of our poor
earnings record.

During the 6 years 1955 through 1960, class I railroads expended an additional
annual average of slightly over $1 billion for capital improvements. However, the
calendar year 1961 saw an industry expenditure of only $646 million on capital
Improvements. Current 1962 estimates foresee only a $770 million expenditure.

This is startling in light of a recent study, sponsored and published by the
Brookings institution,2 indicating that our industry would, assuming available
funds, invest more than $2 billion per year for additional and more modern
rolling stock, tunnels, shortening route mileage, and otherwise modernizing plant
and equipment.

Presently, we are confronted by an urgent need to improve our freight car
fleet, especially to upgrade its quality with modern features suited to the needs
of today's shipper. It is estimated that an annual modernization program of
100,000 cars is necessary to erase the competitive disadvantage which has re-
suilted from our inability, due to a lack of capital, to keep pace with the tech-
nological advances in our industry. A good example would be the refrigerator
car used for the transportation of perishable goods which constantly is being
improved. The built-in economic obsolescence of existing refrigeration equip-
ment has burdened us for years. In 1961, the old ice bunker car constitued the
bulk of our refrigerator car fleet though we know, and have known for years,
that these cars should be replaced by mechanically refrigerated units. Within a
few years, the fast developing piggyback and containerization programs will
render obsolete even the mechanically refrigerated unit. The constant demand
from our shippers for cars incorporating the latest advances in the industry
further adds to our burden.

In point of fact, Hunter Holding, vice president of the Equiaable Life Assur-
ance Society of the United States, which we are advised is the largest single
holder of railroad securities, in a statement filed today with this committee,
states that were we able to acquire 100,000 cars a year, modernization of our
existing fleet to the point where no cars were over 25 years of age, would take
an estimated 7h years. He estimates another 1V2 years would enable us to in-
crease our fleet to its 1949 numerical status, with no cars older than 25 years.

An annual 100,000-car acquisition program also would benefit our suppliers.
Adding to our freight car requirements an annual need for 1,200 locomotive units,
our yearly acquisitions translated into material and supplies would represent
2.005,000 tons of steel products, 160 million board feet of lumber, and some
235.000 tons of other materials, not to mention the man-hours required to process
such products and build the equipment. Consideration should be given to the
effect this increased investment would have in areas in which railroad locomotive
and car building companies maintain their plants. Such plants are located in
Alabama, Illinois, Indiana, Massachusetts, Missouri, New Jersey, New York,
Ohio, Pennsylvania, Virginia, Washington, West Virginia, and Wisconsin. Funds
flowing into these States would go far in stabilizing our national economy.

Thus it is that we come before this committee, faced by a muitibillion-dollar
modernization program, but lacking the funds to meet even our current liabili-
ties. It is no wonder that we have a vital interest in that portion of the Revenue
Act of 1962, referred to as the investment incentive credit. In part, the credit
will enable us to acquire the capital funds with which to meet our moderniza-
tion needs.

Being practical, we recognize the credit cannot serve all of our members alike.
We have within our ranks three distinct groups. There are those taxpaying
roads, substantial in number, which, encouraged and assisted by the credit, will
pour additional millions into the national economy. Then, there are those tax-
paying roads, relatively few in number, which recently have made heavy capital

Statements of Senator Hartke, Congressional Record, Mar. 16, 1901_P. 3885.
"Railroad Transportation and Public Policy," James C. Nelson, the hrooklngs Institu.

tion, April 1959.
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expenditures in effectuating modernization programs which the credit will en.
courage in the first group. These roads do not require the magnitude of capital
Investment in the immediate future, as do the roads in the first group. Lastly,
there are those roads, 40 in number as of December 31, 1901, which, because of
their precarious financial position, have no current tax liability against which the
credit may be employed. It should be noted that, in spite of their losses, this
last group has made substantial capital investment in recent years. It Is clear
that the efficacy of the credit as presently proposed will vary as it applies to each
of these groups.

Obviously, the roads in the first category will be induced by the credit to make
immediate additional capital Investments. While the Investment forthcoming
from the roads in the second category will not be as Immediate, it is obvious that
the credit similarly will induce them to make future investments to keep pace
with developments in the industry. As to the last group, the investment credit
will generate funds only if the unused carryover period is so extended as to
warrant the hope of its utilization in the future. We therefore propose that
this committee consider extending the unused investment tax credit carryover
period to at least 10 years. With this modification we feel that the investment
credit would in some measure attain its stated objectives within our entire
industry.

As for the technical aspects of the proposed credit, we note that the bill in its
present form requires that section 38 property be depreciable. The report of
the House Ways and Means Committee recognizes that railroad track and sig-
nals meet this requirement, even though track Is accounted for on the retirement
method. It is clear, therefore, that the drafters of the legislation regard the
retirement method of accounting as a method of accounting for depreciation, as
the term "depreciation" Is used in section 48(a) (1) of the bill. While this is
consistent with existing judicial authority, it is significant that It be noted at
this point.

As we have noted, we endorse the Investment credit as one means of helping
us as an industry to regain economic self-sufficiency. We also recommend it as
a means of encouraging our customers to expand existing facilities which, in
turn, will result in an increased demand for our services.

Our endorsement of the investment credit of necessity is premised on the
administration's assurance that such proposal In no way is intended to be in lieu
of realistic depreciation reform. As this committee knows, for many years we
have vigorously pressed for a revision of outmoded and obsolete depreciation
policies. More particularly, we have requested time and again congressional
action on this matter. In this regard we direct this committee's attention to
S. 1370 Introduced by Senator Hartke, providing 15-year lives for equipment
and 20-year lives for road properties for depreciation purposes. The legislative
proposals embodied In this bill go to the very heart of our problem as an Indus-
try in recognizing our dependence on internal sources for capital funds.

During the 1946-55 period, class I railroads expended $10,900,450,000 on the
acquisition of transportation property. Of this total expenditure, a minimal
0.09 percent was derived from equity capital, 40.33 percent from equipment obli-
gations, and 8.14 percent from other funded debt. The remaining 50.44 percent
of the total amount so expended was derived from internal sources. These
sources were depreciation, retirements, and amortization (reduced by payments
on annual maturity of equipment obligations) which accounted for 19.80 percent
of the total amount so expended, and the reinvestment of net earnings, reserves
and other funds, which accounted for 36.64 percent of the total expenditure."
The decline in earnings of the class I railroads and the oppressively long lives
assigned to railroad property and equipment for depreciation purposes have nec.
essarily adversely affected this internal source of capital funds.

Under S. 1370 roadway property acquired on or after the effective date of the
legislation may be treated for tax purposes as having a thaximum useful life of
20 years, and rolling stock so acquired may be treated as having a maximum use-
ful life of 15 years. Properties acquired prior to such effective date may be
written off over a remaining useful life of 20 and 15 years, respectively.

In our opinion, such legislation recognizes the business judgment, not only of
those charged with the responsibility of the railroads' investment program, but
also of outside Investors In our industry. The excessively long lives assigned to
our properties for tax depreciation purposes have hindered our acquisition of

'Exhibit A.
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modern equipment and facilities. We need only refer this committee to the
above-noted statement filed on behalf of the Equitable Life Assurance Society
of the United States in which Mr. Holding states:

"The extremely damaging result of the roads' inability to use a 15-year life
for depreciation purposes has been the sharp curtailment of the railroads ability
to acquire new equipment."

Any industry will think twice about expansion if it must contemplate, as is
presently our case, the recapture of its 1902 investment in dollars valued in
1902 or even later.

If enacted, S. 1870, by its shortening of lives at the option of the taxpayer,
will do much to remove this obstacle to investment. This is not a theoretical
assumption, but rather the result of practical experience gained in the not too
distant past. During the Korean conflict, we were granted permission to utilize
a fast write-off period for freight cars acquired. During the 5-year period this
program was in effect, we acquired an average of 78,000 cars each year. In
1955, when we expected the special amortization program would be terminated,
our acquisition increased to 157,000 cars. During the 1056-60 period, however,
our acquisition averaged only 32,064 cars. We note, however, that emergency
amortization, while effective as a stopgap measure, will not serve as a foundation
for long-range reform.

As any heavy industry, we must plan many years ahead. Assuming we under-
take a particular construction or acquisition program, its completion lies some
4 or 5 years away. Thus, spectacular as may have been its result, the emergency
amortization program merely illustrates what can be achieved with short lives,
and is not suggested as a method of meeting our current needs.

The presently existing service lives assigned to railroad property were set
during the early years-of income tax administration, and formalized in bulletin
F more than 80 years ago. They simply reflect the then prevailing judgment that
existing railroad properties would last forever. Gradually, we have been caught
in the squeeze between long lives and declining net earnings. Eventually we
found it necessary to try to make our property last forever through rebuilding.
Suddenly, we were faced by a mortality experience Indicating, so we were told,
that our properties did in fact last forever. Might we point out to this committee,
as we have tried so often in the past to the Internal Revenue Service, that such
mortality experience fails to take into account the patching and rebuilding
programs which were necessary to keep existing and often obsolete properties
in service.

Additionally, we would suggest that this committee consider the writeoff
period for railroad equipment in the light of the periods presently allowed
others in the transportation industry. In general, airplanes are assigned a
useful life of 5 years, intercity buses a life of 7 years, heavy trucks and high-
way trailers a life of 8 years. On the other hand, our diesel locomotives are
written off over periods extending up to 25 years, our freight cars over periods
of 28 years, and our passenger cars over periods of 35 years. As for our fixed
plant, the assigned useful life runs anywhere from 20 to 100 years. We need not
underscore the resulting competitive disadvantage we face.

We face a further serious competitive disadvantage in that, unlike our com-
petitors, we are required to construct and maintain our own rights-of-way in
order to operate. While our competitors have available publicly financed and
supported airports, highways, waterways, and harbor facilities, the class r rail.
roads as of the end of 1960 had invested some $18.4 billion of their own capital
funds in road properties. This is indeed anomalous, especially if we consider
that we have invested some $3.6 billion in grading and tunnels alone, no portion
of which will be recovered until'the property involved is at long last aban-
doned.

We can no longer meet our obligations with thrice-rebuilt properties. Tech-
nological advances demand we forge ahead, not merely keep pace. Our anti-
quated yards must be replaced by electronic yards, our ice-bunker cars by me.
chanical refrigerator units, and our flat-bed cars with trailer trains. We must
have new equipment and roadways, and must have them now.

During the past few months we have heard much with respect to deprecia-
tion reform on the administrative level. In fact, as an industry we have en-
gaged in many conferences with the Treasury Department and the Internal
Revenue Service in the hopes of, securing administrative relief. In spite of
these efforts we realize, and wish to impress on this committee, that, at best,
administrative relief is a temporary measure.
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As presently proposed, administrative relief would take the form of a re-
vision of the obsolete Bulletin F, a publication which on its face states that It
is to serve only as a guide in establishing depreciation rates. We have ex-
perienced, as has every other taxpayer, the use of Bulletin F standards by an
examining agent only as a starting point in the tax audit processes. In spite
of the lives set forth therein, we have found its application varies from agent
to agent and from district to district throughout the United States. Conse-
quently, it is impossible for those charged with a responsibility of management
to find any absolutes in the all-important area of depreciation.

Further, administrative relief has a way of changing from administration
to administration. It is not beyond the realm of possibility that a current Bul-
letin F revision might go untouched for another 20 years. Thus, while appreci-
ative of the cooperation of the present administration in attempting to solve
our problems, we feel that the only adequate solution is legislative action. It
is significant to note that enactment of S. 1370 in no way involves an ultimate
loss of revenue to the Treasury, nor do its provisions conflict with the investment
credit proposal.

We therefore commend to this committee's careful consideration S. 1370 In-
troluced by Senator Hartke.

Finally, as an industry we favor the enactment of a bill permitting us to
establish a construction reserve out of taxable income on which Federal income
taxes would be deferred. Such provisions are embodied in H.R. 6666, which
provides that funds set aside would have to be expended within 5 years in the
purchase of equipment or other capital faculties used in transportation or to
reduce debt incurred in connection with such acquisitions. The total addition to
the reserve in any year may not exceed the total depreciation chargeable to
expense for such year under the uniform system of accounts prescribed by the
Interstate Commerce Commission. The construction reserve fund contemplated
in this proposal would definitely tend to level out the peaks and valleys of rail-
road orders for equipment. It would permit orderly long-term programing which
would be little affected by minor swings in the economy.

In conclusion, may we again state our wholehearted support for the invest-
ment credit and commend this committee's attention to the other remedial
measures suggested in this statement.
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The CHAIRMf AN. The next witness is Alexander L. Stott of the Bell
Telephone System.

Take a seat, sir.
If you will permit the Chair to make a personal statement, I am

very glad to have you because the first job I ever had was when I was
15 years old. I stopped school, and I was manager of the Bell Tele-
phone Co. at Winchester.

Senator KfElRR. Where?
The CHAI R MA. Winchester.
Senator KERR. What State?
The CHAMRMAN. It is in the great State of Virginia.
I worked 10 years for them, and I finally got $60 a month, an in-

crease of $1 a month per year.
I obtained a very fine business education by my association, and I

have been impressed ever since with the frugality, efficiency, and the
excellent management of the Bell Telephone o.

You may proceed.

STATEMENT OF ALEXANDER L. STOTT, VICE PRESIDENT AND COMP-
TROLLER, AMERICAN TELEPHONE & TELEGRAPH CO.

Mr. STo'rr. Mr. Chairman, we are very pleased that you have been
a telephone comp any employee. We think it is pretty good, too.

My name is Alexander L. Stott. I hm vice president and comptrol-
ler of the American Telephone & Telegraph Co. I am appearing on
behalf of the Bell System companies which are heavy users of capital
equipment and have always had a keen interest in construction and
depreciation matters.

I have prepared a statement to give you our views on certain mat-
ters relating to the proposed tax bill which have been discussed in the
hearings before your committee. My statement sets forth our views
in some detail on the incentive tax credit, the stock option provisions
of the law, and the proposal to eliminate the $50 dividend exclusion
and the 4 percent dividend credit. I will summarize our views in a
brief statement to your committee and I respectfully ask that my
complete statement be made a part of the record.

The CHAIRMAN. Your prepared statement will be made a part of
the record following your testimony.

Mr. S~r. Thank you. C n a
When I testified before the Ways and Means Comittee nearly a

year ago on the President's tax message, there was a proposal for a
form of tax credit from which utilities were exclUde. H.R. 10650
presents a different situation because utilities are included for a 3 per-
cent tax credit and other taxpayers for a 7 percent credit.

Since the purpose of the credit is to promote construction and
.growth the question is whether it would ave that result if it were
applied to telephone companies. As far as the Bell System companies
are concerned, it would not. The Bell System construction program
for 1962 is approximately $2.8 billion and it will probably remain in
this general area in the immediate fitulre.

Senator KR. Would you repeat that statement. Where are you
reading from ?

Mr. STorr. Sir, I have just a smalprepared statement.

890
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Senator Kmn. Repeat that last statement.
fr. STor. Yes, sir.

The Bell System construction program for 1962 is approximately
$'2.8 billion and it will probably remain in this general area, in the
immediate future.

This construction is designed to meet the needs of the public, for
telephone service. We have an obligation to construct adequate fa-
cilities to meet this need. Clearly, it would not be economically de-
sirable to build excess plant merely to obtain a tax credit. The Bell
System companies have been able, under sound regulation, to obtain
the additional amount of new capital from investors required to carry
on construction of new facilities. Therefore, we can see no justifica-
tion for using tax moneys to help finance our expansion. As the
proposed incentive now stands, our business would obtain substantial

benefits whether its construction were increased or not. For example,
under a 3-percent rate our credit would be in the range of $75 million
for 1962; at a 4-percent rate it would be about $100 million; and at
an 8-percent rate it would be about $200 million. 'If we received this
credit we would be taking money from the taxpayers for expansion
which we believe should properly be obtained from investors.

I might add that we have reservations about the effect of the tax
credit on the overall economy. In the first place, the credit is not de-
preciation reform, and we think depreciation reform is a very im-
portant item. The credit is not a tax cut, it is not related to taxable
income; it is not related to tax rates, and it is not available to all tax-
payers. We view the credit really as a form of a subsidy, and we
do not think that business needs a subsidy to expand.

In any case, we are convinced it would not be sound tax policy to
offer a subsidy until adequate depreciation provisions are adopted
for tax purposes and have had a chance to operate for some period
of time. The credit might prove to be a windfall to many rapidly
growing companies which would expand in any event. But it would
be of little help to those companies which have no current funds for
expansion and such companies are often the very ones whose plant
and equipment is in the most need of modernization.

It seems to us that one taxpayer's subsidy is another taxpayer's
penalty, and we think the credit would introduce an undesirable area
of discrimination among taxpayers.

Furthermore, we feel that the private enterprise system ought to
be able to do this kind of job itself, and if it is to remain strong and
healthy we think that it should not have to look to Government to
solve its problems. We think on this point that tax reform would
really be an item which would get the economy moving.

I might say that the Secretary of the Treasury and other spokesmen
have pointed on several occasions to their program to revise Bulletin
F as a necessary corollary to the tax credit with a view to achievilg an
increase in construction and prodiuctivity and sustaining a, higher
level of economic growth.

I would like to say that the revision of Bulletin F would not af-
fect the Bell System companies for a rather interesting reason. Our
depreciation rates are prescribed for us by various regulatory, com-
missions, the FCC being the most important in this connection, and
we make very detailed engineering studies of the mortality character-
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istics of our l)lant as a basis for these rates. So we do not believe
that, changes in Bulletin F would affect our situation.

As a matter of fact, the Bell System advocates a different approach
to depreciation reform. We think the basic difficulty in recent years
has been the inability of business to recover the purchasing power of
its investment in plant and equipment.

As a result. of inflation, tax depreciation allowances have been inade-
quate. Taxable income has been overstated, and capital has been taxed
under the label of income.

I describe in my filed statement a method called price level depre-
ciation which would permit the recover-y of the original purchasing
power, we think, without inequity to the public or other taxpayers,
and according to our estimates at a cost little, if any, greater than the
proposals for the investment incentives.

I realize that, many different methods have been advocated for
improving depreciation allowances for tax purposes. And I might
say over tHe years we have studied, and we have considered most-of
these proposals. It is our conviction that price level depreciation is
the most equitable.

But we would urge that whatever depreciation methods may ulti-
mately be adopted that there should b a provision in the tax law
which is now lacking that a taxpayer may not use for tax purposes
a depreciation method that is more liberal than the method that lie
uses in his books of account.

Generally accepted accounting principles require realistic deprecia-
tion methods for financial and accounting purposes; and we think that
this requirement would protect the Government's tax revenues by pre-
venting the arbitrary use of faster depreciation methods for tax pur-
poses than can be justified for financial reporting purposes.

Before concludinig, I would like to comment briefly on two other
subjects, sir, that came up in the discussions before your committee.
One is the stock option provisions of section 421, and the other is the
dividend credit provisions. ' ,"I ,,ets are not in the bill, in H.R.
10650. but we would like to speak to them very briefly.

We are troubled that. any major changes in the tax law relating to
these subjects would seriously impair our ability to raise equity capital
needed in our business.

I might note that the Bell System has had to raise about $151/,
billion of new money from investors in the postwar period to do the
service job for this country, and that over $9 billion of this money
was eqilty capital raised from small investors throughout this country.

I thilk you can understand our concern if any action were taken
to impair this source of capital to our business.

First, I would like to tell you about the terms of our employee stock
plan which is offered under the provisions of section 421, the so-called
stock option section of the law.

As I have indicated, we have had to obtain very large amotnts of
new capital each year to meet our obligations, and we have had to tap
every source of capital.

Tn the postwar years this stock plan which had been offered to our
employees, has produced about $1.7 billion of new equity capital or
about one-fifth of the equity capital that we raise from investors.
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In each of the years 1960 and 1961, for example, the Bell System
obtained over $300 million of new equity capital through the sale of
stock to its employees.

Under this plan, stock is offered to all employees meeting minimum
length of service requirements on a voluntary and a nondiscrimina-
tory basis. But no one can purchase more than 300 shares. The
stock is paid for in installments over a 24-month period on a payroll
deduction basis.

The maximum price is fixed at 85 percent. of the market price at
the time the offer is made. But to make completion of purchases
desirable on a declining market, the price does not exceed 85 percent
of the market price at the time installment payments are completed.

About 400,000 out of our some 700,000 employees are currently par-
ticipating in this stock plan, and by doing so they are obtaining a pro-
prietary interest in our business and, at the same time, they are pro-
riding the business with a great deal of needed capital.

The point that I would like to make is that our plan is quite differ-
ent. from the executive stock-option type of plan, and I would urge
that if any changes are to be made in section 421 that they would
recognize the fact that there are capital-raising types of plans used by
many large businesses in this country which are quite important to
the overall economy.

I would say. sir, that my filed statement on this matter explains
our position in considerably more detail.

The CHAIRMAN. Yes.
Mr. Swrorr. The last. subject I would like to mention very briefly is

the suggested repeal of the $50 dividend exclusion and the 4 percent
dividend credit.

Here again our ability to obtain new capital would be impaired.
We now have 2,050 000 stockholder accounts representing about 21/2
million individual shareholders. Over 900,000 of these accounts have
been added since the passage of the dividend credit provisions in the
Revenue Act of 1954. A majority of these new accounts fall in the
middle and small income groups.

I might say that about 850,000 or about 40 percent of our stock-
iolder accounts may be regarded as small investors. They hold less
than 30 shares, and they receive less than $100 of dividend income a
year.

If the present provisions of the 1954 code providing for the $150
dividend exclusion and the 4-percent dividend credit were to I
revoked, we believe that many potential investors as well as some
present share owners would be discouraged from the type of equity
investment. which is so important to the expansion of our business.
Again my filed statement covers this subject in much more detail.

I appreciate the chance to talk to your committee, sir.
Senator KERR. Mr. Chairman, may I put a question?
The CIATRUAN. Yes.
Senator KERR,. You say your investment this year will be $2.8

billion I
Mr. S-r. Yes sir.
Senator KERR. Pow much of that is from cash flow?
Mr. S~rrr. Our depreciation will run about $1.2 billion. I wotld

say in total about $1.7 billion will be internally generated funds.
About $1.1 billion will lave to be raised in the market from investors.
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Senator KIM. You have a table here, and I do not understand to
what it, applies.

Mr. STOrr. Yes, sir. That table applies to the dividend credit pro-posal at the back. It cover the external financing of all U.S. corpo-
rations. It is intended-

Senator KCEnn. Of all U.S. corporations?
M'. So'rr. Yes, sir.
Senator Kn1Rn. I se.
Mr. Srm'-r. It is intended to show financing by all U.S. corporationsin tie 8 years before the passage of the dividend provisions and then

vompare that with the 8 years afterward. It does not cover us spe-
citially. We are includeA though.

Seaitor KFW. What percentage of your financing is in the form. of
,orvertible debentures?
.1'. S'I'cyIr. We used convertible debentures very extensively in the

eai%, .postwar years when, I would say, we had about eight or nine
h rge convertible debentures. They brought in about $5.6 billion of
eqity capital for us.
olr reason for using convertibles, was that in the early postwar

v,,al's our earnings wererather unsatisfactory. Our rate program had
iiot, gotten underway, and we really put them out with the idea of get-
Iing thliei converte(l into equity capital after our earnings had im-
proved.

Senator Kma. But as of now you do not use it ?
i. STyrvr. We have not in our last, equity offer, sir. We had a

direct offer to stockholders a year ago in the ratio of 1 for 20 at a price
of $8.6.

Sector KEi11i. I just happened to have seen one of your annual
statements.

Mr. STwr. Yes, sir.
Senator Kun. What is the present overall funded indebtedness of

A.T.& T.?
Mr. S~rorr. Of the Bell System, sir?
Senator KERR. Yes.
Mir. STorr. Yes. I would think it is on the order of $7 billion. I

can give you that figure-it is $7.270 billion.
Senator KERR. How much of that is in the form of convertible

dlehentures?
Mr. STo'w. Practically none at this point.
Senator KxRn. That is mostly debentures that have been converted?
Ar'. s''rr. Yes, sir. I think there is a little tag end of one con-

v'ertible that has not been called. It is a very sniall amount.
Senator KEFRR. What is the overall, what is the total, depreciatedvalue ?
Mr. STo'r. The capital?
Senator Knn. Depreciated value of your assets, $22 billion, $23

billion?
Mi'. STMTIr. Around $20.3 billion would be our depreciated plant,

Si r.
Senator Krum. Replacement value?
Mr. S'ow. On the basis of some studies that we bavo madA, you

might, use a figure of around 20 percent or more to get to that other
figure. If you go back in time, some of 4iur earlier plant has suffered
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considerable ravages from inflation, whereas the later plant has
practically none, and the mix of this, I think, would be on the order
of 25 percent. I

Senator KEI.R You anticipate $1.1 billion of additional borrow-
ings this year?

Mlr. STorr. Yes, sir. New money needs will be in this area.
Senator KEmt. In that area.
Mr. S'oi-r. 1Y'e need around $1 billion a year, give or take a little.

Sonm years we draw down some cash; last year we had a big equity
offer. But our new money requirements are around this order of
$1 billion, $1.1 billion.

Senator KERR. And on the basis of your outstanding indebtedness
what is the annual retirement?

Mr. S'ro-r. You mean of our debt, sir?
Senator KERR. Yes.
Mir. SIDIT. Our (lebt has maturities generally speaking, that will

start around the year 1975 and go to thie year 2,000, just about. We
have it couple of issues past that tun;f- 'sk of our debt will
have to be retired, I would s~a itween 1975 and 1990. *--Senator KERR. Is ther ny considerable part of that i bted
in the form of sinking f 1ids?

Mr. STo'rr. No, sily' none of it is in the to"ia of sinking f -d.
Senator KEFRR. S. that as of tlji91'pie there is considerable' ro-

gram of retireien, V in operatigI )
AMr. S'ror. No, sir. W1, from time to time,'have ltad two r

three issues whh had been s old at J"gh eost-vhere we'lhd call pro
visions and we have exercised th& u0 provisions to retr them.

Senator KER . Thank you very mildl. 1.tem
Mr. STorr. es, sir,.
The CHATR1 X. Just fone 00'est ori"'. c0mpJet& return- )

to double taxat n of corp rate dlvkidends as a ineans for raising more tax
revenues, or to s plify the dministriflon of di¢idend Withholding, without re-;
gard to the possi le damage t might'cause to the economy, should be rejected./I understand the first, aiyf tlo you"Tean "or t

simplify the ad inistratkii of dividend" "wthh"A di g"?/
Mr. STor'r. I l d understood thlat" iomn of the withhbidinq po-

visions of this bill ight be rakhfi3f comple, if weltrie.d'to administer
them with this $5 exclusion. "--And the4 perceitdividend eedit
because it would be h d to tell where ifhe impact of the witljplding
fell if you had several a cks. So one of the arguments wa's, that il
you eliminated the $50 exe oion, and the 4 percent cre ,ii you would
simplify that considerably. 100-11N,We CnAIRYWAN. In other words, yo_-R-thin"r would be verjP'Ilcult
to have a withholding plan if you continue to have the 4 pei ----

Mr. STorr. I personally do not think so. But I think that was one
of the reasons proposed for this thing, sir. I do not think it would
make any difference.

The i*IAIA.W. I still do not quite understand why you say it
would simplify it, and it should be rejected.

Mr. STorr. het me see if I can make what I had in mind there
clear. If the $50 exclusion and the 4 percent credit were in the law
and you had withholding of 20 percent of dividend income on top
of that then it would be a very complex determination for anyone
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to fire out ]how thO credit and the $50 exclusion applied to ally
particular dividends that they got, and their problems ill getting
refunds might. be difficult. Bit we do not think this is a rood reason.

TheH IIAIRMAN. From your standpoint then the word 'simplify" is
not quite the proper word to use.

Mr. S'ro'mj. Yes, that is probably right, sir.
The ()IuR.AIN. There is just one other thing. I stated this ilorn-

ing that Bell Telephone would get. a tax credit of $104 million, and
it is based on t he 4 percemit rate, is it not ?

Mr. S'ryrr. At the 4 percmit rate it is 0)I that order, sir; Ihat is
right.
Tle (IRM.\AN. If it was fn 8 'erlcnt rate?
MrA S'ro'rr. It. would Ie about $20)O)nJillion.
The (1AIRMAN. $200 million. That is on your present Colstruction

pl'ogram?
A'r. SI'o'i'. 011 this 42.8 billion 'colisti'uctioll )rogranl.The (1mV tw\x. ouIld that figure illellIde any of these new things,

such as the efforts you are making in the space area and things like
that ?

Mr. S'roTTr. This $2.8 billion conistruct ion program is our total co u-
struietion program, sir.

Tile airmanM.A. That is tile total o01tSid of t|10 actual tl'1 l)olIesystem ?

Mr. Sro'rr. Yes, sir.
Senator Kirim. That includes it.
Mr. S'rio-r. It includes it ; that is right. It is our total construction.
Tie CIIm-MANX. The whole thing, icln(ling the operation of the

tele honoro part of it.
11r. STOrr'. Yes, sir.
The ('I.mlAIIMAN. In1 SlCe mid these new things you have immder-

taken.
Mr. STOTT. Whatever we are trying to do, s1r, is in that program,

that is right.
Tle CHAIR-MA.N. Senator Carlson.
Senator CARLSON. Just this. I think, Mr. Stott, I ought to mneltion

that it. was just-some not a year ago, not quite that-that, the 2 mil-
lionth shareholder or stockholder in your great corporation was se-
lected.

Mr. STO'r. That is right, sir.
Senator CARLSON. And it was a Kansan from Wichita, Kans., and

we are very proud of that fact.
Mr. SIrorr. We have hi picture on the cover of our annual report.

They are a very attractive family.
Senator CA oHLso. A very fine family, and we are proud of the fact

that they were Kansas people and we are proud of your corporation.
Mfr. STOmr. Yes, sir; tank you.

Senator CAR.soN.. That is all, Mr. Chairman.
The CHARMANi. Thank you very much, Mr. Stott. You have made

a very excellent witness.
Mr. STrOr. Thank you.
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(Mi'. Stott.'s prepared statement follows:)

' 'ATEMENT OF ALEXANDEn L. STorT, VICE PRESIDENT AND COMPTROLLER OF AMEM-
CAN TELEPHONE & TELEGRAPH Co., ON H.R. 10650

This statement is made on behalf of the Bell System companies to give our
views on the proposal in the pending legislation for an incentive tax credit and
other matters. Because the Bell System is a heavy user of capital equipment,
it ha,& always had a keen interest in construction and depreciation matters. In
recent years tile construction program of the Bell System companies has been
frilaing in the neighborhood of $2.5 billion a year.

There can be no disagreement with the objective of stimulating modernization
alnd expansion of the Nation's productive facilities. If our Nation Is to create the
jobs needed for its expanding work force and improve our competitive position
in world markets, our productive facilities must De rapidly modernized.

Since the purpose of the incentive tax credit is to promote construction and
gri'wth, the question Is whether it would have that result. As far as the Bell
S. Atem companies are concerned it will not. Apparently this is also true of
many other companies. On February 8 1062 the Wall Street Journal published
the result of a survey it ha( o the p 68 large corporations. All
except I stated that thel struction programs wo not be significantly af-
fected if the proposal ould be enacted, and 29 stated t the credit would
not ch nge their cap spending plans at all.

The Bell Syste construction progan f 162 Is approxim tely $2.8 billion
mid will probabremain In this generic are the Immediutt' future. This
vonstruction isesigned to 1ee1 t flneed of the put c for telephone service and
we have an obl igation to co" uct adequate facilities to meet this ne d. Clearly
it would niot, be economi' y desir ble to build e.ess plant merely obtain a
tax crtfit. AVe have b 'n able, und r soundxeguration, tp~btain from nvestors
the addliti al amount LU w cap )I-? li'd to carry. onksour constr tion of
new fachi l es. Therefore, we e . Just cationo.or t~sing tax mneys to
help linar -e our expansion. As tbiproosed iicentj.fe credit now stan Is, our
business would obtain substan1 benefits whet eF Its construction wire In-
creased o not. For ,mple, udt a 3-pprcent rate we estim te that our credit
would be in the ran e o f 5n IIIl f1 r I92. At d-4-perceyxt rate it w 1d be
about $1 million, dd at a, per n t-' %0oifld be'fboit $200 milli n. If
we recei. d this cred it we woul be tak 6m 6pe from the Government which
we should obtain fronl investor nd not tV -a" e

The In~ stment creIt lsp t astep toward t e' reform. Ratl r, it Is
a subsidy q spur ne conprruction g r~d t e cost of1cquiring ne equip-
ment. We o not thin At business da ssidy to expnd-it ne .s basic
tax reform. In any case we are coiyfn t thatIt wottld noftbe sound x policy

to offer a su idy until faults i ie present tax tructu 10 have bee remedied.
The credit ma. prove to be indfall to m ny rap dly vowing com nies which
would expand any event. i t would be of Iitt help to thge companieswho lant nl~patent ns tl t-most' need of nmodernizat n. Since one

taxpayer's subsidy s another taxpayer's penalty, the credit would Intrt6tilce
al desirablee area oiserlininatton as among taxpayers. rthermore, If the
private enterlrIse syste s we have known it is to ren~ in strong and hetilthy,
we believe it would be a fit e to take a step wjlwmay tep-q cause busi-
ness to look more and mure-to t m sohve Its pr0[la4s
It has been stated that the Incentive credit is only part of Ntoposed pro.

gram for spurring economic growth and that the other compose t would be a
downward revision of depreclable lives set forth as guidelines in Bulletin, F. On
January 18, 1962, the Secretary of the Treasury said, "I consider our program
of depreciation reform [Bulletin F]---incliding the Investment credit-fa central
part of our economic policy." If the proposed incentive credit becomes. law..
there is a distinct possibility that It will be regarded as providing tax deprecia-
tion reform, and true reform will be long deferred.

Revision of Bulletin F may be useful ili some areas. It should be kept in
mind, however that Bulletin F is only an administrative gUide, specifying*
average service lives for property by industry groups. Actual depreclation' al.
lowed for tax purposes is seldom derived solely by reference to these guidelines.
This situation would not be changed §hni~ly by having the Treasury Departmelnt
issue a new bulletin listing shorter lives. Such action would certainly be of io
vAlite to us and we suspect the same would be true for many other businesses.

BEST AVAILABLE COPY
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In our case, depreciation rates are established on the basis of our own detailed
engineering studies. As a matter of actual practice, the depreciation which we
claim for tax purposes is based on rates prescribed for our companies by regu-
latory authorities for accounting purposes.

In my opinion it is important to understand why the Nation has fallen behind
in modernization and expansion of productive facilities. High tax rates, and
inflation in the postwar years are clearly at the root of our trouble. Deprecia-
tion allowances for tax purposes have failed to recover the purchasing power of
the investment in plant being used Up in providing goods and services, taxable
income has been overstated, and capital has been taxed under the label of income.
To maintain the purchasing power of it9 investment in plant and equipment, busi-
ness must replace the capital eroded through taxation, either by undertaking
outside financing or by retaining more earnings in the business. Many businesses
have not been in a position to replenish their capital by these methods and
so have not been able to keep their plant and equipment up to date. Furthermore,
even where businesses have been able to obtain the capital needed to offset this
erosion, they have put a burden on the savings'of the country and have reduced
the amount of capital that otherwise would have been available for expansion of
the economy.

We believe that the first and most Important step to stimulate modernization
and expansion should be basic tax reform to permit depreciation allowances ade-
quate to preserve the purchasing power of the investment in the productive fa-
cilities of the Nation. Such depreciation allowances could be calculated by ad-
justing the depreciation determined on the basis of the number of dollars orig-
Inally invested in plant by the changes in the price level between the year of in-
vestment and the current year. The purpose of price-level adjustment of depre-
ciation is to allow for changes in the general purchasing power of the dollar
and not for changes in the price of particular assets.

We realize that many methods have been advocated for improving tax deprecia-
tion allowances and on the basis of studies we have made, we are convinced that
price-level depreciation would be the fairest method for all concerned; that is,
the public, business, investors, and the Treasury. But, whatever depreciation
methods are adopted, effective control of tax depreciation can be achieved
through a requirement in the tax law that the taxpayer may not use for tax pur-
poses any depreciation method that is more liberal than the method used in his
books of account. Since generally accepted accounting principles require realistic
depreciation methods for financial reporting and accounting purposes, this re-
quirement would protect the Government's tax revenues by preventing the use
of fast depreciation methods for tax purposes where such methods cannot be
justified for financial reporting purposes.

By recognizing changes in purchasing power in the computation of deprecia-
tion allowances for tax purposes and requiring that no more liberal tax deprecia-
tion methods may be used than are used for accounting purposes, substantial
amounts of new funds Would become available for modernization and expansion
to businesses with an appreciable investment In productive facilities. All busi-
nesses would obtain relief on an equitable basis, and businesses with the greatest
need for modernization would share In the relief. Furthermore, whereas the
expected cost of the proposed incentive credit Is currently estimated at about
$1.4 billion, without including any changes in depreciation tax treatment, the
cost of recognizing realistic depreciation deductions based on purchasing power,
with appropriate safeguards, would be about $9-bllton. We are convinced, too,
thatinadequate depreciation allowances for tax purposes have been holding back
growth, and that realistic tax depreciation allowaftieS which reflect the change
in the purchasing power of the dollar are a necessary condition for a dynami-
cally growing economy.

I should like to comment briefly on two other subjects which were mentioned
during the appearance of the Secretary of the Treasury before Your commit-
tee earlier this week. These are, first, the suggestion to change the restricted
stock option provisions presently contained in section 421 of the Internal Reve-
nue Code and, second, a proposal to eliminate the $50 dividend exclusion and 4-
percent dividend credit presently available to individuals. Any major changes
in these provisions would seriously impair outr ability to continue to obtain
the Amounts of new capital needed in'our business.
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RESTRICTED STOOK OPTIONS

Concerning, changes in the restricted stock option provisions, our position in
this matter was set forth In a statement appearing at page 180 ih the record of
the hearings held by your committee last year 04 $. 1625. Briefly, out position
is that if there should be any legislatioL 'which would change the existing law in
this field it should be crefully drafted so do nt i) cripple the operation Of the
capital-raising type of eniployee stock purchase 0lah which Is being used to great
advantage b7. American Telephone & Telegraph Co. and many other companies.

Reference to our company's stock purchase plah will Illustrate how very
differentt sUch a plan is from the incentive-type Stock option ordinarily offered
only hv executives. Under 'our plain, shares a re offered to all employees meet-
ing minimum length-of-service requirements, or a v0ltikntary and noiidiscrimina-
tory basis, at' a price set at 15 percent below "market value. Payment for
shares is made by employees on an installment basis over a 24-month period,
with no right of prepayment. The essential corporate purpose of the plan
is to raise new capital. Important, too, Is the opportuflty provided for em-
ployees to save systematically while at the same tie acquiring a proprietary
interest in the business. Sales of stock under oUr plah in the years since World
War II have* produced about $1.7 billion, or about one-fifth of the total new
equity capital raised by the Bell Sy~tem in" thigh period. Alpiost 400,000 em-
ployees of American Telephone & Telegraph Co. atid its subsidiaries are now
participating in the plan. It is currently provding about $300 million In equity
capital annually as compared to oui curretit new money requirements bf about
$1 billion a year.

Many other companies have used and are 1*w ising stock kurrease plans of
this kifia. A survey which we undrtd ok iecenltly. of other companies indicated
that, in the 1957-61 period, some $500 million of 9thck Was approved for offering
by 33 separate corporations under this kind of employee stock pUrchas*'plan.

The primary purpose of the broadly based employee stock purchase plan, that
of raising needed equity capital, is far different from the purpose of.incentive
stock option arrangements for top management. It is generally agreed that
compensation is the basic business reason'behind the granting of stock options
to executives. There are strong reasons advanced for the position that the
granting of such options serves a legitimate purpose. What I want to empha-
size is that the purpose served by executive options is completely unrelated to
any need of the business for additional capital, whereas the raising of needed
capital is the essence of the employee stockpurchase plan. I might add* that
our companies have never offered incentive-type stock options to their executives.

The two types of plans 'are therefore quite different 1i! scope and purpose.
Nevertheless, our capital-raising employee stock purchase'plan i treated for
tax purposes under the identical rules which.'apply to options. W6 believe that
this is fundamentally unsound. The small discount available to an employee
in connectld ni 'with his 01archasd of stock tinder an employee stock plan such as
that of our company is merely normal underpricing-no more of a price differ-
ential than is necessary to sell the' large z'tlhber of shares required 'for any
successful capital-raising endeavor. 'But til'der the complicated provisions of
section 421, which was devised initaAily tO deal With executive stock options,
the discount is subject to tax as ordia0 r cine despiteh6e fact that, from the
corporate employer's' standpoint, no coiipesation is ititezided and none is paid.

Secti6fi 421 does give otr 6mployees° "i ddest tax heneft in'that they do not
have' to pay income tax on the differential betWeen the purchase price and' the
market Value of the stock at the time *b* acqdisition but chn defer this tax until
disposition of the stock. Without the protection provided in section 421, eVen
this slight benefit wofld pestmably'disapipear. Thig vouild certainly have an
adverse effect on the 64t1tal-ralsing'type of employee stock purchase p"lan.

I heefore trge thatilby legislation direed to -rdchiging th6 present pro-
visions 'of the code bi this 'area expressly recognize the distinction between capl-
tal-thising employee stik purchase pl6ns and executive stock options. It seems
to us that It any changes are to be made, the tax status of'the employee stock
purch 'se plan should'be Imn i6red so as to giv6 greater eucouragemept tothe'use
of this type of plan, *hich has a&dq Auch a valuable contrlbuti(6 tothe Nation's
econoy by providing k w capiA tI.6, hdust~y. Vertainly this t3*1bf lan sh0tild

got dlejtrfpd ot'hd Oi1iEM' tAlx beniefit"I 116*o M&~

82190--42--pt. 3-5
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PROPOSED REPEAL OF $50 DIVIDEND EXCLUSION AND 4-PERCENT DIVIDEND CREDIT

The proposed repeal of the $50 dividend exclusion and 4-percent dividend credit
will probably fall with greater impact on the Bell System than on most other
corporate enterprises. Many investors, especially small investors, are financially
interested in our enterprise and the Bell System is more dependent than most
other businesses on the securities markets to secure the necessary funds for ex-
pansion to meet the public's demand for service.

The American Telephone & Telegraph Co., the parent company of the Bell
System, has more than 2 million share owners' accounts, representing more than
2.5 million individual share owners. Since the passage of these dividend pro-
visions in '1954, almost I million share owners have been added, the great majority
being small investors. About '40 percent of A.T. & T.'s share owners' accounts
hold less than 28 shares of stock'and receive less than $100 in dividends per
year.

To meet the public's demand for service the Bell System has had to raise
about $15.5 billion in new capital from investors since the end of World War II.
More than $9 billion was equity capital, obtained through the issuance of some
175 million additional shares of stock and representing over 20 percent of all new
equity capital raised by corporations. It is clear that no other U.S. corporation
has depended on the investing public and its willingness to place its savings in
risk capital as heavily as has the Bell System.

In 1954 both the House and Senate committees were explicit in their reports
as to the reasons for enacting the dividend exclusion and dividend credit. It
was stated that the double taxation of distributed corporate earnings had con.
tributed to the impairment of investment incentives, and had driven investment
capital away from equities into safer forms of investment. Thus, the ability of
companies to raise equity capital was restricted and they were forced to rely
too heavily on debt.

Dividends received from corporations by individual share owners were not
subject to the normal tax prior to the Revenue Act of 1936. At that time,
our et'otiomy had very little demand for new equity capital. Hence, the effect
of imposing a double tax burden on distributed corporate earnings was then
of little significance. But in retrospect the long-range effect on investment incen-
tives and capital formation was serious.

It was quite clear in 1954 that remedial action was required to remove the
obst acles from risk capital formation for the good of the economy.

.Advocates of repeal of the $50 dividend exclusion and the 4 percent dividend
credit have advanced two principal arguments supporting their position.

The first is that the existing provisions are not efficient In that the tax
effects are spread over outstanding shares rather than over new shares
alone. Thus, it is asserted the stimulating effects are diluted with little
increase in the supply of equity funds and a mincr reduction in the cost
of equity financing.

The second Is that the existing provisions deal Inadequately with the
problem of tax relief and double taxation and are wholly inequitable as
bet, v een taxpayers in different income brackets.

These arguments in no way negate the existence in 1954, or today, of the
fIctors which motivated the action taken by Congress In 1954. No one has
contended that conditions have so changed since 1954 that a return to the older
tax bitsis is desirable. Instead, it is argued that the 1964 act does not go far
enough to be fully effective and so should be repealed until something better is
devised,

It is inconsistent to offer tax incentives to corporate business to increase its
spending for plant and equipment and, at the same time, enact legislation that
will substantially reduce the supply of capital available for that purpose. In
short, all the tax inducements in the world for business to expand its plant and
equipment wit be worthless unless investors willingly risk their savings to
finan, e that expansion.

Investment capital in the United States is not an unlimited reservoir that can
be tapped at will. The supply of investment capital can be great or small de-
pending on what investors think of the outlook. If Investors have confidence
that they will receive fair treatment they ill have an incentive to commit their
capital-otherwise they will not. Clearly the 1954 legislation was to relieve the
punitive effects of double taxation, which contributed to the impairment of in-
vestment incentives,
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It is argued that the dividend provisions give taxpayers in higher Income

brackets proportionately greater relief. It is obvious that the inclusion or ex-
clusion in taxable income of any kind of income subjects taxpayers in different
tax brackets to different tax effects so long as personal incomes are taxed at
progressive rates. Even the $600 exemption for dependents provides propor-
tionately greater tax reduction to taxpayers subject to the higher tax brackets.
But this fact has been recognized by the Congress time and again in legislation
where the effects on public policy were more important than the relative impact
on taxpayers of different means.

While the remedy granted by the act of 1954 was admittedly only partial, the
upsurge of investors in equities since that time has been remarkable. In 1954
only 7 million Individuals owned shares in American corporations. Today there
are around 15 million, an increase of more than 100 percent in only 8 years.

The majority of these new share owners are in the middle and lower income
brackets. A 1960 survey of stock ownership among American families made by
the University of Michigan Survey Research Center shows that 58 percent of
the value of all publicly traded stocks in private possession Is owned by families
with less than $15,000 annual income; 86 percent Is owned by families with less
than $10,000 annual income; and 10 percent is owned by families with less than
$5,000. annual inconie. °The median income of share owners as reported by the
latest New York Stock Exchange survey was $7,000. In other words, one-half
the share owners in America have an annual Income below the $7,000 mark and
are in the income level of most schoolteachers and retired individuals. In these
groups the incentive to save must be encouraged, not stifled, If the Nation Is to
obtain the capital needed for dynamic growth.
- Since the passage of the 1964 act, the amount of capital, both debt and
equity, provided by investors to corporate enterprises has Increased substan-
tially. Government data in the attached table show that the average annual
amount of external equity financing by all U.S. corporations in the 8 years
ending with 1961 was $3.2 billion, as compared with an annual average of
$1.9 billion in the preceding 8 postwar years, or a 68-percent increase. In the
same period, the average annual amount of all external financing increased
from $7.6 billion to $11.1 billion, or about 46 percent. These amounts represent
new investment capital actually supplied to business by investors for the ex-
pansion of plant and equipment, and do not include funds placed by investors
In outstanding securities through market purchases.

It is argued that corporate profits and stock prices have been more Important
than the dividend credit provisions in stimulating stock ownership. However,
corporate profits today are lower than when the provision was passed by the
Congress in 1954. The well-known series published by First National City
Bank shows that net income of leading manufactUring companies as a percentage
of net worth has declined from 12.4 percent in 1954 and 15.0 percent in 195
to 10.5 percent in 1960 and 10.1 percent in 19061

U.S. Department of Labor data show there are today more than 4.5 million
unemployed persons, considerably above the normal level. The Department
estimates that 18.5 million new workers will join the labor force during tie
1960 decade. Business must provide jobs for these millions of workers and
to do so will require great expansion running into many billions of doUars.
Studies indicate it requires an average investment of around $12000 to provide
one new Job in American industry today. Further, a greater share of available
savings will be needed to advance the greatly expanded programs for schools,
highways, and adequate housing.

The administration has an expressed goal for the Nation's economic rai bf
growth of 5 percent per annum, about twice that experienced in recent years.
If business is to achieve this rate it will require much more rapid capital ex-
pansion than the present rate and much greater incentive for Investors to place
their savings In free enterprise. For this reason . It IS extremely impoftait
to avoid any expedient that might throttle the, creation of new capital required
for the expansion of our economy. A complete return to double taxation of
corporate dividends as a* means for raising more tax revenue, or to simplify
the administration of dividend withholding, without' regard to the possible
damage it might cause to the economy, should be rejected.
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Extcrnalflfaing elof all U.S. corporations,' 19.6-61

llilon dollars)

Equity, Debt Total Equity Debt Total

1046...:-. .....- -.... $1.3 $5.0 $6.3 1957 3.................... . 3,5 8.7 12.2
........ . 1,4 - 0.3 .7 1958 ... ..... ... .3 6 7.0 106

1948 ............... 1.2 6.5 7 7 1959 ................... 3.7 9.3 13.0
1949 .................... 1.6 1.0 2.6 1960 .................. - 3.0 81 11.1
1950. ...6......... 1.7 4.6 6.8 1961 .............. 4.0 7.1 11.1
191 .... ............ - 2 7 9.0 11.7 .. . .
1962 ..... ........... 3.0 8.0 11.0 Total 1954-61 ...... 25.8 63.1 88.9
I95:................ 2.3 5.2 7.5

_o_19_-5 - Annual average!
Totall146-53...... 15.,2 46.5 . 00.8 146-53 ............ 1.9 5.7 7.6

- 1954-6 ......... .... 2 7.0 11.1
i964 2.1 3.2 5.3

2.7 9.6 12.8 Percent Inerease... 68 39 46-------- - 32 10.1 13.3

g'otto: Survey of Current Business, U.S. Department of Commerce. 1961 Data Prelimlnary-Eco-
.pomle .Repoltof the President, January 1962.

The CHAIRMAN. The committee will recess until 2:30 this afternoon.
(Wberelipon, at 12:35 p.n., the committee adjourned, to reconvene

'at'2 ftP) ,n., th same da'y.)' .
b3, : ,' .

'' ' I." •AFPERNOON SESSION

SefidtW'CA*ISON (presiditng). 'The coming -ittee will come: to order.
4,,fi-Alk _* fth. 6 other er e ers will be here.in a short t.ime.

e A Aweare going e ear this 1aternon is Haywa rd. A.
Gvy, Na ional. Machine Tool Builders' Association.-y,W .preciate your appearance before the committee.

,Seato!r (; 8oN. :You: niay proceed in your own way, Sir.

•STAT] 1NT'OF'NYAYWARD :. GAY, DIRECTOR OF THE NATIONAL.I .IA. v' TO6L OtrILDElRS ASSWOIATION

Mr. 4 AY. My name is Haywrd A. Gay. I t;am a director of the
"Ntibfil !:,Mhchiw Tool Buildors' Association ahd chairman of its-T4*#'n.f aRel negotiatoj Coifttdflttee. TMis tra(4e $agpsoctionf's
tnom.e . #Icbu fo got prcnat61ih~ plprd~tiimekie.' a , U' -16i ixbi~tga 'Pi~e'6f £i i'e&Iiiti :;fol'. poduet!6ii
in~theUnlted;,States. I Iam also *vice Oresident and Manager of. the
'mahin 'tml ditwiion1 the. 0incinnati .Millifig Machin .Co. Myt etrih i foday Will be on behalf of (he fiss~biatldn.. :. r. Mynl
,will be ad e d primttHlyy' ft the investmettt. creait pr sis f

ThU !"65O -.-,

The Napthl; Maohine TOol Buildei' Association favors the invest-..,}a, ".e,. i ',flrs.t step 'tOa'ip. ,odernization of :Ameriea '*due-
,.l. i f , Tus. ,t ps esseqlatis, ii both to treihn the dn ideic
,..moy it o broadeii the foreign market for Aieiian'ods

We urdertand;some estimate the investment credit provision would.catu Tiasti~ i tp~roki hiitef y $1.5 bllii1 fi trtxesiniitally, We
k'ef.titb tliis'doiiteilofi. I i~ w64l '6 ld 1a.y taxes iW1lle' We a niod-
ermzAng ourpioduction lifes. Then fhe increased business deveI6oiii
from our grater productivity and lower costs should generate, addi-
tional taxes far in excess of those not collected duritig the period of
revitalization.
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Recently, much attention has been given to thie deterioatton of tho
U.S. balance of payments and the unfavorable conditionofthe Amneri
can economy. when compared to that of industrial count-ries overseas.

For example, the annual rateof growth of industrial production in
the United States between 1951 and 1960. averaged only 3 percent.
By contrast, the average rate for the same period in countries of. the
European Economic Communitywas 7.4 percent, Aga in, the annual
rate of growth of the grss -national product of the U1nited States for
that period averaged 2.6 percent, com paring unfavorably with the 5,3
percent average for members of the European Economic Community,

These sobering figures reflect the fact that American industries
are losing the competitive edge previously enjoyed over the countries
of Western Europe. In my own industry, for example, the U.S.
share of world production of machine tools dropped from 40 percent
to 24.2 percent during the period 195540. The countries of Western
Europe, on the'other hand, increased their' share of the world market
during those yeftrs from 351 percent to 39.3 percent. Even more
disturbing is the fact that the iron curtain countries' share of world
production jumped by over one-third, from 21.4 percent to, 29.4
percent..'

A painful renminder of the slow pace of industrial growth in this
country is, of course, the growing number of men without jobs. The
general level of unemployment from 1953 through the first 6 months
of 1961 rose from 2.9 percent to 7.4 percent. In the -machine tool
industry, employment Ifell from 96,400 to 71,000 or a drop of 26 per,
cent. During the corresponding. period unemployment decreased
steadily in the industries of our major competitors in Japan and
Europe.

If unemployment and productive torpor are symptoms, what are
the causes IOne answer often advanced is costs, and in particular
wage costs. But we are not critical of the fact that wages -in this
colunitry are at an unprecedented'high. We are pioud that American
industry can pay such wages and are aware that high wages make
good consumers. In the United States we have relied on the miracle
of productivity to effect the 3 to 1 wage-cost advantage enjoyed by
our oversea competitors. .

I might add, ih 1our machine tool industry it must be remembered
thatthe total payroqlis over 50 percent of our costs. ,

However, in order to keep produetivity ahead of advancing wages,
it' is necessary to make repeted, massive itvestMents, not only, in
techiial research and development, but also in new plants miid eqtiip-
ment which put to use thetenhings of research..

Unfortunately, taxation policies prevailing in the United States
for the last 25 years have operated to' deter rather than to encourage
reinvestment.- Our depecmatibn laws are admiistered raider regu-
lations whih, in their practical ap'liehtion, limit, deprecatloi al"
lowance in accordance with fixed lives estabfl"Id by aitifdall,
drawn-out replacement patterns prevailing in'the-depressiontburdened
thirties.- Inde:these rethtibns no workable accothmodation cah be
made for the rapid obso'lescenc6 rsulttfig fidii nq6dern technology.
The fhot-torm revetfite benefl'ts', ot, tli1i ' plit.1i6phy. Of taxtib - Are

European Committee for the Cooperation of the Machine Tool-Industries.
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illutsory particularly when comp tred with yields possible under a
system designed to encourage modernization and growth.
. Our present policies are particularly self-defeating in view of the

situation in Europe and Japan. The devastation of industrial fa-
cilities in Europe and Japan during World War II enabled those count.
tries to replace outmoded equipment with modern facilities while the
United States increased its productivity at a much slower rate.

Moreover, practically every European Government with whose in-
dustries the United States must compete has also adopted some form
of investment incentives. In the Netherlands, for example, I under-
stand that apart from normal depreciation, taxpayers are offered
special investment deductions and accelerated depreciation up to 33
percent on new buildings and equipment.

The association has been encouraged by the announcements of both
the Secretary of the Treasury and the Commissioner of Internal
Revenue that shorter, more realistic depreciable lives for basic indus-
trial production equipment will be shortly announced. As the Treas-
ury Department determined after careful study, however deprecia-
tion reform alone Is not enough.

The investment credit is essential because of the immediate incentive
it would provide. It must be remembered that credit does not enter
into the computed cost of the product. Depreciation reform, while
equally urgent, is of more gradual benefit.

The conbination of the tax credit and effective depreciation reform
will, in our opinion, go far to solve the problem of obsolescence in
American industry. For this reason, we recommend enactment of
the 8-percent credit as originally proposed by the House Ways and
Means Committee.

The association's views with respect to other provisions of the bill
are contained in its written statement which I respectfully request
be entered into the record of this hearing. However, in closing I
would like to say that the National Machine Tool! Builders' Associa-
tion is particularly opposed to section 13 relating to controlled foreign
corporations. This provision not only penalizes foreign investment
but also departs from our traditional policy of taxation of "realized"
income only.

It appears to us, in other words, to be in contradicti6n of the ad-
ministration policy of free world trade.

That, sir, is my statement.
(Mr. Gay's statement with respect to other provisions of H.R.

10650 follows:)
OniHEa Piovwsro~s or H.fl. 10850

The National Machine Tool Builders' Associatln has the follbwihg brief
comments on other provisions of the bill:

Seeotion S. Appearances Ivith respect to tegislatio.--We fully support the
proposed legislation to permit a deduction for. ordinary and necessary business
expenses relating to appearances with respect to legislation.

The rule under which such expenses are disallowed by the Ifiternall1evenue
Service arose not from specific action by Congress but from court decisions and
administrative regulations. The proposed legislation would, therefore, do no
more than correct an inequity which has resulted from judicial action.It is clearly desirable to encourage appearances by taxpayers and presentation
of relevant Informition when legislation is being considered. 'f p6iitictlar
importance is the full allowance of deductions for dues paid tb trade associations
which may find it necessary, on occasion, to present the views 6f members on
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legislative matters. It Is only through such associations hat smaller companies
can effectively present their views before Congress and other legislative bodies.

Section 4. Disallowame of certain entertainment' eopne&.-We agree that
everyone should bear his fair share of the cost of the Government. In our
view, however, the proposed changes in the law relating to travel and entertain'
ment are unnecessary and would, in practice, greatly increase the burden placed
on smaller businesses upon audit of tax returns.

Subsection (a) of proposed section 274 provides that no deduction shall, be
allowed for any expense with respect to an activity or facility whichlis of a
type generally considered to constitute or be maintiihed for entertainment,
amusement, or recreation except to the extent that the expense is established
by the taxpayer to'be "directly related to the active conduct of the taxpayer's
trade or business * * *."

To a businessman, the first question is what i the difference between the
"ordinary and necessary" test of existing law and the phrase "directly related
to the active conduct of the taxpayer's trade or business"? It would seem that
the language of the proposed bill, taken alone, adds nothing to existing law. It
appears, howeevr, from the report of the Committee on Ways and Means that
this phrase is intended to require that the taxpayer show "t greater degree of
proximate relation between the expenditure and his trade or business than 16
required under present law." It is significant to me that the words of the
proposed bill and of present law were not susceptible of differentiation without
further explanation.

It appears, therefore, that the House of Representatives is merely asking the
revenue agent to look more closely to determine whether a given expense is, in
fact, a necessary business expense. This responsibility is already assigned the
agent under the present law.

To attempt to distinguish between entertainment related to the active conduct
of business and entertainment ordinary and necessary to the conduct 6fbusineps
requires the examining agent to look either to results in terms of business realized
from entertainment or to attempt to deal in "degrees of proximate relation."
The former would be grossly unfair and the latter would lead to endless con-
troversy and expense. It would seem that the hardest hit would be the smaller
taxpayer who'does not have adequate resources to defend his deduction.

Section 13. Controlled foreign corporatlon.-The association opposes the pro-
visions of section 13 of the bill dealing with "Controlled Foreign Corporations."
We urge that section 18 be stricken from the bill in its entirety.

The basic philosophy of our income tax has always been that gains will be
recognized (and be subject to tax) only when realized by the taxpayer. Indeed,
some commentators have indicated that a "realization" of income may be a
constitutional prerequisite for income tax liability under the 16th amendment
to our Constitution. The provisions of section 18 of the bill do not require any
realization of income before that income is subject to tax. Exactly the opposite
Is true. Under section 18 an American company which owns 10 percent or more
of the stock in a foreign corporation can be required to phy U.S. tax on income
which It has not received, and which it may never receive.

Section 18 makes no provision for foreign losses. If a foreign subsidiary has
a profitable year, U.S. tax will be imposed 'in respect of Its earnings. If there
Is a loss In a later year, however, there is no way In which this loss can be ap-
lied to reduce the tax liability of the U.S. parent corporation. A company
having foreign subsidiaries will thus be put at a tax disadvantage as opposed to

its domestic competitors who have no foreign subsidiaries.
In addition, the American investor abroad will be placed at a competitive dis-

advantage with investors from other countries, Who are not taxed on thdir re-
tained foreign earnings.

No other major trading nation in the world penallzes It foreign investment as
American foreign investment will be penalized by this bill. Great Brltati has
been struggling with a bilance-of-Payments problem for many years, but she
has never attempted to impose an additional tAx liability such as this 6n her
citizens who are engaged in foreign production. Britain, In fact, gives favored
tax treatment to its corporations operating abroad. We shoiild heed the British
experience.

The technical provisions of section 18 are incredibly complicated. Compliance
with these provisions Will require every American controlled foreign corporation
to keep a separate set of books based upon American tax accounting principles;
not an easy task even for a domestic corporation. Each American stockholder
affected by section 18 will have to keep his records ln.respect of the operations
of th6foreign companies.
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Frankly, we do not understand many of the technical provisions of section 13.
Our lawyers tell us'they think they understand them. We have some doubt
whether anyone really"understands them. One thing is certain; If the hill is
passed, the provisions of section 18 are going to give thousands of tax lawyers
and accountants many.hoUrs of work, and will provide cotits all over the land
with Interesting and unusual tax cases for decision.

At the present time, when most responsible critic. agree that we should strive
for simplicity in our tax laws, it seems almost cynical to propose th0 enactment
of a measure which isolne of the most complex revenue provisions ever submitted
to the Congress.

In conclusion, we wish to make two points. First, other countries (1o not place
restrictions on their taxpayers similar to those contained in section 13. and
there is no indication that they intend to do so.

Second, the discouragement of foreign investment thi'ough tax legislation Is
entirely inconsistent with the past policy of this country and with the proposed
changes In tariff legislation which would encourage free movement of business
between countries.

section 14. Gain ftom disposition of certain depreciable pro, jerty.-The capitftl
gain treatment on disposition of depreciable property used In the trade or busi-
ness has the pritc'tcal advantage of offsetting, to some extent, the reluctance (if
business to invest i more modern equipment. Removing the capital gain treat-
ment would, therefore, intensify the present problems resulting front Inadequate
investment in modern plants and equipment.

A change in the capital gain treatment on sale of depreciable property should
be given serious consideration only If Congress adopts the incentive tax credit
to encourage new investment and the present plans of the Treasury Department
for changes in administration of the depreciation laws are fully implemented.

Section 19, Withholdfng of income tao on interest and dividend8.-In principle.
the association supports withholding on interest and dividends if this Is' neces-
sary to obtain full compliance with tie tax laws. It is clear that those receiving
interest and dividends should pay their fair share of taxes.

On the other hand, some companies have concern as to the administrative ex-
pense which willbeini61ved in'withholding. We, therefore, urge that any system
adopted be kept as simple as possible.

seotimt 20. fnformatton witt respect to certain foreign entities.-n our view,
the present law provides for furnishing adequate information. We. therefore,
recommend against adoPtibn of this provision for additional recoidkeeling and
filing of Information reirrs.

Senator CARLSqON. Mr. Gay, we L appreciate your statement.
Do someof, thd rmohinie tool build ers have foreign subsidiaries at

the present. tine? Are they operating in foreign eoufit.ries as well
as doinesticafly ? I-

Mr. GAY. Yes, this is true. A number of the companies have
wholly owned sutbsidiAries, some ha\,e entered licensing agreements
with Eur6pean cOmnil.hies, and some hare'-joint vonttives widre they
haveia partial interest ii a foreigneomiipany.

Senator CARLSON. I tlinfk we all share your concern about iloreas-
in ernot only the productive capa-fity f olr machine tool ithdustry il
this Nation hUt. mnakilig it. pr6fithble aMit -to permit tax legislation that
w i1fgive them modern fadlities.

I was wonrderig what yotur view woti~ld bd on this sittanitoml forlil-
stance. I have a letter, that Just came to my desk, aftd I will iiot
ineif tif the coi6phIly's nalhe, ind it does not, deal with Mhlfne: tools,
but, ifis an ifnterestingillustraton. It says:

Toke my own company, "for instance. Year in and Year out we spent $4
million a year' anntilly on new* equipment. Part of this goes into replacing
equipment and remodeling existing store#, and a large part goes into new stores.
Compare us to a cofiletitor,fot perfectly gOod .reasons, is iot making similar
expenditures.,. Why then iti f.It'bl6e.i' deiralie'to give uS a 7 percent credit
and to.withhold it from a O jettor wh6b does' not make such expendittires?

S iWhat is tho answer t6thit letter? ."
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Mr. G.Y*< Weil Senator Carlson, first, I am thinkid and speakti*gin terms of.-productive equipment afid not capital facilities hich
inight be applicable here in the category of stores.. %

ur contention is that the manufacturing facilities in this coun-
try tare not, modern from a technological point of view, and not com-
)etit.ive with such facilities abroad because of their more recent op-
portunity to put in late modeled equipment.

Our plants are basically still operating on the mass of machine tools
that, were built during World War II, and again during Korea.

We had two tremendous surges that I am sure you are aware oft
There has been a lot of technological improvement since then. The

%-olume of industrial consumption, you might say, as Senator Prox-
mire brought out earlier this morning, has not been. as great as many
of us wished it would have been; witi the end result that in the eyes
of many people, and you often hear it stated there is adequate capacity
but this capacity is high-cost capacity, and it's not competitive.

Now again I am speaking only for our industry, and -we are a very
small industry. As I pointed out, we have gone from 90,000-some
people down to 76,000. Well, there are many individual corpora-
t ions in this country that employ more people than that. There are
many corporations who have more sales than our entire industry.

Still we are really the key to the efficiency of industrial-at least
metalworking-production in this country, and it is our sincere belief
that. our plants are not modern, and that when our esteemed foreign
competitors catch up on their delivery 'situation, there will be a
greatly expanded importation of machine- tools into this country,
which will result in what we might say would be an exportation of
jobs, because they are priced regularly 30 to 40 percent under us in
world markets, and with the margins that are now shown in our
operations, it. is unlikely we can meet those prices. fBut. we can only
approach tiem by greatly improved efficiency in our manufacturing.

Senator CARLSoN. Mr. Gay I can assure you that the members of
this committee have been wel advised and informed of the impor-
tance of your industry through a former member who served here
for many years, Mr. Flanders of Vermont, who was a .mitchine tool
manufacturer in his own right.

Mr. GAY. I know him very well.
Senator CARLSON. I appreciate the importance of your industry in

this work, and I appreciate your statement.
The Senator from Illinois is now here and he will take over.
Senator Doat s s (presidlfig). I have no questions, Mr. Gay. Thank

you.
Mr. GAY. Thank you.
Senator DOUOLAS. The next witness is Mr. Alex Zeeve, Jr., of the

Machifiery Dealers' National Association.

STATEMENT OF ALEX ZEEVE, JR., PRESIDENT, MACHINERY
DEALERS NATIONAL ASSOCIATION

Mr. ZEEVE. Mr. C(hairmAh and indihbers of the comninittee, please
accept my since'e apprecifti n for tile opportunity to appear, before
yotur 'committee today in support of'the tax creditt plan, as president
of tie Machinery Dealers National Association, representing 225
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fims in approximately 25 States and 45 cities, each of whom carries
an, average stock of 190 used or rebuilt machines, carrying an average
sale price of about $3,000 each.

Mr. name is Alex Zeeve, Jr., and I am president of Alex Zeeve &
Co Inc., of New York City.
We appear before you in behalf of the thousands of small-and-me-

diun-sized metalworking firms who need the type of assistance pro-
vided in H.R. 10650. Our board of directors voted to support the
tax credit plan because we feel it provides immediate aid to the
thousands of small- and medium-size firms who cannot wait for the
long-range benefits of depreciation similar to those established in the
1954 code.

It is just as important for the smaller manufacturer to "upgrade"
his equipment witli good modern machinery, as it is for the industrial
gant to do the same by buying new equipment. No matter what is
done in Bulletin F to shorten t.le useful life of machinery, it will not
help the average buyer whose decision to buy a used machine is dic-
tated by the fact that he simply cannot afford the cost of a. new ina-
chine. His choice remains between buying a good used machine or no
machine at all.

Used machines are purchased by manufacturers because of their
availability for immediate use lower original investment, speed in
tooling up for a particular jot, and special shortrun contracts not
warranting the cost of new equipment. Many a later model machine
is purchased to replace an older model machine which is referred to
in the industry as upgrading. This upgrading process continues
until the buyer is in a position to buy a new machine. For exam-
pie, in 1960 American manufacturers purchased 88,000 used machine
tools and the same year purchased only 28 000 new machines.

Sufficient research has already been conaunted which proves the
need for assistance in our Nation's fight against industrial obsolescence.
Small business needs the type of help established in H.R. 10650 so it
can upgrade its equipment to compete in d6mestic and foreign mar-
kets. The large firms can compete in foreign markets by establish-
ing plants in selected countries. Obviously this is not possible for the
smaller firms.

1We have pleaded for equal deprecation schedules for the purchases
of both new and used equipment ever since the inequities were estab-
lished in the 1954 code. In this bill, H.R. 10650, for the first time,
our Government has recognzed this inequity and is attempting to
correct it. However, we feel the provision in the bill which limlits
used equipment to a maximum of $50,000 in a given year is inadequate
for toolinf up a plant.

We realize that the Ways and Means C6mnmittee deliberated long
and carefully in establishing 8 years or over of remaining useful life
as a basis for receiving the -ull credit. However, we believe the bill
would be more effective in helping to upgrade machinery if the bill
specified 6 years of remaining life as the qualifying factor for full
credit.

There are those who have said that H.R. 10650 provides windfalls
because of its retroactive application. This, we simply cannot under-
stand because most tax bills are retroactive to a specific date, usually
the preceding January 1.
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1 might add, parenthetica lly, gentlemen, departing from.the textfi~owich I am reading, that here today I have heard numerous
sznsions to this windfall simply because if the bill? is enacted it will
saiffe purchases that have been, qualifying purchases that have been,
made back to January 1 of this year.

My own feeling is that if I were the comptroller, of any manu-
facturing company in this country today I wold be more inclined to
hold off on purchasing if I knew that the effective date of some pend-
ing tax legislation was some date in the future than I would-be if
I knew thit the date was going to be retroactive.

In other words, for example, gentlemen, if this bill were passed
with an effective date of January 1, 1063, and I were a corporation
treasurer or comptroller about to make some purchases of new equip-
nient for my company, I am quite certain that some purchases that
I might normally make in the fall of 1962 and in through November
and December o!1962, I would be very well advised not to make them
but hold them over until the effective date of the law.

In other words basically, I feel that there is more windfall there
are more windfall possibilities, if the date is not retroactive than if
it is retroactive.

We have discussed H.R. 10650 with businessmen from most sections
of the country and are pleased to report their general.cceptance of the
provisions of the bill. They also believe the applicable percentage
should be 8 percent as recommended by Secretary Dillon.

In summary, we respectfully ask your committee to support and act
favorably on H.R. 10650 because:

1. It will provide an immediate tax credit for small and medium
sized metalworking manufacturers who need to upgrade their ma-
chinery now.

2. It will help them to compete in domestic and foreign markets.
3. It will help improve our economic stability so urgently needed

in this fast-changing world.
That completes my statement, gentlemen.
Senator DOUGLAS. Any questions?
There is one question I would like to ask on a matter of used

machinery.
Mr. ZEE1vE. Yes, sir.
Senator DoUGLAS. It was touched on yesterday. If there any dan-

ger that the sum of the depreciation charges that have been taken
by the original owner of the machine, plus the sales.price which he
received from the sale of the .maphifte, and the capital loss on. the
sales price which will be credited to import tax purposes, is there
any possibility this will exceed 100 percent of the charges?

Mr. ZEvE. I do not think it can, sir, because the worst that can
happen to any used machine, whenever it is put up for sale, will be
that it would literally be scrapped, in which case the return would be
nil, negligible, in any ca9e6 and as I understand it, H.R. 10650 does
provide, as presently written, that any gain that any seller of a used
machine has made over what his book value is as of that time, would
be subject to normal taxation rather than to capital gains as here-
tofore.

Senator DoVGLAS. Well, suppose there is a capital loss on the sale
of the machine. He buys it for $10,0 hitd he has taken, let us say,
$9,000 in depreciation charges, andihe sells It for $3,060.
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Do' you' believe that he should ltharge, off the $7,000 'of ;b.m on the
sale ofthe m hle?. Wotl4lthtit*be credited fohini as a dhital loss?

:Mr. Z&Ev..If I arnilot mistakes, 'sir, there i'lexistiig.'fegislation
cov'erin it Which this bill d6es 'not e&iicmpass, whibh says thatvin
a case ike that if he literally scraps th mahiftre-

Senatbr DOovtrAS. He sells it.
Mr. ZEEVE. 'He sellflt, lie does not scrap it '
Senator DoGLAs. Yes.
Mt. ZiEVE. I am afraid, sir, that 1' do not know the answer, al-

though I am sure that the Treasury, Dibpartment -ftiist 'know how
such a.matter would be dealt witi.

Senator'DoUOLAs. Wliat is the answer I
Mr. STAf.' $2,000 capital gains uthder present law?
Senatoi Do010LAs. Under this bill.
Mr. SrAM. Under this bill fhe gain woutld be ordinary.
Senator DouveAs. Wotfld you submit a statement on this matter

to be printed at the concltitdn'of this testimony. (See next page.)
Mr. STAM. Yes.
Mr. ZEEvE. If I might make one further observation, Senator

Douglas, the very nature of the type of machinery we are dealing in.
in wiich our predecessors here at this table, also the builders of new
machine tools, would also a ply; the very natilre'6f this capital equi p-
ment is such that we hardly feel there is any'possibility of people
actually gping out and buying this type of equipment in 6rder tomake
speculative profits tinder any change that might be made in the law.

In other words, in everyday language nobody goes out and buys
a boring mill 6r a lathe with the hcipe of trying to mnake'a speculative
profit such as he might in some other commodity. You either buy a
machine tool to use it or you do not use it at all.

Senator DoroLAs. The question I was raising was whether you
could make a. speculative profit by getting credit for' a loss, that was
the point, by the seller.

L t me ask another question.
Mr. ZFEVE. Yes, sir.
Senator DOUGLAS. Suppose the machine tool originally cost $10,00.

the original owner, under accelerated depreciation- charges off $9,000.
sells the machine for $5,000.

Will the 'second purchaser be able, to -take depreciation charges
beginning with the $5,000 that lie paid, so that the tota-l of the de.
preciation charges would be $14,000 rather than $107000, the original
cost of the tool ? 

90

Mr. Z..Fvi 'If I follow yoU, Senator Douglas, the first' owner, of
the machine paid $10,000 lie has written $9,000 of that off, so that at
the tite he sells it to the second buyer he has only $1,000 :of. book
value left in it?

Senator DoUGLAs. That is correct. He selh9-it for $5,000.•
Mr. ZEst1,. He sells it. for $5;000, lie has made a $4,000 profit over

his then book value, which would be subject tider 10650-
Senator DOUrLAS. It is the second mhn I was speaking about.
Mr. ZEvm. Yes. The second man would then pick this machine tip

at what he paid for it, which was $5.000, thatt is what lie paid for it,
so he has to pick that up-ion his books at $5,00.
SButthe Gbvernment will hve d6llected ordinary income tax on the$4,000 profit t hat'th :flrstowner hadl leMd on thei tem. ;/
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Senator Douw s. Capital gains tax? • .... . , -
Mr.. Z=vE. No,. at a normal tax, not a capital , That feature

was put in by the Ways and Means Committee i order to do away
with speculative things such as that;

In other words, any profits that a firm made over their existing
book value would no longer be subject to capital gains tax but would
be subject to normal income tax, as we understand the bill.

Senator DouGLAS. Is that correct I
Mr. Zimv. That is right.
Mr. STAX. That is oriary income tax.
Senator DouGLs. Thank you, I have no further questions.
Thank you very much.
Mr. Zimc.. Thank you very much, Senator.
(The statement by the staff previously referred to follows:)
AssumIng a taxpayer buys a machine, to be used in his business for $10000,

holds it for several years during which deductions for depreciation aggregated
$9,000, and he then sells the machine for $3,000.

Section 1001 of the Internal Revenue Code mays: "The gain fro-i the sale or
other disposition of property shall be the exces of the amount realized there:.
fro n over the adjusted basis *

Section 1016 says: "Proper adjustment in respect of the property shall In .all
cases be made * * in respect of any period since February 28. 1913, for
exhaustion, wear and tear, obsolescence, amortization and depletion, to the
extent of the amount allowed as deductions in computing taxable income * * *
but not less than the amount allowable * * * "

Thus, under present law, the adjusted basis of the maehlne at the time of
sale would be $10,000 less $9,000, or $L000. The difference between the $3,000
sale price and this $1,000 Is a gain of $2,000 to be included in gross income.

Under section 1231 of present law such a gain would (unless offset by similar
loses) be taxed as a capital gain. Under section 14 ofthis bill, however, this
gain, since it i not more than the depreciation previously deducted, would be
taxed as ordinary income.

Senator DoLUGL.S. The next witness is James K. Polk of Whitman,
Ransom & Coulson.

You have a very historic name in American history, Mr. Polk. DO
you happen to be a descendant of the fornier lirsident Polk!

Mr. POLK. I do not mean to be disrespectful, but the President had
no children, so I go to a common ancestor. I am collaterally related.

Senator Dot1GLAS. I notice you are with the firm of Whitman, Ran-
soni & Coulson. Was Judge William L. Ransom an original member
of your firm?

Mr. POLK. Yes: and Governor W'hitman.
Senator I)OUOLAS. Charles S. W8'hitman?
Mr. POLK. Yes.
Senator DoG LAs. A very distinguished law firm. We are very glad

to have you here.

STATFME OF JAMES X. POLK, ATTORNEY AT LAW

Mr. POLK. Thank you.
I have been chairman of the Depreciation ('onunittee of the Section

on Taxation of the American Bar Association, and I am special ad-
viser to that committee now, and I have been a member of the Taxa-
tion Accounting Committees of the American Gas Association and
the Edison Electric Institute.
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I helped write Treasury Decision 4 , Bulletin F, at that time.
I make these statements -merely to show my exposure and epelence

in this -field of depreciation. I am-iot speaking for any of these
organizations, but appear for myself,
I The remarks which I will make will be confined to the failure of the
present bill to make a proper exception froni the provisions of section
1245 for dispositions of property as normal retirements by taxpayers
computing depreciation deductions inder section 167, under composite
group or multiple asset proceedings.

This is an extremely important matter. 'It affects accounting, re-
porting, methods of computing income to a far greater, degree than
appears from a casual inspection.

Now, section 1245, in my own belief is a very sound section that
prevents the conversion or is intended to prevent the conversion into
capital gains of things which are otherwise ordinary income items.

The report of the Committee on Ways and Means points out that
depreciation deductions under the Internal Revenue Cde are allowed
against, ordinary income. It is then observed that if the depreciation
deductions thus taken were excessive they reduced the basis of the
Property faster than its decline in value, so that when the property
is sold there is a gain which, under present law-and they are talking
about section 1231 of the 1954 code-which under present law would
be taxed as a capital gain.

The Ways and Means Committee report observes that the taxpayer
who has thus taken excessive depreciation reductions, and then sells
an asset has, in effect, converted ordinary income into capital gains.

To cure this loophole, section 1245 of H.R. 10650 is stated by the
House Ways and Means Committee to have been adopted, and the
only reason given for its adoption is to insure that there be treated
as ordinary income to the extent of previous depreciation deductions
taken any gain on the sale or other disposition of depreciable property.

Now, the bill in section 1245 (b) enumerates certain exceptions to its
application, including dispositions by gifts, transfers at death, trans-
actions which are tax free, Cause the basis is carried over, involuntary
conversions, treatments in the cases of partnerships, and so forth.

These exceptions are all sound within the complete philosophy of
the section itself, since there are no tax loopholes to be plugged in
these cases. There are no conversions of ordinary income into capital
gains involved.

The bill, however, is defective when it fails to exclude from its
reach normal retirements in the case of taxpayers employing multiple
asset, composite, or group depreciation methods.

Now, a normal retirement is defined in the Internal Revenue Code
regulations as a retirement for any cause taken into consideration at
the time of acquisition in estiating its life ejpectanoy

Any retirement other than a normal retirement, for instance, a con-
demnation of a piece of property, which could not be foreseen at the
time of acquiition, the gain on that is presently recognized, first and
then subjected to capital gains limitations under section 1281 if it is a
depreciable asset. This section 1245 cures and eliminates the capital
gains treatment.
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But in the case of normal retirements from multip le asset, group,
or composite depreciation accounts, both the costs andthe proceeds on
retirement are carried to the depreciation-reserve., No gain and' no
loss is recognized in any event upon a normal 'retirement.

The Internal Revenue regulations in -this regard reort to a sort
of fiction in:order to reach that result. They state that-when you
adopt-and they require that you adopt this composite or group
accounting where you have mtltiple assets--that when you adopt that
type of accounting the adjusted-basis of an asset so included- is the
originally estimated salvage value.

Now, that sounds a little strange but it works out all right, because
what it does is to say that if you dispose of the asset no gain or loss
is going to be recognized; you have this low adjusted basis, the salvage
value.

However, kif the disposition is above or below this adjusted, basis,
this salvage value, then there is a factor not covered by this multiple
asset, composite depreciation philosophy. So they take care of that
in the relations.

They say that the variation between the amount received upon the
disposition of an asset, this adjusted basis or the salvage value, in
fact, that that differential must be either reported over a new period
starting at the time of disposition and running for the average life
of that kind of property, or if the taxpayer so maintains his books and
records consistently, it may be credited to the reserve for depreciation.

This works out a proper answer, too, because you compute the de-
preciation by taking the original cost of all your assets in the group,
deducting the depreciation reserve accumulated up to that point, tak-
ing the undepreciated balance then remaining, and recovering that
over the remaining life of the surviving properties.

That lets you recover your entire cost once, just your cost, all at
ordinary income rates. There is no conversion at any point under
this scheme to a capital gains limitation on a normal retirement.

Now, that method of accounting has been adopted by the Mat
majority of corporations having multiple asset investments. I know
that the utilities all use it.

Consolidated Edison, one of my clients, has individual cards
punched for 18 million-of these units of retirement, 13 million separate
items of property.

Now, it shows location, it shows date of acquisition, -it will show
the date of discardation. Those cards form the control of the book
entries charging or debiting fixed capital upon acquisition, crediting
fixed capit.l7 for the proper amount when that proper pole or over-
head transformer is retired.

At the same time, the depreciation reserve is charged for the whole
original cost of the'asset; and then you come to the question of what
you do with the salvage, and what is the salvage.

If Senator Byrd were here I c~aldut tri in terms of his apple
orchards. He has hundreds of thousands of trees. He knows the cost,
perhaps of evey tree. If they were depreciablii he could compute
annutldepreciation on the entire number of trees,

When the time comes to retire & tree he can take the cost out of his
fixed capital, he can charge it to his reserve, but he piles the pieces of
trees that are cut down in a pile, sooner or later he sefls them, but
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le does not keep *ny .record. nor does anybody else keep a record, of
whit youget for each individual tree.

Yo do not'know. Yousell them'to aj'hl.nkah. He comes ind
buys. All 6f that salvage)' however, is taken W the reserve f6r de-
preciation and' since it increases thoe i'esei'(e for. d~pIeiatioli, it'is a
debit to cash'a'd a credit to the-reserve fi' deprediation it diniinishes
'the undepredfhted .balaice .Wlich you are gong'to aniortize and de-
pr'eciat over* futtioe yeis.

Sen t6r Duoms.. And' supp6se ybu'had already'i-iken that I
Mr. POrK. Well, let us put it this way, sir: Sippose you start .wih

$100j 'by way of an illustration' You .haite"n asset that bosts you
$100. You debiifixed capital $100. Ybit ligure yoti are g6iilg to re-
ceive a $10 salvage 1out f it, Over the years, if everything works ofit
exactly in accordance with your forecast, y6u will, with a 10-year life,
take" $9 a year as your annual depreciation as a deduction. from in-
.. oni0 nr mor hecme and you Will credifta re-rve'for derciation
.$9 a year. At the &d :f your 10th year" you have accumulated $90
in your reserve for depreciation. At that point you discard the asset,
and'get for itF-we will. come back to what you get for it in amintffite.

You discard the asset. :When you discard the asset you Wll credit
your fixed capital '$100'to wipe it out it is gone, aid y6u will debit
your reserve $100, you having -roided a reserve 'by these amittal
charges over the life, the service life, of the asset.

Now, if you got your precis $1'0 salvage, you will debit caih, and
credit the reserve, and everything comes out even.

If; however you got $12 or $8, your reserve will not match at that
point. It will be $2 61t, over or above. However, you are going to
deduct that reserve from you. renitining a s~ts for your 'next com-
putation and. therefore,.it-washes itself out.

Now, this is 'a system of depreciation accounting which has been
appioved by the Commissioner of Internal Revenue as 'accurately
reflecting income fdr 30 years, 40 years. * Conslidated Edison has a
specific approvall that it accurately reflects income.

SeiiatorFIJOUdLAS. Mr. Polk, miay I ask a question:?
Mr. POLK. Certainly.
Senator DOUOLAFs. Take the average manufactiirr. 'Wfll' he deduct

"from the original capital vaite of the machine the expected silvage
value which he would realize from his sale as scrap?

Mr. PoLn. The regulations require thit he shiould-do that., that the
aii6ilit that is recoveritble'thro~lg! depreciation 'is the original cost,
less the salvage.

Senator D~uou,.%s. How will he' know in advice What the- lvage
value will be? h... c

Mfr. PoLx. That has beenone of the
Senatr DOtOLAS. In;10 years, 20 years," 25 years in, advance how

can he tell? I "
Mr. PoLK. It is extremely 'ffitut., sir, to tell. But you make your

estilhimtes, and I y vary them as you go along, ba.ed Apon
studies.

You run your studies 66bett every 5 years, and ydu correct ytour
salVagb adjtstiient. But with r this composite- dtprit1ti1ia "efiit-
ing, salvage variations flow over into the reserve for deprecihtibn,
and'this' autohtintkally aid completely insures flht 1 you recover, as
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ordinary income deductions in the computation of taxable income;ithe
precise net ,rirenieit lbs; tilht is,N'the, precise difftri ie ;between
original'.cost afid tl6 final amount of salvage actually realized, .

Now, the trouble wifli setion 1246' is'tlhat it step .hi.and attempts
to make you compute a gain-o6nly. a gain now, no,1oss-.a gain on
the dposition of each asset.

First, you cannot' do it. But even if you: could do'it, yoti would
present the taxpayer s'itig an entirely unteiiable position.. He i li t
possibly live'under 'section 1245 aiid section 167- at.the same time.

Sefiatoi DouGLAs. Do you have this copy oftIe bill as'i. pssed ?
Mr. PoLK. I think I h,ve, sir.
Senator DouGLAs. H.R. 10650?
Mr. POLK. Yes, siri.
Senator DOUGLAS. Whatpage in that bill do y6u refer to?
Mr. POLK.'I am sorry, Ihappen to haVe th6 CCH bill.
Mr. STAM. 137.
Senator DOUGLAS. A member of the staff suggests that it is 137.
Mr. POLK. Yes. It is marked as section 14. It begins on ,37, sir.

It ooes over to 138.
Senator DoUGLAs. Specifythe particular that you are dealing with.
Mr. P6LK. Well, the language is in (a) (1) where it says' that the

gain computed in that rather complicated matter, it isset out as the
excess of the'lower of (A) (B) over the adjusted basis; that thit again
shall be subject to ordinary incometax rates.

Then, over at page 142 it says that "this section shall apply notwith-
standing any other provision, of this subtitle' That makes it over-
ride section 167 which is the general" depreciation section. I do not
know what it does tothe reg~iliitions Under section 167. T1do not know
whether they can survive i-they are written in respect of a section that
is overridden by section 1245.

But I have assumed that they did survive. If they do not survive
tlief you are taxing as gain the premature retirements witli.61t allow-
in the losses.
Lt tme explain. In composite - or group!'depreciation; We estimate

the average life of the assets in each group.. Such. average life mi ay be,
say, 20 years. With property having an average life Of 20 years, some
utilts will go out of service at the end 'of 1 yeir, and some will last 39
years. That is how you get the 20.

Now, as to the Wilt that goes Out at the end of 1 year,,3ouhaVe been
usihg a 5-percent rate because 20 yefirs ghes a 5-percent rate. And
when it'g6es out at the end &f the firstyear, you get, nb loss under com-
posite depreciatin.

If the unit goes out in the 30th year, yoUi do not, cdmpute any gain
although you may have had, if you C6ultd'egfard 6dh 'unit as carrying
With it some kind of an individual depreciafloii resei'Ve, you have had
150 percent depreciation on thit unit, there is no gain. .

The gains 'aid losses offset each bther, 'and''t h .p6t as a whole, is
wlhat you are depreciating and re&overing aid Yo will dt6 it just pre-
ciely and exactly if y6ir 1.5 the. ratWf o5 pere nk to every'asset for
every year of.lts service life.' That is con posited d1pcdtion.

Senditbr DOvOLAS. Whatis your criticism '6f tlti'lhnjuage .
Mr., PorK. That i'sunder 161.

82190-2-pt. 8- 6
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When I get over here to 1245 it says I have to compute a gain on
every disposition of an asset. That I should not do. If it is a normal
retirement, no calculation of gain or less should be made. The Gov-
ernment is not being deprived of revenue by this proposal.

The reason for enacting such section 1245 was to prevent the con-
version of ordinary income into capital gains, which is specifically
recited as the basis for the exclusions under 1245 (b).

Those transactions, gifts, transfers at death, and so forth and so
on, do not have in them the possibility of converting ordinary income
into capital gain and, therefore, those transactions are excluded from
1245.

Senator DoroaLAs. Is it your contention that you should not compute
gain and loss on individual machines but simply for the group as a
whole?

Mr. PoLM. You should not compute gain or loss where you have
composite depreciation methods employed.

I have suggested language which would be this, that this be amended
by adding- 

. .

Senator DovoLAs. What page is this, now?
Mr. POLK. On top of page 140 they have exceptions and limitations,

(b), and they list a number of things: gifts, transfers at death, tax-
free transactions, involuntary conversions, and so forth.

To that subsection that there be added a new subsection (7), and I
would suggest that that read somewhat as follows:

Subsection (a) shall not apply to gain from normal retirements in the case of a
taxpayer who uses composite or group accounts for computing depreciation under
section 167 and who has consistently followed the practice of charging the
reserve with the full cost or other basis of normal retirements and of crediting
it with all receipts from salvage.

That is the end of my quote. That is precisely what the regulations
under 167 now provide. That is precisely what is done at the present
time, and I say that section 1245, since there is no conversion, should
adopt the same rule as to a normal retirement.

Senator DoUGLAS. In the illustration which you used, you described
an apple tree which, ceasing to bear, has been cut down, and I suppose
in Blical language, will be cast into the fire.

Mr. PoLx. No; we will sell the wood, apple wood for hammer
handles or something.

Senator DOUGLAS. Firewood or whatever may happen. [Laughter.]
But now suppose the machine is not scrapped for its value as steel

but is sold to be reused by another company, and that is what the
previous witness was talking about, I think. Mhat would you do in
that case, when it was sold for a machine?

Mr. POLK. The amount received-sure.
Senator DOUGLAS. It will be sold for more than what its value as

scrap would be.
Mr. POLK. That is right. That happens. It happensin the public

utility industry when somebody hits a pole, knocks it down and has
to pay for it, the utility may receive a great deal more than the depre-
ciated cost. That amoiut is treated as salvage, and it goes into the
reserve as a salvage receipt. But it just balances another one where
you did not get anything because the pole rotted and fell on the ground.
The salvage is averaged, just as everything else is averaged, umtdr this
methodofaccounting. 

-
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Senator DOUGLAS. This raises a question then in your composite
figures as to the ultimate salvage value. Do you treat this as mere
scrap. or do you treat it as the average price which you: get for used
machines?

Mr. Poi.. We actually determine the average ratio or percentage
of original cost which is recovered in these operations, whatever form
they may take, these dis sitions, these salvaZe disposals.,

Tf the salvage disposals in dollars compared with original costs run
a constant 3 or 5 percent, that is the figure that we use, and that is
how we get at it.

We do not care what the recipient who pays us the Moneo does
with the machinery. Most of the machinery that we sell is not in
vsable condition.

Senator DouorAs. I car understand 'that in the case of a utility.
But in the case of a macline shop which uses lathes and so forty,
boring machines -

Mr. PoLx. Under this sectioit..-
Senator DoroLAs. That is different.
Mr. POLK. 1245, as now written, if I could answer the question you

addressed to the previous witness, under section 1245 as now written,
the man who make the casual sale of a machine does not have a multi-
tude of these machines that he is turning over, previously would have
claimed a capital gain limitation on it.

Under section 1245 he cannot claim a capital gain limitation. It
will be ordinary income, and under-

Senator DouorAs. You are speaking of present lawI
Mr. POLK. Under this section.
Senator DouGLAs. Of the bill?
Mr. POLK. Yes.
Senator Douos. Yes.
Mr. PoLx. Under the bill we could not claim the capital gains even

with the amendment I have suggested, because it would not be a
normal retirement.

Normal retirements are defined in the code, in the regulations, as
retirements for causes contemplated in estimating average life out of
a mass accoMut., an account having hundreds of items or thousands of
items.

You do not use item depreciation in mass accounting. You use
this composite method. That is a technique of accounting which has
been developed, which has been established as properly reflecting in-
come, and the bill as it now stands, without the amendment which I
have suggested, would make it inoperable. '

Senator DorOtAs. What types of industires aside from the utilities
use this composite retirement system of mass accounting as contrasted
to individual items?

Mr. Poix. I think that any organization that has investment in
mass properties, it could be the United States Steel Corp., it could be
any company that had many, many units.

I have some clients that are not in the untility business that do use
composite depreciation, so I know it is used outside of the utility and
the railroad industries.

The principal point I would make here is that the Commissioner's
regulations uider section 167, simply say that if you have this type
of investment you must use this kind of a depreciation calculaton.
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:Then if you adopted the bill provisions.:wviffhout. amendment you
'would make it just plain impossible to live with: .

Senator DouGlAs. Are you saying that the language in the bill
before us would prevent these mass accounts, composite charges, and
that you would have to treat each individual piece of equipment as
an isolated affair?

Mr. POLK. Yes, sir; because, if I must pay -a tax on a gain, I am
going to have to be allowed my losses.

If whenever my proceeds of dispositlbn exceed the basis, and I
must pa a tax on it, then I must be allowed a loss if the proceeds of
dspositon do not make me whole.

f'I. mnot allowed the losses and have to pay the gains, I calot
live with that kind of a system. I will have to go to item deprecia-
tion, which is a fantastic burden upon business.Senator DOUGLrAs. Is there a representative ofthe Commisioner of
Internal Revenue here in the hearing room?

There is a disadvantage in dealing with this subject and not hav-
ing-

Mr. POLK. I have had an oppor~ilnity to discuss this briefly, but
I think sufficiently, with Mr. Stain and the members of his staff, and I
am sure they understand it, and I think oice it is understood that it
will be realized that this is just an inadvertent omission from the bill
as it was passed and one that must be corrected. I certainly hope so.

Senator CAITsoN. Mr. Chairman, right on that point, this is a very
complicated section. I have here the summary of the revenue bill of
1962, a statement prepared by the .oint CoMnmittee on Revenue and
Internal Taxation, and I read from it dealing with section 14, now, on
page 6:

The bill also provides that In computing the basis on which depreciation may
be. taken, salvage value may be Ignored up to the amount equal to 10 percent of
the cost or other basis of the property.

Is that helpful in this case ?Mfr. POLK. I do not see how. It says that you may ignore the sal-
vage and depreciate on a 100 percent of your cost, and ultimately pull
into income whatever salvage you get. It is a helpftl thing at times.
Blit whether I ignore salvage or not, if I take depreciation for 2 years
on a 10-year life property, I would take 20 percent instead of, if it had
a salvage value of 10 percent, of maybe 18 percent in my depreciation;
then if the asset is sold at a figure over or under my adjusted basis,
I would have to have gain or loss. If it is gain, the proposed section
1245 says it is taxed. If 'itis a loss, section 167 says I cannot have it.
They inst have to be brought together,

Senator CAnRLSON. That is all.
Senator Dott'LAs. The members of the stiff inform me that they

think you have something. They would like to work with you on
language, and they are not'necessarily certain that your'latiuitge is:
correct.

For the sake of the average person I wotld like to see this worked
out in an atfiffnetical example so that we can see what the precise
testimony is.

Mr. POLK. I wouldbe happy to make myself available at any titne!
at their convenience.

Senitor DoroLAs. Thank you very much.
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(The following letter dated March 21, 1962, gives Mr. Polk's views

*" WMTMAN, RA106M & 'Cot7Lsoft ,
Aew to r; N.Y., Afroft',' 190."•

Re section 14, revenue bil of 1962, entitled "Gain Wrom- blspoqtio n, Pf, .Certaln
Depredation ProPerty."

Hon. HARRY F. ByD,,
Chalraj, Senate Finance Committee,
lVa8hingto, D.O.

MY DEAH SENATOR BYRD: The proposed Revenue Act of 1962, H.R, 10050, In
section 14, provides for a new section 1245, which would tax as ordinary income
gain from the disposition of certain depreciable property. . This letter is-written
to urge that the provisions of the House bill be amended to include a further
exception, the omission of which I am certain was an oerslght dlnd Which is of
extreme importance In order to avoid costly changes in accotlnting methods by
taxpayers who, for depreciation accounting, use so-called composite or group
accounts. For the most part, this group of taxpayers consists of, those busi-
nesses which have tremendous numbers of depreciable properties.'

Section (a) of the proposed new section 1245 states the general rule as
follows*:

"(a) GENERAL RtLE.-
"'('1) OiiNABir coME.---I, 1cept as otherwise provided in thrs section-, If

section 1245 property :is disposedd of after, the 'date of the enactment of, the
Revenue Act of 1962, the amount by Which the lower of-

"(A) the recomputed basis of the property, or
"(B) (1) in'the case of a sale, exchange, or involuntary conversion,

the amount realized, or
"(if) in the ease of any other disposition, the fair market value of

such property,
exceeds the adjusted basis of such property shall be treated as gain from
the sale or exchange of property * * *" [Italic supplied.J

This provision is explained in general terms in House Report No. 1447, at
page 66, as follows:

"Under present law, in the case of depreciable property the taxpayer may
write off the cost or other basis of the property over the period of the useful
life-of the asset in his hands. This cost or other basis can be written off evenly
(or In a 'straight line' over the asset's life), under the declining balance method,
under the sum-of-the-year's digits method, or under any other consistent method
which does not during the first two-thirds of the useful life of the property
exceed the allowances which would have been allowed under..the declining
balance method. This depreciation deduction Is a deduction against ordinary
Income. If either the useful life of the asset is too short, or the particular
inethtd of depreciation allows too much depreciation in the early years, the
decline In value of the asset resulting from these depreciation deductions may
exe el the actual decline of the value of the asset. Wherever the depreciation
deductions reduce the basis of the property faster than the actual decline in its
value, then when it is sold there will be a gain. Under present law this gain Is
taxed as a capital gain, even though the depreciation deductions reduced ordinary
Income. The taxpayer who has taken excessive depreciation deductions and
then sells an asset, therefore, has In effect converted ordinary income Into a
.apital gain.

"Your committee's bill, as recommended, in general treats as ordinary Income
tny gain on the sale or other disposition of certain deirecilble property to
tlie extent 6f the dtiprciatlon deductions taken."

Except as specifically provided in the bill, the ordinary income' treatment
applies any time property Is disp~osed of. RecgnIzIng;'howevEi?'that in Ordinatry
business practices, there are dispositions which should n6t give mse to ordinary
Income tax treatment, the bitl provides six general categ~ries of exeptions to
the general rule. ' The first excejition is for gifts. 'The second excption Is'pro-
vided'for transfers at death. The third' category of 'exbeptions is provded In
the case of a series of transactions which, generally are tax-free and iii which
t he basic Is carried o'ei. :A -fourth, 6ategory' of exceptions is tg orIdMed, in the
case of so-called like-kind exchanges Of property used for, production or invest-
inent, and for involuntary conversions. Another exception Is provided in 'the
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case of the sale or exchange of property in obedience to Federal Communications
Commission orders or orders of the Securities and Exchange Commission. Spe-
cial rules are also provided in the case of distributions of depreciable personal
property by a partnership to a partner.

Thus, it will be seen from the foregoing that there is a clear intent not to
impose a tax on a disposition where no gain or loss is recognized. Consequently,
it appears clear that the omission of an exception for dispositions from com-
posite or group accounts was not based on considered policy, but was an over-
sight which arose from a failure to comprehend the full accounting significance
of composite or group depreciation accounts.

The philosophy of the House bill appears directed at the usual layman's con-
cept of item depreciation accounting; and it wholly misses and makes no pro-
vision for depreciation accounting on the basis of group or composite accounts,
which are recognized and provided for by the regulations, and have been so
recognized and provided for by predecessor regulations and Revenue Service
practice since 1918. To make this clear, it Is necessary to refer briefly to the
provisions of existing regulations.

Regulations section 1.167 (a)-8(a) entitled "Gains or Losses ou Retirements"
provides as follows:

"For the purposes of this section the term 'retirement' meal the permanent
withdrawal of depreciable property from use In the trade or bu.uess or In the
production of Income. * * * The tax consequences of a retiremeat depend upon
the form of the transaction, the reason therefor, the timing of the retirement,
the estimated useful life used in computing depreciation, ar4 whether the asset
is aocounted for in a separate or multiple asset aoount." [Emphasis supplied.]

In general, under provisions of regulations 1.167(a)-8(a), where an asset is
retired by sale at arm's length, recognition of gain is subject to the provisions
of sections 1002 and 123.1 and other applicable provisions of law. Regulations
1.167(a)-8(c), relating to basis of assets retired, then provides that in the case
of a normal retirement of an asset from a multiple asset account where the
depreciation rate is based on average expected useful life, the term "adjusted
basis" means the salvage value estimated in determining the depreciation de-
duction in accordance with the provisions of section 167. The manner In which
this latter provision would apply in relation to proposed section 1245 is not
clear. Presumably It would be necessary for purposes of section 1245, to com-
pute gain or loss on every disposition and therefore to determine allowable
depreciation for the particular asset to the date of disposition in every instance.

To the foregoing ritles, there is an exception in regulations 1.167(a)-8(e) (2),
reading as follows:

"(2) Where multiple asset accounts are used and acquisitions and retire-
ments are numerous, If a taxpayer, In order to avoid unnecessarily detailed
accounting for individual retirements, consistently follows the practice of charg-
ing the reserve with the full cost or other basis of assets retired and of crediting
it with all receipts from salvage, the practice may be continued so long as, in
the opinion of the Commissioner, it clearly reflects income. Conversely, where
the taxpayer customarily follows a practice of reporting all receipts from sal-
vage as ordinary taxable income such practice may be continued so long as,
in the opinion of the Comnlissioner, it clearly reflects Income."

A good many companies, Including the Consolidated Edison Co. of New York,
Inc.. account for asset retirements under this last-quoted provision. Where a
company so accounts, no gain or loss is recognized upon a sale or other dispo-
sition wjhlch is regarded as a normal retirement. Only in the case of so-called
abnormal retirements is gain or loss recognized.

Of prime importance, it should be noted that under composite or group ac-
countingfor deprecation, the proceeds of a sale In the case of a normial retire-
ment are carried to the depreciation reserve, and no gain or loss is taken Into
accoint. This means that the proceeds of sale become a function of the deter-
mination of annual Income and consequently are subjeoted to normal tax rates.
There is no conversion in the case of a normal retirement of ordinary income
into capital gains limitations. There is no reason, therefore, why section 1245
should be applied to normal retirements In the case of taxpayers employing
group or composite depreciation methods.

The underlying philosophy of group depreciation Is not that each component
trit accumulates a reserve which attaches to that unit; but that each unit of
property Is a computing factor in the maintenance of a depreciation reserve
which relates to the aggregate of the units in each group classification. If the
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average expected life of property in a group is 20 years it is actuarially probable
that some units will be "disposed of" within 1 year and that some units will last
89 years. The recoupment of the investment in all assets in the group is pre-
cisely assured if no gain or loss is recognized on the disposition or retirement
of an asset before it achieves average life expectancy for the group, and if
depreciation is allowed n respect of all survivors until their disposition or retire-
ment. An retirements for causes contemplated in estimating the average service
life are designated "normal" retirements in the accounting terminology rec-
ognized In this composite or group depreciation area and specifically adopted
in Internal revenue regulation.

Any disposition of a unit of property in a composite or group account for
causes not contemplated in estimating the average service life of the classifica-
tion of assets is designated an "abnormal" retirement As above stated, in the
case of a taxpayer who consistently follows the practice of charging the reserve
with the full cost of assets retired, no gain or loss is recognized on a "normal"
retirement; but gain or loss is recognized and taxed on an "abnormal" retire-
ment.

As noted above, the reason expressed by the Ways and Means Committee
and stated In the President's message for the enactment of section 1245 is
inapplicable to normal retirements under group or composite depreciation ac-
counting, since there is, In fact, no conversion or ordinary income deductions
into capital gains benefits in respect of such normal retirements. Further, the
application of the section 1245 language to normal retirements would work
such a distortion in taxable income that it would require the abandonment of
composite depreciation accounting by many taxpayers. In every instance
in which a retirement occurs after attaining average age (after sec. 1245 pro-
visions become fully applicable), apparently the entire salvage or selling price
would be treated as ordinary income. Moreover, unless "losses" on disposals
of assets occurring before their attainment of average age were allowed, which
would be improper in composite or group depreciation accounting, the taxpayer
would be precluded under such a system from recouping costs.

The composite or group method of accounting is the only practical method
of maintaining depreciation records In modern business conduct of an enter-
prise having any major magnitude. All utilities coming under regulation by
Federal or State public regulatory commissions have mass properties involving,
in many Instances, for one taxpayer more than 10 million property units subject
to depreciation. Modern machine accounting is universally adopted. Item
accounting Is explained in text books but is only the starting point in teaching
the development of the accounting techniques of the composite and group de-
preciation accounting methods which are employed In going businesses. I be-
lieve that It is essential that a practical taxing statute be geared to the generally
employed modes of business conduct, of accounting, and of the record techniques
employed in actual business practice.

The bill as presently drafted falls to make an exception for the tax treatment
of depreciable property where the allowances under section 167 have been
based upon composite or group depreciation accounting, and gain or loss Is
not recognized upon disposition. As stated above, section 1245 would apparently
require a computation of gain on dispositions which were normal retirements
and thus be violative of the entire philosophy and concept of composite and
group depreciation accounting, and If adopted In this form, would probably re-
stilt In forcing many companies to forego composite or group accounting in the
future.

It Is therefore suggested that paragraph (b) of proposed new section 1245,
"Exceptions and Limitati ls," be amended to incorplrate a specific exception
for retirements from a composite or group acciit in any case where, under the
provisions of regulation section 1.167(a)-8 the taxpayer does not have recog-
nized gain or loss as a result of the retirement.

The suggested amendment may be effected by adding a new paragraph No. (7)
to section 1245(b), tO read as follows:

"(7) Subsection (a) shall not apply to gain from normal retirements In the
case of a taxpayer who uses composite or group accounts for computing deprecia-
tion under section 167, and who has consistently followed the practice of charg-
Ing the reserve with the full cost or other basis of normal retirements, and of
crediting It with all receipts frthf salvage."

It Is also respectfully suggested that similar amendments be made in sections
47 and 48 to accord property depreciated under grotp or composite depreciation

I
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methods it proper tax treatment. Since the depreciation allowance Is In respect
of the group investment and not of the individual Items comlosilg the group,
the lifo prerequisite for qutlification should be the life of the groul) 1111d any
recapture provisions would appear to be inapplicable upon the retirement of a
coustituent item out of a group account.

I respectfully request an opportunity to appear before your. cotimnittee, In
order to answer any questions and to further clarify for the cpin)itttee lily
views on this matter. A formal request to be heard lis been ulde to Mrs.
Elizabeth B. Springer, clerk of the Senate Finance Committee, and I have been
advised that I will bp on the agenda. It is requested that this letter be made a
part of the record.

Very truly yours,
TAMES I(. POLK.

Senator DouoLis. I think this concludes the witnesses for this
afternoon. I want totha1ikyou. Senator Carlson.

We will meet at 10 o clock Monday molninlg.
(By direction of the ellairnmln, the following is made a part of the

record :)
HARINUICH FEGER,

JI wIra nkcv, 1118., A pril 5, 1962.
11011. HARRY FLOOD BYRD,
Retiate Of7oo Building,
1Vaa1ingtonj DV.

DEAR SENATOR Byron: I have Just returned from an extended business trip
abroad and have complied a review of the proposed Revenue Act of 1962, H.R.
10650, on which your colinitted is now holding hearings.

This to me is one of the most preposterous pieces of tax legislation I have
ever seen. This bill is fraught with complexities and will take an army of
Government personnel to administer. There are many serious objections to the
bill. I will just summarize a few:

1. The investment credit should be replaced by substantially more realistic
depreciation allowances. The administration of the investment credit proposals
will require a volume of regulations and bureaucratic control. We do not ask
for any subsidies , which is al the investment credit is, but we do insist on ade-
quate depreciatit allowances based on realistic business considerations.

2. The proposals for the so-called tightening of travel and entertainment ex-
penses certainly are not based on business facts of life. Vigorous enforcement
of existing provisions will accomplish the objective and avoid penalizing all
business taxpayers for the -abuses of a relative few.

3. While the section relating to deductions for legislative activity is a slight
improvement over what we now have, it is neither an adequate nor a proper
solution to the problem of legislative activity deductions.

4. By far, the worst proposals In the entire bill are the sections devoted to
the taxation of foreign-source Income. I understand that early In March you
received a copy of a telegram which we sent to a ntimber of Members of the
House, stating our objections to these proposals.

To this I want to add that It seenis Uinbelievable that after spending billions of
dollars in foreign aid, which helped substantially to build tip our foreign com-
ietitors. it is now proposed thtlt we tax American business oit of the foreign

markets In fai'tr of our foreign competitors. It certutinly Is inconsistent thht
I li administration is espousing free trade tinder the c rrent Trade Expansion
Act proposal on one hand, and restrict free trade by American business in the
foreign markets by punitive tax laws by our own Governmenit.

I do not oppose the principle of free trade, but I am concerned how a more
free trade program will be adifihflstered by the present administration, especially
in view of the current foreign tax proposals.

Perhaps one of the greatest dangers In the current tax proposals is the wide
latitude given the administration to enforce these proposals through regulations
and administrative actions.

It Is my understanding that the adftiistratlon is planning to Introduce a co1-
irehensive tax revision program later this year. Therefore, It seems even more
litijiirative that H.R. 100130 should be killed In the Senate and these matters con-
sidered, along with the tax revision proposals to be submitted later In the year.
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I appreciate your efforts to keep the Federal payroll down. This bill will most
certainly create the need for a substantial increase In the payroll of the Treasury
Department.

I have Just received your statement entitled, "Cris ls" in the spotlight issue
No. L-523. I extend my congratulations for the sound position you have taken.
Never in the history of this country have there been so many unsound bills which
call only lead to the liquidation of our country.

In this connection, I am sending a copy of a testimony by Dr. Elgin Groseclose,
who is a member of the Citizens Foreign Aid Committee, where I have devoted
considerable time and effort. It is another case where our Government Is under-
mitning the soundness of our fiscal position.

I know we call count on you to take what measures you can to keep ir- Federal
expenditures to a minlinum and to oppose legislation detrimental to free American
enterprise.

I hope everything is well with you. Best wishes.
Sincerely yours,

WALTER HARINISCHPFEGER,.
Chairman of the Board.

N. W. PITGH CO. INC.,
Roanoke, Va., April 6, 1902.

Hn. HARRY F. BYRD,
U.S. Senate,
Wa8hington, D.C.

DEAR Siu: We respectfully urge that you reexamine the position you have
reportedly taken on H.R. 10650 (Revenue Act of 1962).

We feel tat the income tax credit on purchases of machines, tools, etc.. is
not a subsidy to industry, but a loig-overdue partial correction of the tax load
which will in a measure help American industry to compete in foreign markets
and more effectively fight imported goods. In our business we had a front-row
center seat to observe the severe inroads made on the American sewing machine
Industry, the toy industry, the transistor radio industry, the blouse and shirt
Industry by foreign imports. We believe that any American Industry that
does not have the most modern, most efficient producing equipment will soon
face a similar fate..

As to the other provisions of this bill designed to recoup the losses in revenue
to the Government occasioned by the tax credit provision, we can find no fault
with taxing sources of revenue which 'have been very unfairly virtually tbx free
for many years. If there is any question but that these recoup regulations will
not raise the revenue to offset the tax credit losses, we suggest that it Is not
unreasonable, to tax a cooperative equally as much as a profitmaking enterprise
in the same business instead of only partially, and to tax a savings and loan
association equally with a savings bank instead of only partially, and perhaps the
revenue problem would thus be solved.

Yours very truly,
N. W. Puflh, Jr., Presfdcnt.

MOUNT CLEMENS POTTERY Co.,
Moant Olcmen8, Mich., April 6, 1962.

Hon. HAR~y F. BYRD,

,Senate Offlce Bvilding, Washinlgton, D.C.
DEAR SENATOR: It is my understanding that the Senate Finance Committee Is

now holding hearings on the administration's tax bill. This measure Is far from
a constructive piece of legislation, and consists of proposals that will actually
)roduce no more revenue, but will only add to the confusions of our entire

income tax system.
The proposals are wonderful for the bureaucrats as it will offer many new

opportitfitles for padding Federal payrolls at the expense of the taxpayers.
While I do not condone the failure of reporting on an income tax return either

dividends on stock or interest, the fact remains that the expense of collecting
the few millions that may not have been reported will be greater than the
amount recovered. The extra expense load upon business to send all of these
additional reports of deductions to the Treasury Department, as well as the
additional burden upon the taxpayers to keep the records connected with same,
are certAffily not Justified.
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Business does not need or want the proposed investment credit, as the country
is not suffering from the need of new plants and equipment. On the other hand,
it would be much better to liberalize regular depreciation rates. I ask you,
is it commonsense in view of the tremendous unemployment in the country, to
offer this investment credit to rush the development of automation and new
equipment when you definitely know that this will add to increased unemploy-
ment. In practically all industries there now exist highly efficient plant capacity,
wore than is now being utilized.

In my opinion the tax bill as proposed by the administration should be
scrapped, and in its place Congress should concentrate its efforts on H.R. 2030,
which is the Herlong-Baker tax reform bill, that has been introduced in the
House of Representatives.Yours truly.

CHASE. E. DOLL.

ALABAMA GAS CORP.,
Birmingham, Ala., April 6, 1962.

lion. HARRY FLOOD BYRD,
Chairi)an, Oommtittee on Finance,
U.S. Senate, Washtioton, D.C.

DFAR SENATOR BYaD: As you know, H.R. 10650 provides for an investment tax
credit of 7 percent for all businesses except utilities which are given a credit
of 3 percent.

I am very much opposed to the entire theory of this sort of giveaway, and
ktiowing that you have opposed such measures throughout your long and ad-
mirable career as a Senator, I thought I would write and urge you to Use your
best efforts to the end that this sort of an approach will be abandoned.

As you know, businesses and business groups generally have opposed the in-
vestment credit approach and have urged the administration to substitute much
needed reforms in the field of depreciation. Certainly it would not seem too
late to do this, but even if so, it would appear better that there be no tax legisla-
tion this session rather than resort to this regrettable approach.

The investment tax credit approach is even worse for companies such as oUrs,
of course, since it gives the unwanted credit to our competitors at over twice the
rate granted us. Contrary to the view of some people, public Utilities such as
this are in very keen and direct competition for the sale of fuel, particularly
with coal, oil, and electricity. Our customers, of course, are interested in ob-
taining fuel at the lowest available price and, in the case of large industrial cus-
tomers, are equipped to change from one fuel to the other on a moment's notice.
Therefore if this additional tax credit is given to the sellers of oil and coal,
companies such as ours will suffer immediately in the competitive struggle. I
would also call your attention to the fact that for some reason pipeline companies
are given the full 7-percent credit while gas companies engaged in local distribu-
tion are given only the 3-percent credit. I am at a loss to explain this discrimi-
nation.

My purpose in mentioning the discrimination as to utilities is, let me hasten
to say. not to plead for an increase of the 3-percent credit to 7 percent. but on
the contrary, to plead for the abolition of the credit altogether. I think you of
all people will forgive businesses for looking this so-called gift horse in the
mouth. I am confident your sentiments will be in opposition to a giveaway pro-
gram such as this.

Yours very truly,
R. A. PUtYEAR, Jr.

(Wheretipbn, at 3:35 p.m. the committee was recessed, to reco-
veue at 10 a.m., Monday, April 9.1962.)
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MONDAY, APRIL 9, 1962

U.S. SENATE,
CoMIrrrEE: oN FINANoE,

Wawhington, D.C.
The committee met, pursuant to recess at 10 a.m., in room 2221, New

Senate Office Building, Senator Harry )F. Byrd (the chairman) pre-
siding.

Present: Senators Byrd, Kerr, Gore, Williams, Carlson, and Curtis.
son, and Curtis.

Also present: Elizabeth B. Springer, chief clerk; and Colin F.
Stare, chief of staff Joint Committee on Internal Revenue Taxation.

The CHAImMAN. The committee will come to order.
The first witness is Mr. Arthur J. Packard of the Americn Hotel

Association.
Mr. Packard, will you have a seat.
Mr. PACKARD. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
For the record ma I introduce Mr. Charles Merritt, the legal coun-

sel of the American iHotel Association.
Senator CARLSON. Mr. Chairman, may I state all of us were greatly

distressed to learn last evening of the death of Bud Ryan, who has
been a friend of ours and who has represented your organization so
ably during the past few years.

Mr. PACKARD. Thank you, Senator. It is a terrible loss to us. Not
only personally-

Senator CARLSON. It was a shock to me but he and I were associated
together back in the 1930's in the Republican River Valley Conser-
vancy District and we have been closely associated ever since. I was
shocked. And I assure you it is a great loss.

Mr. PACKARD. You join us in our loss.
The CHAIRmAN. As an evidence of our sorrow we have asked Mr.

Packard to be our first witness although he comes later on the list.
You may proceed.

STATEMENT OF ARTHUR 3. PACKARD, PRESIDENT, PACKARD HO-
TEL CO., REPRESENTING THE AMERICAN HOTEL ASSOCIATION;
ACCOMPANIED BY CHARLES MERRITT, COUNSEL, AMERICAN
HOTEL ASSOCIATION

Mr. PACKARD. I am Arthur J. Packard, president of the Packard
Hotel Co., with headquarters in Mount Vernon, Ohio. I own and
operate seven small hotels in that State.
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I am chairman of the Governmental Affairs Committee of the
.merican Hotel Association, and past president of that organiza-
tion. I am glad to have the opportunity, once again, to app ear before
your committee, and to present this statement on behalf oflthe associa-
tion. We are grateful for the time you have allowed us.

The hotel industry has frequently been referred to as the seventh
largest industry in America based on capital investment and number
of employees. 'A recent study by the U.S. Department of Labor,
issued in February of this year and submitted to Congress, pointed
out that the hotel and motel industry is one of the major service in-
dustries in the country.

It also pointed out that at the time of the 1958 Census of Business
there were almost 29,000 hotels and 41,000 motels and toitrist courts
operating in this country.

Their combined annai receipts amotmffted to more than $31/, billion,
and the industry employed nearly 500,000 persons with an annual pay-
roll of over $1 billion. Obviously an industry of this size has an im-
portant stake in the economy and a most vital interest in any major
changes in the tax laws.

The bill which is pending before your committee, H.R. 10660, pro-
poses a number of major changes in the income tax laws which are of
direct and immediate interest to the hotel indtlstry, as some of these
changes are beneficial while others, if adopted, will impose extremely
heavy burdens upon it.

In the interest of time I will confine my remarks to the particular
sections which are our concern. However, when I have done so, I
will take the liberty of referring briefly to some of the other financial
and tax problems confronting our industry. I feel that these facts
will be most pertinent in your consideration of any changes in the tax
laws and their impact upon the economy.
Let ffie deal first with the provisions in the bill relhiting to the pro-

posed 7 percent investment'tax credit. This is a provision which will
be of substantial benefit to the hotel idtistry. We urge that it be
approval by your committee and retaitied in te bill as finally recom-
itiended by your committee.

As pointed out by the President in his tax message to Congress last
year, and in his Economic Report this year:

The tax credit increases the profitability of productive Investment by reducing
the net cost of acquiritig new equiprnetit. It will stimulate investment in capa-
city expansion and modernization, contribute to growth of our productivity and
output, and increase the competitiveness of American exports in world markets.

We believe this approach is sound and particularly applicable to
the hotel industry. Although hotels have engaged in substantial mod-
ernization programs since World War I, there is still a vast. area in
which hotels could modernize even farther to meet increased compe-
tition within the industry. ?.

This is needed to meet the needs of a growing domestic population
and foreign visitors who will denaid the utmost in service which
can be provided only with modernequtipment. The recent establish-
ment ofthe U.S. Travel Service is expected to provide a great stinitihis
to foreign travel in this country.The hotel industry is eager to welcome these visitors to demonstrate
that the American hotels are equal, if not superior, to those anywhere
else in the world.
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Although faced with declining occupancies,' as I' will -hereinafter
point out, the leaders of our industry fly believe that the way to
attract more business is to provide better and more.modern service.
We firmly believe that the investment tax credit allowed to hotels will,
in, the language of the President "stimulate investment in capacity
expansion and modernization" and'will result in increased business for
our industry at a time when, believe me, it- is sorely needed.

Opposition has been- expressed to the investment tax credit upon
the ground that it might be considered as a substitute for revised treat-
ment of depreciation. We are hopeful that this is.not so. The report
of the House Ways and Means Committee contains a specific state-
ment that the tax credit "is a complement to the administration's plans
for revising the guidelines for the tax lives of property subject to
depreciation.,

The committee also indicated that "further depreciation revisions
will be announced this spring" by theSecretary of the Treasury.
* This is a subject of great importance to hotels because in many
.ways the useful life of equipment in hotels is much shorter than in the
average business establishment.

For example, in the average commercial establishment, such as a
retail store or an office building, the air conditioning, heating, and
electrical appliances operates 8 to 10 hours a day whereas in a hotel
they must operate 24 hours 'day.

Similarly the useful life of furniture, carpets, and similar items is
far shorter than in the ordinary business establishment. It stands to
'reason that hotels should be ehigble for shorter useful lives for their
equipment and supplies., This is merely one exanpl'e for the'imme-
diate and the pressing need for revisions of depreciation pracices.

The Ways and Means Conmitte6 report also quotes the .Secretary
of the Treasury as stating that the-
bas!t objective to these revisions (in the depreciation field) is to provide realistic
tax lives In 'the light of past actual practices and present and foreseeable tech-
nological innovations and other factors affecting obsolescence.,

There can be no disagreement with this sound principle. We' refer
to 'it only because both the administration and the-House of Represent-
atives have recognized that the proposed investment tax credit is only
a partial solution.

Indeed, the House committee report also points out that even such
a revision in the field of depreciation is not enough by itself to provide
the essential economic growth or to permit American industry to com-
pete with other major industrialized nations im the free world.

For that reason the investment tax credit presently proposed assumes
additional importance and we urge that it be retained in the bill as
finally approved by your committee.

I now turn to section 4 of the bill relating to the disallowance of
ceitaili expenses as business expense for income tax purposes. It is
impossible to estimate the damage which would have been done to
the hotel industry if the original recommendations of the administra-
tioh were to'be adopted.

The provisions in the bill pending before your committee are a sub-
tMttiaI improvement over the original language* but'still leave ;much

f6 be dbsired. If adopted they'll' inevitably lavie an unforttuniate
and depressing impact, not 'wily, upon the"hotel' business, but many
other businesses as well.
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This impact' has already been felt. There seems to have been a
common belief that only hotels and restaurants would be affected by
any limitation of restrictions upon legitimate business expenses which
might be classified as entertainment. Nothing could be further from
the truth. The expense account dollar goes to railroads, airlines, bus-
lines, shipping companies, retail stores, theaters, taxicabs, and
numerous other types of business besides hotels and restaurants. Some
of these industries will have representatives testifying on their own
behalf, and so I will conflne my comments to the hote industr

Persons traveling on business and staying at hotels may be divided
into two large categories: First, those who are traveling alone as buy-
ers, salesmen, business executives, or in similar employment, who come
to a city for the'purpose of dealing with their customers, business
associates or prospects.

The second category includes those attending business conventions,
sales meetings, trade shows, and similar gatherings.

These two categories form a segment of business without which
practically no hotel could exist. The very threat of unwarranted and
impractical restrictions upon the deductibility of business expenses
has already had a depressing effect upon the hotel business and the
profit margins of hotels are much too narrow to withstand any such
shrinkage.

The American Society of Assoeiation Executives, a national organ-
ization representing 2 150 trade and professional associations, con-
ducted a survey last fall. They found that out of a 33-percent return
to the questionnaires, 245 members reported that they had had reduced
attendance to their sales meetings, and their State, regional, and Na-
tional conventions in 1961, as compared with the preceding year.

When asked to what they attributed this decline in attendance, 153
stated that it was the fear of subsequent disallowance of expense ac-
count items on their income tax return which caused individuals to re-
frain from attending meetings, and caused business establishments to
reduce the number of people who attended such conferences or con-
ventions.

It is our position that the present provisions of the law are adequate
and if fully enforced would accomplish the objectives of the admin-
istration. The revision of the Treasury regulations in relation to the
expense accounts, which were put into effect about 2 years ago, was an
appropriate step in this direction.

The results of that action should be assayed more carefully before
there is any change in the law. The report of the House Ways and
Means Committee recognized that while abuses in the field of enter-
tainiffent and traveling expense "should not, be tolerated," legitimate
expenses should be allowed.

We are not attemptingto defend abuses under the present law but we
firmly believe that if the provisions in the hill now before you be-
come law, they will impose an unwarranted and unfair burden upon
the taxpayer.

No reasonable person can possibly produce a written record of every
expenditure, no matter how legitimate.

The so-called Cohan rule MI respect to such expenses should be re-
tained, not outlawed. No deduct[th is to be allowed solely 1ipon the
basis of the taxpayer's own supported self-serving testimony,
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However, the committee admits tliat the degree of corroboration
required-
will vary as reepects the business relationship and purpose, the time and place,
and the amount of the expense.

Particularly the committee points out that "specific evidence" would
be required as to the amount of an expense and admits that this would
require more detailed recordkeepig than is common today. The only
excuse for failure to produce records is where they have been destroyed
by fire or flood or similar circumstances byond the taxpayer's control.

The result of these requirements will inevitably be to deprive the
taxpayer of at least a part of his legitimate business expense. No
human being can possibly keep written records of all expenritures and
yet failure to have them may well result in the disallowance of the
amount claimed.

We have pointed out only these provisions to avoid prolonging this
statement unduly. However, I must state again the concern of the
hotel industry. It is true that hotelmen, like all other businessmen,
do spend money for entertainment and business travel and will be
subject to whatever provisions of law there may be on the deductibility
of t these amounts.

However, our primary concern is not with the deductibility of
amounts expended by the hotelmen but rather the impact upon the
spending habits of the businessman who is our chief customer. The
imiipression is created by the bill that legitimate expenses heretofore
allowed are going to be disallowed in the future because of impossible
recordkeeping requirements or disagreements as to the word"reasonable."

The inevitable effect will be continued reduction in spending which
will have a disastrous effect upon hotels and the other industries whose
prosperity depends upon this business.

As I have pointed out, this impact has already been felt for nearly
a year. Unless the present bill undergoes substantial modification,
thedecline will continue. For reasons which I will point our shortly,
the hotel industry just cannot take any further blows to its business.

The administration has continued to emphasize that all of these
points in the tax bill are so-called loopholes, and that most of theproposed legislation would result in increased revenue to the Treasury.

I think that is the greatest fallacy that has come on the national
scene this year.

Surely the travel has dropped and the way that business generally
has already fallen just because of talk about expense account ceilings,
indicates that it would result in overall revenue loss, rather than
bringing about a new windfall to the Treasury.

We do want to add our voice to that of other business groups, speak-
ing for the right of a businessman to dedict the expenses of his appear-
ance before legislative bodies in defense of the welfare of his business.

I thiihk that such expenses, as well as dues paid to organizations
which represent his business, and that of others in his same lineof work
should be properly deductible, for income tax purposes. Section 3 61
the bill should be retained.

Because I have referred several times to the impact of this tax bill
upon the hotel industry I feel that it is now appropriate for me to
refer briefly to some of tlie problems which have plagued us in recent
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years, some of which could be corrected by legislation. As I have ap-
peared before congressional committees many times on some of these
sub jects, I will make my remarks very brief.

The recent study of rates of pay in hotels made by the Secretary
of Iabor points out that 35 percent of the receipts of hotels are ex-
pended for payr olls. This is a national average and in many estab-
Iihlinients it is fat 'higher.

It has been impossible to increase roori rates sufficiently to balance
increftsing labor costs.

Other in dustries may have fotnd it possible to turn to automation
to meet this problem but in an industry where personal service is your
primaty pi'oduct, such as the hotel industry, the solution is not thateasyTNe must use every possible method to provide attractive service and

facilities without priing ourselves out of the market. You can be
sure tlit this is not easy to do particularly in the face of declitting
occupancies.

Occuipancy rates in hotels have dropped every year from 93 percent
in A946 to 62 percent in 1961. For your information, we have a chart
there prepared by Horwath & Horwath, a national firm of certified
public. accotntnts, which shows the hotel occupancy in the last 15yealrs.

(The chfl-r referred to was displayed for information of committee
but not submitted for the record.)

Thle CHAUhMAN." Does that inclihde the motels or only the hotels?
Mi'. PACKARD. I be your pardon?
The CHARMAN. Wes the chart include the motels or only- the

hotels?
Mr. PACKARD. Yes. You see many of the fine motels are also mem-

beis of t-hl6 American Hotel Assodiatkin. We represent both motels
and hotels and included in those figures are motels and hotels but none
of tle so-called '.tbrist courts.

Th, CHA tRXAX. YoU say the occupancy rates have dropped every
year from 93 percent in 1946 to 62 percent in 1961.

Does that inclifle all the motels and hotels both or whiat does it
include?

Mr..PAcKARD. That is right.
I .ight - say that, which I say later in the setatement, there has been

a great influx of overbuilding also which has made quite a problem to
us. I think the biggest. drop we have had, Senator, of course, has been

,.in" the' hotel thidt needs to be, reliabilitated, that is why we are asking
for the tax credit. Some of otir hotels-

The CHAIRMAN. I am not yet clear. These figures that you gave
include the motels and the hotels?

Mr. PACKARD. That is right.
The CHAIRMAN. Both of them?
Mr. PACKARM. That is right.
The CA1fIMAN. Are the motels members of your association?
Mr. PACKARD. Yes, the iajority, all of the laraeo ones are. a
The CHAIRMAN. But these include whether gh members ae not

members, these fi res t " e
'Mr. PCKARD. Oh, no, only those who are merbibers. Bit 'we rep-

resent, *Senatbr Byrd, 6bot 80 percent-6f the first-class hotel- ron)s in
the Utnlted States.
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The CHAIRMAN. Of course, motels, especially in small towns, en-
langer the hotels.

Mr. PACKARD. That is right.
The CHAPiRAN. At my home in Winchester, the people are stop in

in the country, they are not coming into the small towns. So I think
these figures should be verified perhaps because apparently that
doesn't include all of the motels and all ihe hotels.

Mr. PACKARD. Well, we limit the membership in the American
Hotel Association.

The CHAIRMAN. This is just your membership I
Mr. PACKARD. Yes, sir, as to size, but also represents 85 percent of

all the first-class hotel rooms in the country, the American Hotel
Association.

There are many reasons for this drop in occupancy, which continues
your question, such as the changing travel habits the speed of trans-
portation between cities, the trend of motor travel and others but they
are not pertinent to our discussion here. It is sufficient to say that
the decline has occurred and we must do everything we can to live
with it and possibly to reverse the trends.

The hotel industry, like many others, has been burdened with ad-
ditional recordkeeping requirements imposed by Federal, State, and
local laws.

One Washington hotel estimated a few years ago that they had made
more than 200,000 computations during the year to meet Federal Gov-
ernment requirements alone. We are subject to a long list of excise
taxes, far longer than many other industries.

Many of these were wartime taxes which now appear to be perma-
nent. These include taxes on alcoholic beverages, telephone service,
electrical equipment, and others. Equally important are those excise
taxes paid by our customers which tend to discourage business such
as the continued transportation tax and the Federal cabaret tax.

Increased payroll taxes have added their burdens to us as to other
employers.

The hotel industry is faced with unfair competition from many tax-
exempt organizations which are permitted to engage in public catering
without losing their tax exemption.

I refer particularly to country clubs, civic clubs, social clubs, vet-
erans' organizations, fraternal organizations, and others, many of
which openly solicit public lunches, dinners banquets, wedding re-
ceptions, and other social functions completely outside of their
membership.

As tax-exempt organizations the can inevitably underprice tax-
paying hotels and restaurants. We have urged that the law be
amended so that some of these establishments be required to pay Fed-
eral income tax on related business income to which they are not now
subject.

However, the law has remained the same and this unfair competi-
tion has been allowed to continue. I am glad to say that we have
had some cooperation from the Internal Revenue Service in following
up some of these cases to which we have called their attention, but this
has only scratched the surface. As I have said, the unfair competi-
tion still continues.
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In an effort to promote business many hotels are large users of the
U.S. mails and engage in direct mail advertisg and correspondence
with prospective customers. These hotels are faced with substantial
increases in their postal bills under the pending legislation adding just
one more increased expense which must be met somehow.

It has been said in some circles that there is an overbuilding'n
the hotel industry and this is utidoibtedly true in many areas. The
occupancy rates clearly indicate that there are more rooms available
than will be occupied on the average night.

Notwithstanding this situation, the Federal Government itself has
encouraged overbuilding in certain areas. The lending program of the
Small Business Administration has frequently brought into being new
hotels and motels where no supplemental facilities were really needed.

Under the urban renewal program projects have ben approved which
include new downtown hotels and motels notwithstanding the fact
that surveys conducted locally have indicated no need for additional
transient housing facilities and the existing hotels are showing low
rates of occupancy.
. Apartment buildings which secured loans guaranteed by FHA have
in some cases converted to transient occupancy and are openly com-
peting with hotels and motels. Structures built by the Department
of Defense have ended up as surplus motels and motor courts when
the military bases have been deactivated. 0

I cite these problems to you in the belief that you will recognize
that the impact of any legslati6n must be carefully considered and
I am sure that your comIffittee will so treat it.

In passing upon the present tax legislation, I urge you to keep these
problems in Mind as they affect our industry. We urge the investment
tax credit provision be enacted, that liberalized depreciation practices
be encouraged arid that the law remain unchanged as regards enter-
tainment expense. If such be the outcome of your present legislation
in the field of taxes, the hotel industry will have a part of the relief
to which it is entitled and which it sorely needs.

I recognize the-difficult problem confronting your committee in pass-
ing a tax bill which will -be for the best interests of the country and
which will not harm any segment of our people or business. The wit-
nesses who will appear be ore 'yu will express many different and
coiflictilig o1 1i6hM but.I am confident that your committee will reach
a fair ari just conclusion.

In the many years that I and my associates have appeared here on
behalf of the hotel Industry, we have always found that the result has
been fair and in the public interest, and we again thank you for the
opportutfity to present our views.

The CHAMAN. Senator Gore ?
Senator Gon. No questions.
The CHAIMrAN. Senator Williams?
Senator Wu.AMs. No questions.
The CHATMAN. Senator Curtis?
Senator Our s. Mr. Chairman, I want to say to Mr. Packard he

has given us a very helpful statement here. He need not be reminded
of thel size of our hotel industry and how many of our citizens make
their living out of it. I presume it is true, Mr. Packard, that as oc-
cupancy falls off, the hotel industry still keeps its help 'even if it is at
a loss, but ultimately that means the destruction 0f jobs, does it not?
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Mr. PAc1ARD. Unquestionably that is true. There are man ypedple
in Our'business who are too skilled to risk a layoff and loss. We have
lots of unskilled labor, that is true. But as your declining occupancyoccurs, certainly you can only carry as many people as the revenue
will permit, and-as the occupancy declines certainly the-employment
must decline with it.

I mean that is a basic matter of financial expediency, Senator
Curtis, that we must do.

Senator Ctmns. Another thing that I am always reminded of while
your industry has many, many very skilled people connected with it,
it also provides employment for a great many people who possess
lesser skills, because of the nature of the personal service and the work
to be done about the properties.

Have you had an occasion to apply the proposed investment credit
to many of your members to see whether or not they will get substan-
tial benefit from it?

Mr. PACKAID. Yes, we have had a great deal of correspondence
from many of our members who actually are holding off to see the
results of the tax bill as to whether or not they can substantially afford
to make these capital investments in the hotels.

I have a letter in this morning's mail, as a matter of fact, from
Seattle from a chap who wants to completely air condition his build-
ing and one of the prime motives, of course, is whether or not he can
get &,tax credit for the risk capital that he expects to put into his,uidng..

Senator CrnTis. I am not asking you to deviate from your position
in favor of the tax incentive credit but I want to ask you this: In. any
evett, you are anxious that the whole area of depreciation be recast
more realistically I

Mr. PACKARD. That is correct.
Because of all the business in the world, Senator Curtis, I think

the hotel business, which includes motels, that doesn't make any dif-
ference, it is the public housing, whether it is vertical or horizontal.
The most important feature in our business is obsolescence it is usage
and obsolescence. Anything for us will only last one-third as long.
as it will last for a building because we use it 24 hours as against 8,
No. 1, and we ase it 7 days as against 5, and strangely enough the
travel habits of a nation over a period of years are such that they are
subject to certain whims and sales precepts that obsolescence becomes
a very important item. Something may not be worn out but it is
useless to us because it is obsolete, you have no customers as a result
so we must have a realistic depreciation schedule.

Senator CuRTis. Change of airline schedule, the relocation of air-

Mr. PAoKA D. Change of htbits, I might say.
Senator CURIs. Rerouting of interstate hi hways and many, mny

factors are very real In deterifihing the productive life of a structure
rather than just how long is this brick and Mortar going-to last?

Mr. PACKAmD. That is correct. That is correct.
Senator CriOn s. Wofld you say that in the light of this present

situation, which is very complex, many factors being involved, that
there cn be no keeping abreast of the building improvement unless
somemethod is worked out that in a short period of time a substantial
tax benefit of some kind can be taken?
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Mr. PACKARD. You must have some incentive to bring risk capital
into a borderline business. You must have some kind of depreciation
incentive if we are going to spend our money in a business that is
showing a declining occupancy. We hope to reverse the trend, but
the only way we can is by a period of modernization, and to do that
we must spend money and we must have some kind of tax credit to
justify risk capital going in.

Senator CumriS. That is all, Mr. Chairman.
Senator GoRE. Mr. Chairman?
The CHAIRMAN. Senator Gore.
Senator GoRE. I gather from your statement you really are not ask-

ing for a tax credit because of your inability to compete nationally;
you are just asking for a tax cut.

Mr. PACKARD. No Senator Gore.
I think we should say this: We are asking for an incentive to the

7 percent tax credit for people to spend money. I think it will be good
for the hotel business. I think that it will be good for employment
in our business.

Senator GORE. Wouldn't that be good for all of us
How do you differ from anyone else in that regard?
Mr. PACKARD. Only that our recovery life is so much shorter. You

could buy-Mrs. Gore could buy a bedroom suite that would last for
20 years. With us the suite would last 4 years. Obsolescence would
be no-

Senator GoRn. Adequate depreciation is what you desire.
Mr. PACKARD. Well, we certainly don't want to take 7 percent in-

stead of a realistic depreciation schedule, that is for sure.
Senator GORE. But you would like to have both?
Mr. PACKARD. We would like to have 7 percent as, actually as an

incentive to our people who are desperate now to spend money and
modernize their properties. We think it would be good for the earn-
ings of the business of which the Government takes its cut. We think
it would be good for employment; certainly it would be good in the
public interest for the man who travels if his accommodations are
better.

Senator GORE. There are many people who advocate a tax cut as a
spur to employment. Indeed, some people see the necessity of that
right now. But to be effective as a spur to employment it is, it has got
toe, rather widely involved.

Mr. PAOKARM. Senator, if you gave a larger depreciation schedule,
I don't think it would spur immediate rehabilitation of these prop-
erties as much as would this tax credit.

Senator GoRE. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
The CvxwuuN. Thank you very much, Mr. Packard.
Mr. PAoKARD. Thank you very much.
The CHAmIL4N. The next witness is Donald C. Cook, the American

Electric Power Co.
You may proceed, sir.
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STATEMENT OF DONALD 0, COOK, PRESIDENT, AMERICAN ELEOThIC
POWER CO., INC.

Mr. Coos. Mr. Chairman my name is Donald C. Cook. I am presi-
dent and chief executive oicer of American Electric Power Co., and
each of its subsidiaries, and I appear on behalf of these companies.

The American electric power system is a utility system engaged ex-
clusively in the generation, transmission, distribution, and sale of elec-
tricity in parts of Ohio, Indiana, Michigan, Virginia, West Virginia,
Kentucky, and Tennessee. We produce and distribute more electric
energy than any other investor-owned utility system in the United
States and, I believe, in the world.

I am here to support the tax credit concept contained in section 2
of H.R. 10650 insofar as a credit is provided for public utility com-
panies.

Section 2 is intended to encourage additional capital investment by
providing for a tax credit in proportion to the amount of the tax-
payer's investment in certain new facilities.

I believe that this concept--which I understand was proposed and
supported by the administration-is, in the case of public utilities at
least, well calculated to achieve the stated purposes.

Section 2, in the form in which it passed the House, provides that,
in the case of property with a life of at least 8 years the credit for
most taxpayers is 7 percent; in the case of electric utilities, however,
the credit is only 3 percent.

I think it clear-and I intend to show-that, in the case of electric
utilities, the tax credit will do more to increase construction and, there-
fore, to bring about the desired growth in the economy, than in the
case of nonutlities.

Indeed, I would be here to urge the committee to provide for a sub-
stantially larger credit in the case of electric utilities than in the case
of nonutilities if it were not for the unjustified discrimination that
would be introduced into our Federal tax system. Hence I urge only
that the creditbe identical for all taxpayers.

In its original form the tax credit proposal completely excluded elec-
tric utilities. This exclusion in the original proposal 4nd the present
discriminatory treatment of electric utilities in H.R. 10650 appear to
result from a lack of knowledge or understanding of the basic eco-
nomic principles governithg the operation of the utility business.

To support both the original exclusion of utilities and the proposed
discriinaory treatment, it has been asserted (1) that the avail-
ability of the tax credit would not in fact induce greater investment
by utilities, because in any event, they would have to build all the fa-
cilities necessary to enable them to meet the demand for their service;
(2) that if, on the one hand, the tax reduction were retained by a
utility the credit would not achieve its intended incentive to invest-
ment, and that if, on the other hand, it were passed on to consumers
the credit would still not provide any incentive; (3) that the demand
for electricity and, therefore, the facilities necessary to supply it are
fixed and would not be increased by the tax credit; and (4) that electric
utilities are not subject to competition.

Each of these assertions is invalid, and I propose to show it. In
addition, at the conclusion of my testitony- t provide concrete evi-
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dence that the tax credit would, in fact represent an important in-
centive to increased construction expenditures by electric utilities-
I will present to the committee a list of projects, together with their
estimated costs, never before included in any budgeted construction
by any company in the American electric power system, which we are
prepared to go forward with, immediately if the tax incentive pro-
visions of the legislation are applicable to electric utility companies.
TilE AVAILABILITY OF THE TAX CtREDIT WILL, IN FACT, IInDUCE GREATER

CAPITAL INVESTMENT BY ELECTRIC UTILITIES

The reason the tax credit proposal will operate as a strong incentive
to electric utility companies to build facilities which they would not
otherwise build lies in the basic economic principles applicable to the
electric utility business.

These principles stem primarily from the nature of its costs and the
effect those costs have on revenue requirements to support property
additions.

Fundamental to the understanding of the economics of a public
utility operation is the concept that all costs are divided irto two-cate-
gories; the first are the fixed charges associated with the investment
in plant; and the second are the variable costs incurred in connection
with the operation of that plant.

The electric utility business is a rate-of-return business-that is to
say, a utility is entitled only to a reasonable return on its so-called rate
base, which consists, generally speaking, of its depreciated property,
plus an allowance for working capital.

In this business, an investment of approximately $4 in plant and
equipment is required to produce $1 of revenue. This is in contrast
with the situation in the case of most nonutilities, where $1 invested
in plant and equipment will produce as much as from $4 to $8 of
revenue. In fact, the electric utility business is the most capital
intensive of all American industry.

Since the business is a rate-of-return business, and since a large in-
vestment in plant is necessary to render service, the cost of service is
necessarily greatly affected by the fixed costs associated with plant
investment.

The fixed charges include the fair return on the rate base, often
taken at about 6 percent to 61/2 percent. They include Federal income
taxes, which must be paid if there are to be any earnings for the
preferred and common stockholders.

And they also include charges for depreciation of the plafit; a wide
variety of State and local taxes; insurance On the properties; and
those administrative costs indtrred solely as an inident of ownership
of plant.

These fixed chArges aggregate approximately 14 percent per year of
plant investment anid the Federal income tax compoeint of the fixed
charges is approximately 4 perceblt per year, or about 28 percent of
the total fixed charges.

The actual operation of the pAn requires additional expenditures,
such as those for fuel, materials and supplies, aId labor, in the case
of the operation of powerplatits, and materials and suplies and labor,
in the case of other facilities.
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The total cost of rendering service, therefore, is the sum of the fixed
charges and the variable operating costs. As we have seen, Federal
irceme taxes represent over 28 percent of total fixed charges and con-
sequently represent a material part of the cost of service.

There are two broad categories of expenditures for plant and equip-
ment made by electric utility companies: The first consists'of those
expenditures which the utility absolutely must make to supply the
demands of its customers for electric energy.

Here there is absolutely no discretion since the primary obligation
of a public utility is to meet the demands for its service. The second
category, however, is made up of optioflial expenditures--that is to
say, expenditures the decision as to which lies entirely within the dis-
cretion of management. Such optional expenditures involve vast
amounts of money and include all those expenditures made by an, elec-
tric utility company other than the minimum essential expenditures
necessary to meet demands for service.

Whether these optional expenditures are to be made in the present,
whether they are to be delayed for many years to come or, indeed,
whether they are to be made at all is holy dependent on whether
they are economically justifiable. Thus, for example, the decision
whether and, if so when, to convert a line to a higher voltage; to
increase the transformer capacity of a substation; to bild a new
office or service building; or to build additional lines to provide two-
way feeds rather than one-way feeds-all of these are decisions en-
tirely within the discretion of management.

In deciding these matters, an economic evaluation is made of the
costs associated with the proposed construction and the benefits to be
obtained.

When the present value-in the technical, mathematical sense-of
the sum of the benefits is equal to or greater than the present value of
the sum of the costs associated with the expenditure, the project is
deemed economically feasible and the decision would be made to go
ahead with it.

When the present value of the sum of the costs is greater than the
present value of the benefits, the project is not economically feasible
and the decision would be not to go ahead with it.

There are, therefore, at any given time a large number of projects
that are mar ia! in character, that is, the benefits fall somewhat
short of equa:ling the associated costs.

Consequently, anything that can be done to decrease the associated
costs automatically makes economically feasible additional pr6J]ets.
Since we have already seen thht, in the case of electric utilities, the
fixed charges associated with plaint Aid equipmentconstitute a major
potion of the-cost of service, and since we have also seen that Federal

incme taxes constittite a material part of the fixed charges, any
reduction in Federal income taxes autoxttically makes economically
feasible additiofial construction projects.

Senator Goi. Then what you are really saying is what you want
is a tax cut.

Mr. CooK. Yes, that is true. We want it to the same extent as it is
provided for other taxpayers.

Senator Goim. So doa lot of otherpeople.
Mr. CoOK. And for 'understandable reasons, Senator Gore.
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Senator GORE. I agree.
Mr. Coox. Tiis fundamental concept, which is really so simple in

character, so completely described in extensive literature on the sub-
ject, and so well known and accepted by everyone with experience
in the public utility field, seems somehow not to have come to the at-
tention or into the understanding of those who have so erroneously
assumed and indeed represented to this committee that a tax credit
would not induce any increased capital expenditures by electric
utilities.

Yet the simple and vital fact is that a tax credit-which has the
effect of reducing Federal income taxes and, therefore, reducing the
fixed charges associated with capital investment--will necessarily make
feasible and induce substantial capital expenditures for marginal proj-
ects of electric utilities which, in some cases, would otherwise not be
built as soon, and, in others, would not be built at all.

2. THE AVAILABILITY OF A TAX CREDIT WOULD PROVIDE AN INCENTIVE TO
OBTAIN THE TAX SAVINGS AND WOULD STIMULATE INCREASED CAPITAL
INVESTMENT, WHETHER TIE TAX REDUCTIONS WERE RETAINED BY THE
UTILITY OR PASSED ON TO CONSUtntERS

The argument has been made in support of the discriminatory treat-
ment of electric utilities that if the tax reductions were retained by
the utility, there would be little benefit to the economy and, alterna-
tively, that if the tax reductions were passed on to consumers, the
credit would not achieve its intended incentiveto investment.

This argument, again, is based on fundamental misconceptions of the
utility business an is completely tnsound. From the point of view
of whether the tax credit would operate as an incentive to construct
additional plant and equipment, it is almost a matter of indifferences as
to whether the tax reduction is passed onto customers or not.

This is true because as indicated above, it is the reduction in fixed
charges with the resulting decrease in revenues necessary to support
the expenditures for plafit that operates as the incentive to build, not
the receipt and retention of cash resulting from reduced expenditures
for taxes.

But the fact is that just as a company is entitled to rates which will
cover the taxes that mulst be provided for, so too is the customer entitled
to receive the benefit of reductions in taxes.

He will receive this benefit either by a reduction in rates or the
avoidance of an increase in rates that otherwise w uld have taken place
as the result of increases in other expenses such as wages or fuel.

While we are among those companies having the lowest rates for
power in the United States, we are nohethe'lss even now studying still
further rate redUtitns which we believe wvill become possible if the
tax credit is made available to us.

Favorable action of thiscommittee and-46f the Congress on this bill
will either make possible or prevent these rate decreases.

I want also to take this occasion to emphasize that, at least in my
view, there is nothing better for our,customers our communities, our
investors, the health of our cottipanes, and indeed for the welfare-of
the eoufttry as a whole than reductitsl in prices of all goods and serv-
ices whenever they can be justified.
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We intend to continue to take advantage of, every possible oppr.,
tunity to reduceboth our fixed charges-including our tax expenses-
as well as all of our other expenses in the hope that tis will enable
us to offset other increased costs and to reduce rates.

Unceasing efforts to cut costs, lower rates, and increase demands is
the rock upon which our system has been built and is as much a part
of us at American Electric Power as is the air we breathe. The avail-
ability of the tax credit would be of great help in this connection and
we would take full advantage of it. I

The increase in demands for our service resulting from decreased
costs will call for still further capital expenditures to enable us to
meet the increased demands; and the accomplishment of the objec-
tives of the tax credit will be achieved in a stil larger measure.

3. THE DEMAND FOR ELECTRIC ENERGY IS NOT FIXED AND UNALTERAULE

Contrary to the assertions which have been made as a basis for the
discriminatory treatment of electric utilities, the demand for electric
energy is not fixed and it does not grow at a predetermined aind unal-
terable rate.

Marketing electric energy is in substantial part a selling job. And
the amount which can be sold depends, in very large measure, upon
price.

The managers of an industrial facility have a choice between al-
ternative heat and energy sources. A major factor which they take
into account is the coinparative costs. The commercial or residential
customer has a similar coice and is affected by the same consideration.

But the potential market for electric energy is even more flexible
than this. The managers of industrial plan often have to decide
whether to convert to a new process for which the energy source is
electricity or to continue an old one using another energy source.

Every type of customer has the question of whether he should raise
his illumination level, or whether he should install air conditioning, or
whether he should extend heating to an unheated area, such as a stor-
age area, for which electric heating was the only obvious choice. The
householder must decide whether to add a new electric appliance.

In all these cases the cost factor is important to the decision; indeed,
may be decisive.

The cost of electricity is less today than it was in the depression
days of the thirties. he net realization of the American Electric
Power system-that is, the average price received per kilowatt-hour
sold-has steadily decreased.

In 1932 it was 2.14 cents and last year it was only 1.22 cents per
kilowatt-hour.

Residential use furnishes a convenient barometer of declining cost
and 6f the resulting effect upon demand. During the past 25 years,
while the Consumer Price Index has increased by 116 percent, the
average price of a kilowatt-hour to the average residential customer
of the investor-owned,utility indUst has decreased by 48 percent,
so thtt it is only slightly more than half of what it was in the depres-
sion of the thirties.

In 1926 the average cost of electric service to residential customers
in the United States was I cents per kilowattbhour; in 1961-the av-
erage cost of residential electric' service from the investor-owned
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utility indtfatry had been reduced to 2.6 cents per kilowattahour.
In 1926 the average residential use was only 427 kilowatt-hours; in
1961 it was 4,017 kilowatt-hours.

The relationship between decreasing cost and increasing use is ob-
vious. In fact. this has been stated many times by representatives of
public power agencies such as the TVA.

In speaking of public power systems at the University of Chicago in
1954, Gordon R. Clapp then Chairman of the TVA Board of Direc-
tors, stated that, "A policy of low rates has encouraged greater use of
electricity; and this in turn has reduced costs and increased revenues
and earnings."

The 1958.Annual Report of the TVA states (p. 47) that the low
rates established from the beginning by TVA were "frankly promo-
tional" and were "intended to stimulate a rapid growth in the use
of electricity."

A TVA booklet published in 1959, called "Facts About TVA Ope-
rations," says that--
electric rates In the valley region are based on the principle that low prices
produce greater sales which lead to economies in production, transmission, -and
distribution, and hence to lower costs per unit.

This booklet states that from 1933 to 1958 the average residential
use in the TVA area increased nearly 13 times.

In 1061 average residential use in TVA territory was 9,135 kilowatt-
hours, in contrast with the national average of 4,017 kilowatt-hours.
No argumefit can be made that the higher consumption in the TVA
area is n16t due to the lower rates.

It is also clear to me that the executive branch of the Government
in fact knows that lower rates lead t,. increased demand. And I
think that this knowledge requires greater candor with congressional
committees th'an has yet been shown.

4. ELECTRIC UTILITIES ARE SUBJECT TO ViOolItoi5 COMfPETITION

The electric utility industry is, in fact, engaged in vigorous day-to-
day competition with ther industries for which the 7-percent credit
is available and, we believe, it is particularly unfair to make the 7-
percent credit available to outr competitors and ntot tous.

Electric energy competes actively with all other fuels to provide
space he6 ing for residential, commercial, andindustriAl purposes, and
for schools, churches and public buildings.

I want to mtdke special mention of residential heating. This is a
market being pursued vigordtily by the electric util ty industry.
More than 1 million homes in the United States are now electrically
heated'cofthpared with just over 300'000in September 19056.

But the resid fi i-i heating market is beitn, pursued just as vigor-
ously, and I think it is a good thing, by the gas utility industry.

There is also sharp cohi etitibn with oil and coaL Aid, as the
committee knows, H.R. 106i Omakes the 7-percent credit available for
oil and coal and for gas pipelines, while providing oly a 3-percent
credit for electric utilities.

In the houselibld electricity and gas compete not only in space
heating, bit as the fuel source for ttir conditit6ilng, cotbkinig, heating
water, anddryihg-clothes.
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The gas industry is also doing intensive research on smaller units
fired by gas, for the generation of electricity. Some experitnenta
units for large buildings or housing developments have already been
scheduled for installation.

There is growing talk of private generation for nonindustrial pur-
poses, such as for office and apartment buildings.

For example, the New York Times of January 21, 1962t carried a
long article stating that many builders and owners of large office and
apartment buildings in New York City were exploring the economic
feasibility of installing individual power plants in their buildings.

There are inhumerable ind strial applhcatiohs in which heat can
be suppled by an electric process,or alternatively by some other process
using coal, gas, or oil.

Moreover, in the case of large industrial users, competition through
private generation has long existed. Today many industrial plants
generate all or part of theft electric energy requirements.

It is true that the proportion of the total energy supplied in this
way has declined in the last four decades, as a result of technological
advances which have made possible more economical electric supply
from increasingly larger anymore efficient central stations.

However, industrial customers, including particularly those en-
gaged in electrometallurgical and electrochemical operations, where
electric energy is in fact a raw material, are eligible for the full 7-per-
cent credit.

A competitive disadvantage to electric utilities from a smaller tax
credit would tend to overbalance technological and economic factors
and encourage industrial customers to generate their own supply of
power-from smaller and less efficient facilities--solely because of the
larger tax incentive available to them.

We are not complaining about competition. As a matter of fact,
we like it and we wish there were a whole lot more of it.

We think this would be a good thing for the American public.
We have, on our part, vigorously pursued every feasible techno1ogi-

cal and management development to achieve reductions in costs and
rates in order to maintain and improve our competitive position rela-
tive to other energy sources.

But a larger tax credit for our competitors would be grossly unfair
in providing a competitive cost advantage thAt could not possibly be
otherwise obtained on the basis of technology or initiative, or iinder
free-market conditions.

I wait to make it clear that we are not complainin about the
availability of the 7-perent credit to oir competitors in he oil, coal,
and gas pipeline industries. They should certaiftlly not get a smaller
credit than other businesses. But it is hi ghly discriminatory and
clearly contrary to the basic objectives of the tax credit proposal to
deny a 7-percent credit to electric utilities.

There is, moreover another form of conpetitiqn which is already
heavily weighted against theilivestor-owned electric utility indutry-
the several fors of governimentlly owned or financed power systems.

Federal agencies such as TVA and Bonneville, State and munii6itl
agencies, and electric cooperatives pay no income tax. Also, capital
for investment is available to these competitors at a much lower cost
than to"investor-owned utilities.
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As a consequence of these two factors, they now have a substantial
cost advantage. Surely this situation offers an additional basis for
not discriminating against the taxpaying utilities when a tax reduc-
tion is being considered for business in general.

I know that this committee and I suppose most congressional com-
mittees are accustomed to getting from witnesses the broad generality
and the glib estimate that is intended perhaps, to captivate and move,
but without any performance. And, with this in mind, I want to
demonstrate in concrete terms, by specific reference to the American
electric power system, the basis 7or my conclusion that the tax credit
will provide an incentive for substantial additional capital investment
by electric utilities.

We have given consideration to the immediate effect that the availa-
bility of a tax credit would have upon capital expenditures of com-
panies in the American electric power system.

In this connection we have considered only projects never before
budgeted or scheduled, which we would be prepared to authorize and
go forward with immediately, first, with a 3-percent tax credit, and,
second, on the assumption that a '-percent tax credit were available
as in the case of the nonutility taxpayers.

I can state to the committee that a 3-percent credit would result in
the immediate increase of our budgeted capital expenditures in amountstotaling $8,964,00. _

Fugther, the stimulus to our capital expenditures would be more
than twice as great with a credit of 7 percent, the credit proposed for
other taxpayers.

If the credit available to electric utilities were 7 percent, rather than
3 percent, the American Electric Power System would forthwith em-
bark upon additions to its scheduled construction projects in a total
amotfit of $21,020,000.

The Ci1AIm"tAN. Mr. Cook, I would like to ask you a question.
Mr. CooK. Yes, sir.
The CnAmiAN. Is this table only for 1 year or is it for continuing

years as long as-the 3-percent tax-
Mr. Coox. This table covers projects which we would be prepared

to go forward with immeditely, Senator, and if the tax credit remains
a permanent part of the tax structure--as long as it does remain a
permanent part--we will have additional projects every year as far
ahead as we can see.

The amount would necessarily vary with the amount of the available
tax credit.

The CHARAN. This is for 1 year f
Mr. Coo. This is for 1 year only and it is predicated on thebasis

that for every dollar of tax credit relief whloh we would receive in
the year 1962 we would expend at least $2 for construction which we
never had theretofore budgeted.

The CHAIRMAN. What would be your tax credit, do you reckon, for
I yearI

Mr. CooK. I have assumed for the purpose of making this com-
mitment to the committee, tgat our tax cerdit would approximate
$10% million in 1962.

Senator Kin. At 3 percent ?
Mr. Coo.- On a 7 percent basis) Senator. -
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It would be three-sevenths of that on a 3 percent basis, approxi-
mately $4,500,000.

Senator GoPmV. How does that compare with your tax liability for1961 V
Mr. CooK. Our aggregate provision for Federal income taxes in

1961, Senator, is approximately $50 million.
Senator Kimi. Federal ?
Mr. CooK. Federal; yes, sir.
Senator GoPw. Then you would get a tax credit which would give

you a tax cut of approximately 20 percent.
Mr. Coox. That is correct, Senator.
Senator GonE. I am not sure-
Senator KEau. I don't understand it.
Senator Goiw. Well, his tax liability for 1061 is approximately $50

million. He said the tax credit would amount to $10 million.
Senator Knm. That is the 7 percent. The 7 percent tax credit

would be $10 million.
Mr. CooK. That is correct.
Senator GoRE. So a 7 percent tax credit would give you a 20 percent

tax reduction V
Mr. CooK. That is correct.
Senator GoRE. Do youuniderstand it now, Senator?
Senator KERR. I do.
Mr. CooK. And, as I have previously testified, these projects have

never before been budgeted by any company in our system and we
have budgeted capital expenditures for the years 1962, 1963, and
1964. So that these expenditures would be made for facilities that
under no conceivable circumstance would have, been considered by
the company prior to 1965.

And since, as I have earlier testified, the fixed charges associated
with making the expenditures amount to 14 percent per year, the
aggregate fixed charges over a 3-year period would amount to 42
percent, and 42 percent of the $21 million of the expenditures is fairly
close to the aggregate amount of the entire tax credit.

I have also testified that we have under consideration immediate
rate reductions to our customers made possible by the tax credit, so
that in no sense will this tax reduction in the aggregae be retained
by our companies.

Now I would like to state t6 the committee where these amoulnts
would be spent. And this is on the basis of a 7 percent credit.

Approximately $4,479,00 W6Uld be spent ii the Stkte 61 ndiana.
Approximately $96,000 Wbuld be speit Iti the State df KehVt-ky.
Nbw;, it happens that 6ur seh'ide area in.'the State df Keht 6ky 'is in
the e tern orti6fi afid the eastern portidh bf Kentucky is a veryseriotusly depi'esed area. "."" "'

We have a relatively modest operation in the State of Michighie
Our additional expenditures there would aggregate $1418,000.

We would spend $6,49,000 in the State o -O o
We again have a very small operation in the State of Tennessee,

Senator Gore; namely, in Kingsport, and environs. Our expenditures
there would aggregate something over $300,000.

Our expenditures in the State of Virginia would aggregate some-
thing over $6 million, and in the Stjtte of West Virginia approximately
$3,89,000, or a total for all States of something over $21 million.
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I want again -to emphasize to the committees that we have budgeted
construction expenditures for 1962, for 1963, and for 1964, and there
is no single project included within this $21 million that has ever
been contained in any budget prepared by any company in the Ameri-
can electric power system.

I have attached-so there will be no question about the details-I
have attached an appendix to my statement and reference to that will
indicate the amount of our existing budgets, the respective companies
in the system which will make the expenditures, the States in Whidh
they are to be made, and Will go further to give the details with respect
to each specific project that we will go forward with.

Now, if the committee will indulge me, I would just like to sum-
marize my testimony.

To limit investor-owned electric utilities to less than half the in-
vestment tax credit available to other businesses would be highly dis-
criminatory, and grossly unfair. It would be particularly ufifair to
the millions of customers of electric utilities all over the country.

Electric utilities are in fact highly competitive with other indus-
tries which would be entitled to a 7-percent credit.

The demand for electric energy is not fixed and does not grow at
some unalterable rate, but is greatly influenced by price.

A "half" or "less than half" credit for electric utilities is entirely
inconsistent with the objectives of the tax credit.

The electric utility industry not only spends more on capital invest-
ment than any other industry, but is the most capital intensive of all
industries. The stimulus to capital expenditure would thus be more
effective in the case of electric utilities than in the case of any other
industry.

A credit for electric utilities of the same magnitude as for other tax-
payers would lead to an increase in the'demand for electric energy,
which would. stimulate investment for expansion and modernization.

It would also materially stimulate capital investment in the de-
pressed coal industry. The electric utiitr industry is the biggest
consumer-of coal. In 1961 it burned 178 mklion tons, representing 45
percent of the total consumption. Of this our own system burned
over 14 million tons. The electric utility industry presents the coal
market with its greatest growth potential.

An equal credit for electric utilities woffld, therefore, more probably
than in the case of any other industry, contribute to the stimulation -of
capital expenditures and to the creation of more jobs, and would rep-
resent an important forward step in promoting the long-term growth
and develbpment of the American economy.

Because of time restrictions, this has necessarily -been a highly con-
densed presentation. I wotild welcome any 'questions from the mem-
bers of the committee and I want to thahk you very much for hearing
me.
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(The appendix referred to follows:)
AMERICAN ELECTION POWER SYSTEM

Study covering projects never before budgeted or scheduled which would be
authorized and would proceed immediately on the alternative assumptions
that the pfoposed'tax credit legislation was to be adopted and was to be ap-
plicable to electric utilities, first, at 8 percent, and second, at 7 percent

This study covers the following operating electric i tlity" comiiniew ii the
American electric power system:
Appalachian Power Co. (operating in the States of Virginia, West Virginia,

and Tennessee).
Indiana & Michigan Electric Co. (operating in the States of Indiana and

Michigan).
Kentucky Power Co. (operating in the State of Kentucky).
Kingsport Utilities, Inc. (operating in the State of Tennessee).
Ohio Power Co. (operating in the State of Ohio).
Wheeling Electric Co. (operating in the State of West Virginia).

SUMMARY OF ADDITIONAL CAPITAL EXPENDITURES IF TAX CREDIT AVAILABLE

Below Is a summary of the estimated expenditures for projects upon which
American electric power system companies would immediately embark, under
the alternatives of a 8-percent credit and a 7-percent credit.

The total 1001 construction budget for American electric power system com-
panies was $100 million. As of December 31, 1961, construction budgets for later
years were as follows:
1962 ------------------------------------------------- $152, 000'"00)
1963 ------------------------------------------- 118, 000,000
1964 ------------------------------------------- 64,000,000
None of the expenditures listed below appears in the budget for 1902 or any
other year.

The estimated expenditures, by companies, if a tax credit is available, total
as follows:

With 3 per- With 7 Per-
cent credit cent credit

Appalachian Power Co -------------------------------------------- $3,766,000 $8,160,000
Indiana & Michigan Electric Co .................................... 2,691,000 4,897, 000
Kentucky Power Co -------------------------------------------------------- 448 000 976,000
Kingsport Utilities, Inc ...................................................... 110, 000 30, 00o
Ohio Power Co---------------------------------------------------1,669,000 8,032,000
Wheeling Electric Co ------------------------------------------------------ 380, 000 850,000

Total ---------------------------------------------------------------- 8,964,000 21, 020, 000

The estimated expenditures, by States, if a tax credit Is available, total as
follows:

With 3- With 7-
percent Percn
credit crdt

Indiana .................................................................... $40 0 $4,47,000
Kentucky---------------------------------------------------------- 448, 978,000
Michigan -------------------------------------------------------------------- 184, 41 000
Ohio ----------------------------------------------------------------- , 099, 000 8,48000
Tennessee----------------------------------------------------------- 110,000 305,00
Virginia ------------------------------------------------------------------- 2, 40, 000 ,091,000
West Virginia -------------------------------------------------------------- 1,30 000 8, 289,000

Total .................................................................. 8,964,000 21,020,000

The flloWithg sheets show the detail for each company.

-Ak $ 4'1t.,'-' - ,,, ':4a r V,. qr" ,14f Al - k. -- 11 " 0 , - - .:11 -*' V . "
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APPALACHAN POWER Co.

New expenditure if tax credit available

Distribution reconductoring, Virginia and West Virginia ....................
Relay modernization, Virginia and West Virginia:

138 kilovolt...: ..........................................................
Subtransmisson .................................. .

Transformer replacement at Glen Lyn, Va.; 30 00 klv.ota mr..
Circuit breaker replacement, Vlrgina and West Virginia:

8 138 kilovolt ............................................................
8 69 kilovolt .............................................................20 69 kilovolt ............................................................
8 34 kilovolt .............................................................
12 34 kilovolt ............................................................
26 15 kilovolt ............................................................
160 15 kilovolt .......................................

Distribution stations:
Barboursville, W. Va., 4/12 kilovolt, 8,000 kilovolt-ampere .........
Montgomery, W. Va., 46/12 kilovolt, 3,750 kilovolt-ampere and line con- J
verson...............................................................

Abingdon, Va., bank No. 2 regulator ...................................
Cana, Va., station. 69/12 kilovolt, 6,000 kilovolt-ampere and line con-

version ................................................................
Wilis Va., station: 69112 kilovolt, 2,500 kilovolt-ampere and line con.

version ..................
Moneta, Va., station: 138/12 kilovolt, 7,500 kilovolt-ampere and line con-versin ................................................................
Clearbrook Va station: 138/12 kilovolt and line conversion .............
Kanawha-hemical, 138-kilovolt line, 23.7 miles (West Vr a .
Sporn-Darrah, 138-kilovolt line, 7 miles, and switching (West Virginia-

Ohio) ..................................................................
Galax Va., area, 88/69-kilovolt transformer and 9-kilovolt line conversion.
Distribution and subtransmission capacitors, 60,000 kilovolt-ampere

rating (Virginia and West Virginia) ...................................
Ffeldale, Va., area, conversion to 69 kilovolts .............................
Mulfin, W. Va. 138/46/12-kilovolt station ................................ .
Chemical, W. a. 138/46-kilovolt transformer ............................
Portable stations (Virginia and West Virginia) .......................... .

Supervisory and monitoring equipment: i
Charleston, W. Va., and Roanoke, Va ...................................
Huntington, W. Va., and Lynchburg, Va ................................

Microwave extensions:
Huntington-Big Sandy-Ashland (West Virginia-Kentucky) ..............
Smith Mountafn-Lynchburg-Danville (Vfrtnia)...-............
K n port-Beaver Creek-HIufitington (Teinessee-Kentucky-West Vir.

ginila) .....................................
Replacement of radio frequency at Coal Fork, Lick Knob, and Flat Top(West Virginia) ......................................... ...................

Total .........................................
Total expenditures (ccl. 1Ilscl ) -ecn rdt.....

With .por-AdditionalWith -per- projects If
cent credit creditIs7

percent

$100,000 $100,000

12000..........
100,000 166,000

.............. 100,000
15o,00ooo ........ t......
110,000 ..........

440,000
...... P,6"o-...............

.............. 218,000
135,000 ..............

.............. 6,000

40,000 .......... .

............ 64,000
15,000 .............

484,000 ..............

370, 000

.............. 300,000

26,0.............
650, 000 ..........

1,200,000

300,000
=.............

.............
3, 760, 000

------------.

.......360,000

300,000
150,000

1130,000
145,000

65, 000

140,000

4, 394, 000
8,160,000

I Represents only amounts to be spent In West Virginia.
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INDIANA & MIIOUIOAN E LECT'RIC CO.

New expenditurem if tax credit available

Circuit breaker replacement:
10 34.6 kilovolt, Indiana and Michigan ...................................
1134.8 kilovolt, Indiana and Michigan ...................................
Hartford City, Ind., 4 kilovolt ...........................................
West End Id., 4 kilovolt ...............................................

Relay modernzation, 138 kilovolt, Indiana and Michigan ...................
Relay modernization subtransmission Indiana and Michigan ...............
Transformer replacement, South Bend, Ind .................................
Transmission reconductorinp:

Reconduotor 6.8 miles o Elkhart Hydro (Ind.)..........................
Reconduetor Bristol Ind., 34.5-kilovolt line and add static wire .........
Reconductor 6.2 miles oi Lakeside, Mich., 34.5-kilovolt loop and add

station wire ...................................
Reconductor 8 miles of Hartford City-Montpeler 34.5kilovolt line (Indiana)..
Distribution reconductoring:

Marion-Muncie division, 21.7 miles (Indiana) ...........................
Marion-Muncie division, 22 miles (Indiana) .............................
Fort Wayne division, 13.2 miles (Indiana)...............................
Fort Wayne division, 13.12 miles (Indiana) ..................
South Bend division, 36 miles (Indiana and Michigan) ...........
South Bend division, 36.2 miles (Indiana and Michigan) ......

Distribution and subtransmission capacitors:
100,000 kilovolt-ampere rating (Indiana and Michigan) ..................
50,doo kilovolt-ampere rating (Indiana and Michigan) ...................

Albion-Churubusco 69-kilovolt line, 13 miles (Indiana) .....................
South Bend, id., extension of und ground network facilities ...............
Portable stations, Indiana and Michigan ....................................
Microwave extensions:

Deer Creek-Muncle-Madison-Tanners Creek (Indiana) ..................
Fort Waynq-Fostorla (Indiana-Ohio) ....................................

Supervisory and monitoring equipment:
Fort Wayne and South Bend(Indiana) .................................
Marion, Muncle, Elkhart (indiana) .....................................

Total ..........................................................
Total expenditures (col. I plus col. 2), 7 percent credit ...........

With 3-per-
cent credit

$45,000
..............

Additional
projets It
rdit is 7
percent

..........
$15,00054,000

160, oO

64,000-- --6..000 .......64, 000 ..............

245,000.............
137,000.......... -.
335, 000

..............

600,000.......... -.
250-,000

... ...........

..............

190,000

2,691,000

.......... ..225,000............
132,000

............. ,.329,000

300,000
..... ,.........

300,000

385,000
'35,000

125, 000

2,308,000
4,897,000

I Represents only amounts to be spent In Indiana.

KENTUCKY POWERl Co.

New expenuttures if tax credit available

All projects listed below are in Kentucky except as otherwise noted.

Additional

With 3-pe r jects If
cent cr credit 7

percent

Circuit breaker replacement:
2 60 kilovolt ------------------------------------------------------------ -------------- $40,000
3 84.5 kilovolt ............................................................ $54,000 ..............
2 34 kilovolt ......................................................................... 36,000

20 15 kilovolt .............................................................. 110,000 .........
10 15 kilovolt ........................................................................... 0,000

Relay modernization:
138 kilovolt .............................................................. 20,000 ..............
Subtransmission ....................................................... 20000. ......

Distribution reconductoring ------------------------------------------------- 75,000 75,000
Ashland business district: Add 2 feeders ..................................... 49,000.........
Distributionand subtransmission capacitors, 20,000 kilovolt-ampere rating... 120,000.........
Microwave extensions:

Huntington, Big Sandy, Ashland (West Vrginla-Kentucky)-........... ............... 10, 000
Kingaport, Beaver Creek, Huntington (Tennesse-KenU4Q-West

Vi1rinia) ........................................................ . ........... 1177,000

Total .......................................................... 448,000 528,000
Totalexpenditures (col. I pluscol. 2), 7-percent credit .......... .............. 976,000

1 Represents only amounts to be spent in Kentucly.
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KINGSPORT UTILITIES, INC.

New eapenditutres it taw credit available

All projects listed below are in Tennessee except as otherwise noted.

AdditionalWith 3-per- projects if
cent credit credit is 7

percent

Distribution roconductorlng... .................................... oo $50,$,000
Highland line conversion, 4 kilovolt to 12 kilovolt .................... ''... .............. 100,000
Ditrlbution and subtransmission capacitors 10,000 kllovolt-ampere rating ... 60,000 ..............
Microwave extension: Kingsport, Deaver dreek, Huntington (Tennessee.

Kentucky-West Virginia) ------------------------------------------------- -------------- 145, 000

Total .................................................................. 110. 000 195,000
Total expenditures (col. 1 plus col. 2), 7-percent credit ............................... 305,000

I Represents only amounts to be spent in Tennessee.

OHIO POWER Co.

Now expenditures if taw credit available

All the projects listed below are in Ohio except as otherwise noted.

Additional
With 3-per- projects If
cent credit credit is

7 percent

Transformer replacement at Sunnyside: 2 50,000kilovolt-ampere, 138/69/23
kilovolts ------------------------------------------------------------------- $300,000 ..............

Circuit breaker replacement:
20 15-kilovolt ............................................................ 240,000 .............
30 15-kilovolt ........................................................................... $360,000

Relay modernization:
138-kilovolt .............................................................. 170000 -
Subtransmisslon ......................................... 65,000 105,000

East Lima 138-kilovolt line to Rookhill, 10 miles, and switching ------------------- 1,000,000
West Lima 138/69/34.8-kilovolt and 198/12-kilovolt transformers and asso- -

elated Central Ave. improvements ......................................... 300, 000 150,000
North Lima 138/12-kilovolt transformer ...................................... .............. 250, 000
Distribution and subtransmission capacitors, 80,000-kilovolt-ampere rating.... 480,000 ..............
Elimination of radial service ------------------------------------------------- ------------- 1,400,000
Supervisory and monitoring equipment:

Canton Lima ......................................... ................. 114,000 ..............
Zanesvflle, Portsmouth, Newark ...................................................... 9%,00

Portable stations .......................................................................... 300,000
Microwave extensions.

Lima, Fostoria, Howard, Massillon Canton ............................................ 300,000
Kammer-Clarington-Sporn (W6st ,Virginia-Ohio-West Virginia) ......... .............. 112000
Fort Wayne-Fostoria (IndlahaOhlo) .................................... .............. 0,000

Total .................................................................. 1,669,000 4,363,
Total expenditures (ool. I plus ol. 2), 7-percent credit ............................... 6, 032, 000

I Represents only amounts to be spent In Ohio.
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WHEELING ELFCTRIC Co,

New exponditure if tam credit available

All the projects listed below are in West Virginia.

Additional
With 3.per. projects If
cent credit credit is

7 percent

Rebuild Moundsville bus for sectionalizing ......................- - $100,000..........
Distribution reoonductorIng ............... ......................... . 750 $75,000
Circuit breaker replacement:16 15.kilovolt .................................. 85000 95,000
Distribution: 12 kilovolt Brues and Benwood ................... - ........................ 100,000
Distribution and subtransmission capacitors 20,000 kilovolt-ampere rating... 120,000 ..............

Total...................... ................................... 80, 000 270,000
Total expenditures (col. 1 plus ool. 2) 7.percent credit ............-- -- -- -5.............., 000

The CHAIRMAN. Mr. Cook, I would like to ask this question. Is it
your belief that your company would not make these capital expendi-
tures unless you get the 7 percent or 3 percent?

Mr. CooK. Yes. I can state to the committee categorically that
these expenditures are not in any budget of any of our companies
through 1964.

The CHAMAN. Well, you earn how much on your investment now?
Mr. CooK. I will give it to you on two bases Senator. We have

amounts accumulated for deferred taxes, and, excluding those amounts
from the rate base, our earnings aggregate approximately 5.9 percent.

Senator WnIzmAms. That is after taxes?
Mr. CooK. That is after taxes. Including the amounts accumulated

for deferred taxes in our rate base, our earnings aggregate approxi-
mately 5.5 percent of our total assets.

The CHARMAN. When you borrow money in the market, what do
you pay?

Mr. CooK. It depends on the company, and whether it is long or
short term. Short-term borrowings today are at the prime rate which
is 41/2 percent, long-term borrowings on an AA bond, and all our
companies now have an AA rating for a first mortgage bond, the rate
would be approximately 4% percent.

The CHALRMAN. Your rates are fixed by the agencies of the States
in which you operate?

Mr. CooK. Yes. There is a regulatory body with plenary colitrol
over rates in every jurisdiction in which we operate Senator.

The CnAnmmAN. And the average is about 6 percent
Mr. CooiK. Our return?
The CHAIRMAN. Yes.
Mr. CooK. As I have indicated, exelufdifig accuiulated amounts in-

vested in the business arising from deferred taxes from any part of
the rate base, our earnings on total assets are 5,9 percent, approxi-
mately.

The CHnmrN. Well, these regulatory agencies, how would they
regard this tax credit I

Mr. CooK. In my opinlbn, Senator-
The CHAIRMAN. As an icome--they couldn't regard it as an income

because it is more than antincome.
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Mr. COOK. I think you may get differences of opinion but I am going
to make a very categorical statement. If this tax credit is obtaine
and when we hiave the regulatory experience behind us, if what I say
today does not turn out to be the fact, I will eat the hat of every mem-
ber of this committee.

Senator WMIJASfS. We only have one lint, don't start eating it.
[Laughter.]

Mr. COOK. Well, I wont have to eat any, Senator. What I say
is this, as Senator Gore has indicated, this operates in truth and in
fact as a tax reduction. There is no question about it.

Now, Federal income taxes for a public utility company are an opelr-
ating expense. This tax reduction will reduce operating expenses
and there is no question, in my opinion, but all of the State regulatory
bodies will regard it as such, and, therefore, the amount of the reve-
nues which will be necessary to obtain from the customers in order
for the utility company in question to earn a fair return on its rate
base is going to be that much less.

However, we need to recognize that there are all kinds of other ex-
penses incurred by utility companies and that the magnitude of these
expenditures is always varying.

For example, wages are constantly increasing. Fuel costs are con-
stantly increasing. It may be that these increased expenses will offset
the reduction in taxes. But all that means, Senator, is that if there
are no rate reductions, the net effect has been to avoid what otherwise
would have been rate increases.

The CHAIRMAN. In simple language, it seems to me what it means
is that you get a tax reduction whereby you use that money for capital
expenditures.

Mr. CooK. We don't need the money for that purpose-excuse me.
The ChAIRMAN. You just have said you are going to use the money

for capital expenditures.
Mr. COOK. What I have tried to say to the committee, Senator, is

that the reduction in taxes will reduce our fixed charges, and by reduc-
ing the fixed charges it will make marginal projects feasible. We do
not need the cash that would become available, although some indus-
tries may, we do not need the cash that would become available from
this tax reduction in order to finance the additions to our plant. If
we can reduce our fixed charges, we would be in a positn to financeout of our own resources or by going to the capital markets all of thisplant and any other plant that we need to construct.

The CHaMAN. put you have pinpointed these particular invest-

ments in these particular States.
Mr. COOK. Yes, sir.
The CHAIRMAN. Upon the premise that you get the tax reduction.
Mr. CooK. That is correct, sir.
The CHAMMAN. And my State is the second State, and I think your

company has a very efficient operation in Virginia. But I would like
you to clear my mind, if I am not correct, that this tax reduction
which comes out of the Treasury of the United States; is that right,
any tax reduction

Mr. CooK. That is correct.
The CHAIRMAN. Reduces revenue?
Mr. COOK. That is correct, Senator.

, : . ', ,.'. " ." ' , ; : • ,'' . ' :' / , : 't:' , . , .: : , ,", '
'i J "
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The CHAnRMAN. That money goes to you.
Mr. COOK. That is true.
The CHAIRMAN. And you undertake these new capital investments?
Mr. COOK. That is correct.
The CHAIRXAN. And you earn money on them, I assume?
Mr. CooK. Yes.
What I was saying to the Senator is that even though we were to

pass on to the customers of our companes 100 percent of the amount
of this tax reduction that, because the tax reduction has cut our fixed
charges, and, therefore, has decreased the amount of revenue which we
need to support an expenditure for plant and equipment we could and
would go ahead with these expenditures.

The CHAIRMAN. Have you given any thought to the fact that this
credit is estimated in 10 years to cost the Federal Government $20 bil-
lion and if it does-

Mr. Coox. Have I-
The CHAIRMAN. Wait just a minute.
If it does do it, other taxes may be necessary in order to make up

for that loss of $20 billion. Those taxes, of course, would fall on you
as well as everybody else.

Mr. CooK. Yes. I think it was Justice Holmes who said that taxes
are the price of civilization, and I think that we all need to be recon-
ciled to that.

The administration has put forward this legislation on two bases as
I understand it: One, to enable our industry to compete more efec-
tively abroad and, secondly, to assist in the expansion of industry at
home, and what I have testified to is that in truth and in fact-insofar
as the electric utility industry is concerned-this legislation is calcu-
lated to produce more construction at home.

The CHAIRMAN. There is a great difference of opinion about that
if you have kept up with these hearings.

Mfr. CooK. I know that., Senator, but I can only testify to my own
opinion, and I can only state the reasons that I hold for that opinion
and give to the committee a concrete manifestation of our good faith
by putting $21 million of new projects on the table.

The CHAIRMAN. I submit, though, it. is quite remarkable, for you
to say you will only build these particular capital investments provid-
ing you get a gift, because that is what it is, from the Federal Govern-
ment in the way of reduction of taxes.

Mr. CooK. Well, I think it is a point which has needed making for
a long time, and I am glad the Senator has observed that and I hope
that the Senator, and I know he has, has observed that there is very
sharp conflict between my testimony and the testimony which has
been given to the committee by the Secretary of the Treasury.

The CHAIRMAN. As I understand, the Secretary of the Treasury's
position is lie was not in favor of any tax credits for utilities.

Mr. CooK. That is correct and for reasons-
The CHAIMMAN. And the House put in 4 percent at the beginning

and then reduced it to 3, and he came before this committee and he
urged that that 3 percent be eliminated.

Mr. CooK. He did, and for reasons which were set forth volumi-
nously in an appendix to his statement. Without knowing who pre-
pared the statement, I think that I would be prepared to say categori-

~: ~ 2
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ally to the Senator and to the committee that whoever it was, that
individual or individuals are not completely informed with respect to
the electric utility business.

The CHAIRMAN. The U.S. Chamber of Commerce opposes the tax
credit, the National Association of Manufacturers opposes the tax
credit, the AFL-CIO opposes it. The American Farm Bureau and
the National Farmers Union oppose it.

They represent the four big segments of industry, the farmers, the
laboring people, and the business people.

Mr. Cgoo. Yes, that is a very lormidable-
The CHxAIRMAN. They have no reservations in opposition whatever;

they are straight out against the tax credit.
Mr. CooK. I understand that, Senator. I can only speculate as to

why they oppose it but if my speculation is of any interest to the
committee I would be glad to do it.

The CHAIRMAN. You say somebody wrote a report for Secretary
Dillon and it was not correct. Did I understand you to say tlt?

Mr. COOK. Yes, I do so state.
The CHAIRMAN. Well, isn't he responsible for what lie reads to this

committee?
Mr. CooK. I believe he is.
The CHATRAN. If-will you send to this committee a memorandum

showing wherein what he said was incorrect?
Mr. Coom Yes, I will, and indeed some of my testimony this morn-

ing, Senator, indicated where it was incorrect. I think it was par-
ticularly incorrect-and the part that bothered me the most-in the
position taken that reductions in rates would not increase the use of
electric energy, when there is within the executive branch of the
Government, to my certain knowledge, clear information that the
facts are to the contrary.

(The memorandum referred to will be inserted in the record upon its
receipt at a later date.)

The CHAMrMAN. I would like to say this about Secretary Dillon,
however.

While I don't agree with him in some things, he is one of the best
informed witnesses that we ever have had before this committee.
Now, you say somebody has written a report for him which is not
accurate.

Mr. CooK. Well, Senator, I am sure that the Secretary didn't write
it himself, and I am sure that he had entire trust and confidence in
whoever prepared it but that cannot change the fact that there are
statements made in that report that are not correct.

Senator WILLIAMS. Did you write your own report?
The CHAIMMAN. I think it is quite a reflection on the Secretary to

say he didn't know wlht he was testifying about. %
Mr. CooK. Well, Senator. one either has to assume that lie was im-

Posed on or that he knew that the facts were not correct and I know
that the Secretary or any Secretary Would not represent to this or any
other committee something that he knew was incorrect.

The CHAIRMAN. You will furnish a memorandtlth as to that?
Mr. Cobx. I will be glad to do that.
The CHAIRMAN. Senator Kerr?
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Senator KERR. Well, Mr. Cook, I want to express my appreciation
to you for the presentation of a very forthright and vigorous and, I
think, effective statement.

Now, as I understand it you are not making the proposal here to do
certain things in the way of construction projects in return for a
tax reduction.

If I understand your presentation you are telling this committee
that if you get this specific tax reduction that it wil[ be economically
feasible for you to construct these projects and if you don't get it they
won't.

Mr. CooK. That is exactly my testimony, Senator.
Senator KER. You are not trying to make a trade with the Con-

gress. You have called attention to the fact that the recommenda-
tion of this tax credit proposal has two basic underlying justifica-
tions in the statements by the administration.

No. 1, to make more American industry able to compete more effec-
tively in the world market, and in the Common Market, and No. 2, to
increase the tempo of the expansion of our own domestic industry.

Mr. CooK. Senator, we are in no position to make a trade with any-
one and I would regard it as unseemly and improper for me or for
anyone else to come-before this committee or before Congress in that
kind of a posture.

Senator KERR. I would say this to you, I wish every industry would
come before this committee and if they favor this tax credit say, if it
is passed, it will enable their industry to do the following things,
which are consistent with the objective of expanding the domestic
economy.

Mr. coox. Senator, speaking for myself, I grow very weary of the
broad brush, the vague generality, the promise without the perform-
ance. I think that candor requires one to come before a committee
such as this in these circumstances and not speak generally but to
state concretely what it is they propose to do if thus and so happens
and that is what I have tried to do before this committee today.

Senator KERR. On the basis that the doing of a certain thing would
make certain programs possible under the rules or under the specifi-
cations which your industry operates.

Mr. CooK. that is true, Senator.
What I am saying is that if Congress in its" wisdom decides that

these shall be the rules, then this is what Congress may expect in
the way of performance from us under those rules.

Senator KXnn. This is what it will make possible for your company
to do?

Mr. CooKr. Yes, sir; that is true.
Senator Km. Now, I was quite interested in what you were about

to say and I don't know what it was, but I will stay to the committee
that I have a very high respect for this witness. I have kmown him
a long time, and the Senator from Oklahoma had a part in writing
the present law for the finaneihg of TVA.

Members of this committee are quite well aware of the fact that
when that bill was before the Congress there were a number of con-
flictit g interests that manifested very much opposition. There was
the administration's viewpoifit; there was the viewpoint -of the repre-
senttives of the valley; there wasthe viewpo6itibf the utilities in the
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surrounding area served by the valley. In order to get a bill it
seemed to the Senator from Oklahoma, who was chairman of the sub-
committee that had jurisdiction of the bill, that it was necessary to
resolve the differences between those three viewpoints to the extent
that would secure the passage of legislation by the Congress.

I want to say to the committee it was this witness more than any
other who very effectively represented the viewpoint of the utilities
surrounding the valley and who was to a large degree responsible for
an attitude on their part of give and take compromise as between
their basic objectives and those of the administration and those of the
representatives of the valley which made possible the bill that was
finally evolved and passed.

That is just one of the experiences I have had with him that has
developed within me a great respect for him.

Now, with reference to your company, you tell us it is largest, the
largest electric utility system in the country that is engaged exclu-
sively in the generation, transmission, distribution, and sale of
electricity.

Mr. CooK. Yes. The largest investor-owned electric utility sys-
tem-as measured by the amount of electric energy which we generate
and distribute.

Senator KERR. What is the total, and I assure you if any of these
figures are iot public anyway, you advise me and I will withdraw the
question. What is the total present depreciated investment figure
for your company?

Mr. CooK. I have that figure here, Senator. Our electric utility
plant at original cost is $1,818 million.

We have accumulated provisions for depreciation of $431 million,
so our electric plant less depreciation is $1,387 million.

Senator KrERR. What is the present debt structure?
Mr. COOK. We have outstanding, Senator $751 million of long-term

debt securities approximately, $101.5 million of preferred stock and
the balance consists of common stock equity.

Senator KERR. Now, you tell us that you have your 1962, 1963, and
1964 budgets?

Mr. CooK. We have, and
Senator KERR. What are the annual expenditures in the budgets

exclusive of this bill, the effect of the bill?
Mr. COOK. For 1962 we have budgeted construction of $152 million.
For 1963, $118 million and for 1964, $64 million.
Senator Kerr. Now, would the 1963 and 1964 budgets probably

be increased as you approach them or is this a 3-year program that
you feel, taken together, will probably represent the ultimate expendi-
ture for the 3 years ?

Mr. CooK. 1962 is fixed, 1963 will include some modest increases.
It is inevitable that during the course of a year, Senator, when we

are planning as far ahead as we are here, that other things will come
along that we will wish to build. The figure for 1964 in my opinion
will be substantially increased and may aggregate in the area of $90
million to $100 million when 1964 gets here.

Senator Kvau. Your 1962 is how much?
Mr. CooK. $152 million.
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Senator KR. How much of that would be paid out of cash flow
generated by your operation and how much of that would be taken
care of necessarily by additional financing?

Mr. CooK. I would judge that approximately $82.5 million would
be generated internally and that would leave approximately $69.5
million which will have to be financed externally.

Senator Km. You refer in your prepared statement to the situation
that you describe as follows: The demands for electric energy is not
fixed and it does not grow at some unalterable rate but is greatly
influenced by price and of course, nobody recognizes the accuracy
of that statement more than the Senator from Oklahoma.

Is there available an accurate chart showing the annual require-
ments of electric power in this Nation beginning with 1920 and down
to and including this year ?

Mr. CooK. I believe that those figures are available, Senator.
Senator Kmu. Are they readily available?
Mr. CooK Well let me put it this way-
Senator KmaR. Could they be put into this record?
Mr. CooK. I can quickly find out whether they are readily available

and if they are I will get them and make them available for this record
and if they do not go back to 1920 I will make available whatever
figures are available.

Senator KERR. Are readily available?
Mr. CooK. Yes, sir.
Senator KERR. Could you give us what I would refer to as an off-the-

cuff opinion of what the record will reflect as to the average period
of time, if there has been one, in which the consumption of electrical
energy in this country has doubled?

Mr. CoOK. It is approximately 10 ye.,rs, Senator, although on our
own system it has been doubling in a somewhat shorter period.

Senator KERR. Well, now, that is a very interesting statement.
I have asked that question of many utilities and without exception

they tell me that the record is that electric consumption has doubled
approximately every 10 years. Yet without exception the one speak-
ing has said in our own experience it has doubled at the rate of every
7 to 8 years.

Now, that is the case in Oklahoma. It is the case in Arkansas, and
now you tell me that is the case in your area.

Mr. CooK. That is frue.
Senator KERR. The: efore, I am quite anxious to have the accurate

record for the years that are readily available.
Mr. CooK. Have here, Senator, this has just been handed to me, a

document called "Statistical Yearbook of the Electric Utility Industry
for 1960," prepared by the Edison Electric Institute, which is our
statistical gathering and disseminating trade association, and table 8
on page 13 of this documentsets forth the information which the
Senator desires.

It happens to start exactly with :1920 and it ends with 1960 and I
offer this for the record.

Senator KER. That is very good and I don't want the record to
have the entire book in it but that part of it which reflects the informa-
tion or answers to the question I asked I would like to have inserted
ii the record.

(The information referred to follows:)
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ITEM I
[From Edison Electric Institute "Statistical Yearbook of the Electric Utility Industry for 1900"]

TABLE 8.--Electricity made available in the United States
[Kilowatt-hours in millions]

Year

1960 (preliminary) -----------------------
1959 (revised) ----------------------------1958 - - - - - - --.. . .. . ... .. . .. .

195-------------------- ---------1957........1956.-

1952-.. -------------------.......1955......1950

1949 -

1951946
1947 .. -------------- - ---------------------1 9V --- .. ... .: --- ---- ---- ---- ---- ---- ----

Investor-
owned
utilities

578,360
544,234
490,402
480,943
459,015
420, 869
370, 970
354,27"2
322, 126
301,845
266,860
233,112
228,231
208,106

, 411 16, 426 141,837 07,13 1,1 0,903
-1930 -....-.-------- - ------------------.. 89,330 5,957 95,287 23,648 118,935 1,337 120,272 - 7 ------ ----- 5

86-..... ,109 5,003 91,112 23,525 1,146,09
1925 ------- 58,685 2,766 61,451 23,7215 114,66 1,2 11,299 .------------ ------------ 10,077 1942
192 ---------- - ------------- --------- 5,8 ,6 141 2,1 84,66 1,7 599------------- 1,3 742
1920. ............. 37, 716 1,689 39,405 17,154 56,559 940 57,499 ------------ ------------ 106,466 540

'Not including industrial plants contributing to the public supply and imports. S Bureau of Labor estimates; excludes Armed Forces overseas.
2 Inclus generation of ind ustrial, mine, and railway electric powerplants whether or BIncludO La and awaiisnot contributing to the public supply. Does not include the generation of isolatedplants in institutions, hotels, apartment houses, office buildings amusement ar Source: Federal Power Commission.etc. for which information is not available. Complete data from 1920-45 in "1952 Statistical Bulletin."

Generation

Govern- Total
ment and electric Other
coopera- utility sources 2

tives

174,501
165,772
154,696
150,564
141,653
126,169
100,716
88,393
77,098
68,828
62,281
57,988
54,467
47,6334"2_ 1. rQ

industry I

752, 861
710, 006
645,098
631,"507
600, 068
547, 038
471,686
442, 65
399,224
370,673
329,141
291,100
282,698
255,739

87, 596
85,245
79,654
84,849
84,136
81,972
72, 959
71,504
63,831
62,685
59,533
53,966
54,110
51,661

Total

840,457
795,251
724,752
716, 356
684,804
629, 010
544,645
514, 169
463,055
433,358
388, 674
345,066
336,808307, 400

Net im-
ports of
electric
energy

4,52S
3,607
3,318
3,601
4,548
4,068
2,340
2,008
2,269
2,187
1,786
1588
1, .451,915

Total
available
in con-
tiguous
United
States

844,985
98, 858

728,070
719,957
689,352
633,078
546,985
516,177
465,324
435,545
390,460
346,654
338353309, 315

Alaska
and

Hawaii

3,180%,846

-------......

Total
available
in United

States

848,165
801,704

---------- --.

------------ :

! ...........

Estimated
popula-
tion 3
(thou-
sands)

(June 30)

1 179,977
4 177, 131

173,232
170,293
167, 259
164,303
161,183
158,320
155,767
153,383
151,228
148,665146,093

Kilowatt-
hours per

person

4,713
4, 526
4,203
4,228
4,121
3,8533,394
3,260
2,987
2,40
2,582
2,3322,316
'> It=rJ

!

)
i
&
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TABLE 7.-Eletricitv available in the United Stetea

[Kilowatt-hours in millions)

Generation Estimated Kilowatt-
- - Total avail- population I hours per

Year Total elo. Other Netirnports able (June 30) person
trio utility sources I Total
industry

1952 ............ 398,924 63,665 462,589 2,275 464,864 155,787,000 2,984
1951 ............ 370,678 62 685 433,358 2,187 435,545 153,383,000 2,840
1950 ............ 829,141 59,533 388,674 1,786 390,460 151,228,000 2,582
1949 ............ 201,100 53,968 345,066 1,588 346,854 148,68 ,000 2,332
1948 ............ 282,698 54,110 338 808 1,545 838.353 140,093,000 2,816
1947 ............ 25,739 51,661 307,400 1,915 30,315 43,446,000 2,156
1946 ........... 223,178 46,481 269,609 2,891 272,000 140,054,000 1,942
1945 ............ 222,486 48,769 271,255 2,582 273.817 132,481,000 2,067
1944 ............ 228,189 51,8 279,525 2,515 282,040 132,885,000 2,122
1043 ........... 217,759 49,781 267,540 2,497 270,037 134,245,000 2,012
1942 ........... 185,979 47,167 233,146 2,418 235, 54 133,920,000 1,759
1941 ......... 164,788 43,518 208, 30 2,331 210,637 133121,000 1,582
1940 ............ 141.837 38,070 179,907 2,114 182,021 131,954,000 1,380
1939 ............ 127,642 33,666 161, 308 1,894 163,202 130,880,000 1,247
1938 ............ 118,812 28,143 141,955 1,808 148,763 129,825,000 1,107
1937 ............ 118,013 27,5 146,476 1,827 148,303 1'28,8, 1,151
1936........... 109,316 26,690 136,006 1,556 137,562 128,053000 1,074
1935............ 95, 287 23,648 118,935 1,337 120, 272 127, 250,000 945
1934 ............ 87,258 23,146 110,404 1,234 111,638 126, 374,000 883
1933 ........... 81,740 20.915 102,655 967 103,622 125,579,000 825
1932 -------- 79,893 19,966 99,359 644 100,003 124,840.000 801
1931 . . 87,350 22,023 109,373 1.209 110,582 124,040,000 892
1930 9112 23,525 114,637 1,592 118,229 123,077,000 944
1929 ......... 92:180 24,567 116,747 1,423 118,170 121,770,000 970
1928 ........... 82,794 25,275 108,069 1,573 109,642 120, 501,000 910
1927 ............ 75,418 25,972 101,390 1,619 103,009 119,038.000 865
1926... -- 69,353 24.869 94,222 1,493 95,715 117,899.000 815
1925 ............ 61,451 23,215 84,666 1,273 85,939 115,832,000 742
1924 ............ 54,662 21,230 75,892 1,290 77,182 114,113.000 676
1923 ............ 51,229 20,170 71,399 1,331 72,730 111,950,000 650
1922 ............ 43,633 17,572 61,205 905 62,170 110,055,000 565
1921 ........... 37,180 15,945 53,125 1,009 54,134 108,541,000 499
190 ............ 39,405 17,154 56,559 940 57,499 106,468,000 640

I Includes generation of industrial, mine, and railway electric power plants. Does not include the genera-
tion of isolated plants in institutions, hotels, apartment houses, office buildings, amusement parks, etc. for
which Information is not available.

I Population excludes Armed Forces overseas.
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Senator Km. It just happens that our Water Resources Commit-
tee asked that particular identity to forecast the requirements through
1980, and they submitted it to that committee, and I wonder if the
document you have in your hand has a portion of it which gives that
information.

Mr. CooK. I will have that checked, Senator.
Senator KERR. If it does not, I would like to have that forecast

which this institute, I believe, or some of its leading members, and I
think they made it through this institute as a vehiefe available to the
water resources committee that forecast placed in the record at this
same point.

Mr. CooK. To be sure would the reporter be good enough to read
Senator Kerr's request?

Senator KErP. It is that the forecast which was made by that
identity or the certain members of that and given to the Senate Select
Committee on National Water Resources of which I was the chairman
forecasting electrical requirements through 1980.

Mr. CooK. Yes, I understand, Senator.
(The information referred to follows:)

ITEm 2

[From "Water Resources Activities In the United States, Electric Power in Relation to the
Nation's Water Resources," Select Committee on National water Resources, U.S. Senate
(Committee Print No. 10, h6th Cong., 2d sess., 1960) ]

Table III gives peakloads In megawatts and energy In million kilowatt-hours
for the years 1959, 1970, and 1980 for the total Industry by FPC regions.

'T'ABL. III.-Peakload and energy requirements, total eleotrio utility industry,
forecasted by EMUson Electrio Institute

1959 1970 1980

FPO Energy Energy Energy
region Peak- require- Peak. require- Peak.

load ments load ments load ments
(mega- (million (mega- (million Megaa (million
watts) kilowatt- watts) kilowatt- watts) kilowatt-

hours) hours) hours)

I.............................. 27,312 138,846 49,815 268468 82,851 45776
if ......................... 23,839 140,844 45,507 267,200 84,093 493,00
Ill ............................ 23, 909 188,220 55,105 310,093 110,209 612 062
IV ............................ 114, 744 80,649 '29,147 151,757 353,125 278,768V ............................. :14,186 6997 t 15 9 8

........................... . 18 69,987 ' 40, 815 197,023 2 88, 58 440,408
VI---------------,13 13,102 7020 35,583 14,791 72,425

V11 .......................... 887 57,021 19,500 108,24 35,700 193,1 I58
Vill....................... '12,139 68,485 '25,88 142, 318 14 445 27,8

Total ................... 129,000 700,914 1265,000 1,481,088 '501,000 2, 794,860

_ Includes Investor-owned systems Federal and non-Federal Government agencies and cooperatives.
Does not Include Industrial mine, railway electric powerplants, and Isolated plants in Institutions, hotels,
apartment houses, ofce buildings, etc.

IDesignates a summer peak.
"This total peakload is not the sum of the individual regional peaks because the regional peaks do not

necessary all occur at the same time whereas the total peakload shown Is the estimated annual maximum
for the country as a whole.

ih.
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The manner in which the total industry load is being supplied, by regions, for
the year 1959, is shown in table IV.

TAIT. IV.-Capability types used to supply total electric utility industry load,1
estiniated by Edison Electrio I ttttute, 1959

Peakio~d Capability at time of regional peak (megawatts)

FPC region (mega-
watts) Convon- Nuclear Other

tionai thermal Hydro I sources I Total
thermal

I.............................. 27,312 29,074 ............ 3,375 472 32,921
II............................. 23,839 29,543 60 471 241 30,315
III ............................ 23,009 22,331 ............ 0,425 (48) 28,708
IV ............................ 14,744 10,650 ............ 835 200 17, 85
V ............................. 414,185 10,582 ............ 1,072 285 17,939
VI ............................ 2,624-1,194 36 3, 764
VII ........................... 9, 807 1038 --------- 11,182 193 12,413
VIII .......................... 412,139 9,030 5 5,382 65 14,472

I Includes Investor-owned systems Federal and non.Federal government ag, es and cooperatives.
Does not include industrial mine railway electric powerplants, and Isolated plant n institutions, hotels,
apartment houses, office building;, etc.

I Median hydro conditions.
a Other sources include firm capability available to the region from nonutility facilities within the region

plus firm receipts from outside the region minus firm commitments to others outside the region.
'Designates a summer peak.

These capability figures for the total-industry for the year 1959 are available
from the. semiannual survey of the Electric Power Survey Committee of the
Edison Electric Institute.
Forecasts for investor-owmed utility companies

As previously indicated, the institute does not have complete information on
how power suppliers other than the investor-owned utility companies will ex-
pand their capacity requirements in the future years of 1970 and 1980. Conse-
quently, the following section on recommended means of serving future loads
has been confined to investor-owned systems.

Before discussion the anticipated ways (conventional, nuclear, and hydro)
that the investor-owned systems propose to use in serving their loads in 1970
and 1980, however, it is well to describe briefly factors that affect the installation
of capacity and load growth in the various FPC regions. It should be noted
that the individual regional peakloads occur in both the summer and December
periods. Thus, peakloads are customarily reported on a summer and December
basis, but it must be realized that local conditions can alter the exact time of
the peak for individual systems.

New capacity is always scheduled for installation just ahead of the peak-
load period for the year. Thus, companies with summer peakloads plan their
capacity additions for initial operation in the spring, while companies with
December peaks plan to have their new capacity additions go into service in
the fall. An inspection of table V at the end of this section indicates that the
estimated rate of load growth is by no means uniform as between the regions.
The resulting figures are related to the probable population shifts to the south-
ern, southwestern, and western sectors of our country and the nature of antici-
pated economic changes.
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These growing loads have an effect on the type of capability installed in the
future. For instance, hydro capability may currently provide cheaper power
than thermal means at the load center in certain sections of the country. But
this situation may not continue as loads increase and the number of economic
hydrosites decrease.

While the electric industry makes long-range forecasts extending over 10
years or more, programing of specific plans, design, and actual construction falls
within a 5-year range. Thus, actual construction closely precedes and is related
to the growth patterns in any region as they are about to take place. The result
is a longstanding record by the investor-owned utilities of anticipating and
adequately meeting the electric power needs of the public served.

Senator IERR. I was quite interested in your statement that the
electric utility industry not only spends more on capital investment
than any other industry, because I have had other statements which are
not consistent with it, and I have no higher respect for any from whom
1 have heard a statement on this matter than I do from this witness,
but if this is not a heavy burden, and if it is for this witness, I shall
ask the Congressional Library Reference Service to provide it, a tabu-
lation showing annual investments by American transportation in-
dustry, American agricultural industry, American public utilities,
electric utilities, total American public utility investment and total
investments by the American oil and as industry.

Mr. CooK. iam sure that I can readily provide most of these figures,
Senator. I am not sure with respect to agriculture, and just to insure
that the completion of the record is not held up it might be useful
if the Senator could use Government sources for the figures on agri-
culture.

Senator KERR. I wonder, then, if the chairman would agree that
the committee address a communication to the Legislative Reference
Service of the Congressional Library to advise us as to the annual in-
vestment equipment by American agriculture.

The CHAIRMAN. Without objection.
(The material subsequently submitted by Mr. Cook and the latter

data referred to follow:)



ITEM 3
[From SEC Statistical Series, Release No. 1813, Mar. 13, 19621

[TABLE 2 .- kpenditures on new plant and equipment by U.S. business, 1 1960-62]

[Billions of dollars]

1 1 9 1960 1961 1962
January- April- July- October- Janury April-- July- October- Januay April-

March June September December June September December Mach June 2Afiatr---c ---- :- ....35.68 34.37 37.16 7.89 9.28 898 9.53 7.57 .61 8.65 9.54 .14 9.44Al t industries -- 14.48 13.68 14.90 3.09 3.76 3.62 4.01 3.00 3.46 3.34 3.88 3.18 3.75Dutabe goods andusli . . 7.18 6.27 7.29 1.55 1.88 1.80 1.95 1.41 1.58 1.50 1.79 1.54 1.82 t-
P16m0 1 Iron and .1 . . L13 L 48 .33 .42 .42 .43 .28 .28 .26 .30 .28 .35nonferrous metal .31 .26 .31 .07 .08 .07 .09 07 .07 .06 .07 .06 .07

equipment ------------------. 68 .69 .67 .12 .16 .17 .23 .15 .17 .17 .20 .14 .16 (z1.10 110 1.24 .25 .28 .26 .30 .25 .28 .25 .32 .29 .30
Motor vehicles and pars.---- .89 .75 .90 .17 .23 .25 .23 .15 .20 .19 .21 .16 .20

Transportation equpent, ex- • 2 2 15 .0.9.2 2 ;clUdlng motor vehicles ...... .42 .38 .46 ,1O .10 .10 .11 .09 .10 .09 .11 .09 .10 0
Stone, clay, and glass..-----------.62 .51 .59 .14 .17 .15 .16 .11 .12 .12 .16 .14 .15
Other durable goods k ........ 1.56 145 1.65 .36 .43 .37 .40 .30 .35 .36 .43 .38 .47

Nondnablegodsnte-------7.30 7.40 7.62 1.54 1.88 1.81 2.06 1.59 188 1.84 2.09 1.64 1.92
,Food an beverage ------------- . 92 .98 1.00 .21 .25 .23 .23 .23 .25 .24 .27 .23 .2
Textile.---------------------- .53 .50 .50 .12 .13 .14 .14 .12 .12 .12 .14 .13 .15

Pr------------.. ---- .75 .68 .68 .16 .18 .20 .21 .16 .17 .16 .18 .15 .17Chm -a------------------- 1.60 1.62 1.71 .33 .40 .40 .46 .33 .42 .40 .46 .36 .42
Petroleum and coal ------------ 2.64 2.76 2.82 .53 .69 .63 .78 .56 .70 .70 .80 .54 .60 to
Rubber---------------------- .23 .22 .28 .05 .0 .06 .06 .05 .05 .06 .07 .06 .06
Other nondurable goods 4........64 .65 .A5 .15 .17 .16 .18 .14 .17 .16 .18 .17 .18.99 .98 1.01 .22 .27 .25 .24 .21 .26 .25 .26 .24 .27

Trans 1.03 .67 .80 .2 .29 .24 .25 .17 .18 .16 .16 .19 .22
portat er than ra ---------- 1.94 1.85 134 .47 .55 .47 .46 .41 .48 .47 .50 .1 i  .50

Publicutilities ---- -------------- 5.68 5.52 5.60 1.18 1.42 1.4 1.58 1.09 1.39 1.50 .154 1.07 1.31
imu lcato1_L.... 13 3.2 .71 .80 .85 .5 .81 .78 .88 .&44 &46 1.98 2.19 2.13 2.14 1.94 2.04 2.16 2 32I Data exclude expenditures of agricultural business and outlays charged to current includes apparel. tobacco leather, and printing and publishing.

Rewunt. 
3Includes trade, service, finance, and construction.' Estimates are based on anticipated capital expenditures reported by business in late

Janay and February 1952. The estimates for the 1st and 2d quarters of 1962 have been NPOn.-Details may not add to totals due to round. Data for earlier years wereadJUSed when necessary for systematic tendencies in anticipatory data, published by the Department of Commerce in June 1957, March 1958, 1960, and 1961
'Includes fabricated met, lumber, furniture, instrument, ordnance, and miscella. issues of the Survey of Current Business.neous industries.
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EXPENDITURES ON NEW PLANT AND EQUIPMENT BY HLr&rIO AND GAS UTILITIES

The foregoing SEC table shows only an aggregate for public utilities other than
railroads, other transport and communications. The following figures for the
investor-owned electric utilities and for gas utilities have been obtained from
the Edison Electric Institute and the American Gas Association, respectively.

(Billions of dollars]

Year Electric Oas utilitiesutilities

1980 3.33 1.85
191' 3. 25 1.774

' Estimated.

(Mr. Woodworth, of the Joint Committee on Internal Revenue
Taxation, subsequently supplied the following for the record:)

Investment in farm equipment (producers durable equipment)

(In millions of dollars)
1955 --------------------- $2, 500 1959 ---------------------- 2890
1956 ---------------------- 2200 190 --------------------- 12,446
1957 ---------------------- 2,277 1901 --------------------- 2,367
1958 ---------------------- 2, 847

1 Preliminary.

Source: National Lncome Unit, Department of Commerce.

Senator KEn. I was quite interested in your information about the
electric utility industry consuming 178 million tons of coal for 1961.

Does that include the amount consumed by the TVA-Tennessee
Valley Authority?

Mr. CooK. My recollection, Senator, is that these are the figures
for the private utility industry but I will have it checked and f will
send the Senator a letter.

Senator KERn. For the record.
Mr. Cooi. For the record, yes.
Senator KERa. And if it does include the Tennessee Valley Author-

ity specify the amount of their consumption and if it does not, then
provide the committee with that information.

Mr. CooK. The committee can assume that it does not that the figure
is for the private utilities, the investor-owned utilties alone, but I will
obtain the information with respect to TVA coal consumption and
make it available for the record.

(The information referred to follows:)

ITEM 4

(0oal consumption for steam electric generation
[Mfillions of tons)

Year Total TVA I
Industry I

ltf ) 178.60 18.61
1961 182.14 19.15

' Source: Federal Power Commision, as reported Ih Feb. 20, 1062, tssue of Electrical World.t Source: TVA 1961 annual power report.

82190-62--pt. 8- 9
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Senator KERR. And I was interested in the statement of the amount
consumed by your system and would like for you to advise us the
amount of other energy fuel used by your system.

Mr., Coo. We are almost exclusively a steam system, Senator.
Senator KERR. I understand, but then you might even use some gas

or oilI
Mr. CooK. No. We use oil, Senator, only for lighting off the boil-

ers and only for maintaining combustion when some of the units are
operating at a very low load-level, but we do not use either oil or gas
as t regular fuel in our powerplants.

Senator KERR. In other words, your primary and practically your
exclusive energy fuel is coal. .. . .... .

Mr. CooK. hat is correct, Senator. I should state the reason for
that. Our system lies in the central industrial area. It is in the heart.
of the coalfields. We have vast amounts of coat in Virginia, in West
Virginia, in Kentucky, and oiur system not only serves that area but
draws its fuel resources from ';he area.

Senator KERR. I heartily approve of that policy. I was only seek-
inginformation.

Of course, the answer to the question that could raise in the mind of
anyone as to how it might be that your system which serves how manypeopl~e--Mr. CooK. Something over 5 million people, Senator.

Senator Kmm. Which is a larger number than are served by the Ten-
nessee Valley Authority, would have considerably less fuel require-
ments, especially in view of the fact that their steam generated coal is
augmented by a vast amount of hydroelectric energy, but I presume
the answer to that is found in the figure that you gave us that for 1961
the average residential use of energy was 4,011 kilowatt-hours.

Is that the figure for your area or is that the"national figure?
Mr. COOK. That is the national figure, Senator.
Senator KERR. What is the figure for your area?
Mr. Cooi. I will have it in just 1 second.
Senator KERR. You indicated in your statement that for the Ten-

nessee Valley area it was 9,135 kilowatt-hours.
Mr. CooK. In 1961, Senator, the residential usage on our system

averaged 4 476 kilowatt-hours.
Senator kERR. Which is 10 percent above the national average.
Mr, CooK. That is correct, sir.
Senator KERR. Does that overall national average include all rural

homes as well as urban?
Mr. CooK. It does, Senator, yes.
Senator KiER. On page 11 of your prepaoed statement you gave the

cost per kilowatt-hour in 1982 and in 1961.
Does that infhide the cost per kilowtt.hoiir to rfiral homes included

in the average? I
Mr. CooK. Yes, it includes everything, Senator.
Senator KERR. And naturally, it would include as a factor the

average cost per kilowatt'hour not. only in the Tennessee Valley, but
also in the Pacific Northwest?

Mr. CooK. The figure in y statement is tlh firtwe for the American
Electric Power system. The figures which I gave inmy statement
are figures for the dustiofterg served by'thei n vest r-0nea companies

964
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and does inot include the figures served by, GQvernment-owned power
instrumentalities.

Senator KEIU. That is it, you say, the Consumer Price Index. las
increased 116 percent, but the cost per kilowatt-hour has decreased by
48 percent?

Mr. Cooir. Yes, sir.
Senator K aR. I can understand that. In thenext paragraph you

state the cost of residential electric service from, the investor-owned
utility industry has been reduced to 2.6 cents.

Mr. CooK. It has been reduced from 7 cents per kilowatt-hour, Sen-
ator, in 1926 to 2.6 cents in 1961..

Senator: K. Yes.
Now, that is 2.6 cents per kilowatt-hour average cost of residential

electric service from the investor-owned' utility industry while on page
11 the national average is 1.22 cents per kilowatt-hour.

Mr. CooKx. 1.22 cents per kilowatt, our, Senator, is the average
amount which the American Electric Power system receives for each
and every kilowatt-hour that it sells, that is for commercial, industrial,
and residential sales to customers.

Senator KEp. And the 2.6 cents is-
Mr. CooK. Solely residential.
Senator Km. Solely residential ?
Mr. CooK. Yes, sir.

Senator KFRy. And the other includes every other source?
Mr. C00K. All energy sold.
Senator KmRm. This is all electrical energy i
.Mr. Coor.. That is correct, sir.
Senator KERR. Are the figures on page 11 applicable exclusively to

the cost of electrical energy service from investor-owned electric utili-
ties?

Mr. CooK. The figures on page i1, the final paragraph; namely,
2.14 cents in 1932 andthe 1.22 cents in 1961 are exclusively for Ameri-
can Electric Power.

Senator KRR. That is American privately owned companies?,
Mr. CooK. No, figures are for the American Electric Power Co.'s

subsidiary utility companies.
In other words, they are figures of our system.
Senator KERR. Of your system.
Mr. CooK. Yes, sir.
Senator KRR. I see.
In your statement you had a discussion of the effect of reduction infixed charges with reference to the expenditures for plants from the

standpomit 6f reduction in fixed charges being"an incentive to build.
If Understood what you were telline us, that ainotiited to saying

that this tax credit w6u0 resUltiiithe' onstrueti6i of 0rep.prodio n
failites anid the qtiestion J w6uld like f6i- you to answer 8is it your
opinion that this tax, credit- wiuld result 'in the" construct-ion of nore
eficient generating facilities at an earlier date tlia.n that which would
otheiWie occur?Mr. C~ibx. I know that tobethe case. • .

Senator KERR. Because if that is the1'cas, I would assume that youare telling us that the tifift-$i Sf nire efficient genering fa-
cilities wCAid ma n yii a1A tpoltw t enerate ieial power at lower
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cost which of itself would result in economy to your domestic or resi-
dential customers and also result in an overall incentive for an ac-
celeration in the overall economy which would be the beneficiary of
lower operating costs particularly in the area of the cost of this energy
source.

Mr. Coox. That is correct, Senator. And I believe that, we are en-
titled to speak on that subject. In almost every year the American
electric power system has had the most efficient powerplant in the
United States.

Senator Kam. Say that again I
Mr. CooK. I say in almost every year the American electric power

system has had the most efficient powerplant in the United States as
measured by the number of B.t.u.'s required to generate a kilowatt-
hour which is the way efficiency is measured and, although we provide
only approximately 41A percent of the electric 'energy consumed in
the United States, we have regularly had either 5 or 6 of the top 10
most efficient powerplants in the United States each year.

So that while we are 41/ percent of the industry, we have had from
50 to 60 percent of the 10 most efficient powerplants in the United
States.

So we think in our system, that we know something abo6qt efficient
generation and how to get it, and what the consequences of it are.

Senator KE_. Well now, if you have 41/ percent of generating ca-
pacity, is that what you are telling us ?

Mr. Croy. Of the nergty genArated.
Senator KERR. Does that imply that you probably havo 41/2' percent

of the generating capacity?
Mr. Coor. No. We have somewhat less than that, Senator, because

we have a higher load factor on our system. But'not much less thdth
that.

Senator KEin. What would it be?
Mr. CooK. We have at the present time approxitiidtely 6 miliif -'
Senator KERn. I mean 4 percent or what?
Mr. Coox. 'No; it would be more than that, I don't think it would

reduce thit 4.5 percent by, anything more than, say, 0.1 or 0.2.
Senator KXEfi. In other words, probably then you would have 4.3

or 4.4 of the total generating capacity?
Mr. Coox. Yes, sir.
Senator KERR. Now, yours has cost $1,800 million I
Mr. CooK. Yes, sir; that includes the trapsmission, the distrilSition,

and the'other general property too.
Senator K.Xt. WeIf, all others certainly would average dcostinly'

much" proportionately as yours, because the overall average Wdl{ b6
in areas less coigeqtd than yours; woiildh'tfi? l' b

Mr. COOK. No. We are in' an unntestedt*fta Senator. We are
a stem that serves the smaller communities.'

senator Kr. Test mate I am trybg to make is wheth bi iiot
total utility and ledtricdr' rivate-owned Aerican electoroil invest-
ment in the United States would not approximate sopietlag l e 25
times'what yours " s..iethI l 25

VMr. Coo. It" sWOuId be ap.r'iimately that.' J"
Senator IXnn.But you are' gping tfxi h 'ht dyae?

966
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(The material referred to follows:)
INVESTMENT IN IDIEOTPo UTIITY P"AZT

As of December 81, 1961, the estimated of investment In electric utility
plant was at least $64 billion, of which the investor-owned Industry accounted
for slightly under $49 billion.

This estimate was arrived at as follows:
Bilioe of

Investor-owned: dollars
Actual at Dec. 80, 19611 --------- -- --------------- 46,010
Estimated 1961 additions --------------- ----------- 8.256
Less estimated 1961 retirements (15 percent of additions)..... 489

- 2.767

total --------------------------------------------- 48.777
Other:

Class A and B publicly owned estimated, at Dec. 81, 1960 . 6.199
Federal power projects, at Dec. 81, 1959 ..----------- 5.,22
RIDA borrowers, at Dem 810 1960 ------ ---------- 8. 420

T&Wa ------------------- r----- 03.628
1 Source; Edison Electric Institute Statistical Yearbook of the Electric Utility Indusiry

for 1960 (p. 58).,A ,1
2 Source: "Electrical World'" an. 29, 1962 (p. 28). . . ' _
a Source: Federal Power commission "Statistics of Electric Utilities' in the United

States,_1680 Publicly Owned" (FPC ,0..g2 ) gives a figure of $4,889 00,000 for, those class
A and B pullcly owned utilities reporting to the FTC, whichi 0e PC estimates requests
70 percent of total investment by publicly owned agencies other than Federaleroeets and
RDA cooperatves., Addusting to 100 percent produces a figure of $6,199,000,000.

' Source: B Vreau of the Census, Statistical Abstract of the United state, 1961 (p. Y2).
Source: 1940 Annual Statistical Ilport)Rxkl Electrification Borrowers, U.S., Depart-

ment of Attleilture (REA Bultin 1-1 (. .
Senator Ki, You made a statement t I don't understand, even

if it is grammatically correct. YoU y ",or to build additional lines
to provi, two-way feeds rather than one-way leeds."

Mr. Co Y,es well---- "
Senator K . Do you suppose you could explain to a fellow with as

limited a'knowedge as I have got of operation of electric generation
what two-way feeds mean and what one-way feeds mean ?

Mr. Coox. Yes, Sir.
Well,.let's assume that we are providing service to a large indus-

trial, establishment. That service could be provided by haVing a
Single line or feeder go to that industrial establishment. If that ine
were down or were inoperative for any reason, that plant would not be
able to obtain elctrie power.. .. . . I .- . I

A two-way fee4 would betn example of providing service to that
plant from two different direction from independent lines.

Senator KERR. You don't'need to go an f rther. , --
Mr. Cox. And it improves the reliabilityof the sevic. ' ,.
Senator Kmw. One other question: You indicate that you have_,set

forth a number of projects h ere which you tell us this tax redit at3p posiuldema.e possible or tax credit at 7 percent would make

Assuming that this tax, credit is written into the law either onthe
basis of I percent or 7 percentor 4 percenttax credit for utilities, what
effect, ifany, do you think that wouldd have upon the timetable for
the development 44.atomic reactors in this country ?,

Mr , _,oo. X. think it will have some effect, senator , although I
woul I't, gard myse a gufWiientlyexpert im the field to be ale tq
express a,]u dmenta0tQ the time. , ,
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These additional expenditures which e ai be made are expenditures
which will become pqible because of the reduction of the fixed charges
applicable to them.
:'Senator K.RR. 'You have mtade'that very clear.
Mr. COK., Now, the capital'investments required in connection witlinucearfaclites re er large. MTey are much larger,;I th*mk ati the

Senator knows, than in the case of conventional steamplants.'Senator KaR•R Yes.',:
Mr., Co,. Since those capital requirements ar' S largo and since

this tax credit proposals iffenacdi would have the:result of. decreas-
ing the fixed efiargeo, the whole tendency of this legislation will be
to bring closer the time when nuclear-, power will 'be economicallyfeasible... . .. ... .. ....
" I should point out that,,1 if I .a n just add this, Senator, so I don't

leave a misleading impression-insofar as the tax credit legislation
f!soTeSults in promoting the efficiency of cofiventional generaiifn, con-vention'ad steam ilanits, then it makes the target that nuclear -powerhas to shoot at a l ifficult tar&tet. h n e p

Senator KEmw. That was thenextquestin I was going t ask you.
'Mr. COOK. Yesj eir4
Senator KPw. I am glaO, you ,provided the answer ahead of the

question.
Mr. COok. Bitt,'flinaly,.I world like to say. tbiht the an6Ot of the

'improvement in efficiency inconentilonal steamplantq year by year,
it seems to mi, inevitably will be' of A much lower magnitu dethai theposible i iSvemntin the Owic]ii pbwei'fleld.

'Senatdi _k'ItkI, Iii oth d"' sdue td 'the fa t that youi"ow have
the benefit of neatj a hundred yeai - of 'imprbvement' yOu aie in
about the same situation compared to the nuclear-powered possibil-
ities- as tfli W' whej' of 'thEfin6st'herd , 6f bbf , cate in the cUxtry is in
in relahon t6 thebOwner'bf -a biinh of scrub Atbck wh6 caifind a bullto improve his hefd a lot easier than-you can findone toiy
herd.,

Mr. CooK Senao6r, I wouldn't know how to express it aty:better.
It is8 a eafse M. 4W~ old-techh6l6&gy vbrsus a now techhnoloY." Atid tfhe
new technology always hhs nibre possibilties, becaise 'by deflntiotfi it
has bbenless fill 6xp oitedo

Senator XKPRn. Now, this forecast that-I a.ed y60i topUt i hete
anid lthiink it Was fr6ni theEdis'on' Tnstitute- that. What yU called
that? V '2

Mr.- COOx. Edison EbiotJ Iptttte ":

Senator IEi; LDidyottfidt' ' , . . '> .
Senator, Ki~ix ean, did ybti find th forecast? .. ..

':'Mir, .Vot. 'We'do not ,iv the'fdrecast'for the fu'tlir6 hereSenator
but we*willprovide jt for the reoid.

Sentoi 'K~iu hee s' wha " t a8 TngW -a about that'. AsX
reall, thy .eStimated 'that 'th relol hh -"po 6690 t1960 ,0 ,vold, e
66sdhIung ove r, fortimes ag great, j'

They .also estinatd,' tha;' Pbele ve ,apprb~iatclyr 20 Y p: cenrtcof
Une, t i iY~itt bd-6f if h ptl6a4t .reotdi .t1-#V1- OiN"rdihfthioetimate e rea it,,9wY dd rnorttcl t lcv e8

if 'those estimates are reasonably ae it%4l~ni~ta V980
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there, would be nearly as much electric power generated from atomic
ener~~y sources as is now generated from all electric generating
facilities.'

Mr. CooK. I am not familiar with those figures, Senator. But ac-
cepting them it strikes me as being somewhat optimistic, but certainly
not impossibh.

Senator KERR. If the consumption doubles each 10 years it will be
four tifnes as much in 1980 as it is in 1960 .Wouldn't it I.

Mr. CoOK. I think that anything that doubles at that rate must
necessarily sooner or later reach a point where it will cease to double
at that rate because the figures become too fantastic to; be eitlr b-
lievable or attainable.

How soon that eriod will arrive with regard to the consumption of
electric energy, I don't think it is possible to say

Looking anead 20 years is mg. ahead 40 years as
has been done in some fo ts aidprojecting on t i uler-and-pencil
basis, I think is very

Sentqtor KERR. I in only talkingIabo a 2.-year fr, t.
Mr. Co oK. Th 0-year foreca sho d easonably aurate.
Senator KE want to s s so0 r as concern. at. the

rate of researc-growth a xas n w bch i is somet- ,li "
10 or more t'"s per ea now was, years agWan with
the results t t have tee at Cai n thr gl

hwarok so' ntiflo investi ation snethat o tAnient' on
tave,- jmust ade in'in fi sf e t any, ot eron'e y6 t 603
oe yo-uh madebpi bt~em ions a, Jhat ral er

thanhavin* approach -da"e "'l dw waro onthbri k
of the tit a lra e f energy,gSntest or

Mr. Coo Acoer tio of a nsa q Sonaot r
a greater p portioio nu r, ergy

Senatbr . h 0h.,
Mr. Coox. want to make clear t y
Senator K M Total acceley n p imariMr. COOK, Wl, I thi t tereso e, for st go the

year 2000 that a rather ox ted. a. b, here
Senator Kun. m nbt;tal ing a the yetx 2000, 1 41 o beherein 1080. . * , , , . - . .

Mr. Coox. The w e qaite diffe rent.,
Senator K m, 1have . !toved the object ate up to tie year

. So not that I don't contemplate the pIsbility of itt
done it, yet,-, and, th erefore, lam very v interested i o st, upto
1980.

Let's-take an industry Auch as the General Electric Co. :,What per-
centage of their outputtoday would you say is of productst -oere
'unkno'wn15 years ago?-.
Mr CooK. A very, very high Percentaget, Senator Athough, ,'do

not knowthe exactpercentage. . It is bound t0 be ery high.,
, ,,Seator: i. Y~ou d say .it' iwo'uld:lbe at lst 50 percent,

.iv(r, COOK.. I would think so.
,$,senator n, . yNOW~l pifion nis thatth tadvan s 6 a 0di VnyatiOns

0f fUtUr, duo th,1 .1 'thwe V04nw spemxdirg 15tumeS as
nmUCh per year in scentific research and ilnvstigatfo"as wer
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12, 14 years ago, will be at an increasing tempo percentagewise, rather
than a diminis thing tempo. But then that is a discussion you and I
will pursue when we are not burdening the record or an audience
with it.

Mr. CooK. Senator, I could hope that what you believe will come
true and more so. I don't think the difference between us as to the
forecast is very great. But I would feel that if I did not run up the
flag on a straightedge projection, on a geometric basis, that I would
not be giving the committee my best judgment.

Senator KERR. Every chart that I have seen shows that the overall
acceleration is increasing rather than decreasing.

Mr. CooK. Yes, I have seen those charts, Senator, and what I have
told the committee is in the light of what I know is represented by
those charts.

Senator KERR. Thank you very much, Mr. Cook.
Mr. CooK. One thing I might add, however, on the proportion of

nuclear power to conventionally generated power. AsI at least
intimated in my testimony, a reduction in any expense mitkes possible
an increase in another expense. If there is no adjustment in rates,
certainly one of the things that the tax credit proposal, if imple-
mented, would do, would be to enable significantly greater expendi-
tures for research and development in the nuclear power field.

Senator KERm. That is all Mr, Chairman.
The ORAMMAN. Senator *illiams I
Senator WLrAMS. Mr. Cook, on page 18 of your statement you

list approximately $21 million which would be spent in additional
improvements over a seven-State area, as I understand it, if the 7-
percent credit is approved in the bill.

Mr. CoOK. Yes, Senator.
Senator WLIAMs. Do I understand that it is your feeling that

these expenditures would not be made if the 7-percent credit lis notapprovedI
Mr. Cooi. I so state categorically they will not be made.
Senator W.L.IAMS. Now, if the 7-percent credit is approved would

they be made this year or over the next 2 or.3 years?
Mr. Coox. These projects are not complicated projects, Senator.

The details are set forth in the appendix to my statement-
Senator WIIJAMS. I have examined them. :
Mr. Coox. And because they are not complicated projects it should

be possible for the modest engineering required and the modest amouit
of design work required to go forward promptly.

Senator Ktnn. Well, your statement a while ago was to the fact rof
effect that would be a 1-year result ?

Mr. COox. That is correct, sir.
Senator Krim. That was y6ur-statement to the chairman.
Senator WLLrAMs. That is my question, "Would they be approved

il additioti! this year I"
MNr. OOKx. The answer is "Yes."s
Senator WwAAtsMA . Would they be spent, this year or would theybe approved I- I . ..Ar. Cx. They would be approved, th6y wou''d be engineered and

designed and construction would tbe started thin year, but I ano"h o'
represent categorically to the " conlittee that they will -ll be doie -

pletedin 1962.
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Senator WILLIAMS. That was my understanding that they would
be planned and started but perhaps completed over this year, next
year, and maybe over in 1964.

Did you have anything further to add on that I
Mr. CooK. The chances are that they would not be completed this

year, and, therefore, the expenditures would extend over 1962 and 1963
with a significant amount being spent in 1963.

Senator WtUIAMS. Yes.
Now, what are your projected expenditures for 1962 without this

improvement?
Mr. CooK. Without this credit?
Senator WILLIAMS. Without the credit.
Mr. CooK. That is set forth on the second page of the Appendix at

$152 million.
Senator WmLAmms. What are your projected expenditures for 1963?
Mr. Coox. $118 million.
Senator WILLIAS. And I think you said in 1964, well you have $64

million it would no doubt be $i00 million anyway ?
Mr. o. I would guess in the neighborhood of $90 to $100 millon.
Senator WILIAMs.-That is the 3-year. period, that is $370 million

of your expenditures that you are planning to make without any in-
vestment credit ?

Mr. CooK. Yes, sir.
Senator WILLmus. If your investment credit is approved you will

spend an additional $21 million?
Mr. CooK. Yes, sir; in the period indicated.
Senator WLxs. How much would this investment credit be

worth on the $370 million expenditures at 7 percent t
Mr. CooK. If it were applicable to $870 million at 7 percent it would

aggregate for that 3-year period approximately $26 million.
Senator WILLIAMS. That you wonld receive as a tax credit ?
Mr. CooK. That is correct.
Senator WILLIAMS. Now, as I understand it, what you are telling

the committee is that it is the plans of your company to spend $370
million over the next 3 years without any investment credit

Mr. CooK. That is correct, sir.
Senator WILLIAMS, But if we approve an investment credit which

will Iive you a $26 million tax reduction you will spend $21. million
of it -in additional capital-

Mr. Coox. No, that wogld be $31 million jat would be spent im.-
mediately, Senator, but if the tax credit remains as a permanent part
of the tax structure we would have added to that by quite similar
amountsin future years. , 1 . I- . I I

Senator WLAMS. 'Bt yu are shaking. now, as I understand it,
you can mnly outline $21 million which would not be spent if you
don't get it. Am I to understand that the financial condition of yonr
company is such that you cannot afford to spend 'this $21 million if
you don t get the $26 million tax credit ?

Mr. Cook. No, Senator, J have not testified to that. -As a matter of
fact, I testified to the contrary and I would like to state it categorically
here.,Senator Wmuws. I didn thik you wanted e iipoion I'to w getetatri.res-sionl but that was the impression I was getting. •
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Ir. Cook. No.
My testimony is specifically that it really is almost a matter of indif-

ference as to whether we retain in the company the amount of cash
that would )e generated by a reduction in the tax rate.

The point is that we could pass these amounts on to our customers
but by virtue of the basic economics of our industry. The fact that
our revenue requirements are greatly influenced by the extent of the
fixed charges applicable to plant investment and the fact that Federal
income taxes represent a major part of those fixed charges and the
further fact that as a result of the elimination of those fixed charges
represented by the Federal income tax component, makes economi-
cally feasible many, many marginal projects.

And this is true regardless of whether we would retain the tax reduc-
tion or pass it on to our customers in whole or in part.

Senator WILLAMus. Are these projects which you have outlined in
the $21 million category essential to your company in order to pro-
vide adequate service in the communities which ycu serve?

Mr. CooK. They are not in the essential category, Senator, but they
are desirable projects which otherwise would not come along until
1965 or thereafter.

Senator WLLAmS They would be, but'they would be furnished at
a later year anyway, is that correct?

Mr. Cooi. It is likely is to most of them that sometime, whether it
is 1965 or 1966 or 1967 or whenever, at some time most of these
projects would be carried forward. But I call to your attention the
fact that if we advance a project by as much as 3 years the fixed
charges in that 3-year period applicable to that construction amounts
to 42 percent of the total expenditure for the construction. So that
in the case of the $20 million of projects which we have here, the
fixed charges would amount to, at 14 percent, would amount to $2,-
800 000 a year and for 8 years would be $8,400,000, and my estimate
is that the tax credit would amount to abbut $101/2 million. So that
in approximately 3.6 years the fixed charges which would be associated
within the $21 million of investments which we would have would be
equal to 100 percent of the tax credit without making any adjustment
whatsoever or rate decreases which we would give to our customers.

Senator WnItLAMS. Do: you think that this formula of a tax credit
is better than it would be to just change the formula for computing
depreciation in general, and liberalizing the present formula; for in-
stance, u-5ng the accelerated formula, say. f we use a triple decliningbalance?, "/

Mr. CoOK. Yes.
Senator WILLIAMs. Or as, someone suggested, a 10-percent writeoff

the firot year ard depreciate the other 90 percent over a period of
years?

Mr,' CooK. Well, the Senator, I think,: is now touching on what I
regad to, be the-one of the-twa basic objections made to this tax
credit bill, sometimes stated, sometimes not stated..Senator Byrd stated earlier theite has' been an interesting assert,
ment of opPoitio nto this legislation, th6 tax credit Id n cept, , Part of
the opposition has come'from labor froUps.Senator WiLakus, I am famiir with all o f that 'nd to save'
repeating it would you glveiieyour dpi6lldhI
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Mr. Cook; Yes, I will do that.
Senator WLLA8s. I have their opinions.
Mr. CooK. But what I would like to say is merely a- predicate for

the opinion which I would like to give the Senator.
Part of the opposition has come from, without any doubt, the sincere

belief that the encouragement of capital expenditures will lead
actually to the putting in of more efficient plant and equipment and
to more technological unemployment.

The other half of the opposition is coming from a source that I think
adheres to the views which the Senator -has not espoused but has
stated; namely, that depreciation reform is far to be preferred.

My feeling about it, Senator, is this: There is no impediment to
depreciation reform at the present time. All we need for depreciation
reform is for the Secretary to decide-the Secretary of the Treasury,
and his staff-that the Bulletin F lives are completely inadequate, as
1 would suggest to the Senator they are, and to so direct the adminis.
tration of the activities of the Bureau of Internal Revenue and par.
ticularly the activities of the field agents examining corporate tax
returns and considering particularly depreciation- allowances, and
we could have depreciation reform. We do not need legislation for
depreciation reform. We do need legislation for the implenentation
of this kind of a proposal to expand the economy through inducing
additional expenditures for plant.
Senator WILIAMS. Do I understand you to think, and I am in

complete agreement, that schedule F should be revised? I am hoping
the administration will coire up with a revision, they can do that by
executive action, but do I undcmtand you to say that you'think t.hat
would be adequate?

Mr. CooK. Adequate for what purpose Senator?
Senator WiLIAms. To eliminate any further change in depreciation

schedtles. I don't think that is what you meant.
Mr. CooK. Well, I am not sure that I understand the Senator.
Senator WmLAMS. The mere revision of the scheduleF is not in

itself enough, in your opinion, to take care of the changed-
Mr. Cook. No, I am concerned about it for another reason, Senator,

and I have no hesitation in putting it right out on the table so far as
an electric utility is concerned or, indeed, so far as any utility opera-
tion is concerned, including a telephone operation.

I am concerned that if we do not have a tax credit to stimulate
capital investment, but instead have nothing but a change in the
Bulletin F lives, there will be a good deal of commoton about whether
the increased depreciation allowances should be charged to the cus-
tomers or whether they should not., If they are passed on to the outs-
tomers it is going to mean higher rates and, so far asthe philosophy of
the American electric power system is concerned I want to state it,
categorically, that we areopposed to it.

We favor constant rate reductions -wherever, possible, and we are
interested in anything that will bting that about; and the other route,
in my opinion, leads to anentirecontrary resUlt.

SenatorWAAMs. beyond this changing schedule F and the neces-
sity fbr such a change we ari m agt-ement,"

The other part of liy question was, though, your opinion as regards
a liberalization of the present formula under which you can depreci-
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ate-- and that will take congressional action; that cannot be done by
the Treasury Department unless we act. Of the two methods, which
would you preferI

Mr. CooK. If I had a choice between the two methods, Senator, I
would take the tax credit as being the method which will result in
the most immediate and the most fruitful effect on plant expansion.
SenatorWLLIA S. Would you suggest that this tax credit be taken

into consideration in the overall depreciation, with a 100-percent limi-
tation on the amount which can be depreciated?

Mr. COOK. I would regard that, Senator, as nothing but a deprecia-
tion reform proposal in a disguised form.

The great merit of the tax credit proposal is that it has no relation-
ship to the aggregate investment in plant and equipment except insofar
as that aggregate investment is a measuring stick.

Senator WILwlAMS. As I understand it, the reason you are endorsing
the investment credit formula is that you think that industry is en-
titled to be able to depreciate 116 percent of the cost of any equipment.

Mr. CooK. NQ, sir; I do not.
Senator WILLIAms. Do you think it should be limited to 100 percent?
Mr. COK. It is widely urged in some quarters that we have what is

known as economic depreciation which would result in depreciation
allowances in excess of 100 percent. I personally do not believe in
them. I believe that depreciation should be confined to the amount
of capital invested in the assets and should be limited to 100 percent.

Senator WILIAMS. Well that was the point I was raising. If you
agree that the amount of depreciation which is allowed on any equip-
ment shluld be restricted to 100 percent, do you recommend that 1f
this investment credit is left in this bill and broadened to 7 percent,
as you recommend, that we put an overall limitation of 100-percent
recovery for any industry

Mr. CooK. I think the two are unrelated, Senator, and I think to
the extent that that limitation is placed on it, by the same token, it
will limit the effectiveness of the tax credit device as a means of ex-
panding plants and equipment in the United States.

Senator WILLIAMs. I aim having difficulty in reconciling your state-
ment., As I understand it, a moment ago you said you thought that
the depreciation schedule should be limited to 100 percent.

Mr. CooK. I do.
Senator WILwAMs. Do I understand except as it would apply to

this case you can get 116 percent now, Either we-
Mr. CooK. I am sorry.
Senator WILLIAMS. I do not quite understand your reasoning.
Mr. CooKr. I will be glad to try to explain it.
Senator WmIIAms. -Under this formula--
!Mr. CooK. The tax credit, Senator and there is no disguising it, and

there is no reason why anyone should not be candid about, it, the tax
credit proposal is a tax reduction.

Senator, WnLAxs. It is a, subsidy,
Mr. Coow. The only significance of the plant aqwcont in connection

with it id that it ia u/ed as thei measuring stick, if you will, to deter-
mine the amount of the taxt credit,.

Senator Wmrnxzs. Wodd you characterize i it as a sbsidy?
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Mr. CooK. Well it is rather hard for me-and I say this with all due
respect, Senator-it is rather hard for me to see that when the sover-
eign, which has imposed these taxes in the first instance, concludes in
the interests of the national welfare that it should no longer impose so
large a tax burden, that that can be regarded as a subsidy.

Now, unless all industry is treated fairly in connection with this tax
reduction, there will be brought into the code a highly discriminatory
provision; but I would not, even under those circumstances, speak of
it in terms of a subsidy.

Senator WnuAMS. But as I understand-and I will not labor the
point, we want to close--tiat you are planning to spend $370 million
over the next 3-year period anyway.

Mr. CooK. 'That is true.
Senator WrLLIAMS. You will spend an extra $21 million if this 7-

percent credit is included in this bill.
Mr. COOK. In this initial period, Senator.
Senator WILLIA.!S.' In this period.
Mr., CooK. But if the incentive is a permanent part of the tax struc-

ture, there will be similar amounts spent over the years.
Senator WiUtaAws. This amount would be spent over the 3-year

period. How much additional expenditures will be made? I thought
that is what you were confining it to. .

Mr. CooK. That is not my testimony. My testimony is that if we
are given a 7-percent tax credit applicable in the year 1962, that we will
immediately put under engineering, design, and construction $21 rnil-
lion of additional projects.

Senator K R. Even if the 7 percent ended at the end of 1962.
Mr. CooK. Even if it ended at the end of 1962. If that credit con-

tinues into the following year, Senator 1968, we will then put under
engineering, design, and construction additional amounts not included
in our present budget, and in addition to the $21 million to which Itestified.

Senator WuAmxs. What were your capital expenditures in 1960
and 1959?

Mr. CooK. In 196G-6ne moment, sir,-I do not have the exact
figure here, Senator. My recollection was that it was about $100 mil-
lion in 1960.

Senator Kmm. In 19611
Mr.,,COm. It would be approximately the same amount-in 1961

our expenditures were approximately $97 million.
Senator Wnu ms. Approximately $100 million, yes. You have a

50-percnt expansion in his year's exnditures which were budgetedbefore you were advised of the possibility.of the intive credit,
Mr. COoK. Yes, Senatdr; that is correct
Senator Wuims. And there would-be another 6 or 8 percent ex-panson if you got their tax credit hch would give you, asyou say,

$26 million over the 8-year period.
Mr. Coo. It wouldlbe somewhat more than that $21million would

rep resent, Iwould guess apptoximately 18 petent.
Senator WnIixs.- Wit 4 dnot figure that this investment credit

should in any way be descried or tough of interms of dejrecia.
tion?1

'Mr. Coom I do -not, think so.
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Senator WLLAMS. You think it is a tax,reduction.?"
Mr. Coo-K. Unquestionably.
Senator WILLIAM s. And you would not want it called a subsidy, but

just call it a reduction.
Mr. COOK. If any tax reduction is, a subsidy, then it is a subsidy.

But when the sovereign reduces the burden, the tax burden, that is
placed on the citizens, I do not regard it as giving the citizens a
subsidy.

Senator WILLIAMS. And then if the sovereign-
Mr. CooK. I regard a subsidy as taking the proceeds of taxes and

giving them to somebody else.
Senator WILIAMIS. If the sovereign decides not to reduce it, you

would consider it proper that they made that decision?
Mr. CooK. Tbat is a decision that is preeminently for this committee

and Congress.
Senator WILTAMrS. Thank you.
Senator KERR. I would lIke to ask a question if you do not have any

questions, Mr. Chairman.
The CHAIRMAN. I have a question.
Mr. Cook, I want to ask you whether you favor the tax credit pro-

vision as written in the bill.
Mr. CooK. Whether I favor it as it appears in the bill? I believe

it is highly discriminatory to utility com panies.
The CHAIRMAx. Assuming that that discriminatory feature is not

corrected and you, of course, know the opposition to correcting it, you
have the Treasury against you. Even though this committee may
correct this, the Sennte may corret it, it would have to go to confer-
ence.

Mr. ConK. Yes, sir.,
The CRAIM[Ax. And, with the opp position of the Treasury, you

would: not favorT it unless tis mequality was correcta; is that cor-
rect?

r. ,Coog: That avery diflcult qu.4tion, Sentor,
The CHAiMMAN. Lt me just ask--:.-
Mr. Cooz.,Iv4I.wi answer it if-you wish me to doso. .STh. C2sAu. : Wou._Id like-t9 , h a.ve an answer~to tha~t because, that.

is what we have to consider. "ui ,
Mr. Coox. I think that while the provisions:arminequita-le, ,be-

ljq tfrt te 1ov'al ,ffect wll sa't be t stirwla e onstruction,
and if that is a des4irabi:p'pse if 6.ngreis feel .tat th mul'aton
qf 9pp#trijotion. aoid ,uon' t thq',ec"qn~y a desiiaWe purpose,- I

PuJA0fel eyenJu rts present a-iscrimnatory form it s calculated, to,
p.rod ,th, i eei,.result in .prt, even though thp burdens and te
bnefli are not fairly istribute., Then.ore, it deserves.to pass.

,.The CHAIJU'AN, Then you Would favor.it? I ..
.:r, CooK. Yes, sir.
The 0-IAIRMATN. As it is Written?
Mr. COOK. As I have, stated. .

The CHAIRiMAN. We have, a lert1re from the Detroit Hdison
Co., a, very, able letter, and whibh we will put, into the record. _,The
conciiding paragraph sayS: , ,,• ,

The problem as we view it, is whether your committee Is in favor of the dis..
criminatlon against utilities. If it favors disorimlndt~pn, .ye fqe the ! lslaUtn

rw(p
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should provide that other Industries should no,t by indlrection.4o what utilities
cannot, namely, coistruct Uftlity-tipe &cfltles for their owfi fise and receive a
)referential investment credit.

It goes on in other paits of the letter t&Vsay:
In the area of finance, * * * if this discriminatory legislation was adopted, It

would be only natural for investors to prefer Investment in manufacturing busi-
esses receiving the benefit of the investment credit over those manufacturing
businesses not having the benefit of the credit. The result of such preference
would be to increase the cost of capital in the utility industries, a result diamnetri-
cally opposed to the objectives of the credit, with the resultant depressing effect
on job opportunities, competitive position, and growth in the utility industries
and in the electric equipment manufacturing and supplies industries.

Mr. Maihofer, the Secretary, I think, apparently thinks discrimi-
natory legislation of this kind would be very disastrous to the utility
companies. You say you would prefer to have that than to have no
tax credit?

Mr. CooK. Yes, Senator. The question is not an easy one, and I
think that on any poll of X people, it is inevitable that you would
get different answers.

The Detroit Edison people are able utility people. They operate
a great company and a great stem. But I just happen to hold a dif-
ferent viewpoint than the viewpoint expressed in this letter or, per-
haps, they ]ust happen to hold a different viewpoint than I do, but I
have given you my judgment. I give it to you sincerely. I have tried
to deal in specifics, not in generalities in the testimony that I have
rven. I would not, in the face of thii letter or a dozen like it, change
it." , , . . :

The CrAI rAN. The Chair would like to place in the record a letter
from the Detroit Edison Co., a portion of which has beeii read, which
was submitted in lieu of their appearance. ° .

:(The letter referred'to follows.:) T DETROIT
,THE )DTROITEDisO ,, co" .,

Re HR. Ddtroift, .Mtoh., M#rch q '1962,.,.Re H.R. 10650.,,. .. " "

Iton. AiRgY - LOOD 3YRtP,
Ohiatrman, U. Senate Committee 'oh Ylnance,"
Senate 'Ofje Rtildio, Wd*hin01*o,, DX...

DEA4 SENA rOR BYaD: We would call your attention td,1LB. lO65O, th6 toPbek1
RevenueAct of 1902; section 2 of which provides a'general credit, on rdeprecible
property, of. .7, p rcebt of the qualified- investment aid' the, credit avallIbie,;tq
rgulate dpiblie itllftles for sih ivetntf3 percent. .'.

W6 submit that the Idea/of' dffe'ientlitlng In the creditC &Vb iijetnieit '1
depreciable property between" general aitd utility lpr6Pirt~m is (I): 'il(inei
(2) not founded upon*fact, (8): -ould, unjustly favor one user. Of deprediible
prqjerty Iover another, and .(4), would give- an unjuist and ineconmIcal com.
Petive advantage to general ipanufactur'ng &ver pu~c utilities.

lltaglcally' all 'maiiufaetttrers in the Nati,' 1iluding utllls havefound it
economicAlly necessary to cObtitib thb use Of ifieiehtefit and eb-6ldto MAehinry
and equipment in lieu 'of Investlng ,In, new 'and inore :efficiet."naehinery and
equipment, because -of' the inflated costs 'of such 'neW, equipment aitd the faltldre

of depreciation allowances on the 0ld investroeit to provide sufficient ut iially'
generated funds for such new Investments. tilities are In no different positf~n
than other ,maufactturers in' this regpbct and should be treated thiesme.

,Certainly the obJective of. the proposed investment credit, when coupled with
depreciation reform, Is to increase the rate of discardmeinit of -old ' obsolete
machinery and investment in new, efficient machinery with, the resuiting Pros-
pect of more produdton, ImoreJobs, better . 6mIiidtive position,' and a, higher
rate of economic growth. It 'should be' apparent tlht we cannot discrlminately'
bypass i lrge segment of, manuactiring,. ouch u-the Utillty industry, without,
guaranteeing failure In obtaiitng our objectives.
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The following are some of the unhealthy prospects of a discriminatory invest.
ment credit:

1. The present healthy competition between electric power utilities and
the coal, oil, and bottled-gas industries would be uneconomically disrupted
with overall depressing effects on the economy.

2. Other manufacturers would be encouraged to make uneconomic invest-
ments In electric power facilities. This would mean uneconsimic duplication
and substantial investment in inefficient facilities compared with the more
efficient central station power facilities of electric power utilities. The net
effect could only be to depress the economy.

8. In the area of finance, It would be only natural for investors to prefer
investment in manufacturing businesses receiving the benefit of the invest-
ment credit over those manufacturing businesses not having benefit of the
credit. The result of such preference would be to increase the cost of
capital in the utility Industries, a result diametrically opposed to the objec-
tives of the credit, with a resultant depressing effect on job opportunities,
competitive position and growth In the utility industries and in the electric
equipment manufacturing and supplies industries.

The problem as we view it, is whether your committee is in favor of the
discrimination against utilities. If it favors discrimination, we feel the legisla-
tion should provide that other industries should not by indirection do what
utilities cannot, namely, construct utility type facilities for their own use and
receive a preferential investment credit.

Because of the voluminous requests for appearance received by your commit-
tee, I am submitting my statement n writing and thus releasing the time set
aside for my appearance for other witnesses.

Respectfully submitted.
A. G. M aoHom, Secretary.

The CHAIRMAN. I have no question whatever, Mr. Cook of your
sincerity. I have a great admiration for you. I am familiar with
your activities in Virginia.

I think you are one of the greatest electric companies in the world.
In fact, you have stated that you distribute more electric energy than
any other utility system in the United States.,

What you have done has been in competition with Government-
owned electric companies, you have had a wonderful record, and you
have done it by good management.

But I am concerned about your willingness to accept a discrimina-
tory taxation if it has to come to that, and my opposition to this
comes largely from the fact that there Will be inequalities created all
through the tax system.

Some plants are not going to want to modernize some are going to
want to, and they will get not a tax credit, but it willcertainly post-
pone indefinitely modernization of the6 depreciation system, and that
is what I favor when we have the funds to 40 it.

We are hoping some day to have a balanced budget. It looks to me
very far in the distant future, bUt this tax credit will lose $1,4 billionthe first year, based upon 9 5 percent dereation credit, and when
it gets 10 years from now it will lose over $2 billion a year. It Will be
a permanent fixture and, in my judgment, that will prevent any mod'
e rmzation of the de reciation which, I tkink, is! far more important
than the tax creditUause t will be niform in its appflftion, and'
the tax credit cannot be uniform by reason of its operation, namely,
that it is only to be given to those companies that install new machin-
ery, and so forth.

My'position-I wouldb gl"t "~a Ioi 'i~fit bcaie hy
great confidence in you, and may amcomplely ivrong about ,
and maybe we ought to go to e subsidiary, and it is a subsidiary,
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and you have convinced me today that it is, a subsidiary, becau you
say you will not build certain extensions and installations unless you
zet the tax credit to stimulate your doing it, so it certainly comes in
the class of a subsidy.

Now we are subsidizing enough, in ouw country today, and I think it
would be a mistake to go further into it, and I think the modernization
of our depreciation will be far more advantageous to the industry as
a whole.

I assume you do not agree with that.
Mr. CooK. Senator Byrd, you are very generous in your comments,

and it is very painful to me to have to seem in opposition to that
viewpoint.

But I would add only this: I am aware of no demonstration on the
part of anyone, including the Treasury Department, that a 7-percent
rate is an appropriate rate for nonutilibies. As a matter of fact, I
had hoped that the kind of analysis which we made and presented to
the committee today, would show beyond peradventure of a doubt that
the one industry in the country that is in the very beetposition to ac-
complish the purpose which the administration has stated it desires
to have accomplished is the utility industry. I :

Now, if that is true, and'if the problem is a problem of revenue loss,
'I cannot understand, and I must say that I have never been able to
understand, from the beginning, the insistence of those people in the
administration who have been advancing this proposal, to have this
discrepancy between the utility industry and the nonutility industry.

It would seem, on the contrary, that if- there is only a permissible
amount of revenue which can be lost that the, tax credit should be
viewed as applying uniformly to all industry, and it should be fixed
at such a percentage whether it is 1 :percent or 2 percent or 6 percent
or whatever, it should be fixed at such a percentage across the board
as would result in no more than thepermissibl] revenue loss. °

The OA~mm& . Of course,, you cannot fix it equitably because some
industries-i mean elitninatling the utilities-'other industries that are
modernizing their plants, some have 'already modernized them and

ave not got the benefits and'dwill: not get the benefit, so it cannot be
equal in fat respect.

It disturbs me a lot to think that the future benefits, so to speak,
for business will be in the way of atax credit lhstead of a moderniza-
tion of depreciation -which, I thinks will reach everybody on the'same
basis and will be far preferable to stimulate business activity of the
country.

That is my reason, why I am so strongly opposed to this tax credit,
and I want you and, the ;other utility people to understand that you

ve great odds against yoU in trying to get a'-percent orpprcent
whatever it maybe; provision beciuw the TreasuryiS Strongly opposed
to it,"

The House only gave3 percent, and even if theSenate raised it it
is very questionall whether it- .*d0A- enied tivto lt !4, -ym - Lze
that?,

Mr.CooK. I do, Senator and myr jPleas tiot for : percent ftot he
utility industry,, My' plea -with the committee, is only for such iper.
centage uniforly, made ai&picable to all Industries; utility and non-
Utility alike, as will result in a loss of reverie no more than is a per:
missile loss inthe judgment of the committee andthe Congress.
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,The CHAiRMXA. What- you, wazt is. quality, is it- not ?..
Mr. CooK We want' not to be discriminated against.

, The CAIMAxN. I know you do not. But what I am trying to point
out to you is that the facts that exist today are going to make it

~ practically impossible to get equality- because the Treasury opposes it
and the House evidently gave it careful consideration and they fixed
it at 3 percent.

If the Senate put it back to 7 percent or whatever the final figure
may be and passed it, then it would have to go to conference and so
forth.

It has been my experience up here, which has been for some years,
29 years, on the Finance Committee, and I would say there is a very
poor opportunity to bring that about. We have got to look facts in
the face, I think, about these matters.

Mr. CooK. Yes, Senator.
The CHAIM AN. Have you got any reason to think even if the

Senate would put it back to 7 percent that the House would accept itI
Mr. CooK. My feeling is a little differently, and that is that the

past errors of the executive branch and, indeed, of the House, if that
is the case, are not binding on the Senate, a great independent body-
probably the greatest legislative forum on the face o. the earth. I
think that it is free to do whatever, in its best judgment, it regards as
fair and equitable without any let or hindrance from the Treasury
Department or anybody else.

The CHAmmAN. Well, that is not the way it operates. The Treas-
uiy Department comes up here and gives their views. There is pres-
sure put upon Members of Congress constantly. There is nothing
,ery wrong about it. It has been done every since I have been here.

Mr. Roosevelt did it, Mr. Truman did it, Mr. Ei~enhower did it, and
Mr. Kennedy is doing it,

We are only free to, the extent that we can resist those pressures
that come, and sometimes they are correct in their views and sometimes
Convess is wrong. So I am just spe ki ' of this particular matter,

I just wanted Ito make - 4atement that if you are bsing your ap-
proval of this bill on. ydur thought that, it is going to be equality.1n
this particular tern, oI fear that you are going to i n., it.-Mr, ,o. No,,'t is not. -based on, th.at,:kSjnator, although naturally
Iregrt th t cannot, be bed Onatt. ,-

The G nAjA,., ;I tfa k you ,CMrCookl ! do notwant you to under-stand, Mr, Co6k,, there r's anything ,ofritiism of you in what I am
saying. I am unalterably opposed to this .,tax credit and I wil!do.
everything in mypower to defeat. it., I do not know whetherit can or
canot succeed,: butj t k *it will be a yery--harmiul, departure, be-

34e$.Al an indiicOf.0 o u 4 iphinero.wifvrt iy
l e aid" thit iiduetnent s'8ould cone from, modernizing te -whole
existing deipreciationi schedule and give everybody, the little people
as well as the big. peplei a qhaueeto get, benefits fromit,.
",r, OoK. Th pntry has ai1'vysbeen, the bnefici ary of. t!eSen-

ator's great integrity, and. we Understaid fully his viewpoint.,
The CHAmXMA.. Ore tl igItthtn~is very objetomabl, and: I iwpe

the Congress will qrtainly strike that: out,iwhtov~r they do%7 4&
that is this retroactive pArutf, it. I have pers6ndl e~pqrienc0w4li
that.,'

f
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I modernized my packing plants I was faot: stinulte by.the
tlouIght of getting, any',tax",= itiJ I'.started :wayi backdin- Jaiuaryi,
and I would get a windfall, without desiring it and without makingthe
investment because of .thewindfall,'.

Why they should start* iWtback in January first aind, have .a.windfall,
total windfall, about $600, million, is, unbelievable tb M0, it:is uhbe-
lievable that such a thing has ever been advocated.

Mr. CooK. Well the fact that such a thing has been advocated as
you have described, Senator, may very well indicate that some of the
other things that have been advocated should not be taken at face
value either.

The CHAIRMAN. Senator Kerr, any further questions?
Senator KmRR. Just one observation, Mr. Chairman. I am at a

loss to understand the reaction that this tax credit is a subsidy any
more than other tax reductions have been in the past.

I remember in 1951 we passed a law which contained in it the provi-
sions that certain taxes would terminate at certain dates. Some of
them were in 1951 and some were in 1952, to a total amount of $7.5
billion a year.

I did not regard those tax reductions as subsidies, but rather as
reductions of what could be described by those who pay them as
penalties.

Now, the distinguished Senator from Delaware has offered a pro.
posal with which I know he is especially enamored, on the one hand,
to reduce the depletion factor on oil and gas and, on the other hand,
reduce present graduated taxes on personal income from whatever
the present toplevel is. What is it, Stai n

Mr. STAx. Eighty-seven percent.
Senator WILLIAMS. Eighty-seven percent.
Senator Ksint.' Eighty-seven to sixty percent.
If a tax credit of 3 percent or 7 percent of the amounts spent byan indfistry which wotld;' i effect, be'a tax reduction of the amount

of money that would thereby result from the taxicredit is subsidy,
then: I would, say that the application of-the same rinliple to 'the
reduction of the top bracket of taxation of; individual:eincme from
87- to" 60..pie~eht ,would be :a sibsidyl to7'the extent of the reductionthereby-, brought about . , : .. ,,:, , ;,

That just'makes me look with less faioi upon the propoal-.f, the
Senator from Delaware, because he seeksLto uAcrease thepenalty on
th;i.oll ana gas% indu in oidevr tht liet might provide 4 subsidy to
thow now. payigup to 87 percent of their.incbm mnthd~fbrii of taxes;
I .M idelighted'tiathe hasm xa'dhhi- position clear, 'thot he now, :ad
vocates a subsidy to thosq who pay 87 percent on their personal in,
com6,tax, qndh proposesto pay 'for that sftbidy-that!h6is,going to
giveto tos of us who pay .uptd 87 pereerntitaxeg o1 on o personhi in-
come,-by thcreasin the npelty on onof. Aiericas greatindustriesi
and I am happy that hehas made his posiitonyclear iand we now have

Seitritl befoIre Avant _o tliatk the' Senator -froin,!Oklahoma

forhis understanding. hi" . 1asnppom;te1: f
I 03 am sort I have lost Ya to pnaendmeiit.

L. gh
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Senator WwAu&xs. I call his attention to te fact that there is this
vast difference. In the pror sal to reduce the rates on individual in.
comes from 87 to 60 percent, we are only reducing a part of what
might be described as a penalty, if you want to, on taxes. But we do
not propose to give back to a man more than 100 percent of that which
he has paid in. We are only reducing, his obligation when we reduce
depreciation, and I am joining the chairman in favor of liberalization
of depreciation schedules.

I do think however, they should be limited to 100 percent of the
recovery of the original investment.
I would wholehear tedly suppor t an acceleration of the present

formulas. wherein they can depreciate that, but when you allow an
industry or an individual to recover in depreciation more-than 100
percent of the cost as in the instance of this proposal of the Treasury
Department, he can recover 116 percent of the cost of the new ma-
chinery being installed, I feel that 16 percent is a subsidy, just as I
feel that the depletion allowance in oil,'when you can recover 8 and
10 times your investment, is a subsidy, even though the Senator from
Oklahoma may disagree.

Senator KERR. Under present law they would recover 100 percent
of their investment in the depreciation account.

Senator WIMU4 AMS. Yes, and I would give them an opportunity to
recover it at a rapid-

Senator KmmR. The acceleration of the depreciation factor does not
change the amount they recover from what it is now. It is now 100
percent is it not, Mr. Cook?

Mr. &oK. That is true, Senator.
Senator Keu. Over a certain period of time.
Senator WruiMs. That is correct.
Senator KFIR. And the reformation of the depreciationr or the ap-

plication of the depreciation factor by accelerating it merely shortens
the time in which the depreciation factor is fully realized, and I know
of no one who has regarded this tax credit as a part of the program
of accelerating depreciation, That is an entirely different matter;
it is a different element of the tax law. Ity

Whatever reform you might make in acceleration of the deprecia-
tion application-would not change the amount to be recovered
through depreciation. This is a different-,-

Senator WnLmAxs. Subsidy.
Senator K=u (continuing). Proposal. Call it a subsidy, if you

will, but that does not change the accuracy of the statement of what
it amounts to, which is a tax reduction and not an increase in depre-
ciation.

Senator W ,4 Ms. If it were a tax reduction, reducing corporate
rates from 52 to 50 percent, we could afford to do it, and if that is so
I would go along with it. I am looking forward to the time when
we can go that low or lower.

But when we allow in the formula-and this is connected, and so
recommended to us as a part of depreciation schedules by the
administration. . ..

Senator Mmi. I have seen no such recommendat on, I will sayto
the Senator. I have heard it referred to as nothing but r atax credit,
because the Secretary of the Treasury made it entirely clear here

/ / A:
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that he Was going to do two thing or he recommended two things,
one of which-he was going to do, the other of which he recommended
we do. No. 1, he was going to revise schedule F, to accelerate depre-
ciation whereby the 100 percent would be recovered in a shorter period
of time. He made it very clear that that was the treatment of the
depreciation time period.

He made it equally clear that the 7 percent or the 3 percent was a
tax credit, and I cannot understandhow one as brilliant as the Senator
from Delaware could interpret, what the Secretary said as meaning
that he included the tax credit as a vehicle to more quickly recover
depreciation, because that was not his recommendation; that was not
his statement. That was not his presentation, as I understood it, at
all.

Senator WMLIAMS. I will not delay the discussion, because I do
not have too much faith in my ability to persuade the Senator from
Oklahoma. I

I will conclude with just this question, since we are back now to the
position of the Secretary of the Treasury:

If this committee, and I might say, first, you made an excellent
point-if we are going to do anything here it should not be discrim-
inatory, but assuming this committee decided to accept the recom-
mendations of the Treasury Department in connection with the tax
incentive credit will you approve the billbeing passed I

Mr. COOK. Would the reporter be kind enough to read that question
backI

Senator WIAmS. I will repeat the question.
I asked you, Should this committee decide to accept the reccomenda-

tions of the Treasury Department in connection with this investment
credit, would you endorse the bill and recommend that it be passed?

Mr. CooK. I would feel-
Senator WALLams. You understand that eliminates utilities, that

is the Secretary's recommendation. My question is-and I am recog-
nizing the points. you made--but just getting back to this question:
Assuming that this committee was persuaded by the a.-powerftd argu-
ments of the Secretary of the Treasury to accept his bill as recom.
mended on investment credit, are you in favor of the bill in that form
or would you recommend it not be enacted ?

Mr. Coor. I; would believe, Senator, that it would be so highly
discriminatory and would introduce what I would regard as, such a
dreadful concept into the Internal Revenue Code that: the bill would
not deserve to pass.

Senator Wid,&U. s, Thank you.
The CHAnnuz;. You have not said whether you would favor it.
Senator'WmxA&s. I understood you would not favor it as the See.

rotary of the Treasury, recommended it to this committee; i- that
correct?

Mr. COOK. It would not deserve to pass because of its discriminatory
character and because of the introduction of a principle into tax
legislation that I believe is an entirely inappropriate and very dread-
N'ilprinciolae.

Senator: Wm;us. Assumng, we. did make the changes that you
have recommended how, do. you think; that those industries,, asub-
stantial pai+V Of whose investments is in ,buildings ori other type of
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replaceinetitwhich would not come under -the provisions of the bill,
have a vhM argument that it is discriminatory in connection with
them?

Mr. CooK. I am not familiar with the facts as to those industries,
Senator, and I do not feel qualified to express an opinion.

I can only say generally that if the committee received evidence
on the question and came to the conclusion that it was, in fact,
discriminatory, then they would be entitled to relief.

SenhItor WMLlAMS. Thank you. You made a very excellent wit-
ness, and you are very cooperative. I will conclude with this observa-
tion: If the committee, as I understand it, did include the Wtilities as
well is the amendments being sponsored by the Senator from Okla-
homa and myself in connection with oil depletion, it would still be a
good bill.

Thank you.
The CHAIRMAN. Thank you Very much, Mr. Cook.
Mr. CooK. Thank you.
The CHAIRMAN. The next witness is Mr. Charles E. Oakes, chair-

man of the board, Pennsylvania Power & Light Co. Please proceed,
Mr. Oakes.

STATEMENT OF CHARLES E. OAKES, CHAIR" OF THE BOARD,
PENNSYLVANIA POWER & LIGHT CO.

Mr. OAIuiS. My name is Charles E. Oakes. I am chairman of the
board of Pennsylvania Power & Light Co., an electric utility owned
by some 97,000 stockholders and serving more than 700,000 customers
in the central eastern part of Pennsylvania. I appear before your
committee to express our position in respect to the provision in H.R.
10650 relating to the investment credit.

The bill as-it passed the House, in essence provides for a deduction
from taxes of 7 percent of the cost of new machinery and equipment in
the case, of industry in general ard. a lesser amount of, 3 percent as
applied to certain regulated public utilities. Waiving the basic
question as to the relative merits of the tax credit principle as opposed
to other means of stimulating capital expenditures by industry, our
position is first-that if the-investment credit is to-be adopted, the
regulated public utilities should be included along with other indits-

y and not, singled out for exclusion as has een proposed; and
P.cond-thatf there be uniformity in the amount of the credit allowed.

Extending to the regulated public utilities-uniform treatment with
other industry would at oice be consistent with the President's April1961 tax message to the Congress which emphisized tax fairness and
the elimination of taxinequities as a means of realizing the: basic ob-
jective of more uniform distribution of the tax burden. Obviously
either the complete exclusion of a large and important segment of the
Nation's, industry or insertion :into the law of ia. substanti l lower
level of the investment credit would be a step awa# from tax fairness
and a step' toward further inequities.- The. point id that we, are seek.
lug no preferential treatment as against other competitorsbut father

ivoIdan&e of ,firthet discrimiinatbry, mposition oft the'tax burden.
The olditm-s made thaVt pipblic -tilities -as regular td moopolies are

it.noincp~ttive indiistiy enjoying !an assutrate of. return o0n, in.
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vestmen6 after tax. The fallacy that'- the electric utility industry is
noncompetitive arises from a disregard of the fact that-because of basic
economic reasons it operates within franchised areas and that for this
reason competition is not present. The present utility :is in the busi-
ness of selling energy and thus faces intense market competition from
other forms of energy, including coal, gas, and oil, and in addition, the
competition of sel generation by, industry. While the regulatory
process may establish allowable rates of return after taxes, the result-
ing level of. rates must be such as to meet the cost of competitive
sources of energy available to the customer. Thus to extend preferen-
tial tax treatment to the utilities, competitors acts as a deterrent to the
sale and demand for electric power and brings about a lower level in
electric utility plant and equipment expenditures. The artfic iid influ-
ence through setting up differences in the tax treatment of competing
industries results in a malallocation and utilization of resources The
result, too, in tipping the scales to tax-preferred competition is to
lower the opportunity to realize the allowable earnings level under
regulation-and today we have before us the grave railroad transpor-
tation problem the country faces as a result of such conditions.

Another assertion that has been made for exclusion of the utility
industry from the investment credit is that public utility capital ex-
penditures are based on demand and thus controlled by such require-
ments. This argument in effect says that electric utility plant and
equipment expenditures are independent of economic consideration.
In a statement made earlier to this committee in connection with the
investment credit,, Mr. Dillon pointed out:

Throughout our economy, there will be thousands of Investment decisions in-
volving billions of dollars during the'remainder of this year and in succeeding
years which may hinge on the outcome of this legislation. There iA often a thin
line between a "yes" and "no" decision in the investment area. With the credit
we will have affirmative actions where there would otherwise be none.

Certainly there can be no question but agreement that throughout
our economy there exists thisline of "yes" and "no" investment deci-
sions. And like other industry these decisions are, met, considered,
and resolved by the electric utility in much the same way as in other
industries.

.The public utility responsibility to Provide all service required is q
respQnsibility to do so' at cost--not at a given p rice.. Electric utility
plant and equipment expenditures represent both addition .to capacity
and the substitution of more efficient facilities foiobsolete'plant. Pro-
longed use of 'o1d service facilities long beyond the point of obso
lescence would meet the technical reponslity to serve the public, but
implies a much lower level of capital expenditures than programs that
combine capacity expansion and cost reductions through the substitu-'
tion ofmore ofllient for less efficient service facilities. The reduction
in electric utilitycapital expenditures and the prlongation of Use Of
obsolot facilities would'in time lead to price increases for service. The
responsibility to serve would continue to behonred bt at higljbr costs
41nd service prices.
.hn exclusion offtf e utilities from the tax Credit proposal however.,would have th-nidThus effec- t-aier~elyaffqting thie eflcient uis

of resources in the a y dthmforQ, is pinical to lhe growth
objetvd T1Zy woul aie*i seyera~ a~
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.Assume an energy-intensive industry gets the tax credit. The effect
would be to reduce the price of generating facilities 7 percent--to 93
cents on the dollar. But the excluded electric utility must pay 100
cents on the dollar. Here we are measuring alternative investments
of real resources with two different kinds of money-two different
sets of prices. Now if the price system is to perform its function as
an efficient allocator of resources, it can only do so if $1 worth of
resources is the same for all prospective users. This difference may
be, the margin between self-generation and purchase from an elec-
tric utility, Because of the tax credit an industrial plant may install
a less efficient unit because it buys with 93-cent dollars instead of 100-
cent dollars, with the result that inefficiency is promoted by the tax
mechanism.

Looking at this question broadly) electric energy is but one of many
alternative energy sources. Asa result, there is the urgency to achieve
advances in the technology of generation, transmission, distribution,
and otherwise to strive for efficiency throughout the operation. The
development of high voltage interconnection which has been going
on for many years would be stepped up. And as we approach closer
to the point where large-scale nuclear power generation becomes
economically feasible, the practical realization timewise of this ob-
jective isclosely related to the position of the thin line of "yes" and
no" decisions. There is no doubt that these constructive and bene-

ficial changes will be achieved, Whether they will occur over an
extended period of time or in a much shorter period is dependent
upon hard economic factors. The only valid conclusion that seems
possible is that to a very considerable degree electric utility capital
expenditures are not wholly dependent on consumer demand. Tax
policies which tend to slow down rather than stimulate these processes
of resource development are not in the public interest. I

There is the argument against inclusion of the utility industry
that'if the credit were passed on to the consumer through lower charges
for service the results would not havesa stimulative effect on expendi-
tures fOr new equipment.. Looked at. in, another way this is to deny
the relationship between price and cofhaumption. Certainly it would
seem reasonable to expect that if declining costs are reflected in price,
use would expand' ultimately lead to enlaiged demand, and finally to
the stimulation of equipment construction atid the expansion of the
capacity, of 'the industry.
%In its application to iidisiry generally ,itl is suggested that any

taxpayer be given the "option either of applying the investment'credit
as, any other discount Would be apple[ aaist expenditures for
capital equipment, or by taking it as a tax reduction in the year theexpenditures are made. Thus, under either option current Treasury
revenues will be reduced. However, in the first option the' revenue
is returtned 6ver the life of the discouiited investment by, a lesser allow-
able depreciation deduction whereas, in the second option the revenue
is lost,

Finally, let me add emphasis to the observation of : tho Secretayy
of the Teasury, that investment deisiorons are influenced aA wellby
the availbility Of funds."' I the; iiientiv credit'Ifesiltsiin the sub
stantlaI cbnstruction of equi~thih~ aaid d tirid~ina Oh n ery that is
expected, there will be n'ed f, a'lw of ap1tal beyoindjthat gener-

•/ /, I
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ated by the credit alone. It is as important to encourage a. flow of
investment capital as it is to stimulate the construction of new and
more efficient productive equipment for. the latter cannot be, fully
achieved without the other., And so it seems strag that agaiv the
proposal is made to repeal the provisions enacted in 1054 which per
mit individual investors to exclude' from their taxable income thefirs
$50 of dividends and.to, take a credit against taxof 4 percent of the
dividends in excess of the exclusion.

It seems essential that: these somewhat limited incentives should be
retained to attract funds for the expansion we now look for rather
than to adopt steps which tend to restrict the flow of equity capital
and discourage such investment and thus unnecessarily hamper the
productive growth desired.

In conclusion may I say-if the investment credit proposal is
adopted, the regulated public utility industry should be included on
the Same basis as its competitors in other industry for the utility in-
dustry will then be in the position to contribute as much, and probably
more, to the objective sought as any other segment of industry in the
American economy. ,

The CHAMMAW. Thank ou very much, Mr. Oakes.
We will recess until 2W3,
(Whereupon, at 1 p.m., the committee was recessed, to reconvene at

2:30 p.m., the same day.)

.AFTERNOON SESSION

Senator KF=. Charles H. Mann.

STATEMN= 'OF CHARLES H. MANN, TRFA&UIIXR, THE. COLUM9BIA
GAS SYSTEM, INC., ACCOMPANIED BY MURRAY ZWEBEN,
ATTORNEY

Mr. MAN. I would like to introduce Murray Zweben, also of the
Columbia Gas System.

My name is Charles H. Mann. I am treasurer of the Columbia Gas
System, Inc., a public utility holding company with offices at 120
East 41st Street, New York, N.Y.

The .oprating companies of the Columbia Gas System areprimarily
engaged- i the production, purchase, transmission, storage, and dio-
tribution of natural gas. .,

In 1961, 38 million homes and industrial plants, used natural gas
delivered by the Columbia Gas System. Almost 11, million cus-
tomers were served by distribution facilities of Col&um'ia companies
in the States of Kentucky, Maryland, New Yor, Ohio, Pennsylvania,Virginia, and' West Virginia. The other 2 million, ere indirectly
served through sales by Columbia companiesto otherplii utilities.
. Columbia companies have atotAl of more than $14 billion invested

in property. In 1961 they invested $66 .miion. and expec, to investanother $100 million In, 1962 for. modermzation of existing facilities
and for additional facilities needed to' meet the demanda of their
customers.
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Thus, Columbia companies are vitally concerned with. legislation
which would have a substantial effect, either direct or indirect, on their
ability to finance capital expenditures.',

We heartily agree with those who have testified before this com-
mittee in opposition to the incentive credit! and in favor of immediate
reform of depreciation policies. This view is based on the fact that
the incentive credit: provision as passed by the House, is inequitable
and does not meet te real needs of the economy.

In the dynamic world of today it is imperative, if our Nation is to
maintain, its place as a first rate industrial power, that depreciation
policies permit the prompt adoption of new and improved techniques
and the construction and maintenance of the most modern facilities.
Because of the impact of the present high income tax rates, such de-
preciation policies must be recognized in the tax laws. This is as
important to a regulated utility as to other segments of our business
world; in some respects because of the vast capital needed by utilities,
a respectable argument can be made that the need for realistic de-
preciation policies is even more important for utilities than for other
types of businesses.

Freedom of action with regard to depreciation allowances would pro-
vide an incentive for industry to modernize; it would- benefit 'the
economy generally through increased employment and in the long
run would result in an increase in revenue to the Treasury. This
would be a simple method of dealing with the problem.

However, since it seems unlikely that freedom of action will be im-
plemented at this time and that an incentive credit will be provided,
we urge that this committee recommend an amendment to that part
of H.R. 10650, which would, in effect, allow a credit of 3 Percent in
the case of property used predominantly in a local gasdistibution
system while allowing a credit of 7 percent to most other taxpayers,
including nonutility companies with which local gas distribution com-
panies must compete. If the remedy'is to be a tax incentive there is no
basis for the dissimilar treatment of utilities and other businesses.

At this point, I would like to add one additional' thought with re-
spect to discrimination. That Is if public utilities are to be treated
differently than other companies, where do we stop?--

Senator 1im. Repeat that.
Mr. MANN. If utilities are to be treated differently than other com-

panies, where do we stop?
Senator KERR. Well, are you asking meithat question?
Mr. MANX. No. I thf'rik the committee'should :answef that 6ne.
Senator KPip. I see.
Mr. MAN-N. President Kennedy, in his ta6 message 6f April 20,1961,

stated that oneof;hisobjectives was to elimitlate injustice and inequity
from our taxing system to the end of providing d mrb uniform dis-
,tribution of the, tav burden. The tax credit ,ifovided by H R- 10650
nbt only fails to meet' this ,objectiVe,: but defiiitely adds further in-
equity anid discrimination becats it gives. p ref ntial tax treatment
to certain grotlps 6f t xpayeor and to individual taxpayer within
those grou~ps.
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Secretary Dillon, in a statement to this committeebOn, April 2,1962,
stated, that the original recommendation that the credit not apply to
regulated public utility corporations was--
based.on the fact that public utilities are regulated monopolies with substantial
assurance of a given rate- of return on' investment after tax.

We would agree with the SecrtaIy only that iis publio-nt.itt_
are regulated; wedo not agree that they tti* monopolies, 6V tlidt they
are assured a given rite of return. "

Let us examine two points made'by the Secretary.
First, regulated public utilities should no longer be considered

monopoles. The implication in the Secretary's statement is that
utilities are not subject to competition This utterly misleading con-
ception has been prevalent in this country for many years, f my
testimony succeeds in doing nothing else, I hopethat it will correct
this impression. The truth is that utilities have become highly com-
petitive.

Public utility regulation provides no protection against price com-
petition from products of either other regulated utilities--gase ver-
sus electricity-or from nonregglated companies--gas versus oil or
coal. Thus, utilities are faced with the same competitive situation as
exists in other industries.

For example, Columbia companies compete vigorously and continu-
ously with nonregulated oil and coal companies for space heating and
all classes of industrial loads.

Senator KmRR. Let me interrupt just a minute, Mr. Mann, Is your
company a transportation company or a distribution company?

Mr. MANI. We are both. We are a producer, transporter, and
distributor.

Senator Kmm. The bill treats your distribution system investment
differently than your transportation system investment?

Mr. MANN. That is correct.
Senator KRm Now put that into the record right here, -will, you?
Mr. MA1NN. The bill, as passed by the House, would, in -my opinion,

allow a credit of 7 percent to the producer of gas and' tthe transpbrter
of gas, but would l6W only 3 percent to the distributor.

Senator KmRR. I understand ift; you are against all three of them?
Mr. MANN. That is right. We are opposed, in principle, to. ,the

proposed incentive credit.,
senator KF R. That is what you say on page 2 of your statement

I read it or understand it, correctly.
Mr. MANN. You are right.
Senator KXiuR You are Opposed to all three of them.
Mr. MANN. Yes.
Senator Kmm. All righi. We sure ought to be able'to iSfy you.
Mr, KAN. In fact, in every class of customer served, our companies

are subject&to competiton, f om at leait one, other luel or source of
energy. Ifthe proposed incentivecrediftis to be d gasdistribu-
tion companies, should be treated in the same way as other corporate
taxpayers o ting 4 in tries Should ' tbe given a tax credit morethan twie tlittal1 we such gascompani s.

Such a tax advantage con d.result in a regulated gas4aistriuon
company losing a part of its business to nonx'egulte compettrs-
not on the basis of economy or efficiency, but solely on the basis of
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discraninatory tax legislation.' For instance, it has been reported to
me that one of our companies operating in Ohio is in jeopardy of
losing several industrial customers to otier fuels because of the com-
petitive. price situation. The annual revenue involved totals about
$828,60, revenue which must be rec9uped from other customers if this
enmnstnv i tn earn a foair rtA of return-,

S' , -regplated public Utiliti not assured a given rate of
return. .Although rulat.ry commissions permit a utility'to charge
rates designed to provide a linitd r4te of return., there is no guarantee
that the ut ity will be able to sel its product i sufficient volume to
Produce the allowed rate Of return, or that the rates designed for 'the

witure will bring a return at all.
We cmi'show, y specific exarhple that'during the relatively prosper-

ous years f11owingWorld War, II certain of our companies earned a
return less than the return which the applicable regulatory agency
said theqr were entitled to earn. Furthermore, the overall earnings of
Columbia System in 2 of these years were inadequate to cover the
regular dividend the system had been paying, and it must also be
noted that the return, we are talking about was based on original cost
dollarsinot on inflated dollars and not on'the true value of the property
involved.

I have included in my statement a quote from the March 16 report
of the Committee on Wa s and Means in vhkh the committee states
that the investment credit foi regulated public utilities is 4 percent
because the regulated utilities will actually pass this on in lower rates
'tdcon~umers and second, that they do not have any choice with respect
to expansion.

I will not bother to'read the quote.
(The quote referred to is as follows:)

The Investient credit in the case of most regulated public utilities Is in effect
4 percent rather than 8 percent (4 percent later changed t6 3 percent and 8 per-
cent later changed to 7 percent). The smaller credit W provided in such cases
because much of Its benefit In these regulated Industries is likely to be passed
on in lower rates to consumers, thereby negating much bf the stimulative effect
on investments., M!oreover the size of the investment in regulated public utili-
ties, such as electric companies, local gas companies, telephone companies, etc.,
will in large part be determihed by the growth of other industries, iathek than
their own.

Mr. Mi'. Each of the above grounds is without merit.'
First, it should not be assumed that the tax reduction resulting from

the inviestnent'redit must bepassed on 'to the customers of regulated
utilities. The provision's purpose could :b ,achieved with respect to
utilities if the report of your committee made if clear thaitthe objec-
tives of the legislation Would not be met if 'gildtbry commisions in-sist that the tax reduction be treated as applicable to the yearin Which
plhnt exyinditures are ade.'i
-The comirittee report should niake cleaf that the investment credit
Ig designed, to supply Caital. for'modeifitation ahd expansion 6f
plant and is not'iitened immediately freduce ,tillty, tes,

The'.-ecd argument against full credit' fox4itility" companies i
thaitsuch'ebomp'inles hae n cibhoicebdtU Spend additkiI d1igllrf@

Int, expansion and that such. epndires6 iit feted b
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This is not completely valid for the following reasons:
(1) While we recognize that a local gas distribution company is

required by law to meet all requests for service in its franchise area,
we also know it must have sufficient capital to enable it to fulfill this
legal obligation. By the same token, you must recognize that the
ability to attract this capital would be adversely affected by the in-
centive credit provision, as passed by the iluw, for thle r-ason that a
3-percent credit would make securities of a gas company less attractive
than those of companies entitled to the full 7-percent credit.

To illustrate this point, I have had prepared the following com-
putation to show the difference in income tax-payable to a gas dis-
tribution company with, that payable by a company granted the full
7-percent credit. In each case I have assumed taxablenet income of
$20 million and qualified investment of $35 million.

Local gas Company
distribution granted full

company 1-p"cent

1, Taxable net income (assumed) ..-................................... M -0-00-000 $20,000,000
2. Federal income tax, before credit-.................... ...... 094,00 $10,394,600
8. Amount of qualified Investment in plant (assumed)-----------------$35, 000,000 $35,000,000
4. Investment credit:

1?ateo (percent) ............................................- 3 7
Amount ...................................... .. $1,050,000 $2,450,000

5, Federal income tax payable -------------------------- , 47........ 46............. $9,3, 9 00
6. Additional tax paid by local gas distribution company.. -.-............. | $, 400, 000
7. Effective tax rate (percent) .............................................- 40.7 897

The effective tax rate of the local gas distribution company after
deducting the investment credit, is 46.7 percent; that of other com-
panies is 39.7 percent. I doubt that any of you want to approve
legislation which would result in such discriminatory tax rates.

Although it is incumbent upon a gas distribution company to obtain
the capital required to construct additional facilities to meet the
needs of its customers, there is no such, req uirement with respect to
(expenditures to replace and modernize plaint so as to improve the
quality of service, reduce costs in order to meet competition, and
provide reserve capacity for future growth. For example, Columbia
is currently making investments in its seven-State distribution area
for microwave equipment, automatic and remote control equipment,
and advanced types of data proessig and data transmission equip-
ment. These expenditures, and the replacement of Property, are de-
signed to improve service and ' not to take on additional customers or
additional load. Thus, determining whether or not to make this type
of capital expenditure is within lnangemenlt's imxmtedite' control.
As an example, because of' thb difficulty of raisng capital, Columbi
companies have frequently been reqtied tb cut back their constric-
ion program to the absolute miffimbm necessary to meet service

requirements.,.Inconclusion, Columbia -System companies ai'in, favor of imme-
diate rdon of Oeprect6ion policies,.

Summ&izing te p~isit~o1n ofsthe Co10nibiSystem compahies'with
respect tdtheiitientiV6.credit p vided byl 10850 it is as follows:

'! Locml gas'distributidn companies igorously ompet withnon-
rglatedoabib'add deal companies, and,' thrfbre, hould be as llo ve 4 d
the same tax credit as their competitors .
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(b) It should not be assumed that the reduction in taxes must be
passed onto the customer. I he report of this committee could play
a large part in preventing this.

(c ) Local gaa distribution companies compete with all other in-
dustries in the financial market; thuf, a 3-percent tax credit for a local
distribution company would make its securities less attractive than
securities of other companies entitled to the 7-percent credit.

Before closing I want to reiterate that public utilities itre not
monopolies and are not guaranteed a return or profit.

Gentlemen, I thank you for the opportunity to present the views
of the Columbia Gas System.

Senator Kamw. Thank you, Mr. Mann, for your statement.
Mr. P. E. MacAllister.

STATEMENT OF P. E. MacALLISTER, PRESIDENT, MacALLISTER
MAOHINERY CO., INC., INDIANAPOLIS, IND.

Mr. MAOAumSwIs. Mr. Chairman and-members of the committee,
my name is P. E. MacAllister. I am president of MacAllister Ma-
chinery Co., Inc., located at 2118 North Gale Street, Indianapolis,
Ind. I am appearing on behalf of the Associated Equipment Distri-
butors, of which I am chairman of the national affairs committee.

Our association consists of over 800 retailers of construction, mining,
logging, and road maintenance equipment, with headquarters at 310
East Cedar Street, Chicago, Ill.

I would like to thank the committee on behalf of our industry for
the opportunity of presenting its views on the so-called tax credit
incentive proposal which your committee is considering.

Like other small and medium sized businesses, our industry has
found growth under existing tax laws a major ' problem. Our as-
sociation has advocated tax adjustment to permit growth of smaller
businesses since 1956.

No matter how one views the administration's tax credit incentive
proposal, it-,is a clear recognition of the fact that ourpresent high
tax rates retard or stifle mo ernization and expansion four produc-
tive faciilities. Why the administration has not recognized the same
stifling effect of our present tax structure on the distribution and
service industries is an enigma.

As we understand it, the, administration's tax credit incentive plan
has two basic objectives: -.

Modernizati6 of our iidustkial facilities-t6 make them competitive
in world markets and ' f e •

Acceleration oi economic growth to meet (he peeds four expanding
population and labr force..

We agree-that to achieve these goals we need aihgh and risin level
of capital formation. We must, however, take exception tie ad-
ministration's limited appicaion of the tax credit proposal. /: :

We do not question the need for modernization- Of our industrial
facilities bit tiis need should ho't be coivdered, bnly 1 t1 iilit of
our competitive. position , in the\ woild markets. i of,, 'hu'! the
modernization 6f our 1ids ril filities, we slve t 6 irobem of pro-
dutilg more tnd Netter good at a wor price f0or df1estiononsump-
ti5n, we at the same time solve this phase of our wo! !4 0aet problem.
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To justify the needs for the modernization of our industrial facilities
on the basis of world markets is putting the "cart before the horse."
In spite' of the fact that our exports of goods and serves have in-'
creased approximately 55 percent since 1954, they represent only 51/
percent of our' current gross national product and approximately the
equivalent of 9 percent of our domestic personal expenditures for
goodss and services.

One of our national goals, of course, should be to increase exports,
but in attempting to achieve this objective we should not blind our-
selves to another phase of our economy which is equally, if not more
important and requiring immediate attention. We are referring-to
the effect of the present tax structure on small- and medium-sized busi-,
ness and particularly to the independently owned concerns in the
distribution system.

The proponents of the tax credit incentive proposal before this com-
mittee premise their argument on a popular economic misconception-
namely, that the process of physical production is the only creator of
value. Too often we gmwe exclusive credit to mass production tech-
niques for the fast growth of our economy. The very vital factors
of distribution and service--directly affecting production-are often
overlooked. We are sure that the members of the committee are aware
of the importance of distribtuion to our e onomy, but a comparison
of the employment trends in the manufacturing industry and those
in the wholesale, retail, and service industries, provides a striking ex-,
ample of the relative positions of these two segments of the economy1

Of the 85,147,000 employees in manufacturing, wholesaling, retail-
ing, and service trades in 1961, 16,268,000 were employed M manu-
facturing, or approximately 46 percent, and 18,879,000 were employed
in wholesaling, retailing, and service industries, or approximately 54
percent. . . I

From 1950 to 1961, increases in employment in these industries were :'
Manufacturing from 15,241,000to 16,268,000, or less than 7 percent,
and wholesaling, retailing, and service industries from 14,168,000 to
18'879,000, or nearly 28 percent.

.From' these figures it can be seen thit 'distribution and service indus.
tries are providing a far larger potential labor market than manu-
facturing. Equally interesting is the fact that of the total 9 million
increase in employment in 'all nonagricultural establishments during
this same period,, tht distributiom and service induStries absorbed 4
million, or approximately 44 percent, 6f the total increase.2 'y limit.'
Ing the tax credit ivntive proposal to the modernization of- plants
a nd equipment, these basic aeconomio fact have iappaprently been'

'Te mInufacturing indUstrytoda;y is devoting much of its research
nt talent 'to the development bf means of redtcifiglabdr costs. -VThhi
Presideit'S-. tax ced-t' Incentive prposal'will at least accelerate: in-
dustry'seff6rt in this area. In thi-abseiceof oth6r unf6reseen factor,
this is gingto necessifW si. ahiftin theareas ofemployment.-

'in making Cthiscompron BI we 'r' 0Cexuded figures 1 mlni; contract

eonetructlon; vt! neportato a~Ad pupi toOflities;, nnancp inpurqL, and realtestate;, and

,Bureau of Labor StAtiatl oh 0pil7pnent and Earnings, XO6,. Ums ,Department of.
LAbor, vol. 8,N0, 8, r, II, February 198. ' ... .
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With increased population and more expendable income, the Ameri-
can public will continue to require more goods and serviceA The
independently owned distribution and serve concerns are not now
able to finance modernm ' marketing techniques required to promote the
sale of their goods and services. Theo distribution and service in-
dustry, like ours, can, if given the proper incentive, modernize and
adopt pro ressive marketing techniques and services thus expanding
and absorbing those employees released by more efficient manufactur-
ing facilities. The total effect' will maintain the required high in-
crease in employment needed for a growing economy.

-Since distribution is a major factor in rTelation to. manufacturm
output, and consequently affects the whole economy, it is logical that
serious tax consideration should be given to service and distribution
industries which have contributed equall to our national growth.
The proposal you are considering is of little or no help to this impor-
tant segment of the business community which needs and wants the
assistance apparently being rejected by those to whom it is offered,,

The following are some problems that distributors face in trying to
expand their business and merchandise the products produced by the
manufacturer: - I I

1. Distributors seldom, if even, have any control over the prices
which are established by, and must be paid to, the manufacturer.

2. The distributor is quite frequently caught between the high cost
of manufacturing and the sales' resistance of the consumer.
3. The increased costs of labor and other items of distribution have

further reduced the margin of profit for the distributor, .
To offset these handicaps, the distributor attempts-to increase his

total volume in orderto realize a reasonable dollar profit. Additional
volume, however, requires larger inventories and larger investments
in accounts receivable. We emphasize inventofies and receivables
because in our industry they currently represent 85.16 percent of a
distributor's assets as compared to 6.02,percent in fixed assets. Al.
though the'relationship between invefitories and receivables as coin.
pared to fixed assets may vary among, the various segments of 'the
distribution and service industries, the problem is substantially 'the
same.

Due to technological developments in the industrythe equipment
we handle has become larger and more complex. i coled with
growth in: the, national economy, has necessitated . subantial dolkr
increase in our inventory and receivables. Retained earmings after
taxes are not adequate. to finance these required inventories and re-
ceivables. Equity capital is not availabl because' of our low profit
position. In the 7-year period, 1954 through 1960, the net wth of
the average'equipment distributor itiireased from $889,065 to $8 6,829,
orless thanu5,percont.,1,

During -this same period total iet orth and liahilities of the, aver-
age company in our industry inorased ftom$644 000 to $838,518, or
an increase of nearly 80 percenti.The liabilitie, however incr/w edfrom $804,934 to $478,688, or over 56 percent, iOf the ~171,Th4 in-
crease inoliabilities, $118,688j or '66 percent, represented increases in
and' working' capital in otnuindustry. ,  With less 9ian'a p reti
increasein net worth during this -Tyear perd and iablties inereas-
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ing 56 percent, it is obvious that this condition did not permt payment
of dividends except L isolated instances. In view of these facts, it is
apparent that retained earnings, after taxes, are not sufficient for
growth in our industry.

The percentage relationship of the other items in the assets-and-
liability columns of the associated equipment distributors' cost-of-
doing-business survey have remained relatively constant during this
7-year period. If the committee requires copies of the association's
cost-of-doing-business surveys, which contain the statistical data just
referred to, we will be glad to make them available.

The inability of independent concerns in practically all segments
of the distribution and service industries to retain, after taxes, earn-
ings required for modernization and expansion is one of the reasons
manufacturers have opened direct outlets and eliminated the inde-
pendent entrepreneur. Manufacturers generally having access to
equity capital can employ specialists and executIve talent which are
necessary to mass pruction and distribution. Because of their ac-
cess to the equity capital market, many manufacturing companies are
diversifying horizontally and vertically integrating manufacturing
and distribution.

It strikes us as odd that we have antitrust laws designed to keep com-
panies from becoming monopolies, while we have tax laws that dis-
courage the growth of small and medium sized companies that might
compete with the larger companies. The present tax laws practi-
cally deprive us of our sole source of growth, while largerr companies
are able to grow through the use of both retained earnings and equity
capital.

Although the distribution and service industries have grown since
the advent of high taxes, their growth has been far short of that of
other industries in the economy. Much of their growth has been ac-
complished through the assumption of dangerous short-term liabili-
ties. They have now reached the end of the rope and unless positive
tax measures are adopted to permit the retention of a greater portion
of their earnings for modernization and expansion, we can only antici-
pate a higher acceleration of concentration of business by those who
can reach the equity market.

In 1956 we suggested tax reforms based on the principles which
were luter embodied in bills sponsored by Senator Sparkman (S. 2),
and Congesman Ikard (H.R 2) and Curtis (HIR. 2W03). Our
position has been supported by previous and current testimony of
businessmen, financiers, and economists and we have found nothing in
the testimony presented so far on the present proposal to cause us to
alter our position.

Dr. Dexter Keezer, economis for the McGraw-Hill Publishing Co.,
in his appearance before the Subconunittee on Tax Policy of the Joint
Committee on the Economic Report in 1955 observed that the e existing
tax structure was very definitely prventing the accumulation of capi-
tal for expansion and growth of smtdler companies. This was corrobo-
rated by the exhaustive study maee by Drs. Butters and Lintner, of
Harvard University, on the "Effec. of Taxes on Concentration" which

'Hearings before the Subcommittee on Tax Po.luy of the Joint Committee on the Zeo-

nomie Report. Dec. 14, 1955, pp. 5M7-581, S4th Cong., Ist ses.

82190-42----pt. -11
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Dr. Lintner presented for inclusion in the record of the session. In
this definitive investigation it was observed that-
new firms are needed to replace existing business units that fall behind or drop
out of the competitive race * * * to develop new Ideal.;, techniques aud products
that can potentially offer effective competition to established firms.

And in considering the need for increasod investment in these
smaller firms, this study noted-
r uch Investments are of the greatest social onsequence.

They are-
the Investments that are particularly significant from the viewpoint of a dynttlltc
competitive structure-I.e., from the standpoint of both industrial concentrate t)a
and competitive behavior.

'So far as the alleged loss in revenue is concerned, we pose the ques-
tion of whether the country can any longer afford to delay action in
this area, both from the standpoint of survival of the small and medi-
um sized businesses and growth in the national economy.

fi our opinion, the Sparkmim-Ikard-Curtis bills (S. 21, H.R. 2 and
H.R. 2003) approach the problem more realistically and provide the
growth incentive at the level where the largest potential is possible
and will provide the greatest national benefit.

It is our opinion that there should be more realistic depreiation
rates available to the taxpayer, with a choice of lives within a range
of years, to afford flexibility corresponding to conditions. Thp deti-
nitions of "useful life" should be clarified and the question of salvage
value should be eliminated. A clearer policy on depreciation would
allow the taxpayer to p lan his business without the threat of a subse-
quent assessment resulting from review by Treasury agents.

Again. I wish to thank the Chairman and members of the commit-
tee for the opportunity of presenting our position on the tax credit
incentive proposal. We hope we have contributed to the committee's
deliberations.

Senator Kml. Thank you, Mr. MacAllister.
M, Jerrold Q. Abel.

STATEMENT OF JERROLD Q. ABEL, CONTROLLER AND TREASURER,
SOUTHERN COUNTIES GAS 0. OF CAW RNIA

Mr. Amm. Mr. Chairman, my name is Jerrold Q Abel. I am con-
troller and treasurer of Southern Couioties Gas Co. of California,
which is a natural gas public utility distributing company and a sub-
sidiary of Pacific Lighting Corp.

Mybusiness address is Los Angeles, Calif."
m I appearance here today, I am representing all of the, coin-

panies in the Pacific lighting system *hich together comprise the
largest natural gas distribution system in the Unted States.

These companies render gas service to over 2.5 million customers in
southern California, inan area with population of nearly 9 #ijlhion
people; In addition, we supply San Diego Gas & Electric Co. with
the gas which it serves to alout 280,000 gas customers. We also up-
ply some gas to the city of Long Beach, which haslanothe 114,000 cus.
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We appreciate the. opportunity' to appear before yourcommitfA to
present this statement ,in opposition to, the investmen t tx credit foF
certain regulated utilities as proposed in - the Revenue Act -of 196k,
H.R. 10650. In our opinion, allowing local gas distribution systems
a credit of 8 percent or >'s than half as great as the 7-percent credit
for other industries is discriminatory. It would put our companies-
the local gas distribution utilities-at a competitive disadvantage with
other energy sources which would be eligible for the higher tax credit.

President Kennedy in his "Messags. on Taxation" of April 20, 1961,
stated:

Whenever one taxPayer Is permitted to ify less, someone ,el hus be qked
to pay more.

The report of the Tiouse Coniruittee oi .Ways and Meansquoteslroi
the Economic Report of the President as follows : s qoe i

We must scrutinize our tax system carefully to Insure that its provisioop eon-
tribute to the broad goals of full employment, growth, and equity,

It is axiomatic that a7peroent tax credit for most industries with
only a 8-percent tax credit for local gas distribution companies is not
equitable and can only mean that while others are paying less, our
industry and ultimately our millionsof customers are being asked to
pay a greater share of the tax burden.

The House committee report states with regard to the investment
credit in the case of most regulated public utilities:!

The smaller credit is provided In such cases because much of its benefit in these
regulated industriesis likely to be passed on in lower rates to consumers, thereby
negating much of the stimulative effect on investments. Moreover, the size of
the Investment In regulated public utilities, such p electricg9mpanies, locatgas
companieS, telephone comipanles, 4 etera, willing' litige patt be determined by
the growth of other Industriee, rther thantheit06v. O ,i)Accepting this td liehe ,ttert iion whih the 10tfei*dit for
related W public Utilities id ' b , let osidei - these' two tpunt:

Filt, With t ct 't' h f beefit ' bii passed iin 16*er

This observation isbsd I b01eo~t~~i~Wo & p i
that regulatedtilities always arh the-ate oif retu&h fo6uid )-ean-
able so that any benefit which would enable, a utility, to- * n ihi
than the authorized return must be pa"4 "oi e t~ y.t6 st<fners
'in the f:*tn 6bf 1'*e INes Ol'oul u'd6~ith ~ ia~nte
money would not be ayailaBlth6 thW 'tlity bi s pNi Piet

W1hih iti WiAti6that utilityaite to cuotifik ire designed o yield
a fai or ntt O tliliei 'id unbeo t tnreci Years,
the r4tef titmu msA uaf on-puomi reb b16as c. i per ben supi-
Stanti~ls s tY1i'hifn h4r't t lreoube."

j:W iot bjet Wi a 60a~cn nd tamreia ',6 -g%4,ra&4t* thatit'

cumqsances anid in the absence of afii Y dl 'ila".tihx" 16 -
ample, the iatk of teu isabihd~ the loIa Iult ~~lte
Commision iu i960 as fair, juid raonable for the, future *or,tM -i*o

191i however one subsidiary was ablW'o Uai it

rates to be lower
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..We are not .a monopoly in supplying energy. In ourcoertifidated
territory we ;mustb sell our product, in a highly competitive market.
Thel regulated gas utilities which I represent, have for many years
been experiencing severe competition from nonregulated oil and nat-
ural gas suppIirs .

Senator =FmP. I am going to interrupt you from time t6 time, and
other witnesses, since I may be the only one to question you here this
afternoon.

I you do notmind, I will'interrupt y6u here.'
Mr. ABEL. Yes, sir.
SQnator Km. Where do you get the gas you sell ?
Mr. ABEL. Well, the majority of the gas that we sell comes from

outside 9f the State. It is purchased from E1 Paso Natural Gas Co.
nd from Transwesten Qas CO.
Senator KERR. Have they not now been combined, or are there two

companies?
Mr. ABEL. There am two companies.
Pacific Northwest was combined with El Paso Natural Gas Co.
Senator KERn. That gas comes from where ?
Mr. ABaLE. It comes from th Four Corners area around Colorado,

New Mexico, and from the Permian Basin.
Those are the two major areas.
Senator KER. Your next sentence "Oil in the Los Angeles area is

about $2.10 a barrel"--do you mean fuel oil?
Mr. Amu.. Yes; I mean fuel oil.
Senator KRni. You do not mean crude oil? The product with

which you compete is $2.10 ?
Mr. A u Tat is right; it is the type of oil which is used by the

large steam-electric generating plants.
Senator I . Insofar as your residence customers are concerned I

guess you have the competition of home-heating oil I
Mr. AB .Wel,. to a cotain extent from the oil business, but thatis not a majbr comipetitor. Our maj6r competitor there ia.thie etric

competition w1i'chi very strong ad very vigorous.
Senator KtEiM. But now they are in the same category in this bill

fhat you are. ,
Mr. Mun.. Thtfc5rrect; yes.,
Senator. 16i",, Sothat insofar tsyour competition .as for the resi-

aienc maketyo have the same 'treatment,
SMi. /p'i 4. neofar as those customers, yes. ,There is a very vigorous'ompet1i26ther, houghi However, e.iregi .. pp)iers of

energy to the e lecriC eompanjee will be enitled to the i. -percentcredit and the d wll e able tot lwer the fnrice o such essOd

to the electric companies. This, of course, .will beflt o lr ¢e~ric
com ,etitors and fiiake our I" petitive, positio wih 6. 'rec~, thetentiamarket mo re '

Senator: Kwuh, What percentage o vOtwvmaret i" ed e
Ifr.. Aiim. Spealgng vome, mor than r0n0 n

ge customer businessSena n L'en, y0U are snswenng yay question 4,

y6uhIi~e nbt othekwise spl'ed./ ,
/ /
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Mr. ABni, That is correct sir.
Senator Km. All right. Fifty percent of that is industrial ?iS

that what you are telling me f
Mr.ABEL.. That is ab6ut right;,voluimewise.
Senator KkRR. And the other 50 percent is residence V .
Mr. Azeh. On a volume basis;"'that, is approxunately correct,
Senator KxR. What ib the sitation'tevenuewise I
Mr. AwBL. Al right, sir,' Iwill be'glad to tell you that.
For the 12-months ended December 81;, whh is the year 1961i ofthe total revenue of $400,million, approximately $249 uilliOn was so-

called' domestic and commercial, which would include the, residential

It is a-little ifiore than" 50 percent on a revenue basis.,
Senator KPn. You say domestic and commercial. Does that mean

there is that much. from residential consumption?
Mr. Aim%. That is not all! residential, sir, because there 4vould be

small business, restaurants, and any other type of small business that
m ightusethim, '

SenatorKERR. In other words,' that is the re vemIe you receive from
other than industrial customers ?

Mr, ABEL. That, is right, sir. The rest of that is industrial of vari-
ous types, and we also have this wholesale business which I mentioned
at the beginning of my statement with ,regard to San Diego knd the
city of Long Beach.

Senator EXm.. All right,,proceed, '
'Mr. AnEL. I might say with respect toihis ' ompetitive.situatibn,

we do have a. very vigorous competitor in the natural gas producers
and I will get into that a little further along.

Senator Km. You do not have that in the area where you have a
franchise, do you?

Mr. ABEL. Yes; we do;,;we dove *Ydefinitely.,
Senator KERR. You mean otaer source arevoavaitltblet6 W!aresidence

oraconsumerinyourarea? ' f'
Mr. Aim., TheY have not mo ved into the resident tial' sir."- I
Senator KRR. That is what I asked you.
Mr. ABEL. With respect to the residential no,; but .w6 do have that

witlh respect' to 'theiarge electric-steam generating plant'.,
'Senator KRR. Yes; yit 'had it with refefence- to your-iiidustrial

customers '-A'

Mr. ADEL. Yes, sir. "', h" " .
Senator KEiC- . But not Withreference to your reidential amid small

commercial? ' * *"

Mr. AnL., No, sir not with respect to those.
SenatorIi.. All ri' b.u
Mr. ABnPL. Oil in the Los Angeles area is about $2.10 a barrel At

the accepted conversion rate, the e"pvalent pie i' r' i 'abdut
cents per thousand cubic feet.

lowest wt' price gas sold to' our n~e larges V vown ~us t rfIIcusto'ersitrider basi, contract: rates, athorized by the'regulatoryi aihority$
was 38.8 cents per thousand oubiC feet.

Senator KEin. This 35 and's'I cents are indistriil rdtes?
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Mr. AnEn. That is correct, sir. Tlat is-these large industrial cus-

Senator KFRP. I know. -.
Mr. AmL. Certain volumes of gas in excess of the basic contract

volumes were available to these customers at 37.6 cents. Ii November
1961, in order, to meet competitive 'fuel conditions, and only after the
necessary approval of the California Publio Utilities Commission, we
offered six of.theo nine customers a special contract providing for a
rate as low as 84 cents, for excess volumes over and, above certain
additional long-term, contractual, obligations. At the present, time,
eyent with these lower rates- only'three such customers have ejitered
into this new agreement. he lowest price currently available for
approximately the next 25 largest volume. industrial customers is

395cents.: , , / :

Recent court decisions--I am referring to California courtde-
cisions-have upheld the unregulated sale of- substantial quantities of
gas to large-volume users by nonregulated natural gas producers in
direct competition with our regulated local gas distribution utilities.
We have lost one large electric steam generating installation, which
we were willing and able to serve.

Senator K.mw. May I ask you what they are paying for their gas,
approximately I

Mr. AmL. I am sorry, Senator, I do not have that particular figure
in mind.

Senator KERR. 'Would you say it is 85 cents a thousand cubic, feet?
Mr. Awma No; I think it is around 40 cents, but I would prefer to

double check that and furnish it to you. I I

Senator Km. I would like for you to put it in the record, and, also,
the comparative value. Do you guarantee to have a thousand B.t.u.'s
per thousand cubic feet of gas f

Mr. AusL. Most of it is around 1,050 or 1,100.,
Senator K-m. 1,050 to,100.
Mr. AmpL. That is correct, sir.
Senator Kum. Do -fou know the B.t.u. content of a barrel of fuel

oil?
-Mr. ABL., No, sir, I do not,
Senator X=Rj. I wish you would put, iito the. record the price that

this customer that you lost' is; how paying for his gas, hw -much his
cost per thousand B.t.u.'s is; what it would be if he used fuel oil at
$2.10 a barrel*

Mr. Awti1 , I will be glad to furnish thatfinfo.rnationi
'(Mr. Abel subsequently submitted the following for the record:)

Lot A9lelei OTalff)' April 11,1962.

Oiof 0i~, Sets P omm~t tee, ., , - ,- ,
Wa~i~gon~ TO.
D , Miw.,Swan am: In connection -with y appearhee bre he 'A'tetiiehne# (obmnlttee on AAxfti 9, I0i82, Betia trken' resed ecihi',addltlotial

lhmfomatt6ntrel~tiV Wtb tl steam electrle: generating lflstallat!0n referred toby
m as being served by, a: no nregulated: gasesihpplier. This s ln response to his

request 1%

J/
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During 1961# t*Q costs reported to the Federal Power Commnnseo" n with ;espect
to thls Installatdonwere, as follows:

'Oil a

Amount Unit Amount Uit

Average heat content of fuel, B.t,u ............... 1,632 alion.... 1 070 Cubic feet.,
Average cost Of fuel.--------------...... $2, rl... -. ah K ~ a cobio feet.
Average cost per .il1ion D.t.u---------------.............. $09

On the same basis as shown above with fuel oll at $2.10 pee barrel the averagO
cost per million B.tu. would be about $0.324.

We undei-itand that at the present time the price charged by the nonregulated
gas supplier for gas delivered 'to this 'lntallatidn Is the average !prie paid
by the California gas utilities for all gas delivered at the Califorhia border plus
4 cents per thousand cubic feet. Therefore, the price charged, by thei non-
regulated supplier can fluctuate from ,year to year.

Very truly tours,
" JERIOLD Q.I Air ,.

Senattdr Kin. I knhoft coifCeive f--wl, I will not say it.'
GO6 ight ahead.-
Mt. ADEL. I was just'refe-rng here ton no0te' tht I h1ad. "We tse

:t conversion factor of 6,000 icibi feet of gas equal to about one barrel
of oil. That, I belive, is based on- 1',100 B.t.u 6.

Senator KERR. 6,000 cubic feet of gas at 40 cents would bb $2,40.
Mr. ABEL. At 40 cents, that"is correct, yes. This $2.10 that litnen-

tioned is a very recent price. ...
It was offered on March 28 to aother'large electric steam generat-

ing plant in the city of Los Angeles in connection with some bids
that were opened on that date. , 1 1 1

Senator Kvn. That $2.10 oil is thAt what we call residual oil, or
is that-that is certainly not in the, form of viscous oil t

Mr. Ami. That is the very .he4vy viscosity. oil..,lit, JI-roughly, per. barrel, and ith styles tax added on to it'was $.05,
andthen, perhaps 5 cents for moving it from one -location to another.

SenatorKERR. Is there atsales tax on your gasl.,
Mr. As b. No;4 we do not pay sales tax,

1, h a 1 franchise taX, however, Wlhich wVe have to pay to the
cities and counies for fel, use of the streets.

,Mr AonL. it is basedon, venues, pir. It, ruis about*,1.3 percent
of 94qrrevenues, thefranqhise tax

Ai. Ai' 16. These iiegd keulatd, gas Producers can lbiild competing
fpr(fitis to sere qth cl-ustoiersn nd under the current taxpoosl ey iy0u1d'b entitled to iihe, fullAii~vestnent eredi whe 'e.e
our 11cil g utilities Would not be entitled to the same benefit. I cite
this instance. as,4 example of aiteyer-present situation, :Wo. only
atato: not.b. made subject.to the added competltiv pr ure of
.discri]imrtoy. ta rate.: In t long .rn, these omPetifie factor

adverseW affect te price of g to our ldividtulalustome, .
Regailless of the the~rptitl arguments which ave;been advanwe

o ~rtg , taxw .4jidiii o ndioi ,gainstfutlitles, Io, new, . wth"
nbe stimulated merely by tratisferring theconstruction of fAcilities

from the regulated gas industry to an unregulated energy supplier.
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Th6 reasoning Vith respect to regulated industries passing the bene-
fit on in lower rates to customers implies that tli& would nbt be true
of nonregulated businesses. In our oplinon, this same lowering of
rates hypothesis would be equally applicable to nonregulated busi-
nesses and perhaps even sooner th#rn for regulated industries.

For example, assume the following situation: A nonregulated cor-
poration has been contemplating the construction of a new plant or
pipeline. Without the investment credit they have not been confident
that their product could be sold at a price sufficient to make an ade-
quate return or profit on their investment, so this plant has not been
built.'With the investment credit they can use the tax credit dollars to off-
set a portion of the plant cost with the result that they can. qeualy
out their Selling price and at the same time make a return suffioient to
warrant the expansion.

The tax credit even though'passed along to the customer in the form
of lower prices under this situation would stimulate growth and would
not be considered inequitable under the proposed RevenueAct of 1962.

In fact. nonregulated businesses will be able to immediately effect re-
ductions in the, price customers pay for their products while regulated
utilities must wait until there has been ,a determination of their rates.
These rate determinations are complex and time consuming, irre-
spective of, the ultimate outcome of spich deliberations, funds pro-
vided the utilities by the investment credit would be available for ex-
pansion purposes during the interim.

Turning now to the second comment in the House committee report
that--
the size of the investment in regulated public utilities will in large part be de-
termined by the growth of other industries, rather than their own.

We should not lose sight.of the fact that the public need for regu-
lited" utility service will exist only so 'long as we can Iffer ad product
at a compDtitiveprice whiich thepublic is willing or can affort'py.
Plant facilities are'not expafided from'day to day but only after care-
ful ,lannifgin the likhto several'factors.

Utilities,-liko many businesses, have marginal areas within their
present service boundttries wheke it' is n6t eohnonidl for them to
render service. Customer requirements 'in 'these cass have not been
enoughfor the companies to ekpaia.'d. Th6 full investment &edt 6iild
be the deciding factor' which makes it feasible if6 utilities'to' expand
into these new areas. Such expansio nWoii -have 4 stiff iatiig effect
on the economy as a whole by creating father expansion '6 utility
platidaid 6qtlpment-with an iiicrese in: ejI0ynent. - ,The regulated gas ind1try's,dfttibut!oh to the growth and' lOS-
perity ofthis country hasbb6en significant." The part played: byour
companies mi the development bf the southeii' California area has been
especially nfoteworthy We cannot agree that there is justification
for treating the local gas distributorh system less favorably in the
tax law than other energy sources with' ihh' w6 must compete. To
do so is not only' unfair an'd ntjust, but ontrary to the! Phsident'sexpressed desire that bur tax system eoitain provisions *hioh'will
contribute to the, broad goals ot full employment/ growth, and equi Y ,
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A weel ago,,the Honorable Douglas Dillon, Secretary of the Tres-
ury, recommended that the entire public utilities be excludecl from
consideration in the investment credit. _y action in this direction
would, of course, ,make our competitiYe position even more criticaL,

We earnestly and respectifhlly request that the investment credit
provision, if enacted, be made equally applicable to all industry in-
cluding regulated local gas distribution systems.

Senator K , Thank you very much, Mr. Abel.
I will ask you just one or two~more questions ,, I
Suppose it gets down in this committee and the Senate to-the point

where we must decide, if we have a', bill, either to folloW the recom-
mendation of the Treapury, which is to pass the tax credit provision
without any allowance for the regulated, utiitiesi whether, yours or
electric utilities, or vote out and pass the bill as written by the, House
7 percent basically to industries generally, and 3 percent to regulated
utilities generally, what would b6 your recomimendation to the com-
mittee, to accept one of those alternatives, or entirely eliriinate any
tax credit provision in the bill?

Mr. AmcmL. Well, of course actually the utilities would: be better
off with 8 percent than nothing. , .

Senator K.Xnn. That would be especially true: if 1 percent were go-
ing to be given to some of the industry generally I

Mr. ABFL. Yes; that would still be true.
We would be better off with 3 percent than with zero.
Senator KEmm. Suppose we get down to where the choice isbetWeen

7 and 3 on the one hand, and nothing for either on the other. .-

Mr. AxEL. In that case, Senator, I personally-I would like, to
answer your: question and then I would like to comment. ,

I would say that theanswer should be to have no credit whatsoever.
In my opinion this particular proposal--I db not like the use of the

word "subidy," but itsve close tothat in my, p-mion, and I think
there are other ways that the. objectives Pof the administration could
be accomplished than by the investment credit! which is; currently
beingpDroposed. ~~L

I think it is unfair discrimination' for oUr utilities local gas distri-
bution companies to receive percent or nothi and business in gen-
eral to receive 7 percent. I thifik t is unfair ( r certain eleientg of
the business to rieeivo nothinA and other elements 'of; the , business to
receive 7 percent. So I feelthat therb are 'other ways that wbuld
accomplish the objectives better than the investment credit.,enatbom i .But i the committee decides to r lort out &'bill with
7 percent and we are confronted with the alternative of fllo ,inthe
Treasury and eliritiate the r6vision of any tax leoedit td utilitfe: or
keen in what the HoUse has, hat would be your yfriren~ev, '.

Ar. Amp. I am sorry; I am not sure I understand you, sir "
Senator K Ibyslippos6 Wedecide N6.' 1, that ear g oi dg to

ass the bill out with 7-percent credit for industry generally; then we
get down to the proposit ion what are we going todo for the related
utilities, and we have to decide whether we are 9gtg i fk the
Treasury and give them nothing, or the Iouso.bill, and k6e e the 8
pern f l

Ir ns. 4 would not be inifasyor tkn of a proposal sir.-

-1008
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Senator KERR. Youmean you hope that alternative does not develop
in ust that form?
1 am not saying it will,, but you can understand that in view, of the

fact that that is the administration's position, that-that will be'one
thing we will vote on in this committee when we get into executivesession,:: :  :  " . ." '

Mr. AB'm. Yes, sir.
Senator KRR. We Will vote on whether we keep the 7 percent or not.
Now; let's say that we' have decided to keep it,- -
Mr.Ami. Yes sir. ' ,
Senator KzR4! (continuing). Then we, are' going to vote on whether

we, follow the administration and take the 3 percent, for the' utilities
out-or follow the House and leave the 3 percent 'for utilities in., We
have already put in the" percent forlintfustry generally, supposedly.
What wouldbeyour recommendation? .,,-,Mr. Aiani I penonally would be in favor of no credit for theutilities, sir., .. ,' . .., ...

Senator KPiRn. You would rather theyhave none than 8, even thoughindustry generally was receiving 7 ?,
Mr. Anus I think that-
Senator K=R. I know that is a- hard question,' but it is one we are

ging to have to answer on this committee,
We are going to be confronted with'the necessity to make a decision

on that question.
.Mr. A~ran. Yes, sir; I appreciate it.
Senator 'Kni. You can take a little time, if you want to, to 'think

.about thatP2 of 3 minutes.,,
That may be allthe time I will have 'when I make up my mind.
Mr. ArBz. I think it is very unfair discrimination, sir.
'Senator KERn, I understand. .-But what youihave told me says that

if yoware going to be discrimihated against, you want to beidiscrimi-
nated against 100,percent and not foit,-sevenths of a hundred percent.
':Mr. zAnm. No, sir; Senator, I think that the equal treatment print.
ciple is very important,

Senator K I understand you think that. .Y6u have made that
very cer

AMr. A L. ,;Yes, air;*1did
Senator Ku. But let's say that we have' lost that battle.
Mr. An. Then I think tat I wduldrather 'not have' any of the

credit. . " ' ..
Senator Kum. Y ou wottld rather-not have any 1thn have 3 percent
Mr.'ABEL.' Yes, sir../
SenatorKug. All right. '
Anything furtherI -
Mr. Awj,.,'No, sir..
(Mr. Abel subsequently submitted the following for the. record:)

, :. .. .. SOUrhERN COUN1~iIs 'GAB o. or' CAIOR~JA, ,

,Loa Angele4, oait., April 10, 1)62.

DzAa SENAon Ra: In response t6 certain uestions which you asked yester-
dar dwlzagmyappearance .blord the, enato Finance ( oI Itteo,I stated that,
given the choice as between a percent credit and no credit for'utilities, I would
vote for no credit, You kindly gave me 24 hours to think over Ofy answer. I

1004
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have done this and would like to clarify my position. In; my prepared state-
,nent I emphasized the competitive situation which confronts our companies and
the adverse Impact on us resulting from the presently proposed T-percent credit
for our competitors as contrasted with the 8-percent credit for utilities. 'Obvi-
ously, and again as stated in my testimony, we would.be more disadvantaged In
this respect with no cerdit.

On t0 other hantL, I am quite concerned, about any willingness on the part of
utilities to accePt ji than half as nuch ao our competitors will get in this case
as setting a precedent for our getting something less'titan our competito6s when
'the depreciation reform promised by the Treasury or any other ta'benefits' are
forthcoming In the Iuture.' - I II

Itwas with this latter thought in mind that I responded !s I, did,
Consequently, I would like to supplement my answer by stating that for this

particular investment cidit and without prejudicing or 'position with respect
to 'eAlUal tax . treatment for utittles In' the future I 'would favor the 8-percent
creditovexnocredft., .

-!-Very truly yours,.
JRMwLDQp Auxr,,

Qontroller q Veafrep'r.

Senator Kputi. Mr. Theodore Wolfe.

STATMN I~3 THEODORE WOLPE, CHAIRMAN OF THE BOARD
Ml CHIP XECU VE 01IER, BALTIMORE, GAS &ELECTRIC

CO., APPEARING ON BEHAU OF EDISON ELEOTRY0 I TITUTE;
ACOOX IPANWO BY4,OH?'TORN3ORROW, 1)flICTORv ECONOMICS
AIM) STATISTVWS, ZOON ELOMId iSTIT '; AND, I. T. SMITH,
COUNSEL, EDISON ELECTRIC INSTITUTE (REf) & PRIEST)

Sejator K*u. Since you are iu somewhat the same p9sitioii as
'this geiitlemkii , you can answer that questio before you pr nt your
statement, if you will.
* Mr. Worm Mayj identf y mysif- and my reason for m ng it?

S'itor KIr . It ]ought t ip bd been d&one .
Mr. WorM. I want 0,be sure t is clear, Senptor 'hat L am here to

repre t the EdisOn Eec 'Psiitiite rihei than any gone utility
compaty.

SenatorKXu. But yourndime i Theodore Wolie? , .
Mr.' Wo4., My name is, J. TheodQ Wolfe I am chiirni)i 'of

the board and' cilef exeqtive ofcer of Bfaltin6re GaS .& Electric 'o.,
which happens to bo the6 oldest gaicompaiy in the coulit~ry, aweIJ as
an electric company.

RUt r am" here to represent the Edison Elect|c Tistitut, a trade
association for theinvestor-owipd electric utility companiess.

I h4ge 6 my right 'r. JoAh Thribrrw, Who a member of
the staff of the Edison Electric titute, andof ]f r. 5. I' Sxtth,
of t he firm of Aeid & Pries counsel 'for 'tlie Edison Eletti situte.

senator Km , Are they lwyers or accouMtantis?.
Mr. WotM . Mr. Thorborow i-s ' an' economist on the staff of the

Edison Electric Institute and Mr. Smith is a lawyer. I shall be glad
tf nswer your "queStin. sir

SenatorKijrq. All right. And if. there is any difference between
th61e,6 ti~ fo homn you are, speAkgsa so. Tht l§i u as3. Tle~doieT-4fe hiave~e heition irni'the Edison !Electi~ioIns.'

tute has one position, the BatimoreG0as & 'Electric Ce,'has a
tion-if they are all the smei , you do not ie e ,it rentiat.

I I ;
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If there are different ones, do so.-the "i goigt
'Mr. WOrvE. Ishall do that, sir, but I 'think the posonis to
gbn the satie.
Buator Keithi For all three of the m e

r.Wo. For all three of them; right.
I personally, my company, 4 the, Edison; -Electric Institute are

shll ve sngl aist discrimination in tax policy. We feel that
tie, Congrs hou~d not adopt a tax' policy which aiser=mnae
against a articular industry in favor of other industry
Bu to deal with your question,, we very strong hope that when

ou, get, aroUnd to votnj on the 'provisions of this bill YOU wL trea
t regulated utility industries m exactly the sme manner as YOU
treat other industries, which is to. say that if you decide that there
shall be an investment credit provision in this revenue bill, you will
put us all in o the same basis.

Senator KIFnn. Same rate I
Mr. WOLFE. Same rate; whatever that rate may be. 'We believe

that is entirely proper, and it is the only thing that is proper.
.Now, you asked what -our position would be6 if you -had voted first

on-the inclusion of the 7-percent-credit as a general, proposition.,
Senator KI=. And approved it.
Mr. WOLFE. And approved it; and then you come to the next ques-

tion, which is-what shall we do about the regulated utility industries.
Senator Koi. You understand whyTy1l you we are going to be

confronted with thitt position I!
Mr. WOLFE. I think]: do, sir yes, sir.
Senator KtRR. Because the Treasury favors 7 percent, or 8 percent,

really, for industry generally.
It opposes any credit for the regulated utilities,
Mr. W6*r. I understand that, sir. 'We would rather have four-

sevenths discrimination than complete discrimination.
Senator KERR. Well, that makes sei se to me.
Mr. Wra:rt. In 6ther words, it the committee in its' wisdom-
Senator KmR. If the committee cannot get you as much as anybody

else we want to get you all we can.'
:Wr. WOLFE. 6 wahtto be'treated'asfaI aS'possible.

Senator XEAR. or asnearly fairly as posil. p .
Mr. WotFE. Or as nearly fairly as possible; yes, Sir.
Some of my comments will be repetitious. These were not prepared

cOnjtictivel.
Senator kERR. That is all right Let me say this to ydu, that thosewho come alter youwil be even'iiiOre $b

Mr. WOLpE. listhe4' to the thr 'precedif g witnesses, aid I agree
With tA6§t o what they sAid. Threfir- -

Senator KtR. Where "they agreed 'with each other, ""you agreed
with ihh-?

Mr. Wbti. Yes" T thifik geh6erall they did agi'ee a6iong fh-
selves and I agree ith them, ,1 y h . ', ./ r

Senator KEhRb I Iwant tot 6lyduzther6 4 Is 6ne4#Af
iliffrence'thte. Mr. Abel sal hat " fI o'

Sen4(6r XE0J ArghtIL' 9.

AL
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I am going to.give'him iuitili tomorrow to change his mind if he
w antsto . 4"-''. °P::'. (

Mr. "Wor. I feel, that. it; is. only reasonable'for me te ask your
indulgence, event thoWgh I'-may repeat mu~h ofi whzgi has' been. Md,
because I am speaking, as the representative' of the entire investor-
owned electric utility industry. ''.

Senator- Ym!Ul You are speaking fbr a great outfit, 6nd I 4m
interested inwhat you Are going to say.

Mr. Wous. The 'investor-owned electric utility industry is, of
course, one of the largest ;industries in this countq. In 1960, it
had a gross plant investment of approximately $46 billioii.

Its revenues in the'year 1960 were approximately $11,6billion, andit paid income, taxes inti the Federal Treasury of about $1,120
mil on. '

Itis for that industry that I speakhere today.
The Preiident, in histax message of April 1961, stated *thet one

of his, objectives was to eliminate injustices. and inequities frmr our
taxing system to the end of providing a more unifon distribution
of the tax burden. .:

We heartily agree with the President in' this stated objective. We
believe it is not only desirable but essential tliat taxation be imposed
in an equitable and nondiscriminatory manner; aid our o' reison
for being here is to point out certain respects in" which tht rv-enie'bill
now pending before the committee is in conflict with that rinCiple.

As you may know from our request for an appearance;before, your
committee, we are very much concerned with the House bill pro-
vision, and even movie so with the Treasury Department's proposal,
relating to the investment credit. 'It is, not the purpose, of our
appearance to discuss the merits of the investment credit. Neither
do we seek preferential treatment. On the contrary, ' we seek your
aid in obtaining equality of taxation for the electric utility industry
in connection with the application of the investment credit should
you ultimately decide to recommend. to the Senate the inclusion of
such a provision in any revenue bill.

Section 2 of H.R. 10650, 87th Congress. 2d session, discriminates
against the electric and other regulated utility industries by provid-
ing for them an investment tax credit of only 8 percent as contrasted
with the 7 percent tax credit'provided for other industries.

This discrimination is illustrated on the chart wherein wemake a
comparison between the effective income tax rate applicable 'to cor-
porate taxpayers other thafi'regulated utilities as contrasted with the
effective rate appicable to a regulate utility making capital invest-
ments which qualify for the credit. The black figures in the ch are
those applicable to a corporate taxpayer other than a regulted utility.

The red figureS ake those apfbicable to a regulate utility. ,
You Will herd that Uh tlie, hlack and red figures in columns (1' and

(2) are equal, indi tlnthat under the present tax law t corporate'
ta&yer '&the" Viii"& .r lkid utility 'generally pays the' same
s;m t b Fd4bil i~ itae' a ' i related utility *hkfth h intmit,

06Colifi*(.0 If ~~ilte he .gilifiit investmhent- qulifyin fof
the credit which, fO comparison purposes, is th s a .ham&ountin
the ease of a corporate taxpayer other than a regulated utility as it is
in the case of the regulated utility.
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- Column (4) reveals the difference in the amount of the tax credit
allowable to each taxpayers under section 2 of the House bill.,,
, Column (5) sets forth.. the actual tax liabilit y of each taxpayer.
Column (6) shows the effective taxrateunder the House investment

credit. provision applicable to a cor rate taxpayer ot-er than areg-
percent inthe case of a regulated utility. .e

fYoU will note that where $100,000'of qualified investment. is made
by each taxpayer--top two lines of figures on the chart-the effective
rate oY tax in the case of a corporate taxpayer other than a regilated
utility is 50.75 percent as contrasted With the effective rate of 51.15
percent in the case fo a regulated utility.

The difference is not great. However, as the amount of the quali-
fied investment increases in relation to a given amount of net income,
the degree of discrimination against the regulated utility taxpayer
increases. Thus, you will note that, in the example, which is more
nearly representative of the true situation, where $2 million of quali-
fied investment is made by each f axpayer--bottom two lines of figures
on the chart-the effective rate of tax in the case of a corporate tax-
payer other than a regulated utility is 37.45 percent as contrasted with
the effective rate of 45.45 percent in the case of a regulated utility.
The discrimination is obvious.

Senator KERR. Just oile 1niimeut, Mr. Wolfe. The reporter will
copy that chart into the record at this point.

Mr. WoLFE. It is attached. Although it is not in black and red, it is
otherwise here.

Senator KERR. I understand, but I wanted to be sure it is in the rec-
ord of the hearings.

(The chart referred to is as follows:)

Companion of effective rate of tax between corporate tampayer other than
regulated utilit and regulated utility under seo. 2 of H.R. 10650

Tax less credit Efleetive rate
Taxable Tax .Qugatifed Credit allowable tax
Income Ivetment allowable (ool.(2)-col.(4)) looL()0+tcol.(I)
(1) (2) (3) '(4) )()

Percentl
1000,000 $514,500 00,000 57,000 *07,0 50.75

(01, 00) (5,50) 10) 000) (511,500) (5)000_M awl000 479,500 P
( '0.,) (514,80 ,000 ) ( ,000) ( (48.4)
1000.000 a,00 140am 174.500 47.4

I000, 0X ) ( .00) 2,0 00 ,001( 0000) (4 4:,50) (4 3. 4 )

Ptmbewe indloates red figure.

Mr. Woix. Senator, I would like to explain why I say that the
last example there is more nearly representative of the tr' O situa-
tion than the first one shown.

This relationshioip, 61 $million o'ualjfted i ivestloett t6 $1, millionof taxable income isairly 1o e situation w* hav izi the re.-
Iated electric utility industry. In other wor, our investment whichwould qualify under thi, provis in run so whQr0 between P,/ and
Stimesour liable income
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So I want to direct your attention-7i-
Senator KER. I would like ,to ask you a question or two right

there.
Did you hear Mr. Cook's testimony I
Mr.'WoLFE. Yes I did, sir.
Senator &R. wou heard hhn say that next year they expect Ito

spend $160 million-some in investments I
Mr. Wou.. $152 million, I believe it was, in 1962,
Senator KEm. Something around 55 percent,. I believe, would be

obtained from cash flow; the rest of it fromcredit?.
Mr. WoLmTE Yes sir.
Senator KEm. ou heard him say thathis company had a de-

preciated value on the books of about 1.85 billion and atax and debt
structure of something in the neighborhood. of ,$800 million?

Mr., Wor,. Yes. , I i
Senator X=. How do those figures generally compare with that

of the induslt~, percentagewise, both with reference to the amount
of this year's investment that is budgeted and being paid for out
of available funds, the amount that will be -paid for out of financing,
the relationship between the present depreciated book value and the
present debt structure I

Mr. WOLFT. Yes, sir' I have in, my statement here a little later
on, some of that. I point out that over the next 10 years, the entire
regulated electric utility industry expects to generate approximately
5O percent of its capital requirements from internal sources. That is
a little less, I believe than the percentage which American Electric
Power generates. I believe it is correct to say that the industry as
it whole has a capital structure which shows about 50 percent in debt
and the balance in preferred stock and common stock equity.

Senator KNy. Fine.
Thank you very much.
Mr. WOLFE. I would like to go back again to the--
Senator KERR. You heard the statement of the AT. & T.

resentativel
Mr. WOLFE. I did not hear their statement.
Senator Kzwn. As I recall, their debt structure is about $2.7 billion

and their overall book value is about 21, maybe.
Where there is about one-third or a little over, of, their total de-

preciated book value in the form of outstanding inde ess, what
you are telling me is ,that the privately owned electric generating
and distribution utilities in the county have a debt stru ture, say
of more nearly 50 percent of their present depreciated book net wort i

Mr. WOLFE. Possibly 50 percent, I would say.
Well, to be technically accurate I would say it is 50 percent of their

ca pitahzat ion, which is the total oi their bonds and stocks . I ,
Senator Kmmi. I understand, but is that materilly different-,'.
Mr. WOLF. And is approximately the same asthe depreciated book

value of their plant.
Senator KmiR. In other words, what you said is technically correct

and what I said is-
Mr.WoLFE. M iS the sameting
Senator KERR continuingg)', Is qenq Ily c "ectf
Mr. Wourp! Too' , sir. eealycre
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Coming back to those figures in which I pointed 'out that the effec-
tive.tax rate for'a regulated utility under this House bill provision
would be 45.45 percent, whereas the rate for other industries would
be 37.45 Vercent, I should like to state now that if the Treasury De-
partment s proposal were adopted and the regulated utility were de-
prived of any' investment credit while other taxpayers are given a
credit of 8 percent, the discrimination would be far worse. In the
last example shown on the chart, the effective rate of tax in the ease
of a crporato taxpa er other than a- regulated utility would be 85.45
percent instead of the 87.45 percent, whereas the regulated- utility
would pay 52 percent. In other words, the effective rate of- tax borne
by the regulated Utility would be half again as great.

House Report 1447 acmpanying H.R. 10650, 87th Congreslsl 2d
session seeks to justify the discrimination between regulated utilities
and other taxpayers on the basis that much of the benefit that would
be obtained under the investment credit provision is likely to be passed
on in lower rates to consumers, thereby negating the stimulative effect
on investments.

If this statement in* the'House report is to be viewed as a reason
for denying the credit to a regulated utility, its inherent implication
is a bit startling. The same reasoning could be applied to produce
the absurd rtult that no dMuctions, even though allowed to all other
taxpayers, should be accorded the utility in computing income subject
to Federal income tax.

Mr. WoLr,, It is a fact, of course, that whatever the electric utility
company pays in Federal taxes becomes a part. of its cost of service
to consumers and, generally speaking, its rates are regulated accord-
irig ly .: . .. .I

As a. practical matter, however, whether a tax reduction in the form
of an investment tax credit woiud be passed on to consumers would
depend upon a number of factors. It should be noted'in this regard
that although a iregulating commission determines the rate of return
which will be allowed on investment such determination by the com-
mission in no way guarantees that tAs 5 rate of return ,will be earned.
Further, consumer rates are not automatically ehan&d from year to
year. A general shift in a utillty's rate structure, on'the contrary,
is a rather rare occurrence.

Even assuming, however, that, a reduction in tax burdens in all
cases must be passed on to the conSumer , the natural result' is an effec-
tive reduction i".rates or at" least the prevention or retarding of ai
increase in rates which might otherwise 6ccur as a result 0f other
rising Operating costs.

Senator Km R. Your position is' that that affects your competitive
position whether you pass it on or notI

Mr. WoL .Yes.
Senator Krm. I mean with other- .
Mr. Wory. With Ither industries.
Senator Kl R. Yes. . t .
M. Wou . Despite the' rather novel contention of th6eTreasury

Department that the demand for electricity is inelaitk, it'is ai" his-
torical fact that, as the cost of electric energy to'r sumrs 'hap 'de-
creased over the years, the p6r capit"aconsump oinr h" vastlyin a li" d
There is no question in the mind of any utility man itt the dbfitiiiied
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growth of, the regulated utility' industry which has meat *so much to
the e0&nomy of ougrcountryvis dependent upon the industrys abihty
to maintiincosts of operations at a minimum, Certainly taxes, which
consume 24 percent of the electric utility industry's reVanue ,dollar,
are a major element of those costs,

Senator Kum. Did yolu tell, md 'a while ago the total annual invest,
ment contemplated in ,)lant expansion by the electric-utility'industryg:
Did you give me that figure a while ago I

Mr. Woinm. I am going to give you a figure which represents a
10-year projection.

Senator Km. -You- told m6 you were going to give me a 10-year
figure., You have not given me a figure for this yearT

Mr. WOLFE. No I have notSenator KiFR. When you give me the 10-year figure, is it to becon-
sidered by the committee asrbeing atotal-of which it invested approxi-
mately 1 percent per year •.

Mr. WoLm No sir ; it does not, Senator, work quite thatway.
Senator Ky. t creasess as the decade-
Mr. WoLF. We are increasing a certain-rate percentagewise. 7

Senator KERm. Will you give-it to me---
Mr. Womo's. I will give you the 10-year figure. I can give it to you

now if you waht.
Senator I~nit. As long as you give it to me. -

Mr. WOLFE. Previously I referred to the annual revenues in-1960
as being $11.6 billion., That is the total revenues of all of these utility
companies. But it includes some revenues other than electric and in
order to have it comparable with the income tax figure I ave you of
$1,120 million, I would have to give you a different revenue figure.

The correct figure would be $9,787 million.
Senator KXmf. $9,787: million is the electric -utilities',: income, and

$1.1 billion is the electric utilities' tax-
Mr. WoLrE. Income taxes paid-to the Federal Governmnt; that is

right, sir. Ki"m- ,All rightSeatyr Kmm. All right,_•- •

Mr. WoLr. Application of the full investment, tax credit to. the
regulated electric utility industry is just as much in keeping with the
objective of the credit as its application to taxpayers other an regu-
lated utilities. .

Taxpayers generally are likely to utilize the tax savings from the
investment credit to strengthen their comptitive position by -holding
or reducing operating costs and prices,. he resulting increase in de-
mand for their products or services will be the motivation fo'r addi-
tional capital ifivestme "t.

Further, concerning the extension of the full, credit to Tregulated-
electric utilities. it should be nbted- that where the tax savings_ result-'
ing from the tax credit are passed on to the consumersthrough reduc-
tions in ratesi suchtreductions will be, of assistance tdf U.S. producers
in competing favorably at home and abroad since electricity is one -of
the blemients of their production costs, , , . , -

At this pointI should like to deal briefly with onei of the common
fallacies concerning the electri? utility industry' namely, .that the in-
dust' is a regulated monopolyfree from competitifi. . Th fact " is
that in almost any. given situationi, from resldential.cmisumption

82190-2--pt. 8-12
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through all the classifications of service rendered by the electric
utility, to the industrial user who consumes power in huge blocks,
electricity is in competition with other forms of energy as well as with
other demands for the consumer's dollar. • I I

By way of typical example$ the residential or commercial consumer
has a free choice as to whether he will use electricity, or gas, or coal, or
oil, for sace heating, water heating, and other purpowee; and for
many industrial heating and processing purposes, there is a similar
freedom of choice. Furthermore, the large commercial or industrial
user of electricity has a choice between purchasing his requirements
from the utility company or installing his own generating equipment.
Often the margin of costs upon which he bases his choice is very close
and a differential in tax treatment could well be the determining
factor.

f Senator KimR. I would presume that you have more competition
from other utilitities for the residential markets that you serve than
you can give to these other competing energy-source industries for the
industrial consumption markets available;

Mr. WoLa. I am not sure-that I understand you fully, Senator.
Senator KRn. All right, I will say it again. •
I would presume that those who sell oil, gas, and coal as a fuel for

house heating can compete with you more effectively for the energy
the house needs to heat it than you, an electrical energy producer, can
compete with coal, oil, and gas supplier in the industrial market to
supply the energy they need to run their businesses.

Mr. WoLFE. I am not sure that is right, Senator.
Senator Krm You think that the electrical industry can compete

with a brick plant-
Mr. WOLFE. Well, for operating the kilns in a brick plant I must

say I do not know of any case where the electricity is used'to heat thekilns.
Senator KwR. Well, there is a great industrial demand in this coun-

try for energy fuel.
Mr. WOLFF. That is correct.
Senator KERR. There is a great demand in this country for energy

to heat homes.
Mr. WoLPE. That is correct.
Senator KERR. From my own informed viewpoint, it is my opinion

that you have the edge on the others when it comes to furnishing that
home" requirement to a greater extent than you have it on them when
it comes to furnishing the heating required ' in the sum total of in-
dustrial heat users..

Mr. Wow.i. Senator, you just cannot generajize on that. The situa.-
tion varies in different parts of the country. It is not the same in
Baltimore as it is in Los Angeles or Chicago or Oklahoma, and you
cannot generalize as to these industrial processes.

1, think that there would be very little question, that where' you are.
simply making heat for industrial purposes, tho electricity would not
very often compete with gas or oil or coal, but there ar6 many iidus'
trial heating processes which require a ytr finely controlled: heat.

Senator K. I understand, like aluminum.
Mr. WoJJE. And electricity does cmpetethere. '
Senator Kmii. They cannot compete with you there very Well.
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Mr. Womp'. You just cannot gneralize on this.
Senator Xpn. I know this. But it seems to me that the electric

utility is n"q very rapid strides i.providing.heat for homs.
Mr., Woia .,T at is correct.
Senator K R. And to the extent that you are doing so, you are

providing that element of competition with the fellow who sells the
gas or the oil or the coal.

Mr. WoLFE. The part of that that I am trying to emphasize is
that the electric utility and the gas utility are in competition with
coal and oil, which would be given the full credit tinder the House bill
proposal.

Senator Klnw. I understand that. Actually, I am at this particular
moment more in search of information than I am in determining
attitudes about a provision in this bill, although it is not unrelated.

Mr. WoLF ,. I think I should point out then, Senator, that there
are certain places in the country where natural gas is sold at very low
prices for residential heating purposes.

Senator KER. Comparatively speaking.
Mr. WoLFE. Comparatively low.
Senator KERR. Yes.
Mr. WOLFE. And it is very difficult even for electricity to compete

there. Electricity does not compete on a cost basis. It competes in
terms of-

Senator KERR. Convenience.
Mr. WOLFE (continuing). Convenience and other advantages.
Senator KEn. But there are far more areas where that does not

prevail than where it does.
Mr. WOLFE. That is correct. The competition for home heating in

the last decade or two has been principally between natural gas and
oil.

Now, in certain parts of the country natural gas is sold at a price
advantage in competition with oil.

Senator KERR. Yes.
Mr. WOLFE. When you go up to Boston you find a totally different

situation. They are trying to sell natural gas up there at a price quite
a bit higher than the price of oil.

Senator KERm. For instance in Hartford, Conn., or New York Cit
or Boston where natural gas sells at $1.50 a thousand or aboye, I would
think that the electrical producer would be very effective in competi-
tion with them to furnish the heating energy for a house or a residence,
while down in Oklahoma City where the ouseholder can buy it for
45 to 48 cents-& thousand cubic feet, the electrical producer is in a much
less advantageous position.

Mr. WoLF. I am not sure whether the president of the Oklahoma
Gas & Electric Co. would' want to agree with that or not, because I
think he is doing a. fairly good job at promoting electric heat.'

Senator Km. He is but I do not thlnk----,-
Mr. WorE. t Oklahoma.. .
Senator Kw, But. I do not think he has ii favorable an envinn-

menttodo t naas ,You inBaitnorwell, maybenot Bultimorj$ but,
for istanca-h~~naW ni st ,.h e i, h, I On..

Mr. WoLn. I really ddnot'now, sir.
Senator Kmm. All right. • . .
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Mr..WoLF. I would like 'to gdie yoii 6ne' drtw+ illttrai-i6 which
are hiot in the prepaiured state.i etWhich, I believe, 'willhelp to'how
the iniortitnce +o the +coni'etitio..'we hove 'in th6 nIlntiti flldlbeC
tween our own source of electric energy 6n the ntbineislbwn gn-
exUIiiw hli hi'he Caltic l in if +Re so choses.,

WVa av6vY large te'plant li our service ria, the largest in
the world. I ' - ._. ,Senator 'Km. You are talking about the Maryland Utility

Mt. WoW es. "
senato0t KER.You are talking about the Fairless' plant ,
Mr.. Woyr, No, I am talking about the Bethlehem Steel jlant.
'SenaterKimn. Is that bigger thai Fairless over On the DeLtkwareI
-Mr. Wor"V. Much bigger.
Senator Kean. Y6u are helping my general fund bf intformtion no

end. Go right ahead.
Mr. Wotami. Probably eight' times, possibly six times; it is the

biggest in the world.
That steel plant has an electric requirement we express in trnms of

demand of about 300,000 kilowatts. 'They have their own generating
plant which is capable of generating about 60 percent of that total
requirement. The other 40 percent they buy from us.*

Now, as they grow they are 6onstaitly making studiesto determine
the comparative economy between expanding their own electric gen-
erating plant or buying more electricity from the utility companies,
and these calculations, as you knay assume, are made:on a very careful
basis with t ver' sharp pencil.

We expect their total electric requirement over the hext 5 years to
increase by' about 75,000 kilowatts. We want to sell that t them.
Theyrellywant to buy it froth, us. t t ' • .

But if this discriminatory investment tax provision comes into the
picttre it may very well upset thecalculati0n.

Senator KEm. It would be the difference. In other wordsif they
do it they get 7 percent, if you do it under this bill you get '3.

M r. W oLF . W e get 8 . "M A w built
'Another exahiple, we'have alaUige copper refiner Which was built

in our territory just a couple of years ago. It is a: go od-sized cus-
tomer, and it uSES about 21,000 kilowats. We really had to'giegotiate
hard to get them 'to use'our, service rather than put in 'their own
generating capacity ,They'pet "to 'increase by about 50-percent witfii the next fewyears, and they haiy already told usthat 'tly are goig t

this question bf a prfate pbwetplant versus purchase electric power
when ~Iiy expand their plant. . '

'It will be very close RfgUribig, and We just do no" feel that it is fair
for tis to be taxed out of the 'piture by a diseriininatory investment
tax credit or

Senator Knm. They told you that li+ light of, th6 propbsed.bill r
before this pro b . 'bl . .e, ' +o"c fi thi IXr, :WO* wo .1ef& :A18spvpposed balW.e ontti 

.hm

thatU th6Y iwere goAig to figuIrVery-V~tosly. agfj wheh ttli**vei-"
Senator Krn. Then they will notify You'aga : if 'I+a\st>lss bill,

won't thy ,Mr. Wbrft. Yes, air. '"":/ +++ '' :...



Now, ppak ag in, for the WholP in rtsy ., obvjois be
Nir t .Kgrem .te4 lr t .t cutitV 8dVan-

bn against by In ap gaynsg rt! jn. yL t tax

"h~r i' another imp ortant reason for extending the f tmnet

credit to the eectrio utility i i.ustry. Ot, industry is , iiiC tiu
need of additional inv@ptmont capital. Cpita is requixre- ty t
meet inceasing demands forelectrc power, but also to au ad

prove its operating efieencyo
trywhc an mais ~Mia urchaes, ai't- or 8-

eentdson~ copared wth an industry which reentxiscok0 capitaln
purchases, at, (rnl a3-percent disco t,, or no discohit At, ~l is in a
pOslitio ,o offer a. more attractive risk to, supplies, of cjpitD. My
factor which affects adversely thoflow of new capital culd have seri-
ous consequences to thp electric, utility industry n, n turn ''to te
economy of the entireNation. T ohe investor-owned e!etriBi ut iy .-
dustry accounts for approximately 10 percent of the capit. mvet-
ment made annually inthi country. our present sunat i' th't
the next decade our industry will spend apprQxibately $48.5 billion
for capital additions and improvements, ahd the figure for the year
1962 is about $3.5 billion.

Senator K .Is that 10 percent of the capital investment this year?
Mr. WOLFE. It averages about 10 percent year after year, sir. .
Senator KjoH. I thou ht the estimates we were looking at were in

excess of $35 billion for this year.
Mr. WOxF. It is $36 billion
Under the existing tax structure, it is estimated that approximately

50 percent of the new capital required f or these additions and im-
slrovements over the next 10 years will have to'be obtained through the

sale of securities in the open market.' Any ta4'discrimination be-
tween industries that would reflect in the relative attractiveness of our
securities in the open market would be both unfair and unwise.

In conclusion would like to emphasize that the, growth of the
electricutility industry is a most important factor .in he strength

of our economy. That growth is by no means automatic,:ut' depends
upon the ability of the industry to meet competition from other sources
Of energy.

In the expansion and modernization of its facilities by the invest-
ment of 'ew capital, our industry is certainly entitled to'any form of
encouragement extended to other industries and should not be discrilm-
in d against st. Discrimination aast the electric utility industryinathed again . . . . g I . ... . , at... . ta

in the formulation of tax policy is, in our judgmet at least, contrary
to thepublic interest.

'Senatoi KMRR. Thank yoivery much, Mr. Wolfe, tor a very inform-
atiVe statement.,

I haidone other question.
Mr. WOLPEs. Yes, sir . I.-

Spnator wim~ wins jast welr Ue(hate lowwofn
zIv tment credit wold so increase stareg.I ineo,,.at tzes. tor ON
. ^ taA if uUi bo i r Rhare of d6mfi Sto''6, -'tO cao U1n2i
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Noii"hIiany of ourprhtate t-ilities, electric and otherwise, have a
SubStantial Mouiit of Outstanding preferred stock.

Do you hare anycomment on tils?
Mr. Wo&n. Was that statement with reference to the utility idttS-
t',sir?
Senator KiI. believe 'it was 'Mtde with reference to-a member

of" the staff who also heard the testimony reminds me that the ac-icountant ,*hb gave thitt testimohy wasreferrn to 45 or 60 companies,
all of whom would get the 7-percent tax credtt and making the point
that those whose capital structure included'a lot Of preferred stock
and relatively smaller anloints-of common stock would produce greater
benefit to the common stockholders; that is, the common stockholders
would share or would have a greater benefit in, proportion to the rela-
tionship between common stock and preferred stock 0r0

Now what I would like to have you comment on is with reference
to the electric or other regulatedutilty industries, evenWith reference
torthe 3 percent, in view of the fact that there are so many electric
or other regulated 'utilities with varying% amounts of preferred stock.

Maybe youwould rather take a little time.
Mr. WOE. No; I think I can comment on that, sir.
Senator KERR. All right.
Mr. Wo . I would like to make a comment about his statement,

in general, first because I refer specifically to the regulated utility
industry.

Senator KeIp. All right.
Mr. WOLFE. He is apparently assuming that these companies which

would get the investment tax credit would hold on to all of that credit
in the form of increasing earnings.

Now I think that is open to question. We have'a competitive econ-
omy and if costs go down I cannot help thinking that selling prices
would go down. You would not necessarily hang on to the tax credit
in the form of additional earnings. You may passit on in the form
of price reductions and make yourself more competitive and increasing
the demand, for your products, and I say that with reference to indus-
try generaly.

Now insofar as the regulated utility industry is concerned, I think
it can be said even more emphatically the strong probability is that the
.tax reduction which a regulated'utility would get though the applica-
tion of this investment credit would have an effect upfn the rates they
charge their customers, which serve either'to permt. a reducti6et in
those rates or to forestall' an increase which otherwise would be re-
quired because of rising wages rates and local ta rates, and so fotth.

I think you may assume that the regulatory or missions ar6unfd
the country are going to watch the effects of any invesiment credit
applicable to the utilities, and certainly the benefit of it would go' to
the customers one way or the other.

Now, as Mr. Cook very well pointed out this morning, athytldng
thAat hel$hsybu lower your. rttes o' reduces, the come ta elementt of
y6ur fiedcharges'6f tupotkihg"hiestfef t teId to knak jbu IbiI4competitive, and to make oomtc soxe types of hwestunn't n'ich
otheiwise would n. becoiib iff/This8the s.orof a twd:Step affa| h iense of tbe electzi4 uflq . .

and I behifhe it Woudx' eally ibe' he saui there as ih6 vo6ilO be in efhie
Industries. C
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The effect 6f this would be* t reduce the -taxeg that these companies
pay, and if they can'ruce their ta they will undoubely ie able
to sell their products at lower costs, become more competitive, increase
the demand for their products or services; and themby be called upon
to make additional investments to meet the increased demand.,

Senator Kmau.. Your position is then that the tar credit should be
enacted but that it should be made the same figure as between the regu-
lated industries, on the one hand, and other industries, on the other.

'Mr., WoirE. Senator, we are not taking any position on whether the
investment credit should be enacted or not ,

Senator Knmw. The statements youhave made seem to me to sup-
port it.

Mr. WoLFE. Well, there are various ways of providing tax relief,
and we are not really taking position which of those, if any, the
Congress should adopt at this tune.

Senator KERR. The others are not before us. This is the measum
that, is now before us, and -While I canixot speak f6or anybody but mself
my judgment -is that this Woild' be the only tax relief 'there wot fld
be considered seriously by the Congress this year'or next year as favr
as industry is concerned.

Mr. WPE:. Our'whole*positron really is if you'decide to give this
tax relief it ought to be done on a nondiscriminatory basis.

Senator KERR. But'you take no position as'to whether it should or
should not?

Mr. WOLFE. We do not, sir.
Senator KERR. What do you persontlly thifik about it? Let us

forget about the Edison Institute.
Mr. WoLFE. Well, I think that the investment credit would have a

tendency to make American industry more competitive and to stimu-
late investment. I think 'tat cain be done i. other ways also.7

Senator KR. Let 11s take them one at a time. You think it Will
make American industry more competitive in the world market?-

Mr. WolFE. I think it would have that effect to some extent; yes,
sir.

Senator KEWI. Well, that is a desirable effect, is it not?
Me.'WokI. 'Yes.
Senator Kyam. Do you think it would stimulate investment in those

industries within our economy who supply only a demand for their
product in the domestic market?

Mr. Wo . I think it w6uld stimulate investment and thereby - -
Senator Ktzu. And acceleratethe rateof growth.
Mr. WOLn. That s right. - - ' I
Senator KERR. r Do you think that is wholesome?
Mr. WOLFE. I think thut is wholesome. Now where I get, into

trouble, of eourse-- ,
' Senator Kvw. Yot do not'need to go any further. Nobody wants

you to t into trouble. , !, t b ta a
Mr. V, (coMinil, osTr 191(6tm~ng.Ist choose bitwen that and. some -other

waY fdin the Sa tiig. Wedn t o take a &what is the bes wa' of doing it.,: a /I,? Poito oti
Senator KERR. Thank you Very much, Mri. Wolfes for a fine stftte4

-ment.o
Mv,1if It 16'Mkyit~~

SAtbr KVIR.'. k~h, mieican et 1~rton. Proce6
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ST, M OP ALLAN P. LUOHTj: TRASURER; FEDERATED
~ * ~ DEPARTMENT'STORE8I NO.!H

Mri LUoHT. Senator Kerr, my name is AllanP. Lucht. I am treas-
urer of Federated Department Stores, Inc. with offices in Cincinnati
Ohio. I appear here on: behalf of the members of the Amrican Retaii
Federation with offices at 1616 H Street, NW., Washington, D.C.

The American.Retail Federation is a federation of 31 national retail
associations and 42 statewide associations of retailers. Through its
member associations the federation represents more than 800,000 retail
establidliments, of all kinds and sizes which employ about 5, million
persons and account for approximately 70 percent of the retail sales
in the United States.,

SCOPE OF THIS PRESENTATION

Members of the retail, trade field are vitally interested in many of
the provisions of the current tax bill,4H.R. 060, which is now before
you for consideration. My presentation today will be confined to one
feature-the 'investment credit provision. I should like permission
to file a supplementary statement at a later date before the close of
the hearings, which would cover other Subjeets of interest to retailing,
as well as to amplify my necessarily brief remarks today.

Senator KERR. Very well, Mr. Lucht, you may do that.
Mr. LUGHT. Thank you.
(The document referred to follows:)

SUPPLEMENTAL STATEMENT OF THE AMERIOAN* RETAIL FEDERATION, APRIL 19, 1962

This statement is submitted in order to amplify and expand the necessarily
brief statement presented on behalf of the American Retail Federation to the
committee onApril 0. That statement dealt solely witli the investment tax credit
provision nd only in general terms. It did not deal with other provisions of
the bill before you on which the federation wishes to make its views known.

OREDIT F OR INVESTMENT IN CERTAIN DEPRECIABLE PROPERTY

Retailers are particularly concerned as to whether of not they can take advan-
tage of the provisions of this section because of the vagueness and indefiniteness
of the definitions of the two kinds of property which qualify for the credit; viz
(a) tangible personal property, and (b) certain other tangible property.

It may be:the intent of Congress that retailers can qualify for this credit, but
in reading the bill and the report of the Committee on Ways and Means, retailers
are left with a great feeling of uncertainty. If the bil as it now stands becomes
law, retailers are fearful that those who will adninister Its provisions will give
a narrow interpretation to the kinds of pf6fbrty whilh Congress Intended should
qualify for the investment credit.

Tangible personal propWrt.--The House committ e report, on H.R. 10050
states

"* * * all tangl~le personal' property qualifies as section 88 property * * *
Tangible personal property is not intended to be defined narrowly here, nor' o
necessarily follow the rules of State law. It is intended that assets accessory to
a business such as grocery store counters, printing presses, individual air-condi-
tioning units; etc., even though fixttures under local law,iaro to qualify forthecredit. Bimila'rlyi asses of a, mechanical, nature ve though located outside a
bftildig, such as gasolii 0inUps, are 66ua141f* ' Ir th~ credit ***

The language In the above quotation indicates &. either narrow concept of -a
modern retail establihment az~d'the prdperty ituses.,: It would be unreasonable
to expect the committee report to enumerate In great detail all of the retail assets
that are considered personal tangible property But, it, is sugogted! that the
Senate committee report include some addttl6iial e aM Dp1es of retail personall
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tangible property, but without imitation, that qualify for the investment credit.
This would help clarify the intent of COngress. We sUggest the following:
Display racks and shelves, display boards, special'panel dividers between selling
areas, merchandise handling equipment, cash registers,., and compressors for
refrigeration. oAll of these items are "accessory to" the retailing process. •

Other tangible property.--The language of the present bill in its definition of
"other tangible property" which qualifies for the investment credit appears to
exclude retailing. The definition follows: I

(B) Other tangible property (nbt including a building and its structural com-
ponents) butonly if such property-

(i) is'used as an integral part of manufacturing, production, or extraction,
or of ft rnishing transportation, communications, electrical energy, gas,
water, or sewage disposal services, or

(ii) constitutes a research or storage facility used in connection with any
of the activities referred to in clause (1).

This represents a serious omission. We respectfully suggest, therefore, that
H.R. 106050 be amended by adding the word "retailing" to follow the word "pro-
ductinn" in subsection (B) (i) of section 48 (a) (1).

Ip addditibn to the amendment suggested,, the status of retailers in regard to
qualified "oth'ei tangible property" could be clarified even further If the report
of this committee would spell out its intent in this regard'.

The House committee report states that real property' (other than buildings
and structural components) which qualifles as integral parts of categories
referred to above includes such assets as blast furnaces, oil and gas pipelines,
railroad track and signals, and fences used in connection with raising 'cattle.
Retailers purchase and utilize certain items of built-in tangible property, other
than personal, which are most definitely an integral part of the retailing process
which should share the same eligibility as the specific items mentioned in the
House committee report and which should be specifically mentioned in the
Senate committee report.

Such items include show windows-both the actual glass window front and
the wall at the rear-store front signs, and refrigerated and low temperature
installations used to keep meat and other perishables. The latter does not refer
to refrigerated display cases, on view to the customer, but to installations con-
structed and placed in space at the rear of a sefre, or in the basement. Without
this type of equipment, the great outpouring of perishable products from pro-
ducers could not be stored in quantity and reach the buying public in a condition
that would meet the required standard of health and sanitation.

Retailers believe that escalators and facilities used in parking lots, such
as fences and outdoor lighting are integral parts of, and accessory to, the re-
tailing process and, therefore, should be considered as property qualifying for the
investment credit. Retailers must have adequate, up-to-date facilities to move
not only goods in mass quantities, but also to accommodate and move people en
masse. Escalators and parking lots are involved in the latter process.

The Ways and Means Committee report mentions specifically that the parking
lot of a factory is not used as an integral part of manufacturing. It is for the
benefit of the employees of the factory. However, the retailer's parking lot is in
an entirely different category. Present day consumer habits have made the
customer parking lot a vital necessity. The retailer who does not have one
soon falls behind in our highly competitive system. The customer's require-
ments' cannot be overlooked and investment is needed to accommodate that
requirement.

Outdoor shopping areas are becoming more prevalent. Many retailers have
outside lots from which they sell outdoor furniture, garden supplies, and the like.
These lots must be equipped and lighted, and retailers believe that Investment in
these facilities for the benefit and convenience of the customer should be eligible
for the credit.

UECAIk.R8' PROBLEMS COENOENING USEFUL LIFE OF DEPRECI nIb ASSLvi

Retailers would like some clarification of the bill'sproposed section, 4 of the
code dealing with certain dispositions of section 88 property. As we 'read this
sectidn,'It appears that' ''retailer -would be requled to keep his records in such
manner as t'tidentify'each itemnof sktion 88 property. If that Is so;then very
counter dIsplay ease, table, bte. Would, have to be separately identlfed. :t There
are indeed few retailers, If any, that maintain property records idexiitfying eiach
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item of furniture and fixtures used in their business. The usual retail practice
is to average the life of various properties acquired.

If the above interpretation is correct, and we hope it is not, the retailer will
encounter considerable difficulty in complying with the provisions of the bill. He
will find himself in'a continual state of audit and there will be no end to his
problems. Many retailers may even be deterred from taking advantage of the
investment credit provisions of the bill aS intended by Congress.

It is felt that the report of this committee should recognize this situation
that is peculiar to retailing and clearly and specifically state that tile retail
practice of averaging the useful lives of the component parts of store moderni-
zations 'will be acceptable for the purpose of qualifying for the investment.

SThe committee report might also clarify the application of section 47 to disposi-
tions of section 38 property by retailers who have taken advantage of the credit
on an average-life basis.

4 DISPOSITION OF SECTION 38 PROPERTY BECAUSE OF UNCONTROLLABLE CONDITIONS OR
CIRCUMSTANCES

Section 47 of the code proposed by the bill governs disposition of property
on which the credit has been taken before its useful life has been completed.To prevent abuses of the credit, it provides for recomputatlo of taxes which
had been decreased through operation of the credit.

It is not clear to retailers, and perhaps to many others, how this section is
to apply to cases of involuntary conversions resulting from uncontrollable
conditions or circumstaucts. Our purpose is to raise some questions which we
hope this committee will answer or clarify in ItS report, More specifically, how
will this provision apply in the case of property destroyed' by: filre and in which
case the owner is a coinsurer?

Many retailers operate in leased property on which they make their owni
improvements. These Improvements are depreciated on the basis of the lease
and options for renewal. Take the case of a tenant with a 20-year ihase, and
a 15-year renewal, for example. He undertakes a program of substantial imi-
provements, but loses his lease prior to its expiration because the property is
condemned for a highway or f6r area rehabilitation purposes. We believe It Is
the intent of Congress to provide some protetion to investors in situations
of this kind. However, the bill Is not clear on this point.

RETAILERS PLAY VITAL AOLE IN NATIONAL ECONOMIC GROWTI1

We believe the basic reason for the adoption by Congress of the Invest"ent
credit is to assist bu etess In programs of expansion and modernization, thus
contributing to an expanding economy and more Jobs for our people. We w6ii
to emphasize, as strongly as we can, that the retail industry Is the final, vital link
in the process of getting the products of farms and factories expanded produc-
tion into the hands of the buying public. It is useless to talk about expansion
and modernization of productive facilities unless there is an expanded and
modernized retail industry ready to transmit the increased volunie of goods
produced.

For these reasons we earnestly hope that the Congress will make it clear
that the retail Industry will be afforded the full benefits of the investment credit
pltrposal-benefits which we are sure were intended to be available to It in
the wame degree as were intended for manufacturing and production. Unless
retailing is permitted to play its part In this modernization and expansion role
and take advantage of the investment credit provided by H.R. 10(50, the
ultimate national goals of full employment, growth, and equity in the tax 0truc-
tire wf If not be attained.

APPEARANCES WITH RESPECT TO LEGISLATION

The American Retail Federation endorses section 3 of the bill which would
permit deduction of ordinary and necessary expenses Incurred by taxpayers In
connection with appearances before legislative bodies and communications with
such bodies and the members, thereof. I ,

Expenses incurred in appearances before executive or administrative agencies
and tribunals, and appearances before the courts are now deductible when
they otherwise qualify as ordinary find necessary business exzpen, The enact-
ment of section a of tbe bill will simply place all such expenses of the itax-pa yer o iui eual ba is. .... . .
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In the present extremely complex state of the economy it is vitally important
that all legislative bodies obtain as complete Infotnation as may be available
as to the potential effects of any law or ordinances which they may be consider-
ing, particularly when this effect may be vital to the very, existence of business.
No artificial barrier, in the form of unfair tax treatment, should! be raised to
prevent a legislative body from obtaining the views of individuals who are
interested In or will be affected by pending legislation.

DISALLOWANOi OF CERTAIN ENTERTAINMENT, WTW. EXPENS.B

The American Retal Federation strongly believes. ltht expenses, deductible as
normal and necessary business expenses should not be subect to arbitrary
limitations whether expressed In dollars or otherWise. It clearly recognizes
the difficulties inV6lved in' frmulatiug s'peciflc and precise guidelines as to
what constitutes ordinaryay aid necessary" expenses related to the conduct
of a trade or business It is a subjective decision which responsible businessmen
are qualified to make and should be allowed to make In the light of their, own
business circumstances and the tax regulations which now ei2lst.

Despite some abuses which have occurred fin this area, it is felt tthat tod
restrictive legislation may hamper legitimate busin.ps operations And. that
such abuses can best be dealt with through 0und ,and, realistic enforcementpolicies under the law and regulations as, they now exist.

TAX TREATMENT OF OOOPfRAT!VE1 AND PATRONS '

The federation endorses the pincliiles contained In section 17 of the bill deal-
ing with the tax treatment of cooperatives.

These provisions, in effect, do no more than reestablish the intent of Congress
in enacting the Revenue Act of 1961. The purpose was to insure that earnings
of cooperatives would be currently taxable (to the extent that they reflected
business activity) either to' the cooperative or to the patron. Court decisions
have vitiated this provision of the law, holding, tham. noncash allocatibbi Of
patronage dividends generally were not taxable to the patron; although deductible
by the cooperative.

The force of the provisions of the 1951 law should, be renewed. At one "hr1e
there may have been some reason for special .ta* treatment of cooperates.
There is none today. Cooperatives should not be treated diter~itly frd nl bpsi-
nesses with which they compete. .

WITHHOLDING ON INTEREST AND DIVIDENDS,

The federation Is opposed. to withholding of Income tax on- interest and
dividends, as proposed in section 19 of the bill. It Is felt that the Use of
taxpayer account numbers and aUtomatic data processing. (ADP) should prove
to be adequate administrative'tools to eliminate tax evasion and tax avoidance
on payment of dividends and interest.

The proposed system of withholding is not necessary to prevent such evasion
and avoidance. Its imposition will place added administrative burdeni on
payers of Interest and dividends, fand could prove to be a real hardship to the
recipients of such payments, particularly those-taxpayers whose tax lliablltv
will be substantially less than the amounts Withheld,

REPEAL OF TRE DIVIDEND ExPLtUSION, AND DIViDEND CREDIT.

Although the present bill does not include any provisions calling fe 'the
repeal of the dividend exclusion and dividend credit, there have been suggestions
that suvh provis ons should b added. As a matter. of policy,' the American
detail Federation strpngl opposes, the repeal of the. diid e , Amriand

dividend credit ildn excl 1.Tlhe dil idend eXclusion auidatdiedeiredlit k preseniifi tolce~n macknO~ledgmefit,

by the' Congress, that the doUble taxation of orporate/income 'Is" unsoundUntil stUSh time as ith. Whole eororate tax structure can, be revised, and an
r suitable tuethod -devised .to, 4!iminate double .taxation of corporate Ikp pm,
the exclusi6n and redh should remain ih the tax law, f 'nly as a' reniider
thlitlanl ilwquity exists ihtetzsr~~re. ' ,. "
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RETAIL E 0ISE TAXES

This Is another subject not now dealt with in this bill, but because it is one
of real concern to the retail segment -of the economy, the federation wishes to
state its position as to Federal retail excise taxes on jewelry, furs, toilet prepara-
tions, and luggage.

The retail industry is strongly opposed to these excise taxes and earnestly
seeks their repeal at the first possible opportunity. These discriminatory
selective taxes were imposed as wartime measures 20 years ago. The amount
of revenue they raise is not important. However, they do serve to impede the
shle of, goods at retail,' and at a time when the economy should be encouraged to
expand in every possible way.

Mr. LUcHT. The American Retail Federation agrees that changes
should be made in the tax law to stimulate investment in capacity
expansiohia1d modernization. We agree that suitable tax lkw changes
would cofitribute to the growth .of our productivity and oufpfit. We
believe that these worthy objectives can be better attained by changes
in thetax law other than those proposed in H.R. 10050.

Investment credit pro isin n of H-.R. 10650: H6wever. assuming the
bill will include an investment credit provision, we shoili]d like to point
out certain deficiencies in the proposed language implementing the
investment credit. We request that the language be broadened so as
t6 provide an environment for mdre thorotigh ly achievitig Our ixa-
tional goal of economicgrowth. •

I refer specifically to section 48, "Definitions; Special'Rules" (a)
"Section 138 Property" whiph among other things deflties the kind of
pro erty~for which the proposed investment credit will be applicable.

There are two kinds of property which qualify for the investment
credit, to wit:

(a) Tangible ersonal'toperty, and
cb) Certain other'tangible property.
We raise no issue concerning the inclusion Of tangible personal

property, for we strongly believe that all expenditures on this kind of
propery should qualify fbr the investment credit. It is to the defini-
tion of "other tangible property" that I should like to draw your atten-
tion- this afternoon.

Defth'ition of "other tangible property" should-be broadened:
"O1ther tanglible property) "is efined in H.R. 10650 as not including

a building and its structural components. -FPuithermore, the benefit
of the investment credit onnew investments in this kind of property
is restricted to'certainitdtustries. These indtistries consist mainly 'of
manufacturing extractions, product on, trnsportatn, and com-
munications. Is presently Worded, therefore, tie bill does not make
the investment credit on "other tangible property" available to the
distribution industry,

We are in complete agreement with the concept that, to ahieve our
national goal of increasing, capacity and of improving -the efficiency
df existing ' apality, it is highly desirable to stitfilte investment i4
manufacturing, ,extraqtio4, prodlctiqn,,tXanspor atio, aidcnmia-
ni-ctoBns, :as well , asin certain public utlities specified in the bill:

However we feel that by, omitting distribution, 4aid specifcally mer-Chandisbig, the bill M' sents' i io lt Fd tl, '6We1 disagree'
starily athato is p o etoco i
ploymhent And: rising stanhdards df li,,,in~ without dic6urat inga bal-
anced growth thiiughott ituuift~' irid tis

102
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To enlarge capaqjty for making things without- enlarging the

capacity to distribute them can only lead to a'n Unbalanqed elnosy
with a consequent decline in capacity,decline in employment, and
decline in standards bf living throughout thecountry.

It is difficult to comprehend on what basis it was concluded by the
draftsmen of this bill that the distribution industries should nott be
mentioned specifically. Certainly we should encourage greeter capac-
ity, let us say,.for the extraction of coal and iron from our mines, for
the transportation of these materials to steel plants, for their eqnver-
sion to steel, for their transportation to factories for the imianufacture,
of, let us say, refrigerators, and for their transportation to the point
of sale to the consumer.

However, what good are all these preceding steps if we do not have
a healthy and efficient distribution system employing the most up-to-
date concepts of design, layout, and construction ? All the, extraction
transportation) and production faclitils in the country are of limited
use unless there is a matching distribution system which can take the
output of our industrial plant to the consumer, at, the lowest possible
cost.

Aside, from the significance of distribution as one of the basic essen-
tials of our overall .econ. , we should like, to emphasize to you that
on absolute basis distribution is a large and important industry.. Itshould pecoive the s4pme encouragement to enlarge it- facilities as other
industries..

It is di ult to give you a simple Ticture of the, magnitude of.
retailing. TM-here are so many individual prnpried rshipsa n p er-
ships-about 1.6 million-that :precise'statistics are not as complete
as they might be.. ',One way of indicating the size of. the industry is
to tell you or, remind you that it employs over 8 million people, or
15 percent of the total number of individuals currently employed out-
side agriculture. Another measure is that .2 million or 43 percent
of the. 4,7, million business firms in the, Uiited; Stat'e! are engged, in

Iamh opui 'hiat these few. figures are persuasive on the pint that
retailing is a big, important, and highly essential business activity,
and one that should not be omitted "n any, overall program for°en-
larging capacity and-improving existing caipacy.'

Specific language change in H.R. 10650 ispropsed
We respectfully suggest, therefore, that R.. 19650 be amended

to include retailig as one of the industries eititledto, the' inyestmient
credit related toj o!!ther tangible pro~rty' 'which beiifit as the bill
is no wYrded is restri t..
mtmnufatuting, prpdutwoni or extraction' or of, furnJohing trasportatlon,,Com-
muncaofls, el eaL. eqrgy,,gas, waJ. r . d sewage rd;apsaI rvicep. ".

We urge you to give the vitally important retail distribution indus.
tr.thesame status afforded these others., "',

WThis.aliendment could be ,effebted: simply by, addicg the ,word
"retainig?" * to ithe*propsed: new. section 48(&) (f) (B) (i), of the In-
ternal evenub Codeof--1954.. *~

Senator Eu What do. you contemplate asb gtii amou tO
investmefit iniolvedby the industry;yous kaf vi jf V I I s 1

10,24
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Mr. LUCHT. Unfortunately, Senator Kerr, our industry is so broadly
dispersed throughout the'country and involves so many small units
that good figures of the kind you seek are simply not available.

Senator KERn. Well, you say you are representing 800,000 retail
establishments.

Mr. LuCHT. That is true.
Senator KERR. And they account for 70 percent of the retail sales;

that they employ 15 percent of the total number of people employed
outside of agriculture.

Mr. LUOHT. Those are the easy figures, Senator Kerr.
'Senatbr KERR. 8 million people.
Mr. LUCiT. Those are the easy figures to get together. But the

dollar figures are the difficult ones to assemble.
Senator Kum. To what do you figure it would apply, the retail

store, the Improvements in the supermarket; in the wholesale hose.
the transportation facility to deliver it to you, the gadgets that enable
you to handle the bundles and get it to the point where employees open
packages and put articles out on the shelf I What are you talking
about apply this investment credit to?

Mr., Luirr. ;Well,'let me distinguish, first, that this is & technical
point, and let me distinguish between the two kinds of property which
the bill discusses.I As I read the bill at present, tangible personal property, as invested
in by retailers, would qualify for the investment credit, and some of
the things that you enumerated-for instance, let us say, a pushcart
in a supermarket would qualify

Senator KERm. That is what Ithought.
Mr. LUOHT. Right. However, the next section of the bill-
Senator KmR. gat is the reason why I am asking you to identify

the things to which you would like to have it apply and which it will
not apply in the present act.

Mr. LUGHT. Those things would be' items which would come under
the second section of the definition iii the bill; "certain other tangible
property" are the words used. It is an effort-- * "

Senator KumR. Let us not take the time to do it now. Yu are.

going to submit an additional statement.
Mr. LUCHT. Yes, sir.
Senator KEnn. Outline tem.
Mr. LUCHT. Well, for example,
Senator KsRR. Identify them.
Mr. LUCHT. For example, suppose we have a refrigerated case Which

is built into a store so that it constitutes real proper as bolted to the
concrete floor, and it is an integral part of the partitions, and so forth.

From a legal point of -View and fIom any other points of view, it.
would be consideid real property.,

The way the bill is now drafted, certain industries are enumerated.
who could make investments in real property of this kind they would
get thb credit the iivestmint credit, under that kind 'of investment.

However, retailing is lnot one of those,. nd we were simply request
i.g:'that retailing 1 me ioned as one of the.spewiflC list of industriesehl bleto receive thiat'lohsi Oration; ;, ': . ,":!, r' '/ -

If, it is not donewe fear thaton administration thispint way be
overlooked, and we may hve trouble with ouitax returns.
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Senator Kniu. Fine. Thank you very much.
Mr. LUCHT. You are welcome.
Senator KERR. Mr. Norton, Associated Industries of Georgia. Go

ahead, sir.

STATEMENT OF WILLIAM L. NORTON, Ri., TAX 00UNSEL,
ASSOCIATED INDUSTRIES OF GEOOIA

Mr. NOwrtoN. My name is William L. Norton, Jr. I am a tax at-
torney with offices in Gainesville and Atlanta, Ga. I come here today
as tax counsel for the Associated Industries of Georgia, which has
represented the manufacturing interests of Georgia since 1915 and
which has around 1,400 member firms having an average of around
50 employees per firm, although the largest member employer in our
State employs some 14,000 people.

It is a realprivalege to appear before this committee. I must say,
though, that don't env you your jobs as Senators. In attempting
to prepare myself for this appearance I have endeavored tO come to
intellectual grips with H.R. 10650 an the report of the House Ways
and Means Committee which explains it. I confess that I have not
made much p rogrss; I am a bit confused. I can't help but get, the
feeling that those who wrote this legislation and prepared the report
also are perhaps confused. What possibly could-be the overall pur-
pose of this kind of discordant leir!i nation f ?

The administration has, as one of its basic policies,* a, program to
decrease employment by; increasing the rate of industrial growth in
this country. The Economic Report of the President, dated January
1962, states that-

We have not, i recent years, maintained the 4- to 4%-percent growth rate
which character the postwar period. We should not'settle for less than the
achievement of a lons.trm growth rate matching the early postwar record. In-
creasing our growth rate to 4% lr'vt a ycar lies with the range of our capabili-
ties 4urlng the J9Ws'.

Obviously, the administration recognizes that it will require addi-
tional capital which can be utilized to build the new plants and enlarge
or improve existing points t6 produce this additional employment and
additional productivity required to mitintain a sustained and increased
economic growth consistent with these goals of 41/2 percent annual
increase in gross national product.

The desire for a substantial percentage increase in gross national
product coincides with the, desires of the members of te Associated
Industries of Georgia and the ap proximately 4 million citizens of our
State., Due to mechanization of the farms and lack of job opportuni-
ties in the industrial areas of, Georgia to other regions of the country
several thousands of high school and college graduates migratd an
nually each year. - Specifically, there are around ,70,000 persons
annually coming onthe job market-that is, needing jobs -in Georgia
(this includes app.pximately 28,000:high school graduates;i 4,500
college and university graduat ; .26000 high School students that
6ltop out eahi.ea after the 10thgraielmt 1rior to graduation; and
i~b~ut't,41 5,000 dispiced workev, sucWh as farmers and -other rural
p0l "Movin*g ti the e ities), ,hile the State.s' economic activity is
binly 6ffeln yip~ori~ately !,O00n~w jobe each year. ,
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Consistent with these figures, one leading Atlanta banker recently
reported in a speech that 65 percent of Georgia's high school graduates
leave the State-because of unfulfilled job opportunities within Georgia.
It is a regrettable fact that Georgia Tech provides several hundred
graduates each year trained in the technological sciences that must
leave th6 State because of'insuffiient 'and inadequate job opportuni-
ties within Georgia.

This is a tremendous drain on the taxpayers of the State of Georgia
who fifiance the educational system which furnishes the education and
training of these valuable youths, the cream of the human resources
produced each year in the State of Georgia.

Therefore, it is little wonder that a primary goal of the people of
Georgia and, in particular, the Associated Industries of Georgia is
to find a means whereby increased industrial activity can be generated
in Georgia to furnish sufficient job opportunities for-our own citizens
and to serve the markets of the South.

It ,is obvious to us that if we are to bave economic progress and
increased industrial development we must have additional sources of
equity investment to supply the capital needed for new industrial in-
stallations. We do not desire the relocation in Georgia of existing
plants from other areas; we want and need newly established plants,
new industrial firms utilizing now technological processes and develop-
ments which research has shown is possible and feasible in our area.
To accomplish this we need capital, capital from within/our own
State, and capital attracted from other sources from other areas
through investments. To obtain this needed capital our citizens
must be able to accumulate more savings; existing plants must be
able to accumulate additional earnings for expansion.

Yet it is our conclusion that under existing tax laws, both corporate
and individual tax rates siphon off earnings which otherwise would
furnish the capital needed to provide the industrial and economic
expansion rjuired to Satisfy the needs'of our State and region.

Associated Industries of Georgia, therefore, agrees with the admin-
istration that an increase in the rate of growth of productive capacity
and our gross national product is greatly needed, and we would en-
dorse any long-range program of tax revision designed to fulfill these
needs. However, we feel that H.R. 10650 falls sort of fulfillment
of these goals. ,

Personally speaking, as a practicing attorney, I naturally am sensi-
tive to the nature and internal structure of existing tax law, and before
H.R. 10650 came along, I did have some definite impressions as to
some things I felt were wrong with the law.

In the: first place, I felt that the law was too complicated and com-
lex. Most taxpayers. and tax practitioners agree. It is a historic
act that most changes in tax or any other law add to rather than sub-

tract from the problem of interpretation, enforcement, and compliance.
We know that there were many problems of interprtatin hangig
over from the 1939 code revision, when we' entered into the 1954
revision,. As a trial attorney and, special assistant to the Attorney
General .in the Tax Division, Department of Jtite) down tho road
apiece on Pennsylvania-Avenue, dtritng theye-ars 1961-54, Iwitnesed
and Was intimate with some seciohS 6f the 19,54 revision ald elt then
that we were perhaps moving too fast for peifectirn in such an historic
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task as total revision of the code. Now-8 years later, there inevitably
are a host of unresolved l)roblems from the 1954 code; Treasury
Regulations are still being written.

Even without any more serious tinkering with the internal structure
of the code, it would be years or even decades ahead before any tax
attorney could say that the tax law, as revised and codified in 1954,
is now plain to all practitioners as regards intent and interpretation.

Moreover, the seriousness of tinkering with our tax laws and peri-
odic piecemeal changes is appreciated by those tax practioners who
attempt, to serve taxpayers within a State which likewise has a personal
tnd corporate income tax law. By that I mean that taxpayers become
concerned and openly hostile when the State law concerning deduc.
tions, credits, and depreciation, differ from the Federal law on tle
same transaction. Most States attempt to accommodate their own
taxpayers by conforming in most respects with tie Federal statutes.
However, it takes time for the various legislatures to consider such
changes and often time results in much confusion whether the con-
forming change is made or not. Therefore, this committee should
be cognizant of the fact., as I am sure it is, that each substantive change
of the Federal income tax law creates a chain reaction among the
States due to its effect on State income tax statutes.

My second attitude in regard to, the tax law, before H.R. 10650 came
along, was that there probably were some rather flagrant loopholes
lying around. .But, on studying this bill, I do nbt get the feeling that
most of the problems it deals with are in any sense "loopholes," but
iiistead they are matters on which thinkmng might differ according to
philosophy regarding the relative roles o government and free in-
stitutions. It is puzzling that where unquestionable "loopholes" exist,
as regards taxation of competing businesses in which the only dif-
ference is form of organization, the bill stops far'short of ftull solution.

My third belief in regard to the Federal tax law was that it was
heavily biased against capital formation fnd economic growth, whether
by design, or as a result of a sort of drift toward always levying the
most tax against the nutimerlically smallest segments of our population
Again, my study of H.R. 1050 does not give me any comfort as
regards any significant relief of this situation.

I realize that others may see different problems in the'tax struc-
ture, but it does seem to me that a legislative approach which is so mis-
directed or inadequate in regard to these three major problem areas
should be subject to the greatest suspicion. If there were not othercompelling reasons for enactment, then-'in my opinion--t would
I)e much better to abandon the whole project. My view in this respect
is stronger because of statements by administration spokesmen to the
effect that, When HJR. 10050becomes law, they vill then send up an-
other legislative package of the same general nature. Hence we Pan
expect more techfiial. changes; resulting in more taxpayer confusion.

In regard to complicatingan already too complex tax aw, i imagine
it would take a paper of many, many pages simply to6list the neW facets
f law, and the points on whitbh interpretation and regulaion, will ber aired, if H.R. 10650 is enacted. Of course bnly time will tell 7as

to the number of these areas whi h will result-in controversy! between
diie taxA diistrator$ and the taxpayers, but it could well be that
the list in t9is area alo would run to 'iktty pages. As a practicing

82100---62--Pt. 8-18
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attorney, perhaps I should welcome the prospects in this respect;
certainly, the more legislation of this kind that is enacted, the more
business there will be for the members of my profession. But this
hardly seems a legitimate objective of public policy.

I am here to testify especially in regard to the proposed tax credit
on investment, but it would seem Useless for me to dwell too long on
this point. The credit by its nature reflects the objective of arbitrary
use of the tax law, making some effective rate reduction available to
many business operations in varying relation to their tax liability, but
none at all to others. Isuppose that even the proponents of the credit
must admit that it is discriminatory in nature, that it is complicated,
and that it will require a maze of involved administrative interpreta-
tion and regulation. Aside from its discriminatory allocation of tax
relief, the credit after all is just as much tax reduction for businesses
which do what the Government decides is good for the economy at a
particular time. An equivalent amount of relief through rate reduc-
l ion also would be good for the economy, in our opinion Just as good as
an investment tax credit, and of course rate reduction would involve
no further complication of the code. The rate reduction would not be
discriminatory or complex-but would tend to increase the accumula-
tion of capital generally and thereby stimulate the economy which, as
stated, is so important to our goals in the South.

The provisions in regard to entertainment and business expense ac-
counts equally will add complexity to the tax law, opening up various
new lines of departure as regards what is deductible in this area. This
complexity will not be a burden just to those who seek to evade taxes
by passing off personal expenses as business tax deductions, but to the
great host of businesses and businessmen who would not deem to run
their businesses or attempt to take advantage of the tax law in this
manner. When you throw out of the window an anchor post of policy
for coordinating law and business practice, such as the "ordinary and
necessary" concept as regards business expenses there really is no
way to forecast in advance the potential of ramiAcations which may
result.

Even the most avid proponents of withholding on dividend and
interest income would not, I am sure, contend that theprocess wotld
be a simple and uncomplicated one. It would be my guess that the
book could never be closed upon a legislative venture in this area; that
year after year the tax administrators would be coming back to you
requesting this or that change in a fruitless effort to fit a square peg
into a round hole.

I am not an authority on the taxation of business income earned
abroad, but as a lawyer nd'in reading the House report, I sense that
there are many already troublesome areas which will be compounded
if H.R. 10650 is enacted.

In regard to my second broad frame of reference, the assumptions
that a program of this kind would be confined to real loopholes in
the tax law, I seem to have also been off track. I don't know whether
it would be, a loophole, but certainly the investment tax credit is a
device to give tax reduction not In relation to present liability, 'but in
relation to a sliding scale yardstick involving variance both in regard
to coverage and as to rates. It would hardly le evenihanded tax
treatment.
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In regard to entertainment and business expense accounts, there
certainly is no loophole in the tax law unless It is maintained that
a business should not be allowed to deduct those expenses which are
"ord.inary and necessary" to its operation. The problem in this area
(which Ibelieve has been overstated and overpropagandized) is one
of compliance and enforcement. It can be solved with tax admin-
istration; the dishonest can be caught; so why enact now and ingenious
methods for tormentinir the honest businessman in his desire to spend
some time in running his business instead of being run by government.

Again, the fact that some do not report and pay taxes on interest
and dividend income does not make a, loophole. The problem here
too is that of tax enforcement and compliance. Having a law office
in Atlanta, I am perhaps more aware than others that we are the
seat of one of the initial installations of the automatic data process-
ing system. After a g eat deal of promotion in regard to the
potential of this system, I understand that more recently Giovernment
spokesmen are claiming it is not an efficient means for catching the
small evaders of tax on interest and dividend income. Why not?
This system will automatically match up information and tax returns,
and in fact can be used to ferret out citizens who have, an obligation
to file returns but do not. Then, the machines can automatically pro-
duce letters addressed to the offenders. It seems to mfie that the notion
that any great number of offenders would ignore the onmiscience of
this mechanical Hawkshaw lacks plausibility. It is one thing to
evade taxes when the Government has no means of tagging you. It
is quite another thing to believe that many people would thumb their
noses at the cold prit of a letter stating the precise amount of unpaid
tax and listing the penalities for failure of remittance. If we could
get by from 1913 until 1963 without withholding on interest and
dividends, then I should think we could be patient just a little longer
until 1966 when ADP will be fully in operation. In the meantime,
if the picture is not confused by withholding on interest and divi-
dends, it would be my guess that a great number of taxpayers would
have decided that they would be better off by voluntarily reporting
their delinquencies than by waiting for the machines to catch them.

Again, in the foreign tax area, Ido not get a feeling of loopholes
so much as one of change in judgment as to when the tax extractions
on foreign business earnings should take place and what they should be
in amount.

I believe that similar comments would be in order in regard to
various other sections of the bill.

But when I come to the taxation'of cooperatives, I find a quite dif-
ferent situation. In this area, there can be no question of the exist-
ence of a loophole in the sense that public policy to the present bas
been to provide relief from payment of tax when a business is organ-
ized on what might be called a nonprofit association basis. Such co-
operatives in my area have registered phenomenal growth and are
absorbing and inunidating many competent private enterprise firms.
With the Government so dependent upon business earnings for its
revenue, this tome dbes seem a strange paradox. But, at any event,
it is equallyclear that the bill does not even pretend to place coopera-,
tives on an: equl tax basis with their competitors organized in regular
corporate lor. , It seems to me that when a cooperative operates like!
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a regular corporation, it should be taxed as such. In other words,
when cash earnings (regardless of fictional paper-passing ownerhip)
are actually retained in a cooperative, such earnings should be taxed
at full corporate rates; and there should be no deductions in regard
to earnings which are paid out to stockholders on the basis 0f relative
ownership interest. I would be mt dh less concerned about the liabil-
ity for tax on actual cash remitted to patron-members on the basis
ot their use of a cooperative's facilities, but even in this area, the dis-
tinction between t cooperative and a regular corporation seems more
fictional than real.

As the situation is at present, a patron-member of a cooperative can
reap the ownership benefit of reinvested earnings in a co-op, while
paying no tax on tle scrip which is passed out to him each year. The
important thing to me is that the cash, the growth capital, that stays
in a co-op, or which underlies equity ownership in a co-op, should be
taxed the same as the icoine of the co-ops' competitors. Measured
by these yardsticks, H.R. 10650i would, aa I understand it, at the best,
through withholding, impose a top tax of 20 percent on cash earnings
retained for growth. To me this is a totally inadequate resolution
of this problem. It appeals to me that Government spokesmen, wltile
claiming diverse and numerous loopholes in the tax law, have never-
theless moved only half-heartedly toward closing the most glaring
and unjustified loophole of all.

When it comes to the relation between tax policy, capital formation,
and economic progress, my third c6ncern in regard to tax law, it seems
to me that. H.R. 10650i or any legislation conceived on the same basis,
is or would be a total bust. *It appears that, the very purpose of this
kind of legislation is to increase taxes in one area in order to reduce
them in others. I don't believe that anyone could seriously claim thtat
any exercise of this character could ever make a material cont'iltion
to the capital available for starting and expanding businesses, and for
increasing the number of jobs. I should make it clear that any sub-
stitution for the, investment tax credit, no matter how desirable the
form of tax relief provided, would not materially change the legisla-
tion in this respect.

The tax credit idea doesn't, we feel create capital growth, certainly
not along the lines we feel needed. It is merely the procm, of shift-
inu tax dollars from one cash register to another that seems to me
tobe completely futile in terms of improving the prospects for the
strong growth of our economy.

Now rather than appear completely tiegative-thdugh to this H.R.
10650 we must be--may I give a brief word on what Ind of new tax
policy would appear to us to best serve th6 human and- economic
needs of our country. I am sure, I do not need' to- tell ybu that it
would be a policy which afforded substantial and repetitive tax reduc-
tion until a reasonable and moderate system of tax rates was achieved.
In this connection, it seems to me that there are two aspects of the.
relation of tax policy and human, well-being ,hich are generally
misunderstood.

The first io that tax policy adversely' ffeots htuan weill-bing as
it adversely, effectswhat niglt bp called investing, power,"1 +.By liOP
vestingw er, ie power l te
ca~fpoitwh undrlie all Juman. progress, .By uise these words,.- if p
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I intend thdm as a contrast against the motion that "consumingpower"
is the lead, factor in human progress. As a practical matter, consum-
ing power which does not come from the fact of investment can be
no more than a temporary mirage. Whenever the Government at-
tempts by arbitrary means to increase consuming power or when
other factors combine to push money incomes faster than the flow of
production measured in constant dollars, the result is infltion-not
increase in human well-being. Comparing the history of'our Nation
with the history of the world, our greater progress of the past was
accomplished because more of our people andmore of Our businesses
saved and invested a greater lprportion-of current income in facilities
for increasing production than in any other country.

More recen tly, other eonomies have surged ahead of us in this
respect, and their economic growth rates are in excess of oum This
obviously has happened because of a national preoccupation for many
years with the concept of consuming power, instead of recognition in
national policy that real and sustained increases in consumption can
only come from real and sustained increases in investment. When
the existing tax law is viewed in these lights it is shown to be a most
effective instrument for thwarting and restraining the economic ad-
vance and strength of our Nation in this critical area. Our tax Jaws,
we feel, should not have such a deterrent effect on our economic
growth.

The second area of misunderstanding has peculiar relation to the
Southland, including my State of Georgia. It seems to have been
generally believed that because most Southern States get back in
Federal funds more than their citizens and businesses pay in Federal
taxes, that it is a net gain to them in consuming power. In a sense,
this belief is on a par with the belief that shiftfing of tax dollars be-
tween cash registers will mean more dollars for economic progress.
The same tax-laws which may be saitd to have been used to transfer
income from other sections of the country to the South havealso been
used to dry up the wellsprings' of capital formation. And, yet, it is
the South which is most in need of new capital if the average income
and well-being of its people is to niove up to a level of that i other
sections.

It is true, of course, that these present tax htws convert capital into
Government spending 'which otherwise might be used in other sec-
tions of the country, but it also drains away capital which would have
been accumulated elsewhere and whiclhmight-be invested in the South-
land as well as capital which our businesses and citizens in the South
could otherwise have retained and used in a home-based building of
our economy. To smnmarize o~n this point, it is the weaker sectors of
the economy-rthe people wIo most need new' and better jobs, the busi-
nesses which don't get started or can't grow btcau e of lack of adequate
capital, the sections of the country where incomes and 'standards of
living are relatively lower, the Stateswhich cannot offer sufficient and
satisfactory employment for their high school and college trained
youigmen and women-that are most aoesely affectedby our present
tax laws

It is 'tiet growing ralizationiof these facfe thut-has induced suchWidespread mnterestin Georgia and otherSoth ern Sttes n the leg,-
lation for reform of tax ,rates and mehods Ai tlly:spons6red by
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to make certain decisions., Such' decisions are relatively small, deal.
ing only with whether to purchase new equipment or modernize, but
what other decisions might the Federal Government find in the in
terest of the economy and act to influence in the future based upon this
precedent.

I beg your indulgence while I mnake some observations which you
may think are peculhjar: According to tho adminitrati6n's thinking
and emphasis on purchasing power economics, it would assist the
nationaleconomny if every citizen were to buy a now car. Will we
have "a new car investment credit? A new home investment credit?
A new clothing investment credit?

We would certainly solve many of our farm problems if people
would eat twice as much-shall we considera food consumption in-
vestment credit? Georgia poultry farmers would appreciate a chicken-
eating tax credit, and it would be helpful economically. Yes, we
cotild have innumerable tax credits-and all of them for good pur-
poses and with good intentions-and it would help the national eon-
omy-particulailly the economy of we CPA's, who undoubtedly would
become rich from preparing, such complicated tax returns. Certainly
I o n in favor of increasing my own personal income, but not if I
would be forced to reinvest my material gains in new adding machines,
new typewriters, and all sorts of other equipment against my wishes.

I can foresee in our CPA Offices of the future, two adding machines
to each accoflitatt, three typewriters to each typist, and all because
it is good tax planning. Please pardon my speculations. into the
ridiculous. They are intended only to point out, the direction this
legislation takes, and I believe it would be a revolutionary direction.

It'has been stated that the investment tax credit represents a bo"d
new innovation designed to spur the economy onto a higher level of
economic growth through an incentive device. In'our opinion this tax
mechanism should-better be labeled as a disincetitive tax 'credit. Such
criticism'is not intended to be facetious but to correctly identify the
error or the approach being advocated..The hlicacp on business mfhd. the American publicin recent years
has ,iot been the lack of tax incentivesto encourage modernization
i industry, but the xsi ability to overcome the disiientives in
our existing tax structure.

The pioposal before you recognizes, the debhtating effect of cur-
rent tax policies on investment, capital, but can o My offer tax manip-
ilation as a cure. This'is like force feeding an ineffeetive medicine

to a pahtiet on the presiimptioh that if a smnaI amount isdoesfit vork,
increased doses will. thnrdleiitifi6trs11sconestut s wiallctc. ]3rlihng efforts insuch a direction certainly

The disincentive aspects of the credit are further ,demonstratedby ifs .istifcntion on the basis of European experience with this
concept. If our competitors have been suces ful With such a. device
then it mlist logically ' fllow that we will be succesfu with it Not
only is this fallacitous reasoning, but it disrega's the different be-
tween the conditions abroad wit I'those found inth United States.

Thotigh conMtlinual 'diversffeation of thlie eon6Iiiy, 'rapid develop-
ment of new products arid entry into new markets, we are in 'a f,.tly
A0pe0ri'ir p6.4itl6fi to'-flht ofir' ' foreigii cdmpetitrs.. It is thic con-
diftidh whichb reqiifres ~pitl, n 11t biy for 'midd 6nitii, but 'or
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new risk enterprises and a wide range of other capital needs. Thus,
the disincentive of the credit stems from a lack of free movement
of capital as well as from the fact that it provides no net addition
to total capital supply. Why should we hamper American ingenuity
and progress by channeling capital into only one area of capital need?
What is really needed is the ability to make large, continuing addi-
rions to capital in order that it will be available toany and all sectors
of the economy.

It seems that the existing tax policy has already limited our ability
and desire to compete. If we wish to compete, it should not be done
by following the lead of others, but rather by achieving an approach
which our competitors cannot match. The investment credit in no
Way recognizes this basic fact of how to secure a competitive ad-
vantage. This country has always been a leader, not a follower, and
it. hurts us throughout the world when efforts are made to change
this longstanding and most envied reputation.

In addition to the broad considerations which I have stated, there
are several other aspects of this provision which only further sve
to substantiate that this approach is neither correct nor proper.

The investment credit proposal is objectionable to us because-
1. It involves governmental intervention into private business de-

cisionmaking.
It is applicable only to specific businesses, and Certain specific

types of investments.
3. It does nothing for the individual taxpayer.
4. It has no precedent in accepted principles of accounting or tax-

ation (being vastly different from the types of credits now available
under the 1954 code).

5. It will require of small businesses the maintenance of even more
detailed records and even more expense for professional tax advice.

6. It will not even apply to a vast number of small businesses.
7. Specific businesses to which it would apply do not. need it and

many of them have testified that the do not want it.
It is inconceivable to us that legislation of this type and with such

far-reaching implications should be submitted to the Congress of
the United States along with the statement by the Secretary of the
Treasury that revised depreciation guidelines will be announced in
the spring of this year. What are these guidelines? How will they.
combined with the provisions of H.R. 10650, affect Federal revenues?

We believe that this committee and the full Congress should be
fully advised of all planned administrative revisions before enact-
iniw tax legislation.

In addition the President has upon several occasions spoken of a
broad proposal for tax reform which he intends to submit to Con-
gres. What will this proposal embody? How would it affect your
decisions upon the aspects of H.R. 10650 if you knew what it would
include in its provisions?

Will it include additional incentive tax credits? Will it conflict
with portions of this bill? Are you as a member of the Senate Fi-
nance Committee prepared to assume the responsibility for acting
upon this piece of legislation without full knowledge of further in-
tended legislation?

We raise these questions because we believe them to be particularly
vital to the measure under consideration. We do not believe this bill,
or any other of similar intent, is so important that it should be pushed
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through Congress with such great haste, withoutconsideration of over-
ol1 tax reform. : It seems tous that this proposal is intentionally being
taken Out of context as'a&triOl balloon.,

We, would 'therefore, urge that: action on any and all tax measures
be taken at one time collectively, so that the'full impact on- our econ-
omy and on our revenue can be made known. This is why we par-
ticularly speak inopposition to this bil.

The, most alarminfg and disconcerting, point in this matter was
brought out very wel by'Secretary Dillon wien he stated:

There is often ' aery thinltne btween a "Yes" and a "no" decisionii the
inveAtment area. With the' cedit, we Will have affirmativetaetbris where there
would otlierwise be none., i

We would ask the Sebretary what right the Federal Grovernmefnt
has to attempt to influence that thin line of decisin-? What prec-
edent has been set'in tW6 entfre-history of th6 United States Which
would allow Federal interventioti by taxation '6r otherwise into the
business,decisiohs bf individual: itizenis? In this proposal for an
incntiVe tax. credit 'told 'lie 'th, ultinate destructibn of privately
managed buiits s, for this could b' the first stop toward further in-
centive l'redits to intLence that "'thinlile" of decision, heretofore sile-
ly the-propbrtyofhitnalgement. ' ' ':

I am sure you gentlemen are asking why we as Jaycees from Geor-
gia express such strong sentifihents against the credit . The young
leadership which is present in our orgainization is well aware that' itis the decisions of today which we will have to live with in the years
ahead, perhaps sitting Where y6u now sit and' wonderig how to
best undo that which never soldd have been d&n in the first place.
As a CPA with a future working career of 40or iibre yeals, I do hot
relish havin to deal' with the cmiplbxities 'of this or any other suchproposal. Wd ertaixily hope that yout" i ttln €ill: lift ourl burden

rather than;add toit. .
As young men we ire fifiding that' opfiortfinities to move ahead' in

the future are becomin- more and moe e hisive6a'ad that those' which
do exist are becoMinginbreasingly more conditional upon a codipt
of partnership between the individual and the :Gbvernmeiht rather
than just uon individual initiative. ' We fiid it is more difflclt -to
acquire capital ou , of current, earnings -1for' additional business in'
vestmhiet 'or to acquire capital td 'place 'with ohrets who can expand
or- create new businessess, -new job 'opportunities, new products, -andnew services in the cities ande tbiv;ns of Our State. , ,  :

'We agree *ith the Presideit , aid' the S iretafy of the Treasury
that efforts must be made to increase the> rowth of' the American
ekd6omy. The table submitted by Secretar y Rllohi showing Ompaia-
tive average annual iifrme in gross natimnlprioduct (exhibit 1-B,
table 2) is ideeds alarming. It indidatesthat our country's rate- of
economic growth is far, belowlIts hiseforic average. We behove it is
significant to note that the decline in oitr county's rate of ecofilic
growth has vaied inversely with,the emphasis during this century
upon a higher and higher progressive rate do ieome' t a xation.'.

It is our opinion that the same- objectives soUght by the President
and the Seretary can b attained by comprehensive reform of tax
rates and methods.

These 'are the principles which, have been endorsed by the: Geogia
Junior Chanibe of. OdmiIrce, and'the Jaycee'organizatidn.in each of
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.Based on constant- 1961 prices, GNP would have growvn from $413
billion in 1956 to $643 billion in 1962, or $83 billion m~ore than the $560
bAiition now being pessimistically forecast. The individual income taxbP over the same period would have increased from $157 to $248
billion, or $41 billion above current estimates.. However, the most
revealing data is contained in the revenue estimates.

With enactment in 1956, tile Rerlopg-Baker legislation would have
yielded accumulative additional revenues by 1962 of $6.5 billion be-
yond that which has been available under our existing system of tax-
ation. A. complete analysis is attached for the record.

The idea that this legislation would be detrimental to our Federal
budget situation, as claimed by the Treasury, is misdirected. Indeed,
the detriment to fiscal balance and integrity stems from too muchspending and tqo little revenue which in turn has resulted from too
lit tleli growth. For exarnple, actual budget receipts (in constant
prices) from 1956 to 1962 increased only r6.6 billion. Had the op-
portunity been available through the enactment of Herlong-Baker
to build the private economy at tle expense, of the Government sector
rather than the reverse, we would not be far ahead in terms of in-
dividual, national, and international well-being.

Gentlemen, the decision as to wklhl way we will go can on!y be made
by the Congress and more specflcally by the members of this commit-
tee. Through this vital legislation, which provides for the release of
the impediments to'capital through comprehensive reform of tax rates
and methods, there is no longer a need to be pessimistic aboitt placing
Government spending in proper relationship to national growth and
individual betterment. By giving the private economy a chance to
demonstrate its potential, there is assurance that we can meet our
govern mental obligations while bestowing the blessings of economic
progress and prosperity on all our citizens. . I .

We believe that American industry is able to modernize without
spPeial incentives.

'We believe that the American ecordmy will progress without spe-
cialized subsidies to indtt try or to anyone else.

We believe it is unnecessa*yto induce American business to do some-
tlj they have the ability to do anyway.

We believe the competitive free enterprise system of the United,
States ofAmerica is the most progressive econoitie system anywhere
in the world--and tlat it need not stoop, to imitate anyone anywhere.

We have faithtlhat there is but one 'inceptive" needed to improve
the economy-the same' incentive both for business and for individual
citizens-that is the incentive of reduced tax rates-the incentive of
abandonment of a system whih penalizes success--the incentive of a
tax structure which fails to discourage individual initiative and utili-
zation of'individual abilities. I I

Mr. Chairman, the young men of 1962 ask but one incentive-the
incentive to freely conduct our own businesses--the incentive to .make
a, dollar-or to make a mih ibn '(and to be able to keep half of it)-
the incentive to maintain the status quo--or to rise" to the, utmost
heights of success, The incentive wl ask is the same incentive you
lad when you stood in ouy shoes nly a few years ago. Gi e'is that
incentive and our generation will giv, epir country its mnostdynamie,
energetic economy-as yourshasdone before us.

(The attachimnts to Mr/ WesberrY's statement follow':)'
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Estmts L. 00vru peettzs 1956-70, constant 1961 prices

GROSS NATIONAL PRODUCT (CALENDAR YEARS)

-. __.__ ._ •:[BilnioBM of dollars]
.1965 195 7 1988 19M I 1960 1961 1962 1968 1964 1965 196 1967 1968 I199 1970

if LM 20-.....-- ..... 455 473 495 519 54 578 610 -643 679 71 755 797 841 887. 93 987tazes...... . .455 '465 474 466 497, 511 521 - 560- 1574 588 603 618 633 649 665 682
AdditionaL .. ----- 8- 21 5 51 67 8 7 105 128 152 179 28 288 271 306Cumulative addti .- - 0 8 29 62 133 200 289 477 605 757 9 1,144 1382 1,63 1,9 58

INDIV7r-UAL INCOME TAX BASE (CALENDAR YEARS)

If H.w209w ---- W 157 18 181 196 212 229 248 268 290 314 340 368 39 431 467Xzen~tis,...... 148 ..158 .161 158 173 183 199 2D7 215 223 231 240 249 25-. 268 278
Additional. - . 0- -1 :7 23, 23 29 37 41 53 67 83 100 119- 14016 18MC a d a - 0 - 6 j 29 52 81 118 159 212 279 362 462 881 721- 884 1,073

-- UDGET RECEIPTS (FISCAL YEARS)

, 1957 19m; 1959. 1960 1961 1962 1963 1964 1965 1966 1967 1968 1969 1970 1971

273.- 74.1 753 77.2 786 S& 6 8I 94.9 101.2 108.3 115.7 i 23 .5.13', '4.l. 0 ,,SP-"axe . . 7.5 1 9 69.9 .78.8 77.7 - 2.1 92.3 95.1 98.3 OL 104.7 108.1 IL.- 1.1I 118.8
:--9 '2. 2 &4 -L6 .9 .4.5 -3.2 2 2.9 6.8 1.0 15.4 -25 25.9 32.0
.!9 .3 &7 4.1 0 6.5 - 3 6.0 18 2,&1 3 9.2 5&7 856 7.6

Z~ 4 erut owtb starting with 1963
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COUNTDOWN ON ECONOMiO PROGRAMS,

Remarks by Representative A. S. Herlong, Jr., Democrat, of Florida, in the
House of Representatives, February 0, 1962

Mr. HtLmoNo. Mr.:Speaker, it is time for some blunt talk. In the cold light of
history, men and governments must be judged by the consequences of their acts,
not on their good intentions. It is the. ecQnomic consequences of the collective
acts of the Federal Government which tO0 often are lost sight of In the planning
rooms of the executive'branch and in the legislative chambers of the Congress.

I do not question the patriotism or motivation of any man or woman in any
branch of Government when I state that, in the total of its spending and taxing
policies, the Federal Government is shortchanging the American people. This is
simply to state the economic consequences of what we have wrought. What
harms our Nation, economically is not just a matter of lost jobs, of lower living
standards,, and of less human well-being. It Is a matter of less national strength,
of lowered military security, and of diminished prestige and capacity for leader-
ship In the world. What harms us economically aids our enemies.

For a number of years, many Members of b6th branches of the Congress, and
of our two major political parties, have been warning of the pitfalls of too much
spending. I believe It is accurate to say that a great majority of the Members
of both branches are'deeply concerned about this trend. I further believe that
the time is here when the Congress as a whole is willing and ready to take a new
look, to face squarely the issue of which legislation will best serve the public
welfare andnatonai interest.

One thing which is certain is that concern about inflation does not 'stop the
spending. I suppose the reason i that any group favoring a particular spending
program is willing to take the chance of inflatoh, leaVing it up to other groups
to control their appetites for public money. I doubt if we can expect the separate
groups interested in spending on 'particular programs to act much differently,
except by a stronger demonstration of their combined interest than is provided
by the inflationary threat.

Regardless of separate group Interests in spending, all Americans do have the
same interest in our national strength and prestige and, hence, in- the rate of
economic growth. Even as members of separate groups, they know that high-
rate economic growth is the key to the improvement of their indiVidual positions;
that a buoyant, dynamic, fast-moVing economy not only would insure the best
progress to them individually, but will in fact elftitltlte br' moderate conditions
on whifh so uluch 6f the spending is based.

Thus, every citizen of whatever group must be concerned with the fact that
growth in the total of Federal spending is at the expense of growth In the private
economy.

For several years, my colleague on the Ways and Means Committee, Repre-
sentative Howard-BH. Baker, of T'ennessee anc- 1 have been pointing out'that
continuation of the spending trend prevents thereform of tax rates and methodss
which Impede capital formation and hence limit economic growth. Our bills,
H.R. 2030 and A.R. 2031, With whibh I am sure .every Mermber of this body is
familiar, are designed to reflect the general public interest in permitting greater
growth in the private economy as against more growth in Federal spending.

We have not proosed a. rollback in the total of Federal spending. Instead,
our bills would preempt the revenue gain 'firm economic growth to remove the
tax brakes on greater growth. After the necessarytax reductions were effected,
and the economy had responded in a contifitling trehid of greater growth, Federhl
revenues woiild soon move head of 'those which, can be expected itidet the pres-
ent tax structure. The price of achieving these endst so necessary to the public
welfare at home and our national strength and prestige looking abroad, is a mora-
torlitm on further spending increases.

Only by contr6lling its spending can the Government achieve the results which
so bften, but accurately are said to come from increased spending, The great-
est hoax of our time is the notion that greater spending in the so-called public
sector is a means for Increasing economic growth. The .Government lives off of
the private economy, and not vice versa.

In statements in support of our legislation, we have noted "that while our recent
growth rate has been only about 2 to 8 percept annuAlly, the economies of other
nations have been bounding ahead. In IWestern Eurw1e, therates of growth have
been double tO tflple our rate, and Japan has been doing ev4n better ° According
to OIA estimates, the Soviet economy achieved an average growth tate of 7 per-
centifi the 10's .
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Orojtlh comes from capital formation. TheO greater the capital 4.upply, the

greater will bethe growth of any economy. In the lessadvanced economies, most
new capital will go into the creation of entirely new productive capacity, thus
reufting in net increase in economic output. In an economy like ours, a. great
deal of capital formation only replaces wornout or obsolete productive facilities.
Keeping these facts-in mind, it is evident that a rate of new capital formation in
our country will not produce as rapid 4 climb in total production #4 will compara-
ble rates In other countries. Nevertheless,: we have one of the lowest rates of
gross capital formation in the world today, or approximately 15 percent of gross
national product. In Western Eorope, comparable rates In 1959,were: Belgium,
17 percent; France, 18 percent; Italy, 21 percent; AusOrI, 23. percent; gncq 01).
many, 23 percent. According to the CIA, 80 percent of iRussia's gross national
product goes into capitalformation.

Whatever excuses there may have been for our not heeding these facts before
now, we cin have none hereafter. A new and authoritative study is now avail-
able which documents in quantitative data the fact that Government, in the total
of its spending and taxing policies, is the culprit insofar as our inadequate capital
formation aid econofile growth is concerned. Dr. Simon Kuznets, of" the Na-
tional Bureau of Economic Research, is the author of this study.

The data provided by Dr Kuznets show that, over the past centitry, the total
of capital formation in this country has been relatively stable though tending
slightly downward as a percentage of grosal national product. However, the
part of this capital formation required for replacement has been rising so steeply
that net capital formation'lhas been a consistently declining percentage of gross
national product.. From the period 189 , to the period 1940-55, the decline
was from, 14.6 to 7 percent of gross national product, measured In constant
prices. Since economic growth was on a generally adequate level between 1946
aid 1955, before the poor record'of recent years, we may take for graitd that
the percentage of net growth capital is even smaller today.
, Dr. Kuznets' study leaves no room for mistake about the source of our problem.

It is clear from his analysis that the principal ,cause of too little capital forma-
tion is the combine of public spending and tax policies which takes so much
capital away from the private economy.

There obViously is, no escaping the conclusion that the Federal Government,
in its capital destroying tax policies, is responsible for the Inadequate rate of
economic growth; that the failure to control spending so as to admit of furtida-
mental reform of the tax structure is at the expense of our domestic well.being
and nationAl security: and that contemporary spending proposhls designed to
relieve problems cauvd by inadequate growth simply compound the total of such
problems.

Herein is the truth of my statement that the Federal Government is short-
changing the American people out of the natural bounty and security of their
free economic system.'

If the Congress should this year, now, enact the legislation which' Representa-
tire Baker and I have sponsored, what woffld this mean in terms of increasing
rel.behg for the Aiherican people, and our position of e66A6niileader6qlp in

In answering such a qtieotnf, we have to decide on a timespan first, and make
certain assumptions.

Because of the great emphasis on the critical decade of the 1960's, the time-
span Which we have used would carry us'throujgh the yehr 1970,

The assumptions which we have made are as follows:
First, that unionsonnd managemeht will have the wisdom and courage

to confine wage decis6ns "to overall productiVity, so that all citizens may
enjoy the maxitihm frUits of progress without further creeping inflation.

Second, fhtt uion enactm~ntbf this legisliton, at this tfine:
(14) The curett recovery will not be jtitckly dissipated iii a new re-

cession, as" has, happened, on fotit oeeasions $,4 the' last dozen years,
but will be transformed iitb' the begining Wf' i new era of higlirat,
longterm growth.

'(b)"'The ecohoiny' Will achtevO a growth rate of 4 percent in 1963,
4% percent In 064, 5 percent In 1065, and 5% percent annually there-
after.,

Third,, that, how ever, without qnactment of this le isl~ dh , at thi time,
the' eeonibiy Wil achieve a grosh nationdl"prodiit of ti morethan' $50
billn'in 1962, ag compared with the $570 billion projected, by the adn Ms-
tratton's budget message and Economic Report.
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Froim'these assumptions, we find that from 1902t0'1970, gtoss 'natlcnal :po-
duct will grow from $570 to $851 billn; that personal income will grow frOm
$448 to $60 bi~l!n; that Iieome per capita, 'taking accoittit'of increasing popu-
lation, will grow from $2,402 to $3,103; and' that the base for the indidiual
income tax will grow from $211 to $382 billion.

By, contrast, if through these years the economy should grow at only a 2%-
percent rate annually, starting from the base of $560 billion -in 1962, gross
national product would grow only from $560 to $082 billion; personal income
would grow from $440 to $580 billion; income per capita Would grow froth
$2,&859 to only $2,58; and the base:of the individualAincome tax would grow
only from $207 to $278 billion

Now let's cntrast these fires, bmi i total cumulative basis:
Upon enactment of our bills, these proJectibns Would Indicate by 1970, hddi-

tion-above what would result from 2% percent average annual groWth-of
$690 billion of gross national product; of $547 billion Of personalincome; of
$2,681 of per capita Income and $402 billion in the -tax base.

The following tables show these data years from 1962 through 1970.
GOse national product

[Blillon dollars]

Calendar years

10621063 1064 1065 :106 1967 1068 19609 1070

Upon enact ont of 11.R. 2030 and )CR. 2031.. 70 593 620 851 680 725 765 807 851
Without fundamental reform of to* rates and I

methods .................................... 674 U8 60 618 633 849 05 682

Ad1dltional national product 71 116
Cumulative addition gros national product. 10 20 61 S100 180 272 88 630 690

Personal income

(Billions of dollars)

Calendar years

'1062 1064' 1064 1065 1066 1907 1068 1080 1970

Uvon enactmentof 1H.R. 2030 and 1.. 2031.. 448 468 497 512 40( 670 60t 634 600
Without fundamental reform of tax rates and
method............ 440 '461 462 474 486 408 510 523 , 36

Additional rsonal inome ....... ..... 8 15 25 38 2
Cumulatio additional personal te--nie -....... 8 23' 148' 88 1 2 414

Personal income per capita

"Dollars)

Calendar years'

1062 103 104M0 10 1967 1068 M96 1970

A 111 nnronent Of lI
2Qand XLR. 2031-------..2j40 2,459' 2,53 2,01 , 2, 825 ,32 3A)4 3,168

Withut fdnfdaintal re"1
,form eof tax rates and
methods............. -2,359 2,380. 2,400' 2,425 %,447" 1.,448 2488 2,41 2,534

Additional persomlal'
income Pr capita... 43 79 ISO 194 22 367 4i4 &V3 620

Cumu!atve additionaiper. ,
sonal incOme Per capiti..' 43 1 6 4 718 1O7 1, 819 2,052 2,681
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' • l1#41vidual income ta x basgoo,, ,

I[Billions of dollars]

taendi years

I M, 1903 1 190I* 16 $967, 198 1989 $970

Uponenaetinentofi.R, 2030 and I1i.R. 2031.. 211, "24, 289) 217 .278 301 20' .3863 MJg2
Without f.udamnental reform of tax rtes and

metbods ................................... 207 IM 223 231 240 24* 25 28 278

Additional Individual ineoine tax base.. 4 9 10 26 38 42 68 85 '104
Cimulative additional Individual Income tax
base---------------------------. 4 18' 29 55 93 145 218 298 40'2

Suppose otr estimates of growth upoln enactment o our bills are too high;
suppose despite the record of recent years, our estimate of growth with nothing
tore than reshuffling of the present tax structure Is too low; suppose the dif-

ference would be, say, no more tlihan one-half of that which we have projected?
Over recent years, and currently, the Federal Government has been exposed

to a barrage of demand for Federal aid to education, and to the argument that
training and education themselves are meAns to economic progress. Dr. Kuz-
nets notes that the deieldpment of scientific knowledge and technological skill
tnevitnbly contributes to improvement of our eoeonomile productivity. However,

he adds that "One persistent bottleneck In the use of knowledge in economic pro-
duction has been the scarcity of the resources for the production of capital
goods needed for the application of new knowledge."

'it seems to me that Dr. Kuznets is saying that we may have been getting the
cart before th horse. Training and education do not displace the need for cap-
Ital; Instead, they increase the need for it. We are rendering a dubious service to
om youth when we use Federal moneys to Increase education when the total of
Federal spelling and taxing In themselves deprive trashed people, and in fact
all members of the working force, of the best and most productive job opportu-
nties. It may be noted, that greater capital formation and economic growth
would greatly Improve the base for State and local, and private support, of our
educational institutions. If our economy had not been bound in the past by
uneconomic tax rates, we could, be certain that education would be in better
position tilay without any direct FeJeral aid Ithan is now the case. Looking
ahead to U170, no reasonable man could doubt that education would be a nIajor
beneflclary of the economic growth possible under a Federal tax structure which
does not uy4duly penalize capital accumulation abd use.

We have heard a good bit about sacrifi6qn the last couple of years. The
question posed bi the facts and figures which'JI have cited is where the sacrifice
sliouldbe made.,

'Should we continue with a accumulation of luiillc poilcles which deprive the
people of dur Nation of the Jobs find advance in lifng standards, and of the
pride and independence, Which wold, c6me from the kitd of growth permitted
by fundamental reform of t6 Federal tx'rate4 and methods?

,ShoUld wesacrifiqe the security and strengilt and _prestige that would accrne
td our Nation in thl troubled world which would ebfme from such growth?,

tShould we sacrifice the iihrentpower of our free economiMe system, letztng the
Soviet UMi0n move up to our heels in its bid for world economic domination?

,Or. should the Government'itself make the sacrifice?!Mr. Speaker, and miieners of j. ts bod,we . not lying. before you a soft
or easy program. No family, po btsne., no nation ha0 for long prospered and
endured unless it demonstrated the capcity for'discipiine, for prudence today in
order to multiply the well-being of tomorrow.

Is the Federal Government wifling to~make the sacrifice, or ts this adninis-
tration and the Congress to continue Oifvthe path of consuming the seed corn of
tomorrow's strength?

Put In this light, there is not realiy-asimuch sacrifice as we have Indicated.
Upo ienacTieint of I.R, Okl) V d a ,'AR. 2031, we"etlmate that Federal revenues
would totl' $88.4 billion 'Ihi fs6 year 1968, slowly trending i;0 tt" from this
figure reaching nearly $92 billion in 1967; then moving rapidly to $98 billion in
i968;: $105 11111& in 1969: $112 -6lll66 in '1070- fnd $11I billion' il. ~lw1.

In the lfdterve~iing years,t s Wtrue we w6fild get more revehftU uder' existing
tax rafts, dmlttlng whatever reshufflipg of tax tabtlites might take place. But

82190--42-pt. 8---14
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In fiscal year 1971, the revenues which I projected would exceed those which
would come from continuation bf the existing spending and taxing policies,
and thereafter would race ahead.

There is the question, Mr. Speaker, will the Federal Government sacrifice
today, In order to enable the private economy to save and invest, to serve the
public welfare at home and to confound the enemy which has stalked us with a
capital formation rate twice our own.

We believe we know your arnswer-that this great representative body of the
people, that tae Senate, and that the President of the United States, under-
standing thes3 facts , will make the right decision for America.

Our legislation was Introduced 3 years ago this Jtniuary. It has received the
support o.f scholars, of commentators on the public scene, of representative bodies
of American citizens.

No one, no group, has contested the validity of its basic assumpltions and pro.
cedures. It is, in our opinion, Mr. Speaker, time that this legislation be exposed
to the full deliberative process of the Congress.

Projected Economic Growth

GROSsI NATIONAL PRODUCT
(Billion 5)

all

1163" 1964 ~ 1965 "1966, 97 196 86 m

,. ' ... RO$8 NATIONAL PRODUCT
: .... . . . . .. ... .M lli"or $0 1 . . . .,

upon *amatof
H.R. 0W-2031' ,
Wthoul fundlmen il fotm

to rate and nielhodp
* Additli"I G.N.P.,

Addit onal 0.N.P. /

Calendar Yll ,-
A,1962 .1963 '196. -1965 -196 0 1968 1969 -1970

00• 03 '20 651 .... 72 75, P7 451

548U 603, M'ib 633 64 662

10 19 32 4;-48, 71 % 92 '16 "1,49 249
" I ,' ",- 5. - ' 1 I I

,61 . 9 , ", 242* 3me 699

-/

, I 1,

,, .0000

Cit. ,

r 0F'

I96~ t9%0
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.Projected Economic qrowth

PERSONAL INCOME.
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P4O0W WOEtcu PftR CAPITA

IM tM iw 96 3966i IM" 19 , 1969 3970

It440Qi,k459 2.53 2,.639 2,719 Zen2 2,932 3,044 3,163

Oto= "fteflwthft 2.359 2,380 2.400- 2,425- -2,447- ,458 2,488 2,61 2. &

W MI"" 43' 79 330' 394 272' 36? 444 633 529
CM4MV.Addot*Ula ftmoqaj

IncmFw Cew 43 322' 252 446' Oil' 1.075 1.619 2062 "21

RiVE~tE ACT OF 198-2

Projected Ecoobtnlc growth
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Projeted Economic Growth

INDIVIDUAL IN0OME TAX BASE
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Senator KRR. Thank you very much, Mr. Wesberry, for a very in-
teresting and informative statement.

Mr. WESBERY. Thank you.
Senator KnRR. Mr. Max Dodson, Lone Star Steel Co.

STATEMENT OF MAX DODSON, EXECUTIVE VICE PRESIDENT, LONE
STAR STEEL CO.

Mr. DoDNsoN. Mr. Chairman, my name is Max Dodson. I am execu-
tive vice president of Lone Star Steel Co. of Dallas, Tex. It is a pleas-
ure to appear before tlis• distinguished committee in regard to' the
pending tax legislation.

Federal spending and taxing total is really big, some $93 billion
annually. And, so is our cufrnt rate of capital developmefit at about
$70 bill ion a yea.r.

Wo know that all we produce and consume comes from the saving
and use of capital. Our standard of living, and our strength nd
prestige in the world, are dependent on the process of capital forima-
tion and how judiciously it'is used.

The amount of capital we save annually, determines the progiless
we make. Increased capital saving means increased production and
produetivity, improvement, in old and creation of new jobs, resulting
In an advancement of the well-being and strength of our society.

The Government itself is just as dependent on the saving and us6 of
capital in the private economy, as is the private sector itself. To
carry the point further, what the Government takes from tho private
economy is a subtraction from what otherwise would be available for
use as private investment.

As the demands of Government increase we need to step up our
capital input, or the l)rivate sector must suffer. In the past when we
developed much more rapidly than the rest, of the world, we were
putting back into our economy more capital than the total burden
of taxes. In recent years, when the economies of other nationshave
been moving ahead much more rapidly t han ours, we find that'the
total of our taxes-at the Federal level alone-is substantially'in' ex-
cess of the amount of capital we have been able to pftt back fiftb tle
economy. When State and local taxes of about $40 billion are added
to the Federal tax burden (without consideration of social security
and related imposts) we find that the total "take" of Government
from our economy today is nearly twice our current rate of capital
formation. Tt is little short of miraculous that we have been able to
do ,o well as we have under such a burden.

Compounding the difficulty, our Federal tax system is transferring
a huge section of our production from the private to the:public sector
in a way designed not just to raise revenue, but to limit in lar e meas-
ure the capital creating potential of higher incomes, and of businesses,
and convert to Government spending, a great deal of capital which
already has been accumulated. If the burden 6f Government were
met, by taxes which did not, impose an excessive drain on the capital
creation and use side of 'the economy, our total of production would
be correspondingly greater, anid the burden of Government itself
would be a relatively smaller proportion of our total output. If we
had used this formula the last, 10 years, we would not now be tip against
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the fact that other maior economies of the world, including the,
Russian economy, are showing us their heels as regards ocOnoinic
growth.

My purpose in appearing before you is to strongly advocate just
Iwo very important and far-reaching points. If they seem revolu-
tionary and extrhile it may be because we have come such a long way
along this line of the i dulgeht ftither who cannot bear to dciy his
children, even though he 'has to bbrroW to satisfy them. We have,
drifted a long way from dtir forebears' cveed.of "work and save."
There simply must be a day of reckoning, arid I feirk that we are° closer
to it than many of us wish toadmit.

In House Report No. 1447 covering the report of the 0boomittee 'on:
Ways and Means the objectives of the bill H.R. 10650 6are-
to provide a stimulant to the economic growth of this country7-

which-
is needed to improve our competitive 'osition hbr6ad and in the long run to
raise our standard of living at home-

and-
to Improve the equity of our tax structure.

No thinking citizen of the United States could conscientiously dis-
agree with these stated objectives. But eachof is, and I think the
majority, disagrees with the means, as set forth. in H.R. 10650 of
attaining these objectives.

H.R. 10650 does not accurately prescribe the ways and means, of
accomplishing these objectives because this bill does not get at the
heart of the problem. To truly accomplish our stated objectives will,
take more thara few technical, surface, and short-term-effect 6ianges
in our tax laws.

What is sorely and vitally needed is to make it possible for individ-
uals and businesses to create capital in the operation of their businesses
and to put this capital to work in our economy.

Each dollar of earnings which is permitted-to be reinvested in our
economy, as opposed to being immediately drained off as a tax pay-,
ment, will create economic growth. This principle is recognized by
the authors of H.R. 10650, for in House Report No. 1447 in section 2
covering investment credit, it is stated that-
the Investment credit will also encourage investment because it Increases the
funds available for investment-.

and in the same section 2 it is stated-
the President also points out that the tax credit for investments is in part self-
financing. He indicates that the stimulus it provides to new investments Will
have favorable effects on the level of economic activity during the year and
this will in turn add to Federal revenues. I %

Apparently, then, everyone is in agreement with the principle that
dollars which were permitted to work rather than immediately being
paid as-taxes will-
provide a stimulant to the economic growth of this country-

which-
is needed to improve our competitive position abroad and in the lonig rim to
raise our standard of living at hOme.
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Therefore, why wouldn't it be wise to really put this principle to
woi'k by taking a. longer range view of our coulntry's .fiscal problems
and at this time while we han'e the opportunity, revise section 3 of
IR. 10650 to provide for-

1. A reduction of tax rates for all individuals and businesses and
tiot just a selective reduction limited to a small group which qualified
kvcatite of investments made in technically defined properties; and

2. The taxpayer to have the f1ll right, and responsibility, for se-
lecting the depreciable life he will use for all depreciable properties
put in ipse after December 31,1961.

All iiitable, across-the-board tax rate reduction will accomplish
more to stimulate our economy than scores of technical, hybrid amend-
ments to our already complex tax laws.

The taxpayer already has the right, by law, to. deduct as deprecia-
tion the full cost of depreciable property in the calculation of his tax-
able income. Presently, however, these reductions are arbitrarily
scheduled over diverse lengths of time which have become a constant
source of bickering and disagreement.

Propose that the taxpayer be given the right, by law, to determine
the deprecible life of his own properties at the time such properties
are placed in use. The taxpayer is well aware that lie can deduct the
cost of properties only once. and therefore he will use his best judg-
ment in selecting the depreciable life. If ie elects to take all his de-
preciation in 1, , or 5 years, he is well aware that his taxable income
will be without benefit o f deductions for depreciation for all the years
following. Accordingly he will carefully apply business judgment in
executing the responsibility of deciding the' depreciable'life' of new
property investments.

To protect against the promiscuous use of this right it is recom-
mended that there be a provision which requires that depreciation
taken in excess of actual decline in value, measured at time of dis-
position, shall be taxed as ordinary income rather than as capital
gains.

If the taxpayer has this right he can, and will, proceed confidently
with plant expansion and modernization using depreciation deduc-
tions as an integral part of his financing arrangements. This prin-

ciple has also already been proven right here in this country with the
"accelerated amortization program" ' granted under certificates of
necessity during the emergency conditions of World War II and the
Korean conflict. The country's fiscal condition at this time presents
as much of an emergency as any we have faced in the past.

I think my company, Lone Star Steel, is a good example of what
happens to the economy and to Federal tax revenues when a business
is.given the right to integrate a short depreciable life for tax purposes
with the financing of a large plant expanioi.

For the years 1948 to 1950, Lone Star Steel Co. was a merchant pig
iron producer with a property investment of $11 million, 14500 em-
ployees with a payroll of about $4 million per year, ahid, we paid Fed-
erai income taxes of about $1 million per year.

Tn 1951 we obtained a loan for some $80 million to expand ito a
fully integrated steelmill. We were foitunat6"in obtaining the right
to amortize 85 percent of the cost over-a- 5-year period, for tax.purposes;
The loan agreement -provided, in effect, thit the tox redtctl6n tesitlthig
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from the accelerated writeoff was to be, paid oil the loan in addition to
the fixed annual principal payments.

As a result of this financing, of which accelerated depreciation was
an integral part, we expanded our fixed assets to $94) million; in-
creased our average payroll to over $25 million annually since con-
struction, and paid an animal average Federal income tax 3 times
what we paid before expansion.

Income taxes paid on the increased payroll, using a 10-percent rawt.
amounts to six times as much each year as was applicable to the annuaf
income taxes paid on salaries and wages before construction.

As a matter of fact, at no time did taxpayments by Lone Star Steel
Co. and its employees total less than they would, had this capital ex-
pansion not been undertaken.

These are only the direct income-tax payments made by the company
and its employees and does not reflect the taxable income:

(a) Generated by the company's purchase of materials and services
from hundreds of suppliers; or

(b) Generated by the expenditure of our employees' salaries and
wages to hundreds of taxpaying consumer industries in our area.

In addition, Lone Star Steel Co., by taking its tax deduction for
depreciation over a short period, is committed to pay higher taxes
over the future years because it will have no further depreciation de-
ductions on those particular properties.

This is an actual example of the increases in Federal tax revenues
and the increases in our economy when a business is permitted to rein-
vest dollars, rather than to immediately pay out these dollars as tax-
payments.

Now, not next year, is the time when genuine corrective action is
needed in our tax structure in order, first, to preserve the present posi-
tion of our economy, and second, to stimulate its growth.

Gentlemen, I urge serious consideration be given to revising sec-
tion 2 of H.R. 10650 so as to provide-

1) A reduction in tax rates for all individuals 'nd businesses; and
2) To give the taxpayer the full right, and responsibility, of select-

ing the depreciable life of all properties placed in use after Decem-
ber 31, 1961.

These two steps alone will serve the stated objectives of the Revenue
Act of 1962 but will accomplish much more. It is true that possibly
tax revenues will be decreased for a short period after enactment.

After that period the growth in our economy will provide an increas-
ing scale of tax revenues.

Therefore, knowing we will have reduced revenues temporarily, it
would be necessaryto reduce our spending accordingly.

All of us are personally familiar with this principle and know that

I think it is well worth the try.
Another point which I would like to emphasize for your considera-

tion. Never in any of the estimates of increased, costs or revenues of
any tax bill do the authors take into consideration the administrative
burden placed upon taxpayers by the proposed legislation. Businesses
spend millions of dollars each year in their role as tax collectors for
the Federal Government.
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This bill, H.R. 10650, has several provisions which will add to this
already costly burden. As an example the withholding of taxes on
dividends and interest will cost millions of dollars to administer
but absolutely no recognition is made of this added cost.

These requirements placed on taxpayers cost the same kind of dol-
lars as those we pay in taxes. A reduction here in the cost incurred
by industry to service the Federal Government will free dollars for
reinvestment the same as will formal tax reform.

Theprovisions on entertainment and expense accounts have been
promoted as a program to stop evasion in this respect. The truth
is that most businesses would not evade taxes through these or any
other means. Further, waste on entertainment and expense ac-
counts is no different than waste on other production and distribution
costs. Waste is the way for a business to make less rather than more
profits. The idea that business as a whole would engage in waste-
ful practices is ito credit to the economic judgment of the American
businessman as well as his integrity. Insofar as the average busi-
ness is concerned, the "ordinary and necessary" rule as applied to
entertainment and expense accounts simply fits tax law to the realities
of good management. The profit objective of business operations is
the Government's guarantee that there is no tax escape through this
route among well-managed American business. Nevertheless, both the
spirit and design of the provisions of H.R. 10650 in this area would
put honest, wel-man aged business" in the same position as the "tax
evading" group.

We would have new problems of compliance, and the Government
would have new problems of surveillance and audit in an area in which
there is only one possibility for gain in revenue. That possibilityis when the letter and intent of the law, or regulations thereunder,
supplant business judgment with Government judgment. In such
cases, and I believe they would be manifold under any change in basic
law in this area, the businessman who followed his judgment would
be adding to the Federal revenue but would be forced to subtract an
equal amount from legitimate profits. In other words, to put it
bluntly, the Government would be applying an income tax not on
the economic profits but on expenditures which makes the profit
possible.

I am not questioning that there are some ,businesses, including peo-
ple in business for themselves, who do attempt to take advantage
of the law by charging off personal expenses as business expenses.
This, to me, however, poses a problem of enforcement, and certainly
does not justify developing new law and regulations which would be
onerous and unproductive of revenue as regards the vast majority of
businesses concerned. As a matter of public policy, auid accordance
with American traditions, I have no hesitancy in saying that the
fact that enforcement can never be made letter perfect as regards this
or any other area of Government jurisdiction provides no justilfication
for harassing and penalizing the innocent,.

To me, the proposal for withholding on dividend and interest pay-
ments also seems to be a sharp departure from American traditions. It
was difficult enough for many of us to tolerate the introduction of
withholding on wages and salaries but in this area it is at least pos-
sible (because of allowance for deductions and personal'exemptions)
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to achieve a reasonable relation between the amount withheld and
taxes due. Such a relation would be impossible to achieve in regard
to dividend and interest income. This means that withholding in this
area is a device for extracting money from a segment of the public
rather than a means for facilitating tie collection of taxes legally due.
The procedures provided in the bill would notin any way contribute to
the identification of tax evaders, but instead would provide them with
a sense of security that their failure of honest tax reporting Will go
undetected.

Other provisions of the bill, which seem to me to depart from Amer-
ican principles and traditions are those dealing with the taxation of
business income earned abroad. *While my 6dmptu y does Aot - have
foreign investments, we believe there is p great issue of principle in
this area. When a corporation is fined in America, partly or wholly
with foreign capital, it nevertheless is subject to the ,full jurisdiction
and sovereignty of American laws. W,have full jurisdiction over the
income of such a corporation, except to the extent and until it is re-
turned as dividends to foreign shareholders.

Equally, foreign countries have jurisdiction over corporations or-
ganized within their borders, regardless of 'where the capital comes
from. I just can't understand on what principle we should disregard
that sovereignty and attempt to tax the income of such corporatibils
to American shareholders before it is brought back here as dividends.
If such a procedure were sound and fair as regards a corporate share-
holder in a foreign corporation, then some day it might be claimed
Ihat an individual American owning shares in a foreign business eou!d
equally be taxed on the earnings of that corporation which had not
been declared in dividends. I realize that there is an area here of
)ersonal holding companies in regard to which present law does reach
behind the corporate entity when that entity is used as a means for
avoiding the payment of individual income taxes. Of course, we would
not have the problem in this area except for the excessive rates of cor-
porate and individual tax, and the absence of full relief from double
taxation of dividend income. Regardless, a precedent used to prevent
avoidancee of payment of individual :income taxes should not be ex-
tended to the disregarding of national sovereignty over income of
legitimate business enterprises.

On the broad mfitter of taxation of income earned abroad, I feel
that there is some confusion as to what really serves our national in-
terest. At this time, I understand thkt our accumulation of foreign
investment is providing nearly a billion dollars more iii return income
flow each year than the new capital which we are now sending out of
the country.

This seems like mighty good business to me, not just for those who
are engaged in foreign production, but fir -tbe miintry as a whole.
It mightbe that some changes in tax laws would, temporarily, step up
the current amOUnt of return income flow, and reduce the amount of
current outflow. But, in the Iong run, such a temporary process
would have proven to be extremely shortsighted. It looks like we
are gbing to have to send a lot of tax money out of the country for
years ahead, to maintain our military establishments and dtherwise
further our interests around, the'world. To help fiflance this outflow,
we obviously will have need for all of the income that is economically
feasible to provide for capital invested abroad.
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May I add one more thought. With this handicap to American
business abroad, will it not be able to remain competitive in the high-
ly competitive foreign market where its foreign competitors carry
a far lighter taxload? I do not think so. My thinking is that it
would tend to handica) American business growth a)road with the
end result of a much lesser tax rate for the United States.

Senator KERR. Thank you very much, Mr. Dodson. We are very
proud of your company down in the southwestern part of our country.

Mr. Domooy. Thank you, Senator.
Senator KERR. Mr. Kamp, Bristol-Myers Co.

STATEMENT OF WALTER H. KAMP, FINANCIAL VICE PRESIDENT, -

BRISTOL-MYERS CO.

Mry. KAMI. My name is Walter Kamp, and I am financial vice
president of Bristol-Myers Co., located at 630 Fifth Avenue, New
York. Bristol-Myers and its subsidiaries manufacture prescription
and proprietary drug preparations and cosmetic products, and sell
them throughout the United States and many foreign countries.

It has been classified by Fortune magazine as one of the 300 largest
companies in this country, and was classified in last week's issue of
Life magazine as one ol the 20 leading growth companies in this
country.

I mention this latter fact because growth companies are one of the
types of companies which would benefit most from the investment
credit provisions of section 2 of the Revenue Act of 1962. Despite
this, I am down here today to register my company's protest against.
the provisions of this section.

1. INEFFECTVENESS

As I understand it, the basic purpose of this credit is to stimulate
industrial expansion and modernization and thereby promote eco-
nomic growth and fuller employment. Certainly, all of us are in
full accord with these objectives. However, good intentions not..
withstanding, the investment credit proposal will be almost com-
pletely ineffective in achieving these objectives. If it were not for the
fact that any reduction in taxes releases additional funds for expansion
or other corporate purposes, it could be stated with assurance that
this proposal would be wholly ineffective in stimulating industrial
expansion and modernization.

However, I do not believe that the investment credit is a good
method of reducing Federal income taxes since the proposed invest-
ment credit will be of the least help to those it is primarily designed
to help; i.e., industries lagging in the modernization of plant and
equipment.

You will note that I have purposely omitted from this category ex-
pansion in the productive capacity of our industrial enterprises. As
one who has seen his own company's sales grow from $6 million in
1929 (the year in which I joined Bristol-Myers Co.) to over $164 mil-
lion in 1961, I can state without hesitation that if the economic factors
are right--i.e., growing consumer demand for a company's product., a
reasonable price to the consumer, and an adequate return on the in-
vestment required-industry will provide its own expansion of indus-
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trial facilities and productive capacity without any need for an invest-
ment credit provision. Certainly, this has been the experience of
our company throughout the entire period of my 33 years' association
with it.

To return then to those industries lagging in the modernization of
plant and equipment, this is due generally to either a lack of cash or
unfavorable economic factors.

If the problem is lack of cash, the investment credit provision will
1)e of no help whatsoever because in order to obtain a tax credit of
$100;000 a company would first have to pay out $1,400,000 for the pur-
chase of new equipment. Obviously, if the company were short of
cash to begin with, it certainly wouldn't have $1,300,000 net to lay out
for new equipment. On the other hand, accelerated depreciation
could apply to equipment already purchased and would thus involve
no additional cash outlay, but the savings in taxes accomplished
thereby would be immediately available for either additional new
equipment or the replacement of obsolete equipment.

If, however, the lag in modernization of plant and equipment is due
to unfavorable economic factors, no 7-percent discount in the pur-
chase price is going to answer or substitute for the solution of the
basic underlying problems.

To summarize, then, the investment credit provision will help those
people who do not need help and will be completely ineffective in help-
in,_ those people who need help.

suppose if I were a defeatist, I might say that the chances of ever
obtaining any reduction in corporation taxation are infinitesimal,
and therefore we ought to grab any opportunity for tax reduction that
is offered us. Fortunately, our company was never built upon de-
featism, and therefore my colleagues and I feel that we must oppose
this investment tax provisions even though-sliort range-it, might be
of immediate benefit to us. I hope you will bear with me if some of
the points I make in succeeding paragraphs have already been covered
by others in these hearings.

2. REVENUE LOSS

At a time when we are already faced with a substantial deficit for
the current fiscal year, and the probability of an even greater deficit
for the 1963 fiscal year, it would appear most unwise to increase these
deficitsby a costly give-away program of highly doubtful effectiveness
which business in general does not want and which, in my oI)inion,
would be unsoundatany time.

3. DISCRIMINATORY EFFECTS

As I tried to point out in section 1, the application of this provision
would be highly discriminatory yin its effect upon varying industries,
and taxpayers who cannot qualify for tie favored treatment-i e.,
those who most need, it-will in effect, have to bear the lod for the
benefitsgranted to the favored few.
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4.GOVERNMENT INTERFERENCE AND CONTROL

The enactment of a provision of this nature would create an ex-
tremely dangerous precedent leading to the encouragement or dis-
couragement of any particular segment of private enterprise,
depending upon the whim or mood of the moment. Today it is an
investment credit for new machinery and equipment. Tomorrow it
could be an investment credit for industrial development in Africa,
Latin'America., Oshkosh, or Timbuktu. The scope of such favored
and. discriminatory treatment is limited only by the imagination of
those proposing it.

In conclusion, may I say that the investment credit concept is
moving far afield from the basic, purpose of tax legislation; i.e., to
raise the necessary governmental revenue with the least possible dis-
ruption of normal business practices.

May I thank you for granting me this opportunity of appearing
before you on behalf of my company.

Senator KERR. Thank you very much, Mr. Kamp.
Mfr. KA-P. Thank you.
Senator KERR. Thank you for your statement.
The committee will recess until 10 o'clock in the morning.
(By direction of the chairman, the following is made a part of the

record:)
LYBRAND, Ross Bros. & MONTGOME&Y,

New York, Marol 5, 1962.
Hon. HARRY F. BYRD,
Ohairmanj Sente .Pfnaee Committee,
Washington, P.O.

DEAn SENATOR BYRD: We would like to bring to your attention certain ac-
counting problems which appear likely to arise upon enactment of the proposed
legislation for allowance of an Investment credit for investment in certain
depreciable property. Ordinarily, an accountihtg matter, even though it may
relate to a legislative enactment, is not of direct concern or interest to the legis-
lative body. The present legislation, however, in the absence of some clarifica-
tion in the legislative record, may give rise to the adoption of a manner of ac-
counting for its effects which, in our opinion, could seriously impair effective
achievement of what appears to be the legislative purpose. Primary because of
this possible consequence we are suggesting that serious consideration be given
to the accounting implications of the proposed investment incentive legislation;
apart from this, our firm, as practicing certified public accountants, is keenly
interested in the adoption of appropriate and useful accounting practices.

The proposed legislation takes the form of a tax credit. However, its primary
purpose appears to be related only secondarily to the function of determination
of taxable income or tax rates within the framework of tax policy considera-
tions. Its intent appears to be not to grant a taxreduction per se, but to pro-
vide an impetus for private investment in productive capital facilities. This
diversity between form and purpose may give rise to diverse accounting treat-
ment of its financial effects:

First, it may be viewed, in conifortuity with Its form, as a redtetion nf
income tax expense of the year in which it is granted. The effect of ac-
counting for the credit in accordance with this view would be to give rise
to an equivalent increase in reported net income in the years in which
capital investments are made, as the result of reporting lower tax expense
in those years.

Secondly, the credit may be considered as a form of Government financial
assistance to private capital investment. If this view is adopted, .it would
follow, in our opinion, that the financial benefit accorded by the credits
should be accounted for over the period of use of the capital facilities to the
financing of which they contributed.

For reasons discussed later, we believe the objectives of the proposed legisla-
tion will be better served by adoption of the second method.
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Although it is not within the province of accountants to pass upon the merits

of legislative proposals, we believe that the proposed legislation, viewed only as
tax legislation, would be difficult to envision as fitting within any reasonable
or equitable scheme of tax policy, since it applies only to selective groups
of taxpayers and, except within broad limits, Is related not to taxable In-
come but to, capital expenditures. To account for the credit as a tax reduc-
tion would have the effect of generating earnings coincident with invest-
ment in capital assets rather than through their use, and we believe that an
accounting practice whith has this effect is highly undesirable: capital assets
generate income only from use, not by expenditures for them. Since most busi-
nesses incur major capital investments only infrequently, this accounting would
also give rise to wide fluctuations in reported business earnings, and would tend
to accentuate cyclical swings In the economy. Such accounting would also, in
our opinion, seriously impair the usefulness of reported earnings as a measure
of profitability from operations since, to a large extent, they would be influenced
by capital expenditures. The results of this accounting may also have unde-
sirable economic effects on labor negotiations, stock prices, etc. For these
reasons, we believe that accounting for the proposed credit as a reduction of
Income tax is undesirable, and Is, in fact, inconsistent with the apparent intent
of the proposed legislation.

The second method of accounting referred to above appears to conform with
that Intent. Under this viewpoint, the creditors would be reflected in income
over the productive lives of the capital facilities with respect to which the
credits were granted. This accords with the purpose of the legislation when
we consider that its objectives can be attained over a period of years only to the
extent that the incentive enables U.S. industry to become more competitive in
the world economy through more efficient and more profitable operations.

For the reasons stated, we believe that accounting for the tax credit as being
in substance a reduction of tax expense is undesirable and thwart;, or at least
detracts from, the purposes and objectives of the legislation; on the other hand,
it is our opinion that accounting for It as a form of financial assistance toward
capital investment, the benefits of which should be reflected throughout the
period of use of such investments, is consistent with and aids In achieving the
objective of the legislation.

Nevertheless, the very fact that the legislation is being framed to provide
for the incentive in the form of a tax credit 1. likely to lead many com-
panies to treat it as in fact a reduction of tax expense and thereby to account
for it in their financial statements as a "windfall" increasing current profits
merely by the making of capital expenditures. In order to avoid this interpreta-
tion, we urge insertion In the official committee proceedings of a statement to
the effect that, while the legislation is taking the form of a tax credit, its pur-
pose is not to provide a tax "windfall" In any one year, but rather to provide
incentive to eligible capital investments by granting financial assistance which
will reduce the net private financial cost of such investment and thus improve
profits over the productive life of the facilities. We believe insertion of some
such statement Li the record would have considerable influence In the final
determination of the accounting to be followed.

We are sending similar letters to Congressman Wilbur Mills and to Mr. Colin
Stain so that they will be familiar with our views.

Very truly yours,
LYnRAND, Ross BROS. & MONWOOMEMIY.

MOREHEAD CITY, N.C., A[arclh 8, 1962.
Senator H. P. BYiDwt
Senate Office Building,
Washington, D.O.

DzAR SENATOR BrD: Your, committee will commence consideration of pro-
posed income tax modifications in the near future.

As a practicing income tax return preparer, I wish to signify my opposition
to the concept of a special credit for investment in plant and to the application
of withholding tax provisions to dividends and interest. Neither of these provi-
sions are necessary.
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With respect to the tax credit:
(1) I agree with the view that has been expressed already by others that

businessmen do not Invest on the basis of available tax Inducements but
rather on the basis of anticipated profits. (No profit, no tax-credit or no
credit.)

(2) There seems little equitable justification for limiting such credit to
investment In "plant" only; many other classes of investment also tend to
"stimulate" business, employ labor, etc. Once this credit is granted, pressure
for similar credits in respect of these other classes of investment may be
forecast with certainty. The result Is merely another step in the restriction
of the tax base and further distorthn of our economy.

With respect to the dividend and interest withholding provisions:
(1) Form 1099, now required, provides the IRS with all of the necessary

information for enforcement. This is particularly so In the prospect of the
heralded employment of electronic data processing techniques.

(2) Much of the money withheld will have to be refunded because the
payers cannot modify the tax withheld for each payee in accordance with
the individual tax situation of such payee. (This suggests something of the
"forced loans" required by ancient monarchs.)

(8) Complications relating to the taxable, nontaxable, and partially tax-
able (long-term capital gains) characteristics of certain dividends--mutual
funds, for example--will Involve administrative problems for payers, paye
antd the IRS which are difficult to foresee In detail but certain to burden
everyone concerned (perhaps this is justified as employing people).

Enclosed is a recent Lincoln Day talk which voices what seems to be a grow-
ing realization In eastern North Carolina." It also relates generally to the sub.
ject of this letter, and I hope you will find it of some interest.

With much respect,
JosIAu W. IBAIT.EY.

APRAGUE E1°CT.Ic CO..
North Adoat, M A., March 12. 196?.

I ion. HARRY F. BYRD,Sen ¢~ate Offlee Building,
"ll'a,.,hington, D.C.

1DEAR SENATAR BYRD: YOU will be called upon shortly to act on the P.resident's
-proposed tax program. This program will include two features whi(h fire of
great hiportance and concern to the Spragt Electric Co., iaud which may affect
the jobs which our company provides in your State.

I refer specifically to the 8-percent tax incentive credit for investment in
machinery and equipment. which our company vigorously supports, and the so-
called tax-haven provision for taxing foreign-source income, which our company
strongly opposes. Botb of these legislative provisions can have s*rlous implh'a-
tions for our company, American business, and the foreign competitive situation
which will be created under the President's reeiprocal trade program.

Mass production methods have been a major factor in our country economic
)progress. Jobs for our people. and our high standard of living. Our ability to

miass produce Is dependent upon a continuing and increasing tivstment in
machines and equipment. In our company, creation of a new manufacturing Job
requires, on the average, an Investment of at least $10,000.

Tax laws vitally affect the ability to make such investment. The A-percent
tax Incentive credit will encourage Increased investment in machinery and equip-
men~lt.

The tax incentive credit Is a necessary and primary step in the overall revision
of dpproci~tatinn ratpa, whioh revision s vital to the mnntonnneA of our eomPti.
tive position with our oversea counterparts operating in highly modern and effi-
clent plants ond In countries whose depreciation policies are far more favorable
than ours.

The co-called tax-haven provision is an attempt to solve a tax-enforcement
problem which may seem to be presently troublesome. But, in doing so. it places
unnecessary stumbling blocks in the path of all P.S. businessmen who extend
their operations abroad. The proposed cure may well be worse than the alleged
disease. The tax-haven provisions are tremendously complicated. 'he admin-

I Copy of speech referred to made a part of committee files.
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istrative effort which would be imposed upon taxpayers and the Government may
ivll be out of all proportion to the anticipated revenue to be obtained.

in any case, the tax-haven provisions are certainly premature. They attempt
ro deal with a situation which can be entirely changed by the President's recipro-
cal trade program. Most surely it will place American business in a less favor-
able position to compete in foreign countries.

Our company earnestly solicits your favorable action in respect to the tax in-
centive credit provision, and your rejection of the tax-haven provision at least
until it can be realistically reviewed under the conditions ,which wilt be created
by the President's reciprocal trade program.-

Sincerely,
ROBmT O. SpiAomJ

STATEMENT ON TAx CREDIT FOB INVESTMENT IN DyPREOIAULE 'JV1OPPBTY BY
AMEHICAN GAs AsSOCIATION, NEW YORK, N, :.

The American Gas Association is a trade association rejeunting tuI|iity, pipe-
line, and manufacturing company members in ilL the states of the Union. The
utility company members hye over 80,500 00, customers, wbicb, w# 93 percent
of all the customers in the country served by piped gas 'n 1960.

The utility members of the association are deeply concerned by the discrimina-
tory treatment of gas utilities in the Income tax credit provysloni 4pp1ic abe to
investment in depreciable property, as proposed n section 2 of the Revenue Act
of 1962 (H.R. 10650). No segment of Amercan industry should be singled out
for less equitable treatment than another, in the absence of j mtfiable 'beses of
distinction.

Secretary Dillon's testimony in. connection with the hearings of the H ,nse
Ways and Means Committee on May 8, 1981, includess the statement:

"* * * Invetments by these regulated monopoly industries are ltrgely gov-
erned by determined public requirements and are subject to regulated consumer
service charges designed to provide a prescribed after-tax rate of return on
Investment."

This contention has presumably resulted in the bill's unfair treatment of the
utilities. Although gas utilities are required to provide service to all who apply,
when economically feasible, any direction of the tax burden upon them would
make it possible for them to enlarge their measures of economic feasibility and
to extend service to individuals and communities not now served,

In fact, because of the extremely large capital ,,quirements of the gas utility
industry In relationship to revenues, the cost of capital Is more of a consideration
than in nonregulated industries. Any reduction in income tax, such as would
be produced by the incentive credit, tends to malke economically possible gas
utility investments in projects which otherwise would not be Justifled. The effect
of tax credit in stimulating gas utility investment would inevitably be com-
pounded by the expansion of utility plant, equipment and service, and the employ-
ment of more people.

In a further explanation of the credit to regulated companies other than "elec-
tric, gas, water, telephone, and similar public utilities" (specifically, transporta-
tion utilities), Secretary Dillon said:

"The proposal would, however apply to enterprises in the transportation field
(other than the subsidized merchant marine) which, although subject to various
forms of regulation of their charges, are in fact highly competitive businesses
with varying rates of return on investment. This group would include railroads,
airlines, truck and bus operators, and other types of public 'carriers. Many
of these enterprises are not only competitive among themselves at given regu-
lated prle", bi .f Aiflo must compete with nriva e trhe fleets, prvate airplanes,,
and other transportation facilities operated by industrial corporations which
would be eligible for the credit."

Gas utilities must also compete for the energy -business with l-udUatries which
would be eligible for the full credit. Gas utilities are in direct competition
with nonregulated and regulated businesses In-many ways. In the fergy market
we compete directly with nonregulated coal, oil, and other petroleum products,
bottled gas, and others, all furnishing competitive energy products, and with the
advantage of the tax credit.

Further, all segments of the gas tndustr4 should be treated equally and withotit
discrimination. The gas utilities segment, which handles the final distribution of
gas through their systems, is as important in this dynamic industry as are other

82100-620-pt. 8-15
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segments, and must be accorded the full credit for investment incentive I1 order
to keep competitively healthy and strong through modernization and expansion
of plant and facilities as proposed by President Kennedy.

Also, if the nonregulated suppliers of energy in the form of coal, oil, or bottled
gas are benefited by a tax credit and the gas utility industry is not treated
equally, the suppliers of those products are placed in a most advantageous com-
petitive position as against the gas utility iudustry.' Such discrimination would
hamstring the service and expansion of the gas utility industry, especially in
those major population areas which are far from the gas fields.

Gas utilities are also in competition with nonregulated and regulated Indus-
tries in other ways, For example, we compete with other regulated industries-

waste disposal, refrigeration, clothes drying, and many commercial and indus-
trial uses. Again, in the consumer market, we compete directly with other goods
and services for customer dollars.

Another field of economic activity in which gas utilities clearly must coimpete
with all'industry is the capital market. It is well known that, because of their
huge requirements for capital, the regUlhted gas utilities cannot finance more
than 40 percent of their necessary expansion 'frOm retained earnings and depre-
ciation allowances. They must repeatedly and frequently seek most of their
funds In the money market in open competition with nonregulated industries.
Since a tax reduction such 9,s the proposed incentive credit would lend strengfl
to the financial position of any company to which it applies, it Would bear
unfavorably on companies which are less favorably treated.

Gas utilities have been part of the national economy for just short of 150
years. As such, they' pay, and have paid, their share of the tax levied upon
the Nation's business. There is no justification for not according them treotthent
at least as favorable as that accorded elements of the economy with which
they compete. As the President said in his "Message on Taxation" of April
20, 1961, "Whenever one taxpayer is 'permitted to pay less, someone else must
be asked to pay more." The proposed discrimination demands "less" from
the bulk' of tax-paying industries and "more" from tax-paying gas utilities.

The American Gas Associdtion submits that the exclusion of these utilities
from the benefits of the full incentive 'credit is not only unfair and unjust, blit
runs directly counter to' the' purposes envisioned by the President when he
said in his message, "I am now proposing additional incentives for the moderniza-
tion and expansion of private plant and equipment." The President's message
also pointed out that these incentives Would, among other things, "stimulate
employment."

In the gas industry especially, the stimulation of employment has a unique
characteristic. Labor costs of construction in the gas indfastry equal or exceed
the material costs. The minimum personal income tax withholding from wages
is 20 percent. Consequently, insofar as this industry is concerned, there will be
no revenue loss to the Government from allowing the full incentiVe Oredit; on
the contrary, there will be a revenue gain.

The association earnestly and respectfully requests that the provision of the
incentive credit, if enacted, be made fully applicable to the regulated gas utility
industry.

WVFsT FLORIDA NATURATJ GAS,
April 9, 1962.

Senator HARRY F. BYRD,
(Jhuirtnan, Finanve (lmumillbe,
Senate Oflee Buildft, Washtngton, DO.

DEAR SmNATOR BYRD: We write with reference to a memorandum which* will
be filed with your office by Mr. Curtis Morris of the 'American Gas Assbclatlon.
We would like to say that our position in this matter is essentially the same as
that outlined in the memorandum and we would appreciate your giving this
matter your favorable consideration.

Yours very truly,
A, M. LewIs, Jr., Vice President.
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CASCADE MANUPATURNNQ CO.,
Poriland, Oreg.,March 20, 196f.

DEAR MEMRER OF CONORESS: I am sending' thi letter to, every Member of
Congresn in the hope that you will give thoughtful consideration to the reasons
for our opposition to certain features of the tax bill M.R. 10050, which is now
being deliberated"in the House of Representatives.

Our first point of concern is in the investment tax credit feature. This would, In
effect, penalize those companies that have regularly and continuously reinvested
their earnings in new machinery and equipment, and Whose plants a're thereby
modern, by rewarding the less progressive companies who would then enjoy
a tax advantage In "catching up." A tax systeni that, in effect, penalizes the
ofieient companies Ubugh the artificial ptiMulation of the inefficient will cer-
tainly thwart our country's efforts to tcoue ope"i Ve II Il Wom"r14.

The logical alternative would be the adoption of more realistic schedules of
depreciation. This would promote actual savings Within industry for future
reinvestment whereas the proposed investment tax Credit would only encourage
borrowing, which in itself is inflationary.

We are also opposed to thecontemplated taxation of, dividend 'income accruing
to foreign subsidiaries. As a. smallcompany ($00 employees) we have, a wholly
owned subsidiary in the Netherlands and, through th s, a 50-percent equity
interest in a Dutch manufacturing company. We also contemplate purchasing,
through this subsidiary, a minority interest in companies in both England and
Australia. All of these companies are manufacturing products identical to
those we build here in the United States, and, dividend income to our subsidiary
fromn these investments is desperately needed to provide the financing for the
future growth of our business. The tax bill under consideration would "deem"
or assume that this dividend income Was repatriated to the parent company here
in the United States, and we would be taxed accordingly, even though the
dividends were not'paid to us in fact, but were held in the foreign subsidiary
for reinvestment In new plant and xpachinery.

Nothing could be more shortsighted. This could mean that we would have
to divest ourselves of our foreign holdings and, should this occur on a widespread
basis, it would completely nfilify the administration's goal of increasing U.S.
foreign trade. Prior to our oversea investments, we were unable to sell any. of
our products abroad simply because we could not compete. Today, after only
2 years of foreign investment, we are exporting approximately 6 percent of our
total domestic production in the form of parts, subassemblies and other com-
ponents to our subsidiary, and this percentage is continuing to grow. We have
also created a substantial market for U.S.-produced steel tubing that did not
exist before.

We are not concerned over a tightenng of the tax regulations to curtail lavish
entertainment or other expenses that are not essential to the legitimate conduct
of business, but we are totally opposed to any regulation that attempts to set a
"reasonable allowance" on meals and lodging while traveling, instead of the
"entire amount" as under the present law. It is difficult enough for companies
to hire the type of personnel who are willing to spend a large percentage of
their time away from their families and homes and undertake the arduous amount
of travel required by today's competitive business conditions, without imposing
arbitrary restrictions in the form of tax limitations on the deductiblity of their
traveling expenses.

I sincerely hope that you will give credence to these arguments and vote against
these particular provisions of the tax bill.

Sncecrely,
.R, O. 'WARREN, Preseiett.,

Hon. HAR P. Bm, WARREN, Oto, March 21, 1962..
Qhafrrnan, Senate Fianoe Ciomntfttee,
Washngtont, D..

DEAR Sma: I understand tat the Senate Finance Conimtttee is planning to hold
pWblc hetrlngs on the adnhiiistratton's tax revision bill, I R. 10W . There are
certain arts f this b1il which I believe to be neither realistic nor In the best
interests of the public. / ,

The first of these provisions is the 8-percent investment credit. The obectives
of this provision are obscure to me, but I understand that the primary objectiveis to encourage idtusty tyf mdrnize their existfiag facilities and to provide
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ldtilthiottiil facilities, thereby stlmunlating the economy. I respectfully summit
thutt the only time Industry will invest Iln new facilities is where such investments
are required and where it appears likely that the return to be gained from the
IIIvesfitIent in those facilities would be adequate to Justify the expenditure. This
I'olssed 9-per.ent credit has the effect of reducing the total cost of Investment

by 8 percent. In very few cases will this be sufficient to change the decision with
regard to a proposed Investment. If an 8-percent difference in cost would In-
fluence the decision, tie return to be obtained from this Investment Is probably
so marginal that the investment should not be made anyway. Projecting this
8-percent credit on a most conservative basis, It could Influence the selling price
of the product to be made by only 1 percent projected over the life of the facility
or If the selling price were to remain the same could result in a 1 percentage
point Increase in the before-tax profit of the sales made as a result of this facility.

There would seem to be no question but what some change is in order in the
depreciation allowed for tax purposes. This cannot be considered a substitute
for realistic depreciation allowances and, at best, appears to be only a means of
giving the Industrial segment of our economy some part of that which we seem
to be trying to give to everyone.

The second provision to which I would like to invite your attention Is the pro-
posl with regard to entertainment and other business expenses. I am sure that
you realize that every dollar spent by one company or an Individual on travel
and enitertainmnent expenses becomes Income to some other company and/or In-
dividunls. The only way that the Government suffers a loss of revenue is where
the tax rate of the spender Is higher than the tax rate of the ultimate recipient.
The tax loss. therefore, through so-called unwarranted travel and entertain-
ment dednctiins is minimal.

There is no question but what there are abuses in this area. To prove that
abuses are buses could be difficult and time-consuming proposition.

To curb abuses, I would like to suggest that the amount and purpose of travel
and entertainment expenses be left solely to the discretion of the corporation or
individual paying the bill. To encourage close control of these expenses, which
action appears to he advisable, it would seem that a good way of doing this might
he to limit the dedletlon of these expenses for tax purposes to 50 percent of the
amount pAid out. The implication of something like this is apparent, and I am
sure that no individual or no company could permit abuses in this area.

The third prbvislon Is the withholding on dividends and interest. I wottld have
to agree that there have been unreported dividends and interest. The Treasury
Dephrtment has taken steps through ingtallation of data processing systems and
reporting requirements that should eventually resolve this problem. A withhold-
Ing requirement would probably cost more in the aggregate than could be re-
covered through increased taxes. It would not necessarily cost the Federal
Government this much, but the cost to the unofficial tax collectors would be
staggering. To the extent that there would be additfbnal cost to the payers of
dividends and Interest the revenue to the Government. would suffer. It would
seem that this is the most expensive way to enforce tax laws, and elimination of
this from the House bill should be given consideration.

Very truly yours,
D. O. TbWNSEND.

Di Oionoo FRtUT CoUP.,
San Francisco, Calitf., Marh 22, 1968.

SENATE FINANCE COMMITTEE,
Seuuate Oficc Buildinig,
Washfinotm, D.C.
(Attention: Mrs. Elizabeth B. Springer.)

GENTLEENx ; We have read w-ith Interest of the proposed tax credit which will
be given to taxpayers as a result of their investment in new assets and equip-
ment. In this connection we have reviewed H.R. 10650 containing this proposal
which has been recommended for passage to the House of Representatives by Its
Ways and Means Committee.

This ill provides for an overall limitation on the amount of such credit and
In adding section 46(a) (5) to the Internal Revenue Code it further provides that
there should be only one such credit fot' each affiliated group of corporations.

The common method of growth in industry is the acquisition of corporations
in related businesses. This generally makes greater financial resources available
to the individual corporations for investment In now assets and machinery as
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compared to their Individual resources prior to such affillation. However, if the
Investment credits available are reduced from one for each separate corporation
to one for the entire group, thqn this result will tend to negate the beneficial
effect of affiliation on their investment in new equipment.

The above limitation will tend to defeat the purpose of such investment
credit.

An analogous situation is the lower rate of taxation on the first $2 ,000 of cor-
poration Income. E, ch corporation Is still entitled to this tax trentement even
though a member of an affiliated group anti only loses this right If the group
files a consolidated return. Similar tax treatment should be applied to the
proposed investment credit.

We are bringing this to your attention in view of the fact that the Senate
Finance Committee still has to review the proposal and the Senate to act thereon.
Therefore, we respectfully recommend that the Senate eliminate the provision
in the proposed investment tax credit legislation which will only give one such
tax credit to each group of affiliated corporations rather than one credit to each
corporate member of such group.

Sincerely,
D. B. SHIPPEY, Contro7ller.

ARTHUR YOxINO & CO.,
New York, March 23, 196.

Hon. HARRY P. BYRD,
C¢hatrman, Senate Finance committee,
Washintoan, D.C.

DEAR SENATOR BYRD: We are writing you regarding H.R. 10650, the short title
of which is "Revennue Act of 1902." The specific section of the bill on whieh
we would like to comment relates to the provision of a tax credit for Investment
in certain depreciable property.

The impact of the Investment credit on Federal income tax payments has most
recently- been estimated to be a reduction of $1.2 billion a year. The Importance
of a tax reduction of this magnitude has prompted us to give advance consider-
ation to the financial reporting treatment to be accorded this tax redttlon by
corporate taxpayers If the bill becomes law. Our consideration has led us di-
rectly to the conclusion that attainment of the primary congressional objective--
stliimlltion of the economy thrQugh an increased rate of investment in produc-
tive faclitles-may be substantially influenced by the flntnclal reporting treat-
went to be given the investment credit by corporate taxpayers.

We believe there are two principal and cotiletely different finane|l relort-
Ing procedures which may be used by corporate taxpayers In accoutnting for the
the proposed tax reduction. These two procedures are:

(1) Handle the credit as a reduction in current Federal Income tax ex-
pense: Under this concept, the benefit of the credit is considered to be
realized immediately and the net Income of the corporate taxpayer would
be increased in the year in which the related capital expenditures are made
and the credit realized.

(2) Handle the credit as a reduction hitthe cost hf the acquired property:
Under this concept, there would be no substantial immediate effect on re-
ported net ineome of the corporate taxpayer; 'Instead the redudtlon Would
be spread over the estimated life of the asset in the' form of a reduced de-
preciation charge against Income

While the availability of an Investment credit would probably be suuflicent
to stimulate some acceleration In capital expenditures by some, but by no means
all, corporate taxpayers, In the final analysis corporate management must be.
satisfied that the acquisition of the new facilities will reduce costs or expand
output, and thereby increase future profits. It Is our view that the second
financial reporting procedure-handling of the tax credit as a reduction In the
cost of the acquired property-is likely to be of greater effectiveness in ac-
complishing the primary congressional objective. We also believe this reporting
procedure will place emphasis on the true nature of the credit-a sharing of
the cost of the acquired machinery and eqUlptment by the Government.

There are other Important reasons of a more technical natfire why we believe
It is appropriate and desirable to encourage usage of the second financial re-
porting procedfire. As an example, It is generally recognized that corporate net
income Is generated by the profitable use of capital assets. The purchase of
such assets shotild not directly give rise to Ah Inflniate Increase In net:ihcfiob.
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Eninphasis on use also Is helpful ii it('ilevilIg the (.oinllonly accepted 1inallill
reporting objective of inatching costs with revenue.

We believe It would be Itapl)ropriate to stipulate any financial reporting
procedure Iin the legislation itself. However, In order to provide appropriate
guidance as to congressional Intent, we believe It Is highly desirable that legis-
litive committee proceedings empliasize the objective of Congress to stimulate
the economy over the useful productive life of the capital assets to which the
proposed tax credit is applicable.

Yours very truly,
ARTHUR YOUNG & Co.

TIE EQUITABLE LIFE ASSURANCE SOCIETY
OF THE UNITED STATES,

New York, N.Y., April i4, 1062.
Hon. HARRY F. BYnD,
Chairman, Committee on Finance,
U.S. Senate, Wa8hington, D.C.

I)EAR SENATOR BYRD: I am a vice president of the Equitable Life Assurance
Society of the United States and am in charge of the society's investment of
nearly $800 million in the American railroad Industry. I have followed with
great interest the development of those provisions of H.R. 10050 that would
provide a 7-percent tax credit for certain types of capital investment.

The purpose of my writing to you Is not to support or oppose these provisions.
Rather, It is to point out my strong belief that although the enactment of the
proposed investment credit would help somewhat in meeting the railroads'
critical need to modernize equipment, the relief would be entirely Inadequate.
The railroads would still need and deserve more favorable depreciation treat-
ment.

The American railroads have long suffered from outmoded and unrealistic
depreciation standards, particularly In regard to the useful life of their equip-
ment. A change In these standards, consistent with modern technological and
economic thinking, Is urgently needed to help reverse the economic deterioration
of the railroads.

In support of my view that such a change in depreciation practices should be
permitted whether or not the proposed tax credit is approved, I respectfully
submit to your committee the attached statement on the subject arid request
that the statement and this letter be incllded in'the record of your'committee's
hearings on H.R, 10650.

Additional copies of the enclosed statement are being delivered to the chief
clerk of the Senate Finhnce Committee, Friday morning, April 6.

Sincerely yours,
HUNTER HorLD4 No.

STATEMENT O HUNTER HOTD, No, VICE PRESIDENT OF THE r1QtUrrAnthL LIFE
AsSURANCE SOCIETY OF THE UNITED STATES

My name is Hunter Holdiig. I am a vice president of the Hqttithle Life
Assurance Society of the Urfited States at its main office at 12815 Avenue of the
Americas. New York City. I have been engaged in finance and securities work
for over 35 years, the last 25 of then with the society, and have been in charge
of Equitable's railroad portfolio for over 17 years. Since coming to the society,
I have been Involved In continuous study of the status and future of the trans-
portation Industry as a whole. Its component Industries and indivIdual com-
panies. Equitable's Investment In railroads now totals about $786 million, In-
cluding approximately $116 milli in in railroad equipment.

T. GENERAL

We believe a strong transportation system based pr(iarily on common csa'riers
of all types inclddihg raidroads, trucks, water carriers. pipelines, and airlines is
essential to the very livelihood of the country. This system must be proaperou.s
so It can earn enough to keep modernized 'for good service, and the best way to
meet these aims is to keep transportation a private enterprise. There are many
changes needed In eurreilt transxwthtlon 'policy to accomplish this, but we
believe an area of Pritiary Imnortnie where a slight change of policy can hrner
outstaidtng Inprovement 11i1ckly Is In protecting from Income tax funds fbr
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property investment, particularly in the financing of modernization of proper-
ties-primarily railroad rolling stock.

As In other business if the machinery is modern and efficient, it will make for
better service and lower cost of operation. On the other hand, if it is antiquated
awl Ineffi(ient, it will result in a high-cost operation and poor service. So much
hs been said in recent years about dieselization of the railroads that it may have
left the impression with the public that there is little more that can be done to
iiiodernize equipment-at least locomotives and freight cars. The public's con.
cerli and complaint has been about old passenger equipment for which it has been
extremely critical of management.

There is a tremendous shortage of modern freight cars, and much still to be
done to get better locomotives. For the most part this technological lag is not
the fault of management but lack of funds, and a great deal can be done to
correct it. The 7 percent investment tax credit as provided in H.R. 10650 will
contribute somewhat to the greatly needed additional raidroad income after tax
required to settle the equipment problem. However, it would be entirely inade-
quate as a substitute for the reform of depreciation policy itself and should le
considered in addition to depreciation reform. Both the tax credit and realistic
depreciation will be discussed after first considering the condition of railroad
equipment.

II. CONDITION OF RAILROAD EQUIPMENT

The December 31, 1961, balance sheet figures showing class I railroad Invest-
nient In rolling stock are not available, but for our purpose we can use
the December 81, 1060, figures:

Class I equipment

rIM millions of dollars)

Dee. 31, 190

Investment Acenied do. Investment
In equipment predlation less depre-clation

Freight cars ................................................... 7,23 2,85 4,580
Locomotives (all) ............................................. 4, 268 1,655 2,013
All other equipment .......................................... 1,717 895 822

Total ................................................... 13,221 6,206 8,015

These figures show clearly that freight cars and locomotives represent nearly
90 percent of total equipment. Therefore, out discussion will for the most part
be confined to these two items.

A. Freight care
About 12 years ago the Equitable in one of its studies of railroad problems

concluded that class I roads needed extraordinary amounts of new locomotives
and freight cars. At that time (based on figures of January 1, 194) there were
over 1,762,000 railroad-owned freight cars, 611,000, or nearly 85 percent, of which
were over 25 years old. Repair costs per car were running at the rate of nearly
$241 annually and loss and damage claims of nearly $104 million annually rep-
resented 1.47 percent of freight revenues.
Total cars except cabooses, Jan. 1, 1949 --------------------- 1, 762, 239
Cars over 25 years old -------------------------------------- 611,070
Percent over 25 years old ----------------------------------- 34. 7
Repair cost per car owned ----------------------------------- $240. 94
Loss and damage, freight:

Amount ---------------------------------------- $103, 537, 000
Percent of freight revenue -------------------------------- 1.47

As of January 1, 1901, the ntumtber of freight cars had receded to a little over
1.653,000 of which about 416,000, or 25 percent were over 25 years old. The
repair cost per car (1900) had risen to nearly $292 and the loss and damage
claims were $110 millit6 or 1.37 percent of freight revenues (schedule I).
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The decline of about 109,000 freight cars between the two dates was not be-
cause of a decline of freight volume; there was slightly more class I volume
in 1961 than in 1949 (566 billion ton-miles (estimate), 1961, versus 527 billion
in 1949). There were just fewer cars for the traffic because the roads have
scrapped more very old cars than they could replace with new. Car shortages
in this country In boom periods have become a national problem of major Im-
portance, and in case of a national defense emergency, might be disastrous.

Yet numerical shortage of total cars is a minor problem compared with the
very serious major shortage in the proportion of new or modernized cars. The
416,000 cars over 25 years old January 1, 1961 included 78,800 over 40 years
old. The industry agrees it could use at least 100,000 new freight cars a year
(about $1 billion worth), yet there were only 16,000 cars on order February
1, 1962. This is so because the industry knows it has to wait better earnlng
periods to afford new cars.

If the roads could get 100,000 cars a year, we estimate it would take about
7% years to modernize the present fleet only to the point where no cars would
be over 25 years old, and another 11/1 years to get it back to the number owned
in 1949, with none over 25 years. Seven to nine years of $1 billion annual ex-
penditure on freight cars would give a substantial boost to car manufacturers,
steel companies and other suppliers and would put the railroads in a position
to get more rapidly the technological improvements in new cars. Such im-
provements would include roller bearings, shockproof cars, mechanically refrig-
erated cars, larger capacity cars, lighter weight cars, automobile parts cars,
and wide door or even full length side-loading boxcars.

It would also reduce currently large repair bills, damage claims, cost of
hotboxes and wrecks they cause, and it would give much better service to ship-
pers and greater ability to meet competition. The result would be higher rail-
road revenues and lower costs.
B. Locomotves

While the locomotives have been almost entirely dieselized, this move started
well over 15 years ago, and there are now about 9,900 locomotives over 12 years
old. The technological improvement in diesel locomotives has been so great
in the interim that some roads are turning in their 12- to 15-year-old diesel
locomotives for new or upgraded units. The newer locomotives have about
one-third more power and considerably more efficient operation than those of
12 to 15 years ago.

Concerning the 7-percent investment tax credit provided in 11.1t, 10650, while we
can make only an estimate based on preliminary figures of additions and better-
ments of class I railroads for 1961, on that basis it Is calculated such an invest-
ment tax credit would not have provided more than about $45 million if in
effect all of 1962.

The details of the railroads' need for funds will be discussed later, but they
Include $1 billion worth of freight cars and $240 million worth of new loco-
motives annually. Based on 20 percent equity payment and 15-year flnanding,
these two items alone would cost $248 million annually for down payments and
would add $66 million each year to equipment obligations maturing annually.
Thus the $45 million additional available income is too small to help materially
In meeting equipment requirements.

II. THE EFFECT OF DEPRECIATION OHAtIWES ON FINANCING

Had the roads been able to earn sufficient Income after Federal income tax
their rolling stock wotld not have been in such an outmoded condition or. even
with the low rate of earnings which has prevailed since World War 11, had
their cash flow been protected by a realistic rate of depreciation charges, they
would have had substantially higher untaxed income with which to replenish
their eqtpieflt over the years.

Considering for a moment some elementary principles--the very heart of the
railroad operation is the rolling stock but it is a wasting or depreciating asset.
The purpose of a depreciation charge to operating expenses each year is to
allow a cash flow to be set aside annually before income tax. to be used to
replenish old equipment and keep the fleet continuously modernized. To accom-
pli4h this the rate of depreciation depends upon the economic life of the
equipment.

If a niece of equipment were worn out or obsolete at the end of 1 year that
would be its economic life, and 100 percent of the cost would be charged to
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operating expenses as depreciation. These funds would not be subject to In-
co(e tax and the whole amout would be used to buy a new piece of equipment
for the next year. If the equipment had a 2-year life the depreciation charge
would be 50 percent of cost, etc.

Based on the experience of the railroads (discussed later), we believe the
eeoiiomic life of freight cars and locomotives is not over 15 years (and may
lie less in some instances). The Internal Revenue Service, and in the past the
Interstate Commerce Commission, have held the economic life of cars and loco-
motives to be anywhere from 251 years to over 30 years. In more recent years
(ICC Annual Report-1061) the Commission has recommended (shorter) more
realistic economic life for depreciable properties as has the U.S. Chamber of
Commerce. The Association of American Railroads and 'the Transportation
Association of America have recommended 15 years as the economic life of all
rolling stock. Nevertheless In practically no case does the IRS allow 15-year
depreciation on this equipment.'

The extremely damaging result of the roads' inability to use a 15-year life
for depreciation purposes has been the sharp urtallment of the rallrodtls
ability to acquire new equipment.

For many years the usual ptttern for equipment fthanelng has been tinder an
equipment trust with 20 percent of cost paid in cash and the 80 percent balttce
financed so as to be repaid to the lender over a 15-year period,' usually in eq4fal
annual amounts. The result hits been that full cost of equipment had to be paid
duri g a 15-year period, but only 60 percent (4 percent a year based on 25-year
life 4) of it could be from earnings before taxes, on a straight-line depreclatilh
basis.

The other 40 percent would be from earnings after thxes-or at a 52-percent
tax rate--payable In $2.08 dolltirs. Thus excluding any consideration for tihter-
est and other charges, a $10,000 car would require earnings before taxes of
$14,320 in 15 years-i.e., $6,000 from funds earned before tax deduction (60
percent straight-line depreciation in 15 years) and $8,320, from fultids after
tax, when $2.08 would have to be earned for every dollar available after a 52-
percent tax. Had there been a depreciation charge based on a 15-year life-
or 0% percent of cost a year-the amount available before taxes would have
been $10,000 to pay the $10,000 cost of the new car.

NOTIC.-For the sake of simplification, discussion of depreciation charges do not take into
account depreciating to a scrap or salvage value.

IV. AMOUNT OF DEPREOIATION' AVAiABLE COMPARED TO THE AMOUNT NEEDED

The amount of depreciation charged on all equipment in 1900 was $471 million
of which a little over $200 million was on freight cars and a little under $200
million applied to locomotives.' By eomoarlohn the estimated ani6unt of equip-
ment maturities due within 1 year (dUe in 1081) was a little over $840 million.
It Is generally considered that equipment maturities will be paid Off from the
amount of cash flow protected from Income tax by depreciation charge. Thus
over $840 million of the $480 million depreciation charge for 1961 would be taken
by the equipment maturities of that year. This would leave only a balance of
$140 million available for all downpayments on new equipment and for addi-
tional equipment maturities contracted for by any new equipment purchases and
financing.

A. Freight cars
It has already been pointed out that the roads could use a billion dollars

worth of new freight cars a year. Even a 20-percent downpayment for these
cars would cost $200 million each year and based on 15-year financing the addi-
tional annual equipment maturities would be $53 million a year. Thus, the
downpayment requirements for financing an adequate amount of additional
freight cars would alone exceed by $60 million the income protected from taxes
by depreciation on all equipment.

I A 28-year average for all types of freight cars.
0 Exceptions Include a 15-year life on some locomotives of two railroads If they're

scrapped by that time.' Based on reports and evidence of questionable economy of equlment thereafter.
4 The IRS has allowed 25-year life In equipment of some roads. It Is not universal,
5'The breakdown of the 1H1 figure of $481 million (almost the same total as the 1080

figure) Is not available.
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R. Locomotives
It has been stated by industry representatives that an additional 1,200 loco-

motives units are needed annually. At an average price of about $200,000 per
unit this would cost $240 million annually and 20-percent downpayment on this
amount would be over $48 million, while annual 15-year payments of the balance
would cost about another $13 million each year.

Thus just to obtain adequate new freight cars and locomotives over the next
7 years would require $248 million each year in downpayments and by the end
of the 7 years, $462 million in additional annual equipment maturities would
accrue.

The total annual equipment maturities should then become about $025 million
adjusted for scale off of maturities on presently outstanding equipment obliga-
tions (after providing for modernization of freight cars and locomotives only).
By that time the program could probably slow down but whatever downpayments
of cash were made, would have to be added to the $625 million under the tax
umbrella provided by depreciation charges. If such equity payments dropped to
$150 million annually, the tax protection required from depreciation charges
would become $775 million (still excluding all equipment needs, other than
freight cars and locomotives).

The depreciation base for class I freight cars and locomotives (November 30,
1900, latest available) was $10,070 million. If it is to be assumed that about
this amount would be retired in 15 years from now (as indicated in S. 1370),
the annual straight-line depreciation charge would be about $710 million. This
amount would be immediately free from income tax deductions, more than enough
cash flow to pay all current equipment maturities and make a $248 million down-
payment annually on 100,000 freight cars and 1,200 locomotives (but only assum-
ing, contrary to fact, that all railroads now pay income tax). Subject to the
same assumption, increased equipment maturities caused by large new acquisi-
tions would be fully covered by tax-free cash flow through the 15-year deprecia-
tion scale.

V. CLAIM THAT 15-YEAR LIFE WOULD HELP ONLY PROFITABLE ROADS

It has been pointed out that in recent years many class I roads have not re-
ported a net income, and are therefore not subjected to income taxes. It has been
argued that, therefore, 15-year life for depreciation purposes would not be help-
ful to these roads. This argument doesn't hold up when it is considered that be-
cause of free interchange of cars between roads, railroad cars are a part of a
vast national fleet and any contributions of modern cars that can be made by the
"profitable roads" will contribute to the improved operation of the whole fleet.
In addition most class I roads show earnings in some years and adequate de-
preciation not only would protect earnings available for equipment in those
years, it would provide tax loss carryovers from loss years, more nearly adequate
for long-term equipment improvement. The net result of proper depreciation
charges available to the whole industry should strengthen all parts of the in-
dustry materially as it gradually Increased available modern and efficient equip-
ment. which in turn wofld contribute to lower operating costs and better service
to shippers.
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VI. LITTLE LOSS OF TAX REVENUE TO THE FEDERAL GOVERNMENT ON A 15-YEAR LIFE

Contrary to widely held opinions on the subject it is probable that loss of tax
revenue to the Federal Government would be small. The reason would be that
at the present time the railroads charge to operating expenses the very high
heavy repair bills, maintenance costs, and rebuilding costs (within limits).
With proper depreciation charges, the fleet would be upgraded to such an extent
that maintenance costs, heavy repair charges, and rebuilding would be reduced
so drastically as to be a major, or possibly eventually a complete, offset to the
higher depreciation charge. In other words maintenance and depreciation to
equipment which for 1961 totaled $1,083 million (consisting of $1,202 million
maintenance and $481 million depreciation) would probably remain about the
same with a large reduction in the maintenance cost to offset a sizable increase
in the depreciation charges.

In support of this, it must be pointed out that at the present time a heavy
major repair job costing anywhere from about $1,200 to $1,800 is done when the
car is about 7 or 8 years old and a second overhaul or heavy repair job would
normally be done at about the 15th year. In lieu of these two heavy repairs a
"rebuild" Job costing anywhere from $3,000 up to $4,000 or more (depending
upon the type of car) would be done at around the 15th year. Thus in effect
obsolete cars (at the 15th year) are being given a new lease of life, as would be
a beautifully maintained 1925 Packard car. It is because of extended life of
obsolete equipment based on this procedure, that up to this time the IRS has
argued that the economic life of a car is more than 15 years.

Financially, the result of this procedure is about as great a charge per car to
operating expenses as would be 15-year depreciation. Assuming an annual de-
preciation rate of 4 percent for tax purposes (excluding consideration for scrap),
by the end of 15 years, 60 percent of the cost of the car would have been charged
off to operating expenses. In addition, some time roughly within 15 years, at
the option of the company, two heavy major repair jobs would have been done
on the car and charged to operating expenses. At an average cost of $1,500
for each of these repair jobs, $3,000 would have been charged to expenses plus
60 percent of the original cost all within 15 years. Had the car originally cost
$6,000, $6,600 would thus have been charged to expenses, during the 15-year
period. Had the car originally cost $8,000, $7,800 would have been charged to
operating expenses, and had the original cost of the car been $10,000, $9,000
would have been charged to expenses.

It was not until recent years that the average freight car cost got up to around
the $10,000 level-from about $5,000 12 years ago-another major factor which
has made current depreciation charges completely inadequate.

Acquisition of large amounts of modern railroad equipment in the next few
years would be a long stride toward creating higher profits based on sound earn-
ing power, which in turn should increase Federal income tax revenues in future
years.

While a 7-percent investment tax credit would help move in that direction to
some degree, it does not correct the basic problem of inadequate depreciation.
However, railroads are exceptional among transportation companies in that
depreciation rates on equipment are based on an tifiealistic "economic life" far
in excess of the length of maturities of obligations which finance the equipment.
This problem does not face trucking and airline companies. Bringing deprecia-
tion rates into line with shorter and more realistic economic life, and with the
financing obligations, would be an outstanding contribution to the industry, the
general economy, and probably in the long run to Federal Government revenues.
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Freight 0ar8-1aM88 I railroad

Loss and damage
freight

Total cars Over 25 Percent Repair
(excluding years over 25 Year cost per Cents
cabooses) old years car per

old owned Amount dollar
(thousands) of

freight
revenue

As of-
Jn. 1, 1929 ............. 2.282,277 (1) (1) 1929 $146.56 $35,564 0.74
Jan: 1, 1930 ............. 2,262, 900 i) 1930 114.01 31,215 .77
Jan. 1,1931 _---------- 2,265,047 1931 84.14 23,882 .74
Jan. 1, 1932 ............. 2,195,560 1932 55.49 17,303 .71Jan. 1, IOU. ............. 2,127,.503 1 1 1033 57. 96 14,30 .8 7
Jan. 1, 19.34 ............. 2,010,925 (1) 1 1934 66.90 10,214 .62

Jan. 11935 ............. 1,907,089 (1) 1035 77.78 18,285 .66
Jan. 1 1031 ............. 1,815.377 38,549 1 1936 102.74 21,260 .64
Jan. 197 ............. 1,744,317 357,732 20.6 1037 111.67 22,958 .68
Jan. 1 1938 ............. 1,729,361 385,768 22.3. 1938 77.75 20,411 .72
Jan. 1,1939 ............. 1.680,023 424,024 25.2 1939 101.35 20,683 .6.
Jan. 1 1040 ............. 1,6",101 400,317 24.5 1940 115.96 21,764 .62
Jan. 1,1941 ............. 1,646, 79 415,061 25.2 1041 149.46 24,505 .55
Jan. 11942 ............. 1,691,351 494,922 29.3 1042 171.49 .36,365 .61
Jan. 1 1943 ............. 1,742,322 530,802 30.8 1943 186.08 45,492 .67
Jan. 1,1944 ........ . 1.766,634 39. 329 30.7 1944 205.77 63,790 .01
Jan. 1: 1945 ............. ,771,394 878,092 32.6 1045 204.89 82,9 1.27
Jan. 1,1946 ----------- 1,770,852 674,190 32.4 1946 211.62. 00,727 1.57
Jan, 1947 ............. ,746,721 547, 98 31.4 1947 227.08 . 121,651 1.73
Jan.1 1948 ............. 1,742,094 870,906 32.8 1948 256.04 129,530 1.62
Jan. 1949 ............. 1,762,239 -611,070 34.7 1949 240.04 103,537 1.47
Jan. ----------- 752,940 610,875 35.2 1950 277.98 81,984 1.05

Jan. 190.1..........-1,724,407 832,466 38.7 1951 332.09 91,822 1.06
Jan. 1952 ............. 1,7586,648 657,149 37.4 1952 329.30 100,694 1.15
Jan. 10 53 ........... 1,762,765 657, 449 37.3 1953 350.96 102,843 1.15
Jan. 1154 ............. 1,781,077 6851,078 8.6 1954 282.92 92,584 1.19
Jan. 1,955 ............. 1,736,866 651,321 37.5 1955 317.89 91,480 1.07
Jan. 1056 ............. 1,691,216 650, 798 38.5 1956 331.19 102,477 1.14
Jan. 1,1957 ............. 1,706,112 620,629 36.4 1957 322.40 111,422 1.25
Jan. 1,1958 ............. 1,743,984 579,355 83.2 1958 268.26 108,523 1.34
Jan. 11959 ............. 1,723,200 526,860 30.6 1059 304.41 108,186 1.30
Jan. 1,1960 ............. 1,672,794 467,020 27.0 19060 291.60 I10,000 1.37
Jan, 1,1061 ............. 1,653,341 418,100 25 2 ..- - -- -..................

I Not available.

Souroo: Ago of cars, 1938 to dato from American Railway Car Institute data; number of cars prior to 1936
from AAR Car Service Division reports; all other data from American Railway Car Institute reports.

BANKERS LEASING CORP,,
Boston , Mas., April , 5, 1962.

Hon. HAP.Y F. BYRD,
Chairman, Senate Finante (lommattee,
Wa8hington, D.C.

DEAR SI: We wish to submit the following statement for consideration by
the Senate Finance Committee in connection with hearings presently being
held on the proposed amendment to the Internal Revenue Code to allow an In-
vestment credit.

A tax investment credit for all industry, as an incentive to modernize pro-
duction capacity, appears to be the most direct method of enhancing the ability
of the United States to produce competitively. Its salutary effects will strength-
en the country's international balance of trade, indirectly improve labor's
economic environment, increase business profits, and ultimately return to the
Government greater tax revenue.

In order for small business to receive equitable treatment under the bill,
that portion relating to "certain leased property" under section 48(d) should
remain substantively t[Ohaniged.

A tiffiber of decades ago any company which sought to obtain new equipment
had three traditional ways to meet its financial requirements: from capital re-
serves; eqUity finanding; or borrowing.

A survey made by the Bureau of the Census which covered 6,158 manufac-
turers revealed that a large number of small businesses experience great diffl-
culty in obtaining medium. or long-term credit. A significant portion of small
businesses reported the heed for long-term loans but no source of supply.
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As a result of this need, long-term net leasing of equipment has developed.

in the Federal Reserve Bank of Boston study of "Leasing's Role in Machinery
Financing" published in its official New England Business Review, September
1961, the following statements appear regarding the importance of lease financ-
Ing to small businesses:

"External sources of funds ** * are extremely important for firms that are
relatively new and small or are In the growth industries * * * established ex-
ternal sources, such as borrowing on collateral and buying on installment, fail
to adequately provide equipment finanwing.

"A rather 'recent development In external financing which meets this need
is leasing. It provides financing for almost all of the equipment's cost so that
the firm can retain working capital. Its potential usefulness in reducing obso-
lescence, however, is not generally recognized.

"Installment financing is the most closely related alternative source of
credit * * * A financially weak firm may, however, be able to lease even though
it cannot obtain credit frot other sources.

"Leasing represented * * * 47 percent of externally financed purchases [by
New England manufacturers in 1960] * * * over four-fifths of the New England
firms who have leased equipment employ less than 500 workers.

"The principal reason for using leasing is to conserve working capital, accord-
ing to four-fifths of the respondents. This is of prime importance to small firms
and to rapidy growing compianies * * *."[Emphasis supplied.]

The net lease, applicable to virtually all types of production equipment, is
one arranged with the lessee for the major part of the equipment's useful
life. Most of the responsibilities of ownership (maintenance, insurance, and
other costs) are borne by the lessee. The lease payments cover the cost of the
equipment, the interest expenses, and administrative costs of the lessor, and,
typically, a nominal profit to the lessor. This term financial technique is ex-
perlencibg rapid growth and increasing acceptance to small business because of
Its lower most. Most net lessors will elect to pass the credit to net lessees.

The proposed Revenue Act of 1962 provides equitable treatment to lessees be-
cause under its terms the lessor may elect to treat the lessee as having acquired
the property. The financial function of the net lease, the ownership responsibili-
ties of the lessee, and the narrow range of the net lessor's profit are important con-
siderations in treating the lessee as the owner for the tax investment credit.
Because most lessors will be unable effectively to use the proposed tax credits, and
because net leasing is substantively a financial technique for lessees, any method
which does not provide for the net lessor to have the option of treating the net
lessee as being the owner for purpose of the tax credit will defeat the intent of
the bill and discriminate against those small businesses whose only means of
financing acquisitions is the net lease.

Because the tax credits would be substantially unavailable to lessors, as illus-
trated below, the credits could not be passed to the lessees in other ways. Take
for example, a lessor who acquires during the tax year $5 million of depreciable
assets having lives of 8 years or more. At a possible rate of 7 percent, the invest-
ment credit would amount to $350,000. If the lessor had a pretax profit of
$100,000 he would ordinarily incur a tax liability of approximately $46,500. If
the investment credit would be applicable to offset no more than 25 percent of
the tax in excess of $25,000, only $80,875 of the investment credit would be used,
or 8.7 percent not of the cost of the qualified depreciable assets, but of the invest-
ment credit itself.

Assuming similar taxable income and similar investment credits in the years
ahead, the lessor would never be able to use his carryforward, if any.

The right to treat the lessee as owner for purpose of the tax credit protects the
Treasury Department because only one, lessor or lessee but not both, would have
available the investment credit.

The small businessman, who so often has no other term financing source avail-
able other than leasing, will not be penalized. The spirit and intent of the incen-
tive will bemaintained.

So lohg as section 48 (d) regarding "Certain Leased Property" remains substan-
tively unc.4anged and enables the lessor to elect to treat the lessee as the owner
of property, small business will have available both the financial techniques
and the incentive to expand competitively.

Respectfully submitted.
ALIN ZISES, President.
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INTERNATIONAL BUSINESS MAOHINES CORP.,
New York,, N.Y., April 8, 1962.

Hon. HARRY F. BYRD,
Chairman, Senate Finance Committee,
Washington, D.C.

DEAR SENATOR BYRD: Examination of the report of the House Ways and
Means Committee accompanying H.R. 10650, the proposed Revenue Act of 1062,
indicates that it was clearly not intended that income used in the conduct of
active American operations abroad such as equipment-leasing businesses Should
be treated as "passive" or "investment type" income.

The language of proposed section 952(e) (8) could be construed as applying
to equipment rental payments received by the foreign subsidiaries of American
companies whose business is equipment leasing.

As IBM's business is primarily a rental business, I am sure you can appreciate
the importance we place on having the wording df this selection clarified.

Therefore, I am submitting the attached statement which includes a suggested
amendment, with the request that it be placed before the members of the Senate
Finance Committee for their consideration.

Very truly yours,
T. J. WATSON, Jr.

STATEMENT OF INTERNATIONAL BUSINESS MAORINES CORP. ON H.R. 1060 REGARD-
ING INCLUSION OF RENTS AS FOREIGN-BASE COMPANY INOME (PROPOSED CODE
SEC. 952(e) (3))

The International Business Machines Corp. is engaged in the business of
manufacturing, leasing, and selling accounting and data processing equipment.
In its business abroad, IBM does not utilize foreign-base trading companies.
Rather, IBM does business through branches and operating subsidiary com-
panies of the IBM World Trade Corp., a wholly owned domestic subsidiary.
These branches and subsidiaries provide equipment and related services in the
same manner in which IBM operates in the United States. The bulk of the
income of the subsidiaries consists of rental payments received for the use of
business machines owned and serviced by the subsidiaries and leased to customers
within the country of operation.

It is clear that those who drafted H.R. 1060 intended that income used in the
active conduct of business such as equipment leasing should not be treated as
"passive" or "investment type" Income. The report of the House Ways and
Means Committee states:

"Your committee, while recognizing the need to maintain active American
business operations abroad on an equal competitive footing with other Operating
businesses in the same foreign countries, nevertheless sees no need to maintain
deferral of U.S. tax where the investments are portfolio types of investments,
or where the company is merely passively receiving investment income. In
such cases there is no competitive problem justifying postponement of the tax
uIltfiltho income is repatriated" (p. 62).

The language of one part of section 13 of the bill could, if not clarified, lead
to exactly the opposite interpretation and thereby serve to defeat the commit-
tee's objective.

Proposed code section 052(e) (3) provides as follows:
"(3) Rent included without regard to 50-percent liitation. All rents shall

be Included In foreign-base company Income without regard to whether or not
such rent constitutes more than 50 percent of gross income."

This provision could be construed as applying to equipment rental payments
with the result that active income realized in the operation of foreign subs diaries
in the equipment-leasing business would be taxed. currently to the domestic
parent company.

Accordingly, it is requested that the Senate Finance ComMIttee amend that
section. The following language is suggested for the committee's consideration:

"(8) Rents in eluded without regard to 50 percent limitation. All rents shall
be included in foreign-base company income without regard to whether or not
such rents constitute more than 50 percent of gross income: Provided, however,
That income from the rental of personal property realized in the active conduct
of a trade or business shall not be included in foreign-base company income."
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CONSOLIDATED NATURAL GAS CO.,
New York N.Y., April 2, 1962.

le H.11. 10650.
ion. HARRY F. BYRD,

(hairman, Senate Finance Committee,
ll'ashinfgtoti, D.C.

DEAR SiR: On behalf of Consolidated Natural Gas Co. and Its operating sub-
sldlary companies, I wish to protest the provisions in the proposed tax bill grant-
Ing a 7-percent investment credit for Industry generally, but only 3 percent for
local gas distribution companies.

The lower tax credit for gas distributors Is apparently based on the false
assumption that this segment of industry Is not engaged in a competitive business.
Otir gas distribution companies and other gas companies are constantly and
vigorously engaged In direct competition with oil companies and coal companies
in the market for Industrial uses of energy and in space heating. Granting a
7-percent tax credit to these competing industries and a lesser credit to gas
distributors would create an economic discrimination against gas companies In
the energy market.

Whether the tax-incentive measure results in the construction of new facilities
that might otherwise be postponed or curtailed, or whether It results In the lower-
ing of prices to customers, the proposed bill discriminates against us and our
1,220,000 customers in over 800 communities in Ohio, Pennsylvania, and West
Virgitnla. It likewise discriminates against 1,190,000 customers of nonaffilltited
distribution companies in New York whom we supply with all or part of their gas
requirements at wholesale.

Respectfully yours,
E. H. TOLLEFSON, President.

TENNESSEE GAa TRANSMISSION CO.,Wl"ash tngton, D.C., April 17, 1962.
Hon. HARRY F. BYRD,
Ch aibman, Conmitttee on Finance,

'.S. Senate,
17ash ngton, D.C.

DEAR SENATOR BYRn: The purpose of this letter is to express the views of
Tennessee Gas Transmission Co. with regard to the application of the proposed
investment tax credit contained in H.R. 10050 to gas pipeline companies.

Tenessee is a natural gas company prineiphlly engaged in the business of
transporting and selling natural gas in interstate commerce. Its main trans-
mission system extends in a northeasterly direction from its sources of supply
in Texas and Loulsiaha through the States of Arkansas, Mississippi, Alabatma,
Tennesee, Kentitfky, West Virginia, Ohio, Pennsylvania, New York,. New Jersey,
Massachusetts, New Hampshire, Rhode Island, and Connecticut. Subsidiary
cohltbahles serve the Chicago, upper Midwest area of the country and the State
of Tennessee.

Telnessee believes that the Investment tax credit properly applies to gas trans-
mission systems. Accordingly, it endorses the provisions of H.R. 10650, ex-
ciding such systems from the definition of "public utility property."

Apparently, the primary argument advanced against the eligibility of gas
pipeline companies for the investment credit is that they are just another regu-
lated monopoly utility. From this conclusion it is argued that any credit would
not induce or encourage additional investment in facilities arid thus the prin-
cipal purpose of the credit could not be ftlfiled.

A brief review of the true nature of a gas transmission company makes it
clear that such arguments fail to take Into account eettain basic characteristics
of the industry. These distinguishing characteristics compel the conclusion that
gas pipelines are quite different from the ordinary regulated utility and thus, tin-
der the criterion used by the Treasury, should be classified along with railroads
as eligible for the credit.

Natural gas pipelines do not enjoy monopoly franchise areas, as do most
utilities. While the Federal Power Commission is empowered under section
7(f) of the Natu'rhl Gas Act to designate service areas for pipelines, the Com-
mission has never seen fit to exercise its power in this regard. On the contrary,
in most large centers of population there is more than one pipeline competing
for the sales to the single local distribution company. Gas transportation pipe-
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lines also compete with other transportation systems, such as railroads, oll
pipelines, barges and ships. Furthermore, the product carried, natural gas,
Is highly competitive with other fuels. Far from enjoying a monopoly, gas
pipelines are quite similar to railroads, trucking firms, and the other transporta-
tion systems. As transporters of an Item in a competitive market they are no
more closely related to the local public utility which they servo than are rail-
road or trucking firms related to the company for whom they transport mer-
chandise.

For all practical purposes the Natural Gas Act, which regulates gas pipelines,
does not empower the Federal Power Commission to require the expansion
and extension of gas pipeline facilities. The determination, in the first instance,
as to whether a gas pipeline expands is made by its management, Again, this
distinguishes such companies from monopoly-type public utilities which, by
virtue of their exclusive franchise areas, have an obligation to extend service
to all members of the public demanding it. Because the question of expansion
of facilities Is basically a management decision, gas pipeline companies, as all
other transporters, would clearly be subject to Inducement by the tax considera-
tions underlying the investment credit provisions of H.R. 10650.

Whatever conclusions may be reached by this committee with regard to the
availability of the tax credit to utilities, the distinctions pointed out above
between the ordinfiry utility and gas pipeline companies indicate the wisdom
of the approach taken in H.R. 10650.

The Treasury, In its original recommendations to the House Ways and Means
Committee, stated that th, Investment credit should not be granted to any of
the so-called public utility corporations, including gas pipelines within that
phrase. This approach was rejected by the committee and, subsequently, by
the House of Representatives. The committee, in the course of drafting its bill,
specifically removed gas pipeline companies from consideration as public utilities
In recognition of the significant distinctions which exist. The pipelines were
thereby allowed the full benefits of the investment credit. At a later date, re-
viewing the matter de novo, it determined that all companies defined as public
utilities were entitled to approximately one-half the credit available to industry
in general, but maintained the full credit for gas pipelines.

The facts which supported this determination, later adopted by the House of
RepresentAtives, are still valid. They still substantiate the conclusion of the
House Ways and Means Committee that gas pipeline companies do not bear
the same characteristics which serve to distinguish electric, telephone, water,
sewage disposal, or domestic telegraph companies.

I feel that an objective analysis of the material presented herein impels the
conclusion that gas pipeline companies, just as other transportation media,
qualify for the investment credit. I therefore urge this committee to maintain
the eligibility of such gas pipeline companies for an investment tax credit in
whatever form that credit Is presented to the Senate.

Respectfully,
W. C. BRADEN, Jr., Vice President.

NATIONAL AssOcIATON OF PHoTO-LITiooRAPIIERS,
New York, N.Y., April 11, 1962.

Hon. HAnnY FLOOD BYRD,
Senate Ozfloe Building,
Washington, D.O.

DEAr SENATOU BYRD: You have a tremendous job ahead of you with regard
to the current tax revision bill. There are many sides to the picture and to
doubt you will be confronted with many ideas on how to best handle this enor-
motis problem.

,Our association and the lithographing Industry are very much affected by tax
problems. Printing presses may last 20 years but they are no longer competitive
after only a few years. The rapid change of doing things differently is the cause
for this.

We agree to change-we agree to progress in design-but we must meet this
challenge of change by modern methods. Technical progress is one method; A
sound tax structure is another. Depreciation bulletin F Is so outdated that it
even tells us so on the flyleaf.
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Our industry needs a much faster depreciation schedule. This alone would
give a terrific spurt to a sick industry. We have a tentative plan which ties in
the current tax credit Idea with accelerated depreciation. This plan will be sub-
mitted to Mr. Horace Hart, Director of the Printing and Publishing Section of
the Business and Defense Services Administration, Department of Commerce.

Our association is available to assist your office and we certainly do hope you
will give us the opportunity.

Cordially yours,
WILLIAM J. STEVENS,

EBeoutive Vice President.

THE WESTERN UNION TELEGRAPH CO.,
New York, N.Y., April 13, 1962.

1on. HARRY F. BYRD,
Chairman, Committeo on. Finance,
U.S. Senate,
lVashington, D.C.

DEAR MR. CHARMAN: I shall appreciate having the attached statement in-
corporated into the record of the current hearings on H.R. 10650, the Revenue
Act of 1062.

Additionally, I should like to point out that unlike the A.T. & T and other
public utilities Western Union faces a uniquely different situation. This com-
pany today is confronted with the most threatening form of competition of its
more than 110-year history within the telecommflications field, including the
manufacturers of communications equipment.

Western Union is currently constructing a vast transcontinental microwave
system in order to meet the rapidly growing demand for various forms of
communications services in industry and in particular to meet tile growing
requirements of the defense agencies of our Government. This will also greatly
assist Western Union in meeting this keen competition. When completed in 1965
this tremendous expansion undertaking will cost in excess of $375 million.

Since 1050 Western Ufilon's average rate of return, with one exception, was
just over 5 percent. The year 1960 showed rate of return of only 4.5 percent and
tile rate of return for 1961 Is 3.0 percent. The Federal Comnl@thications Coni-
mission after extensive and comprehensive hearings embracing, among other
factors, the adequacy of Western Union's domestic rate structure, in an opinion
released July 24, 1958, reached the conclusion that "a fair rate of return for
Western Union ranges from 7% to 8 percent."

In summary, Western Union is engaged in a highly competitive business and
is unable to earn a fair return on its investment. We submit that Western
Union, therefore, should not be classified with the monopolistic utility group.

We therefore urge the Senate Finance Committee to amend section 2 of H.R.
10650 by conferring the full 7 percent credit on the telegraph industry and as
so amended to recommend enactment of said section 2 of H.R. 10050.

Sincerely yours,
T. F. MOMAINS,

Vice President and Assistant to the President.

STATEMENT OF THE WESTERN UNION TELEGRAPH Co. ON CREDIT FOR INVESTMENT
IN CERTAIN DEPREOIABLE PROIARTY

The Western Union Telegraph Co. Wishes to record its emphatic approval of
the tax credit for investment conferred by, section 2 of H.R. 10050, although
recognizing that other forms of tax incentive for plant expansion may be more
or may be less effective for certain segments of industry.

It should be made clear, at the outset, that Western Union is not a utility
in the sense in which that term is customarily applied to a regulated public
service with a monopoly in its area of operations. Far from being a monopoly,
Western Union must compete for its business with both the telegraph and voice
services of the world's largest corporation, the American Telephone & Tele-
graph Co. (A.T. & T.'s revenues, incidentAlly, exceed $8% billion annually, in
contrast with Western Union's total of $275 million a year.) Moreover, West-
ern Union must compete for much of its business with the air mail, built up in
large measure by Government subsidies over the years, and with manufacturers
of private microwave systems and innumerable other types of communications
equipment.

8210-62-pt. 8- 10
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Western UniOn, uilike the ordinary utility and unlike A.T. & T., does not enjoy
the protection of stable revenues from standby or minimum charges for tile
services it provides. This distinction is clearly evident from the fact that,
although the Federal Communications Commission has recognized 71/1 to 8 per-
cent to be an appropriate rate of return for the telegraph company, Western
lUnlon earned a return of 3.9 percent during 1901, while the American Telephone &
Telegraph Co. earned an overall return of 71/j percent.

Western Union Is now engaged in the greatest construction program In Its
I 10-year history. This program, designed to meet the rapidly growing telecom-
nitiication needs of industry, Government, and the general public, will be com-
Iliet(d In 1965, at a cost of about $375 million.

The contemplated credit for investment which would be conferred by section 2
of H.R. 10650 could be of substantial benefit to Western Union. Indeed, the
allowance to Western Union of such credit could well be a deciding factor in
determining the company's ability fully to activate tile program contemplated
for expanding the Nation's communications facilities by increasing its ability to
.serve mlttary and other governmental agencies, business, and the public.

Some of the more Important projects planned in Western Union's expansion
program are described below:

1. Transcontitnental microwave network.-Scheduled for completion thils year
is a new transcontinental microwave network capable of handling every known
form of electric communication, including voice, data, facsimile, and video, at
extremiely high speeds and in large volume. This new, and entirely separate,
national trunk network has been engineered and routed to avoid "target areas,"
a nd will add significantly to national defense.

2. Dataco.-Nearing completion for the Air Force, the Datacoin system Is
essentially a huge, completely automatic electronic data processing network
consisting of five switching centers interconnecting airbases, stations, depots,
and contractors. This network is designed to assure faster reaction time in Air
Force logistic support by speeding the exchange of information on aircraft,
missiles, personnel, and supplies.

3. Biomb alarn.-A nationwide nuclear-bomb detecting system is also being
Installed for the Air Force. This system will play an Important role in strength-
ening the Nation's military and defense capabilities.

4. Einergency message tranlsgsIon, slItei.-Additional defense systems are
the emergency message automatic transmission systems (EMATS) serving the
Joint Chiefs of Staff and the Air Force.

5. Telcx.-Nationwide Telex service Is planned through exchanges located In
181 cities by the end of 1964. This new teleprinter exchange service permits
users to dial other subscribers instantly, regardless of distance, for message and
data transmission. Telex now connects 50 cities, Canada, Mexico, and 59 coun-
tries abroad.

6. Broadband switchhgll scrricec.-To make the most advanced use of the new
microwave network, Western Union proposes to install broadband switching
equipment to provide subscriber-to-subscriber voice-band connections by push-
Imtton for transmitting voice. data. facsimile, or any other type of record
communication.

7. Record-ioice serricc.--M3odIflcations of facility interchange contracts. re-
cently executed with the Bell System, now make it possible for Western Union
to. meet the expanding needs of Government and industry by extending the
range of its private wire services to include voice transmission. Thcse ,nodifl-
(,itions. together with the extensive broadband facilities being provided by
Western Union's new transcontinental microwave system, greatly broaden the
range of services the company can offer.

Completion of the construction program outlined above is of vital Importance
to the telegraph company. Leased wire systems, data transmission, microwave.
Telex. and facsimile, all of which are a part of this program, hol a great poten-
tial for growth, and Western Union must expand its operations in those areas
if it is to survive as an industry under private ownership. The d(ay has passed
when Western Union can rely oi its public message business as its major source
of revenue. Although telegrams are still important-they accounted for 61 per.
cent of total landline revenue in 1960-the fact is that message volume has de-
elined more than 45 percent during the period 1945-60, and, despite tile company's
be.st efforts, the adverse trend continues.

Tie company believes that the decline in public inessage revenue can be more
than offset by revenues from private wire services ond other new services.
This view receives substantial support from the cnrrent report of the Federal
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('onmllnications Commission to the Congress, where, on page 97, referring to
the progress the company is making toward completing its transcontinental micro-
wave relay system, the Commission observes:

"This new broadband system, designed to carry all types of communication at
high speed and in large volume, should be one of the most significant develop-
ments in Western Union's history. It will reduce the telegraph company's de-
pendence on the Bell System for leased facilities and enable it to compete for
substantially more of the communications market."

Adverting to the differential in the rate of credit accorded industry generally
and the utilities, including the telegraph, the Committee on Ways and Means in
Its report accompanying H.R. 10650 explains the rationale of the lower rate in
the case of the latter as follows:

'The investment credit in the case of most regulated public utilities is In
effect 4 percent rather than 8 percent. The smaller credit is provided in such
cases because much of its benefit in these regulated Industries Is likely to be
passed on in lower rates to consumers, thereby negating much of the stimulative
effect on investments. 'Moreover, the size of the investment in regulated public
utilities, such as electric companies, local gas companies, telephone companies,
et(.. will in large part be determined by the growth of other industries, rather
than their own."

The reasons advanced by the Ways and Means Committee for reducing the
credit allowed the utility group do not apply in any degree to Western Union.
There will be no diminution in the "stimulative effect" of the investment credit
because of the necessity of passing much of such benefit on to Western Union

customers in the shape of lower rates. The fact is that the company has been
unable for more than 10 years to earn a fair return on its Investment. Through-
out the decade commencing 1950, the average rate of return on its landline
operations, after eliminating the strike year 1952, was just over 5 percent. 1060
showed a rate of return of only 4.5 percent, and the return for 1901 was even
less-3. percent.

The arguments in favor of a reduced credit for utilities generally revolve
around the monopolistic gas and electric utilities. These utilities enjoy captive
markets, guaranteed rates of return, and ready access to capital funds. As
compensation for the obligation to serve the needs of the public, these utilities
are assured of an adequate return. New investments made by these utilities
satisfy growing consumer needs which the utilities are legally required to meet.

The. inclusion of the transportation industry with Industry generally is, no
doubt, accounted for by the fact that the transportation group is in a highly
competitive business an(l that the rates of return among the various metl)ers
of the group are subject to considerable variation. The competitive problems
confronting the transportation group have their counterpart in the problems
facing Western Union in the record comlnication field. The loss in public
message revenue which has occurred In the last 15 years, amounting to almost
50 percent, is. In large part, the result of inroads made by the constantly expand-
Ing tax-free subsidized airmail and the competition of the American Telephone
& Telegraph Co. and its Bell System operating affiliates.

In concluding its presentation. Western Union reiterates its endorsement )f
tho tax incentive prinlciple. However, with equal earnestness, we submit tHat
1hw facts hereinabove presented definitely establish that the telegraph company
is desewrving of equality of treatment with tralrtation companies and general
Industry. We petition. therefore, for an allowance to the telegraph Industry
Of the full 7 percent cre(lit. This credit will. unquestionably, assist Western
Union materially In completing its improvement program. Initially, it would
fulfill the primary objective to be attained-a greater incentive for modernize..
tlon and expansion, and. secondly. the savings i income tax through applica-
tiol of the ,redit provisions would be available for additional expansion of exist-
Ilg facilities. Quite conservatively, we can aver that the extent of Western
Union's construction program will be influenced substantially If the credits
muder consideration will be made available to the telegraph company.

New plant, with its greater capacity and greater communicating capabilities,
would be designed to inwt present and future communication needs, completionn
of this plant is essential If Western Union is to compete effectively In file whole

r rf-a of te~emiufflcntlons, including voice, and if It is to bring to the
public tlho benefits of such competition. Military and elvil defense also ummst
have advanced aud superior communications If they are to keep paeo with
the increasing speed, range, and complexity of modern wealpons and modernwarfare.
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These and Other objectives of Western Union's building and expansion pro-
grain will be materially aided and strengthened by a sound tax incentive. The
Telegraph Co., therefore, respectfully petitions the Senate Finance Committee to
amtnd section 2 of H.R. 10650 by conferring upon the telegraph industry the full
7 percent credit, and, as thus amended, to recommend for enactment said section
2 of H.R. 10650.

WESTERN UNION TELEGRAPH CO.,
By T. F. MCMAINS,

Vice Prealdent and As8sstant to the Pre8ident.
Dated New York, N.Y., April 13,1902.

VULCAN MATERIALS CO.,
April 10, 1962.

Hon. HARRY FLOOD BYRD,
U.S. Senate, Washington, D.O.

DEAR SIR: I am enclosing comments which I have submitted to the Senate
Finance Committee with respect to H.R. 10650 which was passed by the House
of Representatives and which is now under review by the Senate Finance
Committee.

I am sending this to you hoping It will be of interest to you in your considera-
tion of this bill, particularly in view of the fact that Vulcan Materials Co. has
plants located in the State of Virginia.

There have been indications in the newspapers that material other than that
included In the House bill may be proposed for addition to the bill as passed by
the House. Specifically, I have read that there is some thought of elhninating
any allowance for entertainment expense, a proposal apparently made by the
President, and that the present credits against tax in respect to dividend income
of individuals should be deleted. In my opinion either of these moves would
be unsound tax legislation. I cannot understand how it can be reasonably
considered that to the extent that entertainment expenses are established as a
cost of doing business that they should not be deductible in computing taxable
net income. It is also inconceivable to me that the steps taken to minimize
the inequities of double taxation on dividends should now be rescinded, par-
ticularly since the percentage of the population of the country which invests in
securities is on the increase.

I hope these comments will be of assistance to you.
Very truly yours,

J. V. VAN PELT IiI,
Vice President-Finance and Controller.

STATEMENT OF VIEWS OF J. V. VAN PELT 3D, VICE PRESIDENT, FINANCE, VULCAN
MATERIALS Co., BIRMINOGIAM, ALA., ON PROVISIONS OF H.R. 10650

The following comments are submitted as being Important considerations that
should be reviewed before H.R. 10650 is accepted by the Senate as an amendnheht
to the Internal Revenue Code of 1954.

Section 2
A credit against a tax liability imposed by the Internal Revenue Code of 1954

with respect to investments in certain depreciable property is provided by section
2 of the bill. Without consideration of alternative questions regarding the
soundness of generally acceptable methods of computing depreciation for tax
purposes, this section violates fundamental business and financial principles,
and should be deleted.

(a) The purpose of section 2, as expressed in the report of the Conmittee on
Ways and Means, House of Representatives, which is to accompany H.R. 10650
to the Senate Finance Committee, is to promote full employment, growth, and
equity. This is to be accomplished by increasing the profitability of productive
investment and by reducing the net cost of acquiring new equipment, thereby
stimulating investment in capacity expansion and modernization.

(b) The provision would produce benefits to equipment manufacturers, since
they have been making substantial discounts for a considerable period of time,
in order to effect sales. The section 2 credit would relieve this type taxpayer
to some extent of this charge against earnings. However, it does not seem
equitable to subsidize one class of taxpayer who wo!.ld benefit to the extent of
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48 percent of the discount he avoided, by means of having the Federal Govern-
went make the discount to the purchaser in those cases where the purchaser
operates on a profitable basis.

(c) As a matter of business practice the investment credit would generally
have an impact on new investment and replacement decisions of marginal
producers. Because of the risks In business, well-informed manufacturers
measure the soundness of investment decisions against profitability tests, and
the levels of return on investment. Provisions for contingencies used in such
tests are normally of such magnitude as to make even a 7-percent reduction in
the original cost of some portion of the investment substantially meaningless.
Under tho circumstances the credit would present a group of taxpayers with a
tax reduction that had no fundamental economic justification.

(d) In general it is believed that a high degree of excessive productive capa-
city is present in most industries in the United States. To the extent that
this provision would tend to induce marginal operators to add to such capacity
would not only disturb already unstable price structures, but established pro-
ducers would be subject to production difficulties resulting in -layoffs of their
employees. References to modernization of plants in the United States are
predicated on well publicized collections of data with respect to the overage
of equipment in use in the United States, without showing that national produc-
tivity is in anyway impaired by the continued use of equipment of an age
beyond any particular number of years. However, were this credit able to
induce a wholesale modernization of the equipment of already established
producers, the immediate result would be: (1) addition to the presently existent
productive capacity; and (2) employee layoffs because the only manner in which
replacement programs can be justified is in terms of cost reduction. In the
final analysis cost reduction is traceable to lowered employment costs either
on the part of the manufacturer, or in terms of a lower demand upon the
fruits of labor of his suppliers. If it is sound to artifleally stimulate the economy,
the national interest would be better served if government resources were used
to stimulate demand in a much wider range of basic productive industries than
Just machinery and allied products.

(e) While the discussion of the credit has been coupled with plans regarding
changes in administrative practices governing the deduction of depreciation as
an expense in computing taxable income, the two matters are unrelated.

() It is difficult to understand how' the Congress could, In the face of a
Government deficit, introduce a revenue losing provision that does not clearly
justify its position as a producer of greater national income. To justify this
provision on the grounds that other sections of the amendment make up for
the revenue loss represents an unrealistic line of reasoning. The other sections
should represent good tax legislation in their own right, and thereby merit
passage as means of raising essential tax revenues, or else they should not be
included in the bill.

(g) In the event that the credit should be allowed, it is difficult to under-
stand why it should be allowed with respect to investments made prior to date
of enactment of the bill. Clearly, such a provision has no economic justifica-
tion in terms of the principles which are supposed to be furthered by the
amendment. It might be construed solely as a means of enlisting support
through the route of a handout to a certain body of taxpayers for an otherwise
unpopular provision.

Section 8
This section provides for the allowance as a deductible expense in computing

Income taxes of costs in connection with appearances, etc., with respect to.
legislation and should be approved. The effective 'date, liowever, should be
changed to tax years beginning after December 31, 1961. To do otherwise would
make costs incurred by those who made appearances, or consulted with the
Internal Revenue Service in connection with the development of this legislation,
subject to possible disallowance as a tax deduction under the present regulations.
Such a result hardly seems Justifiable.
Section 41

Restrictions on the deduction as ordinary and necessary business expenses
of entertainment, amusement, or recreation costs are provided by section 4.
Subject to the following two comments the provisions of ithis section appear
to be reasonable.
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A. The section would have been improved if it had specifically stated in
paragraph (c) as an addenda to (D) "except that no member of the family
of an employee of the taxpayer who is not also a bona fide employee of the
taxpayer or a member of the family of the taxpayer who is not also a bona
fide employee of the taxpayer, can be considered as having a business relation-
ship to the taxpayer, other than for purposes of moving an employee or the
taxpayer to a new permanent business location." Many of the abuses of travel
and entertainment expenses to which public objection has been made, stem
from the attendance of family members at gatherings held ostensibly for
business purposes.

B. The section contains an amendment of section 162(a) (2) which should be
deleted. This amendment changes the words "the entire amount" to "a reason-
able allowance." Use of the term "reasonable" will almost defy definition by
regulation, since con(dftions vary in different geographic areas, and from one type
of business to another. Furthermore, no taxing authority can actually deter-
mine if the presence of all company employees on a particular trip was in fact
"reasonable." If definition of the term "reasonable" Is left to the whims of
examining agents and the courts, inequities between taxpayers will automatically
occur, and endless litigation will follow. Once the bona fides of an expenditure
is established, it is difficult to understand the reason an arbitrary test of amount
should be injected. It would seem to be a dengerous precedent to inject a test
of "reasonableness" into the deductibility of ordinary and necessary business
expenses, since an extension of this test could then be applied to plant beautifica-
tion programs, decorations In executives' offices, or the class of personnel en-
gaged. If a business management deems it desirable to operate a business on a
particular cost level, it would seem Justifiable that it pay a tax based upon the
Income produced from that operations base, not some level of income computed
by a taxing authority after deleting cost elements from the profit results.

scction. 14
A method that wil permit of the adoption of intelligent administration of de-

preciation practices is provided by section 14 and this section should be iII-
eluded in the bill as finally adopted.

Section 19
The bill provides for withholding of income tax at source, a provision designed

to assess taxes on income that has heretofore illegally escaped taxation. The
approach adopted in this bill does not seem to be justified, particularly in view
of the concurrent efforts being made by the Internal Revenue Service to install
electronic data processing equipment which will be able to match reported income
by taxpayer identification numbers with information returns. The bill, to meet
objections to claims of inequities, provides for the use of exemption certificates,
which will impose a major clerical cost on both the debtor or dividend paying
corporation and the paying agent, which will ultimately be deducted from the
taxable income of the debtor or dividend paying corporation. At the same time
the bill does introduce inequities against nontaxable pension trusts since It will
deprive them, in the aggregate, of the use for some months of substantial sums
which would otherwise be available for investment. Since the matching process
referred to above must be undertaken if there is to be any adequate protection
against tax revenue loss, It would appear that the withholding process is coin-
pletely unnecssary; Instead, provisions should be made requiring all recipients
of interest and dividends to obtain identification ntnmbers, and the filing of in-
formation returns by the payers of the interest and dividends involved. As the
bill is presently written, exemption certificates could actually be used as n means
of sheltering Illegal income.

GENERAL TELEI'IIONE ' ELECTRONICS CORP.,
New York, N.Y., April 11, 1.062.

Hon. HARRY F. BYRD,
Chairman, Senate Fiance Committee,
New Senate Office Building, Washington, D.C.

DEA l SENAToR BYRD: Enclosed for the consideration of the Senate Finance
Committee, in connection with its hearings on I.R. 10650, is a statement of our
company on section 2 of the bill, dealing with the proposed investment tax
credit. As you will note, we respectfully urge that utilities, such as operating
telephone companies, be included on the same basis as other companies within
the benefits of any investment tax credit which Is enacted.,
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Thirty copies of the statement are submitted so that it may be available for
distribution to the press and the information of others concerned.

Very truly yours,
DONALD C. PowER.

STATEMENT OF GENERAL TELEPHONE & ELECTRONICS CORP., RE INVESTMENT TAX
CREDIT (SEC. 2, H.R. 10050)

General Telephone & Electronics Corp. represents a major segment of tile
Independent telephone industry operating in the United States. Our corpora-
tion, through 31 subsidiaries operating in 32 States, furnishes telephone service
in the United States for more than 4,400,000 telephones in some 5,800 com-
munities of about 12 million population. In addition, our operating subsidiaries
serve more than 600,000 telephones in British Columbia in Canada, the Dominican
Republic, and Haiti.

Overall, there are approximately 3,800 independent telephone companies (out-
side of the Bell System) providing basic and essential telephone service in this
country.

General Telephone & Electronics Corp. is submitting this statement for the
consideration of the Senate Finance Committee on section 2 of H.R. 10650, deal-
ing with the proposed investment tax credit. The bill, as passed by the House,
would provide a credit at the rate of 7 percent for eligible new capital invest-
ment in the case of business generally, but only at the rate of 3 percent in the
case of new capital of public utilities, such as telephone companies. We submit
that to grant public utilities a credit only at a rate substantially less than half
that of other industry, or to eliminate utilities completely from the application
of the credit, is inequitable and inI conflict with the stated purposes of the
credit and of the proposed tax legislation in general.

As the House Ways and Means Committee In its report on H.R. 10650 points
out (H. Rep. 1447, p. 7), the President of the United States in his Economic
Report this year stated:

"We must scrutinize our tax system carefully to insure that its provisions con-
tribute to the broad goals of full employment, growth, a.d equity." [Emphasis
added.]

Also, as stated In the House report on the same page, the President indicated
that the proposed tax legislation, and particularly the investment tax credit,
is directly related to these goals.

The inequity of excluding public utilities is further highlighted by the fact
that other major aspects of the administration's tax program would involve
increased administrative or substantive tax burdens, which In general are shared
by public utilities with other taxpayers.

With respect to the other purposes of the proposed legislation-stimulatloi
of the growth of our economy, and increased employment through the stimula-
tion of Investment inI plant expansion and modernization- it is manifestly im-
portant to include public utilities such as the General Telephone System within
the benefits of the investment tax credit. While public utilities, of course, are
required to provide adequate service, In many cases they have the option whether
or not to make an investment at any particular time, just as in the case of
other industries. This is true in the General Telephone System where a grant
of a substantial tax credit for new investment in construction or plant moderni-
zation would tend to permit its companies to look more favorably on new
capital investment for improved service and technological advancement, such
as the introduction of electronic switching, a new concept in switching telephone
circuits permitting faster and more diversified services.

Secretary of the Treasury Dillon stated as the basis of the recommendation
that public utilities should be excluded from the benefits of the credit:

"* * * that public utilities are regulated monopolies with substantial as-
surance of a given rate of return on investment after tax." (See Secretary
Dillon's statement on Apr. 2, 1962, before this committee, p. 10.)

Contrary to Secretary Dillon's statement, public utilities in no sense have an
assured rate of return. On the contrary, regulatory authorities limit rather
than guarantee a Utility's return on investment.

4"urtlhermore, while public utilities are regulated, they are not in the true
sense of the word monopolies since they are subject to competition ,which has
been steadily increasing in recent years. For instance, the telephone industry
Is subject to substantial competition from private communications systems in-
cluding private microwave radio facilities which are now licensed by the FCC.
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Under Secretary Dillon's proposal which would exclude public utilities from the
benefits of the tax credit, the telephone industry would find itself in a position
of competing, under the burden of regulation, with communication systems,
which were both unregulated, and obtaining the full benefit of the tax credit.

An argument Is advanced that no credit, or a smaller credit, should be afforded
to public utilities because much of the benefit would be passed on by the State
regulatory commissions in lower rates to consumers. However, the extent, if
any, to which the benefits of a tax credit would be passed on to consumers is
not now clear and would in any event depend on various factors affecting the
particular telephone operating companies. To the extent that the benefits of
the tax credit are passed on to consumers, directly in lower rates or indirectly
In better service, this would be a very beneficial development for pUblic utilities
and the telephone Industry in particular. It would enable us to provide better
and more efficient telephone service at lower rates. It would also provide the
very type of favorable stimulation to the economy, which is the stated purpose
of the proposed tax legislation.

For the reasons set forth above, we urge that utilities be included, on the
saine basis as other companies, within the benefits of any investment tax credit
which is enacted.

GENERAL TELEPHONE & ELECTRONICS CORP.
By DONALD C. POWER,

Chairman of the Board and Chief Executive Officer.

NATIONAL FEDERATION OF INDEPENDENT BUSINESS,
San Mateo, Calif., April 11, 1962.

Subject: Tax credits.
Hon. HARRY F. BYRD,
chairman, Senate FPia nce Committee,
,Senate Office Building,
Wa8hington, D.C.

DEAR MNR. CHAIRMAN: On behalf of the approximately 180,000 individual
members of this federation, all active independent, smaller business, and pro-
fessional people who know what it takes to meet a payroll, make a profit and pay
taxes, and as a service to your committee and the Congress, we ask you to take
note of the following position of our members on the administration's proposal
for an 8 percent tax credit. We ask also that you enter this letter into the record
of your committee's hearings on the matter.

We polled our members, one ballot and one vote for each, on this proposition as
follows in our the Mandate No. 273 (March 1962) : "Should Congress enact a
tax credit of 8 percent on the price of new business equipment and plant invest-
ment, and on purchases up to $50,000 on used equipment?" We accompanied this
presentation with objective arguments, setting forth both the desirable and un-
desirable features of the credit plan, as voiced by responsible authorities on
either side of the question.

Tabulation of the results of this poll, based on signed reports received from
federation district chairmen in our more than 2,500 Mandate voting chapters
across the country, which were based In turn on the thousands of personally
signed ballots which they received from their members and which the chairmen
sent directly to their Members of the House of Representatives, showed 54 per-
cent of those responding to the poll favoring the 8 percent tax credit plan, 48
percent opposing the plan, and 3 percent registering no opinion either way.

Thus, this poll put the federattfli on record for the 8 percent tax credit pro-
posal. However, in justice to our members, and to all In Government, we are
compelled to point out that in all probability the choice made in this poll may
have been. influenced heavily by a feeling on the part of Mandate voters that
there was no alternative. Thus, there is good reason to feel that given a free
choice our members might have selected other forms of relief as more useful.
We point out that the majority vote in favor of the tax credit plan is the smallest
registered on any tax revision proposal polled in the Mandate in recent years.

In support of this we mention the following:
(1) At the request of Senators, in the summer of 1961, we conducted a quick

survey nmong the federation's more than 2,500 district chairmen on the adminis-
tration's tax reform plan. Signed returns to this survey showed, just slightly
over 50 percent of the responding chairmen favoring the tax credit approach. By
their comments a majority bf these cha irmen madeit clear they were less than
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enthusiastic about the tax credit, that they were favoring it only on the basis
that half a loaf might be better than no bread at all. As you recall, we furnished
yoai with a copy of our 245-page report on this survey, for your information and
that of your committee.

(2) In our current "How's Business With You?" survey which we are making
among our entire membership during the 12 months of 1962, we received during
the months of January and February some 8,820 signed responses (these are all
that have been tabulated to date). Some 6,657 of these respondents have called
for tax reduction or revision. Their preferences were expressed as follows: (a)
"plowback allowances" (of the H.R. 2, 8. 2 type) were called for 8,571 times, (b)
flat "rate reductions" were called for 2,326 times, (0) "faster depreciation" was
called for 2,285 times, (4) and "self-employed" retirement (of the H.R. 10, S. 59
type) was called for 2,215 times. To be entirely objective, we have provided a
column in the tax phase of this survey making it possible for members to register
on "other" proposals. We think it highly significant that despite all the pub-
licity given in press, magazines, radio, and other communications media con-
cerning the 8 percent tax credit proposal, that few, If any, of our responding
members have indicated a preference for the tax credit or mentioned, it.

(8) Going back a little, we worked during the summer of 1960 with the Treas-
ury Department and the Small Business Administration on a special survey
of our chairmen on the question of depreciation reform. When asked in this
survey (reports on which weit submitted to the Treasury and SBA) their
preferences as -to changes which might be made In depreciation, in their signed
responses they lined up their preferences as to the first choice as follows:
(a) Freedom to follow ,own judgment as to lives and methods, (b) sonme form
of depreciation adjustment to reflect Increased price levels, (c) all depreciable
assets grouped into broad class categories by statute, (d) further extension
of additional first-year depreciation allowance, (u) further acceleration during
early part of life of asset, such 'as triple declining balance, (f) legislation
authorizing a detailed classification of assets along the lines of bulletin F, to
be prescribed for general use subject to statutory percentage leeway as to
useful lives or depreciation rates, (g) a selected program of accelerated de-
preciation for particular lives or lines of business which may demonstrate a
need for encouragement in the national interest, and (h) issuance of a new,
revised 'bulletin F for continued use as a guide only.

As to their second choices, they listed In order: (a) Freedom to follow own
judgment as to lives and methods, (b) issuance of a new, revised' bulletin F
for continued use as p. guide only, (e) some form of depreciation adjustment
to reflect increased price levels, (d) two proposals tied here: further accelera-
tion during early part of life of asset, such as triple declining balance, and
further extension of additional first-year depreciation allowance, (e) all de-
preciable assets grouped into broad class categories by statute, (f) a selective
program of accelerated depreciation for particular industries or lines of business
which may demonstrate a need for encouragement In the national interest,
and (g) legislation aUthorizing a detailed classification of assets along the
lines of bulletin F, to be prescribed for general use subject to statutory per-
centage leeway as to useful lives and depreciation rates.

,We call your attention particularly to the fact that in a general way the
proposal in the 1960 chairmen survey for a selective program of accelerated
depreciation for particular industries which may demonstrate a need for en-
couragement in the national Interest is like the 8-percefit tax credit plan. We
point out that in the 1960 survey, respondifig chairmen 'put It in sixth position
among eight possible first place choices, and in seventh position out of eight
possible second place choices.

We recognize the goal at which the administration is aiming: to give Amer-
lean Industry incentive to modernize. However, we believe that basically the
problem is one of affording industry some measure of tax relief which will
permit it to retain more of its earitngs, and then to spend these savings as
it sees fit and competitive pressures demand. There is, it seems to hs, more
than one way to do this. Certainly, we recognize the responsibility and the
right of 'the administration to make its recommeidatlons. At the same tiMe
we feel that the smaller, 'ibdopendent business and profess ilhl people, who
are living with tax problems daily, have a right to be heard. After all, who
knows their "problems more 'thhn they who 'must live with them day in and
ofit? Therefore, who should have a better idea of the solutions which must
be made? Who, better than they?
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'Thus, the federation's position is this: If it is a question of the 8-percent
tax credit plan or nothing, a majority of our members support the pro rouln.
However, we do honestly feel a much better Job can be done, and if alternative,
are possible we would recommend the following in preference, all of which at,
hased on mandate polls of our membership:

[in percent)

For Against No vote

(a) h.R. 10-8. S9: Assist self-employed professional and busi.
nessmen in financing their own private retirement pro-
grams, by exempting from tax the 1st 10 percent of
yearly income they pay into these programs ........... 70 27 3

(b) I. R. 422-8. 720: Permit bsinessmen to deduct from taxes
additional costs they incur due to price increases in
replacing worn out or outmoded plants and equipment. 60 36 4

(e) II.R. 2-S. 2: Allow businessmen to deduct from taxes up
to 20 percent of all earnings ($30,000 selling) which they
reinvest in expansions of plants, inventories, and ac-
counts receivable ....................................... 12

Judging by percentage response, any one of the foregoing three will be of
greater practical benefit to the smaller, independent business and professional
people of our country than the 8-percent tax credit plan.

With all best wishes,
Sincerely,

GEORGE J. BURGER, Vice President.

AYRSHIRE COLLIERIES CORP.,
Indianapolis, Ind., April 10, 1962.

Hon. HARRY F. BYRD,
U.8. Senate Offlce Building,
Washington, D.C.

DEAR SiR: During the immediate future your Finance Commtttee will have
under consideration the matter of the controversial investment tax credit. On
behalf of our group of companies engaged in the mining of coal in Illinois,
Indiana, and Kentucky, we urge your support of this measure as an aid In meeting
the huge investment requirements currently required for expansion-or actually
for replacement-of productive facilities.

Very truly yours,
H. E. LOHMANN.

MULLINS MANUFACTURING CORP.,
Warren, Ohio, April 12, 1962.

Hon. HARRY BYRD,
Chairman, Senate Finance Committee,
Washington, D.C.

Sm: We have been very disappointed to note that the Revenue bill of 1062
(H.R. 10650) as recently amended by the House, now provides only for a 7 per-
cent tax credit with respect to certain new depreciable properties. In addition,
the credit is now applicable only If the tax liability does not exceed $25,000 and
where It does exceed $25,000, it will be applicable only to 25 percent of such
excess.

In the original concept, the proposed tax credit was 8 percent, applicable to a
tax liability of $100,000 and on 50 percent of the amounts in excess of $100,000.

We believe this new watered-down version will Oe inadequate and Ineffectual
and, as a consequence, will have no impact or influence In inducing corporations
to engage in any extensive program for new capital Investment. Under the bill,
as presently amended by the House, we would not be influenced to spend 1 cent
more and, therefore, this provision is but a "will-of-the-wisp."

It is our understanding that the tax bill is now before the Senate Finance
Committee for its consideration, and we urge that you liberalize the terms of the
tax credit if the administration really desires to promote a program for Increased
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capital spending by industry. Better yet, we believe this objective could be more
effectually achieved through basic changes liberalizing depreciation allowance
schedules.

We would appreciate your giving our suggestions your serious consideration.
Very truly yours,

HHRY KJOHNE.

NATIONAL LAWYERS GUILD,
New York, N.Y., April 11, 1962.

Hon. HASEY F. BYm,
Chairman, Senate Committee on Finance,
Washntgton, D.C.

ily DEAR SENATOR BYaD: We have been giving consideration to H.R. 10650,
the Revenue Act of 1962, now under consideration by your committee.

The major purposes of the Revenue Act of 1962, as set forth In its preamble,
is to provide a credit for Investments in depreciable property and to eliminate
defects and inequities,

In our view, it Is Imperative that H.R. 10650 be amended to eliminate one of
the most serious inequities present in the existing tax structure-the Inequitable
tax burden levied on those with little income. Moreover, remedial legislation
in this direction will substantially increase the quantum of family spendable
income, which is the soundest stimulus to productive Investment. We believe
the program we propose will be more effective in stimulating sound investment
than the investment tax credit proposal initially proposed by the Kennedy
administration and contained, with some revision, in the present bill.

For the fiscal year 1963, it has been estimated that the investment credit
will result in a revenue loss of $1.8 billion without taking into account any
Increase in the level of investment. If there is even a minimum incentive, the
revenue loss may well exceed $2 billion. It is significant that in the hearings
on the tentative bill before the Ways and Means Committee, a very substantial
segment of our society, including leading industrial organizations and labor,
overwhelmingly opposed this provision. It has been aptly said that the pro-
vision represents a new frontier in the field of special tax concessions. The
adoption of the Investment tax credit proposal would grant a major tax windfall
to corporations. The point cannot be overstressed that the potential bene-
ficiaries do not lack the private funds necessary to meet expanded invested needs.

If our national economy Is to make real progress in its growth, our attention
must be focused on the pivotal sector-the Increase in the volume of family
spendable income. Tax measures should therefore be directed to those areas
most affected-the lower Income groups and the middle Income groups.

The time for overhauling the Nation's income tax structure-to lighten the
massive taxload on those with little Income-is long overdue. The chief factors
responsible for this oppressive tax burden are the substandard level of personal
exemptions--$600 for each taxpayer and each of his dependents--and the high
tax rate applicable to the lowest bracket of taxable income-20 percent. The
$600 per capital exemption was first introduced in the adoption of the victory
tax during World War II. The cold war has frozen this substandard exemption
into the permanent tax structure. The 20.percent initial bracket rate is also an
inheritance of World War II.

The fusion of the substandard personal exemption and the oppressive initial
bracket tax rate have, in large measure, emasculated the fundamental principle
of the income tax structure founded on ability to pay and has transformed it
into an oppressive instrument bearing down most inequitably on those with least
ability to pay.

Although the common impression among Americans is that the Federal tax
system has a sharply progressive tax structure in which each person is taxed
from 20 to 91 percent according to the amount of income he received, in actual
fact this is far from true. In the higher Income brackets, the rate at which
taxes are actually being' paid falls far below the scheduled tax rates. In con-
trast, the statistics reveal that lower income taxpayers are paying close'to or
at the scheduled tax rate. The income tax gap in respect to the higher levels of
income stems from the fact that Congress has placed its stamp of approval on
numerous special tax provisions which have made it easier for the individual
in higher Income tax brackets to avoid paying his scheduled tax. These pro-
visions grant special immunities to particular types of income and to particular
types of payments received only by those in the higher income tax brackets.
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Once upon a time the Federal tax structure provided preferential tax treat-
ment to those who earned their Income; It now provides special benefits only
for unearned income, particularly for dividends and capital gains. The split-
income provision has granted extensive preferential tax treatment for married
couples in the upper income brackets with practically no tax reduction enuring
to the average worker or those with little income. The net effect of this prefer-
ential tax treatment for upper income married couples has been estimated to
result in a loss of over $5 billion to the Federal Treasury. Congress could re-
capture this revenue in several ways. Thus the repeal of the 1948 statute
would eliminate the bonanza reaped by upper income married couples In the
non-community-property States but would not eliminate the preferential treat-
ment enjoyed by married couples in community States. In addition, preferen-
tial treatment to married couples in community property States must also be
eliminated.

The depletion allowance now granted to mining and other extractive indus-
tries is another example of how special tax benefits are available only to wealthy
individuals and the largest corporations. Very few workers own any oil wells
or establishments engaged in extraction of any type of mineral and metal,
ranging alphabetically from asbestos to zircon. Total deductions for deple-
tion by corporations are in the neighborhood of $4 billion and the revenue loss
because of such allowances to corporations and individuals approaches $2 billion.

Because of these multitudinous escape provisions, there has been a serious
erosion of the cardinal principle of income taxation-the levying of assess-
ments according to the principle of ability to pay. It Is inhibiting the growth
of the American economy by cutting back the purchasing power available to low-
and moderate-income families. It is beguiling the public at large into believing
that America has a progressive tax system. The time has come to restore the
ability to pay principle to the Federal income-tax structure.

In revamping the Federal income tax system, tax relief for low- and moderate-
income families should be a cardinal objective. This can be achieved by in-
creasing the level of personal exemptions and by applying a steeply lower rate
to the first bracket of taxable income. It would also be realistic to consider
reductions in the upper income tax rates. It is imperative that Congress take
immediate action to close the numerous tax escape devices that now riddle the tax
laws. Merely -tinkering with a few minor amendments will not achieve the
objectives crying for implementation. Nothing but a. drastic major operation
on the body of the tax structure can produce a healthy, vital, income tax structure.

The American people must be mindful that the astronomical level of defense
expenditures seriously impedes the sound reformation of the Federal income
tax structure. For the'budget year 1963, defense expenditures of $52.7 billion
have been requested in the President's budget. This mountainous figure under-
scores the people's stake in disarmament. Disarmament holds the key to genuine
tax relief as well as opening the road to funds critically needed for education,
medical care, medical research, urban redevelopment, and a host'of other welfare
programs so urgently needed by our people.

Toward the end of establishing a genuinely progressive income tax, the Na-
tional Lawyers Guild favors immediate enactment of the following program:

(1) Level of personal exemptions should be substantially lifted above the
present per capita level.

(2) Steep reduction shall be made in the rates applicable to the lower brackets
of taxable income.

(8) Reduction. should be made in the upper income tax brackets concomitant
with the elimination of provisions according preferential tax treatment to
those in the higher income tax brackets.

(4) The dividend tax exclusion and credit grafted in 1954 should be appealed.
(5) The tax provision applying to capital gains should be radically revised

so that (a) all realized capital gains should be ipluded as income and taxed
at the normal rates; and (b) the impact of taxing realized capital gains accu-
mulating over a period of longer than 1 year should be moderated by allowing
the owner to average out the gain over the length of tinge the asset was held.

(6) The depletion allowances should be revised so that individuals and cor-
porations in the oil and mineral industries should be permitted deductions based
on actual investments.

(7) Preferential treatment of the taxable income of all married couples should
be eliminated,
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(8) Tax exemption for interest on State and local obligations should be elimi-
nated with a subsidy provided for State and local authorities to compensate for
the increased interest rate that may result.

We respectfully request that this statement on the revenue bill of 1062 be
inserted in the record of the hearings now being held by your committee.

We shall appreciate your acknowledgement of this communication and shall
be grateful to receive the record of the hearings on the revenue bill of 1962.

Respectfully yours,
JOSEPH CRO'WNj

Chairman, National t onrntttce.on Taaation.

ISLAND CREEK COAL CO.,
Huntington, W. Va., April i, 196.

le H.R. 10650.
Hon. HARRY 1P. BYRD,
6Chairman, Senate Finance Comm Ittec,
l1ashington, D.C.

DEAR SENATOR BYRD: Island Creek Coal Co. which presently operates one mine
In Buchanan County, Va., and is rapidly expanding new developments in that
area, desires to make known its position on the investment tax credit provi-
sion of H.R. 10650. We recognize this provision as a controversial measure, but
we strongly support it and the position stated by the National Coal Association.

Very sincerely,
CECIL H. UNDERWOOD.

STATEMENT OF NICHOLAS PICCHIONE, CERTIFIED PUBLIC ACCOUNTANT AND TAx
CONSULTANT REPRESENTING THE NATIONAL STATIONERY AND OFFICE EQUIPMENT
AssoCIATION

Gentlemen, my name Is Nicholas Plechione. I am a certified public accountant
and tax consultant. I am making this statement as a representative of the
National Stationery and Office Equipment Association in behalf of approximately
5,200 members most of whom are small business men and women.

I am not opposed to the 8-percent tax credit on investments of machinery and
equipment as proposed by President Kennedy. However, as a result of a special
study I have made, I find that the proposed 8-percent tax credit gives practically
no incentive to expand and modernize to some 10 million subsmall business
firms in America. I believe that due recognition and consideration should be
given to this special group who unfortunately have been overlooked in the
proposed tax legislation now under review by your committee. I sincerely
recommend the following simple proposal consisting of two parts for your
consideration.

Part I.-That the present 20-percent bonus depreciation on purchases of
machinery and equipment up to $10,000 be raised to 100 percent.

Part 11.-That the Small Business Administration create a new category for
"Subsmall Business Firms" and that the application form for these firms be
simplified in order to expedite granting of loans.

This program is not a give-away.
It is a real incentive for subsmall business firms to expand.
Attached to this statement is a five-page document containing four tables and

other supporting statements in digest form in recognition of the fact that you
prefer to-the-point material.

You will also find attached to this statement an article entitled "The 'Dome
Plan' To Aid Small Business" which appeared in the April 1962 issue of the
National Stationer. This article explains why the National Stationery and
Office Equipment Association believes that the Dome plan "will truly aid small
businessmen."

Also attached is a reprint of an article "Making Personal Campaign-Seeks
Sub-Small Business Aid" which appeared in the Providence Sunday Journal
Business Weekly on February 4, 1962.

I hope that the members of your committee will find the above proposal worthy
of your favorable consideration.

NIOHOLAS PICMOl0Nu .
PnoviDoE, R.I., Apri 17, 196.
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BIOGRAPHICAL MATERIAL

Nicholas Plcchione, senior partner of Nicholas Plechione & Co., certified public
accountants, Providence, R.I.:
Chairman of Rhode Island Board of Accountancy.
Chairman of Federal Taxation Committee of Providence Chamber of Commerce.
Chairman of Federal Tax Institute of the University of Rhode Island.
Past president of Rhode Island Society of C.P.A.'s.
Member of American Institute of C.P.A.'s.
Member of American Accounting Association.
Member of National Association of Accountants.
Member of Rhode Island Advisory Council, Small Business Administration.
Lecturer and writer on tax subjects and author of the "Dome Bookkeeping

Record."
Founder and president of Dome Publishing Co., Inc., Providence, R.I.

EXHIBIT A

U.S. BusINEss RETURNS, YEAR 1958-59

TABLE A.-Number of bn-9ness rethirns by size of receipts

Total Returns Returns
number of showing showing

returns recelptsunder receipts over
$100,000 $100,00

Sele proprietors ----------------------------------------------- 8,799,711 8,630,692 269, 019Partnerships .................................................. 953,840 784,097 169,743
Corporations .................................................. 990,381 5M,103 424,278

Total-------------------------------------. ..... 10,743,932 9,880,892 863,040
Percent ................................................. 92 8

TABLE B.-Gro88 volume of receipts by business organization

(Dollars in thousands)

Gross volume Gross volumeTotal gros of receipts for of receipts for
volume of re- firms e s with re-
ceipts all firms ceipts under ceipts over

$100,000 $100,000

Sole proprietors ......................................... $163,398.989 $100,295,335 $63,103,654
Partnerships ------------------------------------------- 78,235. 308 19,692,707 88,642,601
Corporations ------------------------------------------ 723, 53, 433 16,633,404 700,920, 029

Total ............................................. 965,187,730 136,521,446 828,666, 284

Percent ................................................. 100 14 86

NoT.-The top 650 corporations had gross volume of receipts of $262 288,766,000 or 27 percent of the total
gross volume; 107 corporations had gross volume of receipts of $149,229,771,000 or 184 percent of the total
gross volume.

Prepared by Nicholas Plcehione, CPA, tax research department, Dome Publishing Co., Inc.

TABLE C.-Number of business returns fled

Total Returns Returns
number of showing showing

returns net profit losses

Sole proprietors ............................................... 8,799,711 7,185,412 1,844,299
Partnerships ................................................. 93, 840 766,450 188,390
Corporations ................................................. 990,381 611,181 379,250

Total---------------------------------.. 10,743,932 8,631,993 2,211,9
Percent--------------------------------------------.......100 79%4 20)4
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TABLE D.-uiimber of business retrtitiiis by sizc of income

Total Returns Returns Returns
number of showing showing showing

returns losses not profit not profit
under $5,000 over $5,000

Sole proprietors ------------------------------- 8,799,711 1,644,299 5,971,527 1,183,885
Partnerships ................................... 953,840 188,390 368,807 396,643
Corporations ................................... 990,381 379,20 299, 920 311,211

Total .................................... 10,743,932 2,211,93 , 40,254 1,891,739
Percent --------------------------------------- 100 621 17;

Prepared by Nicholas Picehlone, CPA, tax research department, Dome Publishing Co., Inc.

EXCERPTS FRoM NICHOLAS PICcIiioNE's ADDRESS BEFORE T1IE WESTERN NSOEA
CONVENTION HELD AT SAN FRANCISCO, FEBRUARY 10, 1962

"Since the 10 million small firms handle 14 percent of the Nation's volume of
business, these firms will receive, collectively, approximately $238 million In tax
('redit as compared to $1.46 billion in credit going to less than 900,000 large
firms. My study further shows that 050 giant corporations who handle 27
percent of the Nation's business will get $459 million In credit and that 107
supergiant corporations who handle 15,f percent of the Nation's business will get
$2631 million In credit. Thus, 107 supergiant corporations will get $251/
million more credit than 10 million small business firms."

THE DOME PLAN

"In order to correct this Imbalance, I offer the Dome plan. Leave the 8-percent
credit on capital improvement as is. This tax credit should give big business
the incentive It needs to expand. But what about helping 10 million small firms
in the country. They need incentive too. Since this 8-percent tax credit gives
these firms practically no incentive to expand or modernize, let's do something
that will, The solution is rather simple. Congress saw fit to help these small
business firms by passing a law in 1958 allowing a 20-percent bonus depreciation
on purchases of machinery and equipment up to $10,000. Congress can now
come to the aid of these small firms by simply raising the 20-percent bonus
allowance to 100 percent."

IIOW TIE DOME PLAN HELPS SMALL FIRMS

"Suppose a stationer wants to modernize his business by buying new equip.
ment costing $8,000. Let us assume that his books show a net profit of $10,000
before deducting the 20-percent bonus depreciation. His present tax as an
unmarried person would be $1,648. How can this stationer finance the cost of
the equipment and pay his Income taxes too? By allowing 100-percent bonus
depreciation, this stationer would not have to pay any taxes for this year only,
and with his tax savings he could be better able to finance the cost of the equip-
ment. The 100-percent bonus depreciation helps when help Is most Urgently
needed-the year of expansion and improvement. The U.S. Treasury Depart-
ment gains because the business will grow and prosper-more profits means
more taxes." (See attached Illustration.)
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Illustration.-A stationer, unmarried, with net profit of $10,000 before deduct-
Ing first year 20-percent bonus depreciation. During the year he purchased
equllpinent costing $8.000.

President The Dome
Present law Kennedy's plati

plan

Net profit: B1efore, 20 percent bonus depreciation .............. $10,000.00 $10,000.00 $10,000.00
lAss-20 percent bonus depreciation ----------------------- 1 ,00.00 1, 600. 00 8,000.00

Net profit after bonus depreviaton _------------------- 8,400.00 8,400. 00 2,000.00
Standard deduction (10 percent) ------------ _------------- 840.00 840.00 200.00

Net income -------------------------------------------- 7,50.00 7 6M0.0 0 1,800.00
Pemrnal. exemption ----------------------------------------- 600. 00 600.00 600. 00

Net taxable income ------------------------------------- 6,960.00 0,960.00 1,200.00

Tax u-. ..................................................... 1,648.00 1,648.00 240.00
8 percent tax credit (8 percent of $8,0(M) ----------------------- 0 640.00 640.00

Tax liability ............................................ 1,648.00 1,008.00 (1)

None, phis a carry-forward tax credit of $400.

ExcEiRPTs FROM NICHOLAS PICCuIONE's SPEECH ON PROPOSAL FOR NEw CATEGORY
I 'NDES SBA FOR "SUBSMAIL BUSINESS"

The Kennedy administration Is overlooking two opportunities to extend a
helping hand to the small businessman.

1. The granting of 100 percent first year bonus depreciation to small business
fill new equipment.

2. The establishment of a new Small Business Administration category for
"susmall firms" and making available to these firms "quickie loans" backed by
a 104) percent Government guarantee. Under the SBA definition, a small business
is a manufacturing firm employhig 250 employees or less, a wholesale firm with
annual sales of no more than $5 million or a retail or service firm with annual
sales of up to $1 million. SBA makes no distinction between small and "sub-
small" business firms. I believe this oversight should be corrected. I propose
that S1A establish a "subsmall business" category that would include businesses
with a sales volume of less than $100,000 annually or employing less than 20
p er'sons.

Of the 9,880,892 business firms In tile Nation having a sales volume of less than
$100,000 annually, about 0 million have less than 20 employees and the remainder
are of the "Ma and Pa family" variety having no employees except the proprie-
tors.

It is this vast segment of the Nation's economy which I believe the Kennedy
administration has overlooked, "These are the people who represent the back-
bone of the American economy-the independent businessmen and women strug-
gling for survival."

As an added aid to subsmnall business, I propose that the 100 percent Govern-
ment-backed quickiee loan" be made available by the SBA to these firms In
amounts up to $10,000. I believe the SBA could assist these subsinall firms by
developing simplified loan application forms which could be presented to the
applicant's bank and in 10 days the loan cotild be granted, subject to the approval
of the local SBA office. To guard against "fly-by-night" operations, the SBA
could set Uip certain eligibility requirements such as a capital equity double
that of the loan and a stipulated length of time a firm must be in business before
qualifying for a loan.

[From the Providence Sunday Journal Business Weekly, Feb. 4, 10621

MAXINO 1EPSONAL CAMPATON-SEEKS SttISMALL BUSINESS AiD

The Kennedy administration is overlooking two opportt1filties to extend a
helping hand to the small businessman, according to a prominent Providence
certified public accountant and businessman.
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Nicholas Plcchione, senior partner of Nicholas Picehione & Co., certified public
accounting firm, and president of the Dome Publishing Co., has launched a
personal campaign to rectify the situation.

He has reached the ears of Rhode Island's Senators, John 0. Pastore and
Cluihorne Pell. He hopes to present his case to some members of President
K.nedy's circle of advisers. Meanwhile he is stating his case publicly in
talks given in different parts of the country and in private discussions as
chairman of the Federal taxation committee of the Greater Providence Cham-
ber of Commerce.

Mr. Plc'hione said he does not believe President Kennedy's oversight is
deliberate. His objective, he said, is to bring these "errors of omission" to
the President's attention.

The two positive steps Mi. Plcchione believes the Kennedy administration
should take to aid small business are these:

1. The granting of 100 percent first year depreciation bonuses to small business
on new equipment purchases. This would be in addition to the 8-percent tax
credit President Kennedy already proposes for industry on investment in new
plant and equipment.

2. The establishment of a new Small Business Administration category for
"subsmall firms" and making available to these firms "quickie loans" backed
by a 100-percent Government guaranteed.

Mr. Picehione has compiled figures to N@.y that large business and industrial
enterprises will derive most --thoenefit rfbtw-tke Kennedy proposal for an
8-percent tax credit on ca investment.

The Plcchione stu , based on a breakdown of tax 'qurns made in 1959
by individually owp l businesses, partnerships, and corpor t.ions, shows that
107 giant corpora'ons doing 15.5 percent hle Nation's busin~s would receive
$25.5 million II lfe in investment tax credit aRk would the Na~on's 9,880,892
sinall business s which handle "rcentiof the N[ton's business 'iolunme.

Air. Picehi le said the 9,S92 mall fris, all of then so classilted because
their sales re less tha-100,000 annually, would'receive $238 mi lion in tax
credit und h' the 8 pe cent proposal whllt .hh107 gla)it, corporathdps would
rceive $2 3.5 million. "His.tdy/. hoif l at $1.46 bJ lio in Investmient tax
credit wo Idh go to 863,040 buslnegp-f' ,sy.3vtth lnual sales I excess of $100,000.

The ac outing firm head is t l st ' admit that,1nany f the 863, 0 firms
with ant l sales in excess o 0,000 are not olassifiedl as small Iminess
by the F deral ov cnt's 8 t Busiess Adidhllstraton.,

Under the SBA elini i r. Jlcghibne aaid,i aX~alall business is a manu-
facturin firm emp ying 2 11mp l es Afla, i whale firm with nnual
sales of io more th n $5 roll 1n or a retpli.br service firm with annu I sales
of up to 1 million. He said SBA nqika' no 4itinction between s ll and
"subsnal " business rms us,/ / l be co...... .. l

Mr. Plc hone bell t  o s ght-'hopld e corr &ed. He prol ses the
SBA esta ish a "sulhniall business -eatoory that would include imnesses
with a sale volume of less than ",go annually or employing le than 20
persons. , /.

Of the 9,88 892 business ins In the Nation havhig a sales volume of less
than $100,000 nually, a boe U lllon have lega.than 20 emplpees and the
remainder are the 'Ma and Nafamily" variety having 0d employes ex-
cept the proprieto Mr. Piechione said.

It is this vast se ut of the Nation's economy which M, Plechione believes
the Kennedy administ on has overlooked. "These a e people who repre-
sent the backbone of the Ian economy-the d4 ndentbaqnessmen and
women struggling for survival,'

Mr. Plechlone proposes that a positive Incentive program hoped for tis
submall 15usiness category.

He believes the 8 percent tax credit proposal for industry should stand
because it will give big business the incentive itheeds to expand.

He Is convinced incentive can be extended to subsmall business If Congress
would provide these businesses with a first year 100 percent bonus deprecia-
ton on yearly purchases of machinery and equipment up to $10,000. He noted
that Congress in 1958 passed a law providing a 20 percent bonus depreciation
for small business. He suggested this be raised to 100 percent.

To explain how the 100 percent bonus depreciation would work, Mr. Plcehlone
offered the hypothetical case of an unmarried grocer who recorded a $10,000
net profit In a year during which he purchased equipment costing $8,000.

82100-02-pt. 3- 17
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Under the present tax law, providing for the 20 percent bonus depreciation
in the first year, the tax liability of the grocer would be $1,648. Under Pres-
dent Kennedy's plan, which would add the 8 percent tax credit on the equipment
purchase, the tax liability would be $1,008.

Under the Plcchione plan, the grocer could deduct the entire $8,000 paid out
for equipment because of the 100 percent depreciation bonus available in the
year in which the purchase is made.

After the grocer deducts his personal exemption of $600 and a standard 10
percent for other exempt items, lie would owe a tax of $240. But this liability
would be wiped out by the 8 percent investment tax credit which would come
to $640.

Mr. Picchione said the 100 percent bonus depreciation would give subsmall
business help when it is needed most urgently-during the year the expansion
or improvement is made.

As an added aid to subsmall business, Mr. Picchione proposes that the 100
percent Government-backed "quickie loan" be made available by the .SBA to
these firms in amounts up to $10,000.

Mr. Picchione believes the SBA could assist these subsnall firms by develop-
ing simplified loan application forms which could be presented to the applicant's
bank and in 10 days the loan could be granted, subject to the approval of the
local SBA office.

.To guard against "fly-by-night" operations, he said the SBA could set up
certain eligibility requirements such as a capital equity double that of the loan
and a stipulated length of time a firm must be in business before qualifying
for a loan.

J. L. 0.
(From the National Stationer, April 190621

THE DoME PLAN To AID SMALL BUSINESS

NOEA endorse8 the principles sCt forth In Mr. Nicholas Picohi-
one's dorne plan to aid "subsnall business," as presented at the recent
western. convention and exhtbit held in San Francisco. Here's what
prompted Mr. Picchione to launch his personal campaign for legis-
lation to aid "sub1mall business," and an explanation of what the
proposal is.-Editor's note.

Mr. Nicholas Picchione, president of Dome Publishing Co., Providence, R.I.,
and senior partner in Nicholas Picchione & Co., certified public accounts, is an
authority on tax matters. He has lectured and written extensively on tax sub-
Jects, and is the chairman of the Federal taxation committee of the Providence
chamber of commerce. When Mr. Picchione explained his personal campaign to
aid subsmall business to the officials of NSOEA, he was immediately asked to pre-
sent the program to NSOEA members at a recent manufacturers' division meet-
Ings, and subsequently at the western convention and exhibit staged by NSOEA
in San Francisco.

One thing is apparent: Mr. Plcchione's proposals, if adopted by legislators,
would be a boon to small businessmen-a category which encompasses nearly
all members of this association. For this reason, NSOEA endorses and sup-
ports Mr. Plechione's proposal, and will back his efforts to get the Dome proposal
into the light of national attention and into the field of Government action.

What is contained in the proposals makes good sense-and we urge your
support. Write to Mr. Piechione, to NSOEA, and to the congressional and ad-
ministration people who are now cognizant of the proposal so that they will be
aware of your interest and support. And write to your Congressmen stating
briefly what you know about the proposal, and urging their interest and
cooperation.

STATUS OF THE DOME PROPOSAL IN OVERNMENT

Thus far, Mr. Plcchione, besides presenting his proposal under NSOEA's
auspices at its official meetings, has submitted it to Rhode Island's Senator
John 0, Pastore, who in turn has referred the proposal to Mr. Stanley S. Sur-
rey, Assistant Secretary, Treasury Department. Mr. Surrey has commented
that the proposal is being given immediate attention, and that the many facets
of the proposal would require some time for analysis by his Department. He
will advise Senator Pastore of the results of the administration's analysis.
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WHY THE DOME PROPOSAL

Last year (see the April 1961 Issue of the National Stationer), NSOEA en-
dorsed a piece of legislation called the Curtis-Ikard-Sparkman bill, wbich was
based on the principle of tax credit on reinvestment of earnings. This bill was
designd as an aid to small business, and, in its original form, would have done
much for small business. However, though the bill was endorsed bY the ad-
ministration, and President Kennedy submitted a revised version to Congress
(which would still have been a substantial aid to small businesses), Congress
trimmed, revised, and oversimplified the bill so that while the reinvestment of
earnings principle is still its basis, the bill in its present form (the President's
tax proposal, with its 8-percent-reinvestment clause) has lost all its value to
small businessmen. '

Mr. Picchione points out that the administration has overlooked two aspects
of the problem in its search for tax legislation to spur business development.
One is depreciation allowances. He notes that in 1958 Congress passed a law
providing small businesses with a 20-percent bonus depreciation allowance on
yearly purchases of machinery and equipment up to $10,000. Why not raise
this allowance?

HOW THE DOME PROPOSAL WORKS

If Congress looked favorably on th e t bonus depreciation, and the
Treasury does not stand (in the):in) to lose a 4 come, why not spur buy-
ing of machines and quipm now, by allowing a year nus of 100 percent
depreciation on new purc ses of equipment? This is the es ce of the Dome
proposal with regard tax relief for subsmall businesses. M Plchione has
prepared charts to slow the tax picture for spml4 businessmen Und the present
setup, under the P$tsident's proposal for a 8 pe t tax credit, d under a
combination of th administration pain and le Dome p4n. One of th se charts
is reproduced o this page, show at a glance hotv tax savings ould be
effected that we uld aid anodncourage. small businesen to plow their money
back into their usinesses IThe Goveriment ultnt ly will e no money sincea tax credit br depreciatbn~~voujd e~nv '1", realized over q period of ears
anyhow.

Mr. Picchi ne endorses the Presli f ta* proposal for' an 8-ercent rein est-
ment tax cre it. He criticizes it onfly because it proesto be an; aid to big usi-
ness much tore than qh- 4 to s a business. Supporting thi* contention he
quotes from the Internil Rev"4e er jes portt on "U.X..pusineks Tax Retu ns,
1958-9," to show that under P ident" , 6fft 'plan, Ift.glint corporat ons
would recele $263.5 mi lion in t*j,,credit, whe e gonib 10 million subsmall fi ms,
handling 14 recent of te Natios' usiness:Nwllreiyel only about $238 mil ion
in tax credit from this progr tin. The in balance is thrt,107 corporation re-
ceive about $ million In re ttax relief thfirl million small'flrms put tog ther.
A complete a lysis of t ee figures is a e upon request.

EST LISITMENT OF E*iW SUBSMALL CAtTEGORY, 1 1N 5A/

Part 2 of Mr. P1 lone's propo all for Me establlisiment of a notW category
for subsmall busine s in the SEA and -i- g available to these Ofts "quickie
loans" backed by a 1 percentt Government guarantee. He piop se8 that the
category should include siness with a sales volume of less tan $100,000 an-
nually, or employing less th persons. He points out }.Wt there are some 10
million firms which would assistance an.tMsificatio er such a
"subemall business" arm of SBA. ple Mr. PIcAI54x feels the
administration is overlooking. He said, "These people represent _N_)ckbone of
the American economy-the independent businessmen and women l[Fuggllng for
survival."

NSOIA cannot help but feel that Mr. Picchione's proposal deserves a fair
hearing. It will be presented again at some of NSOEA's1962 district meeting.
We hope yoft will do what you can to urge the Government to study and con-
eider the Dome proposal--another step in the fight for legislation that will truly
aid small businessmen. J. J. S.

BEST AVAILABLE COPY
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Iilustration.--A stationer, unmarried, with net profit of $10,000 before deduct-
ing first year 20-percent bonus depreciation. During the year he purchased
equipment costing $8,000.

President The Dome
Present law Kennedy's plan

plan

Net profit before 20 percent bonus depreciation ............... $10, $10,000 $10,000
Less 20 percent bonus depreciation ............................ 1, i, 600 8,000

Net profit after bonus depreciation------------------... 8,400 8,400 2,000
Standard deduction (10 percent) ............................. 840 200

NetInoome ........................................... 7, ......50 1,o800
Personal exemption ........................................... o 6 600

Net taxable income ......................... ........... ,960 0,960 1,200
Tax due ...................................................... 1,648 648 240
8peroentax credit (8 percent of $8,000) ....................... 0 040 640
Tax liabiity .................................................. 1,648 1,008 ()

I None, plus a carry-forward tax credit of $400.

MXNNLAPOtS GAS Co.,
Minneapols, Minn., April 17, 1962.

lon. HARRY F. BYRD,
Renate Offloe Building,
Washington, D.O.

DEAR SENATOR: May I presume upon your time by writing you with reference
to H.R. 10650. presently pending before the Senate Finance Committe which you
have so long and ably presided over.

The American Gas Association through the manager of its Washington Office,
Mr. Curtis Morris, has filed with your committee a statement with reference to
this measure. Our company Is in hearty accord with the position taken by the
American Gas Association. May I add a few brief comments relative to the
same matter.

First, the testimony of Secretary Dillon referred to in the American Gas
Association communication would deny our consumers the benefits of this act.
We believe that we should be treated in the same manner as the rest of industry.
While I realize that discrimination by classes can be made in treating with tax
laws, our overall economic situation should afford uniformity of treatment.

Second, Mr. Dillon's testimony implies that we are in a noncompetitive busi-
ness. This is not correct. We compete actively with coal, oil, and electric com-
panies. This is well set forth in the communication which you received from
the American Gas Association.

Finally, the Minneapolis Gas Co. has no source of fuel within the geographic
outlines of the State. We are attempting in all ways to improve the economy
of our locality and our State, and we feel that the incentives offered in this bill
should be made available to all segments of industry and commerce.

Cordially yours(k~rdaily oursGZRAW T, Mumsx, President.

'NAssAU CounTY DEPMTMN? 0Vo FMANcHISES,
o mMineoka, I.Y, April 18, 1968.

Chairman, Senae PtnanIe Oommfttee,
Hemite OXloe BuU?4if, Waehi o D.

DwiA Smzw.on BMW: I contacted your committee for permission to testify at
the current tax hearings and was informed that It was too late I therefore
am submitting this statement which I wish to have included with the testimony:

This office would like to be on record in support of H. . 1060, particularly
the tax credit provisions as they affect omnibus, trandt, railroad, and other
private carriers transporting passengers within the metropolitan areas.

I urge support for the following reasons:
(1) The urban transportation industry has been faced with a decline in

patronage in recent years despite the fact that this industry may well contribute
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toward the solution of traffic congestion problems In urban areas. A large
part of this decline has been due to the difficulties faced by many such trans-
portation companies to finance new equipment. At the same time It has been
found that new buses, for example, generate new ridership and regain lost
patronage. The 7 percent tax credit proposal for capital Investment would
therefore become a major factor in the Improvement of the urban transportation
industry.

(2) Application of the tax credit proviso to the transit industry would comply
with some of the administration's recent proposals concerning urban transpor-
tation, specifically with the need to rehabilitate metropolitan passenger service.
Any relief which the transit industry might now recelvp will ultimately reduce
the amount of subsidies It ultimately will need to receive.

(8) Specifically In my county of Nassau, N.Y., several of the bus companies
are forced to provide service with relatively outdated equipment. For ex-
ample, 1 busline operating 14 routes with 20 buses has at present 1 bus of
vintage 1960 in service, all others date from 1948 to 1962. My research Indicates
that this type of situation prevails In many suburban communities throughout
the country. Any Incentive to modernize would therefore play an important
role In the rehabilitation of an Important segment of the public services industry.

Respectfully submitted.
EDwAim 3. Moumis, Direotor.

(Whereupon, at 5:20 p.m., the committee was recessed, to reconvene
at 10 a.m., Tuesday, April 10, 1962.)
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TUESDAY, APRIL 10, 1962

U.S. SENATE,
Coxrnvr ON FNANCEm,

Washington, D.C.
The committee met, pursuant to recess, at 10:15 a.m., in room 2221,

New Senate Office Building, Senator Harry F. Byrd (chairman) pre-
siding.

Present: Senators Byrd, Kerr, Smathers, Gore, Hartke, Williams,
Carlson, and Morton.

Also present: Senator Hickenlooper of Iowa.
Elizabeth B. Springer, committee clerk; and Colin F. Stain and

L. M. Woodworth, Joint Committee on Internal Revenue Taxation.
The CHAIRMAN. The committee will come to order.
We are honored to have as our first witness today Senator Norris

Cotton, of New Hampshire. Senator won't you be seated and proceed
with your statement.

STATEMENT OF SENATOR NORRIS COTTON, U.S. SENATOR FROM
THE STATE OF NEW HAMPSHIRE

Senator Co'row. Mr. Chairman, I appreciate the opportunity to
appear before your committee in opposition to section 19 of H.R.
10650.

This section which provides for the withholding of 20 percent of
interest and dividends is in my opinion, not on y impractical but
borders on the verge of dishonesty. It could be calle taxation by
temporary theft.

It is impractical because it will be an administrative nightmare, not
only for millions of taxpayers, but for banks, savings and loan as-
sociations insurance compares, corporations, and for the Internal
Revenue Service itself. The cost of administering this section will be
stupendous. It has been estimated that over 500 million accounts will
be affected.

It borders on dishoiesty because, despite all attempted safeguards
it must result in massive overwit thldihig of income from milons 6?
persons, widows, elderly retired people and others, who own little, or
no, tax whatever but who will have to wait months for income which
belongs to them alid whidh they need badly for day-to-day living.
What will'they live on while awaiting their refftd I

It discourages thrift because, when ottr people once experience the
paperwork necessary to obtainA thsi refftfof taxes whiah they never
really owe, they wil be reluctant to deposit their fundsin baiks ahd
other savings institutions.
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But regardless of all these particular points, I am bitterly opposed
to this step because it will further complicate and undermine the
strength of our whole tax system by adding redtape, expense, and an-
noyance, and by attempting to substitute rigid enforcement in millions
of minor items for honest and conscientious compliance by taxpayers.
After all, the individuol's conscience is the ,foundation stone of our
tax system. Without it, there aren't enough enforcement officers or
jails in the land to enforce collection.

The CHAMmAx. Thank you very, much, Penator Cotton.
The committee will come to or' or.
The first industry witness is Mr. Clarence L. Turner, Pennsylvania

State Chamber of Commerce.
The next witness is Mr. Arthur B. Sinkler, the Hamilton Watch

Co.
The next witness is Mr. Thomas Power of the Natibnal Restat'rant

Association.
The next witness is Mr. Frank G. Hathaway of the National Club

Association.
The next witness is Mr. Robert E. Yaw of the Advertising Specialty'

National Association.
The next 'witness is Mr. Richard L. Hirslibeig of the- Natio6ial Coal,

Association.
The next witness is Mr. Bert C. McCthimnon, Jr. assistant pr6fessor

of mait'keting, graduate school of bu;siness, Indiana University.'
Mr. Mcammon, will you take a seat, sir, and proceed?

STATEMENT OF DR. BERT C. MoCAMMON, ;R., ASSISTANT !PRUE
SOR OF MARKETING, GRADUATE SCHOOL OF BUSINESS, INDIANA
UNIVERSITY; ACCOMPANIED BY DR. A ERT HARING, PRO-
FESSOR OF MARKETING, GRADUATE SCHOOL OF BUSINESS,
INDIANA UNIVERSITY, BLOOMINGTON, INU

Mr. MCCAMMON. Mr. Chairman and distinguished members of the
Committee on Finance. My name is Bert C.McCammon, Jr., and I am
an' assistant professor of marketing in the graduate school of busithess
at Indiana University. .

My colleague, Prof. Albert Haring, one of the Nation's leading au-
thorities on marketing, and I testify today on behalf of the Poiht-of-
Purchase Advertiginq Institute, a nonprofit association that repre-
senta national advertisers, p.oint-of.purchase display manufacturers,
and other firms interested in display advertising.

During recent years, both Professor Hating and I have done eon-
siderable research in the field of sales promotion, and we firmly believe
that the passage of section 274(b), H.R. 1060, in its present broad
formtcould have an adverse eftect on our economy.

Section 274(b) stipdlates thtt do6orsm cann t treat "business gifts"
as tax deductible expe nses when (1) the donee, is an individual, and.(T)
the value of such gifts exceeds $25 per donee during the latter's tax-
able year. I ., I

Furthermore, section 274(b) defines "business gifts" as any item
excludable from the gross income of the recipient. -

After carefully analyzing section 274(b) and after reading pub-
lished reports of previdtfs testinA6fy before this committee, PrOfessor
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Haring and I are convinced that the Treasury Department- is in-
terested in restricting or eliminating the practice of sellers giving
their customers valuable personal gifts. ;

By declaring that expenditures for such, gifts are not tax deduc-
tible, section 274(b) is designed to discourage sellers from giving
their customers mink coats, deep freezers, cases of whisky, paid holi-
days, jewelry, and other goods and services that are, intended for the
personal consumption of the recipient and are not used by him ii his
normal business operation. .

Thus, section 274(b) is designed to eliminate situations in which
buyers and sellers can live in tax-free luxury. Unfortunately, sec-
tion 274(b), in effect, defines "business gifts' as anything of value
given by donors to individual donees.

This broad definition of "business gifts" could be interpreted to
include all sales promotion devices and services given by manufac-
turers to their individual retail customers. These sales aids are us~l
in the normal business operation of both the donor and the donee alid
are not intended for the personal consumption of either of them.

Thus, sales promotion devices and services are perfectly legitimate
business aids that differ markedly from our normal understanding
of personal gifts. However, as indicated, section 274(b) fails to
clearly distinguish between these two types 'of dods and services._

If the section, as now phrased, is passed an if expenditures for
sales promotion devices and services are subsequently classified as
nondeductible expenses, the resulting decline in sales promotion ac-
tivity would have an adverse effect on our economy and, in particular,
on small businesses which cannot afford large advertising programs
using paid media. A list of various promotions, devices and serv-
ices appears on the remainder of page 2 and pages 3 and 4; the
length of the list alone indicates the scope and variety of the types
of promotional assistance offered to retailers by manufacturers.

Each year manufacturers give retailers a sizable number of'sales
promotion devices including: I

(1) Temporary point-of-purchase displays for use in retail stores
(banners, pennants, product spotters, counter displays shelf-talkers,
etc.);

(2) Semipermanent and permanent point-of-purchase displays for
use in retail stores (illuminated signs, clocks, wire racks, wooden
fixtures, etc.). Exhibit I contains a comtprohensive list of the type
of point-of-purchase displays given to retailers;

(8) Advertising literature to be mailed to consumers (statement
enclosures, pamphlets, new-customer letters, , lost-custoMer letters,
etc.);

(4) Newspaper matrices and radio and television commercials for
use in retail advertising programs; - I

(5) Advertising films for use in theaters and on television;
(6) Catalogs and other published material f6r'use if retail stores;
(7) Inventory and finah8al control forms; and
(8) Dealer identification signs. -
Also manufacturer personnel:

1) Prepare and conduct retail direct mtll- cL0 pa!i ; V
2) Train retail sales personnel;
8) Develop and maintiin basic and model stock plans for retailers;
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4 Train retail service personnel;
5) Premark merchandise and attach retail brand identification

when requested;
(6) Maintain unit control records for retailers;
(7) Stock retail shelves with merchandise and erect retail displays;
(8) Develop and install retail accounting systems;
(9) Provide management consulting assistance, including special-

ized advice on store layout, retail advertising, and personnel relations;
and

(10) Conduct product demonstrations in retail stores and at con-
sumer shows.

(The exhibit I referred to follows:)
EXHIBIT I. TYPES OF POINT-OF-PURCHASE DISPLAYS

Can and bottle toppers.
Related item displays for counters, floors, and window.
Deep-etched glass signs for counter, backbar, wall (illuminated and non-

illuminated).
Transparent plastic self-sticking signs, counter, wall, window, shelf, door.
Decals for counter, wall, window, shelf, door.
Shadow-box displays.
Racks of wood, metal, wire, for counter, floor, wall.
Rubber ad mats for floor and counter.
Moving letter displays.
Display baskets for counter.
Display cartons for counter and floor.
Display shipping cartons.
M.Avrchandiser displays for window, counter, and floor.
Mobiles.
Plaques.
Wall posters.
Fabric banners for window and wall.
Illusion displays (projector displays).
Exhibition displays.
Wallboards.
Self-selector displays for wall, floor, counter.
Window banners and streamers.
Over-wire banners.
Easel-back cards for floor, end display, windows.
Tuck-in cards for floor and end display.
Self-adhesive strip displays for gondola and shelf molding.
Self-adhesive tape displays.
Light-cord displays.
Displays at checkout counter.
Window cutouts.
Floor cutouts.
Magazine ad reprints.
Plastic molded signs for wall, window, counter.
Blowup of product
Sound displays.
Demonstrator displays.
Lighted signs of all materials for window, wall, counter.
Three-dimensional displays of all materials for window, counter, floor.
Departmentalizing display.
Change tray display.
Changing scene display.
Self-adhesive footprints and arrows on floor and wall.
Mechanical book display.
Mechanical mannequin display.
Molded ceramic figurines of trademark or character.
Displays using fluorescent papers and inks.
Flasher displays for counter window, and floor.
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Heat rotor displays for windows, bars, restaurant tables, and counters.
Mirror displays for windows, backbars (usually lighted and moving).
Largo Itinerant displays for counter, window, and floor.
Clock displays.
Turntable displays for counter, window, and floor.
Indoor electric signs.
Supermarket basket displays.
Shelf toppers.
Backbar menu signs.
Enameled signs for wall and window.
Cash register signs of many materials.
Dioramas for walls and windows.

Source: Merchandising Executives Club, New York City.
Mr. McCA MoN. In many cases, the cumulative value of these pro-

motional devices and services exceeds $25 per retailer, the limit speci-
fied in section 274(b). Thus, a high percentage of the manufacturer's
promotional expenses will be nondeductible if section 274 (b) is broadly
interpreted to include promotional materials and services.

Allof the sales promotion devices and services cited above are
employed in normal business operation; none are intended to be used
for personal consumption purposes.

Manufacturers ofer promotional assistance to retailers in order
to obtain adequate merchandising support at the local level.

Retailers accept such assistance because it increases their sales and/
or reduces their expenses and thus contributes to greater operating
efficiency. Consequently, sales promotion is an integral and impor-
tant part of the marketing process.

In conjunction with advertising and personal selling, it increases
the level of consumption and reduces retail prices in our society.

Contrary to popular opinion, manufacturers spend a sizable amount
annually on sales promotion programs. Mr. Sidney Dea, director
of marketing services for McCann Erickson, Inc., estimates that
national advertisers spend nearly twice as much on sales promotion
programs as they do on their national advertising campaigns; 1 and
Mr. Richard Hodgson former executive editor of Advertising Re-
quirements, contends $6 billion is spent annually for promotional
materials.2

Expenditures for point-of-purchase displays represent an important
part of this total outlay. The Point-of-Purchase Advertising Insti-
tute, using a restrictive definition, estimates that manufacturers spent
approximately $480 million on point-of-purchase displays in 1961.

Printers' Ink magazine, using a broader definition of point-of-
purchase display materials, estimates that over $1.5 billion is spent
annually on this medium.8

These are bona fide business expenses that should be deductible for
tax purposes like any other legitimate out-of-pocket outlay.

Section 274(b) specifies that manufacturer expenditures for "busi-
ness gifts" abre $25 per year are not tax deductible when the re-
cipient is an individual, but are deductible when the recipient is a
corporation.

Furthermore, section 274(b) defines the term "business gift" so
broadly that it could include sales promotion devices and services.

I Alfred Gross, "Sales Promotion" (2d edition), tbe Ronald Press Co., New York, 1961,
P0hk HodgSO,9 Sales Profhotion Comes of Ag," Advertising Requirements, June 1950.

"New r in Point-of-Purchase," Printers' In, Oct. 10. 1958.
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This creates a paradoxical situation; manufacturers could provide
unlimited amounts of promotional assistance to corporate retailers
and deduct for tax purposes all of the expenses incurred. In sharp
contrast, promotional expenditures incurred on behalf of sole pro-
prietorships and partnerships are basically nondeductible.

Most retail enterprises in the United States are relatively small
firms organized as sole proprietorships or partnerships and thus are
treated as individuals for tax and other purposes.

The U.S. Census of Business, 1958, indicates that 1,499,528 retail
establishments or 83.8 percent of all such establishments are operated
as sole proprietorships or partnerships.

These enterprises generate annual sales of approximately $91.9
billion or 45.6 percent of total retail sales and represent the bulk of
small business firms in our economy.'

The small retailer lacks the resources to employ specialists in his
organization and thus he must rely on manufacturer for promotional
and merchandising assistance. Without such assistance, small in-
dependent merchants would be severely handicapped in competing
against larger corporate retailers.

Manufacturers, of course, provide small retailers with promotional
and merchandising assistance since this activity insures them that their
products will be effectively marketed at the local level.

Section 274(b), in effect, discourages the continuation of this close
relationship between manufacturers and small retailers. Manufdhc-
turers, basically unable to deduct their sales promotion expenses for
tax purposes, would undoubtedly reallocate their marketing dollars.
In the process, the small retailer would be denied the assistance he
needs to compete against larger rivals.

Professor flaring and I recommend that section 274(b) be rewritten
so that bona fide sales promotion expenses are fully deductible for tax
purposes.

This can be accomplished by redefining the term "business gift."
In defining a "business gift" as any item excludable from the gross
income of the recipient, as done in section 274(b), the Treasury De-
partment is clearly attempting to prohibit the diversion of existing
profits to nontaxable use.

The promotional -devices and services furnished to retailers by their
suppliers are provided with the expectation that the taxable profits
of both supplier and retailer will be increased rather than decreased.

Consequently Professor Harinlg and I recommend strong ly that the
definition of a "business gift" in section 274 (b) '6f H.R. 10616 be mv di
fled so that it shall not include the promotional materials, services, or
devices commonly provided by suppliers (donors) without charge to
trade customers (donees) for use n thb matters' normal business
operatiOn.

Other possible ed6nomtcbnsequences of section274 (b) are discussed
in grter' detail obnthe allowing a es.

If section 274(b) is passed an14Ifthe broad interpretation ofd "Mbsi-
riess gifts" is re ained, manufacturers' sale promotion expenditires
will 5ecltie. This could have the following adverse effects on our
economy:

"U.8. Census of Dutlnes .i:.965, Retdll Trade," voi.",' urau of the* etsou, department
of Oommemte, W&hlngton, 1D.C.
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1. THE TREND TOWARD SELFo8ERVIOE RETAILING COULD BE IMPEDED,
PERHAPS REVERE

Self-service retailing is a proven method of reducing operating ex-
penses and consumer prices.

In all self-service stores, point-of-purchase displays and other pro-
motional devices serve as substitutes for sales personnel. This substi-
tution of impersonal for personal selling methods enables retailers to
offer better values to consumers.

During the last decade an increasing number of retailers have con-
verted their operations to self-service. Supermarkets, the originators
of the self-service concept, currently account for approximately 72
percent of all foodstore sales.5

Also, 60 percent of all drug and variety stores now operate on a
self-service basis; and self-service discount department stores, the
newest form of retailing to emerge, generate an aggregate sales vol.
ume equal to 6 percent of total general merchandise sales.6

All of these establishments operate on a lower gross margin per-
centago than conventional full-service retailers; in many cases cus-
tomers save as much as 15 percent by patronizing self-service instead
of full-service stores,

The self-service discount department store as an illustration, op-
erates on a gross margin of between 20 and 25 percent as compared to
the conventional department store's gross margin of approximately
36 percent.' This sizable difference in gross margin percentages also
prevails in other lines of retail trade.

Since section 274(b) effectively restricts the use of promotional ma-
terials, it could impede or perhaps reverse the growing trend toward
self-service retailing.

The operators of-self-service stores rely on point-of-purchase dis-
plays and other promotional devices to stimulate customer purchases,
to circulate customer traffic throughout the store, to provide customers
with product information, and to perform other necessary functions.

Without such sales aids, the concept of self-service becomes unwork-
able; and retailers would probably begin to usemore and more sales
personnel. This would inevitably result in increased operating ex-
penses and higher consumer prices.

2. RETAIL EFFICIENCY AND PROFITS COULD BE REDUCED SUBSTANTIALLY

Retailers have a high ratio of fixed-to-variable expenses. Profes-
sor Ioldren for example, estimates that 90 percent of the average
supermarkets expenses are fixed,8 and similar ratios of fixed-to-vari-
able expenses exist in therlines of retail trade.

Because of this relationship, the average retailer can substantially
reduce per unit costs if he increases his sales. Since retailing is an
intensely competitive industry, these economies are inevitably passed
on to consumers in the form of lower prices.

6 "Facts In VGrocery DIstribution," 1981 edition; Progressive Grocer, New York 1901.
* Sohuyler F. Ottson and Bert C. MeCammon J, "Chanes in Retail and Wholesale

Markets 'to bepublished in proceedings of tIhe Paul.D. Converse Awards symposium,
Universft of nfls Chapi ..962.,

Same 4 footnote.
gBob R. 4obdr S,The Structure 6f a Retail Market and the irket Behavior of Rietail

Units,' Prentlce*H all, Inc.,, Englewood Cliffs, N.J., 1980, p. 40.
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The findings of impartial research studies undertaken by the U.S.
Department of Agriculture, Cornell University, Indiana University,
Progressive Grocer magazine, and the Point-of-Purchase Advertising
Institute clearly indicate that point-of-purchase displays and other
promotional devices dramatically increase retail sales and thus reduce
per unit costs.

The definitive Dillon study,, as an illustration, reports that "an
average grocery item on special display sells 652 percent better than
from normal shelf position." 9

Other studies indicate that special displays can substantially in.
crease the sales of such diverse products as toys, cosmetics, paint
rollers, sportswear, toiletries, and work clothes. 10

Currently, most of the point-of-purchase displays and other promo-
tional devices used are provided by manufacturers, and retailers rely
heavily on such assistance to maintain sales and to reduce per unit
costs. The withdrawal of this assistance could substantially reduce
retail efficiency and profits.

If manufacturers are forced to reduce their promotional expendi-
tures as a result of the passage of section 274(b) retailers will be
forced to develop their own promotional materials or do without.
In either case, retail efficiency and-profits could suffer.

Today, manufacturers design and produce promotional materials
because they can perform this function at a lower per unit cost than
can retailers.

By placing orders for thousands of promotional pieces, manu-
facturers can employ specialized resources and can obtain the cost
savings inherent in long production runs.

These two factors enable them to design and produce better promo-
tional material more economically than would be the case if retailers
performed this function.

Thus the passage of section 274(b) could result in reduced sales
and higher costs at the retail level.

3. MANUFACTURER'S M3ARKETING PROGRAMS WOULD PROBABLY BE LESS

EFFECTIVE AND MORE COSTLY

All medium-size and large manufacturing firms have sales and
advertising departments. Also, most have a sales promotion depart-
ment. Sales promotion personnel, in addition to many other duties,
develop programs for wholesalers and retailers to insure that the
manufacturer's product line is adequately promoted and.merchandised
in the field.

Without such supporting activity, both advertising and field sell-
ing would be relatively ineffective.

If section 274(b) is passed, many manufacturers will reduce promo-
tional activity and/or eliminate the sales promotion department.

However, the dollars saved will be illusory since both selling and
advertising costs will have to be increased substantially t6 offset the
loss of effective promotional programs.

* George E. Kline, "How To Build More Profits Into Your Special Display Program,"
Progressive Grocer, January 1960, p. 1.

3osee series of Fact Reports published by Point of Purchase Advertising Institute, Inc.
New York.
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4. CONSUMER PURCHASIN G COULD DECLINE BECAUSE FEWER NEW PRODUCE
WOULD BE BOUYGHqT AND OLD PRODUCTS WOULD BE REPLACED LESS PRZ-
QUENTLY.

A high percentage of consumer purchases are discretionary and
postponable. During recent years per capita income has increased
rapidly and consumers have more spending power today than ever
before.

If our economy is to expand, consumers must allocate a high per.
centage of this newly acquired income to consumption. A reduction
in consumption below previous rates will create unemployment and
below-capacity operations.

Thus, manufacturers must develop an array of exciting new prod-
ucts, and retailers must merchandise these products creatively to
maintain an expanding economy.

Point-of-purchase displays and other promotional devices are par-
ticularly effective in encouraging housewives to try new products and
to make discretionary and postponable purchases.

The Du Pont studies, f6r example, indicate that housewives in
supermarkets make 50.9 percent of their purchase decisions after they
enter the store,11 and approximately 16 percent of all purchase deci-
sions in drugstores are made after customers arrive.12

A high percentage of these purchases are made because new prod-
ucts are attractively displayed and new ideas are compellingly pre-
sented. Without this in-store excitement, many purchases would
probably not be made and the rate of consumption would decline.

Thus, section 274(b) which could restrict the use of promotional
materials could have a substantial impact on our economy.

The CHAIRMAN. Thank you.
The next witness is Richard H. Dickson, Jr., of the Indiana Wire &

Specialty Co.
The Chair would like to explain to those who were absent when

their names were called, I am going through the list and then we
will start again at the top.

We are glad to have you.

STATEMENT OF RICHARD H. DICKSON, XR., PRESIDENT, INDIANA
WIRE & SPECIALTY CO., INC., INDIANAPOLIS, IND.

Mr. DIcKsON. Mr. Chairman and distinguished members of this
committee, my name is Richard H. Dickson, Jr., and I am president
of Indiana Wire & Specialty Co., Inc. I am also chairman of the
board of directors of the Point of Purchase Advertising Institute, in
which capacity I serve without pay.

I am appearing before this committee only as president of Indiana
Wire & Specialty Co., Inc., and at that company's expense.

I am doing so because in the judgment of my company's counsel,
the inclusive definition of the term "gifts" in subparagraph (b):
Gifts section 274 of the proposed legislation H.R. 106-50 Revenue Act
of 1962, constitutes a potential threat to the existence oi our business.

u "Sixth Du Pont Consumer Buying Habits Study," 0. I. du Pont do Nemours & Co.,
January 19 0.

"Research finding of study In progress undertaken by one of the authors and sponsored
by the Point-of-Purchase Advertising Institute, Inc.
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My company has 96 employees and is one of the largest of several
huntred small businesses engaged in performing a higlily specialized
and vital function in the distributive process.

We design and manufacture point-of-purehase advertising displays
which are used in stores to increase the sale of consumer products.

This is accomplished because the displays provide a convenient
means to place the merchandise in a better location where it will be
exposed to more customers and also because the displays are carefully
designed to show the product in an attractive and accessible manner.

As in the case of various kinds of signs and display made from
other materials such as cardboard metal, plastic, or wood, our prod-
ucts are used in connection with the general practice known as sales-
promotion activities.

Although our products are eventually used in some kind of store,
we sell them to the manufacturers of various consumer's goods who
then offer them to the various stores in which their products are sold.

Gentlemen, I will give you two examples to illustrate this transac-
tion. We sell displays to the Coca-Cola Co. which in turn gives them
to oil service stations which, as a matter of fact, are likely to be in-
dividual donees, 9 times out of 10, because of franchise arrangements
with major oil companies.

We sell displays to Eastman Kodak Co., who give them to super-
markets, drugstores, department stores, photographic stores, and so
forth, which ma be either corporate or individual donees. When a
display is used, both the manufacturer of the product and the store
benefit through increased sales to the consumer. This has been amply
demonstrated by a vast amount of research.

These photographs will perhaps be helpful in establishing the kind
of product made by my company.

(The photographs referred to were made a part of the committee
files.)

Mr. DicxsoNf. Historically advertising displays have always been
given to the retailer by the advertiser. In this respect, point-of-pur-
chase displays are no different from any other form o advertising
which is paid for by the manufacturer and produces benefits for both
the manufacturer and retailer in the form of increased sales. They
are simply a form of advertising used right in the store.

My concern is that this time honored and established practice on
the part of manufacturers of consumers goods of giving point-of-
purchase displays to their customers the stores, can cause these dis-
plays to be construed as nondedtoctible to the manufacturer due to
the broad and inclusive language of "Subparagraph (b) : Gifts."

I am advised by counsel that displays given to the store constitute
gifts as presently defined in the proposed statute. This definition
would apply to more than 90 percent of all products manufactured
by my company and hundreds of others engaged in similar activities.

The consequence of this interpretation would be to put my company
out of business. The reason is that an insuperable burden of record-
keeping and legal restrictions would be placed upon our customers,
the manufacturers of consumer's goods..

As presently written the act places a limitation of $25 on the value
of gifts made to an individual or partnership, which can be deducted
from thedonor's i in e in any one year.
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It should be noted that while this language does not apply to donees
whoare icorporated, its practical application does.

The-reason is that the RobinsonPatman Act re strain manufac-
turers from preferring one retailer as against another with respect
to special concession,.

Therefore, any manufacturer who elected to give displays only to
incorporated retailers would immediately find-himself in. violation
of the act.

If a manufacturer elected to give displays to incorporated stores on
a deductible basis and to unincorporated stores on a nondeductible
basis, he would be confronted with the burden of investigation and
recordkeeping, which in itself, would be sufficient to dissuade him
from using any displays.

It is true that the majority of displays cost substantially less than
$26 but this provides no relief from the language as presently drawn.
Many large advertisers give away several iqspiays during the course
of the year and the definition of the term "gifts" is so broad as to also
include other forms of sales promotion activities, such as contest,
merchandising plans, free sampling, and so forth.

The advertisier's 'problem of keeping track of accumulative annual
cost of all such varied materials given to each and every one of these
retail outlets would be an insurmountable one.

It is not, my purpose to plead the case for other forms of sales pro-
motion, except as it relates to my own company's problem.

I do think the committee should realize, however, that discontin-
uance of these activities would have a drastic adverse effect upon the
effectiveness of the overall sales effort with a consequent reduction
in employment due to lower consumption. Product does not find its
way automatically into the hands of the consumer. It must be sold.

I hold no quarrel with the intent to eliminate the practice of in-
fluencing customers by means of lavish gifts. Our company does not
and has not condoned this method of selling.

As a matter of fact, I believe the practice is definitely on the wane.
More and more companies have instituted policies forbidding their
employees to accept or their suppliers to give such gifts.

I cannot help but question, however, whether the Treasury Depart-
ment can possibly enforce this section of the act, assuming that it ap-
plied only to personal gifts, without incurring expense completely out
of all proportion to the possible revenue to be realized.

It seems to me that a function so vital to the economy as a whole as
sales promotion activity deserves to be specifically exempted from the
provisions of subparagrph (b) so that ,he intent of Congress shall be
absolutely clear. As a matter of fact, all other subparagraphs of sec-
tion 274 are much more specific than subparairaph (b). - •

In his testimony before this committee, April 2, Treasury Secretary
Dillon is preported to have opposed the basis provided by the House
of Representatives for separating expenses directly related to the ac-
tual conduct of business from those of a personal nature as "a vqnely
defined line" that will generate "considerable controversy and litiga-tion."

What I am asking here is that the lang age of subpargraph (b)
be clarlflod for the precise purpose of avoiding this same "controversy
and litigation."

82190-62-Pt. 8-18
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This is all the more necessary in view of "Subparagraph (g) : Requ-
latory Authority," which stiplates that the Secretary shall prescribe
such regulations as he may deem necessary to carry out the purposes
of this section.

It is my fear that regardless of the present intent of this legisla-
tion, regulations may be issued at some future date which, perhaps
inadvertently, may cause point-of-purchase displays to be considered
This would produce the whole chain of events whereby our cus-

tomers, the manufacturers, would find themselves confronted with
the hopeless task of determining the corporate status of each of their
clstomers so as to comply wi this nact and the Robinson-Patman
Act and then maintaining records to show the exact total value of all
sales promotion material given to each store in any one year.

The inevitable consequence would be that sales promotion activities
would simply be abandoned as too costly. Small companies, such as
my own, lack the resources to fight such a regulation in the tax courts.

In addition, we would find ourselves in the peculiar position in
which the regulation affected us only indirectly through our customers
who are in the main, large corporations. The results would surely
be an end to my company and the many similar small concerns whikh
make up our industry.

With all the foregoing in mind, I therefore earnestly recommend
that this committee amend the language of this act by inserting the
following under "(2) Special rules':

For purposes of paragraph (1) advertising and promotional materials made
available to retailers or wholesalers for the direct business benefit of both donor
and donee shall be excluded.

Thank you.
The CHAIMAx. Thank you very much Mr. Dickson.
My great friend and very distinguished Senator is here to present

the next witness.
The Chair recognizes Senator Hickenlooper.
Senator HICNLOOPER. Mr. Chairman, 1 want to thank you for

your courtesy and to make a very abject apology to you this morning.
The man I want to introduce to you as the next witness is an old and
valued friend of mine from my hometown, and that is a part of my
interest in his testimony here this morning. He was about fifth on
the list of witnesses and I told hifif that I would be honored to come
down and present him to you this morning and asked him to come toiy office."He did come to my office and was in my office at my request and so

if there is any delay in. his appearing here it is completely my fault
and I, therefore, apologize but I appreciate your indulgence.

I do want to present to you and to the committee, 'Mr. Chairman,
Robert E. Yaw, who represents today all the advertising- specialtyindustry .Mr. Yaw is the head of an old specialty advertising company in my

home city of Cedar Rapids, which has been in existence as a successful
advertising specialty company of some considerable size for approxi-
miately 50 years.

I have been thoroughly acqatiinted with this institution for 40
years myself. o
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I can only commend his integrity and, his zeal and his business
ability to you in connection with the testimony which he will give to
you.Aain, I want to thank you in presenting Mr. Robert Yaw.

The CHAI;ZN. You are always very welcome, Senator, to the
meetings of the committee.

Senator HOENLOOPERR. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
The CHAmMAN. Mr. Yaw, will you take a seat, sir, and proceed.

STATE T OF ROBERT E. YAW, PRESIDENT, SOUVENIR PEN &
PENCIL C0., CEDAR RAPIDS, IOWA, ON BEHALF OF THE SPE-
0IALTY ADVERTISING INDUSTRY

Mr. YAW. I am indebted to you, Senator Hickenlooper, for your
presentation and so is our industry.

Mr. Chairman and gentlemen of the committee, I am Robert E.
Yaw, president of Souvenir Pen & Pencil Co., a producer of advertis-
ing pens and pencils in Cedar Rapids Iowa.

Today I am here to speak not only ior myself as a small business-
man, but also because I have been selected as spokesman for the spe-
cialty advertisin industry, specifically on behalf of the Advertising
Special y Guild International and the Advertising Specialty National
Association, the two trade associations of our industry.

Even more specifically I am here to speak for more than 350,000
people who mae their livelihood in our industry and an even larger
number of small and large businesses throughout our country who
need and use our advertising in the conduct of their business.

I believe you have before you a list of some of these manufacturers
and distributors, of specialty advertising businesses located in your
home State. All these along with the others I have mentioned, will
be measurably and unjustifiably hurt by a portion of the legislation
on which this hearing is being held.

I refer to section 4fa) of .R. 10650.
I would like to explain why our industry will be inequitably affected

by this section of the proposed legislation, and especially how a 14-word change in wording will, not only remove the inequty, but will
do so without removing the real evils you are commendably trying to
correct and without any loss of the revenue you are trying to gain.

It is my hope today to clarify the matter and to propose a correc-
tion that will avoid the economic injustice without in any way diluting
the true intent of the bill.

Frankly, we do not believe it was ever the intent of the sponsors
of this legislation to hurt specialty advertising, nor any other forms
of advertising. We fear this is happening rather by misunderstand-
the misunderstanding I refer to lies in that portion of the bill

wherein gifts and sp cialty advertising are considered to be one and
the same. The truth is, they are not at all the same, nor comparable.

Here's why:
Gifts, so far as this legislation is concerned, are understood to be, in

a sense, "payla"-gifts of considerable value, designed to influence
the recipieit by their very value, and the obligation under which their
acceptance places the recipient. We are opposed to this ill-advised
practice as rbeleve all Americi fs are.
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The present controls the bill places on this gift practice should
effectively eliminate this objectionable problem.

At this point, gentleman we want to state that specialty advertis-
ing never has been accused, by anyone familiar with it, as being in any
way related to gifts.

Specialty advertising is just what its name implies--a specialized
way of getting an advertiser's message to his prospects. It is one of
many, advertising media widely used by all forms of business in
America.

Specialty advertising is not a ift-it has no intrinsic value for the
simple reason that notin carrying a prominently imprinted adver-
tising message can possibly-have a resale value.

Our form of advertising uses items familiar to all of you on which
advertising messages are prominently imprinted in order to carry them
to the desk, pocket, or home of the advertiser's prospect.

The item used is merely a carrier of the advertisement, just as radio,
TV, magazines and newspapers carry advertisers' messages.

I refer to advertising items such as ash trays, monthly calendar
cards, yardsticks, matchbooks, pencils, almanacs, ball pens, calendars
I have many of them here, which are typical examples of our form o?
advertising. They are truly miniature billboards that place advertis-
ing on your office wall, in your pocket, in your home. They are in no
sense gifts intended to influence you by their value--they hope only to
impress you with their message.

A gift carries no advertising imprint, it is a gift. Advertising is
advertising. Its name should not be blackened by unintentionally
associating it with "payola" and influence peddling. We are as op-
posed to these as you are,

Let me put specialty advertising even closer to your understanding.
I am sure each of you, at campaign time, use bumper signs, windshield
stickers, badges, pencils, ball pens, and many other forms of advertis-
ing to carry your message to the voters. You never think of any of
these as buying votes will gifts. Neither do those to whom you dis-
tribute your message in these ways.

That they have no retail value whatsoever is well known to you,
if ever you tried to sell what you had left over after election time.
They are then useless to you-or to anyone. They had served their
advertising purpose, and that was the only purpose you ever intended.

If specialty a vertising is not specifically excluded from section 4 (a)
of H.R. 10660, simple equity will not be done. Instead inequity will
be legislated because specialty advertising is merely one form of ad-
vertising, and it will be taxed while no other form of advertising is
taxed.

Our industry cannot survive under such handicap.
Thousands of people making their livelihood from our form of ad-

vertising will be legislated out of employment. We do not believe
that is yourdesire.

Adde to the injustice of condemning our eform of advertiing by as.
sociatinig it with gift infliience, is tlhtpart of this legislation which
would adversely affect not only strr industry but every small and largebusiness in America. This wolt come about becIise claqsiing us
with gifts would requiro-every businessman to kee an audit of each
of his business prospects. did the am 6tit of actvertising used 0A each.
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He would have to do this in order to prove that he did or did -not
exceed the limitation.

I don't believe I need spell out the economic impossiblity of such
recordkeeping for small and large business nor the near impossible
policing of suoh a system by the Internal Revenue Service. It would
be as if each of you had to keep a record of the value of advertising
given each of the voters in your campaign.

The simple solution to justice and equity in this problem, gentle-
men, maybe done by a very amendment to seo'ton.4-a) of
H.R. 10650 as follows:

Page 26, lihe 6: Change the period after the word "chapter" to a
comma, and thereafter add the following:
but does not include any specialty advertising item which carries a clearly
imprinted advertisement.

A copy of this statement plus a separate copy of this suggested
amendment to the bill is before you. It is submitted for the record.

On behalf of my industry and the thousands of Americans de-
pendent upon it. 1? thank you for this opportunity tO lay our request
before you. We are dependent upon you to see that we may continue
as a vital segment of that part o our country's econotiik fiber c4116d
small btisinmess.

We are confident you gentlemen will agree that justice and equity
cannot be served by legislating against one form of advertising anl
not against others.

Justice and equity can be served by the amendment we propose
or by any improvement of the language on which your committee
decides. For your support of this proposal I thank you.

(The proposed amendment referred to follows:)

PROPOSED SENATE nhANEo CO MrMIEE AuENDIENT TO H.R. 10051'

Page 29, line 0: Change the period after the word "chapter" to a comma,
and thereafter add the following: "but does not include any specialty adver-
tising item which carries a clearly imprinted advertisement."

The CH AI11MAN. Thank you very much, Mr. Yaw, you have made
a very impressive statement and the Chair will see that the amend-
ment is considered in executive session by the committee.

Mr. YAw. Thank you, sir.
The CImAInAN. Thank you.
The next. witness is Mr. Leo P. Roth of the National Licensed

Beverage Association.
Proceed, Mr. Roth.

STATEMENT OF LEO P. ROTH, FORMER PRESIDENT OF THE
NATIONAL LICENSED BEVERAGE ASSOCIATION

Mr. RoiH. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. My name isLeo P. Roth.
I ama small businessman, a restaurant and tavern operator in Min-
neapolis, Min. I appear here today as spokesman for the National
Licensed Beverage Associatiohi a trade association composed of ap-

1 The purpose of the proposed amendment is to insure that advertising Items such as
ealendar3, key cases, pens and tendlls. ash trays, thermometers, memo: p ds, and other
similar ailles imprinted with the name of an advertiser and 'dlstrbuted yhimwithoutcondition of sale to'rospects and customers, will continue to be clasIWfledas "ordinary
and necessary" adverlislna ervense within the meaunx ol sees. 182 and 212. . ':'
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proximately 40,000 restaurant and tavern owners located in 28 States
and the District of Cohutiilbia.

This association selected me to come to Washington to voice their
most vigorous protest against two of the features of the 1962 revenue
bill which most vitally affect their business, their own personal welfare
and the welfare of their employees.

.fany of these 40,000 men and women, I am sure, would gladly
come to Washington to tell this committee their own views, in their
own way, if they could bear the expense and spare the time.

All of our members are small businessmen. Because of the large
number of members of our association, it is difficult to describe tie
various types of operations in which they are engaged.

Some of them place great emphasis on provil in entertainment for
their patrons and guests, while others do not. A great number of
our members cater to private parties sponsored by business concerns
as goodwill entertaining.

And that's one of the reasons I am here, fully aware of the big
responsibility imposed on me to explain the problems and the fears
of our members over several features of the new tax bill and to pass
along their united appeal for help.

As a vital force in America's business life and-also as loyal, patriotic
American citizens, we are in full agreement with those who advocate
the removal of tax inequities and opportunities for tax evasion.

But we do not believe that the end justifies the means or that there
has been shown any need to jeopardize or cripple our businesses in
order to remove tax inequities or to end evasion.

Section 4 as it now stands admittedly would seriously curtail, if
not eliminate, bons fide goodwill entertaining. When businessmen
fear that money spent on entertaining to promote goodwill cannot
be deducted, they will refrain from making such expenditures with
the result that our members and their employees will be the first to
suffer.

It should be kept clearly in mind that whei we talk of the em-
ployees of the 40,000 members of NLBA, we are referring to hun-

reds of thousands of workers, many of whose jobs are being put in
the balance by the provisions of this bill.

Goodwill entertaining by its very nature does not generally consist
of business discussions. The business that has traditionally evolved
from goodwill entertaining has been incidental, but it has been defi-
nitelylinked with such entertainment since the dawn of trading.

Is that what Congress wants to destroy? Does it want to make it
more difficult for a businessman to make the contracts that will keep
him in business?

Does it want to curtail the restaurant business and destroy the jobs
of hundreds of thousands of the men and women whose livelihoId
depend on work in our restaurants?

The 40,000 restaurant and tavern operators for whom I speak do
not believe that Congress, or the American people, want to punish
the multitude of honest people for the sins of a fev. '

Get tough with the cheaters by all means, but please don't kill the
dog to catch the flea.

We love our dogs and our experience has been if we kill them in
order to catch the flea, we might find that altibugh we have killed
our dog, the flea has suriived I ...
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We understand that the Treasury Department is looking for easier
ways of doing its work of audit and investigation and, while we can
sympathize with their objectives, we can't find the justification for
them. This approach remindsme .of the story of the investigative
code of a western police officer in 1872, who described it as follows:

There is a great deal of laziness in it; It is far pleasanter to sit comfortably
in the shade, rubbing red pepper Into a poor devil's eyes than to go about In
the sun hunting up evidence.

I hold in my hand a printed document showing that the Department
of State has asked for money to promote good will for the United
States in its activities abroad.

I refer particularly to testimony by a representative of the State
Department in a hearing before the subcommittee of the Committee
on Appropriations of the House of Representatives, 87th Congress,which reads:

The representation we are asking for is very similar to the expense-type claims
that American business pays its representatives and salesmen. The same type
of activity is carried on by American business.

It is obvious that the State Department was asking for money to
be spent on promoting good will for the United States and that such
expenditures are in no way different from those incurred by American
businessmen for the promotion of good will for their businesses.

I now refer to section 3. The bill recognizes the right of legisla-
tors to be informed and the right of business people to make their
views known to legislators.

However, it would deny the deductibility of expenditures in con.
veying this same information to voters in a referendum measure where
tiey are exercising a legislative function and where they should be
entitled to the same information.

In reality, this section involves our right to speak out to inform the
public of our position on matters at issue in public referendums. I
think someone already has described this section as "censorship by
taxation "and that is the way it looks to us.

This censorshipp by taxation" hits the operators of the food and
beverage business directly in the solar plexus whenever a local option
election is called in.any area of those States which provide for such
referendums on an issue involving the sale of alcoholic beverages.

We have to defend ourselves-defend our business-against such
moves.

The most effective way to combat those who seek to destroy our
business is through informing the voters of the facts involved-and
the best medium we have found to inform the voters is through adver-
tising.

Advertising costs money-lots of money-and yet under section 3
we are allowed no tax deduction whatever for the cost of these infor-
mational programs.

We cannot inform the public of our position or the economic value
of our business to the public without paying the full cost of the adver-
tising program. There is no tax credit forthe cost of sudli defense.
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The tax bill before you recognizes, as shown by the House Ways and
Means Conumittee report, that--
It is * * * desirable that taxpayers who have information bearing on the impact
of present laws, or prbposed legislation, on thdir trades or businesses not be dis-
couraged in making information available to Members of Congress or legisla-
tors at other levels of government.

Yet, when the public, through initiative and. referendum proce-
dures, vote on specific proposals, the voters are to be denied the "in-
formation * * * necessary to a proper evaluation on their part of the
im4.act of present or proposed legislation."

The complete lack oflogic shown in this situation is matched by the
rank injustice to a business which may depend for its very existence
on the voters' determination in a referendum.

We are grateful to the committee for the courtesy and attention with
wlikh obir presentation has been heard. We have full confidence that
the explanations we have offered on two sections of the bill which
vitally affect ourmembers and their employees will be considered care-
fully by the committee.

Thank you.
The CHAMrMAN. Thank you very diuch, Mr. Roth. You have made

a very interesting statement.
The next witness is Mr. William W. Mee, the Point-of-Purchase Ad-

vertising Institute.
Mr. Mi. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
The CHAI1rAN. Take a seat, sir, and proceed.

STATEMENT OF WILLIAM W. MEE, EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR, POINT-
'OF-PURCHASE ADVERTISING INSTITUTE, NEW YORK, N.Y.

Mr. MEE. My name is William W. Mee. I reside on Pine Hill Drive
in Huntington, N.Y. I am executive director of the Point-of-Pur-
chase Advertising Institute, with offices at 11 West 42d Street, New
York, N.Y.

The Point-of-Purchase Advertising Institute is a national media
association representing 215 producers of signs and displays. These
companies account for approximately 60 percent of the estimated
$480 million expended for point-of-purchase materials annually.

I attach, hereto, marked "Attachment A," a list of its members. I
have also attached, marked "Attachment B," a list of its officers and
directors.

On behalf of the 215 producer-supplier members of this institute, the
bulk of which represent small business, unionized companies, unable
to maintain representation in Washington I respectful-y request that
the members of this comthiittee thoughtfully review the language con-
tained in H.R. 10600 utder section 24, "Dsallowatnce of Crta'n En-
tertainment, Etc., Expenses," age 28; subse9tion B "Gifts"; and un-
der subsection G on page 38, "Re fgatory Authority,!

Our industry submits that the language in both these sUbsectiotis is
unnecessarily broad and generalin nature.

We believe the language in its present form is possible of interpre-
tation whith might inclUide advertising and sales promotion Material
customarily mande available either with flt charge or on a cooperative
basis to retailers by manttffttilrers of consumer goods for business
purposes, exclusively. #
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* Point-of-purchae advertising materials, are those advertising signs
and displays made available to retailers by theirsuppliers, the national
and regional adyortisers. . .

Examples of these materials would include a metal or'. plastic ount-
door sign attached to a retail outlet; a lithographed or sflk-sc neA
banner or, display for in-store use; a wire, metal, or wood merchan-
disilig unit for owtiter or flo6r.tse,

A more complete range of these materials are shown in our,1061
merchandising award hall of: fame brochure, acopy of which is at-
tached, marked "Attachtrent C"
(Paphlet referred to as attachment C was madt a part of the'cirm-Mittee files, • ,' .)

Basically these materials are designed to:
(a) Cath theattention of'passerby traffic.
(b) Register advertising messages for the products of the supplying

company.
() Build trafflI for the retailer.
d) Assist the retailer in directing in-stOre traffic.
e) Assist the retailer in actually selling merchandise.
s seen from the illustrations in attachnient 0, "these, m:nterials are

designed to attract the attention of the consumer when he or she is in
or near a retail outlet and to register advertising messages-to iden-
tify, in the case of signs, an outlet as a location, where the consunier
can securea nationally or regionally advertised product.

Inside the store, signs and displays are utilized to attract the atten-
tion of the consumer and to prompt her, either through impulse or
reminder,, to make a purchase which she might otherwise have f6r-
gotten or not made.As we view these materials, we see them as advertising exclusively,
without intrinsic value to the retailer-and of business value only.

But, because of the broad nature of the language in subsection B,
we are concerned thatover a period of years the intent of the Treasury
Department might change, and that these materials, which play a very
important part, in the merchandising pattern of, today's retailing,might be included-under the provisions oIthis bill.

Subsection G, dealing with regulatory authority, and which puts
in the hands of the'_Scretary or i delegates, the ability to prescribe
those regulations as he may deem necessary to carry out the provisions
of this section gives us cause for concern,.
. We'recall that 5 years subsequent to the initial passage of this bill
in 1954, the Internal Revenue Service. issued a regulation which dis-
allowed those funds expended for the promotion or defeat of legisla-
tion This regulation came as a complete and unexpected shock to
the business fraternity.

Our organization sees any possible limitation on the effectiveness of
retailers to adequately merchMndise their place of business to the con-
sumer trade-as itioreasing the already hi -h failure rate among retailers
at all levels--a rate that is ap"proadhifi the 19 level.

We also see.as a possible threat the decrease in the rate of consumer
spending at a time when the adminidtirtioh is looking for an increased
rate fconsumerspendihg to maintain the economy at a high' level.

I would like to quote from a presentation by -Secretary of 06lWfnirce,
Liithei A. H6dges, presented March 29 at the Second Annuil-Wash-
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ington Conference on Business-Government Relations in Marketing,
sponsored by the American Uffiversity in Washington, D.C.

In context, Mr. Hodges was dealing with the high rate of unemploy-
ment and low rate of industrial operations.

I quote:
With further expansion in consumer buying, idle plant capacity will be absorbed

and pressures exerted for expansion. Then men will be recalled to work and will
in turn feed the economy and contribute to the general upswing.

The key, therefore, is the consumer, and his decision to buy or not to buy. And
the responsibility of the marketing profession should be clear-how to put the
consumer dollar into circulation.

Now although we do not feel that subsection B was designed to re-
late to promotion material, because these materials are a vital means
in advertising, we feel that the Treasury Department in H.R. 10650 is
coming dangerously close to eliminating them and to stifling in-store
adverfising. _ _.

If these promotional aids ever fall under the interpretation of this
subsection, the point-of-purchase industry as it exists today will cease
to function.

Faced with taxation on legitimate advertising material as well as a
most difficult burden of recordkeeping, the buyer will simply stop buy-
ig and turn his dollar to other means of advertising.

The consequences to the point-of-purchase advertising industry are
predictable. An industry which provides employment for at least
25,000 individuals would cease to exist, and the tax revenues derived
from the industry would be lost.

The Point-of-Purchase Advertisin Institute respectfully recom-
mends that the language in subsectionB of H.R. 10650 be amended to
include under special rules, page 28, line 12 "C":

For purposes of paragraph one, advertising and promotional materials made
available to retailers by advertisers will be excluded.

If it is not possible for the Senate Finance Committee to amend
section 214(b), we respectfully request that this committee clearly
indicate that it is not the intent of the Congress to deem as gifts those
advertising and promotional materials produced by the point-of-
pturchase advertising industry inasmuch as these advertising and pro-
motional materials have no intrinsic or personal value.

The CHAmTmA. Thank you very much, Mr. Mee. The Chair will
see your amendment is brought to the attention of the committee in
executive session.

(Attach-ments A and B referred to follow:)
(Attachment A]

POINT-OF-PUROHASE ADVERTISIrN INSTITUTE, INe., Nsw YORK, N.Y.,
MEMBERSHIP LIST

January 12, 1902 /

PRODUCER/SUPPLIER

R. C. Adams Displays, Inc., 215 East 87th Street, New York, N.Y., Charles 0.
Gerwig, sales manager.

Advance Display Co., 1724 N. Winchester Avenue, Chicago, Ill., R. J. Meinsen,
vice president, sales.

Advertising Art Production Co., Inc., 1701 Walnut Street, Philadelphia, Pa.,
David Cooperson, president.
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Advertising Metal Display Co., 4620 West 19th Street, Chicago, Ill., L. C. Krueger,
president.

Advertising Products, Inc., 8204 Beekman Street, Cincinnati, Ohio, R. J. Rhode,
president.

Alpha Corp., 800 Northern Boulevard, Great Neck, Long Island, N.Y., Ralph L.
Godfrey, president.

Aildec Corp., 1511 West 88th Street, Chicago, Ill., Joseph E. Nathan, executive
vice president.

Amelia-Robin Paper Sculptures, 131 State Street, Boston, Mass., Eliot Agush,
president.

American Art Works, Inc., 711 Fifth Avenue, New York, N.Y., Sumner Levine,
president

American Manufacturing Co., 124 Chestnut Street, Chattanooga, Tenn., W. P.
Milner, vice president.

American Mounting & Finishing Inc., 715 Carnegie Avenue, Cleveland, Ohio,
Ernest Dusek, president.

American Sign Co., 920-26 State Avenue, Cincinnati, Ohio, Gus J. Reininger,
president.

Architectural Displays, Inc., 301 East 22d Street, New York, N.Y., Sid Dauman,
president.

Arlington Aluminum Co., 19011 West Davison, Detroit, Mich., Grant Folin,
president.

Arrow Display Associates, 825 West Glenwood Avenue, Philadelphia, Pa., Stan-
ley D. Ginsburg, partner.

Arrow Manufacturing Co., Division of Electrical Products Corp., 1210 North Main
Street, Los Angeles, Calif., E. V. Bacigalupo, general manager.

Arvey Corp., 300 Communipaw Avenue, Jersey City, N.J., Walter Winter, vice
president and general manager.

Atlantic Display Division, Atlantic Container Corp., 48-08 80th Place, Long
Island City, N.Y., Arthur Feldman, president.

Austin & Austin, Inc., 1775 Broadway, New York, N.Y., Herman R. Pollenz,
executive vice president.

Elliot J. Axelrod Associates Inc., 141 East 44th Street, New York, N.Y., Elliot J.
Axelrod, president.

Bates Printing Co., 1182 West 14th Place, Chicago, Ill., Fred J. Vacek, partner.
Bel-Aire Process, Inc., 5833 Vermont Avenue, Detroit, Mich., William Isher-

wood, president.
Bemiss-Jason Corp., 3250 Ash Street, Palo Alto, Calif., W. E. Jason, president.
Benco Plastics, Inc., 8008 Industrial Parkway West, Knoxville, Tenn., Edward

E. Judy, president and treasurer.
Leon L. Berkowitz Co., 1317 Filbert Street, Philadelphia, Pa., Leon L. Berko-

witz,, president.
Bish Creative Display, Inc., 5808 North Lincoln Avenue, Chicago, Ill., Lorenz

Buescher, president.
Black Box Collotype Studios, Inc., 4840 West Belmont Avenue, Chicago, Ill.,

Henry F. Kroeger, Jr., president.
Bristol Motors Division, Vocaline Co. of America, Inc., Coulter Street, Old Say-

brook, Conn., Charles M. Murphy, vice president, sales.
The Buhl Press, Inc., 215 West Ontario Street, Chicago, Ill., Carl R. Buhl,

president.
The J. M. Callan Co., 684 North Rush Street, Chicago, ill., Joseph M. Callan,

president.
A. Carlisle & Co., 845 Harrison Street, San Francisco, Calif., A. P. Crlst, Jr.,

vice president
Carter and Galantin Corp., 710 West Jackson Boulevard, Chicago, Ill., Henry

Carter, president.
Cavanagh Printing Co., 1523 South 10th Street, St. Louis, Mo., F. C. R. Rauchen-

stein, president.
Central States Paper & Bag Co., Inc., 5221 Natural Bridge, St. Louis, Mo., David

. McKay, Jr., secretary.
Century Display Manufacturing Corp., 80 Boylston Street, Boston, Mass. . R.

Teich, vice president.
Century Industries, Inc., Beeco Division, 521-85 West 85th Street, Chicago, Ill.,

Hoyne Greenberg, general manager.
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Chanal Plastics Corp., 08-20 Austin Street, Rego Park, N.Y., Albert E. Karp,
president.

The Chaspee Manufacturing Co., 342 West Putnam Avenue, Greenwich, Conn.,
Charles Peckar, president.

Chicago Cardboard Products Co., 1250 North Homan Avenue, Chicago, Ill., Rich-
ard W. Mueller, executive vice president.

Chicago Display Finishing Co., 1301 Armitage Avenue, Melrose Park, Ill., H. K.
Snyder, Jr., president.

Chicago Show Printing Co., 2685 North Kildare Avenue, Chicago, Ill., Robert R.
--- Snediker, president.

Claremould Plastics Co., 200 Wright Street, Newark, N.J., George A. Clare,
president,

Colonial-Hites Co., 228 Parson Street, West Columbia, S.C., H. A. Brown Jr.,
vice president.

Colonial Neon Co., Inc., 2901 Tonnelle Avenue, North Bergen, N.J., John C. Saba-
tini, president.

Color Corporation of America, 610 South Armenia Avenue, Tampa, Fla., Joseph
H. Snyder, president.

Color Metal Sign Co., 31st and St. Clair Avenues, East St. Louis, Ill., John M.
Massey, president.

Consolidated Lithographing Corp., Carle Place Post Office, Long Island, N.Y.,
Walter J. Ash, vice president, sales.

Consolidated Mounting & Finishing Co., Inc., 5010 Kneeland Street, Elmhurst,
N.Y., Samuel B. Stein, vice president, sales and creative division.

Container Corp. of America., 900 North Ogden Avenue, Chicago, Ill., Frank W.
Copeland, general manager, display division.

Continental Lithograph Corp., 952 East 72d Street, Cleveland, Ohio, Paiul R.
Kall, secretary and sales manager.

Cooper Display Associates. 723 East California ]Boulevard, Pasadena, Calif.,
Herbert H. Cooper, President.

Copeland Displays, Inc., 635 West 23d Street, New York, N.Y., Samuel Krebs,i president.
Cousino Electronics Corp., 1945 Franklin Avenue, Toledo, Ohio, Joseph C. Meidt,

vice president, general sales.
Creative Display, Inc., 280 East Ohio Street, Chicago, Ill.; Ronald H. Talib,

president.
Crown Wire Manufacturing Cdrp., River Road at Garden Place, Edgewater, N.J.,

Michael Thal, secretary.
Dealer Sales Builders Co., 1786 Stockton Street, San Francisco, Calif., Foster

L. Clute, president.
Dechar Corp., 75 Roebling Street, Brooklyn, N.Y., Edouard Dechar, presidefit.
Dimensional Products, Inc., 2200 North 81st Street, Milwaukee, Wis., Richard

H. Van Den Berg, president.
Display Corp. of America, 281 East Allegheny Avenue, Philadelphia, Pa., Harry

Mazur, Secretary-treasurer.
Display Corp. of Milwaukee, 521 North Broadway, Milwatikee Wis., L. A. Sauer,

president.
Display inishing Co., Inc., 21-16 44th Road, Long Island City, N.Y., Harold

Epstein, treasurer.
Display Mart, Inc., 825 Minna Street, San Franciseo, Calif., Aaron I. Friedman,

president
The Donaldson Art Sign Co., Inc., 2125 Donaldson Avenue, Covington, Ky., W.

Donaldson Brown, president
The Dyment Co., 1163 East 40th Street, Cleveland, Ohio, Elwood Dyment,

president
Edinger-Wyckoff, Inc., 1410 Spruce Street, Stroudsburg, Pa., William S. Wyckoff,

president
Edwards & Deutsch Lithographing Co., 4688 West'16th Street, Chicago, Ill.,

Arthur F. Meding, president and treasurer
Efnson-Freeman Co., Inc., Starr & Borden Avenues, Long Island City, N.Y., N. J.

Leigh, chairman of the board.
Embosograf Co. of Illinois, 1430 West Wrightwood Avenue, Chicago, Ill., M. W.

Temkin, vice president
Empire Color Lithographers, Inc., 200 Varick Street, New York, N.Y., Stanley

Charles, vice president
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Everbrite Electric Signs, Inc., 1440 North Fourth Street, Milwaukee, Wis., Carl
ff. Wamser, president

Eye-Beam Displays, Inc., 263 East State Street, Milwaukee, Wis., Elmer 1. Stein,
president

I. Fenster & Sons, Inc., 50 Washington Street, Brooklyn, N.Y., Harry Fenster,
president

Fome-Cor Corp., 812 Monsanto Avenue, Springfield, Mass., EdmUnd S. Chlldi,
director of marketing

Forbes Lithograph Manufacturing Co., Post Office Box 518, Boston, Mass., Ray-
mond D. Balcom, president

Fuller Displays, Inc., 5-39 48th Avenue, Long Island City, N.Y., William Marsh,
president

A. S. Gilman, Inc., 5855 Grant Avenue, Cleveland, Ohio, f. 0. Merrick, vice
president and general manager

The J. W. Glaser Corp., 85 Larkin Plaza, Yonkers, N.Y., Jules W. Glaser,
president

Goodren Products Corp., 101 West Forest Avenue, Englewood,, N.J., 0. Morley
Tanney, vice president.

Grace Sign & Manufacturing Co., 3601 South Second Street, St. Louis, Mo.,
Pierre Grace, president

Gugler Lithographic Co., 400 North Michigan Avenue, Chicago, Ill., Paul Godell,
director, creative display division

Reynolds Guyer Agency of Design, 1821 University Avenue, St. Paul, Minn.,
Reynolds Guyer, director

Haft & Sons, Inc., 950 Kent Avenue, Brooklyn, N.Y., Alexander L. Haft, director
of sales

Hankscraft Co., Display Motor Division, Reedsburg, Wis., Sheldon M. Wengel,
general manager

Hanson Manufacturing Co., Inc., 1960 Virgil Boulevard, Princeton, Ind., Robert
P. Hanson, president.

Win. Melish Harris Associates, 600 West Putnam Avenue, Greenwich, Conn.,
William Melish Harris, president

Hartland Plastics, Inc., 840 Maple Avenue, Hartland, Wis., Paul E. Champion,
sales manager

C. F. Heinisch & Associates, 2329 Stockbridge Road, Akron, Ohio, Charles F.
Heinisch, owner

The Hennegan Co., 311 Genessee Street, Cincinnati, Ohio, Robert B. Ott, vice
president

Hinde & Dauch Division, West Virginia Pulp & Paper Co., 407 Decatur Street,
Sandusky, Ohio, Howard Stumpf, display division manager

The Hollis Press, Inc., 380 Second Avenue, New York, N.Y., Mrs. Helen S.
Freidin, president

Hollywood Advertising Co., 114 East 82d Street, New York, N.Y., Jack Steinberg,
president

Ideal Mechanisms, Inc., 22-01 41st Avenue, Long Island City, N.Y., Leonard
Nachtman, sales manager

Igelstroem-Oberlin, Inc., Massillon, Ohio, J. A. Wolf, president.
Indiana Wire & Specialty Co., Inc., 935 Daly Street, Indianapolis, Ind., Richard

H. Dickson, Jr., president.
Industrial Electric, Inc., 3227 Magazine Street, New Orleans, La., Ralph Davis,

manager-plastics division.
Industrial Lithographic Co., Inc., 405 Park Avenue, New York, N.Y., Arthur C.

Eisberg, director of sales.
Inland Displays, Division of Inland Lithograph Co., 828 South Jefferson Street,

Chicago, Ill., James T. Igoe, Jr., president.
Inland-Magill Weinsheimer Corp., 4545 Touhy Avenue, Lincolnwood, Chicago,

Ill., A. J. Borre, executive vice president.
Interstate Boochever Corp., 18-09 Pollitt Drive, Fair Lawn, N.J., S. Paul Booch-

ever, president.
Jay Electronics, Inc., 05-87 Fresh Meadow Lane, Flushing, N.Y., Sanford Jay,

president.
Johnstons & Associates, Inc., 517 East Crosstown Parkway, Kalamazoo, Mich.,

Louis P. lohnston, president.
Jorgenson & Co., 500 Sansomo Street, San Francisco, Calif., James 0. Kirkman,

vice president.

- . V I I ', -1
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Robert Kayton Associates, Inc., 635 West 54th Street, New York, N.Y., Robert
Kayton, president.

Keeler & Dunkel, Inc., 406 Lincoln Building, 1867 East 6th Street, Cleveland,
Ohio, John N. Keeler, president.

Kirby-Cdgeshall-Steinau Co., Inc., 606 East Clyborn Street, Milwaukee, Wis.,
Richard E. Vogt, president.

Kleen-Stlk Products, Inc., 7800 West Wilson Avenue, Chicago, Ill., Jerry Zalkind,
executive vice president-General sales manager.

Kleentear, Inc., Division of Charles Offset Co., Inc., 621 Sixth Avenue, New York,
N.Y., Allen Bortner, president.

Richard A. Klein, Inc., 51 East 42d Street, New York, N.Y., Richard A. Klein,
Jr., vice president.

Kulka Electric Corp., 688-648 South Fulton Avenue, Mount Vernon, N.Y., William
Kulka, vice president.

Lakeside Plastics, 407 South Dearborn Street, Chicago, Ill., William P. Levine,
president.

Lane Display Corp., 524 West 43d Street, New York, N.Y., Harold Levy,
secretary.

Martin Lewis Associates, 705 Arch Street, Philadelphia, Pa., Martin Lewis,
partner.

Litho-Paint Poster Co., 525 North Noble Street, Chicago, Ill., Vernon A. Mock,
president.

Lustra-Cite Industries, Inc., 331 Kent Avenue, Brooklyn, N.Y., Michael M. Hal-
pern, president.

Majestic Creations, Inc., 37-03 Woodside Avenue, Woodside, N.Y., Ben J. Seger,
president.

Manufacturers Products, Inc., 7552 North Teutonia Avenue, Milwaukee, Wis.,
W. A. Meyer, president.

Carl T. Mason Co., Box 275, Addison, Ill., Jay Stead, president.
The Massillon-Cleveland-Akron Sign Co., 681 First Street, SW., Massillon, Ohio,

Norman W. Allison, vice president-sales.
Masterack Displays, Division of Southern Spring Bed Co., 290 Hunter Street,

SE., Atlanta, Ga., Brittain Pendergrast, vice president.
Frank Mayer & Associates, Inc., 4727 North Teutonia Avenue, Milwaukee, Wis.,

Frank G. Mayer, Jr., president.
TheMayland Co., 236 West 27th Street, New York, N.Y., Edward Adler, owner.
Mechtronics Corp., 325 Center Avenue, Mamaroneck, N.Y., Curtis A. Anderson,

president.
Melco Wire Products Co., 4420 San Fernando Road, Glendale, Calif., Melvin J.

David, president.
Melrose Displays, Division of Melrose Wire Products, Inc., 150 Dayton Avenue,

Passaic, N.J., Melvin Cohen, president.
Mercury Advertising Printers, 245 FranklIn Avenue, Brooklyn, N.Y., Joseph A.

Durso, owner.
Merit Displays Corp., 3 East 26th Street, Paterson, N.J., Norman Cohen,

president.
The Meyercord Co., 5323 West Lake Street, Chicago, Ill., Spencer Burns,

manager, POS Department.
Midland Metal Products Co., 2309 Archer Avenue, Chicago, Ill., Jack Zidek,

partner.
Miller Manufacturing Co., Inc., 7th and Stockton Streets, Richmond, Va., Rob-

ert G. Woodhead, manager, sales and development.
Miller-Regent Display Associates, 71 West 35th Street, New York, N.Y., John D.

Miller, owner.
Mirro-Products Co., 1196-09 Tate Street, High Point, N.C., C. R. Wisenburg,

president.
Monticello Manufacturing Corp., 2200 South J Street, Elwood, Ind., F. Dan

Hoose, president.
Jerry Moss, Inc., 107 East 31st Street, New York, N.Y., Jerome A. Moss, presi-

dent.
Mulholland-Harper Co., 5800 Tacony Street, Philadelphia, Pa., Dewees F.

Showell, vice president and general manager.
Louis Nadelson, Inc., 74 Fifth Avenue, New York, N.Y., Walter Richer, executive

vice president.
Nashville Display Manufacturing Co., Post Office Box 491, Nashville, Tenn,, C. B.Rollins, Jr., partner. i
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Neon Products, Inc., Neon Avenue, Lima, Ohio, Saul Seigel, director, advertising

and sales promotion.
,Nixon-Baldwin Chemicals, Inc., Nixon, N.J., W. A. Olsen, vice president, promo-

tional sales.
Northwest Screenprint Co., 3051 North Rockwell, Chicago, Ill., Michael S. Hal-

perin, president.
Oberly & Newell Lithograph Corp., 350 West Street, New York, N.Y., E. K.

Whitmore, president.
The Ohio Advertising Display Co., 950 Kenyon Avenue, Cincinnati, Ohio, Howard

Frankel, president.
The Ohio Thermometer Co., 33 Walnut Street, Springfield, Ohio, David W.

Welday, vice president.
Palmer Associates, 16 West 40th Street, New York, N.Y., Carl Bergmann, presi-

dent.
Parry Sign Sales, 420 North Vermont Avenue, Los Angeles, Calif., E. T. Parry,

president.
Perma Wire Display Corp., 72 Greene Street, New York, N.Y., Ares Davidian,

president.
Phelps Manufacturing Co., Inc., 914-920 North 15th Street, Terre Haute, Ind.,

R. D. Phelps, executive vice president.
The Photoplating Co., 215 Northeast 5th Street, Minneapolis, Minn., Harlan K.

Nygaard, president.
Pioneer Mounting & Finishing Co., Inc., 12-01 34th Avenue, Long Island City,

N.Y., David Lansky, president.
Plasti-Line, Inc., Dutch Valley at Broadway, Post Office Box 506, Knoxville,

Tenn., Harry W. Brooks, president.
Plasti Signs, Inc., Subsidiary, Sign Crafters, Inc., 2021 North Kentucky Avenue,

Evansville, Ind., Thomas R. Watson, president.
Pocatone Displays, Inc., 148 Lafayette Street, New York, N.Y., Mortimer A.

Lehmann, treasurer.
P.O.P. Displays, Inc., 8000 Cooper Avenue, Glendale, N.Y., Elliott R. Loew,

president.
Poster Products, Inc., 3401 West Division Street, Chicago, Ill., R. L. Burke,

president.
Pratt Poster Co., Inc., Printeraft Building, Indianapolis, Ind., Ryland D. Pratt,

Jr., president.
Price Bros., Inc., 4301 West Madison Street, Chicago, Ill., Louis E. Price,

president.
The Progress Lithographing Co., Section Road and Pennsylvania Railroad, Cin-

cinnati, Ohio, E. H. Sundermann, president.
Rapid Mounting & Finishing Co., 310 West Polk Street, Chicago, Ill., Walter S.

Neumann, vice president.
The Ravenware Co., Inc., 860 Scholes Street, Brooklyn, N.Y., Richard G. Galef,

vice president.
The Reytrim Manufacturing Co., Inc., Royersford, Pa., William R. King, sales

manager, display division.
M. M. Robbins Associates, Inc., 207 East 87th Street, New York, N.Y., Maurice M.

Robbins, president.
Robertson Sign Co., 14 North Lowry Avenue, Springfield, Ohio, Robert A.

Henson, vice president, sales.
Rohm & Haas Co., Washington Square, Philadelphia, Pa., Dr. Dhvid A. Rothroek,

sales manager, plastics department.
St. Louis Mounting & Finishing Co., 4520 Enright Avenue, St. Louis, Mo., Clif-

ford H. Misenhelter, president.
Salescaster Displays Corp., 1010 East Elizabeth Avenue, Linden, N.J., Warren G.

Heide, president.
Sales Communication, Inc., Division of Communications Affiliates, Inc., 485 Lex-

ington Avenue, New York, N.Y., Jack Scheckowitz, manager, display depart-
ment.

Schmidt Lithograph Co., 720 North Michigan Avenue, Chicago, Ill., Marion D.
Cloud, vice president.

Thomas A. Schutz Co., Inc., 8710 Ferris Avenue, Morton Grove, Ill., William D.
Caddel, president.

Simmons-Woodward, Inc., 1519 Tower Grove Avenue, St. Louis, Mo., Paul C.
Simmons, Jr., president.
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Snyder & Black & Schlegel, Inc., 415 Knollwood Road, White Plains, N.Y., 0. R.
Stark, vice president and general sales manager.

Spangler Sign Corp., 8227 B Street, Philadelphia Pa, Bernie Spangler, president.
Spring-A-Way Displays of California, Inc., 140 West 5th Street, Santa Ana,

Calif., L. W. Patterson, president.
Standard Manufacturing Corp., 2021 Lee Street, Evanston, Ill., Louis I. Hidden,

president.
Standard Printing Co., 201 North 3d Street, Hannibal, Mo., D. C. Worra, sales

manager.
W. L. Stensgaard & Associates, Inc., 840 North Justine Street, Chicago, Ill., W. H.

Stensgaard, president.
Stout Sign Co., 425 West Florissant Avenue, St. Louis, Mo., Ward W. Patterson,

president.
Sweeney Lithograph Co., Inc., Subsidiary, Federal Paper Board Co., Inc., 20

River Road, Bogota, N.J., William H. Glover, president.
Tel-A-Sign, Inc., 8401 West 47th Street, Chicago, Ill., A. A. Steiger, president.
Texlite, Inc., 8805 Manor Way, Dallas, Tex., L. A. Erickson, president.
Thomson-Leeds Co., Inc., 250 East 51st Street, New York, N.Y., Chester L. Thom-

son, president.
Timely Products, Inc., 308 Rogers Road, Des Moines, Iowa, John E. Hadley,
president.
Timely Service, Inc., 1269 Atlantic Avenue, Brooklyn, N.Y., Leo J. Fidler,

president.
Topflight Corp., 160 East 9th Avenue, York, Pa., E. W. Huber, president.
Transparent Advertising Corp., 2800 College Point Causeway, Flushing, N.Y.,

Arnold A. Pollard, president.
Trans-World Display Corp., 16 East 34th Street, New York, N.Y., Jerome D.

Kramer, president.
Ullman Gravure, Inc., 319 McKibbin Street, Brooklyn, N.Y., David V. Morgan,

president.
Morton Ullmnnn Corp., 551 Fifth Avenue, New York, N.Y., Morton Ullmann,

president.
The U.S. Printing & Lithograph Division of Diamond National Corp., 783 Third

Avenue, New York, N.Y., Ray Dubrowin, director, promotion office sales
merchandising.

Venco InternatiOnal, Inc., 36 West 44th Street, New York, N.Y., L. Frederick
Cain, president.

Vue-More Corp., Division of Brevel Products Corp., 601 West 26th Street, New
York, N.Y., Robert 0. Soman, sales manager.

Vulcan Industries, Division Ebsco Industries, Inc., 1st Avenue North at 13th
Street, Biriingham, Ala., W. Oliver Cox, director of marketing.

The Weiller Co., Castor Avenue and Amber Street, Philadelphia, Pa., Eugene
W. Weiller, president.

Wells Badger Corp., 225 West Capitol Drive, Milwaukee, Wis., David H. Wells,
president.

Wesco Associates, Inc., 10 Columbus Circle, New York, N.Y., Alexander L.
Ewing, president.

Stanley Wessel & Co., 420 North Michigan Avenue, Chicago, Ill., Stanley L.
Weasel, president.

Wescott Paper Products Co., 450 Amsterdam Avenue, Detroit, Mich., Joseph R.
Chtrillo, executive vice president.

The Williams Co., 230 East 69th Street, Chicago, Ill., Paul V. Williams, partner.
Winston Associates, Division of Growth Capital, Inc., 819 Bulkley Building,

Cleveland, Ohio, Larry Winston, associate.
York Display Finishing Co., Inc., 240 Kent Avenue, Brooklyn, N.Y., Joseph

Brooks, president.
Zerbo, Inc., 159 East 64th Street, New York, N.Y., V. 4. (Bill) Zerbo, president.
Zimmerman Products Co., Inc., 316 South 16th Street, St. Louis, Mo., Jay V.

Zimmerman, president.
Zipprodt, Inc., 29 East Madison Street, Citcago, Ill., E. DavIi Zipprodt,

president.
Ad Animation, Inc., 114 East 82d Street, New York, N.Y., Richard Heinz.
Aivl r Manufacturing Co., Inc., 1881 Park Avenue, New York, N.Y., Alan

P. Friedlander, president.
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Robert Brian Associates, Inc., 1271 Avenue of the Americas, New York, N.Y.,
Robert M., Sandelman, president.

B6rsen & Wenner, Pier 83, San Francisco, Calif., Jamqs K. Brorsen, president.
Columbian Display Corp., 547 South Clark Street, Chicago, Ill., Bernard J.

Miller, Jr., president.
Ledan Reproductions, Inc., 7 Park Avenue, New York, N.Y., Daniel W, Leo,

president.
Mf. W. Display Corp., 2840 Touhy Avenue, Chicago, Ill,, John Webb, president
MacNaughton Lithograph Co., Inc., 460 West 34th Street, New York, N.Y.,

Albert Merson, president.
Jas. H. Matthews & Co., 8968 Forbes Avenue, Pittsburgh, Pa., Paul A. Fitz-

simmons, merchandising manager.
Parker Metal Decorating Co., Howard and Ostend Streets, Baltimore, Md.,

Winslow H. Parker, president.
Sterling Packaging PrOducts, 811 South Fulton Avenue, Mount Vernon, N.Y.,

Sidney A. Grossman, president.
Publinel, 172 Qual de Jemmapes, Paris 10 e, France, Guy G. Esculier, president.

FOREIGN PRODUCER MEMBERS

Acro Marketing, Ltd., Arco House, Emerald Street, London, England, R. F. T.
Edwards.

Adept Displays, Ltd., 955 Amherst Street, Montreal, Quebec, Canada, Mrs. Hedy
Popper, president.

H. J. Chapman & Co., Ltd., Adglow Division, Ledbury Park, Ledbury, Herefords-
shire, England, George M. Kertesz.

Creative Display Advertising, Ltd., &S0 York Mills Road, Don Mills, Ontario,
Canada, Vincent De Vita, Jr.

Daly Display, Ltd., 488 Kensington Street, St. James, Winnipeg, Caifida, Charles
Gervais.

Delmar Studios Co., Ltd., 83 Torbarrie Road, Downsview, P.Q., Canada,
Jack Ford, vice president-general manager.

Display & Marketing Co., Ltd., 170 Bexley Road, Avery Hill, Eltham, London,
England, John W. Ongley.

French Packaging & Point-of-Purchase Advertising Institute, 3 rue Ia Boetle,
Paris, France, Pierre J. Louis.

General Advertising, Inc., 2200 Victoria Street, Lachine, Canada, M. 0. Kirsch,
president.

Leon Goodman Displays, Ltd., 10 Cork Street, London, England, Leon Goodman.
Leon Goodman Displays S. R. L., Galleria De Crlstoforls 1, Milano, Italy, Pietro

Baragioln.
Gorrie Advertising, Ltd., 200 Brldgeland Avenue, Toronto, Ontorla, Canada,

Harold BrUce Gorrie, president.
The London Press Exchange, Ltd., 110 St. Martin's Lane, London, England,
J. Tealford Beasley.

Marketing Design, Ltd., 4492 St. Catherine Street, West, Montreal, Quebec,
Canada, Herbert M. Korenberg, president.

National Marketing, Ltd., 310 Victoria Avenue, Montreal, Quebec, Canada,
W. D. McGbrrin, president.

S. A. Des Ets Perfecta, 279 rue des Palais, Bruxelles, Belgium, T. R. Righenzi.
Neon Electric Signs, Ltd., 1-9 Cecil Street, South Melbourne, Victoria, Aus-

tralia, David 0. Switson, director.
Planned Sales, Ltd., 1087 Yonge Street, Toronto, Ontario, Canada, W. H. Hornell,

sales manager.
Print Processes Sales, Ltd., Empson Street, Bromley-By-Bow, London, England,

S. Chillingworth, managing director.
The Sackville Press, Ltd., Welbeck Way, Welbeck Street, London, England,

W. J. S. Clttterbuck.
Scera, 40 rue Hemet, Aubervilliers, Paris, France,. Joseph F. Lotthe, vice

president.
Smeets Lithographers, Weert, the Netherlands H. E. Smeets.
Syndicate de Ia Publiclte, sur le lieu do Vente (S.P.L.V.), S.P.A.P., 9 rue

Vezelay, Paris, France, M. Jacques Gruenberg,
Trapinex Limited, 178-188 Acre Lane, Brixton, London, 1ngland, Donald .

Hill.

8210-62-pt. 8-19
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ADVERTISER/AOEN'CY MEMBERS

AC Spark Plug Division, General Motors Corp., 1300 North Dort Highway, Flint,
Mich., W. C. Lee, director, district marketing.

Advertising Publications, Inc., 630 Third Avenue, New York, N.Y., Jack C. Oaf-
ford, vice president.

American Oil Co., 910 South Michigan Avenue, Chicago, Ill., Alfred P. Meaume,
specialist-reseller, advertising.

Anheuser-Busch, Inc., 721 Pestalozzi Street, St. Louis, Mo., E. F. Schmidt, mer-
chandising director.

The Atlantic Refiting Co., Inc., 260 South Broad Street, Philadelphia, Pa., Edwin
R. Cox, Jr., sales promotion ihanager.

Atlas Supply Co., 744 Broad Street, Newark, N.J., A. C. Hindon, assistant adver-
tising and sales promotinfl manager.

N. W. Ayer & Son, Inc., West Washington Square, Philadelphia, Pa., Thomas
F. Maxey.

P. Ballantine & Sons, 57 Freeman Street, Newark, N.J., Paul E. Storin, display
supervisor.

Jas. Barclay & Co., Ltd., Post Office Box 3382, Detroit, Mich., L. S. Gilette, adver-
tising manager.

Batten, Barton, Durstine & Osborn, Inc., 383 Madison Avenue, New York, N.Y.,
Paul Freyd, vice president.

Best Foods, Division of Corn Products Co., 717 Fifth Avenue, Now York, N.Y.,
Rocco S. Fasulo, P.O.P. assistant.

Bristol-Myers Co., 630 Fifth Avenue, New York, N.Y., Frederick W. Bristol,
merchandising display manager.

Calvert Distillers Co., 375 Park Avenue, New York, N.Y., Leonard Asher, sales
promotion manager.

Campbell-Ewald Co., General Motors Building, Detroit, Mich., D. A. Hodgson,
account executive.

Carling Brewing Co., 9400 Quincy, Cleveland, Ohio., Patrick J. Htiggins, mer-
chandigihg manager.

The Coca-Cola Co., 310 North Avenue, N.W., Atlanta, Ga., A. D. Lawton, adver-
tising department.

Dow Chemical Co., Post Office Box 420, Midland, Mich., James J. Burlingame.
Eastman Kodak Co., 343 State Street, Rochester, N.Y., Donald M. Lewis, Jr.,

assistant director, sales promotion.
Falstaff Brewing Corp., 5050 Oakland, St. Louis, Mo., Roy D. Sherwood, P.O.S.

manager.
Ford Motor Co., 20000 Rotunda Drive, Dearborn, Mich., R. C. Cunningham,

manager, merchandising service department.
Foremost Dairies, Inc., 425 Battery Street, San Francisco, Calif., Bruce A. Steele,

merchandising coordinator ' ; T. E. Drohan, product manager; F. Fornia.
Four Roses Distillers Co., 875 Park Avenue, New York, N.Y., Mort Mazor, na-

tional sales promotion manager.
Fruit of the Loom Corp., 112 West 34th Street, New York, N.Y., Anthony S.

Faranda, director, merchafltise presentation.
Gardner Advertising Co., 914 Olive Street, St. Louis, Mo., merchandising director.
General Foods Corp., 250 North Street, White Plains, N.Y., Arthltr Messinger,

director, product promotion.
Genessee Brewing Co., Inc., 100 National Street, Rochester, N.Y., James P.

Duffy, advertising manager.
William E. Hartman & Co., 16883 Wyoming Avenue, Detroit, Mich., Robert G.

Hartman, partner.
Heinz Art, Inc., 114 East 32d Street, New York, N.X., Richard Heinz, president.
Johnson & Johnson, 500 George Street, New Brunswick, N.J., W. E. Sawyer, di-

rector, merchandising services.
Kessler-Hunter Distillers Co., Division Seagram Distillers, Inc., 375 Park Ave-

nue, New York, N.Y., Murray Koff, director of advertising.
Klau-Van Pietersom-Dunlap, 744 North Fourth Street, Milwaukee, Wlis., William

M. Carpenter, vice president, public relations.
Liebmann Breweries Inc., 36 Forrest Street, Brooklyn, N.Y., Walter H. Lieb-

mann II, advertising manager.
Merchandising Design Counselors affiliated with Walter' Landor & Associates,

Landor Building, Pier 5 North, San Francisco, Calif., Nicholas Newbeck,
director.
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Mr. Boston Distillers, Inc., 1010 Massachusetts Avenue, Boston, Mass., A. E.
Bourassa, advertising manager.

Benjamin Moore & Co., 548 Fifth Avenue, New York, N.Y., Donald R. Bateman,
merchandising manager.

National Brewing Co., 8720 Dillon Street, Baltimore, Md., Kenneth G. Blair,
director of merchandising,

National Lock Co., 1902 Seventh Street, Rockford, Ill., Merritt J. Yale, assistant
advertising manager.

Richard E. Palge, Inc., 05 Madison Avenue, New York, N.Y., Richard E. Paige,
president.

Pepsi-Cola Co., 500 Park Avenue, New York, N.Y., Alan W. Finley, associate
merchandising manager; John W. Garabrant,l advertising display manager.

Personal Products Corp., Van Liew Avenue, Milltown, N.J., E. Bereza, director
of purchasing, advertising, and merchandising material.

Philip Morris, Inc., 100 Park Avenue, New York, N.Y., A. C. Gens, sales pro-
motion manager.

The Pillsbury Co., Pillsbury Building, Mfineapolis, Minn., Jim E. Marsalis, sales
promotion manager. "

Printers' Ink, 635 Madison Avenue, New York, N.Y., Fred Decker, advertising
manager.

Quality Bakers of America Cooperative, Inc., 120 West 42d Street, New York,
N.Y., Robert L. Schaus, advertising manager.

Radio Corp. of America, 30 Rockefeller Plaza, New York, N.Y., Ralston H. Coffin,
advertising and sales promotion administrator.

Revlon, Inc., 606 Fifth Avenue, New York, N.Y., Stanley Sussman, merchandising
director.

Sales Management, 030 Third Avenue, New York, N.Y., Philip Salisbury,
publisher.

Schenley Industries, Inc., Empire State Building, 850 Fifth Avenue, New York,
N.Y., Bishop McLeod, product services manager.

Scott Paper Co., International Airport, Philadelphia, Pa., Gordon A. Nichols,
assistant merchandising manager.

Seagram Distillers, Inc., 375 Park Avenue, New York, N.Y., Edward D. McCabe,
national sales promotion manager.

The Seven-Up Co., 1800 Delnar BoUlevard, St. Louis, Mo., J. M. Thul, advertising
manager.

Southern States Cooperative, Inc., Seventh and Main Streets, Richmond, Va.,
W. M. Corwin, director, information publication services, George C. Deems.

Spot Magazine, 6 West 57th Street, New York, N.Y., David Flasterstein, editor.
Stark, Wetzel & Co., Inc., 602 West Ray Street, Indianapolis, Ind., John S.

Ashby, Jr., manager, sales promotion department.
The Stroh Brewery Co., 009 East Elizabeth, Detroit, Mich., A. W. Bentler, sales

promotion manager.
J. Walter Thompson Co., 420 Lexington Avenue, New York, N.Y., Ward F.

Parker,1 vice president; William H. Murphy.
The Upjohn Co., 7171 Portage Road, Kalamazoo, Mich., John L. Deal, advertis-

ing manager.
Hiram Walker, Inc., Post Office Box 3382, Detroit, Mich., Fred L. Fisher, national

sales promotion manager.
Warner-Lambert Pharmaceutical Co., consumer products division, 201 Tabor

Road, Morris Plains, N.J., Sidney Sawyer,' purchasing agent; Joseph McCourt,
market research manager.

Wembley, Inc., 910 Poeyfarre Street, New Orleans, La., Moise B. Bloch, adver-
tising and sales promotion manager.

FORE1 N ADVERTISER-AGENCY MEMBERS

Asahi Breweries, Ltd., I Kyobashi 3-Chome, Chuo-ku, Tokyo, Japan, Tamesaburo
Yamamoto, president.

Beecham Foods Ltd., Great West Road, Brentford, Middlesex, England, R. 0.
Sands.

British Nylon Spinners Ltd., 68 Knightsbridge, London S W 1, England, I. G.
Ross, economics information officer.

Dominion Dairies Ltd., 285 Walmer Road, Toronto, Ontario, Canada, W. A.
Irwin, Director of Advertising, C. E. McMonagle, Director of Marketing, F. L.
Hart, president.

'Voting member.
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W. Gregg & Co. Ltd., 51 Forth Street; Duiedil ', New Zealand, Chales D. Baker,
Charles W. Hobson Ltd., 12 Conduit Street, Londoii' % 1, England, Nicholas, A.
K aye.

Mac Robertson Pty. Ltd., Advertising Department, Argyle Street, Fitzroy N 6,
Melbourne, Australia, J. D. Morris.

Ab Marabou, Sundbyberg, Sweden, Clas Bohman, Marketing director.
Margarinbolaget Ab Stargatan 8, Stockholm 0, Sweden, Goran Digmar.
Molson's Brewery Ltd., 1555 Notre Dame Street, East, Montreal, Quebec, Canada,

U. B. Savage Jr.
Publiunion Itafiana, Via A. Volta 11, Milano, Italy, Dr. Bruno Arcangeli.
Shimizu Advertising Co., 43 Higashinatsushita-Cho, Kanda Chiyodauko, Tokyo,

Japan, Klmlaki Shihilzu.
Ab Svenska Telegramnbyran, Norra Hamngataih 40, Gothenburg, Sweden, Bertil

Waborg.
J. Walter Thompson Co. Ltd., 40 Berkeley Square, London W 1, England, Ber-

nard Wratten, Merchandise Department Manager.

[Attachment B]

POINT-0F-'UROHASE ADVERTISING INSTITUTE, INc., NEW YORK, N.Y., OFFICERS AND
DIRECTORS, 1961-1962

Revised: January 17, 1962

OFFICERS

Chairman of the Board: Richard H. Dickson, Jr., Indiana Wire & Specialty Co.,
Inc.

President: Harry Fenster, I. Fenster & Sons, Inc.
Treasurer: Carl Bergmann, Palmer Associates.
Executive Director: William W. Mee, POPAI Headquarters.

DIRECTORS
Term of office

expires at annual
meeting in-

Richard H. Dickson, Jr., Indiana Wire & Specialty Co., Inc. (Indianapolis) 1962
Ray Dubrowin, The United States Printing & Lithograph Co ---------- 1962
Arthur 0. Elsberg, Industrial Lithographic Co ---------------------- 1962
Harold Epstein, Display Finishing Co., Inc ----------------------- 1962
Robert Kayton, Robert Kayton Associates, Inc ----------------------- 1962
Harry G. Mazur, Display Corporation of America (Philadelphia) ----- 1962
John D. O'Hara, Plasti-Line, Inc. (Knoxville) ------------------- 1962
A. A. Steiger, Tel-A-Sign, Inc. (Chicago) ------------------------ 1962
Howard Stumpf, Hinde & Datuch Div., West Virginia Pulp & Paper Co.

(Sandusky) -----------.------------------------------------------ 1962
Morton Ullmann, Morton Ulimann Corp ------------------------------ 1962
Jerry Zalkind, Kleen-Stik Products, Inc. (Chicago) ---------------- 1962
Cal Bergmann, Palmer Associates ---------------------------- 1963
William D. Caddell, Thomas A. Schutz Co., Inc. (Morton Grove) ------ 1963
Leo J. Fidler, Timely Service, Inc ----------------------------- 1963
Paul Godell, Gugler Lithographic Co. (Chicago) ------------------ 163
Samuel Krebs, Copeland Displays, Inc .. ------------------- 1963
Louis C. Krueger, Advertising Metal Display Co., (Chicago) ---------- 1963

*Robert R. Snediker, Chicago Show Printing Co ------------------------ 1963
*David W. Welday, The Ohio Thermometer Co., (Springfield) ---------- 1963
Marion D. Cloud, Schmidt Lithograph Co., (Chicago) ---------------- 1963
Sheldon M. Wengel, The Hankscraft Co. (Reedsburg, Wis.) ----------- 1963
Harry Fenster, I. Fenster & Sons, Inc -------------------------------- 1964
William M. Jason, Bemiss-Jason Corp, (Palo Alto, Calif.) :, 1964
William I. King, The Reytrim Manufacturing Co., Inc. (Royersford,
Pa ----------------------------------------------- 1964

N. J. Leigh, Einson-Freeman Co., Inc -------------------------------- 1964
-Ben J. Seger, Majestic Creations, Inc --------------------------------- 1064
0. HL Stark, Snyder & Black & Schlegel, Inc ------------------------- 1964
0. Morley Tanney, Goodren Products Corp. (Englewood, N.J.) ....--- 1964
Chester L. Thomson, Thomson-Leeds Co., Inc --------------------- 1964
Richard E. Vogt, Kirby-Cogeshall-Steinau Co., Inc. (Milwaukee)= 1964
David H. Wells, Wells-Badger Corp., (Milwaukee) --. .- 1964,

New board appointments.
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(Attachment C will be found In the committee files.)
The CHAnmAN. The next witness is Mr. J. B. Wold, of the Fly

Ash Arrestor Corp.
Mr. Wold, will you take a seat, sir,,and proceed?

STATEMENT OF JAMES B. WOLD, EXECUTIVE VICE PRESIDENT,
THE FLY ASH ARRESTOR CORP., BIRMINGIHAM, ALA.

.Mr. WoLD. Mr. Chairman and members of the committee, my name
is James B. W61d. I am executive vice president of the Fly Ash
Arrestor Corp. of Birnminglhm, Ala. I appreciate the opportunity to
appear before you.

For some time, there has been a continuing barrage of statements
out of Washington, and from other sources, regarding business enter-
tainment and related activities.

Ostensibly, the purpose has been to publicize abuses as regards tax
deductions for the cost of such activities.

At times, however, some of the statements have seemed to go beyond
the tax aspect of the problem, and imply general criticism of the
activities themselves.

Regardless of whether such moralistic implications have been in-
tended, a cloud of misunderstanding seems to have enveloped the
area. I know that there has been some feeling in business circles that
opposition to tax changes in the area is likely to be interpreted as
condoning lavish living on taxfree money.

The objective of good business management is minimization of costs
and maximization of profits. Poor judgment in regard to costs inevi-
tably will mean inadequate results in regard to profits.

Entertainment and related business expenses are costs, and any busi-
ness which purposefully inflates costs in this or any other area would,
place itself at a disadvantage in regard to its competitors.

Instead of tempting abuses by well-mauaged businesses, the area of
entertainment and expense accounts is one in which the management
has even. greater interest in preventing abuses than has the Govern-
ment.

Nevertheless, entertainment, travel and related activities have been
an inlerent part of doing business as long as there has been any such
thing as business.

Such activities have long included the use of clubs as places for
conducting business and makitig contacts, the bestowing of gifts upon
past or potential customers, and entertainment of all sorts and descrip.
tons.

It is well known that these attributes of doitg business are, whether
tax rates are low or high, conducted on a more-lavish scale in foreign
countries and by foreign businessmen than in America and by'Amer-
ican businessmen.

Hence, any arbitrary restrictions imposed on the American buginess-
man in these respects will increase his disadvantage as regards foreign
competitors, especially as the latter step up their efforts to expand
sales in our domestic market.

It is something of an incongruity that, at the same time the adminis-
tration is promoting a program to further reduce tariffs on foreign
goods (and is proposing in connection therewith various aineliorthtive
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devices to compensate for harm done to American indutstiles, com-
munities and workers), it is advaicitig a proposal which will make it
more -difflciilt for American business to attract and hold customers.

Another aspect of entertained nt and expense accounts, which seems
to have received little attention, is that generous expenditures in these
areas may be more inportant to the small, unknown business, than to
the large, established business.

Sales and profits are built only as the products or services offered
become known on the market. To restrict the freedom of decision of
the small businessman in regard to expenditures of any kind which
might contribute to the building of his business would be a poor
service to him aid to the future of our free economy.

In light of these and other considerations, it seems to me that tile
section of H.R. 10650 in regard to entertaiitoent and expense accounts
is misdirected, unfair-and tinnecessary.

On page A28 of the House Ways and Means Committee report on
H.R. 10650, it is stated that this section-
provides generally that certain expenses deductible in full under present law
will be partially or completely disallowed.

The text goes on to state that since the section-
is a disallowance provision exclusively, no expense would become deductible by
reason of its enactment-
and further, if I read the lanhtgage correctly, that the deductibility of
the expenses in question nitist fl st be established tinder existing law,
before tley wonild be disallowed in whole or in part under theproposed
law.

Tile existing law is that which allows the deduction in full of
expenses which are "ordittry and necessary" in the conduct of a
business activity.

Thus, it is evident thfit the purpose of the new provision is to permit
something less than full dedtlction of expenseA which are in fact"ordifthty and'necessary."

The ordinaryy and necessary" rule is the corpoerstblte of tax policy
in its adaptation to preestablislied btsibtess practices.

I submit to you that it would be a serious and far-reaching step to
abridge this rule in legislation. The result would be to substitute
Government decision for management decision as to what is good
business.

In some cases, if the rule is abridged, businessmen would forao
expenditures because the loss of the tax deduction would increase the
expense of the affected activity beyond its economic value.
In other cases, business management would be obliged to incur the

expense regardless of the tax penalty. When this happened, the
affected business wonld be forced to pay taxes on something in excess
of true incOme.

This would transform the "net income" concept of our tax laws into
a grosss receipts" concept. It has often been held th't a "gross
receipts" tax is a. desirable concept because it permits the use of In"ini-
mum rates to achieve a given revenue yield. It is an unnaitural act
to blend a "gross receipts" concept of tax base with a "net income"
concept of tax rates. Carried very far, there wouldttv bny biisiness
left on which to levy taxes.
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Despite the statements in the House cbOtiffiftee report, I realize
that some may say that the provisions in question would rot ftinda-
mentally alter the "ordinary and necessary" rule, but woilld simply
make certain that the rule is not abused as regards entertainment
and related expenses.

If the only problem is that of abuse, however, it would seem to me
that no change in law is needed-only adequate and efficient admin-
istration of existing law.

Stated differently, under existing law the Commissioner of Internal
Revenue has the authority to disallow claimed expenses which do
not accord with the "ordinary and necessary" rule, or which are in
excess of what would be reasonable under this rule to the extent of
such excess.

It is true that some efforts of the Commissioner to disallow expenses
in these respects have been thwarted, or abridged, by court decisions.

Knowing the zeal of the tax collector, however, it would be my belief
that this is a healthy process.

I do not know of any case in which a court has held that its decision
in this area was based on inadequate law.

In a contrary vent, the distinguished liberal jurist, Justice Car-
dozo in Welch v. Relveiing, commented:

One struggles in vain for any verbal formntla that will supply a ready touch-
stone. The standard set up by the statute is not a rule of law; it is rather a
way of life. Life in all its fullbess must supply the answer to the riddle (290
U.S. 111-1938).

I would take this as a warning by Justice Cardozo that any attempt
to enmesh business judgment In a more specific statutory formtfla
would inevitably have harsh atid unexpected results.

I do not mean to suggest that there is no problem of "abuse" as
regards entertainment and related expenses. No doubt some people
attempt to use entertainment and expense accounts as a means for
drawing down tax-free income.

It would seem to me, however, quite Inconsistent with our tradi-
tions of jurisprudence to penalize or harass the law-abiding business
or businessman in order to get at those who commit the abuses.

From this frame of reference, it seems to me that the proposed pro-
visions would constitute statutory " abuse of normal bUsiness rights,
and thit this would be compjounded by "regt ttory" abuse.

I suppose no one would disagree that the Commissioner of the
Revenue Service is not infallible, that he can be wrong, and that lie
has been wrong in many of the cases which have gone to the courts.

From a legal Standpoint, the fact that he' is or has been wrong
(within the meaning and intent of existing law) enables the taxpayer
to avoid unjust payment of tax.

However, when statute law is substitUted for business judgment
and such statute law provides specific authority for the development o
regulatory or admiistrative law, as would be the case if the provisions
in question were enacted, the taxpayer's opportunity for protection
in the courts would be correspondingly lifilited.

No matter how sympitthetic a court might.be for the plight of a
taxpayer caught i the mesh of such restrictive statutory language,
or r l language specifically impleMentiig the statute, its hands
woutldlbe tied if the Commissioner's decision were foiftd to be con-
sistent with the legislative inteilt.
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Any legislative abridgement of the "ordinary and necessary" rule
would have the result ofdepriving the taxpayer of his "day in coui't."

The House Ways.and Means Committee's report provides an esti-
mate of revenue gain of $125 million annually from enactment of
these provisions. It would be interesting to know how much of this
total is estimated on the basis of preventing abuses which otherwise
would happen under existing law, and how much would result from
restriction of business judgment as to what expenses are ordinary and
necessary.

It seems generally agreed that, by more vigorous enforcement., the
Commissioner of the Revenue Service could pick up most of the reve-
nue involved in the first category.

It would be my opinion, my very strong opinion that the Govern-
ment has no claim to and should not be seeking any of the revenue
involved in the second category.

Going beyond the section on entertainment and expense accounts,
and looking at H.R. 10650 as a whole, it seems questionable to me
whether this legislation as drafted would make any important con-
tributions to tax equit, and obvious that it would not relieve any
significant amount of the tax restraint on economic progress.

Instead, it seems to me that this legislation is more oriented to the
creation of new inequities, and that its promotion as serving the
purposes of economic growth tends to sidetrack the real problem inso-
far as the public affd the Congress is concerned.

The rea problem of Federal taxation is the excessive burden placed
on capital accumulation and use. This burden comes from uneco-
nonic tax rates and methods which serve to restrict new capital
accuimlul.tions on one hand, and to convert a great deal of accumtfl-ated
capital into current Government spending on the other.

Such policies in the past have been advocated and defended on the
basis that they permit a lesser tax burden dn citizens in average and
lower income circumstances.

Such thinking overlooks the fact that the value of all current in-
comes is derived from capital invested in the past, and that incomes
will increase in the future only as a result of the accumulation and
use of new capital.

Capital that is accumulated is always put to work. Hence, the
more that is accumtulated, the greater will be the increase in the real
income of all citizens in the years ahead.

It is extremely shortsighted, and a disservice to citizens whose in-
comes are on the low side, to pretend to favor them taxwise by taxing
away so much of the capital which, if left in the free economy, would
brighten their economic futures.

MIy company has long supported the Herlong-Baker legislation,
which would reform the tax rates and methods which provide the
greatest impediment to capital formation. .

Unfortunately, the House Ways and Means Committee has not re-
ported out this legislation for consideration of the entire Congress.

In view of the stress which the administration has placed on the con-
nection between tax policy and economic growth, in promoting H.R.
10650, I should think that this committee would not hesitate to con-
sider the national interest in amending H.R. 10650 by substituting. the
Herlong-Baker legislati&t for most if not all of the provisions thereof.
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One of the values to be served by fundamental reform of tax rates
and methods would be that of eliminating the temptation for tax
evasion.

To the extent that abuses in the entertainment and expense account
area are due to the high rates, enactment of the Herlong-Baker legis-
lation would solve this problem at its source.

I realize that a return to prudence and discipline in regard to Fed-
eral expenditures would be necessary if the Herlong-Baker legislation
were to be frilly effectuated.

It is my belief that enactment of this legislation would help create
the conditions necessary to its effectuation.

As the economy responded to more moderate tax rates, an important
result would be to enlarge the base for Federal taxes. Over the long
run, this would be the best insurance that all legitimate demands on
the Federal Treasury could be met without recurring budget crises,
repetitive doses of red-ink financing, and steady increases in the public
debt.

In brief summary, therefore, the Herlong-Baker legislation wold
restore vitality to the private economy, and fiscal integrity to the
Federal Government. It would be worth a lot of sacrifice in current
spending to achieve these results.

Thankyou.
The CHAIRVAX. Mr. Ilold, thank you for your very able statement,

Sir.

AWe will return to the regular schedule.
The next witness will be Clarence L. Turner, president of the Penn-

sylvania State Chamber of Commerce.
Is Mr. Turner in the room?
The next witness will be Arthur B. Sinkler, of the Hamilton Watch

Co.
Take a seat, Mr. Sinkler.
1r. SxiKIum. Thank you, sir.
The CHAIRMAN. You may proceed.

STATEMENT OF ARTHUR B. SINKLER, PRESIDENT OF HAMILTON
WATCH CO., LANCASTER, PA.

Mr. SINKLEB. 'r. Chairman, my name is Arthur B. Sinkler and I
am president of Hamilton Watch Co., of Lancaster, Pa. I am ap-
pearing on behalf of my own company, Elgin National Watch Co..
Bulova Watch Co., and the American Watch Association. This in-
clhdes all jeweled-lever watch companies-domestic manufacturers
aiid importers alike.

We ask your earnest consideration of a problem which has arisen
concerning the tax treatment of presentation awards made to em-
ployees for length of service or for safety achievement.

I am sure every member of this committee knows th at it has long
been a custom of American corporations to honor employees who have
given many years of service, and to present them with some keepsake,
usually inscribed, as a token of appreciation. This ceremony has
become e truly a tradition ii American business.
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A recent survey made by McGraw-Hill Research of New York indi-
cated that 84 percent of the large manufacturing corporations in tlis
cotltry have award programs for long-term service, usually 25 years.
Often the awards are presented upon retirement.

Another survey conducted by Benson & Benson of Princeton, N.J.,
showed that such presentations are favored by three of every four office
and factory employees. They are an important human relations fac-
tor in industry and add something personal and intangible to the
Amerioan worker's job.

In this traditional ceremony, the traditiobl] present is a fine watch.
One of the surveys mentioned shows that over half of the corporations
which give length-of-service awards include watches.

The sale of watches to employer corporations has become a very
substantial )a.rt of the total sale of watches by watch companies whose.
brand names are associated with quality. In the case of some comn-
panies these sales are about 25 percent of total watch sales.

In the interest of the health and safety of industrial employees, it
hns also become customary to recognize outstanding records of safety.
These programs save many lives and prevent many crippling accidents.
About 30 percent of the large American corporations give such awards.

From these facts the committee can see that discontinuance of this
custom would be at once a loss of a valuable human factor in American
industry and a. very serious financial blow to many jeweled watch
companies.

But the practice will be discontinued if the employee is taxed on the
value of the award as compensation, or if the companies are denied a
deduction of the cost as a business expense.

It would certainly be incongruous for the employer to make a gift
to an employee and then witl516ld from his pay check an amotlit re-
quired to pay Federal income tax on its value. Very little good will
would result.

In the past, employers have deducted the cost of such awards, where
reasonable, as an ordinary business expense; and the employee, in
turn, has not had to report the award as income, treating it instead.
in the sp-iit with whioh it was given, as a. gift received in recognition
of long and valued service.

Such awards, where reasonable, were not subject to withholding
taxes, since they fell within the clear intent of the exception provided
in regulation section 31.3401 (a)-i (b) (10) for privileges of-
relntively small value and * * * furnished by the employer merely as a moans
of prontnflng the hetfbh, good will, cofitontmelit, or efficiency of his employees.

We wrote to the Committee on Ways and Means and requested that
such awards be excepted from the $25 antiual limitation placed upon
dedication of gifts to an employee.

The committee's report recognized the problem and made it clear
that the $25 litt would not apply. However, in so doing the com-
mittee apparently has taken tieposition that sublnh awards are not gifts,
raising the question rof their status as compensation taxable to the
employee.

The report said (pp. 19-20):
The only purpmse of this seetift s to di.0illow di0itIohns in eertaln ea.ses and

therefo this bill does not affect the esqtIon of the Ineli1fbiity or e.chd-
ability of an item in ineofne of any ilividmal. Tle rules presently aplilloible
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under present law will continue to govern In this respect. Thus, for example,
while pins or watches presented to all employee upon his retirement will not be
regarded as gifts under this provision, this bill will have no effect in determining
whether the re, plent of the pin or watch will be taxed on their value.

We earnestly submit that it is desirable for industry and workers
in general and for the watch industry in particular that the bill should
clarify the tax status of the recipient of length of service and safety
awards.

The worth and essential character of employee relations were,.of
course, recognized in the House bill, and some provisions were in-
serted to insure that the proposed legislation with respect to the dis-
allowance of certain entertainment expenses 'did not unnecessarily in-
hibit valid enmployee relations programs.

Thus, proposed section 274(d) (5) provides that entertainment or
recreation expenses will not be disallowed under proposed section
274(a) where such expenses are incurred primarily for the benefit of
employees (other than officerbr shareholder employees).

The report of the House Ways and Means Committee states, at page
25, that--
this category Is intended to pertain to the usual employee fringe benefit pro-
grams, such as expenses of operating a company swiiniing pool or baseball
diamond, as well as the expenses of the annual company picnic or Christmas
office party.

The House bill recognizes that the operation of such employee rela-
tions programs is desirable and that expenses related to their mainte-
nance are properly deductible by employers.

To insure that such expenses continue to be allowed as deductions,
the bill provides by express exceptions that they are not to be con-
sidered as nondedUotible entertainment expenses under proposed sec-
tion 274 (a).

We believe that reasonable and bona fide awards for length of
service or for safety achievement should be treated as gifts and that
an exception similar to that for other fringe benefits should be
provided.

Certainly the custom of awarding some gratttity to deserving em-
ployees is as much a part of bona fide employee relations as is the
operation of a company swimming pool, the maintenance of a base-
ball diamond, or the conduct of office parties in holiday seasons.

Since the awards have not been taxed in the past them can be no
revenue loss. If the amendment is restricted to length of service and
safety awards nd limited to $125 it cannot be abused.

It seems clear to us that the Treasury Department should have
no objection, since the custom we ask the committee to preserve is
a. desirable ohe and not of a character which this bill is or should be
designed to elininate.

T ian k you very much.
The CnAIRMAN. Thank you very much, Mr. Sinkler, for a very

clear statement.
Any questions?
Senator HARrtXn. Mr. Chairman, I just have a comment to make.
It is not really a qlUestion but in regard to the sirfilar matter of

gratuities and incentives, I had a disturbilig letter from one of my
constittitents writing abot the social security law wh6k provided at
the time for a $1,200 limitation before the change was made.
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He was earring $1,100 tiider his contract, $1,110 and he said Christ-
mas time they gave him a $100 Christmas gift which threw him
over the $1,900 and caused him as a result of his gratuity to forfeit
his entire month's social security payment but with the net result
that the $100 Christmas donation was taxed to the extent of $93
making a net gain for him of $7, because he received a $100 Christmas
gift.

I wonder if these things don't present problems in this nature when
we try to make a distinction as to gratuities anid making a distinction
as to items of worth or value 0ractual imoney.

I'hveno other comments.
The CHAIRMAN. Thank you.
Senator KZRR. I would like to make an observation, Mr. Chairman.
The CHAnMAN. Senator Kerr.
Senator KnRR. I happen to belong to one of the business organiza-

tions the witness has been talking about and one of its customs is
that it has a 25-year club.

I guess there are 200 people in it each one of whom has received as
an award on becoming a member of the 25-year club a Hamilton watch.

In fact I received one myself. I must say that I think the state-
ment of te witness to the effect that such a custom in an organization
is beneficial to the morale and productivity of the employees and I
think that the position of the witness is pretty well taken.

I must say that I didn't know that that part of your business was
as significant as you have idicated it is.

Mr. SINKLER. Very much so, sir.
Senator KERR. You have done quite a job in developing it, and I

think you should be commended for it.
The CHATRMAvN. Thank you very much, Mr. Sinkler.
The next witness is Mr. Thomas Power, National Restaurant

Association.
Take a seat, sir.

STATEMM OF THOMAS W. POWER, WASHINGTON COUNSEL,
NATIONAL RESTAURANT ASSOCIATION

Mr. PowER. Mr., Chairman, my name is Thomas Power. I am
Washington counsel for the National Restaurant Association. I have
filed a rather lengthy statement with the committee but I would prefer
to comment on ittriefly rather than read it-in its entirety.

The CHAIRMAN. Your prepared statement will appear following
your testimony.

Mr. PoweR. Our association represents approximately 100,000 res-
taurants inthe United Sttttes.

Senator KERR. How thanyf ?
Mr. PowER. Arouftd 100,000, Senator Ken', through direct member-

ship in the association aid through 185 State anilocal associations
suh as the Oklahoma association which is affiliated with us.

Our principal concern with the tax bill is on the expense account
sdctibn but we would "like to commeiit briefly on the tax credit feature
6f the bill.

As a service industry we feel that tax credits militate a inst o, r
interest. We cannot Understand why a tax subsidy shtfld be "given
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to industry using machines at the expense of industries using man-
power at a time when unemployment is our country's, prncipal
problem. .,, i1,;

There seems to us to be many ways to stimulate gross national piod-
uct that is the productivity of our country, such as by stimulating
investment in promotion, research, in accounts receivable, in inventory,
and innumerable other ways.

Tax credits in our opinion would be the most likely to aggravate
the unemployment problem. They will lead to tremendous job losses
in the restaurant industry.

I think this effect will result because of the fact that we in our
industry will substitute vended restaurant meals sold through coin-
operated machines for served restaurant meals. This is a classic ex-
ample of the overall economic effect of the tax credit proposal, because
it really amounts to the substitution of the sale of a good for the sale
of a service.

The tax credit approach we can ,understand for the purpose of in-
creasing efficiency to better meet international competition, but we
cannot understand the approach when unemployment is our country's
principal problem.

Our principal concern, however, as I indicated earlier, is the expense
account section of the tax bill and the administration's proposal to
disallow goodwill and entertainment.

Our studies would indicate the expense account market involves ap-
proximately $2 billion annually in food and beverage entertainment
in the United States.

Of this $2 billion market, we would estimate there is approximately
$I billion in wages and tips involved. Our studies are derived from
a survey made by the General Foods Co., as to the amount of money
being spent on food and beverages in restaurants, night clubs, et cetera,
as business expense.
Senator SMATMERS. May I ask a question right there? I am not

clear.
Mr. PowiRr. Yes.
Senator SMATHERS. That $2 billion expended for food and'beverage

a year-
Mr. PowEr. Food and beverage, entertainment, business entertain-

ment a year; yes, sir.
Senator SMATHFJIS (continuing). That is not the total?
Mr. Powmr. That is not travel, that is not gifts, but-
Senator Krn. That is not the total of the restaurant business; that

is the total of the part of it that is business.
Senator SMATHEns. That is what I want to find out.
Is this the total of the part of the business that you say is credited

to entertainment ?
Mr. Powxn. That is right, food and beverage business entertain-

ment-that would be $2 bllion of a total $16 billion industry.
Senator SMATHPrs. So the $16 billion-
Mr. Powim. Wouldbe the total public restaurant industry.
Senator'SMATHERS. And this $2-billon-
Mr. PowE. Is presently deductible by businessmen as entertainment

or meals while on business travel status.
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In that $2 billion figure we would estimate there is approximately
$1 billion in wages ahd tips and that would involve approximately
40O 700jobs.

We are not opposed to legislation designed to eliminate abuses in
the expense account area. We recognize their validity but we think
that any restrictions on expense accounts should recognize the legiti-
mate needs of businessmen.

Senator SMATHERS. May I ask another question, Mr. Chairman?
The CHAIRMAN. Yes.
Senator SMATHFERS. The other day I heard somebody say-that was

suggested by a question asked-if you elminted the deductibility for
entertainment so far as restaurants were concerned, the restaurants
would then have a cheaper meal, and because the meal would be less
expensive undoubtedly more people would eat it, and thereby they
would make up in greater volume of business that which they would
lose by virtue of entertainment.

Do you think that is a very valid argument?
Mr. POWER. No, I don't, Senator. I think it is a very invalid

argument. Loss of the business market would not result in reduced
cost or in cheaper meals. The only way to cut prices would be to
cut laborcost. Let me give you a practical example.

Sardi's RestaUrant in New York: He has two restaurants, one caters
to the business clientele, one caters to the general pUtblic. In the
restaurant that caters to the business clientele the price is higher
because of the service oiven and the time that the customerr spends in
the restaurant. His labor cost in that restaurant is exactly twice what
it is in the other restaurant.

The only way he could adjust to the elimination of the business
market, which is 121/2 percent of the total industry market, would be
to cut in half labor costs in his second restaurant, and reduce prices,
I don't think he would ever pick up this volume at reduced prices
but to the extent he was successful, the total effect would be a drop
in wages equal to the dropin prices.

Now, most restaurant operators coinplain that they cannot decrease
their prices without decreasing labor and most operators claim they
cannot cut labor. They need the manpower they presently have unless
they go into some operation like vending.

Senator SHATHERS. Do you also speak for the RestaUrant W workers
Union?

Mr. PowER. No' we do not speak for them-directly.
However, the Hiotel & Restaurant Workers Union did join with us

in a statement to the House Ways and Means Committee and in a
letter to Congressman Mills, chaiflt atn of 'the House Ways and Means
Committee, and took a position in opposition to the proposed elimina-
tion of entertainmefit expenses, as did the Musicians Union and five
other internationals with memberships in excess of 3 million workers.

So, organized labor is very definitely divided on this particular
issue, particularly those areas of orghaiized labor that ivould be di-
rectly affected through job loss.

I believe that Herman Kenin, president of the American Federation
of Musicians appeared before this committee.

Turning to t] e specific sections of H.R. 10660, I direct your atten-
tion to the proposal to eliminAte the Cohati rule, and to require the
substantiation of business entertinig atid travelexpenses.
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This section we do not believe will result in a loss of sales in the
restaurant industry. It will impose a burden on our industry as far
as records are concerned. We will be constantly deluged by requests
by business customers for receipts.

Nevertheless, we think it is a reasonable requirement of business-
men, and we lave no partieitlar objection to it.

There does seem to be one technical aspect regarding the elimination
of the Cohan rule that seems to have been overlooked by the House
Ways and Means Committee, and that is the application of doubledis-
allowance in the event that the substantiation by records provision is
not met.

For example, if I were on an expense account and I failed to keep
records or to meet the requirements of the new proposal, even though
they be ordinary and necessary expenses, and even though my em-
ployer has no control over the records that I keep, the expenses not
meeting that substantiation section would be disallowed. To me these
unsubstantiated expenses would be treated as income. To my em-
ployer they would be treated as nondeductible and subject to corpora-
tion tax, rather than as deductible wages.

Now, the House did make an exception for reimbursed expenses as
fat' as the entertainment provision is concerned.

In other words, if I entertained and the expense was disallowed to
the corporation it would not be disallowed to me. It would not be
treated as my personal income. In section 274(c) the burden and the
responsibility should be on the person who is doing the spending to
keep the records. It does not seem fair to disallow the expense to the
employer who does not have it within his capacity to see to it that the
records are kept.

What we would suggest is that if the expenses are ordinary and
necessary, but records are iisufficient., the expenses should be treated
as wages to the employee for which he is taxable and the employer is
not taxable.

.Maybe another specific example will illustrate the point: Under ex-
isting law many lawyers have a cofttract with a client for a fee plus
expenses.

Under H.R. 10650 the lawyers entertainment expenses could be
disallowed to his client for failure of meeting the recordkeeping pro-
vision yet the lawyer could sue his client for the recovery of the
expenses because they were ordinayt and necessary.

We would recommend specific language on this poifit which is
contained in my statement:

Section 274(c) shall tnot apply to expenses, paid or Incurred by the taxpayer
in connection with the performance for him of services by another person,
whether or not such other person is his employee under a; reimbursement or
expense allowance arrangement with such other person.

The CHAIRJIAN. What pages are you on now?
Mr. PoWElR. I am referring to the second page on the 6th line

from the bottom, the last paragraph qtting-
we would recommend that section 274(c) shall not apply to expenses paid-or
incurred by the taxpayer in connection With the performance for him of services
by another person (whether or not such other person is his employee) under
a reimbursement or expense allowance arrangement with such other person.
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All this would do is to keep the present law in effect. If the ex-
penses were ordinary and necessary, and then the rule of double dis-
allowance would not apply. The burden of the recordkeepig would
be on the employee or the person indt~irIng the expense rather than
the corporation which, it seems to me, should not have that additional
liability.

Another section of the bill provides that there shall be a reasonable
allowance for meals and lodging while on business travel status.

This is a change from existing law which provides for the deduc-
tibility of an entire amount for meals and lodging while on business
travel status.

This to us also seems a reasonable approach.
Senator Kvnx. This what?
Mr. POWER. Seems a reasonable approach to take with respect to

travel expenses.
However, we thing that the law or the legislative history and the

House committee report merely states that this is a statement of ex-
isting law, it does not say anything to the meaning of the word "rea-
sonalbdle"

Senator KERR. You think that the approach that the allowance
should be deductible if it is reasonable is a reasonable approach ?

Mr. POWER. Yes, we do, Senator. However-
Senator KpaR. Pardon me, Mr. Chairman, I don't like to inter-

rupt unjtil he gets through. I have been trying to get an anthology
of views of my close acquitintances consisting of'an individual defini-
tion and dissertation by each on his interpretation of the Word"reasonable."

I must say that the differences between their definitions seem to
me to be rather unreason Able.

Mr. POWER. I think it is a rather clear cut-
Senator CERR. Do you know of any other provisions in the law

anywhere that says a reasonable amount should be allowed.
•fr. POWER. Yes. It already exists in section 162 of the code that

is being contemplated to amend with respect to salaries of corporate
officers.

Senator KERR. What does it say?
Mr. POWER. It says that there shall be an allowance for all ordinary

and necessary expenses including a reasonable amount for compen-
sation for officers of the corporation.

Senator KERR. What section is that?
Mr. POWER. The same, section 162 of the code with respect to

the salaries of officers of corporations. It seems that Internal
Revefitte-

Senator KERR. I wotld think that your organization would be the
last one that would want a provision in the aw that would be ifde-
finite ad the effect of which woutldlbe subject to the changing concept
of personnel in the Treasury or Internal Revenue Service of
"reasonablenless." '

Mr. POWER. Reasonableness as a judi.ial concept in American juris-
prudence has existed for a very long time. It very definitely exists
in the field of torts. It exists under the present law with respect to
the salaries of corporate officers.
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Frankly, we are not in favor of any law which, woild perpetuate
expenses or enhance expense account abuse. What We do oppose is
the arbitrary disallowance of legitimate and reasonable business
expenses.

It does not seem to us that there can possibly be any definite law
with respect to what is reasonable while on business travel status.
There are too many variables.

Senator KERR. If the Congress doesn't have enough sense to define
the term, I would say I don't react, as you haven't been very com-
plimentary, to think anonymous personnel in the Internal fRevenue
Department would have.

Mr. POWER. Well, I don't think that it would ultimately depend
on anonymous personnel in the Department of Internal Revenue.
I think it would ultimately depend upon the courts and ultimately
would

Senator KfR. You know that the only way the language could be
implemented would be by regulation, dont, you?

Mr. POWER. Yes but the regulations themselves wotld have to
remain somewhat indefinite. We would suggest that not only-

Senator KERR. You think that is reasonable for them to be
indefinite?

Mr. PowER. Yes, we do. Not only that it would be reasonable
but that is the only way it could be reasonable because there are too
many variables.

Senator Km. Is to be indefinite?
Mr. PowEn. To be indefinite. By that, I mean the standard is a

workable one but-
Senator K.R. Well it couldn't be workable according to your testi-

mony unless it were indefinite.
Mr. Powim. That is correct.
Senator KEmR. How could-it be workableunless it is definite?
Mr. PowER. Well, because you are, dealing with an objective stand-

ard, Senator. I mean you are dealing with a staidhrd of reasonable-
ness-

Senator KmuR. It seems to me you are trying to deal with that as
an unobjective standard. Anything to be objective has to have some
element of definiteness in it, doesn't it?

Mr. PowER. No, I don't thfnk it has to have-well, an element, it
could have an element of definiteness-but, no, I don't agree with that,Senator, that it has to have an element of definitene to it. Ithfink

that the element of definiteness comes when it is applied to a particu-
lar circumstance.

Senator KERR. But if it is indefinite how could you apply it to.
anythingI

Mr. PoWEP. Well, a man must act in a reasonable and prudentmanner.
Would you try to establish a definiteness as to what constitutes a

reasonable and prudent mariner uldr all conceivable circumstances?
Senator Kenn. It would depend on whether I was dealin.i with

something with reference to wlibh an IAividuil has his own riglht of
decision.

Mr. PoWE. Yes, but-
82190-42--pt. 8-20
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Senator KERn. Or whether I was dealing with something with ref-
erence to which the Government is dealing with me.

Mr. Powxn. Well, our whole judicial concept works on the theory
that what 12 men sitting in truth decide is reasonable is in fact
reasonable.

Senator KERR. Well now, did you know that the concept of the 12
men is not with reference to the judicial aspect of our judiciary? I
practiced law for a number of years, and I was always under the fn-
pression that the function of the 12 men was to determine the facts.

Mr. POWER. Well, that is why I say
Senator IKERR. I didn't know that they had judicial responsibilities.
Mr. POWER. Well, they have the responsibility of determining the

facts and one of the facts is whether a given act is or is not reasonable.
Senator KpmR. Oh, no, oh, no, not at all.
Aie you a lawyer?
Mr. POWER. Yes, I am, Senator.
Senator KERR. You must be a. Harvard lawyer. [Laugiter.]
Mr. POWER. I am a Georgetown lawyer.
Senator KERn. We sure didn't have that kind of law in Oklahoma.

A jury in Oklahoma is asked to decide the question of fact and then to
ap)ly the law as given to them by the court. with reference

Mr. POWER. In a negligence case whose function would it be-
Senator KERR. Sir?
Mr. POWER. In a negligence case whose function would it be to

determine whether a given defendant acted in a. reasonable and
prudent manner?

Senator KJCRR. Well, the jury has to decide but they do it. on the
basis of the court's instruction of what is reasonable and prudent.

Mr. POWER. Oh, no, I don't agree with you there. I think the
court would instruct the jury that the jury should find, for example,
for the defendant if it finds that the defendant acted in a reasonable
and prudent manner, and it would be up to the jury to apply that
standard to a given set of facts.

Senator KEnR. What standard?
Mr. Pown. Reasonable and prudent which apparently is regarded

by the courts as an objective standard and a workable one.
Senator KEPR. Well I guess they have changed the law since I

practiced because in those days there were judicial interpretations
where the law did not provide them with what is reasonable and
prudent, and juries in all the cases that I knew about in those days
when, I was attempting to make a living as a trial lawyer, were
advised by the court of what "reasonable and prudent" meanit-

Mr. POWER. As applied to a given-case. -
Senator KiRm (contintilng). And then directed that if they founfd

the defendant had acted in a reasonable and, prudent maner as de-
fined by the cOurt then their flndiig would be 4uh anid such.

Mr. 1owpm. Well we have a very deflito disagreemt as to the
function of a 3ury.

Senator K in. And it might not even be a reasonable one.
[Laughter.]

Mr. POWER. I will say this, Senator; there was a decision recently
mad, by the coirt witl respect to the reasonablfiess of a salary of
a corporate ofioial applied to a given instdnhe under section 162 of
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the code, which is the section we are presently discussing, and the
court held-

Senator Kp.R. I have a telephone call I must take. I want to
resume this with you when I come back. You go ahead.

Mr. Powva. All right.
At an rate we think the standard is a workable one, Mr. Chairman.
The OHARMMAN. What page are you on now?
Mr. Power . Well, I really wasn t reading it, but I was approaching

the middle of page 8 where it says, "Add two" at the top.
With respect to the requirement that facilities, entertainment

facilities, be used primarily for business purposes, this, too, we think
is a, reasonable approach, and that this would eliminate a substanitial
amount of the abuse.

This provision will do much to cure the flagrant abuses widely
reported by IRS with respect to yachts, hunting lodges, fishing clubs,
et cetera.

These three changes; that is, the elimination of the Cohan rule,
the requirement that travel be reasonable or the allowance for mieals
and lodging be reasonable while on business travel status, and the
requirement that entertainment facilities be primarily used for busi-
ness in order for there to be any deductibility, in our opinion, are
sufficient when coupled with increased enforcement and the automatic
data-processing system presently being introduced by IRS.

There has been no evidence of signiflcalnt abuse in the expense
account area since the IRS new enforcement procedure (TIR No.
221) went Into effect. As a matter of fact, sales in our industry would
indicate that the businessmen have substantially curtailed their ex-
pense account spending since that time.

Despite our conviction that restriction on entertainment expense,
in addition to the three foregoing restrictions is unwarranted and
will produce economic harm, we'do not seriously object to the language
presently contained in the House bill in section 274 (a), which provides
that entertainment expenses must be directly related to the active con-
dtct of the taxpayer's trade or business.

It appears to us this language merely required the establishment
of a greater degree of proximate relationship between the entertain-
inent expenditure and the taxpayer's trade or business than is re-
quired under present law.

It did not appear to be much of a substantive change from existing
law.

The Treasury Department revised its estimates downward as to the
amount of revenue it anticipated from the new restriction. Even legis-
lative history appearing during the floor debate in the House would
indicate thht the prolpsed section was a reasonable approach.

The committee report, however, creates a tremendous amount of
confusion as to the meaning of code sections 274'(a), subparagraph (A).

We would certAinly agree with the Statemfit made by Secretary
Dillon last week to this comMittee ,tothe effect that this section will
engender endless litigation. We thffik that it is confusing, and liti-
gatish will result not from, the language of the bill itself, as adopted
bthe Ways andMeans O6flMltte anitfhe H14uie of R present itives
but becatuise of the c6mnittee report whidh mpftifled or coimhbited
on this section of the bill.
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1' The committee report would indicate that proposed section 274 (a),
subparagraph (A), was identical to the recommendation 6f the admin-istration.

Tax guides such as Prentice-Hall and Research Institute of America
since tie introduction of the committee report would indicate thftt
these experts also regard the section as confusing and as virtually
dent clto the adminfitration recommendation.

This is a statement, Mr. Chairman, of the Research Institute of
America which is extensively used by businessmen in the tax field.
It makes this comment--
a strict interpretation of the provision adopted by the House could Jeopardize
all elftertainment expense deductions except for business lunches and siilflAr
meetings.

Initially the administration recommended the elimination of the
deductibility of all entertainment expenses except food and beverage
entertainment which would facilitate business meetings or would be
conducive to business discussion. The committee report of the House
adopts the same approach in interpreting the code section 274(a),
subparagraph (A).

It would appear that the committee report and the administration
proposals are virtually identical. Both in essence disallow goodwill
entertaining.

le wotl'd not seriously object to a reasonable approach wvith respect
to entertainment expenses, biut we regard the administration's pro-
posal and the apparent interpretation of the House-passed measure in
the committee report as somewhat silly.

Senator KERR. As what?
Mr. PowFn. As somewhat silly. The adniinistration's proposal and

the apparent interpretation of the House.
Actually the two-
Senator KERR. I want to tell you you are making lots of progress

before this committee. You just stay with it and you will be one of
the most effetive witnesses tlat has ever been before this committee
so far as I am concerned, adverse to your position.

Mr. PoiWR. The committee report and the administration proposal
attempt to distinguish between entertaining that is conducive to busi-
ness discussion or facilitates busfiess meetings.

Both of them:attempt to disallow the former and allow the latter.
In the first place the distinction is virttlally ,impossible to make be-
cause there is no logical distinction between the two for virtually all
entert6ainiig is designed to create good will and virtually all enter-
ta:ining presents .an Oppirttimity for some business discussion.

Apparently it is assumed that the greatest oCessioh for expense ac-
coult abieis. in, the area of good will eertiipng, and that godd will
entertaining is more apf to be unreasonable than entertaining that
facilitates business discussion.

Yet ther6 is no evidence to support such assumptions.
Much good will entertaining presents virtualy no oppoiftnity for

expense accoufit abuse. Much good will entertaining is perfectly
reasonable and would be readily recognized as such by any fair-miInded person.
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The amount of such good will entertaining'is far more extensive
than proponents of the elimination of good will entertaining appar-ently .realize.

Business banquets and convention entertaining are typical examples
involving several hundred million dollars 'annually.

We would recommend although we do not feel that legislation in the
entertainment area is essential, that if it is deemed by the committee
essential we would recommend that a prudent man concept be applied
to the allowability or deductibility of business entertainment expenses.

We would recommend this specific language-
entertihMent expenses be disallowed except to the extent that a prudekit man
in a similar trade or business might reasonably be expected to incur them.

This amendment would permit the Government to-question the wis-
dom of an expense using an objective standard in determining whether
or not it is reasonable.

The standard would be whether a prudent man would make the ex-
pense bearing in mind that it must be likely to benefit ffhe business of
the taxpayer. The prudent. man concept is a well-established legafl
concept in American jtirisp'rudence.

The prudent man test is not of course, as' exact or precise a f6i'-
mula as has been recommended by the Treas try Department. Bitt no
reasonable formula can be 're ise because reasonable entertainment
expenses depend on the facts in the idividtal ease.

They are reasonable if a prudent, man could reasonably have niade
such an expense for the ben6flt of a similar trade or business.

Any exact formula by necessity must deny some reasonable ex-
penses along with the denial of unreasonable expenses.

That concludes my statement.
Senator I aplogize to the committee for using the word silly. Per-

haps the word "sifly" was not an appropriate one to make before this
groilp and I apologize to the committee for it.

The CHAIRMAN. What was not appropriate?
Mr. Powmn. Beg pardbn
The CHAITRMAw. What was not appropriate?
Mr. Powin. To make the comment the administration's proposal was

Silly.
senator KuRR. You not only made the comment that the adminis-

trati6n's proposal was silly, you made thestatemfnt that the Ways and
Means Committee action and report was silly.

MIr. Powim. The committee'i report on that provision, I ap6logize
foil that remark as well, Senator.

Senfitor Kgnm. You need not apologize to us because we neither
made the proposal nor wrote the report.

lMr. Powm . Well, you seemed to be Offended by it atid I do think
it was an ill-chosen word.

Seltor Krnt. The remark that I have for the Ways and Means
Cofittee is such that when a matter on which they worked for a year
and longer and then come forth with the action whidh i woitld regard
as something which they thought was the best that they could do-

Mr. Powid. I think they did-a very excellent job.
Senator KMM. To be referred to by a witness as silly indicts the

witness to ffiftfbre th6h it does the committee.,
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Mr. POWER. I didn't mean to apply it either to the committee or to
the administration to the Treasury Department.

What I did mean to say was that the distinction itself was not a
sound one or was not an intelligent one.

The CHAIRMAN. Any further questions?
Senator KERR. Yes. I believe that you to6k the position that the

tax credit was unsound?
Mr. POWER. I don't take the position that the tax credit of itself is

unsound but I think that it is an unsound application at a time when
unemployment is our greatest problem.

I believe that that Tilitates against the interests of the service in-
dustries, or those industries which employ primarily manpower as op-
posed to machines.

I think that there are many ways to stimualte business investment
generally without stimulating machinery alone.

Now, i recognize the wisdom of the tax credit-
Senator KERR. Did you have the impression that the tax credit was

applicable to machinery alone?
Ar. PowFn. Well, no, I recognize the tax credit would apply to any

depreciable equipment or any machinery, any capital investment, no,
I recognize that, Senator. What I had in mind, however, was that
it discriminated against those industries that use manpower, service
industries, as opposed to industries which use machinery or equip-
mnent, industries with a relatively highlabor cost as a percentage of
sales as opposed to industries with a relatively high investment in
capital equipment as a percentage of sales.

Senator KFR. Well, is there any relationship between those em-
ployed in selling a product and the salability of the product?

Mr. PowFn. Yes, I believe there is very definitely, Senator.
Senator KERR. Is it possible that if a company by more efficient

equipment cold produce a product which wottld either be better or
cheaper than it would otherwise be. would it haxle some r1itionship
to the ainount of the product that would be sold?

Mr. POWER. Very definitely. As a matter of fact. I think that is
one of the features that would militate against olr interests. For
example, if the shoe manufaetuiring industry were to introduce more
efficient nialhinery for the production of shoes, they wotild reduce
the cost of produeillg those shoes and ult iMately would have a com-
)etitive advaitage in the sale of the shoes. The public might be
more apt to buy shoes at tJhe expense of restau!ra.nt meals, because in
the competition for the consumer's dollar there is a competition be-
tween all commodities; the consider has a cloie either to buy shoes
or restauralt meals.

Senator XKInR. Either eat or wear a patrth6f shoes?
Mr. PowER. Beg yotUr pardon ?
Senator KFni. You mean-
Mr. Pow~n. No; he can eat at home Mind wear shoes out.
Senator KERR. If he could buy shoes clheaper he might have a little

mre money to spend at the restaurthit, mightn't lie?
MIr. POWR. That is quite true but if yot give-
Senator KEn. If a salesman had a new and less expeigve shoe he

inight-even come to town and take a eustomfir to a. restaurant and fed
hin anid tell hitaboiut thatiiproved shoe, mightn't he?
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Mr. PoWER. Anything is possible, Senator, yes. Ie might do it
without any shoes at al. The point that I am making, however, is
that when you-

Senator KRR. Make that last statement again. He might do what
if he didn't have any shoes?

Mr. POWER. He might do the same whether lie had any new shoes or
not.

Senator KERR. YoU didn't say the new one but that is what you
meant.

Mr. POWER. Well, I meant-
Senator KERR. I thought you said he might do that if he didn't

have any shoes at all.
Mr. POWFVR. He might take-go to a restaurant whether he had his

shoes or not, I suppose.
Senator Km. irell, I guess lie might at that.
Mr. POWER. It is possible.
Senator KERR. He would have a. better physical approach than most

of them have, or he might get discouraged before he got to the
restaurant.

Mr. POWER. But the point I am trying to make is the tax approach
of stimulating investment in machinery I think is good for 'the
country.

Senator KERR. You do think it is good ?
Mr. PowEn. Yes. The thing that I think is wrong about it, Senator,

is that it is a bad time when you have a problem of unemploynent.
Why stimulate the area of capital investment at this time when

the stimulation of capital investment is most apt to militate against
employment?

Senator KEmw. What do you think would be the result of the appli-
cation of the tax credit to the industries that could use it?

Mr. PowiRR. What would-be the result?
Senator KERR. Yes.
Mr. POWER. I think those industries which were capable of using

the tax credit and did use the tax credit would be able to reduce cost,
and to increase efloieny and productivity.

Senator KERR. 'Well now, we have in this country competition for
the consumer dollar, you say?

Mr. POWER. Yes.
Senator KERR. That is a well-recognized fact.
You are aware of the fact that competition is not limited between

domestic producers alone, aren't you?
Mr. POWER. I aim.
Senator KERR. That regardless of how luch domestic producers

coMpete with eali other they also must compete against foreign
product s?

Mr. Pown. In the area of foreign competition, I recognize the
valte of tax credits. I still think that is not oiir principal eco-
lidiie probldin, however, and I tliifik that the tax credit-

Senator KEiim. Wie are col fitted with a sit itatoi where we have
all adverse balance of payments insofar as our gold reserve is coi-
cerned&of whidl I am sure you are aware?

Mr. Pow". Yes.
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Senator KRR. And that is affected to two ways that I will refer
to; it is affected otherwise also, but it is affected by the amount of
)'oducts manufactured abroad that are shi ped into this country and

|xught by American consumers and paid for with American dollars,
t hereby buying abroad; is that correct?

Mr. POWR. Yes.
Senator KERR. It is also affected by the amount of products which

we make heare and export. abroad which are paid for by dollars on
the pa rt of foreign purchases; is that correct?

,\. I)OwFR. Yes.
Senator KERR. Now, do you think in view of the fact that at this

time we have an adverse balance of payments in excess of $2 billion
a yar, at, a time when we already have a greater amount of foreign
claims against our gold than we have gold with which to meet them
if they were presented for redemption, that that is an element in our
overall economic. picture.

Mr. PowEn. Absolutely, Senator.
Senator KEin. Do you think that Congress should find ways and

uteans to improve that situation'?
Mir. POWFR. I do.
Senator KERR. Do you think that the tax credit approach has any

merit in that regard?
Mr. POWER. Ido.
I do not feel however, that that correctly recognizes the principal

economic problem of our country today-unemployment, and I do
think that it would be ill advised to select this means to solve the
problem of international competition when the means is going to
militate against employment.

I do not think-
Senator KERR. How could it militate against employment if the

result was twofold: No. 1, that it resulted in the production of more
articles that would be purchased locally in the domestic market, and,
No. 2, reduce the imports of products from foreign sources.

The buying of products in this market that are produced by foreign
sources doesn't increase local employment, does it?

Mr. PowER. No, it does not.
Senator KRR. But if we could do something which would replace

foreign-produced products made with foreign labor byproducts which
were domestically made with American labor, wouldn't that bene-
ficially affect domestic employment rather than adversely affect it?

Mr. PowER. It would beneficially. It would beneficially affect it by
itself, if we look at that restricted view of the economic effect of it,
yes.

Senator KERR. We are talking abott employment.
Mr. PowEm. Well, I am still saying that artificial stimulation of

capital investment alone is going to militate against the industries
that do not use capital equipment ini the competition for the consumer's
dollar.

The service industries and the sales dollar in the service industries
is greatly in excess of our entire foreign market by three or four times.

Senator KERR. What you are saying is that there might be a better
approach to it?
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Mr. POWER. Yes.
Senator Kzn. Or there should be additional features to a tax bill,

but you recognize that this would have a beneficial effect in that limited
area?

Mr. POWER. Yes, it would have a beneficial effect in that limited
area.

Senator K= R. Let me ask you another question: You referred to
the tax credit as a tax subsidy or as a subsidy?

Mr. PowER. Well--
Senator KRR. Would you make a further observation on that score?
How do you justify that statement?
Mr. POWER. Well, it is a payment by the Federal Government, at.

least it is a reduction in taxes, say-
Senator Kim. Those are two different things, aren't they?
Mr. PowER. I suppose you could work up a technical distinction

between the two, but as a practical matter in dollars and cents-
Senator KR. You think it is only a technical distinction between

a payment by the Government to a taxpayer on the one hand and a
reduction of the amount of taxes owed by the taxpayer on the other?
You think the difference between those two situations is merely
technical?

Mr. PowFm. Well, I think as a practical matter it means that the
taxpayer has more money left at the end.

Senator KERR. Well, it means that he has had a tax reduction,
doesn't it?

Mr. POWER. It means that he has a tax deduction that someone else
did not get.

Senator KERR. If he has a tax deduction in connection with a tax
which he would otherwise owe, isn't that a reduction of his taxes?

Mr. POWER. That is true.
Senator KERR. Do you regard a tax reduction as a subsidy?
Mr. POWER. I would not-my concept of Government would not be

that a tax reduction is a subsidy but I think this, Senator, if a tax re-
duction is given on a selective basis to certain individuals-

Senator KERR. This is not a tax deduction. This is a tax credit.
Mr. POwER. I beg pardon ?
Senator KERR. This provides a, tax credit, it doesn't reduce the

amount of taxable income as such. It justsays-
Mr. PoWF . It reduced the amount of taxes.
Senator KERR. It shall be a tax credit against the liability that the

taxpayer owes of a certain amount.
Mr. POWER. But you asked me if I regarded a tax reduction as a

subsidy, yes, as a subsidy.
Senator KERR. Yes.
Mfr. PowER. Well, whether you call it a tax credit or tax reduction,

I would not ordinarily regard it as a subsidy but if it is on a selective
basis, and on a discriminatory basis of one individual as opposed to
another, I think it is fair to call it-

Senator KERR. It is available to anybody who meets the specifica-
tions of the law isn't it?

Mr. PowER. tes, it is.
It is available to anyone who meets the specifications of the law,

those specifications are so drawn that-
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Senator KERR. Anybody who makes an investment described in this
law is eligible for this tax credit, isn't he?

Mr. POWER. Anyone who purchases capital equipment.
Senator KERR. Anyone who makes an investment under the speci-

fications of this law is entitled to the credit.
Mr. POWER. That is correct.
Senator KERR. Now, you pay individual taxes, don't you?
Mr. POWER. Yes.
Senator KERR. You pay them in accordance with the rates set. forth

in the Internal Revenue Code?
Mr. POWER. Yes.
Senator KERR. Jet's say you are in-you have income that puts

you in a situation where with reference to part of it you pay 60 per-
cent of a certain amount of your income tax to your Government.

Mr. POWER. It is a hypothetical case.
Senator KERR. I understand, I just want to make a point and see if

we can agree on a principle.
If you are among those with reference to whom a portion of your

income is subject to a 60 percent tax, and if Congress passed a law
which said that there shall be no higher rate than 50 percent applied
to the income of any person in computing their income tax liability,
that would affect a tax reduction for you, wouldn't it?

Mi'. POWER. 'Yes it would.
Senator KERR. Would you regard that as a subsidy .
Mr. POWER. No. I woufd not. I would not.

Senator KERR. Well, then. why would you rvgard as a subsidy a
tax reduction which is applicable to anybody in the United States
regardless of the rate of their income tax, whether it is 52 percent
or what it is, if they establish their eligibility under the specification
of the general law?

Why would you regard that tax credit as a subsidy and not the
other?

Mr. POWER. Well, the tax credit results in increased money with the
taxpayer.

Senitor KERR. Wait a minute.
Say that again ?
Mr POWER. The tax credit results in more, as a practical matter the

tax payer pays less taxes.
Senator KERR. Sure, any time anybody's taxes are reduced they pay

less taxes. That would noi be limited to thiswould it?
I1'. POWER. I beg pardon ?

Senator KERR. 'That principle. that statement, wouldn't be limited
to this law, would it?

Mr'. POWER. No, it would not.
Senator KERR. Anybody who, by the passage of an act, pays less

taxes has more money left than he would have had otherwise, doesn't
he?

Mr. POWER. Now, the reason he pays less is in order to stimulate
him, as I understand it, to buy more capital equipment.

Now, if he is in a position to buy capital equipment. he is in an
advantages over the taxpayer who is not in a position or who has no
need for capital equipment or who might better make a choice to
invest in his business in some other way.
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Senator KERR. Well, you could say the same thing about a tax reduc-
tion bill that said that instead of an 87 percent rate there would be
no rate above 70 percent; then you would say that would be a subsidy
because a lot of people there are to whom it doesn't apply.

Mr. PowER. How would you define a subsidy, Senator? Maybe we
are differing on that meaning.

Senator KERR. Let's not go to either one of us to find it. Let's get
the dictionary. When we-L think now you are making a construc-
tive approach. Let's find out what authoritative spokesmen have said.

The discussion on this bill is the flist time I have ever heard a tax
reduction referred to as a subsidy. And it may be I am in loneliness,
in error in my interpretation of it.

Error does not become truth no matter how often repeated. "S-u-b
s-i-d-y," isn't that right?

M[1'. POWER. Yes, It is.
Senator KERR (reading)
Pecuniary aid directly granted by Government to an Individual or commercial

enterprise deemed productive of public benefit; money furnished by one nation
to another to aid it in carrying on a war against a third; an English cabinet
resolved to animate the enemies of France with hopes and to aid them with
subsidies; formerly an aid or tax granted by the House of Commons to the
King for urgent needs of the Kingdom; any financial assistance offered by one
individual to another.

Senator MORTON. Read the first one again, Senator.
Senator KERR (reading) :
Pecuniary aid directly granted by Government to an individual or commercial

enterprise deemed productive of public benefit.

Now, when ,you reduce the penalty or the amount, of the tax required
you certainly benefit the taxpayer but you do it by reducing the
amount which he has b)een required to pay not by granting to him
pecunial aid.

That is the opinion of lhe Senator from Oklahoma.
Mr. POWERS. As I said before, as a practical matter, it is a grant of

aid.
Senator KERR. 'As a practical mattel, it is a tax reduction, I thought

yon said?
Mr. Powi.-. Well. it is a tax reduction and returning back to the

original statement
Senator KERR. That is of great aid to the taxpayer, I am ready to

admit that and I don't know of any taxpayer that wouldn't like to
have that kind of consideration by' his Government, but when you
reduce the amount of tax lie has'to pay, we have helped him.

Mr. POWER. Yes.
Senator KERR. But you have done it )v reducing his tax, not by

drivingg him something with which to pay his tax, haven't you?
Mir. Po wR. Yes, and I agree there is a distinction.
Senator KmR. All right. That is all.
The CHA R1M.AN. Any further questions?
Senator MORTO-. M1r. Power, with the indulgence of the committee,

I would like to return to the restaurant business. I understand you
are representing the National Restaurant Association?

Mr. POW R. That is correct, Senator.
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Senator MonToN. We have taken you into the field of balance of
payments and gold reserves and subsidies and all over the lot, but let's
get back to the restaurant business, if you don't mind just for a

I moment.
You say that about $2 billion are spent on what is commonly termed

i the expense account in the restaurants of America.
Mr. PowFn. In the restaurants of America for food and beverage

entertainment, we would estimate that, yes, sir.
Senator MORTON. You would have no way of knowing, of course,

but isn't it your opinion that a high percentage of this group, just the
average traveling man, who is away from home, who goes into the
hotel restaurant or some other restaurant to buy his dinner-

Mr. POWER. That is correct, Senator. A good percentage of it,
although the entertainment aspect of it would probably outweigh the
meal and lodging or the meals while in business travel status.

But a good percentage of it is the typical business luncheon or the
businessman's convention, not the lavish type entertaining but the
bread and butter stuff really is about 90 percent.

Senator Mowrox. I don't know how many thousands of men and
women there are engaged in sales work who travel, with modern day
communication, it is perhaps not as extensive as it used to be propor-
tionately to the business that is done in this Nation, but it is normal
business procedure for a man who is traveling for his company in a
sales capacity to have his meals and lodging furnished him when he
is on the road.

Mr. PowER. Yes, it is.
Senator MORTON. I don't think business has changed so much since

my day but I think sales managers operate under a budget and that
they are constantly applying some degree of surveillance to these
expense accounts.

Mr. POWER. Yes, sir.
Senator MORTO.-;. Trying to keel) their salesmen operating within

their total budget.
M. POWER. That is correct, Senator.
Senator Momro,-. Isn't that the normal business practice?
I don't approve of these examples of horrors we have had spread

before this committee ever since this hearing began on yachts and
hunting lodges, and things of that kind. I am as anxious as anyone
on this committee to see them eliminated as part of-because I think
they have been abused-as part of contributing toward the goodwill
of the company or in generating sales. But the stockholders have an
interest in these expense accounts.

3fr. POWER. Yes, they do.
Senator Morrox. I 'am afraid these hearings have given the im-

pression that just because we have something that is tax deductible,
that every businessman runs wild on his expenses.

Mr. POWER. As a general rule. Senator. it is very closely related
to the production of income. I mean the amount for the validity of
an entertainment expense or food and beverage expense is related to
the amount of kind of income a salesman produces.

There are very few companies that give the salesmen the license
to deduct anything and everything they want, if any. The idea is
if a man produces the income and contri'buttes to the financial welfare
of the company then the deduction would be permissible.
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Senator MonTO. Yes. The point is that the exercise of judgment
on the part of management -

'r . POWER. Yes, it is.
Senator MORTON (continuing). Enters this field long before the

Internal Revenue Service enters this field.
Mr. POWFR. Yes, it does.
Senator MORTON. Management, with its responsibility to stock-

holders--
Ir. POWER. Yes, it does.

Senator MORTON (continuing). Makes a determination as to whether
this expenditure is in the interest of the stockholders, in the interests of
the company. The decision as to whether or not a man is allowed $8 a
night or $12 a night for a room, a traveling salesman, is not made
because it is a deductible expense from a standpoint of taxes.

Mr. POWER. I agree, Senator.
Senator MORTON. It is in the interest of the equity of the business

itself.
Now the $2 billion figure that you gave, was that inclusive of con-

ventions?
Mr. POWER. Yes, it is.
Senator MORTON. That is the overall flgtre?
Mr. PoWER. Inclusive of food and beverage consumption at conven-

tions, yes. It would not include the travel or the lodging.
Senator MoRToN. As I get your point on the investment credit, you

recognize that it would be a stimulant to companies that have-
Mr. POWER. Manufacturing.
Senator MoRToN. Manufacturing companies, companies that have

heavy capital needs for machine tools and so forth.
Mr. POWER. Yes, sir.
Senator MoRToN. Your point as I understand it is, that you repre-

sent a service industry whose wages represent some 50 percent of sales?
Mr. POWER. Well, not quite in our industry, Senator.
That would be true of industries that are in the entertainment busi-

ness as well where they would have maybe a band or musicians playing
in a restaurant.

No, our labor cost in our industry would be lower than that but it
would be substantial or relatively high.

Senator MORTON. It is substantial. But m the average?
Mr. PowER. Closer to 35 percent.
Senator MORTON. What you are saying is that in the average restau-

rant the investment credit would be little or no stimulant.
Mr. POWER. That is correct.
Senator Morton. It would not increase, particularly increase, the

restaurant business.
Mr. POWER. The only way it would substantially increase it would

be in a certain area of our industry; that is, vended restaurant meals.
As you know, at the present time in order to overcome labor costs

you can get just about anything from soup to nuts out of a coin-,
operated machine. Actually we think this tax credit law would facili-'
tate the introduction of vending machines. But it seems to us to be
a mistake when unemployment is now a principal problem in the
country to stimulate vended meals--why should a vended restaurant
meal get a break over a serviced restaurant meal I It is a different
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commodity and this, I think is a classic example of what would
happen under the tax credit feature of the bill. It stimulates those
industries which provide for the employment of the least people.
The industries that employ the most people get the least advantage
out of the bill.

Of course, we subscribe to the philosophy that there ought to be a
realistic depreciation allowance, an allowance for machinery and
equipment that takes into consideration obsolescence and its useful
life.

But we do not think that there ought to be any artificial stimulation
of machinery or capital equipment at this time when unemployment
is our problem. This benefits those industries that use machines at
the expense of those industries that provide jobs, and this would be
true in the restaurant business.

Senator MonroN. Back to my original point. In conclusion, you do,
recognize the fact that management makes a determination based on
what benefits the stockholder-

Mr. PowER. Yes.
Senator MORTox (continuing). In approving expense accounts at

all levels.
Mr. POWER. I think that the study made b IRS would support

that l)osition very clearly, the audit made by thiem of 38,000 business
returns. For the most part, the area of the problem was in self-owned
corporations or owner-managed corporations who are the substantial
of the majority of the businessmen in the country.

Senator MORTON. Thank you, sir. I have servedI as a former sales-
manager. and when I rode herd on expense accounts, I got into more
trouble with my own people than I got into with the IRS on expense
accounts.

The CHAIRMAN. Senator Williams.
Senator WIrLLIA31S. Mr. Power, under existing law, every taxpayer,

as a businessman, is allowed to depreciate 100 percent of the cost of his
equipment, his fixtures, his machinery, or his buildings, is he not?

Mr. POWER. Yes, he is, Senator.
Senator WIILL, S. Under this bill those taxpayers who buy ma-

chinery or equipment only would get the advantage of this investment
creditwoull they not?

Mr. Po 1. That is correct.
Senator WYILLX.rs. The farmer who built a barn or a shed for his

tractor could not get any investment credit on that fixed building.
Mr1'. POwFJ. On the real estate, no, he could not.
Senator WITiA.MI.S. On the real estate, no. He would get the credit

only on the machinery or the tractor.
Mr. POWER. That is correct.
Senator WILLIAM, s. And under this bill with the 7-percent credit.

he -would, in effect, be permitted to depreciate 114 percent of the cost,
would he not, because the 7-percent credit, assuming a 52-percent
bracket, is approximately a 14-percent deduction if lie w0re to take it
as a deduction, and this would be establishing a precedent for those
purchases of machinery and equipment whereby they could recover
more ,tian 100 percent of the cost of the item.

It *~.as on that basis, as I understand it, that you could classify this
as a subsidy and not as a tax deduction. - %
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Mr. POWER. Well, I think it could be; yes, Senator.
Senatol WILLIAMs. And the fact that this would be available to all

taxpayers in that category, we have subsidies for, we will saiy for, the
American merchant marine, and we all recognize those as subsidies,
wnd even the companies do, and we will not debate the merits of it,
but that, too, is available to all of the industry, American merchant
marine, which can qualify under the law.

The mere fact that it is available to all taxpayers does not change
its classification as a "subsidy."

MI'. POWER. It would not, in my opinion, Senator.
Senator WILLIAMS. No.
The fact that while I agree fully that a tax reduction is not it sub-

sidy, whether it be a tax reduction of a few years ago, a reduction of
$71/ 2 billion, or a tax proposal to reduce the ceiling on taxes from 87
percent down to 60 percent is a tax reduction and would not be a sub-
sidy, it. would not be a subsidy any more than it would be to confuse
the present 87 percent which is in existing law as a subsidy for the
American taxpayers, because we are allowing them to keep 13 percent
of that which they earned. That certainly would not be a subsidy,
would it?

Mr. POWER. No.
Senator "WILI. s. Thank you.
The CHAIR-MAN. Thank you very much, Mr. Power.
MIf. PowrR. Thank you, sir.
(Mr. Power's prepared statement follows:)

STATEMENT OF TiiOMAS W. POWER, WASHINGTON COUNSEL FOR THE NATIONAL
RESTAURANT AsSOCIATION

Mr. Chairman and members of this committee: My name is Thomas Power,
and I am Washington counsel for the Nationhl Restaurant Association. -# We
represent about 100,000 restaurants in the country through our own membership
and the membership of 135 State and local associations. We are principally
concerned about the expense account section of the tax bill but we would like
to comment briefly on the tax credit feature of the bill.

Tax credits will cause substantial Job loss in the restaurant industry in our
opinion. We are not speaking merely of job loss resulting from increased pro-
ductivity or increased efficiency. Rather we are referring to job loss resulting
from the substitution of a ended restaurant meal for a served restaurant meal.
Our industry, to a degree, can switch from the sale of a service to the sale of
goods alone with a tremendous cut in jobs. The tax credit feature of this law
will accelerate this process.

The vended restaurant meal is a good illu ration of the broader economic
effect of the tax credit proposal. Any service industry, any industry with a
relatively high labor cost as contrasted with industries having a relatively high
capital Investment will be put at a disadvantage in its competition for the con-
sinner's dollar if the tax credit approach is adopted. The artificial stimulation
through any tax gimmick of industries with high capital investment will be at
the expense of Industries which employ the most people. Reduce the unit cost
of a pair of shoes and the public is apt to buy more shoes and less restaurant
meals, more goods and less services. Subsidize machines and you do so at the
cost of jobs. Tax credits discriminate against industries providing jobs in favor
of Industries using machines.

We do not wish to convey the impression that we are not progressive or that
we would cure the unemployment problem through the perpetuation of hfithan
labor instead of more efficient machinery. To subsidize machinery will lead to
greater efficiency and the increased productivity of manlufactured goods. This
by itself is good and may help the unemployment problem. But if it leads to a
fall in the demand for services, its disadvantages may well outweigh its ad-
vantages. Total econtbilc effect must beconsidered.
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There is no question that the majority of our exports are manufactured prod.
ucts. Tax credits will undoubtedly help us with International competition. If
foreign competition were our Nation's principal economic problem, we would
understand the reason for this tax gimmick. Perhaps international trade is or
was the greatest problem In those foreign countries where tax incentives to
stimulate capital Investment are given. But in the United States, foreign com.
petition is not the principal economic problem. Unemployment is our concern
ind particularly unemployment among workers most typical of those In the

service industries. Why in the world should our tax policy subsidize mann.
factured goods at the expense of salable services? Why not stimulate promotion
of service industries, or travel, or investment in Inventory, or in accounts re.
ceivable, or research, or a host of other business investments which would have
a more positive effect on our country's unemployment problem. High volume
also leads to greater efficiency and greater productivity.

Because of our industry's growing ability to switch to vending restaurant
meals, it is possible that we will get our share of this tax windfall. The benefit
will go primarily to large operators, however, because they have greater funds
for capital investment. Moreover, small operators are generally close to their
employees and will find it more difficult to take economic advantage of the sub.
sidized substitution of vending machines for workers.

These same arguments hold true for faster depreciation allowances. We rec-
ommend realistic depreciation allowances to correctly reflect the useful life and
obsolescence of capital equipment. If adjustments are needed, they should be
made; but we do not support unrealistic depreciation which like tax credits
militate against employment and against the service industries with their high
labor cost and limited capital investment. We are not against tax credits for
this purpose If they are more economical to the Government, but we do not see
the connection between an across-the-board tax credit with the useful life and
obsolescence of depreciable equipment.

We don't see why the tax practice of foreign nations should dictate our coun-
try's practices. Tax credits might well help our Nation to compete with foreign
countries, but unquestionably they will aggravate our employment problem by
stimulating manufactured goods at the expense of services.

Our principal concern with the tax bill is the administration's proposal to dis-
allow good will entertainment expenses as a tax deductible item. Over $2 billion
a year is reported as business expenses for food and beverage entertainment.
While the administration does not recommend the disallowance of this entire
amount, its proposals would result in a sales loss estimated to exceed $1 billion
a year. There Is over $500 million in wages involved in this volume of business
and over 200,000 jobs might be lost. Entertainment expenses in establishments
where music or entertainment is provided, the majority of business banquet
expenses, and virtually all convention entertainment expenses would be denied.
We believe sales of this type of entertainment alone exceed $1 billion annually.

We are not opposed to legislation designed to eliminate expense account abuses
provided that the legislation does not arbitrarily eliminate the deductibility of
reasonable business entertaining expense. A major problem of the Department of
Internal Revenue has been expense account abuses made possible through the
so-called Cohan rule. We recognize that the elimination of this rule and the
requirement of substantiation of all business expense accounts will present a
tremendous recordkeeping problem for our industry and will place greater
demands on us to provide receipts and to accept credit cards. Nevertheless, we
recognize the value of proposed code section 274(c) and approve of its adop-
tion. As a technical point, however, we do not believe that failure to comply with
section 275 (c) should result in double disallowance of expense accounts. The bur-
den of recordkeeping should be placed upon the person spending the money. A
taxpayer should not be held accountable for the inadequate records of his em-
ployees or some other person performing serviceg'for him. We would recommend
that "Section 274(c) shall -not apply to expenses paid or incurred by the tax-
payer in connection with the performance for him of services by another person
(whether or not such other person is his employee) under a reimbursement or
expense allowance arrangement with such other person."

Of course, If his expenses are not ordinary and necessary, double disallowance
would take place; but we do not believe a taxpayer should be held accountable
for recordkeeoting over which he has no control. If the expenses are ordinary
tind necessary and the taxpayer in good faith reimbursed them to another person,
the taxpayer should not be held accountable for the faulty records that are not of
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his making. Such disallowed expenses should be treated as income to the person
responsible for keeping adequate records of them.

We also recognize the validity of section 4(b) of the House bill providing that
there shall be only a reasonable allowance for meals and lodging while in busi-
ness travel status. We would hope, however, that the legislative history of this
amendment would make the Senate's intention clear that the reasonableness of
these expenses will depend upon the facts in individual cases; for example, cri-
teria or standards such as the locality in which travel is performed, the custo-
mary and usual standard of living of the person traveling, the purpose of the
travel, and the relationship the travel expense bears to the anticipated benefit
to the taxpayer's business should all be considered as factors for determining
whether an allowance .is reasonable in an individual case.

We also recognize the wisdom of proposed Code section 274 (a) subparagraph
(B) providing that there should be no deduction for entertainment facilities un-
less the taxpayer establishes that the facility was used primarily for business
purposes. This Is a reasonable restriction on the deductibility of entertainment
facilities and will do much to curb the flagrant abuses widely reported by IRS.

Frankly, it is our opinion that these three legislative changes, that is the elihl-
nation of the Cohan rule, the limitation of meals and lodging to a reasonable
allowance while on business travel status, and the nondeductibility of the cost of
entertainment facilities unless used primarily for business purposes, coupled with
the increased enforcement made possible with the additional 8,865 new IRS
agents last year and through the introduction of automatic data processing equip-
ment will eliminate virtually all expense account abuse. There has been no evi-
dence of substantial abuse since the new IRS enforcement procedure (TIR No.
221) went into effect, Industry sales since that time would definitely Indicate
that enforcement procedure has substantially curtailed expense account spending.
Faced with a more effective enforcement program, taxpayers unduly cautious
because of the danger of double disallowance, have even curtailed legitimate
expense account spending; so much so that the announcement of an expense
account crackdown was followed by a rash of convention cancellations in resort
areas. Publicized reassurance by the Treasury Department of the legitimacy of
conventions in resort areas was necessary to overcome the imminent danger of
economic harm to important elements in our population.

Despite our conviction that additional restrictions on entertainment expense
In addition to the foregoing Is unwarranted and will produce economic harm, we
do not seriously object to the language of proposed code section 274(a) sub-
paragraph (A) contained in H.R. 10650. When this language was first introduced,
we did not find It very definitive as to allowable entertainment expenses. It
appeared to Us that the language merely required the establishment o1' a greater
degree of proximate relation between the entertainment expenditure and the
taxpayer's trade or business than is required under present law. It did not
appear to be much of a substantive change from existing law. The Treasury
Department revised its estimates downward as to the amount of revenue it
anticipated from the new restriction. Even legislative history appearing during
the floor debate in the House would indicate that the proposed section was a
reasonable approach. The committee report, however, creates a tremendous
amount of confusion as to the meaning of proposed code section 274(a) sub-
paragraph (A). We would certainly agree with the statement made by Secre-
tary Dillon to this committee last week to the effect that this section will
engender endless litigation. We think this is confusing and litigation will
result not from the language itself but because of the committee report. The
committee report would indicate that proposed code section 274 (a) subparagraph
(A) was identical to the recommendation of the administration. Tax guides
such as Prentice-Hall and the Research Institute of America since the Introduc.
tion of the committee report would indicate that these experts also regard the
section as confusing and as virtually identical to the administration recommenda-
tions. Initially the administration recommended the elimination of the de-
ductibility of all entertainment expenses except food and beverage entertainment
which would facilitate business meetings or would be conducive to business dis.
cussion. The committee report of the House adopts this same approach In
interpreting proposed code section 274(a) subparagraph (A), It would appear
that the committee report and the admifistration proposal are virtually identical.
Both Would in essence disallow good-will entertainment.

We would not seriously object to a reasonable approach with respect to,
entertainment expenses, but we regard the administration's proposal and the
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apparent interpretation of the House-passed measure contained in the committee
report as just plain silly. Under this section, the Coca-Cola Co. could not deduct
the cost of providing a meeting of Boy Scouts with cases of Coca-Colas because
obviously such entertainment would be designed to create good will for the
product of the Coca-Cola Co. To illustrate still further the absurdity of the
administration proposal, I suppose we could say that it is not entirely true that
Coca-Cola could not be given to the Boy Scouts. If the Coca-Colas were given
to the Boy Scouts under circumstances conducive to business discussion, then
apparently the expense would be deductible and this despite the fact that
obviously the Coca-Cola Co. would have little business to discuss with the
Boy Scouts. The committee report of the House points out that good will food
and beverage entertaining is possible under proposed code section 274(d)
subparagraph (1) because this exception does not require that business actually
be discussed but merely that the entertainment be given under circumstances
conducive to business discussion. What could be more ridiculous than determine.
ing the allowance or disallowance of an entertainment expense on an artificial
standard such as the surroundings in which the entertainment is given?

Both the committee report and the administration proposal attempt to dis-
tinguish between entertaining that is conducive to business discussion or facili-
tates business meetings. Both of them attempt to disallow the former and
allow the latter. In the first place, the distinction Is virtually impossible to
make because there is no logical distinction between the two for virtually all
entertaining Is designed to create good will and virtually all entertaining
presents an opportunity for some business discussion. Apparently it is assumed
that the greatest occasion for expense account abuse is in the area of good will
entertaining and that good will entertaining is more apt to be unreasonable than
entertaining that facilitates business discussion. Yet there Is no evidence to
support such assumption. Much good will entertaining presents virtually no
opportunity for expense account abuse. Much good will entertaining is per-
fectly reasonable and would be readily recognized as such by any fair-minded
person. The amount of such good will entertaining is far more extensive than
proponents of the elimination of good will entertaining apparently realize.
Business banquets and convention entertaining are typical examples involving
several hundred million dollars of good will entertaining annually. Attendance
of a lawyer at an annual bar association dinner, for example, with or without
guests, is a business expense which would be disallowed under the administra-
tion proposal and probably under the committee report If Inconsistencies are
removed. Yet It is an expense which is reasonable and does not present an
occasion for expense account abuse.

Good will entertaining by a supplier at a convention in a distant city is far
less apt to be a personal expense than some so-called business entertaining at
the supplier's favorite home-town restaurant. Neither the administration's
proposal nor the House committee report distinguishes between reasonable and
unreasonable entertainment expenses because the difference between reason-
able and unreasonable entertainment expenses depends not on whether enter-
taining was for the purpose of creating good will but rather on factual questions,
the most important of which is "whether the anticipated benefit to the taxpayer's
business is sufficient to reasonably justify the expense for the entertaining."

We suspect that many proponents of the elimination of the deduction of good
will entertaining believe the impact of their proposal will be nominal. This is
because they mistakenly believe that taxpayers will not have too much difficulty
establishing that the food and beverage entertainment was extended during
business discussion. Such is far from true. Close to one-half of all business
entertaining is under circumstances obviously designed to create good will
rather than to occasion or facilitate business discussion. This is principally
the banquet and convention entertainment business. Under such restraints, the
entire convention business, accounting for more thap $2 billion a year, might
well be seriously imperiled.

The cost of attending a banquet, or of taking a business guest to a business
banquet, would not be directly related to the active conduct of the taxpayer's
trade or business as interpreted by the committee report or conducive to business
discussion as Would be required by the administration proposal. As a matter of
fact, banquets are almost invariably for the purpose of creating good will or
developing business contacts. We estimate that the majority of convention busi-
ness, excluding travel, Is entertainment for the purpose of creating good will
either at annual convention banquets or other forms of business entertaining.
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About $2 billion a year is spent at conventions. If suppliers could not entertain
at conventions, in most Instances they would not attend. At the typical con-
vention, suppliers of the conventioneers entertain extensively; and In many
Instances, the entertaining expense is in excess of the amounts spent by the
conventioneers themselves. There can be no doubt that entertaining at conven-
tions involves several hundred million dollars annually, all of which would be
disallowed if extended merely for the purpose of creating good will and as not
necessary to the attendance at the convention. We would make an educated
guess that over $1 billion annually of the good will and beverage entertaining
presently conducted will be lost if the discussion draft is enacted.

This evil effect would be worsened by the fact that the impact of the restrictions
would not be evenly distributed. High-priced restaurants and hotels, and all
establishments where music is played would bear the brunt of the restrictions.
The impact would be on large cities and resorts wl ere business entertaining
and particularly where convention business play a sub:.tantial part in their eco-
nomic welfare.

We would recommend if legislation is deemed necessary restricting entertain-
ment expenses that the law provide that entertainment expenses be disallowed
"except to the extent that a prudent man engaged in the tame type of a trade or
business could be reasonably expected to incur them." This amendment would
permit the Government to question the wisdom of the expense using an objective
standard in determining whether or not it i, reasonable. The standard would
be whether a prudent man would make the expense bearing in mind that it must
be likely to benefit the business of the taxpayer. The prudent man concept is a
well-established legal concept in American jurisprudence.

The "prudent-man test" is not, of course, as exact or precise a formula as has
been recommended by the Treasury Department; but no reasonable formulas
can be precise, because reasonable entertainment expenses depend on the facts
in the individual case. They are reasonable if a prudent man could reasonably
have made such an expense for the benefit of a similar trade or business. Any
exact formula by necessity must deny some reasonable expenses alone with the
denial of unreasonable expenses.

Tie CTIATI11AN. The next witness is Mr. Frank G. Hathaway of the
National Club Association. Will you proceed, sir.

STATEMENT OF FRANK G. HATHAWAY, SECRETARY-TREASURER,
NATIONAL CLUB ASSOCIATION

Mr. HAWTAWAY. My name is Frank G. Hathaway, of Los Angeles,
Calif. I am secretary-treasurer of the National Club Association, a
new association formed by a group of business, social, and athletic
clubs in California; and I am also president and general manager of
the Los Angeles Athletic Club, the Pacific Coast Club, and the Riviera
Country Club.

The tax bill under consideration affects our clubs and the club indus-
try most vitally in its treatment of club dues and fees. Specifically,
under business entertainment, club dues are only deductible to the
businessman if more than 50 percent of his usage is provable as
ordinary and necessary business expense.

Historically, clubs have existed as self-help institutions, built at
no cost to the taxpayer and as gathering places for persons of common
purpose.

Five thousand clubs staffed by 175 000 employees exist today for
reasons that are analogous to a three-legged stool. The legs are the
basic purposes around which physical plants have been built and from
which income flows. One leg, or purpose includes athletic activities
often specialized, such as golf, tens, handball, swimming., or physical
conditioning. Another leg, or purpose, includes social interchanae;
that is, dances, receptions, meetfiigs and gatherings of c0ithnity
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nature. The third leg, but most important to the subject today, is
that clubs are centers of business activity in the United States. The
reasons for this are many. A few of the more obvious include:

(1) Environment conducive to business discussions: Clubs furnish
a relief from the noise and rush existing in many restaurants. Tables
are set farther apart, service is not rushed, and opportunity is offered
for the kind of quiet conversation essential to business conferences.
In addition, a businessman is not likely to have a competitor sitting
unknown at the next table.

(2) Location: Most large city clubs are located in the heart of the
business section of their city, and form a convenient and central meet-
ing place.

(3) In-club business contacts: His club offers the businessman an
opportunity to expand his business contacts. In addition to bring-
ing in nonmember guests for business purposes, he meets many cus-
tomers and potential customers who are fellow members and he meets
them under the best possible circumstances in the relaxed and friendly
atmosphere of his club.

Much business entertaining is done by members in the main dining
rooms of clubs, but a great deal of business is also conducted in private
dining rooms. This private room business use includes sales meet-
ings, staff conferences, trade association meetings, professional group
meetings, and new product introduction meetings. Local conditions
and individual club policy affect degree of usage.

To illustrate the scope of our private dining room business uses,
in 1961 the Los Angeles Athletic Club served 1,858 company meetings
either breakfast, lunch or dinner; 503 professional or trade associa-
tion meetings were held. During the same period, only 230 meetings
of a purely social character were held in our private dining rooms.
In the year, 42,832 individual meals were served to the persons par-
ticipating in the meetings. This is a very substantial number of
persons, and covers the private dining rooms only.

If the 1,358 company meetings held in our private dining rooms
during the year were to be placed in a discriminatory situation so far
as business expense tax deductibility of dues, the companies would be
encouraged to consider alternate locations for such meetings.

One of these alternates, which the bill specifically approves as a
business expense, is the in-plant facility or so-called executive dining
room. Many very large companies now have such dining rooms withifi
their premises. These companies use these rooms for business andsocial purposes, and will continue to do so. However, there is little
question that the executive dining room is the most expensive form of
business entertainment and feecdin that exists. It-is an economic
fact that expensive quarters maintained for the use of relatively few
must be costly.

Rather than maintain such an expensive operation, many companies
prefer to use clubs for the same purpose. Professional offices, sales
offices, and small industrial plants cannot afford the costly in-plant
dining rooms, and use their clubs in place of such facilities. In this
sense, the tax bill as now proposed, discriminates against small
business.

To show the extensive use of clubs for business entertaining, we
have available the results of a, questionnaire submitted to our mem-
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bers on this point. Eighty percent of our members indicated they
used the club at times for business entertaining, and 80 percent said
that their company paid all or part of these business expenses.

These facts point up the very arbitrary nature of the provision in
the present bill that at least 60 percent of club use must be of a busi-
ness character before any deduction will be allowed on the dues. We
do not believe that persons should be allowed improper deductions,
but we do believe that the proportionate use, whatever it may be,
should be allowed. New rules in the bill require absolute proof from
the taxpayer of business entertainment expenses, and we believe this
covers the point without the extra limitations placed on club dues. No
such special limitation is placed on comparable establishments of a
nonclub nature, and we do not believe it should be placed on clubs.

Club expenses are among the easiest of all expenses to audit. Most
clubs do not accept cash, and therefore there is a record of every ex-
pense incurred. These records, properly identified as to the purpose
and persons present, serve as an excellent guide to business or non-
business use.

It may be argued that as club dues by themselves are not large
items on an individual basis, and as the bill allows the deduction of
the cost of business entertainment within the club, that the dues re-
striction will not have a bad effect on clubs. This ignores the fact
that American business has for many years recognized the business
value of clubs, and that many memberships in clubs are paid for by
the employers. So well is this practice established that many com-
panies define the need for club use by employees at various levels, and
assign the employees to the clubs indicated. A national corporation,
for example, may have memberships in a number of clubs for its key
employees.

h making club assignments to employees, such factors are con-
sidered as nearness to the club of a branch manager's location, type of
membership of the club as related to the employee's duties, and a
representative selection of key employees in all the major clubs in the
areas served by the corporation. The corporation considers this a
worthwhile investment as it enables key employees to widen their
circle of business contacts, thus producing new business for the cor-
poration, as well as giving the employees a place to entertain persons
who are already clients. Similar reasons for holding club member-
ships for employees exist in many types of business.

The effect of the bill will be to place in jeopardy memberships of
th;s type, even if only because of the additionalburden in accounting
created by the arbitrarily imposed 50-percent rule. To protect the
deductibility of the dues paid by business firms, the companies would
have to formulate a. whole new set of requirements dictated not by
the really best type of employee use of clubs, but by arbitrary stand-
ards imposed by the bill. The cumulative effect o this type of con-
fusion anfd temptation to withdraw completely could have very
serious consequences for clubs.

Many clubs have a problem of turnover in memberships; members
dit, change jobs, move away from the club and have financial dif-
ficlties. 'It is therefore necessary to keep a constant flw of replace-
ments coming in to fill the vacancies. Anything that sl~ws down the
process of acqufting new members will create financial difficulty for
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clubs. The fact that this bill places club dues oil i special basis of
restriction creates an artificial stigma on clubs. We know that many
incoming new members intend to use the club primarily for business,
and that this is an important part of their decision to join. Tie fact
that thw bill makes club dues unusually difficult to justify as compared
with other business entertainment expenses, may become a deciding
factor in a decision not to join a club.

A decision to do business entertaining elsewhere will not result in
any reduction in the cost of the business entertaining. As a matter
of fact, it may result in an increase in costs, Club meals, for example,
are often lower priced than meals in competitive establishments, and
h1) dining rooms are frequently operated at a loss. The difference

is made up in dues. Combined dues and meals in the clubs therefore,
may cost, no more than the iame activities elsewhere, Thus, no re-
venue will be realized by the Treasury by diverting club dues into
other types of business entertainment.

Quite the opposite may be true. Club dues are presently taxed at
20 percent, and this provides almost $70 million annually to the
treasury. If clubs are greatly curtailed, there will ho substantial

losses from the 20-percent excise tax presently collected without any
offsettinF gain in revenue as pointed out earlier.

The T reasury's position last summer at the inception of this bill,
was to completely disallow club dues as a business deduction. Such
an extreme penalty would remove a vital log from our "three legged
club stool," and cause a sul)stantial number of clubs to close or severely
curtail programing. Although business usage should not be confused
with personal use, still many clubs are dependent on legitimate busi.
ness use for solvency. Making anything nondeductible today is
psychological death. .
In conclusion, we believe that history demonstrates the valuable

part clubs have played in American business. Our position is that
club dues should be treated exactly as any other ordin ary business
expense, that dues should be deductible in the proportion used, and
without regard for any arbitrary 50-percent limitation. The tax.
payer is Iequtired to justify all business expenses, and it is proper
to require I in to justify his club dues precisely as lie does his other
expenses. It is improper and unfair to single out this one industry
for a discriminatory policy, and it is also unwise. We ask for equal
treatment in the matter of business expense. Any other course will
place tie future of America's clubs in grave danger.

Our own club, I might add, sir, pays full Federal income taxes,
and we are not exempt from Federal income taxes, as some clubs are,

In our case, for example, since World War II, our club organization
has paid almost $9 million in direct excise taxes and Federal income
taxes to the Government.

If the club dues were returned to the strict treatment recommended
by the Treasury, it is my personal belief and my considered belief
that as a tax generator for the Government, our organization would
think this is serious, and I think it is something which should

besaid.
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I also want to make one other short point. The President has
repeatedly recommended that the country increase its physical fitns
and I think I can state that clubs next to scholastic and overnmental
agencies, have done more for physical fitness in the United States
than any other institution.

If the clubs are taxed out of existence, directly or indirectly, even
inadvertently, the physical fitness and the recreation which these
people are now doing on a self-hellp basis will fall by default to the
taxpayer, and I do not think this is a desirable thing for the Oov.
ernmentor for the country. Thank you.

The CHAIRMAw. Thank you very much, Mr. Hathaway.
The Chair would like to state that currently Mr. Clarence L. Turner

of the Pennsylvania Chamber of Commerce Was unable to be here,
and should he send copies of his statements they will be inserted in
the record.

(The statements referred to were later received for the record as
follows:)

STATEMENT OP TIE PENNSYLVANIA STATE ChAMIMBER OF COMMERCE CONCEUNINO
THE PROPOSED REvENu AcT or 1002, HR. 10050

This statement sets forth the State chamber's position on several of the prin.
cipal provisions of H.R. 10650. The Pennsylvania State Chamber Is appreciative
of the concern of the President and the Congress over the need for sound and
sustained economic growth and for a tax system consistent with this objective,
It Is the firm conviction of the Pennsylvania State Chamber, however, that some
of the proposals in £1.11. 10050 would discourage rather than encourage the at-
taining of this objective because of their discriminatory and detrimental effects
on business investments and operations. For this reason, the State chamber
opposes H.R. 10050 in its present form.
Depreiation reform preferable to investment tax credit (see. 9)

While the investment tax credit would give an Inducement to Increased invest-
ment, it would introduce basic complexities in the income tax, reward firms that
would increase investment without such a credit, discriminate against firms
which had modernized facilities to the advantage of competitors, provide an
entering wedge to Government regulation of Investment, and be less effective
and desirable as a stimulant to sound and sustained economic growth than tax
rate reduction or urgently needed reforms In depreciation policy.

The Pennsylvania State Chamber of Commerce has long advocated a wider
latitude in the allowances for depreciation and obsolescence, within the limits
of sound and consistent accounting, as an encouragement to the development of
new enterpripes, the Introduction of new products, more efficient production, and
the growth li Income and employment.

By legislation, Congress should now permit business firns to adopt the prin-
ciples of the Canadian provisions for depreciation and obsolescence, with respect
to new assets. During an initial period of 3 to 5 years, as a safeguard against
undue revenue losses during the transition to the new system, taxpayers should
be lpermitted deductions for new assets not exceeding 20 percent of those pres-
ently allowed. Subsequently, this limitation should be removed.

Taxpayers should be allowed to follow the declining balance system, as prac-
ticed on the Canadian principle, or any of the methods of allowances presently
permitted. They should also be permitted to keep separate depreciation ac-
counts, as at present, for tax and book purposes.
Boqp bill provisioms preferable to those of It.R, 1000 for legislative cwpenses

(sec. 8)
The provisions of the proposed Revenue Act of 1062 concerning deductions for

legislative expenses are a step in the right direction. They do not, however,
permit the full allowance of necessary and proper legislative expenses. Tito pro-
visions of the Boggs bill are, therefore, to be preferred.
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Disallocanee of entertainment eaponec8 is opposed (ao. 4)
While some abuses In business expense accounts occur, they are the exception,

rather than the rule. Better policing by the revenue agents would greatly
Improve tax enforcement. Each revenue office should have available a man
with ample business experience and competence to be able to Judge fairly
and Intelligently whether expenses claimed are deductible or not. Taxpayers
should also provide adequate information in defense of their claims, with dis.
closure of the facts In such detail as may be needed to defend their claims.

Abuses can be minimized without statutory revision as proposed In TI.
10650. Entertainment expenses are a necessary business cost and, like other
business expenses, should be allowed within reason.

It Is felt that statutory limits on business expenses would be arbitrary and
particularly deterimental to essential business activities.
The principle of fair taxation of mutual thrift associations Is sound (see. 8)

It Is only fair that the various types of lending Institutions should be taxed
In a manner which will permit capital and reserve adequacy and Insure com.
petitive equality with respect to Federal taxation. This Is apparently the por.
pose of the provisions of the Revenue Act of 19062.
The t~ralion of ga18 from the disposition of certain depreciable property i

presently opposed (see. 14)
Any changes In taxing gains on sales of depreciable personal property should

be accompanied by urgently needed reform In depreclatlion policy. Such reform
is not included in the proposed Revenue Act of 1902; therefore, the Pennsylvania
State Chamber is opposed to section 14.
The taxation of cooperati'es is approved (see. 17)

The provisions for the taxation of cooppratIveR are approved as a step toward
the adoption of State chamber policy that all organizations engaged In com-
petition with private enterprise should be taxed similarly with such enterprise.
Withholding of tax on dividends, interest, and patronage refunds of cooperatives

I opposed (ec. 19)
Withholding would Introduce serious complications for some firms In comply.

Ing with the law and serious hardships for some taxpayers. As automatic data
processing is Introduced, withholding should also be found unnecessary to assure
tax enforcement.

Rer'ielo of exemption of foreign earned income and peneons approved (sec. It)
In exempting such income, however, deferred compensation should be taken

Into account In the year In which it is granted rather than the year paid.
Estate ta.x on foreign real property may be accepted (eec. 18)

This provision should apply, however, only for property acquired for business
purposes within 8 years of death.
(roee-up of foreign dividends not opposed (ee. 11)

This provision seems similar in principle to provisions for domestic dividends.

The allocation of ealee Income opposed (ec. 8)
No new provisions are needed to allocate income between a U.S. corporation

and a foreign subsidiary. Section 482 of the Code provides the Treasury ample
authority.
Provslone for controlled foreign corporations opposed (ee. 13)

The present law Is adequate to meet the problem of possible abuses. The
proposed provisions may be unconstitutional.
Gain. from, certain sales of stock of a controlled foreign corporation Mhould

not be taxed under certain conditions (see. 16)
Gains should not be taxed when money cannot be taken but of a foreign

country. In forced liquidations, the Dti Pont treatment should apply. Any new
tax should not become effective before January 1, 1903.
Proi'tosion for lazation of property distributlons from foreign corporations

opposed (sec. .)
These provisions are undesirable and would, discriminate against distribu-

tions from foreign, as compared with domestic, corporations.
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Requirennta for information return on foreign entitt8e opposed (ee. 20)
lPresent requirements are adequate. Additional requirements would necessltate

burdensome details of compliance and would handicap some foreign activities
which are desirable. (If the provisions are enacted, they should exclude
dlielosuro of detailed transactions not affecting U.S. tax liabilities.)

The Pennsylvania State Chamber wishes to take this opportunity to record
its position on three additional tax proposals, not Included in H.1. 10050 but
which are under active consideration by the Congress or the administration.
Authority to reduce personal Income law rates on evidence of economlo need

opposed
Such authority has been requested by the President. It would be undesirable

for Congress to delegate to the President the authority to revise tax rates
according to his estimate of economic needs. This authority should remain
with Congress as the legislative body.
Repeal of dividend credit and seclusion opposed

It is the opinion of the Pennsylvania State Chamber that the double taxa.
tion of dividends Is both unfair to investors and a discouragement to economic
growth. No other form of Inconte is subject to such double taxation. The
double taxation of dividends should be removed, not restored. The alleviation
of doublee taxation, as proposed In the past by the State chamber, should be
adopted as a step toward the elimination of double taxation. A tax credit
should be allowed to those receiving taxable dividends of at least the Initial
rate (20 percent) on individual income.
Extension of high corporate $am rate opposed

The Pennsylvania State Chamber of Commerce recommends that an Immediate
start be made toward material reduction of the corporate income tax rate.
The present tax rates are conducive to Inefficiency and are detrimental to the
achievement of maximum production and employment. They also place a heavy
burden on equity capital and Invite borrowing with Its attendant strains on the
financial structure.

Respectfully submitted.
A. L. EDuO.DS, Recutlive iirecor.

STATEIEST OF CLARENCE ,L. TURNER ON BIJALV Or VARIOUS ESTATE CIAMI.iZR O
COMMERCE INCLUDING TIHE PENNSYLVANIA MTAT CIEAIRBCR or COM.1EROCE IN
OPPOSITION TO PROVISIONS OF H. R. 1000 AND TREASURY PROPOSALS WITI
RESPECT TO ExPENsEs FOR TRAVEL, ENTERTAINMENT, AND IlUSINESS GirrS

3My name Is Clarence 1,. Turner. I am a certified public accountant engaged
In tax practice In Philadelphia. I appear before you on behalf of a number of
the State and regional chambers of commerce, Including the Pennsylvania State
Chamber, which will be listed at the end of my statement. My statement re-
flects not only my long experience as an Independent tax practitioner serving
many corporations, unincorporated firms, and Individual taxpayers, but also the
experience and thinking of numerous businessmen who are members of various
State chambers of commerce.

We are grateful for the opportunity to Indicate to the Senate Finance Com-
mittee the reasons for our opposition to statutory limits on business expenses
and Incorporating In the law any language attempting to deine necessary ex-
penses Incurred In the taxpayer's business relating to travel, entertainment, etc.,
as proposed by the administration. Statutory lImitations and/or definitions
are bound to be arbitrary, punitive, and unduly restrictive. We believe that the
only effective and satisfactory way to meet the tax problem of expense accounts
is to Improve Income tax administration and arrive at reasonable Judgments
with the aid of adequate Information and disclosures from the taxpayers.

The propriety and measurement of every Income tax deduction must rest
ultimately on a Judgment of what is reasonable and fair In Interpreting the
law. The area of disagreement Is not necessarily confined to expense account
deductions. If the facts are not fully brought out with respect to business ex-
penses or If the facts are distorted In the heat of argument, deductions which
are fully warranted as business expenses may be denied. Furthermore, the tax-
payers may be harassed In a witch lunt which discredits many honest taxpayers
and weakens the taxpayer morale needed for effective income tax enforcement.
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It has been my experience and that of many other tax practitioners that the
abuse of expense accounts is confined to a relatively few persons. Some persons
may be basically dishonest. Some rationalize that the tax rates are too high,
that dividends are subject to heavy double taxation, and that some tax relief
should be sought in padded expense accounts.

I might add parenthetically here that the abuse of expense accounts is clearly
not confined to businessmen. But the point I wish to make In this connection
is that I have found the vast majority of businessmen trying honestly and con.
scientiously to separate personal from business expenses and report the latter
accurately. Some businessmen, indeed, err on the side of not reporting nil
essential business expenses and pay more Income taxes than the law requires.

No restricted definitions or requirements in the law will compel the tax-
payers to be good or accomplish complete tax compliance. The dishonest can
always find ways to juggle expense accounts and other deductions. Undue
restrictions of business expenses will harass and penalize many worthy and
honest taxpayers in the futile effort to catch the tax evaders. Only tighter ad-
ministration will minimize expense account abuses, In the last analysis.

The President's original proposals relating to expense accounts go far beyond
the basic purpose of eliminating existing abuses, and H.R. 100,0 also errs In this
respect. To the extent that expense account deductions are taken for expendl.
tures which are made for personal or other nonbusiness purposes, we say they
certainly should be disallowed. If fraud is Involved, the penalties of the law
should be enforced. But 11,R. 1050 and the Treasury proposals do not stop
there. They reach much further Into the realm of business judgment, and sub.
stitut the Judgment of the Government for the judgment of the Individutal
businessman as to what expenditures he should make In order to most success.
fully sell his products or services,

H.R. 10050 recognizes that gifts are a proper business expenditure but not
if they are too large. Accordingly, a limitation is set on the cost of gifts, with
an annual cost (.1 $25 per recipient being the most that can he deducted. Like.
wise, It Is recognized that travel expenses, including food and lodging, are proper
business expenses. Here again, however, a limit may be set on what can be
deducted, by regulations prescribed by the Secretary of the Treasury, In no
cuse. In our opinion, should the disallowance of gifts and expenses In excess of
any arbitrary amount fixed by law or regulations be denied. If the Item Is a
necessary expenditure of the taxpayer In connection with his business, It should
be allowed, Irrespective of the amount. If it Is not made in connection with
his business, no part should be allowed.

Although certain exceptions are made to disallowance, of these expenses, the
exceptions are relatively minor, In general, the proposal would Institute a new
policy of disallowing expenditures that are made for the purpose of creating good
will.

Our income tax has always been largely a self-assessing tax, The Judgment
process Involved In determining taxable Income requires the cooperation of the
taxpayers, and their hearty cooperation will be forthcoming only If the Oot
eminent cooperates with them Intelligently and fairly In deciding what Is reason.
able as a business expense,

Our Income tax laws have long provided tHat reasonable deductions shall
be allowed for business expenses, including travel, entertainment, lodging, meals,
and other essential business activity, It Is the Intent of the law-and to this
we fully subscribe-that personal expenses shall not be deductible. No matter
what Is done to separate business and personal expenses, however, It may be
difficult in some Instances to say just where business expenses end and personal
expenses begin.

It is our belief that detailed records of the taxpayers and full disclosure of
the facts will show as accurately and completely as.may be feasible the activi-
ties for which expense deductions are claimed and the degree of Justifieation
for the deductions. The facts must always be Interpreted, however, and here
tile rule of reason must finally prevail.

Any limit of business expense accounts In terms of dollars, a percentage of
gross or net Income, or any other factor, is Inevitably arbitrary. It may be
too high for some and too low for others. If too high, it Invites spending and
claims up the limit; it too low, it penalizes the taxpayers who reuire additional
outlays. No arbitrary expense limit can allow for the variable requirements of

each business situation and for the business operations of each Individual. High
expenses In dollars may result In high sales and hlkh profits, for example; or,

.V 'A
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in some instances, they may reflect faulty Judgment; or even, In rare Instances,
the illegal padding of expense accounts.

We believe that business firms, In the great majority of cases, are best quali-
fled to Judge what are reasonable business expenses. The businessman seeking
sales and profits is in a much better position to judge what activities and ex-
ponses are essential for business success than a revenue agent totally removed
from the risks, competition, and complexities of modern business who may have
only vague or purely arbitrary notions of business requirements to guide him.

The revenues to be gained from minimizing tax evasion In expense accounts
have, in my opinion, been greatly exaggerated. For one thing, I believe the
amount of such tax evasion Is much less than the clamor of tie critics would
Imply. Secondly, if outlays for business expenses are substantially restricted,
the sales of goods and services will also be reduced, with direct effects on pro-
duction and employment as well as profits. Thirdly, as expense expenditures
are curbed, the hotel, restaurant service, entertainment, and other activities
which are curbed will likewise have unfavorable effects on tax revenues. On
balance, there may be little or no gain in revenue, or even a loss.

DE'rEU POLICING TIE ANSWER

In our approach to the problems created by expense accounts, we want to
be constructive and aid the Treasury to secure all of the revenue which the
law requires. We, too, would like to eliminate the abuses of expense accounts.
Our study and experience as tax practitioners and businessmen suggest a
threefold course of action for the most effective accomplishment of these
results.

1. A better policing of expense accounts by the Internal Revenue Service is
imperative both to discourage potential tax evasion through this avenue and
also apprehend the tax chiselers. The fair and effective enforcement of the
law is always welcomed by the honest taxpayers. It also tends to make the
dishonest realize that honesty is, after all, the best policy in minimizing tax
liabilities.

Existing law, In our opinion, is fully adequate. It declares that business ex-
pense deductions shall be reasonable and must be confined to necessary and ordi-
nary business expenses. Personal expenses are not allowed as business expenses,
and are not deductible. On these points the intent of the law is clear, The
law may be enforced by the exercise of fair and intelligent judgment.

2. 1Svory revenue office should have available at least one agent with ample
business experience to be able to judge competently whether items claimed as
business expenses are reasonable and within the law. Much of the hue and
cry over expense accounts originates with persons unfamiliar with business
needs and expenses. An expense which may appear to be unreasonable or a
personal expense to the uninitiated may be an essential business expense which
may legally be deducted.

8. The taxpayers must expect to cooperate in the elimination of expense
account abuses and in the enforcement of the law. It is only fair and reason-
able, as existing law requires, for the taxpayers to keep fully adequate records
which will provide detailed justification of business expenses while excluding
purely personal outlays. The taxpayers should also make full disclosure of
the details of business expenses, as we believe the law now requires. But if
the present law should be found inadequate with respect to the disclosure
requirement, it could be amended.

To conclude, we are opposed to the business expense account provisions in
H.R. 10050 and the Treasury proposals. Our long experience with many tax-
payers and our familiarity with business problems and practices clearly point
to the fundamental fact that only through improved tax administration can
the abuses of expense accounts be prevented and minimized. No legal require-
ments can take the place of judgment in determining what business expenses
are reasonable and proper within the law. We therefore propose that the need
for better policing of expense accounts to deal with the relatively few persons
who abuse them, should be faced and that remedial steps should be taken along
the lines we have suggested.

With your permission, I would like subsequently to insert a list of the
organizations subscribing to this statement, since time has not been available
for the consideration of it by all of the interested organizations.

The CHAIRMAN. The next witness is Mr. Richard L. Hirshberg of
the National Coal Assooiation, rou may proceed, sir.
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STATEMENT OF RICHARD L. HIRSHBERG, ASSISTANT GENERAL
COUNSEL, NATIONAL COAL ASSOCIATION

Mr. Hmsiino. My name is Richard L. Hirshberg and I am assist.
ant geeral counsel of the National Coal Association with offices in
the Coal Building, 1130 17th Street NW., Washington, D.C., The
members of our association mine and market more than two-thirds
of the commercially produced bituminous coal and lignite in the
United States.

My statement deals'with three aspects of the Revenue Act of 1062,
H.R. 10050: the investment tax credit, gains from the sale of depreci.
able assets, and appearances with respect to legislation.

With the chairman's permission, I should like to have the entire
statement reproduced in the record and just mention some of the high.
lights of it orally.

The CHAIRMAN. Without objection that will be done.
Mr. HIRsHBEno. Do you have a copy of it, Mr. Chairman?
The CHAIRMAN. Yes.
Mr. HnsitnERO. I would also like to have incorporated in the rea.

ord, with the chairman's permission, a letter of April 4, 1962, to the
chairman from Stephen F. Dunn, president of the National Coal
Association.

The CHAIRMAN. Without objection both items will appear at the end
of Your testimony,

Mr. Hxnsimnmo. My first subject is the investment tax credit which
is covered in section 2 of the bill. This is generally a credit equal
to T percent of qualified investments made by the taxpayer in per.
sonal property and certain real property used in business and placed
in service after the end of 1961.

As originally reported out by the House Ways and Means Commit.
tee of course, the credit was 8 percent in lieu of 7 percent.

There are also certain limitations on the amount of tax liability
that can be absorbed by the credit and on assets with useful lives of
less than 8 years. Those are stated in the written statement, and I
will not repeat them.

We are very enthusiastically in favor of the tax credit concept be.
cause we believe that this a approach to tax rate reduction is an excellent
way of attacking the problem of obsolescence of production equip.
mont.

The United States, as the record already before this committee will
show, is behind the rest of the Western World and Japan as far as the
rate of investment in productive equipment is concerned.

In fact, recent studies have shown that we are about at the bottom
of the list. The investment tax credit may reasonably be expected
to provide business with strong incentives to replace obsolete equip.
ment which of course, has low productivity with new equipment of
higher productivity. .

I know the chairman is interested in the revenue aspects, We be.
lieve that the generative effect of the tax credit in producing more
profits will, in the long run, more than offset the temporary revenue
loss. Of course, we cannot prove it, but we certainly hope, that would
be true, and we suggest that the device be tried out,

- 4
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I do want to emphasize, though, in connection with my last inter-
polated remark, that we regard this as being an appropriate provision
for permanent enactment into the tax structure.

The administration has already said that it intends to put it into
the Internal Revenue Code permanently.

The administration has also said quite frequently, and we believe
they are fully committed to this position, that enactment of the tax
credit would not preclude further attention to liberalized depreciation
allowances, either by the Treasury or by Congress.

At this point I would like to mention the salvage value problem.
We are highly in favor of the provision in section 1-4(o) that the tax-
payer may disregard amounts of less than 10 percent of the cost in
figuring salvage value for depreciation purposes. We think this will
be very help fil- in removing a lot of potty controversies between
taxpayers and the Internal Revenue Service.

The coal industry is particularly anxious to have the tax credit
enacted, rather than some other form of relief such as depreciation
allowances, because the tax credit would not adversely affect per-
centage depletion allowances.

Liberalized depreciation, although desirable, would, in most coal
mining cases, have the effect of reducing the depletion allowance be-
cause of the 50-percent-of-net-income limitation.

In conclusion, on the tax credit, we would like to see the 8-percent
credit, as originally reported out by the House committee, restored
with the more liberal limitations reported out by that committee. If
that is not considered feasible because of revenue and other consider.
tions, we would certainly like to see the 7-percent credit reported out
and enacted.

My second topic Is section 14 of the Revenue Act of 1062 providing
in general, that ordinary income is to be recognized in the case of
sales or exchanges of depreciable personal property to the extent that
the so-called recomputed basis or the amount realized on the sale or
exchange, whichever is the lesser, exceeds the adjusted basis of thepropeity.

Tie reason for this provision, as spelled out in detail in the House
committee report, is that under present law some taxpayers may
write off the cost of the property over the period of its uselul life, and
then sell the property at a profit over the adjusted basis which will be
taxed as capital gain.

The depreclatlon deductions taken in such cases will have reduced
ordinary income, and a taxpayer who has taken the so-called excessive
depreciation deductions, and then has sold an asset has, in effect, con-
verted ordinary income into capital gain.

The point I want to emphasize here, without going into great detail,
is that this rationale just does not apply in the coal mining industry
because of the interaction of percentage depletion and depreciation.

If a so-called excessive depreciation deduction is taken on a coal-
mining property in a particular year, then the depletion deduction in
the vast majority of cases is reduced by one-half of that amount.

In the, simple example in our prepared statement, it is shown, that
the taxpayer, by taking a so.-called excessive deproiati6n deduction
of $20, OO. on a piece of equipment, actually saves only $5,200 in taxes
mther than,$10,400as he would appear to do, assunng a 52-percent
bracket. I
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Unless the chairman desires, I will not go through this example in
detail. I think it is all spelled out there, and it can be read by the
committee.

In order to assure that the Internal Revenue Service will not be
able to "recapture"--to use the wording of the House committee re-
port--deductions for depreciation in amounts exceeding the tax benefit
to the taxpayer, we propose a simple amendment to section 618(a)
of the code to go along with section 14 of the Revenue Act of 1062.

This amendment would provide that the expenses of mining shall
be reduced by an amount equal to the amount which is treated as ordi-
nary income under section 1245 in computing taxable income from the
property for depletion purposes.

The result of our proposed amendment would be that the Treasury
could collect upon the sale of the asset exactly the same net amount
it could have collected by disallowing the so-called excessive deprecia-
tion allowance in the year in which it was claimed.

Now, in the example given, and I believe in many actual cases, the
taking of the so-called excessive allowance results not from negligence
or a willful attempt to take more than the taxpayer is entitled to, but
from conditions beyond the taxpayer's or the Treasury Department's
control that arise later and make the asset worth more upon sale or
disposition than had appeared in the year the deduction was taken.

The typical instance, of course, is a wartime or emergency situation
where scrap metal and machinery would certainly become very valu.
able.

Under present law there is another inequity relating to gains and
losses resulting from the sale of depreciable personal property in the
ease of mining.

We think that this inequity could and should be removed smul-
taneously with the revisions of the code with respect to gain from
dispositions of depreciable property. .

The courts have held if a taxpayer sells mining equipment at a loss
this loss must be taken into account in computing the taxpayer's tax.
able income from the mining property,

In most coal-mining cases, since the 50-percent-of-net-income limita-
tion is the effective one this rule results in a lowering of the percentage
depletion allowance. However, if the same or similar mining equip-
ment happens to be sold at a profit, the courts have held that the
profit cannot be taken into account in determining the gross or the net
income from mining and, therefore, any profit cannot possibly increase
the depletion deduction.

This, we believe (and the American Mining Congress testified re-
cently to similar effect), should be a two-way street, and our amend-
inent would provide that neither gains nor losses from the sale of
mining machinery shall be taken into account in the depletion formula.

The amendment that we propose is set olit verbatim in the pre-
pared statement and, with the chairman's permission, I will omit
reading it. I

_My list subject is appearances, et cetera, with respect to legislation.
Section 8 of the Revenue Act of 1062 provides that the deduction al-
lowed for ordinary and necessary business expenses shall be allowed
regardless of the fact that such expenses are paid or incurred in con-
nection with communicating information regarding legislation or in-
fluencing legislation,
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Again, I will not go into detail since the whole provision is spelled

out in the bill and paraphrased in our prepared statement. This pro.
vision was added to the bill by the Ways aid Means Committee to
reverse the effect of the Oaminarano and S'traia cases, decided by the
Supreme Court in 1959 and cited in our prepared statement.
These cases hold valid internal revenue regulations that were issued

many years ago and that actually are pretty unrealistic under present
circumstances, where everyone is concerned with communicating views
on legislation to the Congress and to State and local bodies.

The National Coal Association strongly endorses section 8 as writ.
ten into the bill by the House and our only suggestion in this respect
is that the section might well be broadened to include all lawful ox-
p)Onses relating to the influencing of legislation or the communication
of information relating to legislation so long as these were ordinary
and necessary business expenses.

Thank you very much.
(The prepared statement of M r. Hirshberg, together with the letter

of Mr. Dunn follows:)

STATEMENT OF RIOIIARD L. HiIm.unao, ASSISTANT GENERAL COUNSEL, NATIONAL
COAL ASSOCIATION, VA8IINOTON, D.C.

Sty name is Richard L. Hirshborg and I am assistant general counsel of the
National Coal Association with offices In the Coal Building, 1180 17th Street
NW., Washington, D.C. The members of our association mine and market more
than two-thirds of the commercially produced bituminous coal and lignite in
the United States.

INVESTMENT TAX CREDIT (SEC. 2)

Section 2 of H.R, 10050 (hereafter referred to as the Revenue Act of 1002)
provides, In general for a tax credit equal to 7 percent of the Investment made by
the taxpayer in tangible personal property and certain real property used in busi.
niess placed in service by him after December 81, 1001. Tie credit is limited to
$25,600 of the taxpayer's tax liability plus 28 percent of so much of the tax lia-
bility as exceeds $25,000, with a provision for a 5-year carryover of unused cred-
its. Reduced credits are provided for assets with useful lives of less than 8 $ears
and reduced credits are allowed with respect to "public utility property." As
originally reported by the Committee on Ways and Means of the House of Repre-
sentatives on March 10, 1902, the credit for investments In new machinery and
equipment would have been 8 percent, In lieu of 7 percent, with a similar sliding
scale of lower credits for assets with useful lives of less than 8 years. The
credit would have been limited to $100 000 of the tax liability plus 50 percent of
the tax liability above such amount, with a similar 5-year carryover for unused
credits.

The National Coal Association Is enthusiastically In favor of the tax credit
concept. We believe that this approach to tax rate reduction is an excellent
way of attacking the problem of obsolescence of productive equipment. This
problem has become acute In the United State and has lessened our ability to
compete in foreign markets. Out of 12 nations whose economic growth rates
have recently been studied-Japan, Sweden, Germany, Austria, Italy, Nether-
lands, France Switzerland, Canada, Belgium, the United Kingdom, and the
United States-we stand third from the bottom In investment ratio and second
from the bottom In growth rate. As far as Investment In productive equipment
is concerned, the United States is apparently at the bottom of the list.

The Investment tax credit may reasonably be expected to provide business in
general with strong Incentives to replace obsolete equipment of low productivity
with new equipment which is more efficient. The generative effect of the tax
credit In encouraging Investment and Increasing the Nation's economic growth
rate should be sufficient, In the long run, at least to offset any temporary loss of
revenue due to its enactment. Because a major portion of the revenues of the
United States are raised by taxing the net incomes of business operations, it Is
evident that any action which will Improve the profit picture will also favorably
affect revenue collections, As far as the coal industry io concerned, we believe
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that the increase In profitability of mining operations resulting from now in.
vestments which are encouraged by the tax credit will probably bring about
greatly increased payments of income taxes to the Federal Government,

The National Coal Association regards the Investment tax credit as being ap-
propriate for enactment as a permanent part of the tax structure. The adminis.
tration has asserted frequently that this important provision is Intended to be
permanent rather than a stopgap measure, The administration hall also As-
serted frequently that the enactment of the tax credit by Congress will not lessen
the administration's continuing program of depreciation reform. We are highly
In favor of this two-pronged attack on the problem of obsolescence of productive
equipment, and we believe that the enactment. of the tax credit would In no way
preclude continuing attention to depreciation problems by the Treasury Depart.
ment or by Congress.

At this point I would like to mention parenthetically that we are In favor of the
enactment of the provision in section 14(c) of the bill that amounts up to 10 per.
cent of the basis of depreciable property may be disregarded by the taxpayer In
figuring salvage value.

The Investment tax credit would be particularly helpful to the coal Indwstry
and to the mining Industry generally because its enactment would have no ad.
verse effect on percentage depletion allowances. Liberalized depreciation, at.
though desirable, would' in most cases have the effect of reducing depletion al.
lowances because of the 50.percent-of.net-income limitation.

The National Coal Association would like to see the Investment tax credit of 8
percent as originally approved by the Ways and Means Committee restored to the
bill. If this is not feasible, we want to go on record as favoring the 7-percent
provision.

oAIN FROM DISPOSITIONS OF CERTAIN DEPIEoCADLE PROPERTY (sEC. 14)

Section 14 of the Revenue Act of 1002 provides, in general, that ordinary in-
come is to be recognized in the case of sales or exchan es of depreciable personal
property to the extent that the so-called recomputed basis, or amounts realized
on the sale or exchange, whichever Is lesser, exceeds the basis of the property in
the hands of the person making the sale or exchange. The reason for this pro.
posed provision is that, under present law, some taxpayers may write off the
cost or other basis of the property over the period of the useful life of the asset
In their hands, and then can have any gain over the adjusted basis taxed as a
capital gain, The depreciation deductions in such a case will have reduced
ordinary Income and a taxpayer who has taken so-called executive deductions
and then has sold an asset has, in effect, converted ordinary Income Into a capital
gain, Such Is the rationale of section 14 as stated In the report of the Com.
mitt"e on Ways and Means on the Revenue Act of 1082 (pp. 60-07).

We wish to point out that section 14 falls to take Into account the fact that,
In the vast majority of coal mining operations, the taking of so-called excessive
depreciation allowances does not have the effect of converting ordinary income
Into capital gain as stated in the report of the Ways and Means Committee. The
reason that such a result does not occur Is that the deduction for percentage deple-
tion is, in most cases, limited to 50 percent of the taxpayer's taxable income from
the coal mining property, Under this limitation, any depreciation allowance will
automatically reduce the allowance for percentage depletion.

For example, assume that in 1002 the X mining company owns and operates
one coal mine, which is treated as one "property" under section 014 for the pur-
pose of computing depletion allowances. The taxable income from this mine
during 1002, before computing the allowance for depletion, is less than 20 percent
of the "gross Income from the property." For this reason the depletion allowance
for 1002 is limited to 50 percent of the taxpayer's "taxable income from the
property " Further assume that one of the deductions taken by the X company
i1002 is a deduction of $80,000 for depreciation of a piece of mining machinerv.

In late 1068, due to a sharp and unforeseeable Increase in the price ot used min-
ing machinery, the taxpayer realizes from the sale of this mining machine an
amount of $20,000 in excess of the adjusted basis of the machine, such excess
being due to the taking of a depreciation deduction of $80,000 instead of $10,000
for the year 1062.
In the above example (assuming the X company to be at all relevant times in

the 52-percent bracket) the tax saving attributable to the taking of the $0,000
"excessive" depreciation deduction In 002 is pnly $5,200 Instead of $10,400.
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The reason for this is that the $20,000 "excessive" deduction reduces the taxable
income from the property (before the computation of depletion) by that amount
and therefore results In the allowance for depletion being $10,000 less than it
otherwise would have been. The taxpayer saves $10,400 on depreciation (52
percent of $20,000), but loses $5,200 due to the reduction of the depletion allow-
ance (52 percent of $10,000). By treating the $20,000 attributable to the "exces-
sive" depreciation allowance as ordinary income In 1963, the Treasury would be
able to collect $10,400-twice the amount of the tax saved by the taxpayer by
claiming such "excessive" allowance.

In order to assure that the Internal Revenue Service will not be able to
"recapture" deductions for depreciation in amounts exceeding the tax benefit to
the taxpayer, we are proposing a simple amendment to section 018(a) of the
Internal Revenue Code of 1054, which we believe should accompany the enact-
iuent of section 14 of the Revenue Act of 1062. This amendment would provide
that the expenses of mining shall be reduced by an amount equal to the amount
which is treated as ordinary income under section 14 of the bill, in computing the
taxable Income from the mining property for purposes of percentage depletion.

In the example given above, our proposed amendment would reduce the ex-
penses of mining by $20,000 (the amount treated as ordinary income under the
now section 1245) and would thus increase the taxpayer's taxable income from
the mining property by an equal amount. This would have the effect of Increas-
Ing the depletion deduction for 1063 (the year of sale of the mining equipment)
by $10,000. Such increase In the depletion deduction would save the taxpayer
$5,200 In 1003, which he could offset against the $10,400 of additional tax lia-
bility for that year resulting from the enactment of section 14.

The result of our proposed amendment would be that the Internal Revenue
Service could collect, under section 14 of the bill (which would become a new
section 1245 of the code), the same net amount that could have been collected
as a result of the disallowance of so-called excessive depreciation deductions
during the year or years in which those deductions were being taken by the
coal mining company. Again referring to the example given above, the end
result would be that the X company paye back to the Treasury $5,200 in 1003,
exactly the amount that it saved in 1902by taking the so-called excessive deprecia-
tion deduction-that is, the Treasury collects the same additional tax upon the
sale of the mining machine In 1003 that It would have been able to collect by the
disallowance of the "excessive" depreciation deduction for 1902 If it had been
able to foresee the postulated sharp and unforeseen Increase In the value of
used mining machinery in 190.

Under present law, there Is another Inequity relating to gains and losses
resulting from the sale of depreciable personal property which could, and we
think should, be removed in connection with the revision of the provisions of
the code relating to gain from dispositions of depreciable property. The courts
have held that If a taxpayer sells mining equipment at a lose, such loss must
be taken into account in computing the taxpayer's taxable income from the
l)roperty, In most cases involving coal, the 15-percent-of-net-income limitation
applies to limit the allowable depletion deduction, and thus a loss from the
sale of mining property reduces the depletion allowance,

If the same mining equipment were to be sold at a profit, however, such
profit could not be taken into account In computing either the net or the gross
income from the property, according to the court cases on this subject. Some
Internal Revenue agents have even contended that gains from the sale of
mining machinery cannot be used to offset losses from the sale of similar
machinery in the same year.

This result Is quite obviously unfair to the taxpayer. If profit from the
sale of mining machinery is not depletable income, then any lose from the
sale of the same machinery should logically not have to be taken as a deduc-
tion from mining income. In order to correct this inequity, and to provide
for the problem of the reduction of percentage depletion allowances because
of so-called excessive depreciation allowances In connection with the enact-
ment of the proposed new section 1245, we suggest the following simple amend-
ment to section 018(a) of the code:

"After the second sentence of section 018(a) of the Internal Revenue Code
of ION add the following new sentence:

"'In computing the taxpayer's taxable income from the property, the ex-
peases of mining shall be reduced by an amount equal to the amount which
treated as ordinary income under section 1245, and losses from the disposition

8210-42--pt. 8- 22
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or abandonment of depreciable personal property shall not be taken into
account.,'

APPEARANCE, ETO., WITH RESPECT TO LMOISLATION

Section 3 of the Revenue Act of 1062 provides that the deduction allowed
by section 102(a) (relating to trade or business expenses) shall Include all the
ordinary and necessary expenses paid or Incurred in carrying on any trade
or business in direct connection with appearances before, submission of state.
ments to, or sending communications to, the committees, or individual Members
of Congress or of any legislative body of a State, a possession of the United
States, or a political subdivision of any of the foregoing with respect to legs.
latlon or proposed legislation of direct interest to the taxpayer, or in direct
connection with communlealton of Information between the taxpayer and an
organization of which he is a member with result to legislation or proposed
legislation of indirect Interest to the taxpayer and to such organization, and that
portion of the dues so paid or incurred with respect to any organization of
which the taxpayer is a member which Is attributable to the expenses of the
activities described above carried on by such organization.

This provision was written into the bill by the Ways and Means Committee
to reverse the effect of two companion decisions of the Supreme Court in 1090
upholding the validity of the so-called lobbying regulations issued many years
ago by the Treasury Department (Oamm arano v. United Statos and F, Stratie d
,Pons, In. v. United States, 358 U.S.C. 408). A detailed Justification for the
I)roposed new section 102(e) of the code may be found In the report of the
Ways and Means Comnmittee on the Revenue Act of 1002 (pp. 10-17).

We have long urged legislation along the lines of section 8 of the Revenue
Act of 1062 and wish to endorse this provision strongly. Our only suggestion
Is that it might well be broadened to include all lawful expenses relating to
the Influencing of legislation or the communication of Information relating to
legislation, so long as such expenses were "ordinary and necessary" within
the meaning of section 102(a).

NATION AL COAL AeSOOxATIox,
Washington, D.C,, April 4, 19O..

Hon. HAnRY FLOOD BYRD,

U.S. Senate, Waahlngto, D.O.
DAL SEN!ATOR BYRD: The National Coal Association desires to advise you of

Its support of the House-passed bill (H.R. 10650) which contains the tax credit
Incentive for new Investment.

Representations have been made during the course of the consideration of the
measure in the House of Representatives to the effect that business was opposed
to this form of needed tax relief. The purpose of this letter Is to advise you that
the Incentive tax credit not only has coal support but also many other significant
industries, such as the railroads, textiles, machine tools, and the like.

Since the end of World War II the bituminous coal mining industry has more
than doubled production efficiency, but continued improvement in equipment is
necessary if mining companies are to have an opportunity to meet fuel competi-
tion. The tax credit provision of H.R. 106050 will assist materially in enabling
the coal Industry to achieve this objective.

From the public Interest point of view, there is ample evidence that obsolescence
of productive equipment has become an acute problem for the United States and
has lessened our ability to compete In foreign markets. We think this trend
can be effectively reversed through the tax credit approach,

We hope that you will be able to support the investment tax credit provision
when H.R. 108M is presented for final consideration.

Sincerely,
STRPIIN F. Dtn4, Presdentf.

The CHTAInMAx, Thank you very much.
Mr, Hmasinnano. I will be glad to answer any questions the commit.

tee may have.
The CHA MA. Thank you very much for your information.
The committee will recess until 10 o'clock tomorrow morning.
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(By direction of the chairman, the following is made a part of the
record:) DOAK SPOIALTIES,

Springfleld, Mo, February 27, 1062.
lon. IIARRY BYRD,
Chairman, Senate Finatwe Conemittee,
Waeh tgtont, D.O.

DE.An SENATOR BYRD: It Is my understanding that an omnibus bill will be In
the Senate Finance Committee very soon now. As I understand it, this bill is
the tax revision bill and that there is a specified $25 limit on business gifts to
any one individual in a calendar year. This limit is to include all specialty
advertising items that would carry an advertising imprint.

Although I can understand a limitation of $25 for a business gift item or items
in any one calendar year, it is incomprehensible to me why advertising specialties,
such as calendars, wooden pencils and other writing instruments, coin holders,
etc. should be included in this interpretation.

it ts my understanding that the Internal Revenue Service has interpreted all
advertising specialty Items and gift items such as liquor, cheese, etc. as coming
under this $25 ruling. I ask that clear and definitive language be sot forth,
exempting advertising specialty Items so that there could be no unfair bureau-
cratic interpretation.

The Inclusion of specialty advertising items under the $25 maximum ruling
would constitute a hardship on perhaps 2,000 active small businessmen engaged
in this field and their approximately 100,000 employees. In addition, many small
advertisers cannot use mass media type of advertising due to the huge oxpendi-
ture required and can only come to the specialty advertising counselor for specific
merchandising and sales promotion help. In thousands of cases specialty adver-
tising is the small businessman's only method of advertising and sale promotion.

I am of the opinion that this has been set forth in this manner because of a
lack of understanding of what is special advertising and what is a gift on the
part of the Congressmen Involved and their advisers. At this point, It would
also seem that we small businessmen have been negligent in informing our legis-
lators. However, I believe that this has been a well-kept, secretive proposal up
to this point.

Mray I ask that you very carefully consider the deteriorating effect this will
have on the s ealty advertising industry, its labor, salesmen, suppliers, and
the people the Industry serves, and that this portion be rewritten before it leaves
the Senate Finance Committee.

Very truly yours,
JOHN M. DOAK.

U. 0. COLSoN Co.,
Par(s, Ill., March 7, 1062.

Hon. HARRY F. BYRD,
Ohairman, Senate Finance Oommltlee,
Waehitgtot, D.C.

DEAt SENATOR BYRD: For many years you have served your country admirably
in the U.S. Senate. I say "country" because I have always been impressed that
that Is what you were serving first with your own native State of Virginia
benefiting thereby, I was most pleased when you withdrew your announced
retirement plans and decided to run once more for your seat. Without your
strong and independent voice particularly on the Finance Committee I wonder
how many billions more the New Frontiersmen might have squandered by this
time. It is a most frightening prospect for our country. Please keep up your
fine American work.

Also in this connection, I am taking the liberty of writing you somewhat in
behalf of the entire specialty advertising Industry. It is estimated that our
Industry employs In excess of 850,000 people in the manufacture, sale, and dis.
tribution of advertising specialties. Almost without exception the products
which we manufacture and sell bear an imprint of the sales promotional and
advertising copy of the particular company who has purchased them. They
In turn present these to their prospects and customers. Some examples of our
type of products are calendars, ballpoint pens, ashtrays, memorandum books,
wooden lead pencils, fly swatters, etc.
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Unquestionably we have done a poor job of explaining to the Congress
exactly of what our advertising media consists. As a part of the administra.
tion's tax proposals including such items as the suggested depreciation allow.
unCes, control of expense accounts, etc., is one section, namely, section 274(b) (2)
currently being considered by the flouse Ways and Means Committee. This

- particular section states that business gifts shall be limited for tax deductible
_ purposes to $25 por person, per year which unquestionably has been included

in an effort to prevent "payola" such as Cadillacs, mink coats, deep freezes, and
other excessive gifts. Certainly no one should or could question the advisability
of some kind of a limitation on this kind of "payola,"

Advertising by a business firm is a legal deduction. The specialty advertising
industry provides the only effective advertising media available to people who
cannot afford or cannot ecomomically use mass advertising media such as tele.
vision, radio, periodicals, and newspapers. The bill in its present form con.
talus discriminatory legislation against our particular advertising media. Ad-
vertising specialties are not In reality gifts, but on the contrary make up legiti-
mate and necessary advertising inedia,

The Internal Revenue Department has already issued a statement that this
limitation will apply regardless of whether the item is imprinted or not. There.
fore, calendars, ballpoint pens, ashtrays, etc., would be classified as "gifts" accord.
ing to Treasury interprlation.

Undoubtedly the question has arisen in your mind as to why I am concerned
sice practically all specialty advertising is relatively inexpensive in cost and
therefore probably would lie unlikely to reach the $25 limitation. The danger
lies in the fact that we receive only a small part of the advertiser's budget in
manfy intstances,

In many cases he will have used hams, turkeys, liquor, theater tickets, etc.-
perhaps even some of your npples whose fame Is widespread-on his more val-
liable accounts and when our salesmen approach him with an advertising idea
Involving the use of some of our products, he could very easily say that he had
already reached the $25 limitation and we would be out of business. This is
why we feel it is so important that specialty advertising should be defined and
excluded from the provisions of the new law and its interpretation by the Trens-
ury Department.

Specialty advertising is usedl primarily by the smaller businessmen-the guts
of American buness-as sales promotion aids to reach their relatively limited
number of prospects and customers in the most effective and least expensive
manner. Almost without exception all of the products which we manufacture
and sell throughout the entire country are imprinted, hot stamped, engraved,
etc., in one form or another with the name and selling copy of the business firm
which purchases them, and at the very least are personalized with the recipient's
name or initials. For this reason they are of no value to anyone other than to
the business firm and/or the recipient. Their commercial value is nonexistent.

It is therefore imperative to our very survival that a definition be written
into this bill excluding from the term "gifts" any promotional advertising
specialty designed and manufactured for such purpose on which the name of
the advertiser is clearly imprinted, It is understood that our industry has no
opportunity for relief in the House. The bill will come out under cloture rule
from the House Ways and Means Committee and breeze through the House.
Our only chance then is In the Senate, and particularly the Finance Committee
of which you are chairman.

The following resolution which will be filed in the Senate when the bill hits
there sums It up:
"To Members of the Senate of the United Srates

"The boards of directors of the Advertising Specialty Guild International and
the Advertising Specialty National Association, representing 928 firms, at their
respective spring meetings on February 20, 1902, in Chicago, Ill., adopted the
following resolution :

"'Re it resolved, That certain facts be called to the attention of the Members
of the Senate of the United States:

"'The specialty advertising industry produces, distributes, and sells a recog-
nized advertising medium. Its many products (such as calendars, key cases,
pens, pencils, ashtrays, thermometers, memo pads, and many thousands of other
Items) are useful articles imprinted with the name and selling message of the
advertiser and are distributed by the advertised without condition of sales to
his customers and prospects.
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"'Specialty advertising provides an effective advertising medium particu-

larly for small businessmen who cannot afford or cannot economically use the
mass media such as newspaper, magazine, radio, and television. Specialty ad-
vertising also is utilized by many large businesses to effectively roach select lists
of customers and prospects.

1"'The revenue bill currently being considered by the House Ways and Means
Committee discriminates (see. 274 (b)(2)) against the special advertising in-
dustry and if enacted would adversely affect the business world and the specialty
advertising industry which provides employment for upward of 850,000 persons
engaged in the manufacture, distribution, and sale of Its products.

''Therefore, because special advertising Is a legitimate and necessary form
of advertising and should not be confused with business gifts, the proposed
revenue bill should be phrased to eliminate any question as to the intent of
Congress. Obviously the purpose of the proposed legislation is to close loopholes
in the tax deductibility of gift as a business expense."'The specialty advertising industry Is not opposed to legislation designed
to provide essential tax revenues. The industry feels, however, that it is highly
discriminatory for the bill to be so vague as to possibly permit the classilflca.
tion of this recognized advertising medium with business gifts which usually
are high in price and do not carry advertising messages.'

I understand that you are really disturbed by many other provisions of this
bill-and I couldn't agree with you more. If the whole thing could be defeated
I'm sure we'd all be better off. Whether or not the "pressure" can be resisted
to accomplish this is of course known far better by you. Barring this, I am
hopeful that your Finance Committee will see the fairness of my request and
that the discrimination against specialty advertising can and will be removed.Sincerely, U. GORDON COLSON, President.

ADVERTISING A80cATION! OF THE WEST,
San Francisco, Calil., Mtaroh 15, 1969.

lion. ITARRY FLOOD BYRD,
Ohairmatn, Senate Finance Oomn4ttce,
Washington, D.O.

DEAR SxR: I am sure that as chairman of the Senate Finance Committee, you
will be giving early consideration to the proposed provision from the House
of Representatives that business gifts in excess of $25 per year per recipient
should not be tax deductible.

I understand that the Treasury Department interprets "business gifts" as
broad as to include sales aids, point-of-purchase displays, calendars, and so
forth. In our opinion such gifts are advertising, remembrance advertising,
as we call it, and important In our economy.

Our association represents all classifications of advertising, but we feel that
such limitation would not only create a real hardship for business, which wishes
to keep Its name before its prospects, but also It would be a very serious blow
to many very Important Industries in our country, who themselves are large
taxpayers.

May I therefore recommend that this limitation be taken off so that these
hardships will not prevail.

All of us are interested in helping In the program, which the President of the
United States and the Secretary of Commerce have spoken up so ably for, and
that is the increase of our national income, and such restrictions as these would
definitely create handicaps to such objectives.

We urgently request that you consider these viewpoints.
Sincerely yours,

OAS. W. COLLUER.
GEtoIn Baos,,

Lewieton, Maine, March 99, 1069.
Hon. MARGARIT CHASS S?trrn,
U.8. Senate,
Washington, D.O.

Mr DEAR SENATOR SMITH: We at Geiger Bros. are in an industry that is cur.
rently under siege In Washington, with the new -tax bill placing a $25 limit
on tax-deductible expense for business gifts per person each year. The bill
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specifically does not deviate between genuine gifts and specialty advertising and
seems to lump Into one pot Imprinted items, calendars and all sorts of things
that we sell as goodwill builders and advertising items. These thin s that
we sell are useful merchandise and most of them could hardly be considered a
gift. Most of them carry an advertising message and even where it is a gift,
t is generally different than the type of bribe the bill is attempting to curb.

To bunch all of these things under a common denominator of giving is unfair
and we feel would be very harmful to our business.

In addition, for every one It would seem rather difficult to measure out what
is given to a person or how one is entertained throughout the year. It would
seem almost astronomical the amount of work to be piled on to the already over.
burdened bookkeeping departments of companies to try to separate and to keep
track of the things that are done for each and every person during the year.
I know you will agree with me that already we are overburdened with more
work than our people can handle.

It may be that the Members In the House of Representatives who seem to
favor this bill are not aware of the implication of bulking together things in
our industry in a catchall tax bill, but it would be difficult to keep track of
each advertising specialty along with the things that were designated as gifts,
such as flowers on the opening of a business, or a ticket to a ball game. I am
very much afraid that the apparent disservice to the businessman can only be
diluted by good work on the part of those who represent us and understand our
problem. I am hopeful you will be one of these.

Kind personal regards, RAY GEOEf. PDTCd(I(flt.

RETIHER MOLD & MFo. CO.,
Cayahopa Falls, Ohio, March 20, 1962.

The U.S. SENATE,
Senate Offoe Buillding,
Washington, D.O.
(Attention of Frank J. Lausche and Stephen M1. Young).

DEAR Sins: After giving the now tax bill considerable thought we would like
you to vote against this bill as long as it includes the 8-percent tax credit and
business expense account regulations.

We are a small company, doing about a million dollars In sales a year. In
the last 0 years we have purchased new equipment as follows: 1950, $00,000:
1957, $15,000; 1958, $30,000; 1059, $85,000; 1900, $25,000; 1061, $00,000; find
this year we have already added about $30,000. This amounts to $310,000, all
to be depreciated over 10 years or more. We have bought a tremendous amount
of new equipment for a small shop facing competition from over 100 other shops
in the Summit County area. Now that we have our equipment paid for or being
paid for out of earnings after a 52-percent tax bite, Mr. Kennedy now wants
to give our competitors an 8-percent tax break. Where Is mine? Our equip-
ment Is up to date. We have the most modern shop of our size In Ohio, and
now for spending our money during some slow years and not being afraid to
invest In capital equipment, we get nothing. We want depreciation reform, not
a bonus for future good behavior, like a child gets. Am I a fool now for having
spent our money?

Please don't vote for the 8-percent tax credit, unless they let us go back 5 years
and pick up bonus we have earned for putting our money into the economy.

Very truly yours, KARL A, A. REUTIHER, Seoretary of Corporatlon.

WAtTRR W. CRInDINS Co., INC.,
San Franoisco, March 27, 1062.

The Honorable HARRY P. BYRD,
Chairman, Senate FiPitwe CommitIttee,
Washingn, D.O.

MY DAn SENAT oR BYRD: The tax bill HR. 10650, which is now before your
committee contains this regulation of business gifts:

"Section 274(b) Gifts (1) and (2): No deduction shall be allowed under
section 162 or 212 for any expense for gifts made directly or Indirectly to any
individual to the extent that such expense whqn added to prior expenses of the
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taxpayer for gifts made to such Individual during the same taxable year, exceeds
$W. For purposes of this section, the term "gift" means any Item excludable
from gross income of the recipient under section 102 which Is not excludable
from his gross Income under any other provision of this chapter."

I Interpret this to mean stripped of its legalese that no businessman can claim
for tax purposes any expenses for gifts exceeding $25 per recipient per year.

This piece of legislation has Its origin In the payola scandals and thus is not
really a revenue measure, but Is a ruling on business morality. As a tax-
producing measure, It is probably useless, because a lowering of business spend.
nog means a lowering of income for those with whom the money would be spent,

and thus, overall, most likely a reduction in tax revenue.
In its effort to enforce business morality, for however that may be possible by

legislation, the House of Representatives has gone overboard and a correction
is necessary unless It is your Intention to destroy the whole field of sales pro.
motion.

The key is In the second sentence quoted above: "The term 'gift' means any
item excludable from gross income under section 102." Inquiry to the U.8.
Treasury has indicated that this would include everything and anything given
by one businessman to another, flowers on the occasion of an anniversary or
opening, displays and point-of-sale posters, and calendars, ashtrays, ball pens.
This latter field, commonly known as advertising specialties, is my specific
interest as past president of the Advertising Specialty Guild International and
current chairman of Government relations committee.

I would like to make it clear that advertising specialties, i.e., merchandise
of some usefulness, to which an advertising message is affixed or which is
given to the recipient with an advertising message attached, or in conjunction
with an overall advertising program, is advertising, not business gifts, although
for obvious reasons no charge is made to the recipient and it would be a gift
under above formula. We feel very strongly that such gifts are not bribe,
but that they carry a specific advertising appeal, and, therefore, should be
exempted.

With a copy of this letter, I am sending you examples. There is a large man-
size ashtray made for the Kerr-McGee Oil Co. It Is obvious from its aplpearance
that this was used for advertising. There is another glass tray made for
J. P. Coates depicting the history of thread, a very subtle form, and therefore,
more effective form of advertising. There is a large tray showing coins of
all U.S. Presidents, which we developed for the American President Lines.
We made a similar tray recently, including silver dollar embedments and slecal
engraving exceeding the $25 limit all by Itself, yet It was advertising. I do
not need to tell you that there are thousands of different advertising specialties,
comprising an industry estimated to amount to about a half billion dollars
in volume and employing directly or indirectly about 350,000 people.

Advertising is a legitimate business function. Most of the advertising dollars
go to TV, radio, newspapers and magazines, including thousands of business
publications. However, as you probably know, these mass media are unsuited
for the small businessman. They cover usually an area vastly in excess of
the trading area of the small enterprise. Specialty advertising, directly to
the recipient prospect or customer, in a controlled area by mail, messenger,
or at the point of sale, is the only form of advertising suitable to him.

The same applies to the large industrial producer of raw materials or fabri-
cations with a relatively small market. Mass media are thoroughly unsuited
to advertise their products economically (even if tax allowable). Only clever
use of advertising specialties can accomplish an adequate and low-cost market
coverage.

For example, take the producer of refractories or firebrick. The market is
national in scope, but scattered through ninny industries; steelmaking, glass
firing, production of cement, to name a few. No trade magazine covers all these
markets and there are on a national scale only about 1,50 decisionmakers in
this whole market. These are general managers, vice presidents of operation,
purchasing agents; busy people. To reach them only an advertising specialty,
cleverly designed, suitably packaged to carry a story will get through. A few
years ago, we designed a program consisting of five mailings, each built around
the theme "More Heats From K/A Refractorles"-different kinds of matches
and lighters In specially designed packages. It was a definite factor in Increasing
the sale of refractories, opening doors for salesmen, and won a national advertis-
ing specialty award for our client,
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And this opens the Pandora box of Interpretations. Does the limitation of
$25 Include or exclude the plus value added by advertising, or does one use
the net cost of the Item as basis? Is the cigarette lighter-a $2 item in computing
the gifts to one Individual, or because we have added $5 for special boxes,
printing, packaging, mailing, etc., Including the fees of an advertising agency-
Is It now a $7 gift? Or do we use the retail value of the lighter, say $3.08
as our base?

What about a point-of-sale sign, such as an electric clock with an advertising
message on Its face? Customary procedure Is for the advertiser to pay a portion
of the value, the balance charged to the distributor or retailer. Is the contri.
button of the advertiser a gift? We supply large thermometers, mirrors, etc.,
with advertising to get the advertiser's message on a wall to be read by many.
Are they gifts If free, not gifts If a nominal charge is made, or If there Is a
tie-in with merchandise such as with special display racks?

Imprinting costs become smaller per unit as quantity Increases. Thus, under
the ruling, the smaller advertiser would get penalized over the big one, not only
because he pays a higher unit cost, as he does, but also because he reaches the
ceiling sooner.

The first part of the legislation before you-loosely interpreted "per person
per year"--makes .the distribution of advertising specialities an Impossible
task at bookkeeping. It would iuean that a businessman has to keep exact tabs
on his prospects and customers and account for every "gift" to make sure that
not one or the other received over $25 per year. And under present attitudes
of the tax collectors, they would disallow anything that cannot be proven. In
effect, this rule alone would make It practically Impossible for any firm to pur.
chase advertising specialities. Some programs overlap. The same person buy-
Ing refractories may buy aluminum "shot" used In steelmaking. The "giver" Is
the same corporation, but they are entirely different divisions, with different
sales forces, different advertising managers, different promotion problems. How
can it large concern keep track of "gifts" under such circumstances? These
problems would apply to almost any national organization. Calendars, pocket-
knives, paniters caps and ball pens, added net or with packaging, including
freight and sales tax per recipient make this a frightful venture In bookkeeping
and administration.

Another subject for Inter court action Is contained In the phrase "directly
or indirectly." If a businessman sends another firm a floral gift for a branch
opening, does a subsequent "gift" of a ball pen to the manager disqualify the
"gift" because directly or Indirectly they were to the same person? Or, would
one have to add all gifts of advertising specialties to the same office or the same
firm? In that case, I, myself, am probably guilty of exceeding the limits be-
cause throughout the year I distribute to receptionists, secretaries and prospects
low-cost advertising specialties, but totaled up within a large organization, cer-
tainly in excess of $25 per corporation.

If there must be legislation to curb abuses, It must be as flexible as business
transactions usually are. Not all businesses require the same amount of sales
promotion or advertising. Twenty-five dollars In one Industry may be exces-
sive, In another, not enough. Last year, In a brief submitted to the House Ways
and Means Committee In lieu of a personal appearance I proposed that: "Ex-
penses for the cost of travel, entertainment, and gifts cannot be deducted for
tax purposes to the extent that they exceed the usual or reasonable standards
of the trade."

As an alternative, I suggest now to add to the first sentence of section 274(b)
after "$25"-1"'except advertising matters usually distributed to promote the
sale of products and services."

If that Is not practical or acceptable, may I urge you, Senator Byrd, to see
that the law clearly says that advertising specialities; I.e., merchandise to which
an advertising message has been attached by means of Imprinting, stamping,
embossing, decalcomanias or other similar methods of reasonable permanency,
are not gifts In the meaning of section 274(b).

pAnCL 1. RosENsW, Presidetit.
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JOHN K. WArmT & SONS, INO., -

Seattle, Waeh., March 17,1962.
Senator H. F. ByrD,
Ohaitnan of the Finance Oommiltee,
U.S. Senate, Waehtipto, D..

Diii SENATO8 liYR: Re H.R. 10650: It Is most important for small businesses
such as ours, to be permitted to take full deductions on entertainment and
expense accounts because we use this approach in getting business in the same
manner as the grocery stores and department stores use the media of advertising
in the local newspapers, radio and television.

I don't know of any small business that has yachts or apartments in Honolulu
that are written off as a business expense, but I do know that most small busi-
nesses wine and dine their customers, sometimes their wives, as well as take
them to plays or athletic activities and also give them reasonable Christmas
gifts.

Not only do I do much of this personally, as head of the company, but my
salesmen also find it necessary for that is part of their Job.

Lord knows, the taxes on the small businessmen are sufficlently high already,
working such a hardship on them that if any greater tax is added, many of
them will close.

I have written my friend, Senator Warren Magnuson, numerous times on this
subject and I am sure that he fully appreciates what small business is up
against if this tax is allowed to go through,

Yours very truly,
JoHN K. WAITE, President.

Tun TuOMAS D. MURPuY Co.,
Red Oak, Iowa, March *8, 1962.Hon. HAnRY F. BYRD,

con milttee on FNnalwe, U.S. Senate,
Washington, D.C.

Dm MR. BYRD: I can hardly be considered a voting constituent of yours,
but undoubtedly you are aware of the fact that your constituency, because of
your activities and sound positions In the Senate, covers a wide area in tills
U.S.A. of ours. It is upon this basis that I am writing you this letter.

Our problem is House bill H.R. 10050 on which the Senate has rescheduled
hearings to begin April 8.

The above bill discriminates in section 274(B) (2) against the specialty adver-
tising industry in that it groups this form of advertising and its varied media
with the field of individual gifts which carry no imprinted message. The en-
deavor, evidently, Is to stop the payola gap in deductions for business expenses,
a purpose we all endorse.

I understand Senator McCarthy of Minnesota intends to introduce an amend-
ment to this section to clear up this fallacy of placing advertising calendars
and imprinted advertising items such as pens and pencils In the same category
as expensive gifts and entertainment.

It will be a simple matter to clarify the situation by explicitly exempting
from the gift classification imprinted calendars, pens, pencils and other adver-
tising specialties. This form of legitimate advertising does not belong in the
category of gifts for which a total of $25 per individual is indicated for the
year's expense for tax deduction purposes.

I'm sure that you are familiar with our type of advertising calendars that
carry a business message. They are sold to the largest concerns in the country
and all the way down to the small service station. They're given out by priests
and ministers to their parishioners so that they will know about church services
and other religious regulations They are distributed by banks, steamship com-
panies, manufacturers, and insurance companies, to advertise their services.
They are distributed for a purpose, and that purpose is strictly an advertising
purpose,The calendar carries a date pad and a picture which enables it to "buy," so

to speak, wall space, where the many viewers throughout the year can read
the message that the distributor of the calendar wants read in order to increase
his business. By the same token, the small retail merchant does the same thing
by placing a calendar in the home to keep his name before the people to Improve
hlis business,
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We really are in business to make business better across the country. From
that increased business, taxes can legitimately be assessed; but to handicap us
In the process of making business better doesn't sound like very good logic, It
appears an unfair discrimination against one department of the advertising in-
dustry that would put a lot of handicaps on every participant in developing this
business and using its products to increase business.

I am confident that you can place these facts before the Finance Committee
in a way to make them see the fairness of eliminating our advertising calendars
and other imprinted advertising media from the unlmprinted gift field and I
shall certainly appreciate your help in this direction.

Cordially yours,
GEOROM E. WOOD, Vice President.

STATEMENT SUnMitrED ny InA W. RUMnL, op RUDEr, IBc & HUMPiURY, Ixc.
CUICAGo, I.L.

ENTERTAINMENT EXPENSES

Certain business concerns, particularly those in personal service businesses,
advertising agencies, management consultants, etc., develop long-range as-
soclations with their clients. The 100 largest advertisers retain their associa.
tion with their advertising agencies, on the average, for 20 years. Before em-
ploying an agency, through whom they will spend millions, perhaps hundreds
of millions, they want to know the principals of the agency well. It is for
such reasons that personal service executives often seek the opportunity of ex-
posing themselves to clients and prospects in pleasant surroundings where
neither the executive nor the prospect or client is under pressure from normal
business routine. A pleasant hour or so at dinner, over cocktails or in a re.
laxed atmosphere elsewhere, is a dignified and proper business means of enter.
training proslects and clients and for the consideration of long-term and other
business matters. Unlike a direct sales contact, personal services are often
sold over a long period of time, which Involves a necessary amount of enter-
taMining.

TRAVELINO EXPENSES

What it is necessary to spend for meals and lodging while away from home
Is a question that depends on many factors. To permit a revenue agent to
determine what is reasonable Is to make a man a Judge about matters that he
has no experience with and no understanding of. A Inan with an Income of
$7.000 to $9,000 annually, who has never been an executive of a business, per-
haps who has never traveled on business, perhaps who has never done busi-
ness with a client or prospect In his hotel room or suite, who lives at home
In a modest dwelling, Just cannot comprehend why a business executive needs
to spend two, three, or five times as much as he would spend.

To Incorporate in tax legislation the prohibition of deductions for enter-
tninment expenses and to put the Judgmenk of what is reasonable In the hands
of a revenue agent who, by experience, Is not qualified to make judgments about
these things would be a serious mistake and a blow to a vital segment of Amer-
ican business-the personal service companies involved in the function of mar-
keting. Marketing costs of all products In the United States, according to
Nielsen, account for more than 50 percent of the total cost of these products.
Skillful, professional advice can help promote U.S. economy and can further
our foreign business interests,

Put enough handcuffs and restrictions on top business executives and they
will be sufficiently discouraged and hampered so as to reflect seriously on the
proud pace of American business.

T urge you to carefully consider restricting legitimate entertaining expenses,
or to put the Judgment an to what Is reasonable In the hands of people who are
not qualified to make such judgments. I say this after a period of 80 years of
being a certified public accountant and a tax consultant, as well "as 10 years as
a management consultant to advertising agencies and personal service busl-
nesses,
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AnL 9, 1962.
Mr. IRA RuBnm
OCMoago, ill.

DcAs Ma. RuBzL: I have your letter of April 8 together with the remarks which
you made before the Chicago Federated Advertising Club explaining your posi-
tion on the tax bill now before the Congress.

In view of the peculiar situation created by the bill in respect to your business
I would suggest that you prepare a statement outlining your position in respect
to the legislation and send it to Senator Harry Byrd, chairman of the Finance
Committee of the U.S. Senate, together with 17 copies for the other members.
The Finance Committee is currently holding hearings on this bill, and your
statement can be made a part of the record if you wish. In this way, it will be
brought to the attention of the full Senate. The hearings will last for another
2 weeks.

If there is any further way in which I can be of assistance, do not hesitate to
advise.

Sincerely,
Evzvm MoKINLEty DixszN,

U.S. Senate Mtnorily Loader.

C1OnA0O FEDERATED ADVETISING CLUB SnEox

Tax planning has become a necessity for every executive because tax laws and
regulations have become unbelievably complicated. The situation reminds me
of a chapter in "Gulliver's Travels.'" Gulliver was sitting in the palm of the
hand of the King of Giants and had spent 2 days telling the king about the laws
of England, When he finished the king showed contempt for the English laws
and when Gulliver asked why, the king commented on the complexity of the Eng-
lish legal system. He said that they permitted no law to have more words than
there were letters in their alphabet (24). He said further that it was provided
in their system that no one be permitted to write an explanation, annotation, or
other comment explaining a law under the penalty of death.

Today we have decisions for and against almost every tax situation you can
think of. But since no discussion about the complexity of the tax law can be
helpful to the individual taxpayer or the small corporation, there is little point
in discussing the legal provisions.

Whether an Item is a business or personal expense, whether a trip was made
for business or personal reasons and whether a luncheon is an ordinary business
expense or a personal matter are not questions of law but matters of fact.

The one thing that all of us are interested In is how to take home more after-
tax dollars and keep them for our own use.

Many years ago it was comparatively easy for a man to put a few dollars
away out of each paycheck to create a nest egg for a rainy day. But with the
ever Increasing tax bite through direct and indirect taxes, it becomes more and
more difficult for the individual or the small business to create a reserve for
future use.

It looks as though Federal income tax rates will not be increased for this
year or next year, but the amount of taxes that the Government intends to
secure will be greater because the examination of tax returns Is ever more
stringent. The proposed new tax legislation, which is primarily intended to
close tax loopholes, for the most part simply makes law out of practices that
revenue agents have been following. The principal points that you are affected
by are:

1. Proposed disallowance of 50 percent of club dues and assessments.
2. The disallowance of entertainment where it is not in the ordinary course

of business but merelay for goodwill purposes. I will go over this in detail
later.

8. Allowance of only reasonable travel and entertainment expenses on out-
of-town trips, instead of the entire amount spent for meals and lodgings.

4. Disallowance of the cost of your own lunch when you take people to lunch
for business purposes. (Suggestion: Bring your own apple and sandwich.)

The President's suggested amendments to the Internal Revenue Code in.
elude one provision that advertising men in all fields of the advertising business
should be aware of. It is the provision related to the disallowance of certain
entertainment expenses, Specifically the proposed law would state, "no deduc-
tion is to be allowed by entertainment, amusement, or recreational expenses
or for related facilities except to the extent that the taxpayer established that
the item was 'directly related to the production of Income and was not merely
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for good will.'" This provision would deny expenses for entertaining guests
at night clubs, theaters, country clubs, etc., unless the taxpayer can show that
the incurring of such expenses was directly related to specific attempts to
obtain or continue business. They would not be deductible If they are made
merely in the hope of creating friendships or obligations which may or may
not lead to business in the future.

The wording of the draft of the President's proposals implies to me that
the taxpayer must be able to show that he was actually trying to secure an
order during the period of the entertainment. It sounds to me as though those
who framed this legislation were thinking of a commodity salesman who could
ask for the order then and there. This proposed legislation will undoubtedly
lead to a great deal of trouble for advertising men.

It Is ordinary and necessary In the advertising business for an executive of an
advertising agency, a public relations company, for an attorney, an accountant,
or a management consultant to entertain people for the purpose of exposing
their ideas, character, way of thought to prospective clients so that In the future
when they have occasion to use the services of such a person or company, they
will be In position to make a selection on the basis of a knowledge of the philos-
ophy, personality, experience, and work of the Individual.

Agency men, seeking to secure accounts running into millions of dollars, find
It necessary, desirable, and productive of income to become acquainted with
prospects and to be with them occasionally over long periods of time. To do
this, key people in advertising agencies do certain types of entertainment of a
dignified nature in order to make It possible to become acquainted with and
to expose themselves to prospects.

Revenue agents, who are charged with the administration of the Federal tax
laws, cannot easily understand the special nature of advertising agencies and
other marketing service businesses, nor are they readily able to come to grips
with the need of advertising agency and publicity people to meet with prospective
clients under circumstances in which the agency can expose themselves leisurely
to prospects when they are not harassed by other business demands. Being
rather low paid individuals compared to the advertising men, an unfavorable
climate will be set up in which revenue agents will follow the letter of the
law and disallow entertainment expenses because If the law passes In Its pro.
posed form, it will say that the entertainment must be In such circumstances
that production income must be directly related to the entertaining.

The advertising man, industrial designer, and the public relations man are not
looking for an order of a few hundred or few thousand dollars, but wants to
establish a long term (agency's term of service to advertisers averages in excess
of 10 years) during which an agency may secure $10 million to $100 million in
business from the client.

Agency men throughout the country should be alerted to this situation and
should do something about it. It is never too late until the agent has made the
reassessment against you or your company.

These are proposals. The final tax legislation and the Commissioner's regu-
lations interpreting it remain to be determined. It must be remembered that
the way the tax laws are administered are as important as thke law itself.
Revenue agents have become more critical of all expenses that are not clear-cut
business items. In this category are business lunches, cocktails and dinners,
traveling, entertaining, automobile expenses, club dues, recreational facilities,
convention expenses, etc. The problem has always been one of proof.

The "tax game" has become a common practice, The game is this: Since there
is no way In which a business expense can be clearly distinguished from a
personal expense, the deductibility In many cases becomes a matter of judgment.
Individuals who may benefit by a deduction tend to deduct items, rationalising
that the items were expended for business purposes, Revenue agents, on the
other hand, many of whom have never been In business, take the attitude of the
policeman and assume that the taxpayer is taking advantage of the situation.

hey may look at questionable items with a jaundiced eye, often insisting on
disallowance of at least a portion of the "questionable" items.

What part of an automobile's use is business and what is for personal reasons
is a difficult matter to ascertain, so the tax game consists of taxpayers maxinlms
Ing deductions, revenue agents realizing this, disallowing part of the claimed de-
ductlons and the taxpayer knowing that a disallowance will inevitably follow,
continues to claim maximum deductions.

Advertising men are particularly vulnerable, because people involved in the
service industries, dealing with the sale of intangible services, are often called
on to entertain, to travel, to drive automobiles for business purposes to belong
to clubs In order to have an opportunity to Invite their prospects and clients to
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business luncheons, cocktails, and dinners. It Is productive for them to attend
conventions and furnish tickets to a ball gamQ, a prize fight, etc. A. business
gift sometimes shows good will and income.

But this i all difficult for revenue agents to understand, because they have
seldom if ever been in a situation that required them to entertain, to take some.
one to lunch, etc. Revenue agents, like public accountants and auditors, are
people whose personalities permit them to operate best in work situations where
their routines are rigidly fixed, where ,ey operate according to rules, regula-
tions, and prescribed practices. The uw of personal Judgment is minimized in
their Jobs. They operate in accordance with the letter of the law.

Recently, developments and proposed legislation tells taxpayers what they
must do to maximize their deductions and minimize their taxes. This requires
effort, meticulousness, and adequate records, but we live In an age where proof
of tax deductions is necessary for allowance and where lack of substantiation
will undoubtedly lead to disallowances. You must be able to show agents why,
when, where, whom and how much for each item you deduct and if you do
this, you should have an airtight case. If you have the kind of proof the Inter-
nal Revenue Service requires, you should not permit the agent to disallow
anything.

We can stop this vicious circle of: Taxpayers maximize deductions--revenue
agents disallow part of deduction-further maximization of deductions, etc., if
both revenue agents and taxpayers will stop playing games.

Taxpayers can stop this vicious circle from continuing by having adequate
proof for their deductions and by refusing to permit agents to disallow any part
of proofable items. Yes; I mean that If an agent refuses to settle for full
allowances of proofable items that the taxpayer should go to the administrative
staff or even the Tax Court.

In addition to securing full allowance for travel and entertaining and other
deductions, there are a few important suggestions that I can make to help you
build a reserve for future use. The legal tax means for accumulating a personal
reserve involve profit-sharing plans, pension plans, deferred compensation, com-
pany pald group and other life insurance and stock options. Time doesn t per-
mit me to discuss any of these Items in detail, but simply to say a word or two
about each one, so that if they are applicable in your case, you can Investigate
the matter further.

With our present highly complicated tax laws, every business spends a good
deal of time and employs one or more experts to help the company in its tax
planning so as to legally minimize its tax cost.

Seldom does the individual do any careful advance tax planning and If he
does, he often feels he cannot afford to employ skilled specialists to help him.
The result is considerably fewer take-home after-tax dollars.

The legal devices for accumulating a personal reserve Just don't happen by
themselves. They have to be planned and worked out carefully. The tax laws
are highly technical and complex and so the devices used must meet the re.
quirements of the laws and the regulations. The top executives of every bust.
ness who administer the affairs of the business spend their time in planning for
the business, so each individual executive must protect his own interests. That
is why you Individuals must know something about profit-sharing plans, pension
plans, deferred compensation, etc., and certainly I cannot tell you much about
these things today but perhaps I can whet your appetite so that you will go on
and do the rest of the research yourself.

Some companies have established qualified profit-sharing plans through which
they deposit part of their profits each year in a trust fund, which Is exclusively
for the benefit of employees. The amount deposited In such funds are fully
tax deductible to the corporation making the deposit, but the proportion of the
deposit which benefits each employee is not reportable in the employees income
until he receives the funds and at such time, the funds may be reportable as
capital gains under some circumstances and thus only one-half of the proceeds
are reported and a tax of not more than 25 percent Is Imposed on the proceeds.
Such funds as Inured to the employees benefit through a profit.sharing trust
may reduce the executives tax by as much as half.

For example, assume that a man with a $15,000 a year annual taxable Income
receives $1,000 a year In a profit-sharing contribution instead of as a raise in
salary, If such a deposit is made annually from the time the employee is 40 year
old until he retires at 65, $2,000 would have been so deposited. So as not tW
complicate the matter we will not consider the earnings on the funds deposited.
When the employee receives these funds at age 65 he may report them as a
capital gain and pay a tax on only $12,50 Instead oi $25,000., If his tax rate at
that time is 25 percent, he would only pay $3,128 Instead of perhaps $1,500. Here
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Is a tax saving of more than 50 percent. The same kind of a tax saving can be ac.
complished if the employer company develops a pension fund for the employee
or a deferred compensation arrangement,

The advertising man is singled out and becomes sort of a special tax target,
because so much is written and said about the huckster that the internal revenue
agent smacks his lips in glee when he Is handed an advertising man's tax return
to audit.

The psychological climate that is set up when an $8,000- or $9,000-a-year
revenue agent examines the tax return of a $20,000. or $25,000-a-year advertis-
Ing man is not favorable to an unprejudiced judgment and judgment there must
be because there is no clear-cut way of defining what is the business expense.

Recently the Internal Revenue Service has become more critical of the quasi-
business expense. Most of you are familiar with the various means that have
been used by the Service to try to eliminate claims for expenses that may not
be proper. But in the final analysis, the problem is one of proof. We live in a
paper age where documentation is all-important. If you want to secure the
naximum allowable deductions for business luncheons, entertainment, busi.
ness gifts and travel costs, you will need to have carefully documented evidence
to prove when, where, whom, why, and how much, Yes: even the $2 taxi ride
and the $3 business lunch will need documentation. Perfect records are the
basis for maximumnallowances.

Many business executives complain about the need to keep such records, but
all of us have to suffer for the silts of a few. The Treasury has taken the atti-
tude that business expenses will not be allowed unless they are completely
documented,

There are two ways in which some business expenses are paid:
(1) The corporation pays the restaurant, the club, or automobile rental

directly or by reimbursing the employee for the expenditures that he makes
In beluilf of the corporation; and

(2) The compensation paid to the employee includes a sufficient amount
to permit the employee to do the necessary business entertaining, to drive a
car for business purposes, etc.

In the first case, the employee reports the reimbursement he receives from
the corporation as income. He deducts the amount of expense he Incurred so
that the net reported would be zero if he was reimbursed In full for all expenses.
In the second case, the employee reports his total compensation from which he
deducts the total of business expenses Incurred by him. In the first case, if the
employee Is not a major shareholder, the fact that the corporation reimbursed
him for the expenses is fairly convincing proof that the expenses Incurred were
for business purposes and are legitimate business expenses. The expense re-
ports that the Individual submitted to the corporation, if detailed, should be
adequate proof of the deductible nature and extent of the Items.

If the employ e is a major shareholder, then the corporation's reimbursement
is not so convincing, since a major shareholder may have an ulterior motive in
having his corporation reimburse him for some items.

Adequate and complete proof will be of great importance In such a case for
a disallowance of reimbursed expenses creates a double tax. It increases the
corporate tax and ts treated as a dividend paid to the employee shareholder
and, therefore, adds to his tax so that the total effect of such a disallowance
can create a tax In excess of 100 percent of the amount disallowed.

Assume that corporation A t in a 52-percent tax bracket and that its presi-
dent, Mr. Y, Is in a 60-percent tax bracket: assume that Mr. Y has been reim-
bursed by the corporation for $3,000 of expenses that he has reported and that
the internal revenue agent, in examining Mr. Y's tax return, disallows $1,000
of these expenses. The disallowance costs the corporation 52 percent of the
$1,000 disallowed or $520 and the $1,000 disallowed is treated as a preferential
dividend paid to Mr. Y and as such, adds $1,000 to his Income creating an addi-
tional tax of $800. The total tax assessed to the corporation and its president
amounts to $1,120 as a result of the disallowance of $1,000 of reimbursed
ex nsea.Where the employee's compensation is paid in an amount sufll'cient to cover

his own Incurred business expenses, to assure a full deduction for such expenses,
the taxpayer needft two things--(1) proof from the corporation that the com-
pensation paid was intended to cover not only compensation for services but
reimbursement for certain expenses Incurred. The nature of the expenses
to be Incurred had better be spelled out. (2) In addition, the taxpayer needs
proof of the items deducted and the proof needs to show when, where, whom,
why, and how much.
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I know it is difficult to document every single business lunch and every single

business item of entertaining, but if you want to deduct the items and avoid
disallowances, you must have such proof. Time doesn't permit me to detail
the kinds of proof necessary for deductions covering club dues, gifts, automobile
expenses, and other fringe items, but the general statement that adequate proof
of the business nature of the expense, as well as the detail of the expenditures,
is necessary,

The advertising agency man faces more acute tax problems than some others,
because advertising agencies are small businesses comparatively. The nature
of a personal service business requires more than average freedom of activity
and this, together with the pressure of the business, creates a need for long.
time cultivation of profits and for more out-of-office activities.

BCININNATI, O1IO, April 18, 1062.Hon. HARRY FLooD BYRD,

U.S, Sviato, Washington, D.C.:
It has just come to our attention that the pending revenue bill labeled II.R,

10050 limits deductions as business expensmes which in our opinion will greatly
reduce our advance sale of season box seats and other ticket plans. As Cin.
clnnati Is the second smallest city in the major leagues this support from
business firms in our area is extremely important to the success of our club.
We urgently and respectfully request you to oppose this portion of the bill for
best Interests of baseball In the city of Cincinnati, Thanks and regards.

WILLIAM 0. Dtwixr,
President, OCnI~ainatl Red.

HOT L AND RESTAURANT EMPQY PES AND
BARTFNDERS INTERNATIONAL UNION,

Ctinnati, Ohio, April 11, 1062.llon. HARRYIi. BYRD,
Chairman, Committeo on Finance, U.S. Senate, 1Washington, D.C.

DIAR SENATOR BYRD: President Ed S. Miller of our international union has
asked me to convey to your committee our deep interest in the matter of per-
sonal expense account treatment In the tax revision bill now being considered in
your committee.

Our union Is deeply concerned that the present effort to close tax loopholes not
do irreparable damage to the hotel and restaurant Industry.

We believe that a business expenditure is reasonable if it is one that might
normally be Incurred In the conduct of one's affairs. We believe that the place
in which this expenditure takes place is only Incidental to the central fact that
the expenditure is reasonable and normal, Any effort to confine business expense
to certain types of establishments and to deny all expenditures In other types
of establishments is an Intrusion upon the rights of taxpayers.

Most important of all, we believe that any circumscribing of the right of indi.
viduals to entertain business prospects and customers in advancing the goodwill
of their businesses is unwise. We feel that this will have a very harmful effect
and do great damage to established patterns of business conduct.

We respectfully urge that your committee draft any tax revislon bill in such
a way as to enable Individuals and businessmen to continue the present practice
of charging normal and justifiable business expense as a cost of doing business.
We ask that this letter be made part of the record of your curren' hearings on
tax revision,

Sincerely yours.
CYRuS T. AnumsoN.

CLUB MANAOEas ASSOCIATION OF AhinctuoA,
Washington, D.C. April 101 1962.To the Finance Comm ltce, U.S. Senate:

GRNTLZMEN: By way of introduction, I am the chairman of the governmental
Affairs Committee of the Club Managers Association of America. Our asso-
clation, numbering over 2,000 members, is composed of the professional managers
of bona fide country clubs, city clubs, athletic clubs, yacht clubs, and other social,
athletic, and sporting organizations throughout the country,

We are disturbed by the provisions of section 4 of H.R, 1050 now being con-
sidered by the Senate Finance Committee, especially the proposed new rule in
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the new section 274(a)(1)(B) which would deny to a business taxpayer a
business deduction for certain club dues when such club is used in connection
with his business unless the taxpayer established that his membership In the
club was used primarily for the furtherance of the taxpayer's trade or business
and that the use of such club was directly related to the active conduct of such
trade or business.

Under the present provision of HR. 10050 it would be mandatory that a tax-
payer show that he used his club for business more than 50 percent of the time
in order to receive even a partial deduction for the use of the club on legiti.
mate business occasions.

Our association strongly maintains that the expense incurred by a taxpayer
with respect to his use of a club for business entertainment purposes should be
allowed to whatever extent the club is so used and can be substantiated as a
proper business deduction. If a member uses the club for business less than 50
percent of the time, for example only 45 percent of the time, lie should be allowed
to take that 46-percent portion of club dues as a legitimate business deduction.
The test of the club being used "primarily for the furtheran(v of the tax.
payer's trade or business" should be stricken from H. R. 10050.

You are well aware, I know, that a very substantial portion of American bust.
ness is conducted i clubs, and that the revenue to the Government from club
dues tax alone is estimated at above $70 million in 1001. In addition, the Gov.
emnment receives the corporate income tax paid by many clubs that are not ex-
ermpt under section 501 (c) (7) ; plus liquor taxes, social security taxes, unem.
ployment compensation taxes; in addition to numerous State and local taxes;
direct and indirect, which have substantially increased in recent years.

As is generally known, business clubs traditionally lose money on dining room
operations, and compensate for this loss by charging higher club dues. Thus,
dues and dining room charges combined will approximate the cost of meals at
well-established public dining rooms. If this business is driven from the clubs,
the Government will lose the excise tax collected on dues because a great num-
ber of persons will be forced to give up club memberships and some clubs will
be forced to close completely because of the withdrawal of substantial numbers
of members.

Our association respectfully requests your committee to revise section 4 of
H.R. 10050 to remove the test which requires the taxpayer to establish that
the club was used "primarily" for the furtherance of the taxpayer's trade or
business. To the extent that the club was used in a manner directly related to
the active conduct of such business, a deduction should be granted under section
274.

Your serious consideration of this request will be sincerely appreciated.
Respectfully, CHIARLEs H. SMITrH,

Chairman, Governmental Affairs committeee.

GEOROXA POWER Co.,
Atlanta, April 17, 1962.

Hon. HARRY F. BYRD,

chairman, Senate Finance Oommitteo,
New Senate Oflco Building, Washingtoth D.

DEa M. OumamAN : Reference is made to H.R. 10050, hearings being now
in progress before your committee. It is respectfully requested that this com-
munication be entered in the record in lieu of a personal appearance.

Our company is in agreement with the objective of the proposal to allow as a
tax deduction ordinary and necessary business expenses incurred in regard to
legislative matters but we feel that the proposal in its present form does not
fulfill the entire need for legislative change In code section 162. Accordingly,
we strongly urge that the proposal should be modified to make it clear that the
cost of advertising incurred by a taxpayer in the ordinary course of his business
is deductible for Federal income tax purposes even though the advertisement
may have some general reference to pending or prospective legislative matters.

Respectfully, 3'. 3. MoDotiouon.

(Whereupon, at 1 p.m. the committee recessed to reconvene at 10
a.m., Wednesday, Aprll 11, 1962)
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